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Loquor de docto boniine et erudite, cui vivere est cogitmrr. Ciccto.

bettersfrom a late eminent Prelate to one of his Friends.

4to. ll. 7s.; 8vo. 12s.; with profiles of Bishops War-
burton andHurd. Cadell ami Davies. 1801).

r
J^HE private literary converse (for confidential letters are

nothing but conversations divested of their oracular tau-

tology, and reduced to writing) of such men as Bishops

Warburton and Hurd, cannot fail to interest all persons of

taste and learning, not only in the present, but also in future

ages. It has been justly observed, by several French wri-

ters, that " Us Utires des htnnmes ccUbres sont, ordinaire-

ment, lapartie la plus curieuse de Uursecrits" and when they

are published, as in the present instance, without any alte-

rations or modulations to the public taste, they furnish the

best and most interesting specimens of literary biography,

which we can ever hope to see. The originals of this cor-

respondence were deposited in port-folios under the fol-

lowing inscription and character, in the hand- writing of the

late Bishop Hurd.

" These letters give so true a picture of the writer's (Warburton's)
character, and are, besides, so worthy of him in all respects (I mean,
if the reader can forgive the playfulness of his wit in some instances,

and the partiality of his friendship in many more), that, in honour
of his memory, 1 would have them published after my death, and the

profits, arising from the sale of them, applied to the benefit of the

Worceucr Infirmary.
" January 18, 1793. R. Worcester."

So far these volumes may be directly useful to the cause

of humanity ; btu the glowing aud reiterated praise of the

No. 127. Vol. 32. Jan. 1809. B



2 ORIGINAL CRITICISM.

author of the " Moral and Political Dialogues," which
abounds in these letters, would induce a suspicion that the

worthy bishop had a mixed motive in this charitable dona-
tion. The warmth, however, ol'a mutual and ardent friendship

may sufficiently excuse the rather overstrained panegyric
of the respective authors, especially as they do not appear
tOj have been either parsimonious of applause to their other

friends, or extremely cautious in the censure of their op-

ponents, or perhaps enemies. Their ingenuousness, if not

their candour, is a proof of die natural goodness of their

dispositions. The perspicacity, quickness, and ingenuous
sensibility of Warburton were happily associated with the

more grave insinuating suavity and neatness of Hurd. The
former had wit, intrepidity of thought, and vivacity ; the

latter, humour, prudent circumspection, and diffident ten-

derness ;—the one depended on the boldness and originality

of his conceptions for the attainment of his object; the other,

on the usefulness and practicability of his measures. These,
at least, are the impressions which the countenances of those

two learned men would naturally make on the observing

spectator unprejudiced by their writings ; and they are not

very different from the conclusions which might be drawn
from the history of their respective lives. Mrs. Warburton,
indeed, as sensible women are generally very accurate ob-

servers of character, considered Mr. Hurd as a "courtier"

so early as 1750; and his subsequent appointment of tutor

to the Prince of Wales and Duke of York confirmed the

justness of her observations. Hurd's diffidence also not

unfrequently assumed, to common observers, the character

of meanness ; and his timidity rendered him content with di-

recting his own conduct by the laws of rigid rectitude, with-

out attempting to check, as he ought to have done, the

aberrations of others. In this manner he acted the sujjple

courtier without very materially corrupting the natural

purity of his own mind ; and hence his upright exampler

unaccompanied with any pointed precept, was much less

efficient than necessary to the welfare of society. It is to be

regretted, that in bequeathing these letters to posterity, he
lias, with some exceptions, carefully concealed his own opi-

nions, and given only such a number of his answers to War-
burton, especially in the early part of their correspondence,

as leaves us room to conclude that more of them might have

been procured had the author thought proper. The first of

the series is dated " Bedford-row, June I, 1749," and the

correspondence without intermission is continued to " Dec.
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Lettersfrom a late eminent Prelate. *
•

19, 1776 during a period of twenty.seven years, and con-
sisting of 257 letters, but a small number of which were writ-

ten by Hurd. About 150 of the most distinguished writers o{

the last century are here criticised, or rather honoured, with*'

un opinion of their talents and principles ; and although the

utmost freedom is used, the observations appear not to be
dictated either by personal malice or envy. We shall ex-
tract some of the remarks, all of which are characteristic of

the author's usual acutcness, many of them profound and
just, a considerable number paradoxical and visionary, and
not a few totally false. Speaking of third's Commentary
un Horace's Epistles to Augustus and the Pisos, Dr.Warbur-
ton greatly preferred the commentator's reasoning on that

to the Pisos, and thus expresses himself on Pope's imita-

tions ; which is so far curious, as lie has been most unjustly

accused of writing one opinion and believing another re-

specting the works of this poet.

" Mr. Pope, you know, uses the Roman poet for little more than

his canvas. And if the old design or colouring chance to suit his

purpose, it is well; if not, he employs his own without ceremony
or scruple. Hence it is, that he is so frequently serious where Ho-
race is in jest, and gay where the other is disgusted. Had it been
lii.s purpose to paraphrase an ancient satirist, he had haidly made
choice of Horace ; with whom, as a poet, he held littlr in common,
besides his comprehensive knowledge of life and manners, and a cer-

tain curious felicitv of expression, which consists in using the simplest

language with dignity, and the most adorued with ea>e. But his

harmony and strength of numbers, his force and splendour of co-

louring, his gravity and sublime of sentiment, are of another school.

If you ask then why he took any body to imitate, 1 will tell you

—

these imitations being of the nature of parodies, tlu-y add a bor-

rowed grace and vigour to his original wit."

In a subsequent letter Dr. Bentley is defended against the

cabal formed by Garth, Swift, ami Pope, although his pla-

giarism from Vizzanius is admitted; and Dr. Warburton
a/firms, with his usual acumen, that Bcntley's Defence, which
the Oxford people could not answer, " was his conviction," as

it proved that he originally translated from Vizzanius, and not

Jamblicus, as he first pretended and afterwards actually did.

Of Hume the writer speaks several times; and the following

observations, when treating of his Julian, will furnish a

tine treat to the petit maltrv of the Edinburgh Review,
lor a pompous declamation on the intolerance of English

prelates, and a philippic against the English established

church : it will also ailed his national prejudices, and
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4 ORIGINAL CRITICISM.

exeite bis vindictive ire on behalf of metaphysics and bis

, country.

T » " I 8iii strongly tempted too to have a stroke at Hume in parting.

ne is the author of a little book called • Philosophical Essays,' in one
part of which he argues against the being of a God, and in another
(very needlessly you will say) aeainst the possibility of miracles.

He has crowned the liberty of the press—and yet he has a con-
siderable post under government I have a great mind to dp justice on
his arguments against miracles, which, I think, might be done in a
few words. But does he deserve notice ? Is he known amongst you >

Pray answer me these questions. For if his own weight keeps him
down, I should be sorry to contribute to his advancement to anyplace
but the pillory." p. 14. Sept. 28, 1749.

" There is an epidemic madness amongst us; to-day we burn
with the feverish heat of superstition, to-morrow we stand fixed and
frozen in atheism. Expect to hear that the churches are all crowded
next Friday ; and that on Saturday they buy up Hume's new Es-

says ; the first of which (and please you) is The Natural History of
Religion; for which I will trim the rogue's jacket, at least sit upon
his skirts, as you will see when you come hither, and find his mar-
gins scribbled over. In a word, the Essay is to establish an atheistic

naturalism, like Bolingbroke; and he goes upon one of Bolingbroke's

capital arguments, that idolatry and polytheism were before the

worship ofone God. It is full of absurdities'; and here I come in with
him; for they show themselves knaves : but, as you will observe, todo
their business, is to show them fools. They say this man has several

moral qualities. It may be so: but there are vices of the mind as

well as body ; and a wickeder heart, and more determined todo pub-
lic mischief, I think I never knew. This Essay has so much pro-

voked me, that I have a great 4eal to say to him on other accounts."

v. 250. Feb. 1757.
" Hume has outdone himself in this new history, in showing

his contempt of religion. This is one of those proof charges which
Arbutlnot speaks of in his Treatise of Political Lying, to try how much*
the public will bear. If his history be well received, I shall ooo-

clude that there is even an end of all pretence to religion. But I

should think it will not ; because I fancy the good reception of Ro-
bertson's proceeded from the decency of it. Hume carries on his

system here, to prove we had no constitution till the struggles with

James and Charles procured us.one. And he has contrived an ef-

fectual way to support his system, by beginning the History of Eng-
land with Henry VII, and shutting out all that preceded, by as-

suring his readers that the earlier history is worth no one's while to

enquire after." r. 282. March, 1759.

The respective dates of these sentiments will show that

they are not the effusions of a momentary impulse, but the

deliberate and confirmed opinions o£ ten years' experience.

That Hume wrote his essays merely to attract attention by
their extravagance, is confessed by himself, in the Memoirs*

of bis own lite : it is also acknowledged that they felt still-
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born from the press. When in France, he was considered

by Voltaire, and the other self-called philosophers, as an
inflexible believer in Christianity ; and was uniformly re-

proached for not having " disabused himself of the preju-

dices of education/* It is no less certain that he still really

believed in the principal doctrines of revelation, that he en-
deavoured to shape bis conduct by its precepts, and that he
hoped to atone for his speculative errors by the purity and
virtue of his life otherwise. Vanity, insatiable vanity, led

him to adopt any measures he could think of as the most
probable to attain immediate celebrity. His shrewd mind
readily perceived tfiat great vices are always more promptly,
and perhaps too more permanently (especially where they
are in direct contradiction to the established habits of civil

society), distinguished than great virtues ; and, after wit-

nessing the success of the French philosophers, he deter-

mined on the easiest and shortest road to fame, by attacking

religion in a country which has always been eminent for its

piety.

In one of these interesting letters, most of which abound
in curious facts relative to literature, as well as literary

opinions, we learn that the plan of the Essays on the Cha-
racteristics was originally given by Pope to Warburton,
and from him to Browne. Pope observed, that " to his

knowledge the Characteristics had done more harm to re-

vealed religion in England than all the works of infidelity put
together.

1
* The maxims of Lord Halifax are allowed to be

generally solid and useful : Bishop Berkeley, it is added,
" is indeed a great man, and the only visionary I ever
knew that was."—This anecdote of Whiston must show the

vanity of human wisdom.
M Pray did you feel either of those earthquakes? [In March,

1759.] They have made Whiston ten times madder than ever. He
went to an alehouse at Mile-end, to see one who, it was said, had
predicted the earthquakes. The man told him it was true, and that

he had it from an angel. Whiston rejected this as apocryphal. For
be was well assured, that if the favour of this secret was to be com-
municated to any one, it would be to himself. He is so enraged at

Middleton [author of the Free Inquiry into Miracles], that he has

just now quarrelled downright with the Speaker for having spoke a
good word for him many years ago in the affair of the mastership of
the Charter- house. The Speaker the other day sent for him to

dinner; he said he would not come, His lady sent; he would not

come. She went to him, and clambered up into his garret to ask

him about the earthquake. He told her, ' Madam* you are a
* virtuous woman—you need not fear, none but the wicked will be
' destroyed. You will escape. I would not give the same promise to
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6 ORIGINAL CRITICISM

' your husband.' What will this poor nation come to! In the con-

dition of troops between two fires—the madness of irreligioa and the

madness of fanaticism/' »*. 47.

The following reflexions on religion are worthy of at-

tention, although the remarks on the Hebrew Bible are

extremely precipitate.

" 1 hear Dr. Middlcton has been lately at London (1 suppose to

consult Dr lleberden about his health), and is returned in an ex-

treme bad condition. The scribblers against him will say t hey have

killed him. BuJ, by what Mr. Yorke told me, his bricklayer will

dispute the honour of his death with them. Seriously I am much
concerned for the poor man, and wish he may recover with all my
heart. Had he had, I will not say piety, but greatness of mind
enough not to suffer the pretended injuries of some churchmen to

prejudice him against religion, 1 should love him living, and honour

his memory when dead. But, good Cod ! that man, for the dis-

courtesies done him by his miserable fellow-creatures, should be

content to divest himself of the true viaticum—the comfort, the so-

lace, the asylum from all the evils of human life, is perfectly as-

tonishing. 1 believe no one (all things considered) has suffered more
from the low and vile passions of the high and low amongst our
brethren than myself. Yet God forbid it should ever softer me to

be cold in the Gospel interests, which are indeed so much my own,
that w ithout it I should be disposed to consider humanity as the moat
forlorn part of the creation !" p. 53.
" I think you should begin [the study of the Bible] with those

two .great masterpieces of erudit ion, Morinus's « Exercitations' and
Capellus's ' Critica Sacra/ in the order 1 name them,— I need not say
in tlit best editions. You will see, by this recommendation, of
what party 1 am with regard to the authentic text

;
being persuaded,

that, had it not been for the Sepiuagint, the Hebrew Bible would
have been as unintelligible as any cypher is without its key, by
which nothing could he learned; or rather, since the invention of

the Hebrew points a complete nose of wax, to be turned every way,
and made say every thing. Which partly arises from the beggarly

scautiness of the language, partly bt cause no more rem. tins of the

tongue than is contaimd in one single book of no great bigness, but

principally from there having been no vowel points affratl till many
ages after it was become a dead language. This impenetrable dark-

ness was a fit scene for lingeries, ami out of this they rose in

\ abundance; first by the cultivation of Cabalistic Jews oT old; in these

latter times by ('occeius in Holland ; and by Hutchinson amongst
us; which now is growing into a fashionable madness/' p. 59.

In 1750, Dr.Warbnrton observes, " our London books are

like our London veal,—never fit for entertainment, or the

table, till they have been well puffed and blown up /' but what
would this learned author say, did lie now see our public

paper* filled with booksellers' pulls of their own publications

!

The good bishop, however, was not so happy in all his re-
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Lettersfrom a late eminent Prelate. 7

flexions as in the above ; and it is plain that chagrin some-
times gave a turn to his sentiments, as when he asks

—

" How happened it, in the definitions of roan, that reason is al-

ways made essential to him ? Nobody ever thought of making good-
ness so ; and yet it is certain there are as few reasonable men as there

are good. Man might be as properly (refined an animal to whom
<i sword is essential, as one to whom reason is essential. For there

are as few that can, and yet fewer that dare, use the one as the

other."

He is much more correct in discussing the subject of the
drama.

" The proper end of tragedy" he observes, '« is by the pathos to

excite the passions of pity and terror, &c. Comedy delineates life by
humour, to produce the sensation of pleasure.; and farce, by what is

called burlesque to excite laughter/'

When unnatural plots are used, he continues

—

** The mind is not only entirely drawn off from the characters by
those surprising turns and revolutions, but characters have no op-

portunity even of being called out and displaying themselves. For

the actors of ail characters succred and are embarrassed alike, when
the instruments for carrying on designs are only perplexed apartments,

dark entries, disguised habits, and ladders of ropes. The comic plot

is and must, indeed, be carried on bv deceit. The Spanish scene

does it by deceiving the man through his senses ; Terence and Moliere

bv deceiving him through his passions and affections. This is the

right; for the character is not called out under the first species of

deceit ; uoder the second, the character does all."

These observations must be admitted to be equally acute

and just; yet we now despair of ever seeing any thing like

legitimate comedy, so inveterate is the misguided selfishness

of modern managers.

The character of Harris the grammarian is mutually con-

sidered by these friends as " now to sense, now nonsense,

leaning ; just as antiquity inclines him ;" a sentence which

is more pointed than just, and sufficiently paradoxical. The
character of Byrom is much more accurate; "certainly

a man of genius plunged deep into the rankest fanaticism."

" If I were to define enthusiasm," observes BishopWarburton, " I

would say it is such an irregular exercise of the mind as makes us give

a stronger assent to the conclusion, tlnn the evidence of the premises

will warrant : then reason begins to b betrayed, and then enthusiasm

properly commences. This shows vv i \ enthusiasm is more frequent

in religious matters than in any oth -r ; for those interests being very

momentous, the passions bear the greatest sway, and reason is tht

least heard."
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8 ORIGINAL CRITICISM.

The generally-received opinion that Pope's Essay on Man
is only a versification of Bolingbroke's sentiments, is here

decisively denied, and proved to be without any foundation

in fact ; indeed, it is not to be supposed that so decided an

infidel as his lordship, and one so indifferent about morality,

could have taken so much pains to " vindicate the ways of

God to man." Bolingbroke's three tracts were prefaced by

a letter to Pope, which is characterised by Warburton as
u a kind of common-place (and a poor one) of free- thinking

objections and disingenuity." This statesman's spleen

against the divine is ascribed to " his great jealousy of my
taking Pope out of his bands by my Commentary on the

great principle of the Essay, thefollowing Nature and Na-
ture's God" The letter he considers

—

" A full confutation of that invidious report, that Pope had his

philosophy from Bolingbroke, and only turned his prose letters into

verse. For here it appears that the Essay on Man was published

before Bolingbroke composed his first philosophical epistle. In a
word, if it was not for the very curious and well-written Letter to

Sir William Wiudham, this tetter to Pope would be received with

great neglect.—So far for this pigmy giant
!"

*

And so far are we pleased to find that Warburton was
convinced in his private opinion that Pope owed nothing to

Bolingbroke ; for however many parts of the Essay on
Man may be objectionable, as a whole its general tendency
is too good to have originated with any person who founded
his claims to distinction on no more solid a basis than that of

disbelieving the great truths of religion. We are therefore

sorry that the Bishop's conclusion, although legitimate, is

not supported by better premises. Although Pope's Epistles

appeared before Bolingbroke's, vet as the one was a regular,

and the other only an occasional author, it is not improbable
that the statesman (for his letters on history justly entitle

him to this rare character) might have communicated the

principal materials to the poet. This is the more probable*

that the most inveterate infidels, never being able to quash
entirely their own apprehensions that religion may be true,

generally become great moralisers
; and, in withholding their

faith from religion, bestow it in abundance on moral pre-

cept. Still, however, it is not less possible that the con-
templation of Bolingbroke's genius and infidelity might have
awakened all those reflexions in Pope's mind, which appear
in the Essay on Man, without any other communication

;

and it is at least certain, that whoever was the original author
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of the reflexions, they must have been sublimed anu chris-

tianised with the sentiments of the poet.

One of the first of Bishop Hurd's letters in this collection

contains such a trait of filial respect, that it would be great

injustice to his memory not to notice it particularly. It

is dated in July, 1754, above five years after the corre-

spondence of these two learned divines had become re*

gular.

" The truth is, I go to pass sometime [at Shiffnal in Shropshire]

with two of the best people in the world, to whom I owe the

highest duty, and have all possible obligation. I believe I never
to& you how happy I am in an excellent father and mother—very
plain people you may be sure, for they are farmers, but of a turn

of mind that might have honoured any rank and any education.

With very tolerable, but in no decree affluent circumstances,

their generosity was such, they never regarded any expense that

was in their power, and almost out of it, in whatever concerned

the welfare of their children. We are three brothers of us. The
eldest settled very reputably in their own way, and the youngest in

the Birmingham trade. For myself, a poor scholar, as you know, I

am almost ashamed to own to you how solicitous they always were
to furnish me with all the opportunities of the best and most liberal

education. My case in so many particulars resembles that which
t^e Roman poet describes as feis own, that with Pope's wit I could

apply almost every circumstance of it. And ifever I were to wish in

earnest to be a poet, it would be for the sake of doing justice to

so uncommon a virtue. I should be a wretch if I did not conclude,

as he does, " si Natura juberet," &c. In a word, when thev had
fixed us in such a rank of life as they designed, and befieved

should satisfy us, they very wisely left the business of the world

to such as wanted it more, or liked it better. They considered

what age and declining health seemed to demand of them, re-

serving to themselves only such a support as their few and tittlu

wants made them think sufficient. I should beg pardon for troubling

you with this humble history ; but the subjects of it are so much
and so tenderly in my thoughts at present, that if 1 writ [wrote] at

all, I could hardly help writing about them." p. 102.

We have observed, that these letters abound in the paraT

doxes and errors of Warburton : the following is an instance

of both, in reply to some objections of Dr. Hunt's against

several opinions expressed in his sermons. " Nature and
human society alone seem not to determine against polygamy.
Why I said so was, replies Bishop Warburton, because it was
allowed to the Jews ; and I apprehend nothing was indulged

them against the law of nature." Here the divine confounds

permission with sanction, and the corrupted institutions

of the Jews with the law of nature, contrary to moral and
physical evidence. The Jews not unfre<juently in-
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dulgcd" themselves in idolatry and other pollutions; so
do savages: hence the bishop might as well conclude that

.such corruptions are not against the law of nature, although

that must ever be congenial and consistent with reasonable

beings. It is too a dangerous paradox to maintain that the

apostle's meaning of " fornication" applied only to the

.violation of " the Jewish prohibited degrees" of marriage;

for this is what appears to be the meaning of the author

in reply to the well- founded objections of his friend. The
distinction between the degrees of intermarriage prohibited

by nature, and those by the Jewish laws, is eminently

just; but the author evidently labours under a very gross

and unaccountable misconception both of the moral law
and the law of nature. A somewhat similar error, per-

haps occasioned by this of Warburton, led the late inge-

nious but ill-judging Madden into the most extravagant

and absurd notions of social virtue. We think however
• that Bishop Hurd, after witnessing the danger of the in*

stance just mentioned, should either have accompanied
this letter with some remarks tending to expose and ob-
viate such a serious misconception, or have withheld it

entirely from the public : the latter mode indeed was cer-

tainly preferable, as all such discussions tend only to raise,

instead of settling, doubts on subjects which are so self-

evident, that none but the depraved or the visionary could

ever hesitate on the matter. On ecclesiastical law, Bishop

Warburton is more worthy of attention, though here too;

his peculiar mode of thinking is apparent.

" Under the Norman and Plantagcnet lines/' he observes, " the

prerogative rose or fell just as the pope or the barons ruled at

court But the principle of civil libeny was always in vigour [we
might say that it is indigenous to the soil]. The barons were a -

licentious race in their private lives. The bishops threw them out

a bai;^j#tiich they were too wise to catch at. Subsequent marriage
by the imperial laws, as well as canons, legitimated bastards as

to succession. The common law kept them eternally in their state

of bastardy. The barons' castles were full of bastards—the very
name was honourable. At a parliament under Henry III. ' ro-
4 gaverunt omnes cpiscopi ut consentirent quod naii ante matrirao^
• nium essent legitimi— el omnes comitcs et barones una voce respon-
' derunt quod nolunt leges Anglicc. muturi.' Coke— Littleton, I. 3. c. 6.

§ 40. This famous answer has been quoted a thousand and a thou-

sand times, and yet nobody seems to have understood the manage-
ment. The bishops, as partisans of the pope, were for subjecting

England to the imperial and papal laws, and therefore began with

a circumstance most to the taste of the barons. The barons smelt

the contrivance j and rejected a proposition most agreeable to them.
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for fear of the consequences—the introduction of the imperial law s,

whose very genius and essence was arbitrary despotic: power. Tnrir
answer shows it. ' Xoittmus Icqes An^iue vmtari ; they had no.
thing to object to the reform, but they were afraid for the consti-
tution.

" After the Reformation, the Protestant divines, as appears bv
the homilies composed by the wisest and most disinterested men, such
as Oa rimer and Latimer, preaehed up non-resistance very strongly;

but it was only to oppose to popery. The case was this: the
pope threatened to excommunicate and depose Kdw.rd—-hr did

put his threats into execution against Elizabeth. This was
teemed such a stretch of powr, and so odious, tl,w th~ Jesuits con-

trived all meam to soften //., One was bv searching :r»«.i» Hie origin

of civil power, which they brought rightly (though for w it {<•:/

purports) from the people ; as M anana and others, lo combat
this, and to save the person of the sovereign, the proteslant di-

vines preaehed up divine right— Hooker, superior to every thing,

followed the truth. But it is remarkable that this non-resistance,

that at the Reformation was employed to keep out popery, was at

the Revolution employed to bring it in — so eternal!) is truth sa-

crificed to politics! " r. l
f)8—200.

" In studying this period"(the civil wars, observes Dr. Wnrbmtoii
in a previous letter), "the most important, the most wonderful in all

history, I suppose you will make Lord Clarendon's incomparably
performance your ground-work. I think it will be underwood to

advantage, by reading, as an introduction to it, Rapiu's rei^ti of
James I., and the first I V years of Charles I. Alter this will follow

If hilhclu's Memoirs, It is only a journal or diary, very amjde,
and full of important matters. The wruer was learned in his own
profession; thought largely in religion by the advantage of his

friendship with heldtn; fur the rest, he is vain ani peJ iiitic ; and
on the whole a litt'e genius. Ludfov/s Memoirs, as to its com-
position, is below criticism; as to the matter, curious enough.
With what spirit written, you may jm'-e by his < h,ir;«eter, wtmii
was that of a furious, mad, but I think apparently hoiwst, repub-

lic, n, and independent. May's History of' the l*<irli:<nunt is a

just composition, according to the rules of history. It is wri t* n

with much judgment, penetration, manliness, ami spirit; amlui.n
a candour tliatwill greatly increase your esteem, when you under-

stand that he wrote by order of his masters, the parliament. It

breaks off (much to the loss of the history of that tune) just when
their armies were new modelled by the self-denying ordinancr.

This loss was attempted to be supplied by Sprier's History fif
Fairfax's erploits—non pax*ibtt* tenuis. He was chaplain to the

general; is not altogether devoid of May's candour, though he

has little of his spirit. Walker says it was written by the famous

Colonel Fiennes, though under Sprigge's name. It is altogether

a military history, as the following one of Walker, called The

History of Independency, is a civil one; or rather of the nature of

a political pamphlet against the Independents. It is full of curious

anecdotes; though written with much lory, by a wrathful pres-

j)ylerian member, who was cast out of the saddle with the rest
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by the Independents. Milton was even with him, in the firm and severe

character he draws of the presbyterian administration, which you

will find in the beginning of one of his books of the History'bf

England, m the late uneastrated editions. In the course of the

study of these writers, you will have perpetual occasion to verify

or refute what they deliver, by turning over the authentic pieces

in Nalson's, and especially Rushworth's, voluminous collections,

which arc vastly curious and valuable. The Elenchus motuum of

Bates, and Sir Philip Warwick's Memoirs, may be worth reading.

Nor must that strange thing of Hobbes be forgot, called The
History of the Civil Wars: it is in dialogue, and full of paradoxes,

like all his other writings. More philosophical, political, or any
thing rather than historical; yet full of shrewd observation?.

When you have digested the history of this period, you will find

in Thurloe's large Collection many lettersthat will let you thoroughly

into the genius of those times and persons." r; 148— 1.50.

The last topic we shall notice is the character of the cele-

brated autiquary, Dr. Stukeley, and antiquarian Literature.

" You say true, I have a tenderness in my temper which will

make me miss poor Stukeley ; for not to say that he was one of

my oldest acquaintance, there was in him such a mixture of sim-

plicity, drollery, absurdity, ingenuity, superstition, and antiqua-

rianism, that he often aftbrded that kind of well.seasoned repast,

which the French call an ambigu; I suppose, from a com-
pound of things never meant to meet together. I have often

heard him laughed at by fools, who had neither his sense, bis

knowledge, nor his honesty ; though it must be confessed that in

him they were all strangely travestied. Not a week before bis

death [at 84], he walked from Bloomsbury to Grosveitor-square*

to pay me a visit ; was cheerful as usual, and as full of literary pro-

jects." But his business was to solicit for the prebend ofCanterbury

:

f For/ added he, « one never dies the sooner, you know, for seeking
* preferment.'

" It is as you say of Percy's Ballads*, Pray is this the man
who wrote about the Chinese? Antiquarianism is, indeed, to true

letters, what specious funguses are to the oak ; which never shoot

put and flourish till all the vigour and virtue of that monarch of the

grove be effete, and near exhausted f."

• Similar allusions occur very often in these letters; and, when-
ever Dr. Hurd has first made an observation on any writer or his work,
Dr. Warburton contents himself with expressing his approbation^ in

this manner: the reader of course is obliged to guess or remain
totally ignorant of the opinion of both writers, in consequence of
Dr. nurd's letters being withheld from the public.—This is not one
of the least faults of this publication. Rev,

f This condemnation of " antiouarianism," will be of •« infinite

service" to the Bridge -street knight, who may found a volume
or two on it, as he did on a seuteoce in Gray's Letters respecting

travellers' descriptions, Rev,
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We must now take our leave of the interesting con-
versations of tbese truly learned and, we doubt not, good
men. The style of these epistles, which is not very dis-

similar to that of the more finished works of their re-

spective authors, is simple, sufficiently elevated, and per-
spicuous, but by no means either very correct or elegant*

There is throughout these letters a philosophical and a sincere

conviction of the importance of Christian faith and duty ; yet
they are as perfectly devoid of all affected piety, or the odious
" cant of methodism," as, they are of superstition, of which
they are much freer than those of Hume or Voltaire.—Those
who absurdly pretend that Christian faith is incompatible with
rigid reason, need only read these confidential and private

communications of two distinguished prelates, to be con-
evinced of the falsehood of this notion. True Christianity

indeed is but the perfection of right reason, and science

is a necessary handmaid to both.

We shall only observe, that our quotations have been
taken from the octavo edition ; and we cannot express our

approbation too warmly of the honest plan of enabling tlie

public to indulge individual taste, by the purchase either

of a costly splendid quarto, or a modest octavo at half the

price. Independent also of the charitable purpose to which

the profits of these volumes are consigned— their intrinsic

merit, notwithstanding their personalities and too often

repeated complimentary expressions, will recommend them
ta the serious perusal of a very numerous and very re-

/ spectable class of readers.

Malcolm's London during the Eighteenth Century.

[Concluded from Vel. 31, *. 413.]

IN the anecdotes of depravity we find many particulars

of that infamous deception, the South-Sea scheme, and a

long list of other plans intended to get money by other

practices than industry: gaming was the favourite of that

day, as much as of the present; and ie public were as

easily duped by the bold assertions of projectors.—In this

chapter occur the following particulars of the Cock-lane

ghost, which we extract for the information of the present

age, as we are well aware that several attempts have been

made of late years again to take advantage of popular cre-

dulity, in regard to presumed supernatural agencies. To
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deprive these practices of their force and mischief, is host

effected by an exposure of the arts thatliave been detected

on similar occasions.

" There is something so nh^urcl and ridiculous in the terrors spread

by Mis* Punom, r h it I think it hardly fair to class her operations

with really serious oflences against the laws- of morality; but,

recollecting that her ki;nrkin«* indicated a charge of poisoning, my
scruples are removed, and 1 priced to sketch the principal out-

lines of an incident tiw a^itaud t he public mind till 1762, when
all who had *• three uL\i> in continuity" were convinced that the

spirit possessed no u(pcr.>,ctirral powers.
" For two years prciious to the a!)ove date, knocking* ant!

scran hings had* frequently been heard during the night m the first

floor of a person named Parsons, %vho held the office of Clerk to

St. Sepulchre's church, and resided in Cock-lane, near West
Smithiield. This man, alarmed at the circumstance, made several

experiments to discover the cause, and at last had the amazing
good fortune to trace the sounds to a bed>tead, on which two of

his children reposed after the fatigues of the day ; the eldest of

w hom, though a most surprizing girl of her age, had numbered but

twelve winters. Justly supposing 1 the children might sutler some
'

dreadful injury from the knocker, this affectionate parent removed
them a story higher; but, horror upon horror, the tremendous
noise followed the innocents, ami even disturbed their rest for

whole nights. But this was not all: a publican, resident in the

neighbourhood, was frightened into serious illness by the form
of a fleeting female ghost, which saluted his \ision one fatal

evening when in Parsons's house
;
nay, that worthy clerk saw it

himself about an hour afterwords.
" Facts of this description cannot be concealed : reports of the •

noises and of the appearance of the phantom spread from the lane

into a vast circle of space ; numbers visited the unfortunate house,*

and others sat ike night through w ith the tortured infant, appalled,

by sounds terrific; at length a Clergyman determined to adjure

the Spirit, and thus obtain direct replies to the following questions:
• Whether any person in that house had been injured?' The
answer, expressed by the number of knocks (as the ghost was
denied the power of speech, and of shewing herself within reach),

was m the affirmative. * Was she a woman r
'—

' Yes;' the Spirit

then explained, that she had ' been kepi by Mr. , who poisoned

her when ill of the Small-pox, and that her body was deposited

in the vault of St. John's church, C!ei kenwell.' "During this ex-
amination, the girl exhibited a considerable deal ofart, but betrayed
herself decidedly m several instances. The result was, that the

Spirit ardently desired the murderer might be punished for her

alledged death. A wise-acre, who narrattd the above particulars

m a newspaper of the time, observes, with wonderful sagacity,
« What I* remarkable is, that the Spirit ii> never heard till the

)

* children are in bed. This knocking was heard by the supposed'
« woman when alive, who declared it foretold her death.' Another

f

account of the affair asserts, ' that the person accused had married
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two sisters, and that Fanny, the daughter of Parsons, had slept

with the lady that appeared by knocking and scratching during her

husband's absence at a wedding; but the knocking the deceased

heard, was declared by the girl to be caused by the spirit of the

previously deceased sister; if so, the girl's internal acts may have
caused the death of the woman, as it is well known the agitation <>f

a mind under the terrors of supposed supernatural visitation must
Lave a fatal tendency in such a disorder as the small-pox.
" The geutleman intended to be accused in this aflair, of per-

petrating upon two wives the most atrocious of all crimes, was
married about six months since, to a very agreeable young lady,

with a fortune of 3000/. The unhappy situation in which they
must both be, from so horrid an aspersion upon the former, inay

be more easily conceived thau expressed.' - -
'

" This shameful affair terminated in the manner described in the

ensuing words, extracted from one of the newspapers published iu

February I7fi2. ' February I. On this uight many gentlemen, emi-
nent for their rank and character, were, by the invitation of the Rev.

Mr. Aldrich, of Clerkeuwell, assembled at his house for the ev-

ain i nation of the noises supposed to be made by a departed

Spirit, for the detection of some enormous crime. About ten at

niuht, the gentlemen met in the chamber, iu which the girl sup-

posed to be disturbed by a Spirit had, with proper caution, been
put to bed by several ladies ' They sal rather more thau an hour, and
hearing: nothing went down stairs: when thev interrogated theOCT *

father of the girl, who denied, in the strongest terms, any know-
ledge or belief of fraud. The supposed Spirit had before publicly

promised, by an affirmative knock, that it would attend one of

the gentlemen into the vault, under the Church of St. John's

C'lerkenwell, where the body is deposited, and give a token of,

her presence there, by a knock upon her cuflin. Jt was therefore •

determined to make this trial of the existence or veracity of the

supposed Spirit.

" • While they were enquiring and deliberating, they wer*

summoned into the girl's chamber by some ladies, who wrre near

her bed, and who had heard knocks and scratc hes. When tho

gentlemen entered, the girl declared that she felt tl*e Spirit like a

mouse upon her back, and was required to hold her hands nut of

bed. From that time, though the Spirit was very solemnly re-

quired to manifest its existence, by appearance, by impression on

the hand or body of any present, by scratches, knocks, or any
other agency, no evidence of any preternatural power was exhibited.

" 4 The Spirit was then very seriously advertised, that the person

to whom the promise was made, of striking the coffin, was then

about to visit the vault, ami that the performance of the promise

was then claimed. The company, at one, went into the Church ;

and the gentleman to whom the promise was made went with one
more into the vault. The Spirit was solemnly required to perform

iu promise; but nothing more than silence ensued. The person

supposed to be accused by the Spirit then went down with several

others, but no effect was perceived. Upon their return, they ex-

amined the girl, but could draw no coifaston from her. between
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two and three she desired, and was permitted to go home with her

father.

" ' It is therefore the opinion of the whole assembly, that the

child has some art 'of making or counterfeiting particular noises*,

and thai there is no agency of any higher cause/
" Completely exasperated at the base methods adopted by his

enemies to ruin his character, if not to affect his life, the injured

party at length had recourse to the justice of his Country ; and
exactly one year after the exposure of this ridiculous as well

as wicked imposture, the principals made him pecuniary satis-

faction, to avoid worse consequences; but Parsons received sen-

tence of imprisonment for two years, and to be pillored three

times; his wife imprisonment one year, and their servant six

months.' Thus ended the serio-comedy of Fanny the Phantom,

which afforded fine sport for the wits of the day
;
nay, Parsons shared

in the joke, for the populace pitied his unmerited sufferings, and,

instead of pelting, cherished him when on the pillory, and even
gathered money for him." p. 102.

The chapters on ' Manners and Customs/ and that on
* Eccentricities,' are the most entertaining of the whole,

though too much confined to the walks of low and middle
life. Some of the anecdotes are very whimsical ; and
others possess great interest, from unfolding the varieties

of the human character: many of them however ought
to have been included in the chapter on Depravities. Here
we are treated with a long detail of the directions for the

ceremonial attending the entry of George the First into

London, after his arrival in England, and the death of
Queen Anne; from the conclusion of which we learn that,

during the whole proceeding from St. Margaret's Hill,

" the conduits at Stock's-market, and other parts of the

city, ran with wine as usual." The following singular ad«

vertisement, for procuring custom to a public tea-garden,

recurs under the date 1716.

" Sion Chapel at Hampstead, being a private and pleasant

place, many persons of the best fashion have been lately married

there. Now, as a minister is constantly obliged to attend, this is

to give notice, that all persons, upon bringing a license, who
shall have their wedding-dinner at toe House in the Gardens, may
be married in the said Chapel without any fee or reward ; and from
such as do not keep their wedding at the Gardens, only five

•hillings will be demanded of them for all fees/'

Of the famous female bone-setter at Epsom, Mr. Malcolm
has inserted the following particulars from the Weekly
Miscellany of August 7, 1736.

# In other words, a ventriloquist
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" ' This person, we are told, is daughter of one Wallin, a
bone-setter of Himlon, Wilts, and sister of that Polly Peacbem
whom a- gentleman of fortune married. Upon some family quarrel

she left tier father, and wandered up and down the country in

a very miserable manner, calling herself Craxy Sally; and often, as

it is presumed for grief, giving way to a practice that made her

appear to have too good a title to the name. Arriving at last at

Epsom, she has performed such wonderful cures, that we are told the

people thereabout intend a subscriptiot for 300/. a year to keep
iter among them.'
" Many of those cures are then described, which seem well

attested, and are really surprising. ' In fine, the concourse of
people to Epsom on this occasion is incredible ; and it is supposed
she gets near 20 guineas a day, as she executes what she does in

a very quick manner. She has strength enough to put in any
man's shoulder without assistance ; and this her strength makes the

following story, which may be depended upon, the more credible.

" ' An impostor came to her, sent, as it is supposed, by some
surgeons, on purpose to try her skill, with his head bound up;
and pretended that his wrist was put out; which, upon exami«
nation, she found to be false ; but to be even with him, she gave
it a wrench, and really put it out, and bade him go to the fools who
sent him, aud get it tett again; or if he would come to her that

day month, she would do it herself.'

" This strange woman utterly ruined herself by giving way to

that eccentricity, which too frequently in one way or other marks
all our characters. The object of it was a Mr. Hill Mapp, on
whom she fixed her affections, and to whom she was determined
at all tvents to be married, though every effort was made by her

friends to prevent the match. On the day appointed for the cere-

mony, Sir James Edwards, of Walton-upon-Thames, waited on
her with the daughter of Mr. Glass, an attorney, a poor afflicted

child whose neck was dislocated and supported by steel instru-

ments. Miss Wallin saw the girl, and said she could restore the

parts, but would do nothing till she became Mrs. Mapp. A
gentleman present, finding her resolute, lent her his chariot to

convey her to Ewell, where she expected to obtain a conveyance
to London with her intended husband, though in that expectation

she was disappointed. « As she was going to Ewell, Mr. Walker,
brazier, of Cheapside, met her, and returned with her to the inn.

lie was carrying down his daughter to her, a girl about \ l years

of age, whose case was as follows: the vertebra?, instead of de-

scending regularly from the neck, deviated to the right scapula,

whence it returned towards the left side, till it came within a little of
' the hip-bone, thence returning to the locus, it descended regularly

upon the whole, forming a serpentine figure. Miss Wallin set

her strait, made the back perfect, and raised the girl two inches.

While this was doing, Sir James Edwards's chariot with two gen-
tlemen in it, came to beg her to come back to Epsom, suspecting

she might not return again; but all their persuasions availed

nothing, and the best terms they could make with her, was, that

she should not go to London to be married, but have the chariot

No. 127. Vol 32. Jan. 1S09. C
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and go to Headly, about three miles from Epsom. As the coach-
man was driving her by Epsom, she was told, that the minister

of Headly was suspended for marrying Mr. C. whereupon the
coachman said he would carry her no further, unless it was to
Epsom. She then alighted, and went into a cottage on the side

ot the town; presently after which, information being given that

she was there, Mrs. Shaw, and several other ladies ot that place,

went to her on foot to importune her to return ; but, to avoid any
further solicitation, she protested she would never come nigh the
town, if they opposed her marriage any longer; and then
walked on towards Banstead. Sir James Edwards, being in-

formed how much she was affronted by his coachman, immediately
ordered a pair of his horses to be put to a four-wheeled chaise,

and sent them with another driver to offer their service to convey
her where she pleased. Mr. Bridgwater in his chaise, and several

other people on horseback, followed her also, and overtook her
when she had walked about a mile over the Downs towards Ban-
stead, where she had determined to be married. When she came
there, the minister having no licences, she returned to her first

resolution of going to London ; but, the horses having travelled

that morning from -Walton, and being harrassed about without
any refreshment, the coachmau was afraid to venture so far as
London with them, and desired to be excused; upon which
Mr. Bridgwater, in regard to the child Sir James Edwards had
brought, and other unhappy creatureswho were in Epsom waiting for

their cure, brought her in his chariot to London, saw her married,

and conveyed her back again immediately after, being fully re-

solved to see her perform her promise/ Mrs. Mapp was buried

^
at the expence of the parish of Su Giles in 1737 !

!

" p. 244.

The chapter on 'Amusements' contains many curious

particulars of the state and management of our theatres,

and will be found very useful ' to consult by those who
may engage in the compilation of a History of the Stage.

The following sketch of the life of Handel will be read

with interest.

" Handel's decease occurred on the 6th of April, 1759. As
this eminent composer may justly be said to have formed a new
cera of musick in England, and to have established the Opera,
and the fame of his Oratorios perhaps for centuries to come ; a
sketch of his life from bis arrival in this island cannot be alto-

gether unacceptable, particularly as it must contain a general

history of those amusements with which he became connected.

Handel was born at Hall in Upper Saxony, February 24-, 1684,

but did not visit England till he had attained his 26th year, and
when perfect master of his profession. The stranger, though
only upon leave of absence from the Court of Hanover, where he
received a pension of 1 500 crowns per annum, and held the place

of Master of the Elector's Chapel, was presented to Queen Anne,
and favourably received ; thus honoured, Handel soon enjoyed

the patronage of her courtiers, and immediately commenced hi?
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career by correcting the errors of the Italian Opera, if that could

be so called which had been translated into the English language.

As this celebrated composer found it, the most pathetic parts of
the Italian musick frequently fell upon words expressive of anger,

and r/cfrm'fl; he therefore composed Rossi's Rinaldo, written after

an outline by Aaron Hill, who favoured the publick with an
English version of it.

" When Handel had remained here one year, the full term of

his leave of absence, he returned to Hanover, but promised to

re-visit the Queen at the first convenient opportunity : that occured
in 1712, and he composed his Te Deum and Jubilate after the

signing of the peace of Utrecht. Queen Anne, highly gratified

with his exertions, granted him a pension of 200/. for life, and
added her commands to the solicitations of the nobility, that he
should assume the management of the Opera-house. This he
complied with, and violated in consequence an engagement he
was under to return to the Elector's Court. When that prince

ascended the British throne, Handel, conscious of his offence, dared
not venture into his presence ; and his friends even thought stratagem

preferable to intercession in restoring him to favour. To ac-

complish this Baron Kilmanscck and several of the English no-
bility engaged the King in a party of pleasure upon the Thames

:

at that hour of relaxation the King was surprised with those grand
movements y«t known as Handel's Water-piece, which were com-
posed expressly for the occasion, and performed under his direc-

tion in a boat attendant on the monarch. The scheme was suc-

cessful beyond expectation; and from that hour the fortunate

musician received both honours and rewards from George I. The
Earl of Burlington ami the Duke of Chandos were his warmest
patrons and admirers: the latter indeed retained him at Canons
as master of his splendid choral establishment for the offices of
religion ; and as Buononcini and Attilio were then composers for

the Opera, he did not frequently interfere with their province.

" At length the period arrived destined to rouse the powers of
Handel as a composer and a tyrant. Several persons of dis-

tinction had determined to found an Academy of Musick in

the Haymarket, in order to insure a constant supply of Operas
from the pen of the unrivalled Saxon, which they intended should

be performed under his direction. The subscription for this pur-

pose amounted to 50,000/. ; and they procured the King's name
for 1000, to grace the head of the list Thus authorised and enabled
Handel went to Dresden for performers of celebrity, and engaged
Senesino and Duristanti, with whom he returned to England, when
they acted his Opera of Radamisto to a most crowded audience,

which honoured him with the loudest plaudits. From that day the

powerful partizans of Buononcini; and those of Handel became
irreconcileable enemies; though their enmity was so far controuled

as to permit an agreement between them, that the rival masters

should alternately compose the acts of Mutius Sctevola, and thus

aiford a criterion by which their superiority was to be determined.

Handel conquered ; and, his reputation (irmly established, he
reigned sole monarch of the Academy for nine years. At the
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close of that period Senesino accused Handel of oppression, and

Handel treated Senesino as a rebel against his authority: the

publick immediately divided on this important question; and to

complete their vexation, Faustina and Cuzzoni quarrelled. Har-
mony ceased in every point of view, and the Academy was dis-

solved ; but Handel maintained his post at the Haymarket, where
he soon discovered that with Senesino he had dismissed the ma-
jority of his audiences. In this dilemma he entered into an agree-

ment with the celebrated Heidegger to perform Operas on their

own account: they accordingly- engaged several new performers;

but the nobility, exasperated at the Saxon's tyrannical conduct,

entered into a subscription, with which they opened the Theatre
in Lincoln's-inn-helds, countermatching his Italians with the

incomparable Farinelli. The contest was continued three years

in conjunction with Heidegger; and Handel persisted one year

after his partner retired: he then left the Haymarket to his

rivals.

" Chagrined and disappointed he endeavoured to establish him-
self at Lincoln's-inn-fields, and afterwards became a partner of

Mr. Rich at Covent-garden Theatre, where he found, to bis great

mortification, that his musick, however sublime, was not a match
for Farinelli's voice; yet he persisted till he had almost ruined

his fortune, and actually deranged his faculties, besides causing

a paralytic stroke, which deprived him of the use of his right arm

»

he was however recovered from the latter calamities by using the

baths of Aix-la-chapelle about the year 1736.
" Fortunately for Handel the publick were pleased with the

performance of his Alexander's Feast at Covent-garden Theatre
soon after his return; and, to add to his good fortune, he was
solicited to compose two Italian Operas for Lord Middlesex, who
had been compelled to take the direction of this difficult concern
upon himself, to preserve it from total ruin. His success on this

occasion operated powerfully with the multitude, and a benefit

produced him 1500/. in the year 1738. An opportunity thus

offered to effect a complete reconciliation with his former em-
ployers ; but that asperity of temper and impatience of controul

which always marked his character induced him to reject every
proposal connected with subscriptions. After several unsuccessful

attempts to establish the Opera at Covent-garden Theatre, be
turned his attention to the composition of Oratorios, which be
intended should have been acted and sung; but the popular

opinion, that such representations from Scripture would be a pro-

fanation of religion, deterred him from the design ; and he caused

them to be sung only as they are at present.
" Similar to most human inventions, the Oratorio was of little

service to the auiJtor: posterity according to custom has had the

honour of rewarding Handel's memory; and if an angel com-
posed new ones, they would certainly not succeed, till he -haoV

fled from the earth half a century, and till Handel has had ki$

day.
" The Irish nation received our great musician and

1

his Ora-
torioj with complacency ; and as he gave the produce of the first
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performance of his Messiah in Dublin to the City prison, he soon
secured their patronage. After considerably improving his cir-

cumstances, he returned to England, where his Oratorios recovered
from their previous depression, and received that approbation
which a dread of having lost them probably excited. Handel
gave the profit of an annual performance of the Messiah to the

Foundling Hospital; and attended their Oratorios regularly long
after be had lost his sight by a guita sercna, and till within eight

days of his death." p. 37 1

.

The anecdotes of dress, and of the caprices of fashion,

are partially illustrated by thirteen coloured engravings,; but
the figures are so ill drawn and so very slightly executed,
that we derive no pleasure from viewing such caricatures

of the human form. Neither do we regard them us altogether

accurate, nor yet sufficiently numerous, for the purpose of

pourtraying the fashions of a century. Refinement produces
variety, and caprice and the love of novelty still further in-

crease the divisions ; so that to trace the mutations of dress*

through any extended period, must inevitably become tedious*

The present state of female attire is certainly the most
graceful that has been adopted for the last hundred years

;

yet we fear it will not last: we are apprehensive of a lurk-

ing propensity again to introduce the use of stiff stays;

which, of all the inventions to deform beauty, holds rank

with the first ;—we mean, to deform beauty radically by
injuring die health.

In the chapter on Domestic Architecture, ' traced from
its origin to its present improved state in London,' &c.

Mr. Malcolm has hazarded several general assertions, which
in oar opinion are not fully warranted by facts. He says,

that " The Saxons have left us strong and almost eternal

of their skill in masonry; but I believe there is

or notlung to be found, the work of their hands,

besides ecclesiastical buildings and castles." We should

be much indebted to any writer who would prove, from
historical documents, that we have any buildings, whether

ecclesiastical or military, that are indubitably of Saxon archi-

tecture ; we mean, that were actually erected by Saxon
builders and in the Saxon times. Oral testimony is not suffi-

cient for the purpose ; it is not enough to say, that such or

such an edifice " was founded by King Ethelbert, or King
Offa, or King Alfred, and therefore the more ancient parts

must be Saxon ; for do not you see how very different the

ornaments are?" No, this argument is not decisive; for

independent pi the several characters and style of the
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building, we want, first, historical evidence as to the

time of its foundation j
and, secondly, proof that the structure

has not been rebuilt at a later period. The three edifices

that are generally quoted as real specimens of Saxon

buildings, are, St. Alban's Abbey Church, the crypt of

Canterbury Cathedral, and Grimbold's crypt at Ox-
ford; these we consider altogether Norman, and the

records which prove the fact are we believe still in

existence.

Mr. Malcolm imagines that our ancestors were obliged

to put up with " wooden buildings " for their domestic

habitations, because the great built their houses all of stone,

and by that means the art of brick-making lay perdu:
" parsimony in the great," are his words, " revived the

art of brick-making." The real cause, in our opinion, of

the preference so long given by the middling and lower

classes to houses of woodbind plaster, was the great plenty
/ of timber and its comparative cheapness in former times.

When wood became dearer, which it necessarily did in

proportion to the increase of population, brick was resorted

to as the material next in cheapness, and, we opine, must
from that very circumstance have come into general use,

even if the great fire of London had not happened ; after

which the construction of wooden houses was restrained

by act of Parliament : before that event, however, we had
many buildings of brick in different parts of the kingdom.
This chapter is illustrated with twenty slight engravings

of buildings in and near London, principally of modern
erection.

The chapters on ' Ecclesiastical Architecture,* and
* Sculpture and Painting,' are much too brief, considering

this as an independent work. The former, short as it is,

has fourteen illustrative plates: the outlines of altar-pieces,

&c., in different churches, are the best.

The volume is concluded by a * Sketch of the present
State of Society in London,' and a double Index-. Against
the Sketch we must enter our most decided protest : though
grounded on facts, it is a gross exaggeration. The manners
of our populace, and of the lower orders of our journeymen
tradesmen, are not so degraded and brutalised as this cari-

cature represents them to be. Undoubtedly, among the
vast multitudes that inhabit London, many thousands will

be found both vicious and riotous; yet let it be recollected,

that the geueral safety of this immense metropolis is nightly

secured by a few hundreds of old and mostly infirm men

;
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that a strong taste for reading has been excited, and be-

come in some degree general among the lower ranks ; and
that vice and bad habits uniformly decrease with the ex-

tinction of ignorance. The deductions from these facts

must be obvious ; and we shall now quit the consideration

of the subject, by remarking, that we can never applaud

these degrading exhibitions of human nature, even though al-

together founded on unimpeachable truths. The portraits

of the middling and superior classes of the community are

much better drawn; yet all that soberness of colouring

and harmony which are best adapted to sketches of this

kind is wanting: with the upper ranks of society, we
suspect that Mr. Malcolm is hardly any otherwise ac-

quainted than from report.

It is very difficult to characterise any work in a just

and, at the same time, summary manner, the contents of

which include such a great variety of subjects as the one
before us. Our opinion of particular parts may be gathered

from the preceding pages; but as a whole we have yet
to consider it. To the future topographers of this re-

nowned city, it presents a valuable niass of information,

which was previously scattered through pages possessed

but by few, and inaccessible to most : it forms, indeed,

a direct and necessary appendage to the ' Londinium Re-
divivum 1 by the same author; and if it does not possess

all the advantages of a tasteful selection, it lias the merit

of displaying much industry. We think, however, that

Mr. Malcolm should in every instance have referred us to

his authorities, for compilation is best relished, and most
useful, when we are acquainted with the volumes and the

pages from which its materials are collected. Why are

D' Israeli's 1 Curiosities of Literature' so little regarded

by literary men, but from the total want of all reference

to the sources of the information he records ? There are

several points, also, in which we must regard this as an

imperfect work. The progress of the fine arts, and of

literature, during the last century, are most interesting

subjects; yet these Mr. Malcolm has not at all noticed,

with the exception of some very slight remarks. Perhaps

the vastness of the field intimidated inquiry; yet how
much and how greatly the character of society has altered

with the last hundred years, by the very general diffusion

of literature and the arts, m ist be obvious to the most
superficial observers: they ought not to have been so

unworthily neglected. We trust that a second impression

i
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of this work will be called for, and that we 9ball then see

it improved by that careful revision, and by those ad-

ditions, which we have proved to be necessary.

Barrow's Account of the Public Life of Lord Macartney,

[Continued from Vol. 31, p. 350.]

WE cannot pass over the numerous instances of insatiable

and audacious rapacity only hinted at by Mr. Barrow in these

volumes, without at least endeavouring to give additional

publicity to some of the facts which he states. One of the

greatest temptations to villainy in India is, the delusive

belief that its distance from Europe, and the culpable igno-

rance of Europeans in general respecting the internal state

of that country, must necessarily insure criminals impunity

and protection from public exposition. Sooner or later,

however, all such offences are known ; and we have heard

of more than one instance where the " iniquities of the

fathers were visited on the children,
1
' while others have

terminated their guilty career by self-murder. The follow-

ing observations will convey to the reader some idea of the

moral honesty which prevailed in Bengal about twenty years

ago ; and we fear it is yet very little improved.

" The reports of Lord Macartney's economy, integrity, ami "dis-

interestedness, were ill received and ill relished in Bengal, where
qualities of such a nature were not of the most thriving kind. At
Madras, a contract had been given to Mr. Paul Benfield for sup-

plying the army with carriage bullocks. The terms of this contract

Lord Macartney reduced by nearly one fourth part, and annexed
conditions which made this gentleman think fit to give it up ; but

to please the commander in chief, and engage the services of a

person who was represented as very capable of rendering them, he
was appointed agent for supplying (he troops. Whether the emo-
luments in this office were below his consideration, or whether he
expected that a disappointment in the agency would lead to t
renewal of the contract, he is said to have suffered many of the

cattle, committed to his care, to perish for want of food. He de-

manded for the immediate expenditure of his employ double the

amount of the money which he knew to be in the treasury, and
otherwise conducted himself in such a manner as to compel Lord
Macartney to dismiss him, which gave great offence to his friends

in the supreme council. In fact, the detection and reformation of
abuses, which was strongly recommended by the court of directors

to the early attention of Lord Macartney, could not fail of exciting

t jealousy in that place where a profuse expenditure of the Corn-
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party's funds had involved the government in an enormous and ac-

cumulating debt ; where agencies, embassies, and contracts, had
drained the public coders to fill the pockets of individuals *, and
where there was a total want of economy, both in the civil ami

' military department. At Bengal therefore no character could be
more obnoxious than one of an established reputation for inflexible

integrity, armed with the power of correcting abuses." p. 226.

The same Benfield was afterwards appointed a commis-
sioner for the arrangement of the finances of the nabob of

the Carnatic, and Sullivan was also allowed to hold another

lucrative office in the same country, it is much to be
wished that Mr. L. D. Campbell, or some other honest and
impartial man of talents, well acquainted with the affairs of

India, would favour the world with a sketch of the natural

history of such adventurers, as some work of the kind seems
necessary, not only to the salvation of our Indian domi-

nions, but also to the parity of British legislation. Did the

electors of the United Kingdom better know the real cha-

racter of many of those who now call upon them for their

suffrages, we might then hope for a radical reform where
indeed all true reform should commence; namely, in the

people's exercise of judgement in the choice of their re-

presentatives. We cannot believe the public feeling of

justice to be so low, that such information would not pro-

duce most important effects ; and if so, the Commons
would necessarily cease to be a theatre of corruption, the '

unavoidable invasions of civil liberty occasioned by French

revolutionary despotism be obviated, and the British con-

stitution transmitted unimpaired to future ages. It is a

sacred duty to our-king, our country, and to civil society,

to exert ourselves to the utmost to prevent all men of sus-

picious integrity from sharing in any civil honours, or be-

coming legislators of a brave and yet virtuous people. But
without a thorough knowledge of the means by which

wealth has been acquired in the East and in the West too,

it is impossible that this duty can he faithfully discharged

;

and unless it is duly fulfilled, we must continue our pro-

gress in corruption, and expect the fate of other corrupt

* Several instances are on record, where agencies on provisions

and grain for the use of government were granted to servants of go-

vernment ; where embassadors were appointed with large salaries,

who never proceeded on their embassies ; but as there is no tnten*

tion to particularise abuses, the fact only is mentioned to show the

different systems pursued by the two governments.
-
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immoral nations. When we revert to Holland, Prussia,

and other states on the continent, which owe their fall and
present misery more to the want of moral honesty than to

Buonaparte's sword, we can find nothing in them indicative

of greater depravity, than that of technically designating

bribes, the hire of dishonesty, nay even of perjury, " as only

a little betel among friends ! !
" This is the slang phrase,

familiar (will it be believed ?) among British subjects in

India. We confess we should willingly have doubted it,

had not the very words of a governor himself established

the fact beyond the possibility of doubt

" It was once thought " (says Lord Macartney very coolly, in a

confidential letter to Mr. Macpherson, in July, 1782) "that no
knight of the Bath could resist the dazzle of one of these gewgaws
[diamond stars, given as bribes by the native petty princes] ; yet
out of half a dozen brethren there is one, at least, who has not been
blinded by them. That lure, among others, was thrown out, when
still stronger was rejected, and was called only betel amongfriends ;

but it was a kind of betel I was determined neither to rhew nor

swallow, and I wish some of our friends had been of the same way
of thinking."

Abandoned or unthinking men may scoff at these things,

but we are persuaded that there is not one honest intelli-

gent person in the United Kingdom who is not convinced

that moral honesty is indispensable both to the governors

and governed in every state, and that without this essential

ingredient the best of governments must soon fall a prey,

either to an external enemy, or to some ambitious dema-
gogue. The awful events which have passed, and are now
passing before our eyes, should teach us the necessity of

having only men of probity and talents in every department

of the state.

Lord Macartney, anticipating his re- call, determined to

leave* a full treasury to his successor, and collected " an

unexpected mass «of thirteen lacks of rupees," to prevent

any adverse consequence to the Company, from the volun-

tary, but culpably foolish, resignation of the assignment on
the Carnatic, which, after spending immense blood and
treasure, has since been violently re-assumed.

" A great part of this sum consisted of such presents and fees on
presentations to appointments as had been usual for governors to

take for their private emolument, but which had rarely, if ever,

before been applied to public use."

His lordship, before leaving Madras, voluntarily made
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•ath of the whole amount of his property, and declared,

that, from his arrival on the 22d of January, 1781, to that

hour, June 1, 1785,

—

*« I have never by myself, or by any other person for me, di-

rectly, or indirectly, accepted or. received for my own benefit, from

any person or persons whomsoever, a present or presents of any
kind, except two pipes of Madeira wine from two particular friends

(one of whom never was in India, the other is at Bengal), a few
bottles of champaign and burgundy, and some fruit and provisions

of very trifling value ; and I further swear and declare that I have

confined myself solely to the honourable Company's allowances,

which are 40,000 pagodas per annum, 6tc. ; that 1 have never em-
bezzled or misappropriated to my own use any part of the Com-
pany's monies or effects; that I have not been engaged in any
trade, traffic, or dealing, &c. ; but strictly and bona fide observed

all my covenants, &c."

A statement of his whole property was also drawn out by
him, and entered in the books of the presidency as a public

record, by which it appeared that, notwithstanding bis tem-

perance and economy, after twenty-one years of public em-
ployment, he had added nothing to his " family inheritance.**

His lordship's only recompense indeed was the proud con-

sciousness of having honestly and honourably fulfilled the

important duties of his station. The following observations

too fully prove that talents and integrity are not so advau-

tageous to their possessor as to the state.

** For some years after this [his lordship's return from India],

notwithstanding the most honourable public testimony of the mi-

nister to his conduct and character, notwithstanding the many
great and eminent services in arduous and trying situations, and a

steady and uniform attachment to his majesty's person and govern-

ment, Lord Macartney had the mortification of experiencing the

inattention and neglect of government; being suffered to remain

almost a singular instance of all those employed in hiarh stations

in India, in not having received any kind of favour from his em-
ployers, whilst many others, whose services were scarcely ever

fieard of, were particularly distinguished. Yet surely it will not

be considered as presuming too much to say, that the preservation

of the northern Circars of the annual value of half a million

sterling, the obtaining an assignment which saved the Carnatic,

a rigid economy which saved millions to the public, an inflexible

integrity which gave an eminent example where an example was

so much wanted, an honourable and advantageous peace which re-

stored the tranquillity, the commerce, and the prosperity of India,

exhausted and incapable of further resistance, a steady per-

severance of duty, regardless of all personal consequences, and

an invariable preference of public to private interest— it cannot

fqrety be thought too much to say, that such important benefits,
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joined to many other eminent services in former employments, did

not render Lord Macartney less worthy of distinction than many
otjierson whom it had been bestowed: but diis aliter visum est.

There were however many gentlemen in the direction of the affairs

of the East-India Company, who thought so highly of Lord Ma-
cartney's services as to declare, that not to notice them by some
distinguished mark of approbation, would be a severe reflection

on ihe justice as well as gratitude of the Company." p. 332.

The reason assigned for not granting him a pension was,

that, as a precedent, it would strengthen the ill-founded

claims of Mr. Hastings to a like remuneration. A better

reason was offered by Lord Melville for not granting him
an English peerage, when he was appointed to the go-

vernor-generalship of Bengal, because, said that minister,

it was asked as a " sine qua non preliminary," and that at

a time when the Company had resolved to place men of

rank at the head of their affairs, and when the minister

wished to make it an office to which the first men in

the country might aspire ns an honour. In consequence
of this, Lord Macartnej declined the governor-general-

ship, and afterwards a place in the Board of Control,

being determined to have nothing more to do with India

affairs. Of the personal character of such a man, we
cannot forbear to make a few more extracts, especially

as they convey very important information. His reflexions

and observations are likewise equally profound and in-

teresting: and he used to say, that "a man who has not

been in India knows mankind but by halves; and that he

wJio has been there, knows mankind, alas ! too viucL"

" Lord Macartney, on his return from bis travels on the continent,

was considered among the handsomest and most accomplished
young men of the day. His features were regular and well pro-

portioned, his complexion wore the glow of health, and his

countenance was open, placid, and agreeable. His person was
somewhat above the middle size, and rather corpulent: in the

early part of his life it must have been powerful and athletic; his

manners were engaging, and his carriage easy but dignified; in

conversation he was extremely affable, cheerful, and entertaining;

at the same time he was no admirer of that confident assurance,

that easy familiarity and careless neglect of personal appearance,
which are assumed by many young men of fashion in the present

day. He possessed all the dignity of the old school without its

stiffness; and he retained it in his dress, the fashion of which for

the last forty years of his life could scarcely be said to have un-
dergone any change; in his persen be was always remarkably
neat." p. 370.

" It has been observed, maliciously enough, that every man
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has his price; bat if this satire on human nature were strictly

true, taken in its greatest latitude, it must however be allowed
that a lew public men do now and then appear on the stage,

whose price, at least, has never been ascertained. One of those

few was Lord Macartney. The whole revenues of the Caroatic,

which were, in fact, at his command, with the fee simple of
Bengal added to them, could not have bribed him to swerve one
inch from bis public duty. That wealth which is able to purchase
power, and influence, and honors, and without which they are
rarely attainable, had no temptation for him. In fact, the system
of corruption is so well established in India, that those who are

disposed to avail themselves of that source of wealth run very
little risk of detection 4 . No blame was ever thrown by the nabob
of Arcot on any of Lord Macartney's predecessors for taking his

money; but torrents of abuse were poured out against his lord-

ship, because he would not take it. It was a maxim with him that

plain dealing and clean hands will always in the end be an over-

match for artifice and dishonesty; the truth of which he had very
frequent occasions to put to tlie test. Nothing indeed could have
supported him in the line of conduct he pursued in India, against

the intrigues, the duplicity, and the universal corruption which
surrounded him, but an unsullied integrity, and an inflexible

firmness. Never perhaps was the mens conscia recti (the motto
on bis lordship's arms) more eminently displayed than in the

arduous struggles he was called upon to make in his government
of Madras. But conscious of standing upon high and solid ground,

perhaps on such as few, if any, ever stood before in that part

of the world, he maintained his elevated position with the most
perfect calmness in himself though surrounded by turbulence and

agitation. Like the proud rock dashed by the waves of the ocean,

he remained unsullied and unshaken in the midstof a sea of corruption.

"For the purity of his conduct he pretended to little merit. ' Let

it not be supposed,' says lie, * that the spirit of disinterestedness

and integrity which governs my actions arises from any heroic

virtue or better motives than those which actuate the generality

" * The nabobs, and rajahs, and khans with others of inferior rank,

deem it so dishonourable to discover their private transactions,

even with those whom they are dissatisfied with, that no motive

of resentment ever leads to their developement, and those in subor-

dinate stations, who must necessarily be entrusted with such secrets,

have the additional inducement of considering their inviolable

fidelity to their employers as the basis of their tuture fortunes.

When the East-India Company sent out, in 1781, a gentleman in

the law (Mr. Newman) for the .express purpose of obtaining proof

of the sums of money that were said .to have been taken by some

of their servants from the nabob of Arcot and other Indian powers,

that gentleman, with all the assistance of the Madras presidency

in the upright administration of Lord Macartney, embarked for

England without having gained one single object Tor which he

was sent out, or a -single proof against the most notorious de-

linquents.
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of mankind. I am free to confess I have a stronger passion than

the love of wealth—to reinstate India in its former glory would
give me more pride and satisfaction than I should be able to derive

from ten times the fortune of Mr. Hastings. It is, in fact, a bad
calculation in the accounts of the world to sacrifice reputation

for any increase of fortune. Such/ continues he, * is the

opinion "of one on this subject who has had it twenty times in his*

power to make a large fortune; ami yet never has had it in his

thoughts.' For the usual modes that are practised in India to

obtain wealth, he entertained the most sovereign contempt. ' Not-

withstanding the indignation I feel, I am really/ says he, 'some-
times diverted wilh some of those woodcocks, who thrust their

bills into the ground, shut their eyes, and then think nobody sees

them/ " p. 371.

After such remarks as the preceding, it is not extra-

ordinary that the whole of the peculators were his most
determined enemies; neither is it surprising that he found

only few friends among those persons in this country who
do not blush to profit by the sale of India appointments,

which should be the rewards of merit. It is right that

the public should be acquainted with the origin and nature

of some of their charges against his lordship.

" It is but too common a practice abroad to condemn what are
called king's stores upon very slight grounds; the disposal

of them, and particularly the purchase of others to supply
their place, putting money into the pockets of the persons con-
cerned in such transactions. A quantity of beef of this description

was condemned to be sold at Madras, at a time too when they
were threatened with a famine. Lord Macartney attended the
sale in person, bought a considerable quantity of it, had it served

on his own table, inv ited the parties who were principally con-
cerned in the business, and made them acknowledge the beef to

be excellent. This was considered as inspecting matters too nar*
rowly, and unsuitable to the dignity of a governor of Madras. The
public however would not be the sufferers if we had a few more
such governors as Lord Macartney; and although their conduct,
like his, would be sure of exciting the enmity of all those whose
private views were disappointed or counteracted by such minute
attention to the public interests, yet they would be sure to merit
and obtain the applause of all those whose applause is worth
having/' p. 377.

The character and conduct of Lord Macartney indeed
are most exemplary. " He appears," says Mr. Barrow,
" to have observed in every situation of life the most
steady and loyal attachment to his sovereign. Whether
in place or out of place, whether favoured with the smiles

of the court, or apparently neglected, his sentiments in

this respect were invariably the same. On all occasions
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he boldly stood forward in support of the king's prero-

gative." He would not place " a fruitless crown " and
*< barren sceptre " in the gripe of the sovereign of Great
Britain. How different is this conduct from that of those

statesmen who lately thought to make him violate his

conscience, and because they failed with " shameless per-

fidy, proclaimed the matter!" Yet his lordship was neither

a weak nor a venal courtier; on the contrary, so striking

were his talents and integrity, that no monarch, much less

a minister, would have ventured to make any base pro-

posal to him.

" Throughout a long and active life, and with a very extensive

and intimate acquaintance among the leading characters of various

administrations and oppositions, he had the resolution to keep
himself totally unconnected with party in politics, the spirit of

which, however gentle and good tempered the individuals who com-
pose it might be, is always productive of violence and ill-humour,

which were so contrary to his disposition. This party spirit he con-

sidered as tending only to impede the public service, by embar-
rassing government, to create dissensions among intimate friends,

and to unite the bitterest enemies and the most jarring dispositions.

But a respectable opposition in parliament he conceived to be among
the most efficient and salutary checks on any abuse of power in

those who are entrusted with the administration of the government.
" As a minister at a foreign court his qualifications were of the

first rank. By his extensive knowledge of men and things, by
address and management, he could make himself master of in-

trigues and projects while yet hatching, and exhibit them to his

court in all their various bearings. It was the opinion of many
of his friends, that the minister could not have employed the

talents of Lord Macartney to a better purpose in the service of

his country, than as a negociator at the diflerent courts of Europe,

few men being perhaps so well qualified in every respect for such

situations as he was." p. 38 1.

'* A staunch admirer of the British constitution^ he was an
enemy to despotism under whatever shape it might be exercised.

Nothing could more strongly convey his sentiments on this subject

than his remarks on the situation of the Wirtemberg troops in the

service of the Dutch at Batavia. ' His most serene Highness of

Wirteraberg/ remarked Lord Macartney, 4
is a perfect crimp*

to the Dutch East India Company, to whom he hires out, at a
stipulated rate, the youth, health, and strength of his children

and his subjects, who are torn from their dearest and tenderest

connections, and banished without redemption from their native

soil. Instead of being employed at home like men, and as

soldiers only should be, to defend their country, to redress its

* This prince just now performs the same honourable office to

Buonaparte as he formerly did to the Dutch.— Rew.
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wrongs, and vindicate its honor, they are vended without com-
punction by their natural protector to a set of foreign merchant*,

who export them to be broiled alive on the sands of Columbo or

to rot by inches in the hospitals of Java.'
"

" * The regret of leaving Europe, the necessary duty of their

profession, and the enmity of the elements, all conspire here to

wear out ihe soldier and to hasten his dissolution. Ambition is dead,

relief is hopeless. He is undermined by decay, he drops gradually

into the grave, and ' dulres morions reniiniacitur Argos/ whilst

the survivors are told, with a mockery superadded to their misery,

that he died nobly at his post in the exercise of an heroic vocation,

not irt the still shade of civil life, but in the career of glory on
the field of honour. It is truly wonderful to what a pitch of sense-

less vanity the military bubble has blown up the human mind, and,

at the same time, debased it to the most brutish subjection. That
one man should presume in the pride of his heart to arrogate the

right of saying to his fellow creature

—

' 'Tis mine to order and 'tis thine to die! '

—

is equally repugnant to common sense and to common humanity;
and yet it is a right, that, however disguised, is usurped and
assumed by alt the sovereignties of Europe, whether monarchical,

aristocratical, or democratical, for it makes no difference under
what title or denomination despotic power is exercised. If the

youth, to whom the mandate, dc part le roy or de part U peuplt

is addressed, be not*rich enough to bribe the sovereign for an
exemption, he has no remedy, but must enlist with the recruiting

officer. And this practice has been long looked on, not only with
indifference, but has been quietly acquiesced in as an indisputable

prerogative. Even in England it is justified by the authority of

some of our most * celebrated writers; for their premises, when
fairly examined, warrant this conclusion, that children, relations,

and subjects, every connexion natural, moral, and political, may
be sacrificed by power on the altar of avarice, to enable a little

Suabian despot to give a masquerade at Stutgard, or to pass the

Carnival at Venice. If protection and obedience be reciprocal,

as those very writers tell us, surely reluctance to slavery and
opposition to oppression are equally rational and just; and were
an insurrection to happen at the next registry of his Serene
Highness's able-bodied subjects, or his next levy for equinoxial

service, it is probable he would find but few advocates to plead
his cause, or protect his person. On such an occasion resistance

would be a virtue, and rebellion to such tyranny prove loyalty

to mankind. It is impossible to think of this scandalous conduct
ot the little German princes, without a mixture of horror and
contempt. Such avarice and apathy must find an enemy in

every breast of feeling and generosity. To renounce, as these

men do, all parental care of the people, committed by Providence
to their charge, want only to tear in pieces the ties by which they
were bound to them, and to deliver them over without mercy to

* •« * Foster, Blackstone, &c. &c.
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the tormentors, is such a strain of ingratitude and depravity as
cannot long continue unresisted or remain unpunished. The mise-
rable negro on the coast of Guinea, who exchanges his child for

a striped handkerchief or a bottle of brandy, is not a greater

barbarian." p. 38(i.

The following is the sketch given by Mr. Barrow of his

lordship's literary character; hut we are obliged by their

length to omit the Latin inscription and verses written and
" placed over the gateway of the castle of Lissanoure, on
his paternal estate," in 1800. The Latin lines contain a
brief sketch of his lordship's diversified life.

" Few men were more conversant in polite literature than Lord
Macartney, and his acquaintance was sought by the first literary

characters of his time. With Dr. Johnson, Edmund Burke, David
Home, and all those who used to meet at Sir Joshua Reynolds's,

be was particularly intimate. He was one of the original members
of Doctor Johnson s Literary Club, which he continued to frequent

with great pleasure in the latter years of his life, whenever his

health would permit him, and he was a member of the Royal
and Antiquarian Societies of London. He was fond of social con-
versation, but reading was to him a never failing source of delight :

a book was not merely a luxury ; it was an article of the first

necessity. It was rare to find him, when alone, without a book
or a pen in his hand. He was considered, when a young man,
as a sound classical scholar, and to possess a critical knowledge
of the ancient poets and historians. It appears from the corre-

spondence of several eminent characters, that he was himself no
mean poet, and that he took great delight in courting the ac-

quaintance of the Muses. In his letters to the late Mr. Charles

Fox, when a student at Oxford, he strongly recommends history

as the beat polisher of the manners, and the best introduction to

the knowledge of the human heart. « Livy/ says he, ' is written
' in a style that must charm every one. He is master of our
' passions, and catches the soul by surprise. Look at that ad-
* mirable passage where Coriolanus going to embrace his mother,
* she stops him with, sine priusquam amplcxum accipio, sciam ad
* hosier* an ad filium venerim.' Tacitus he thought less graceful in

his style than Sal lust, but more pungent, and he calls him the true

anatomist of the human heart. The unadorned easy style ofXenophon
he preferred to that of Caesar: but of Homer and Virgil he always

speaks in raptures; the latter indeed he could almost repeat by
heart. From a letter of the late Charles Fox to him, dated

Oxford, 13th February 1765, it would appear that in the early

part of bis life he had no taste for mathematics, and that he

valued them lightly. His opinion however must have greatly

changed in this respect, on entering upon business, for no man
could be more convinced than he was of the trancendent utility

of what are usually called mixed mathematics as applicable to so

many of the common and important concerns of tife; and he was
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sufficiently acquainted with most of the modern sciences to make
a conversation on their subject interesting both to hi nisei r and to

others. His memory was of the most retentive kind, and had
stored up an abundant supply of anecdotes relating to persons and
events, to times present and past ; and the pleasing manner and
genuine good humor, in which he could relate a story, seldom
failed of communicating to it an additional interest. By some pe-

culiar arrangement, or classification of objects in his mind, he
contrived to recollect the date of an event as correctly as the more
important circumstances connected with it. It was observed of
him at Turin, that he was much better acquainted with the history

and connexions of the Italian and French families he met with

there than they were themselves; indeed so wonderful was his

recollection on points of genealogy, that there was scarcely a
person of any note mentioned by sacred or profane writers, whose
history and connexions were not perfectly fresh in his memory.

' When he passed the Hague on his way to Petersburg*!, Sir Joseph
Yorke, then minister at that place from the court of London,
invited all his brother ministers to meet Sir George Macartney
at dinner. The conversation, as might be expected, turned on
the affairs of Europe, and although some of the company were
pretty well hackneyed in the diplomatic service, and Sir George
but just entering upon his career of public life, yet it was observed

# that he was much better informed with regard to the respective

courts of Europe, than any of the ministers were themselves who
represented them.

" He had a peculiar facility in extracting information from those

he conversed with, even wher.e there might be an unwillingness

to communicate it; but whatever knowledge he obtained in this

way, he used to consider as problematical until corroborated or

contradicted by other sources; thus the information he procured

on subjects connected with his official situations was generally

considered in the department of state to which it was trans-

mitted as superseding all former information on the same points."

p. 300.
" The Cape ofGood Hope was a situation in which a governor had it

in his power to do a great deal of good or a great deal ofmischief; but

it afforded only a very limited field for the display of brilliant talents.

But the place, in which the great powers of Lord Macartney's
mind were called forth in all their energy, was India; and in the

proceedings of his government there the statesman may find the
finest lessons of wisdom and virtue. The minutes on various

subjects, which he found it necessary to lay before the select com-
mittee, are masterly performances; aud the whole correspondence
with the hostile and counteracting government of Bengal is cha-
racterised by a clearness, closeness, and cogency of argument, and
by a firmness and moderation which distinguish it, in a very striking

manner, from the loose, the puerile and fanciful reasoning, and the
haughty, harsh, and acrimonious language of the letters from Bengal.
Both are now consigned to the archives of the East-India Company,
and both are doomed, in all probability, to undergo, with many
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other documents of great importance, the common fate of neglect

and oblivion.
" If that part of them, employed in the foregoing pages, to ex-

hibit an illustrious example of great talents, directed solely for the

public welfare, of integrity superior to the temptation of wealth
and power, of unwearied zeal in every cause for his country's

honour and disinterestedness in every public transaction, may have
the good effect of carrying conviction to the mind of any future go-

vernor of the presidencies in India, that a steady perseverance in

honourable and upright conduct will secure him the esteem and re-

gard of all w hose esteem and regard is valuable, and afford him
that peace of mind and heartfelt satisfaction which no wealth nor
power, however great, can bestow, the present Sketch of the public

Life of Lord Macartney will not have been written in vain." r. 41 1.

We sincerely hope that Mr. Barrow's work may have the)

desirable and necessary effect which he wishes ; but it is

in vain to expect that governors alone will ever be able to

stem the torrent of corruption, while all the subaltern agents

continue to enjoy the utmost impunity, and when even di-

rectors dare not bring them to justice. We have seen that

the stern integrity of Lord Macartney only served to in-

crease the embarrassments of his government, and that it

was not supported as it ought to have been in this country :

how then can it be expected that any general reform can
take place without a total change of system, and the in-

troduction of other men and other measures than what have
prevailed in India during the greater part of the last

century ?

The Appendix to the first volume of this work is very

copious, and consists chiefly of a variety of extracts from
official papers relative to Lord Macartney's government of

Madras, and his correspondence with Governor Hastings

at Calcutta. There are four letters from Sir George Ma-
cartney, dated at St. Petersbourg in 1767, which place the

talents and principles of the writer, when a young man, in

a very favourable point of view. Another letter from Gre-
nada details, with great perspicuity and strength—the two
leading features in all his lordship's communications—the

capture of that island by the French in 1779. Twelve dif-

ferent articles are devoted to the illustration of the facts

stated in the narrative, by the publication of the official

documents. Many of these are highly curious and de-

serving, even at the present day, of the most attentive

perusal by all persons interested in the affairs of India, and
particularly by India stock-proprietors. The plan of the"

arrangement of the affairs of the Nabob of the Carnatic^ by
D 2
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which " Madras, instead of being a shop of pitiful usury,

would have become a city of honourable commerce, of

opulence instead of misery, of real resource, not of tem-
porary expedient," is now no further interesting than as a

damning proof of the gross mismanagement of our India

affairs, and of the disgraceful incapacity of the directors.

The ignorance and short-sightedness manifested on this oc-

casion, where no evil design could be supposed to exist,

are truly astonishing. As the intrigue which led to the ap-

pointment of one of the Sullivans to be minister at the court

of the Naboh of Arcot, by Governor Hastings, drew forth

one of Lord Macartney's most pointed aud just condemna-
tions of peculators and usurers, we shall extract it. We first

give the Nabob Walla Jan's statement of the grievance,

then Governor Hasting*s reply, and lastly Lord Macartney's

observations on both.

NABOB*
In the garrisons of my forts, commandants and paymasters are

sent, who, at the advice of their Dobhashes with a view to profit,

lend money to the Ryots at an exorbitant interest, and afterwards

are pressing for the money, and interfere in the government, and
assist one another, by which great injury is done to my subjects and
to myself. Let it be positively ordered that without my permission
no one lend money to my subjects, and that for what is past as well

as future, the interest on all loans be 12 per cent, per annum ; and
that if any person should act contrary to this, and should distress the
Ryots, I shall complain against him and request his removal, and
the Governor and Council of Madras will remove him from his

office, and appoint another person in his room." p. 4*7.

HASTINCS.
" We are greatly afflicted that any occasion should have been

afforded for such complaints as are stated in this article. They are

no less repugnant to justice, than injurious to the English reputa-

tion. We are willing to engage on the part of the English Com-
pany, and of all their dependants, that no one under their authority

shall be permitted to lend money to any of the Nabob's subjects for

the time to come. That it shall be prohibited in public orders; and
it is equitable that if any person shall act contrary to this prohi-

bition, or shall oppress the Ryots, the Nabob shall have a right to

require his removal, and the Governor and Council of Madras shall

be bound on such requisition to remove him, and to bring him to a
public trial, that he may suffer such sentence as shall be due to the

decree of theoftence, it it be established against him. But as we
conceive that it will be often difficult in cases of this nature to ob-
tain such evidence of the facts, as the strict forms of our military

laws shall require; and must in every case render the Nabob po-

pularly obnoxious by standing forth, as he necessarily must, in the

character of a prosecutor, against the servaots of the Compauy, to
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whom he ought never to be known but by *cts of benerolence ; and
•s the appointment to military commands' in his country is intended
for his sole benefit, and the support of his government and interests,

we proceed yet further to declare, that the Nabob has just claim to

object to the appointment of any person of whom he shall disap-

prove to any command in his country, or to the continuance of
any person ra any such command, against whom he shall have cause

of sufficient validity for his own conviction to object, and that in

every such case the Governor and Council ought to conform to his

objections. But the invariable application of this rule can only be
admitted in a time of peace. In a state of actual war it might be
productive of dangerous consequences, and the principle on which
it is constructed must be therefore in such a season left to the equity

of the Governor and Council, and tlie discretion of the Commander
ra Chief of the forces." p. 45 1

.

MACARTNEY.
" The complaints stated in the seventh article, which we under-

stand are in many instances well founded, are a disgrace to the

government which has suffered them to continue. It will require a

strict and steady hand to prevent a conduct of which the habit and
frequency seem to have deadened the sense of its impropriety

among many of the military, as well as civd, servants of the Com-
pany. The crime of disobedience superadded in this instance to

the baseness of usury, ought to be publicly and positively repro-

bated ; wherever by legal evidence it could be brought home to the

officer or paymaster, the punishment, no doubt, should be exem-
|>*ary : he should not have the subterfuge of ascribing his disgrace

to the caprice, displeasure, or political views of the Nabob. His*

highness might render himself perhaps as much obnoxious by pro-

curing the removal of men from profitable situations on reasons for

objecting to them confined to his own conviction, as by the al-

lowance of* proofs, to satisfy the world that they were really not

worthy of being continued in such trusts. He would never tiave

occasion to step forward as actual prosecutor : that office would fall

to the charge of some of his principal ministers or servants, as it falls

in England to the attorney -general ; nor does it appear essential to

be more tender in committing the character of the Nabob than that

of our own sovereign. We find that the acts of benevolence, by
whicb only you think his highness should be known to the servants

of the Company, ifexerted in gratuities, whether pecuniary or other-

vri$e, are utterly disapproved by the directors of the Company

;

the consequence of such benevolence having been thought per-

nicious to the service, and the strictest covenants exacted from the

servants of every denomination to prevent its continuance. Decla-
rations such as these, which bear a meaning subversive of the

orders and opinions of the Company* corroborated by our other
observations on your replies, contribute to persuade us, that proper
and becoming as they may have been thought, and necessary even
as they may have been found, in the lij. u of preparatory discourses,

to soften, and gradually lead the Nabob's mind to a further acqui-

escence witb the real and just intentions of your government, it
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would not be fair to consider them as forming part of the strict and
serious covenants of a treaty, or as doctrines to become operative

upon our conduct. We can in this view easily account for your as-

surance to the Nabob, that the appointment to military command
in the Carnatic is intended for his sole benefit ; such assertions may
be supposed to have their use, and can be inconvenient only when
construed literally, and made a ground for consequences or claims

which the public interest will not allow.

" Thus it appears to us, that it mic;ht be of dangerous tendency,

and what guides us much more than our own opinion, it is absolutely

contrary to the views and instructions of the Court of Directors, ta

suffer the Nabob to possess any degree of influence over our army.
The obligation, however, which you conclude from the aboye de-

claration ought to b« imposed upon the Presidency of Madras, to

conform to the desire of the Nabob in the removal of officers from

their commands, would necessarily give such influence to his high-

ness. It is the intention of the Company that the disposal of their

officers and troops should remain in time of peace as well as war,

with the President and Council, to whom, among other matters,

they have delegated that high trust. It is their duty to remove all

officers on reasonable grounds, and to be attentive to the objections,

and even to the wishes of the Natv^b in* this and in every other

respect. But the ultimate decision and determination must be in

the Company itself, through the medium of its servants residing on
the spot." p. 465.

Two of the articles in this Appendix contain the par-

ticulars of his lordship's duels with Mr. Sadlier (a member
of the Council at Fort St. George) and Major- General James
Stuart. In both cases, we think his lordship acted upon an
erroneous principle of exposing himself to the vengeance of

men (particularly the latter, for nothing is said of the former)

whose conduct was so very reprehensible, not to say cri-

minal. Lord Macartney ought not to have placed himself

on an eouality with such a man as Stuart ; and in doing so,

we think he evinced more irritablcness than judgment.
The resolution of " never shrinking from responsibility,"

is no doubt necessary to every man of rectitude; but his

lordship's practical application of it, at least in the latter

case, was very absurd. The sword was General Stuart's

profession, civil polity that of Lord Macartney; there was
consequently no parity in their mutual risk; and his lord-

ship's acceptance of a challenge, under such circumstances,

evinced more romantic bravery than cool valour. The con-
sideration of the second volume we must defer till our next.

(To be continued.)
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The Duties of the Episcopal Office ; a Sermon, preached in

Bishop Skinner's Chapel, Aberdeen, on Sunday the 30th '

Octobei', 1808, at the Consecration of the Ri<*ht Jut.

George Gleig, LL. 1). F. R. S. E. to the Office of a Bishop in

tht Scotch Episcopal Church. By the Rev. Heneage Hoi s-

ley, A. M. late Student of Christ's Church, Oxon ; Pre-

bendary of St. Asaph ; and Domestic Chaplain to the Rijjht

Hon. Lord Viscount Duncan. 8vo. 2s. Hatchard. 18U8.

EVER since we became acquainted with the true situ-

ation and principles of the episcopal church of Scotland,

we have taken every opportunity that presented itself of
expressiug our cordial satisfaction in every thing that tends

to promote her interest and respectability. The occasion

upon which this sermon was preached, we consider, in a
particular manner, as one of those events in her history

which cannot fail to raise her high in the estimation of all

those, who wish to see eminent talents and eminent attorn-

ments connected with the greatest and most sacred office

in the Christian church.

The sermon itself is worthy of the son of the late bishop

of St. Asaph ; and contains those very sentiments relative

to the nature of the Christian church, which were enter-

tained by that very learned and active prelate. The sub-

ject of it is that well-known passage in the first epistle of

St. Paul to Timothy, which begins with the words—"A
bishop must be blameless,'* &c.

After having elucidated with much ability the more
obvious and important purposes which are served by
the institution and perpetuation of the Christian ministry,

Mr. Horsley proceeds to set forth the sacredness and high

responsibility of the office of a bishop. Speaking of the

times in which our lot is cast, he says*

—

** We live, my fathers and brethren, in an age when infidelity

and heresy have raised their heads in every form* and advance

upon us from every quarter; when Socinianism, deism, and even

atheism itself, meet us when we would least expect them— in the

histories of states and empires in systems of physical science, in

book* professedly of mere amusement, in those miscellanies which
issue periodically from the British press, professing to teach the

principles of science and criticism; and even in small tracts disse-

minated gratis among the very lowest of the people. The variety

and extent of learning, the vigilance and firmness of mind neces-

sary to counteract all this mischief, are qualifications that fall to the

lot of but a very few men, comparatively speaking, in any church

under heaven; and yet he who does not possess them, neither is
»
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nor can be ready to banish and drive away all erroneous and
strange doctrines contrary to God's word ; and his flock may be
tainted with heresy and profaneness, before he is aware that they

are in the smallest danger. A thorough knowledge of the Scrip-

tures, and of the earliest writings of the Christian church, is un-

doubtedly that kind of learning most necessary to every Christian

clergyman. But learning alone, however extensive, will not, in an

age like the present, when every thing is controverted, be sufficient

to enable a bishop to discharge this part of his difficult and labo-

rious duty, unless he possesses that discriminating judgement which,

so far as it is uot the gift of nature, results from an accurate and

comprehensive view of Christianity, and distinguishes, almost intui-

tively, between questions tint arc frivolous and those tlut are

important"

Apologising for the freedom with which he had urged

upon his clerical hearers the momentous duties of their

profession, Mr. Horsley subjoins;—
x

" But I am speaking the sentiments of a late prelate, whose
learning, science, experience, and zeal for truth, I believe all who
knew him will admit, that even filial affection and reverence cannot

prompt me to praise too highly.— If the spirits in bliss know what
is doing upon this earth, I am sure it will be satisfactory to his

spirit to know, that bis son has an opportunity of speaking his senr

timents on the occasion of one of his Scottish friends raising another

to that station which he long thought that other pre-eminently qua-

lified to fill."

We have only to add, that had the bishop in the body

heard his sentiments thus expressed, he would not have
been displeased with the dress in which his son has clothed

thern.

The Plantt, a Poem, Cantos the first ami second, with

Notes ; and occasional Porm*. Ky William Tighe, Esq.

8vo. pp. 168. Ss. Carpenter. 1S08.

"V HOMME (P esprit," observed Bcaumelle, " teint

d'une infinite des comwisaanccs, noum de la lecture des bom
icrivains, admiraleur eclaire de la savante antiquitd, enrichit

son sidcle des tresors des sitcles posse's, joint Ve'tudc au na-
ture!; et de cette alliance naisscnt des chef-d'aruvres"—Such
is Mr. Tighe, whose poem will contribute to smooth con-
tempt into complacence for the modern publications of what
is termed poetry. To classical taste, extensive botanical

knowledge, aud good moral principles, he adds much gene-
ral reading and correct observation on men and things. The
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author designs his work to contain four cantos, celebrating

the rose, oak, vine, and palm, only two of which appear in

the volume before us.— "The object of this attempt," he
states, " is not only to bring together the most remarkable

circumstances relative to each plant, from which the sepa-

rate cantos derive their names, and to combine many of tbe

ideas of association, which the review of each subject may
naturally awaken, but also to consider the Ruse as the em-
blem of Love, the Oak of Liberty, the Vine of Friendship,

and the Palm of Religion"—We hope the author will not

forget the Oliver the symbol of Peace in this warlike age.-—
" The four affections here alluded to," continues Mr.Tighe,
" seem, either singly or variously interwoven, to occupy
and conduct the minds of the more susceptible and gene-
rous portion of mankind. The influence of the three

former usually prevails in the ear!}' part of life ; and they

were, perhaps, designed by Providence to expand and
prepare those souls, which do not suffer themselves to be
too far perverted by the more selfish passions, for the

reception of the last j into which all the views and thoughts

of men should resolve, as into their ultimate object and
true destination."— Under this impression he has here

celebrated the Rose and the Oak. His Love however is

" chaste as the roseate blush of virgin innocence," and his

Liberty the " empress of the main who smiles o'er Britain's

isles." The first canto opens with an invocation to love,

the rose, and the nightingale. This is followed by the

religious, civil, and natural history of the rose in various

countries, diversified with numerous allusions to historical

events, and moral reflexions, including also a description of

the various insects which either feed or breed on rose-trees.

The opening address to the nightingale is conceived with

equal modesty and neatness : the poet declines " the vain

attempt to seize a wreath unsought before," while he grace-

fully pourtrays the history of "this sweet bird of eve, com-
panion of the rose," from the creation to the days of
Rome. The description of all the varieties of the rose

evince the author's botanical knowledge ; and we know nQt

that he has omitted the local situation of any, except the
damask, and one or two other varieties which abound at

Granada in Spain. Their growth there, indeed, perhaps

exceeds that in any other part of Europe ; and the delicacy

of their odour and colour is not less striking. The follow-,

ing verses prove the rose to be an "associate of the human
race."
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" Where'er the human race, in social bands,

Can till the plain, or tend the swelling fruit,

Her plant, the Goddess, whom the seas obey
And teeming shoies, hull scattered wide : where'er

The climate cursed forbids the labouring hind

To cull the profits of his healthy toil.

No roses bloom to grace the barren waste,

P.lasted by nature, and by man abhorred.

No roses bloom, where Arctic seas invade

The rocks primeval of the frozen world

;

Where Proieus' monstrous herd, with horrid yells,

Rush through the tempests of their foul domain :

No roses bloom in Za&ra's flying sand,

Nor central Afric, where the lion guards

His blood-stained litter, or the gasping snake,
"

Rolled in unwieldy masses licks the dust

:

Nor, where the solitary coiidour* wind,

O'er Andes* cloudless snow, their patient flight." p. 1 1.

" But who shall trace the ever-varying tinge

That faints the glossy petals, or. define

The mingling colours, that from virgin whit©
CJlow into purple blushes, and eclipse •

The crimsoned splendour of the velvet robe?

Now, with loose streaks, and now, with faint approach,

Vermilion sports with white, now, yellow dyes
Contrast the brighter pink or fading red.

" O'er many climes, the scented eglantine

Uncultured waves her fragrance, and the briar,

With hooked thorns encircled, smiles dithW
O'er many a tufted hedge or village path." p. 13.

The apostrophe to domestic retirement is highly poe-
tical.

" Oh happy ! who can lead

The docile twigs, and teach the clustering buds
To adorn the summer seat, where solitude

And peace can fearless catch the morning breeze,

And listen to the murmuring stream beneath !

Oh more than happy ! whom domestic love

Culls from the restless crowd, for whom he strews

A tliomless bed, and shelters from the world !
" p. 15.

The practical directions for the cultivation and pruning
of roses are less prosaic than such pieces usually are. Wc
prefer, however, the author's moral allusions.

" And be it thine, O lovely Rose ! with all

Thy sister flowers, to blaze the theme of truth

And order : say, why o'er thy armed stem

Has Providence dispersed the varied thorn ?

Or on thy leaves the downy vesture spread ?

Or raised a hispid fence beneath thy buds ?
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Or clad thy hairy seeds ? In vain, the worm
Devours the bud ; in vain, the aphjK drops
Her daily progeny: each form retains

Its nation, and iu Use: the destined guards

Temper the chilling of the eastern blast

;

Arrest the ravages of insect tribes;

Or bid them range innocuous : here, bask
Their tender brood : here, courtiers of the sun,

The radiant beetle and pellucid fly

Lave their rich armour in the spangled dew.

Here, the black bee prepares, with tender care,

The leafy circles of her procreant bed,

To line her arched chambers, scoo|)ed, with pain.

Through oak or sallow, or, beneath the earth.

Mid secret passages, unaided, frame
The labyrinth and verdant wall. This when
The rustic sees, amazed he turns, and flies

Far from the enchanted spot, fearful to touch

The charm supposed, and the revenge incur

Of sorceress or fairy. With alarm

More just, the panting damsels tried the wreath,

Or magic flower, that, with a fading form

Mourn'd o'er the faithless nymph and conscious wife

;

But, with resplendent tints reanimate.

Breathed heavenly odours o'er the matchless brow
Of constancy; which twice, in legend tales,

Was found; "perhaps, in legend tales alone," p. '22.

The superstition of the " Popes, who used every year to

consecrate a golden rose, which was usually sent to some
favourite prince as an holy present,

1
' is happily satirised.

" Thee, Amarantha, let the muse record

Indulgent, and no other wreath I siek,

Than flowers entwined by thy inspiring hand

;

More precious, than the Golden Rose, that crowned
Touloustan bards, amid the floral feast;

Or those, which, in the prostituted name
Of heaven, the Sovereign Pont iflf blessed, to swell

The pride of kings, or bribe LoreUo's shrine." ^p. 37.

The concluding stanzas of this canto discover an amiablt

and enlightened mind.

" First ruler of the human mind, to thee

The humble muse her earliest homage owes.

Be gentle in thy course, pure in thy wish.

And soothing in thy soft control : or else,

Far let us fly, and fire the eager soul

To deeds of high emprise; to raise the spear

In patriot armaments, at her command,
Who bears the oaken wreath of civic worth,

Enchanting Liberty : or sink, retired,
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/In Friendship'* more indulgent arms, and, with
Her social ViNE,^'ershade the tranquil bower
Of Fanny ; sheltered, from the ruder blast,

And scattering of thy light-winged flowers, O Love!
" And it i6 theirs, to rouse the mortal thought

Above all low affections, and the vile

Bent of the selfish intellect
;

yet all

Are vain* with mightier energies, to clothe

Thp panting soul, and, with ethereal fire,

Repurify the essence, still, immersed
In sublunary darkness, chained,to earth;

If mild Religion, with her charms unveiled,

Effect no miracle, nor strew with Palm 6

The way to immortality. For her, should rise

The poet's latest theme, and melt these songs,

Of wayward iore ; and various texture wrought.

Into one just, premeditate design." p. 38.

We observe in the 36th page of this canto, for the sake

of quantity, the word consecrate used instead of consecrated.

In the same page there are two similes, or comparisons, ac- ,

companied with a reflexion on them ; these greatly impair

the perspicuity of the sense. The author's memory and
imagination in this case were both too fertile; although he
may plead the example of Milton for such things. We
mention these trivial errors, however, because we are per-

suaded he is perfectly capable of avoiding them in future.

The second canto celebrates the Oak much in the same
manner as the JRose. After invoking his Muse to reward
" the patriot warriors who have bled in British arms," he
delineates the progress of British navigation.

" Thou fol lowest the Hero's track, and seest

From thy retired grove his gleaming sword

Flash terror o'er each sea, ench hostile shore,

From ice-bound Baltic to the isles of Ind :
—

Or where the tributary Ganges yields

His willing waves to spread the conquering name
Of Britain : while the towers of Agra sink

In dust, and from their ashes rise, to seek

Their vassal crowns and safety from her hand,

The obedient thrones of Delhi and Mysore:—
Or where the mouldering Ptolemui's* found

Salvation in one British arm more strong

i

•

i .

" * Ptolema'is.— Acre. Anciently Ace, or Aeon;" under the

Romans, it was called Ptoleraais, and was a colony of Claudius

Caesar. Plin. H.N. v. 19. Since which time it has been twice

the scene of British heroism.
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Than citadels, or all the Othman host: —

•

Or where the wondering Egypt heard the crash

Of Hyperborean arms : the Gothic flags

Catch the fell blasts of Afric, and around
Sweeps loathsome pestilence, prepared to check
The furies of barbaric war with fiends

More horrid than his own. Ye parching winds,

Breathed from the centre of the burning sand,

Ye faithless coasts, ye deserts, tracked by men
More savage than yourselves, say, with what fear

Unknown before, when Macedonian arms,

Roman or Persian, chased your flying hordes,

You saw the British chief than Amnion's son

More terrible, engirt with flames and death,

Ride o'er your boiling strands, upon your shores

Come thundering, and all the Gallic flags,

And from their moorings in one fiery grasp

The grappled navy tear? What though your sands.

Your plains accursed, your blasted hillocks (where

Bleak Despotism sits enthroned by Fate

On monuments of slavery) can rear

No freeborn chaplets of enduring Oak,
No civic crowns to shade a patriot brow;
Yet must some tears of admiration fall

On Abercrombie's grave, and, all ye can,

Your ever-verdant palms shall strew the spot,

Where for mankind a British Hero died

!

" In milder climes, beneath her oaken shade.

Shall Freedom raise the hymn of victory :

The healthy zephyrs playing round her neck
Shall float ber tresses wild, and airy vest

;

Her fair arm balances the guardiau spear;

Her hand she rests upon the shield of peace,

And smiles o'er British waves; the pendent cliff,

The forest unconfirmed, the scented heath,

The living fount that scoops the polished rock,

Are cherished by her smile : her oaken shade

She celebrates with joy ; with joy contemns
The gorgeous prisons of the sceptered East,

The spoils barbaric, and the studded thrones

Where Justice never sat ; mean contrasts all

To her enlivening beams and genial day !
" p. 72,

" And should again the prostrate liberties

Of Europe wither in the ruffian grasp

Of tyranny, more base than ever Rome
Pressed on her plundered provinces, the sons

Of Freedom o'er the Atlantic waves shall bear

Their spotless virtues to a kindred world/' p. 75.

Mr. Tighe has used the metaphoric language of some of
the prophets with considerable effect in the following ani-

mated and poetical address:—
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* Daughter of Albion, empress of the main, v

Turn to thy God !— for He hath set a crown
Of gold and pearls upon thy favoured front,

And covered thee with more than Tyrian robes.—
Thee the unceasing curreuts of the Cape,

The storms of Mozambique, the dark monsoons
Obey, and waft the wealth of Serica,

Of Taprobane and golden Chersonese,

(Known by new names) to heap thy envied mart!

Daughter of commerce, empress oi the main,

Turn to ihy God;— For He hath girt thy breast

Wiih iron ramparts, and thy loins with strength:

By Him the perilous shoals, by Him the rocks

Were laid, that circle thy embattled shore :

He wings His storms around, and on thy flanks

Hath circumfused the currents of His sea.

Turn to thy God, oh Albion !— For He gave
The patient Oak to waft thee to renown,

And eternise thy freedom in His love! " p. 7 8.

The political allusi.ons blended with the description of

Windsor forest and the British oak, evince the taste and
skill of the poet

"
. . . . the British Oaks, in looser gronps>

Surround with native majesty the hall

Or ancient mansion, where the joyous song
Of hospitable harmony collects

The Arts, and sister Graces: where the Muse
Strays unconfined, and to the Naiad chants,

Beside the trickling fount, the tale of yore,

The tale of arms, of victory, or fame/' p. 85.

'* She sings Porphyrion, and his serpent crew,

Wh* tore the ancient forests from the earth

Convulsed, and hurled them, in iuvading storms

Of roaring fire, against the throne of Jove:
Amid the desolation, unappalled

Stood Hercules; and with one giant branch,

Rived from a flaming Oak, dashed Eurytus

Blaspheming from the clouds: so shall the fiends

Of Gaul in vain their poisoned serpents writhe,

And urge in vain a thousand armed hosts,

Rapacious to devour the verdant isles .

Of Britain; who unaided guards the rock

Of Freedom, and alone sustains the world.

The Dryads and the fauns repeat the strain." p. 87.

Those who have read the narrative of Cook's last voyage*
will feel the justness of this tribute to his memory.

" 'Tis then she heaves the recollective sigh*

Melting in softer notes the broken lay.—
Iter after all thy patient labours done,
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For after all thy deeds of social lore,

O virtuous navigator, son beloved

Of Britain, after all thy glorious race,

No firiends sustain thee to an honoured grave

!

No kindred mourners thy loved corpse inhume

!

A savage hand, amid thy great career,

Tore thee from manhood and thy country's arms,

And left thee mangled on a barbarous shore,

O virtuous navigator, son beloved

Of Britain, who explored, with dauntless aim,

The mighty barriers of each frozen pole

!

The weeping Nereids shall repeat the strain." p. 9a

A generous verse is also bestowed on the unfortunate

La Perouse ; after which the hero of Trafalgar commands a
lay.

" But louder notes resume the broken lay,

Such as amid the desolating stoma

Were heard, when Victory bedewed her palms

At Trafalgar with tears : enraged, the Sea
In mountains rolled around her Hero's bier.

Poured the conflicting tempest, winged with death;

She woke the Furies of the deep, prepared
To celebrate in watery obsequies,

The direful sacrifice of all his foes:

But British Virtue, with a nobler aim,

Soothes the congenial spirit of her friend ;

And snatching from the grasp of ruin, bears

His struggling enemies in triumph o'er

The waves' reluctant foam ; nor heeds the shock
Of seas and winds nur Terror's howling form,

When Pity leads her through the wreck of night." p. 92.

The following sentiment is highly honourable to 'the

author's head and heart

*' We would not rob you of your natal shade,

Ye wandering nations of the western world,

To rule with foreign hulls the subject main.

To thee the sovereign trident of the seas

Belongs, O daughter of the British grove,

To thee the everlasting care to shield

From ruffian arms the nymphs of Albion." p. 102.

We shall only extract the author's concluding address
to Liberty and his native woods in Ireland, with a truly

patriotic appeal to his countrymen. Lamenting the perse-
cution of Liberty, who from—

* . . whera the frantic Gaul adored a false

And prostituted image, idly styled

The form «f Freedom, on whose altars bleoV
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Mid stifled groans, an handred hecatombs
Of human victims. — Check thy rash career,

O Muse ! and homeward turn thy steed* fatigued.

Court the refreshing murmur of thy streams,

Thy native shades, where Liberty still holds

Her jealous reign, and listens to the songs

Of Hope; where, o*er the windings of the rock

Leaps the re»echoiug torrent, or its foam
Whirls round beneath the towering cliff, whose brow
The vivid holly overpeers, and waves
The birch, in woodbine fillets hung, her buds,

Her purple spray*, and silver arms above.
" Here, on an humble seat, unseen, beneath

Yon ivied rock, or where the russet thatch

Shelters an artless hut, let me retrace

The dream of life ; or, if that dream arouse

The melancholy train of phantoms doomed
To haunt the restless circle, sadly trod

By human recollection, let me awake
The Genius of the wood ; with him restore

The memory of lapsed ages ; see the wolf,

Sole tyrant of the forest, from his lair

Spring to the chase, and on the heathy rock
Arrest the panting fawn; behold again.

Around the blaaing heap, a naked band
Consume the monstrous elk, by savage wiles

Ensnared ; or image scenes, where Danish 6words
Have dyed the stream in blood ; or where the lone

And patient anchorite hath told his beads,

While vet the woods of Erin could enshroud

Her thousand saints.— Why, Erin, are thy hills

Unclad, ihy mountains of their robes bereft?

Shall the cold breeze, unchecked, pour o'er thy plains

For ever ? Has the fiend of Disoora cbased

Thy ancient Dryads to some peaceful shore
%

Remote, and left thee bare and desolate ?

In vain the British Oak shall plough the sea,

Protector of thy liberties, if thou

Neglect with lenient hand to bind thy wounds.
" Then may thy happier scenes revive, and all

Thy sylvan nymphs and deities return,

The sacred woods above thy rivers bend,

And grateful harps, upon Lagenian [Leinster] hills>

Or where the Atlantic or the northern main
Swells in the bosom of thy winding bays.

Record the living Oak : thy sons, no more
Clear the dark wilderness of western worlds,

Or bathe their restless hands in kindred blood;

While Commerce shall unfurl her social sails

To every wind, circling from every sea

Thy verdant shores secure; and Fame adorn

"With civic wreaths the guardians of thy peace." r. 109.
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The notes which illustrate these two cantos are in Greet,
Latin, Italian, and French, and discover equal classical

reading and botanical science, as well as various other
topics incidentally introduced. They and the poems do
honour to the poet, the pbdosopber, and the man. The
occasional poems at the end of this volume, which we hope
the author will not fail to follow by another, complete his

plan : they consist of sonnets and lines to the river at Ros-
sana, in the county of Wicklow, and are greatly superior tp

- most of the modern verses. We shall quote the con-
clusion of the " Luie* in Praise of Coffee."

" When struggling asthma shall the bosom seize,

'Tis thine, blc&sdd plant, to give the patient ease.

The throb convulsive slowly shall subside,

And the new pulse uninterrupted glide;

O'er the pale cheek returning life shall play,

And slow-reviving strength proclaim thy sway.

So when the ^aint, more powerful titan death,

Pass'd o'er the widow's son his healing breath,

The conscious heart with new sensation beat,

And sprang the loved embrace with gratitude to meet."

p. 144.
i

An Inquiry into the Scat and Nature of Fever ; as deducible

from the Phenomena, Causes, and Consequences of the

Disease, the Effects of Remedies, and the Appearances on
Dissection. In two Parts-, Part I. containing the General
Doctrine of Fever. By Henry Clutterbuck, M. D. Mem-
ber of the lioyal College of Physicians. 8vo. pp. 440.

9 s. Boosey.

" TO a person unacquainted with the history of physic," says

tliia author, '* and the imperfect state of its doctrines, it must oc-

casion no small surprise, to find that a disease of almost daily aud
universal occurrence, aud which has employed the pens of the most
enlightened of the profession for the space of two thousand years,

should at thvv present day be involved in doubt and obscurity, and
that the widest differences of opinion should still subsist, both with

regard to Us nature and tlie mode of treatment."

The object of the present Inquiry is to show, "that fever

consists essentially in topical inflammation of the brain, or its

membranes." The work comprises five chapters, each ofwhich
is divided into xl certain number of sections. The first chap-

ter contains Preliminary Considerations ; consisting of the

Laws of the System in Health — the Nature of Disease

generally— and the Division of Diseases into Universal , nd
No. 127. Vol 32. Jan. 1*09. E
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Local. Here Dr. Clutterbuck contends that there is no
such thing as universal diseases.

" A disease can only in strictness be termed general or universal"

(say* he) " when it affects every part of the system at once. But
there are evidently none such. The whole system may, indeed, be
weakened, and all its actions be consequently diminished, as by loss

of blood ; but such a state, if it affect all parts equally, is not

disease
;
though it perhaps strongly predisposes to it. Something

more is wanted to constitute morbid action. Under such a state of

general weakness the functions may continue to be carried on,

though less vigorously than before; and until one or more of these

become deranged or interrupted, or until some uneasy sensation

is induced, disease can hardly be said to exist." p. 23.

This general conclusion we are not disposed to dispute

;

for surely there is no disease that " affects every part of the

system at once ;" or, more properly, there is no disease in

which every part of the system is equally affected, or suf-

fers the same degree of morbid action. As Brown ex-

presses it,—

" Every one of the exciting powers always affects some part

more than any other. In this way, temperature affects the surface

of the body— diet, the stomach and the rest of the same canal—
the blood and other fluids, their respective vessels— labour and rest,

the vessels again, and fibres of the muscles— passion aud exertion

in thinking, the brain/' &c.

The same reasoning is applicable to the morbific agents.
" The affected part is generally that to which any of the
powers is directly applied." Still we are of opinion, that

the division of diseases into general and local is useful in

practice, that we may not, as Dr. Clutterbuck observes,
" be employed merely in the palliation of symptoms, but
in endeavouring to remove their causes, wherever this is

practicable."

In the second chapter, Dr. Clutterbuck endeavours to

assign the primary seat of fever in the body. In doing this*

he examines the various phenomena of the disease— traces'

their order of occurrence, and their dependence on one
another and on the exciting causes— in order to show that

the brain is the true seat of morbid affection in fever, and
the source of all the symptoms which essentially belong to

this disease, and which serve to distinguish it from other
diseases. This opinion, he thinks, will be confirmed by the
consideration of the remote causes that induce fever, and
of the particular circumstances which seem to predispose
to it
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The third chapter is devoted to the consideration of the
nature of fever. Here the author lays down his fundamental
doctrine— " that the disorder of the brain, which takes

place in fever, is either a state of actual inflammation, or
at least a condition nearly allied to it" This he endeavours
to prove by a reference to the phenomena and causes of the
disease, the effects of remedies, and the appearances on
dissection.

We readily agree with our author, that " in fevers the
functions of the brain are greatly deranged, and that many
of the most formidable symptoms of the disease may be
referred directly to this source." But we cannot decidedly

admit that this cerebral derangement is founded on inflam-

mation, or that it is the proximate cause of fever, upon
which the symptoms immediately depend.

Dr. Clutterbuck distributes the occasional causes of fever

into three classes : — First, those which act through the

medium of the mind, as the mental passions and emotions ;

secondly, those which may be supposed to act by irritation,

as cold, irritating, and indigestible matters in the prima via,

teething in infants, wounds, inflammation, &c. ; and thirdly,

such as are capable of assuming an independent material

form, as the different contagions, marsh miasmata, putrid

effluvia, &c.

" These may either be supposed," says our author, " to act on
the extremities of the nerves, to which they are at first applied, or

to be taken into the system by absorption, producing their effect by
direct application to the braiu itself, or its vessels." p. 1 16.

In our author's opinion, however, there is no necessity

for supposing infectious matters to be absorbed.

" They may act on the braiu through the medium of the mouth,
nostrils, lungs, stomach, or skin ; with all of which they must
come in contact Whether they actually do so in all cases or in

any, or whether they are in some instances absorbed and carried

into the system, it is difficult to determine ; but in either case their

action is probably exerted on the sentient extremities of nerves : in

the, latter case, on those distributed on the internal coats of the blood-

vessels— in the former, on those of the general surface of the body,

or of the cavities which open externally. p. 120.

In like manner, those occasional causes " which may be
supposed to act by irritation, as cold, irritating, and indi-

gestible matters in the prima v/<r, teething in infants, &c."

also act V on the sentient extremities of nerves." In short,

neither these causes nor " infectious matters" have any di-
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rect operation, either on the brain itself or its vessels ; and
therefore it is difficult to conceive how they can produce
inflammation in that organ.

Those occasional causes, however, " which act through
the medium of the mind, as the mental passions and emo-
tions," certainly exert their energy directly^ and primarily

on the brain. But while they operate thus, do they leave

the brain unchanged, and produce inflammation in its

vessels ? We should rather suppose that they derange the
brain in the first instance ; and that inflammation, if it

really takes place, is a secondary effect of their operation.

«' It is certain," indeed, " that the condition of the brain may
be very powerfully and suddenly influenced by applications to re-

mote parts of the body. Thus fainting, or a total loss of sense, is

often instantaneously induced by the action of certain odours and
efflavia on the organ of smell ; while it may be as suddenly again
removed by applications of a different kind.

" Alcohol, opium, laurel-water, and some other vegetable
poisons, kill almost instantaneously when taken into the stomach in

large quantities; and the bites of certain venomous reptiles prove
fatal almost as soon as inflicted. Opium destroys the energy of
the brain, inducing general paralysis by being thrown into the

cavity of the abdomen; in frogs nearly as soon when the heart is

removed, as when the animal is entire. The effect in this case must
be produced through the intervention of nerves.

" The surfaces on which the nerves of the organs of sense are

•xpanded, are more especially susceptible of external impressions;

and, when stimulated, more powerfully influence the state of the
brain than other parts that are less plentifully furnished with nerves.

It appears, horn the experiments of the late illustrious Dr. Black,
that carbonic acid gas kills more speedily if inhaled through the
nostrils, than if taken immediately into the lungs through the mouth
only. ' I discovered/ he says, « that this particular kind of air*

* attracted by alkaline substances, is deadly to all animals that
' breathe it by the mouth and nostrils together; but if the nostrils

* were kept shut, 1 was led to think that it might be breathed with
' safety. I found, for example, that when sparrows died in it in ten
* or twelve seconds, they would live in it for three or four minutes
c when the nostrils were shut by melted suet/ This seems to show
that the olfactory nerves are more susceptible of impression than
those distributed on the surface of the bronchia and lungs, and is

what, indeed, might have been expected to take place, considering

the abundance of nerves with which all the organs of sense are sup-
plied, and their proximity to and immediate dependence on the
brain.

" In other cases the inhalation of carbonic acid gas, and of
various other noxious effluvia, produces instant head-ach in many
persons attended with a violent throbbing of the vessels of the head.
' A phrensty or delirium/ says Dr. Liud, * is often the first and is*
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' mediate effect of a bad air.' Some of the gases, when inspired in a
highly concentrated state, kill almost instantaneously before they
could possibly have found their way into the general circulation.

And it has often been observed, when the plague has been raging
with great violence, that persons exposed to the Contagion* have
dropped down suddenly, as if struck by lightning, and have died in a
short time." p. 1 17.

" These instances sufficiently prove," says Dr. Clutter-

back, u that different noxious effluvia can exert their Full

action on the system without being taken into the mass of
blood." Granted: But do they prove that " certain odours

and effluvia, alcohol, opium, laurel-water, and some other

vegetable poisons, carbonic acid gas, or the contagion of

the plague," produce either immediate disease or instan-

taneous death, by first inducing an inflammation in the

brain ? It is plain that all these powers operate directly and
primarily on the sentient extremities of the nerves. It is

equally plain that most, if not the whole, of the exciting

causes of fever operate also upon the nervous system ; and
therefore, whatever may be their secondary or ultimate ef-

fects, that system must be primarily deranged. On these

grounds we conclude, that the proximate cause of fever is to

be sought, not in the sanguiferous but in the nervous system,

and that if inflammation does actually take place in the

brain, in fever, it is an effect of this sensorial derangement,
like ail the other symptoms.

Hitherto, the arguments which Dr. Clutterbuck has ad-

vanced, in support of the opinion that fever consists es-

sentially in a topical inflammation of the brain, have beeu
derived principally from analogy, and an investigation of

the phenomena of the disease in relation to the peculiar

functions of that organ. He now. attempts to come closer to

bis subject, and in the ninth section of this same chapter

brings forward the evidence of dissection in support of his

doctrine. Here, however, he finds it necessary to make a

sort of compromise of the matter.

" It might naturally be expected," says he, " that dissection of

the bodies of those, in whom the disease had proved fatal, would

remove all doubt from the subject; and at once either satisfactorily

establish or overthrow the opinion in question. But although much
light is undoubtedly to be derived fr < . this source, and we shall

find in fact that every support is affonud to the supposition that

could reasonably have been looked f > vet the evidence furnished

by dissection is not absolutely conclusive, and that for difibrent

" r.156.
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Having stated these reasons, Dr. Clutterbuck adduces

instances from Bonetus, Morgagni, Lieutaud, Werlhoff,

Haller, Sir John Pringle, Dr. D. Monro, Vogel, Drs. Baillie,

Jackson, &c. to prove that fevers of all descriptions very

frequentlyleave behind them visible topical affections of the

brain, demonstrating the existence of previous inflam-

mation in that organ.

" It is not, however, to be imagined/' says he, "that the ap-

pearances now mentioned are to be found in every case of fever.

The essential part of this, as of most other primary diseases, consists

not in the altered structure ofparts, but in perverted actions: change of
structure is a remote eject, a consequence merely of the morbid action,

and is what may or may not take place. Hence if the disease prove

fatal before such alterations of structure is induced (which may well

be supposed to happen with respect to an organ, upon the state ofwhich
all the functions of the system, more or less, immediately depend),

few or no traces of the disease can be expected to be seen after death.

The intermissions offever, during which patients often enjoy on almost

total exemptionfrom disease, and the speedy return to perfect health

after their cure, prove that no great derangement of structure can

have taken place. That fever does not necessarily kill by destroying

the organization of the brain, is shewn also by the return in some
few instances of the mental faculties a short time before death,

where delirium had been present throughout the previous course of

the disease." p. 17*.

After these remarks, we were rather surprised to find

Dr. Clutterbuck drawing this decided conclusion :

—

" That the symptoms of fever are the symptoms of inflamed brain,

and that the latter is the immediate cause of the former; or rather

that fever and inflammation of the brain are identical affections."

P. 178.

Upon the whole, we conclude with Dr. Fordyce, that

" what the real derangement in the system is which produces
the external appearances in fever, is not at all known—it is a

disease, the essence ofwhich is not understood." We have
referred it, however, to a primary derangement of the
nervous system; and this we think we are warranted to do
from a review of the nature of its exciting causes, and their

mode of operation.

In the fourth chapter, Dr. Clutterbuck brings forward

the diagnosis of fever in conformity to his general doc-
trine

—

" topical affection of the brain founded in inflam-

mation j in a word, as a variety of phrenitis." The term
phrenittSy however, he considers to be objectionable, as ex-
pressive Qf delirium or alienation of mind; which, though a
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very frequent, is not a very necessary or constant attendant

on fever. The term encephalitis, as implying merely in-

flammation of the contents of the cranium, he thinks more
appropriate, and sufficiently comprehensive to embrace
every variety of the disease.

(To be continued.)

Bidcombe Hill, with other rural Poems. Plates. By the

Rev. Francis Skurray, A. M. Fellow of Lincoln College,

Oxford. Crown 8vo. pp.162. IQs. 6tf. Miller. 1808.

THE principal poem, in this elegant and instructive little

volume, is Bidcombe Hill, which occupies more than one
third of the book. The hill, which is here celebrated in

no unworthy strains, forms the western termination of

Salisbury plain, and commands, of course, a view of va-

rious interesting objects highly favourable to the descriptive

poet. We are not very fond of blank verse
;
and, early in

life, we adopted Johnson's opinion of it, as declared in his

remarks on " The Splendid Shilling " of Phillips—an opi-

nion in which reading and reflexion have produced little

alteration. Many, indeed, of the writers of blank verse,

seek to supply the loss of rhyme by unnatural sentiment,

distorted imagery, and inflated diction; or else fall into

the opposite extreme, and, by labouring to be simple,

become puerile and ridiculous. It is only by observing

a due medium between these extremes, almost equally

disgusting to sober judgment and classical taste, that a
poet can expect either to amuse or to inform his readers.

To this medium, it is but justice to say Mr. Skurray has

strictly adhered. His sentiments are elevated and pure

;

his descriptions are animated and natural; and his language

is simple, chaste, and classical. He surfers no opportunity

to escape for communicating salutary admonitions, for

impressing useful lessons, or for enforcing importaut truths.

He is an ardent admirer of the works of nature, but he
never fails to elevate the mind from nature to nature's

God, In short, the book before us is evidently the pro-

duction of a good man, considering every thing around
him as conveying some moral recept to the mind, and
as tending to enlarge his views of the bounty and wisdom
of Providence. In performance of our duty, we shall

now exhibit tome extracts from the poems, to justify the
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opinion which we have given of their merit; and our

readers will please to observe, that we have not selected the

passages which we shall lay before them, on account of any
superiority which they enjoy over the rest, but because

they can be more easily detached without injury to the

sense; and because, also, they show the principles and
opinion of the author. In the first extract, the poet alludes

to the Abbey of Gastonbury.

" Rous'd by the thunder of the deep-ton'd bell.

The monks* no more reluctantly shall start,

From broken rest, to matins or to lauds f;
Nor shall the pealing organ's sacred voice

Again wake raptures in the good man's heart.

And charm his soul to ecstacy. The dome,

Which once resounded with Messiah's praise

And chanted hallelujahs, is no more.
" My Muse shall ne'er with bigot rage exult

O'er ancient greatness, prostrate in decay.

What though corruption with its morbid look

Had scar'd the pious from their ancient pale

Of Christian fellowship; yet let not man
Contemn its grandeur, humbled to the dust,

And break the bruised reed. Are there no tics

To bind our gratitude to cloister'd cells?

Can we forget the day, when Vandal rage

Against the Sciences wag'd brutal war?
When to these seals secure, Wisdom retir'd

(A friendless outcast!) with her learned train,

And hid the treasure which had 'scap'd the wreck
Of hands barbarian, 'midst these holy walls?

If Attic elegance e'er charmed thy ear.

Or Greciau storv fiVd thy ardent mind,

Think that, perhaps, to these retreats we owe
That Plato still instructs, and Hower sings!

" Or, it a tale of pity move thy breast

To thoughts of charity and deeds of love.

Think how benighted travellers on the road,

Led by the taper's hospitable light,

Here sought a resting-place for wearied limbs.

And never sought in vain. Think on the crowd
Who, at the convent-gate, with crumbs were fed,

" * The ancient canons considered the monks as an order be-

tween the laymen and ecclesiastics, forbidding their interference in

secular and ecclesiastical concerns, and confining them to quiet-

ness, prayer, and fasting."— See Fosbrooke's "Economy of a

Monastic Life.

" f Matins was a midnight service: Lauds followed about
three o'clock."— Set the same*
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The welcome relics of the plenteous board *.

The scanty pittance of the parish pay
Was then unknown. The souUdisheart'ning badge
Of vile dependence never yet had mark'd
The poor man's back, to tell the flaunting world
He fed his wasting lamp with borrow'd oil.

" But not to England's isle alone confin'd

The batter'd dome, the convent's vacant walls.

Lo! frantic zeal, in Gallia's proud domains.
Levels to the dust the sanctity of cells.

—

The vestal, who had pledg'd her faith to God,
Thrust from her cloisterM home, undaunted braves

The perils of th' inexorable deep,

To 'scape the dangers from more cruel man.
" The exil'd pnests forsake their native land;

From their homes driv'n, their kindred, and their flocks.

They crave protection 'mid a host of foes.

Our generous-hearted countrymen forget

Their hostile land and superstitious rites.

And with Samaritan benevolence

Assuage the pain, and staunch the bleeding wounds."

Here are no marks of bigotry, but a spirit df true

Christian benevolence, justly distinguishing between the

use and abuse of an institution, which had much in it that

was praiseworthy, and which was particularly useful in

the early periods of civilised society, when the intercourse

between the different parts of a country was difficult, and
before rates were established for the relief of the poor.

Certain it is, that monks were always the best masters

and the best landlords; and, with all the abuses which
had, unfortunately, crept into monastic establishments,

there is every reason to lament their abolition in France

and the adjacent countries. But we must finish our quo-
tation, which ends with a sentiment in perfect unison with

our own feelings and opinions.

" Although the Muse rejoices in the day,

When the Church burst the bands of papal Rome,
And Reformation made Religion free;

Yet when she views the ruin d piles around,

Whose vaulted roofs once echoed with God's praise;

Or when she sees the sacred exiles roam
Without a country, and apart from friends,

She cannot check th' involuntary sigh,

She will not blush to drop some pitying tears."

" * Art almoner, who was styled ' Eleemosynari'is,' distri-

buted the alms and broken victuals everv day, at the convent-

gate, to the poor."— Fosbrooke's Economy of a Monastic Life.
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In describing- the rural sports of the country, Mr, Skurray,
very naturally, refers to that which give to them, at once,
their zest and security—that equal liberty, and those equal
laws, which bless this happy isle, and this alone.

" Where is the heart, that every blessing shares

Which law, and liberty, and rest can give,

But throbs with pity for their harder lot,

Who, led by curiosity to view
The pillag'd honours of Italian states,

Or who, perhaps, had roam'd in quest of health
To Gallia's balmy clime and mineral springs,

(For surely none e'er crossed the waves to bow
At Usurpation's footstool *) now are held
Unwilling captives in a hostile land,

By the harsh mandates of a tyrant's will.
" Upon the branches of the willows grey,

Which o'er the Meuse's silver current nod,
Their harps suspended hang. From their mute tongues
Ko sounds are heard of gratulating joy.

For how shall they attune their harps to mirth ?

How from their lips shall joyous accents flow,
Lost to their king, their country, and their friends?

" What though the vintage, with its purple pride,
Twine round the elm, or glitter on the rock;
Yet who would not our northern clime prefer,

Where scarce a grape ere ripens in the sun,

(But where true liberty has rear'd her throne,)
To Gallia's sunny hills, and fruitful vales,

Where tyrants scowl, and lawless men bear sway ?

Unhappy hostages on Verdun's plain

!

May ye revisit soon your native hills;

Safe at a distance from Ambition's frown,
Pursue our gambols, and partake our joy

!

"

The lighter pieces embrace a variety of subjects, chiefly

rural, and display a correct taste and a chastened judg-
ment. The following stanzas of an Ode to the Isis have
something better than poetic beauty to recommend them.

t

" With partial fondness we retain

A sense of pleasures past.

Mingled, however, with some pain,

To think how short they last.

'Tis vain, we know, for man to mourn
Pastimes that never can return,

* With the bard's permission, we must except the late Mr. Fox,
Mrs. Armstead—we beg pardon, Mrs. Fox we mean—and Mr.
(now the Right Honourable Lord) Erskine.—Rn.
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Yet all mankind past pleasures prize;

The mother placing all her joy

Upon her dead and darling boy,

Would pluck him from the skies.

" But ah ! my friend, why should we mourn
That pleasures fly so fast?

Why sigh for days that can't return,

• Or sorrow for the past?

Youth's dangerous stage of life is run,

In which so many are undone

;

We should rejoice that in our youth

We never wantonly did stray

, Far from the paths of wisdom's way.

Nor from the line of truth.
«

" If airy projects now be fled,

Which once inflamed our breast;

If ardent impulses be dead.

Or calm'd to holy rest;

The high pursuits of solid truth

Transcend the short-liv'd joys of youth.

And thus we spend our day

:

To us the heavenly task is given

To point the sacred road to heaven.

And tread ourselves the way."

Where example and precept unite, the lesson can

scarcely fail to produce the desired effect. We shall ex-

tract one more piece, and then consign our poet to the

judgment of our readers, without the smallest fear of having

our own sentence reversed by them.

" THE CRIMINAL,

" Near the side of the road, on the bleak wild heath.

To show us how wickedness ends,

A gibbet is seen (sad memorial of death)

Where a poor hapless criminal yielded his breath.

Amidst the distress of his friends.

" The neighbours still say he was greatly carest;

In high estimation he stood

;

He sung very sweetly, genteelly he drest.

Till a mad wish for riches sprung up in bis breast,

Though purchas'd with rapine and blood.

" When the barbarous deed in which he had join'd

Was heard in the villages near,

Compunction arose in his agonis'd mind,

To think that his eye could to pity be blind,

And deaf to compassion his ear.
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" The brightness soon lowVd in his dart-piercing eyes

;

The colour soon flew from his cheeks

;

In his feverish dreams the traveller dies;

Stretch'd out to his fancy his mangled corse lies

;

He bleeds once again, and he shrieks!

M The villagers raark'd his much-alter'd mien,

And tales were soon whispered about

;

They observ'd how he hied to the thicket at e'en,

How ty? wish'd to escape unknown and unseen ;

The murder at length is found out

!

•• Away to the jostice they hastily run,

He's questional 'bout blood that was spilt;

Then, stung with remorse for the deed he had done,
And blushing to show his face under the sun.

He freely acknowledged his guilt.

" Within the dark dungeon he's quickly confin'd,

His limbs are, all loaded with chains
The gloom of his cell suits the state of his mind;
To his probable fate his soul is resign'd

;

He longs for release from his pains.

u The trumpets they sound, and the judges are come,
To enforce the laws of the land;

To court he is brought (his face clouded with gloom),

With speechless emotion be hears his sad doom
Pronounced by the jury's command

!

" The throng which had gather'd the trial to hear,

Rejoic'd at the verdict of truth
;

But serine his mother distracted with fear,

And start from the judge s stern eyelid a tear.

They all of them pitied his youth.

" The day is now come when the criminal dies ;

On the common a gallows they rear;

The thunder loud pealing convulses the skies.

While through all the country th' intelligence flies,

That the hour of vengeance is near.

" The victim is drawn in a cart through the crowd,

The multitude hastily run;—

*

He joins with the priest in petitions aloud

;

Confesses his punishment jtist, and he vow'd
Repentance for what he had done.

" The bells from the neighbouring parishes toll

In mournful regret for his loss;

His crime is forgot; with his fate we condole,

Commending to his gracious mercy his soul,

Who pardon'd the thief on the cross.
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" Still on the high gibbet suspended he swingv
Who once was illustrious and brave;

Upon his bare breast ravens flutter their wings,

While the sweet social bird from the gallows-tree sings

Ad elegy over his grave.

" At night, when the moon the raid firmament gains,

And all in the village asleep;

Then Susan, despising the pelting of rains,

The thunder loud rumbling, the clanking of chains,

Comes near his dead body to weep.

«' If by chance the lone traveller, mov'd by her sighs.

In pity is drawn to the spot.

Then away to the thicket disorder'd she flies,

She site within sight of the gallows, and cries.

To think of her lover's hard lot.

" When the rosy morn dawns, and the labourers rise,

To go to their work in the wood;
To the cave's dark recess she unwillingly hies;

Her face and her hands with green walnuts she dyes,

And wild berries servo her for food.

" At length, frantic maiden! thy sorrows forget

!

Such unguish thy bosom will melt:—
4 Forget! when the sun of my true love is set?'—
— Her grief is past comfort—we can but regret

That innocence sutlers for guilt.

" Whoe'er shall read over this pitiful tale,

Of a life cut short of its date;

Ah ! ne'er al misfortune let vanity rail,

Let charity cover his crime with her veil,

And weep at the criminal's fata."

These poems are inscribed in a very neat and modest

which embellish the volume are illustrative of some of

the principal scenes which the poet describes, and are

beautifully executed. One of them exhibits a good viefr

of Longleut, one of the few remaining- seats of okl English

hospitality, manners, and virtue.

The Family Picture, or Domestic Education ; a Poetic

Epistle from a Country Gentleman, to his College Friend,

the Bishop of ******* i2mo. pp.72. 3s. 6d. Cradock
and Joy. 1808.

,

dedication to
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acquires a frame in the fashionable world, to clothe the

most trifling effusions of his muse in the most gaudy dress.

Hot-pressed paper, new type, and a quarto volume, all

combine to give consequence to the most unimportant

and insignificant subjects; and subjects, too, of which

insignificance does not always constitute the worst feature.

It is therefore a matter of real surprise, in an age so

frivolous, to see merit voluntarily assume a humble garb

;

and a poem on one of the most important subjects that

can engage the attention of mankind, and executed too

in a masterly manner, issued to the world in the humble
guise of a duodecimo, without the smallest collateral

assistance from type, paper, or plates. We are sorry*

for this, we confess ; not that any such meretricious orna-

ments would give the smallest additional value to the book
itself; but because we are aware, that the fashionable

world, the wretched crowd of all ranks and descriptions,

who purchase books for their external appearance and not

for their internal excellence, will throw the little volume
from them with disdain, and not condescend to bestow
even a transitory glance upon its contents ; which, though
we admit they are often the worst parts of a book, it will

not be disputed ought to be the best.

The poet seems impressed with much the same idea, re-

specting the system ofeducation adopted at public schools, as

was promulgated a few years since by the present learned

Dean of Winchester, and which gave rise to something

like a cankering, in which the learned Dean of West-
minster bore a conspicuous part. We expressed our

opinion on the subject, at the time, with our usual

frankness, and nothing has since occurred to induce us

to alter it. But the poet takes a wider range, and extends

his animadversions, from our public schools to the whole

aystem offashionable education for both sexes, which he

most pointedly and, in our opinion, most justly condemns.

Respecting the use of the Pagan classics, his doctrines

are strictly correct; and his observations are equally just

on the frequent display of a riotous "and turbulent dispo-

sition at our public schools, manifested in acts of open

rebellion against lawful authority, and pregnant with con-

sequences of a most serious nature, as engendering a spirit

*f restlessness, disobedience, and insubordination, equally

hostile to religious, to political, and to social order.

After pointing out the rapid growth of this last evil* he

proceeds thua:-*-
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•

" You smile, my Lord ; and rank with airy dream*
My fine apostrophe to ' Father Thames.'
But, ah! we need not rhetoric to display

Vices, that e'en in schools affront the day.

See tutors, masters strenuous to infuse

In each pare bosom all the lying muse*
Of classic Greece, or classic Rome hath sang.

And tip with fable erery lisping tongue

;

Paint Jove descending into Danae's lap,

And Daphne's flight, and Semele's mishap;
To striplings seasoned in Ovidian lore,

Impart a taste of Chserea's sweet amour,
Till relishing the go&t, each amorous elf

Exhibits dainty Chaerea in himself;

Applaud in acting every lucky hit,

And hail in epilogues the prurient wit.

And, if from Homer's lay the unweeting tribe

The ideas crude of character imbibe;
If thence they draw opinions of mankind.
Or sentiment, to form the unfolding mind

;

If stern Pelides fire the fervent youth,

How rich the source divine of moral truth!

And, turning from Achilles' fabled rage,

Hath admiration trae'd the historic page?
Yes ! in our boyish fancies we become
The chiefs, the sophists of old Greece and Rome;
Proud trophies snatch from Marathon again,

And at Thermopylae thrice slay the slain

;

Light up anew the philosophic torch,

Where winds Ilyssus, or where glows the Porch

:

And kindling, like the sage, from virtue's charms, ,

The attractive lecture close—in Lais' arms.

Dipt thus in Aganippe's dye all o'er

We rise rank Pagans to the very core.

Nor wonder, if we deem ourselves debas'd

By Christian meekness ; or with sick distaste

Turn from the texts, that shew, in simple strain.

Poor erring man, how vicious and how vain! f" p. 10.

i
- - 1 .

" * Pointing out some indecent passages in Horace to a gentleman
of reputed sense and good morals, and lamenting that such impu-
rities were not expunged from the school-books; I was surprised

at his answer : ' Oh ! 'tis all classical ! 'tis classical
!

'

" f To keep the Christians in ignorance, Julian prohibited them
the study of the Greek literature. During this prohibition, Apolli-

naris, Bishop of Laodicea, to supply the Christians with classics

of their own, wrote the history and antiquities of the Hebrews
to the reign of Saul, in twenty-four books;—a professed imitation

of Homer. He also imitated Menander in comedy, Euripides in

tragedy, and Pindar in lyric poetry. These imitations he designed

tot the uge of schools, But, however good they might have bcAo,
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The bard next shows the vicious tendency of the mode
in which the hours of play are employed by the hoys at

our public schools; plainly, in drinking and whoring.

But, we trust, this disgraceful neglect of the most im-

portant part of education (we mean J he inculcatiun ok
BhLiGioifs and MOttAL PulNciPLK; and the enforced observ-

ance of a practice conformable thereto) does not extend -

beyond the metropolis, where the temptations to vice^

and the opportunities of vicious indulgence, require a
more rigid system of control, and a more constant super-

intendence on the part of the masters, than it may be
necessary to adopt in the country ; and should its adoption

be found either incompatible with fundamental rules, or

impotent in its effect, woe be to the parents who expose

their children to the dangers of a London education! Con-
nected with, and indeed arising out of, these radical errors in

the mode of public education, is another vile practice,

here most properly reprobated—• the discouragement of
all diffidence in boys— the removal of that modesty which

nature has designed as the noble characteristic of youth.

What object upon earth is more ridiculous and more dis-

gusting, than a boy with the airs and manners of a mau }

A monkey is a preferable being, and much more pleasant

company; for they are both mimics, mechanically re-

peating what they have been taught, and Pug is generally

the best mimic of the two ; while he only follows those

impulses of nature, which the boy has been fashioned to

check and to violate.

it is impossible that they could have superseded the classics in

purity and elegance. And a boy cannot acquire taste from writings

which possess not classic beauty. That the classics, therefore,

outfht to be banished from our schools, I would by no means
insinuate. First, however, for the use of schools, I would erase

from them all corrupting ideas; and, secondly, if a master of a
school, 1 would continually point out to my boys, in the perusal

of such authors, all the false principles in morality, all the mis-

taken sentiments as they occur, and contrast them with Christian

ideas and doctrines. Yet the practice of the public school is far

different Boys are assisted there, in acting the most exceptionable

plays ; even the Eunuch of Terence—for which no one will presume
to make an apology. And tliey are there encouraged in writing

and singing obscene songs—witness " Miss Bailey." For an Essay

on lb*; tendency of the Pagan morality and Polytheism to corrupt

yonnj; minds, see European Magazine, Vol. xXYI. pp. 334,

333, 336. Since the year 1794-, when this Essay appeared, the sub-

ject has been diseased by Knox, Reynell, Vincent, and Foster.**
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A Once, ere the child to ape the man aspired.

Or parents prompted nice, as passion ftVd

;

Each little neighbourhood own'd its classic school
Unchecked by fashion where the birch bore rule.

There learning lent young truth her steady ray,

As morn's pure star that silvers infant day.

There, nigh their homes, the sons reapM classic lore,

Where erst their honest sires had reapd before:

And there, to nurture each expanding mind,
The zealous roaster and the sire combin'd.

Hence featur'd by simplicity and worth,

A race of 'good Sir Rogers' issued forth:

And, if (not like the cringing crew polite,

Nor, from collision with high titles, bright)

They eyM the file of manners with distrust.

Nor parted with their old provincial rust;

Their's was the service of the heart sincere,

The generous wish to warm afiectton dear

;

And, never doom'd from distance to decay-

Friendships, the growth of many a youthful day.
" Now in each rural town, that whilom drew

Its prime importance from its classic hue,

The venerable master's morning-gown,
His parent smile, his petrifying frown,

His port majestic, his gold- headed, case*

E'en his snulf coat—ami all the satchel'd train.

Their humming toils, and emulation sweet,

And sports inspiring life thro* every street,

—

Alas! how silent the once busy scene

!

' l/>, the school-walls from putrefaction green

!

The old arch'd door-way nods, a crumbling mass;

And o'er the play-place spreads the spiry grass:-—

Whilst poor Minerva in a pet transports

From parks or offices, from shops or courts,

A numerous fry, to " distant towers and spires;"

And lordiings mingle with degenerate squires;

And the pert progeny (so fortune jokes) *

Of sleek attorneys jostle gentle dukes

!

Hence, quick as from a hot-bed spring to view

Such creatures, as our fathers never knew;
Lads, on whose cheeks no ruddy tincture glows,

Manerial lords, transmuted into beaux,

Soft pctit-maitrei languisbingly pale,

Scenting with sickly essence every eale.

" List! where yon abbey, from desertion dark.

Frowns o'er fell'd oaks that load the untrodden park,

A hollow sound on every aephyr swells,

And echoes, start affrighted from their dells

!

«* * Quoties voluit fortupa jocari.

* .V
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The rattling of light wheels—and now more near

The prancing of impatient hoofs I hear;

Lo ! my Lord flashes on the view ! I see

In sharp projection from his vis-a-vis

A countenance worn wan—a figure thin

—

Amidst his prostrate woods the monkey-grin !

O Fashion I how thy spells pollute the heart,

And bid young genius act a borrow'd part;

E'en o'er his books arrest the studious boy,

Chase his dear sports and damp his eager joy

;

For feeling, kindle up factitious flames,

And varnish many a vice with specious uames." p. 15.

Id this sickly progeny of fashion, the bard has very

accurately described the ennobled creatures who infest the

Park ; insult the sober passenger on those modish parades,

the foot pavements of St. James's and Bond Street; who
are any thing but Englishmen ; and who disgrace manhood,

by their looks, their words, and their actions. How are

we degenerated ! Let us look back on the hardy offspring

of our simple forefathers, and compare them with the

animals whom interested marriages (contracted in vice

and ending in adultery) produce, and whom fashionable

education rears—and let us blush at the degrading con-
trast!

Indeed, the whole system of education, to whatever rank

or description of persons applied, for whatever station the

pupil may be destined, seems to be radically vicious. Is

he designed for the church?— he first imbibes at a
public school a high notion of Pagan virtue, while not the

smallest pains are taken to teach him the rudiments of

Christian knowledge, or to enable him to assign a reason

for the faith which he professes; he then goes to an
university—if to Cambridge, the primary object of his

study is mathematics, he collects his politics from Paley,

and his religion from Watson— but, without making an

invidious distinction between the two universities, it is suf-

ficient for the present purpose to observe, that at neither of
them is a suitable education provided for candidates for

holy orders. We never heard of a tutor giving lectures

out of the Fathers of the Church; we never heard of a

student in divinity being called upon to read the homilies,

or of his having the thirty-nine articles expounded to him.

We know, indeed, that there is a professor of divinity,

but there is no compulsion to attend his lectures, and hV
audiences are miserably slender. There ought to be a
tutor in divinity, at every college, specially charged
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with the instruction of those who are destined for the
church.

If we look at the education of a barrister, we find him
usually taken from school at an early age, before his mind
is formed, and before he has imbibed any fixed principles,

and placed in the office of a special pleader ; not to learn

maxims of equity and justice; not to obtain a correct notion

of the origin, progress, and objects of British jurisprudence;

not to gain an adequate knowledge of the history of his

country, and of the laws of other states, so as to

enable him to form a just estimate of the comparative

excellence of those laws with the laws of his native

land; nor yet to imbibe accurate ideas and a clear un-
derstanding, of the British ^constitution ; but to study

forms to the neglect of substantial knowledge, and to

become an adept in all the wily science of chicane; in

the honourable art of not only defending right and wrong
without discrimination, and with equal energy, and with

equal feeling— but of making wrong triumph over right.

Turning to the military man— we see him, generally

speaking, taken from the scene of instruction at the very
period when be might begin to feel the benefits of it,

and placed in the army, a commission having been bought

for him, without the smallest preparation for the pro-

fession, without the least knowledge of the duties of it,

without having an idea of military tactics, without having

ever heard even of the science of war. We see him a
beardless youth, without a single qualification, commanding
veterans grown grey in the service. His uniform is at

once the symbol of command, and the only sign of his

knowledge. If he be rich, he looks for promotion to the

length or his purse, and not to his merit. In this system,

there is every discouragement to study, no incentive to

exertion, and no stimulus to the acquisition of knowledge.

Is mere consistence observed in training up a youth to

the pursuits of trade and commerce ?—he is, indeed, taught

to write, and the stores of Dilworth and Cocker are laid

open to him'; but his education, properly speaking, begins

only when be enters the shop or the 'counting-house. As
an apprentice or a clerk, the fashionable manners of modern
citizens deprive him of the advantages, enjoyed \\\ good old

times, of being admitted as an inmate into the family of
his master. He is, consequently, left to provide both food
and lodging for himself, to be the guardian of his own
morals, and the guide of his own conduct. Me is conse-

F 2
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quently exposed to all the dangers which attend boys who
are educated at a public school in the metropolis. The
trader of Cheapside has now his town residence in one of the

fashionable squares at the west end of the capital, and his

country villa besides. He gives routs, he games, and,

aping his betters, adopts all the dissipated maimers of

modish life.

In a word, the times are strangely out of joint; and

though we have hitherto escaped a political revolution

(thanks to our insular situation!), we have experienced a

moral revolution, the effects of which set all calculation at

defiance. Education and its object, in every class of life,

seem to be as well adapted to each other as a titled puppy
and a city miss. .

Though we have felt it our duty to state our sentiments

on this important subject, for important it is in every

point of view, yet we are sensible that some apology is due
to our readers for having so long diverted their attention

from the book before us. The author's comments, in the

following uote on Dr. Beattie's sentiments respecting public

schools, are particularly pertinent and forcible.

" Dr. Beattie's opinion on the subject of education must be

allowed to have great weight. But his objections to a private edu-

cation are not unanswerable. What he says with respect to school -

acquaintance, is fallacious. While such connexions are of use to

ten in future life, they mislead an hundred by inspiring tbem with

ideas beyond their station, without affording them the least assist*

ance in the pursuit of unattainable objects. Beattie himselfacknow*
ledges, that ' the great inconvenience or public education
' ARISES FROM ITS BEING DANGEROUS TO MORALS \

* and that * OUR
' INNOCENCE, DURING THE FIRST PART OF LIFE, IS MUCH MORE
4 SECURE AT HOME, THAN ANY WHERE ELSE.' After this Confession,

what can he say in favour of public schools, which ought to

influence a mind virtuously and religiously disposed ? ' Tctnpta-
' lions,' he insinuates, must 'come at last;' and ' will they have
* less strength ? '—No—but the young man, 1 well principled in

' virtue's book* at a private school, will have more strength to

encounter those temptations, than if, initiated early in a public

school, he had never received any religious instruction. ' His new
• associates will laugh at him.' Here it is pre-supposed, that the

experiment of a private education has been tried on one boy
only ; and that all the rest have been publickly educated. But
why this supposit ion £—If private education to a certain age were
general, the boy's * new associates at the university would also

have come from private schools.— See Forbes'* Life of Beattie,

Vol. I. pp. 180—185."

The greater part of this little, but instructive volume,
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is devoted to the important subject of female education;

and who, that knows any thing of the influence of female

manners on society, will deny that it is a subject of vital

importance? The sensible author opens this branch of his

discussion with laying down the following principle, which
is sanctioned both by religion and by the experience of

ages— that women are born for retirement, not for a life of

seclusion; but for domestic life.

" Though there exist, I own, among good judges, a difference of
opinion respecting the education of boys ; yet in regard to females
the point has been long positively decided : to all at least who have
not thrown religion out of the question, it appears in theory not to

admit of argument—1 say in theory ; because the practice of many
sensible and religious people should rather seem to prove the
contrary. Surely there can be no doubt that the natural disposition

and characters ami destinations of women, contrasted with those of
men, point them out as formed for retirement. The more approved
modes of educating women, in all ages and countries, and their

occupations in subsequent life, must sufficiently discover to us the
general sense of mankind. How different, at Athens, was the
education of the modest woman and of the courtezan ! The latter

was intended for public use. We shall see, I tear, in 'the English
boarding-school,' the seminary for courtezans restored."

The two grand leading objections to the ordinary mode
of educating girls, are these : first, that it makes accom-
plishments the primary consideration, and necessary and
useful knowledge a subordinate object; and secondly, that

it tends to educate girls above the sphere of life in which
they are destined to move, in defiance alike of an apostolic

admonition, and of a maxim of Pagan wisdom. And what
does this system tend to produce?—beautiful excrescences

on the social tree : useless wives, negligent mothers, and
wretched prostitutes ! But let our author describe a moder
boarding-school, or, in more fashionable phrase, a pu.

seminary for young ladies.

" Lo, our first nurseries, of distinguished name,
By rank upheld, but glory in their shame;
And sister-school with rival sister vies,

* To catch the manners living, as they rise;'

Where girls for simple nature court finesse,

And, happy mimics, shift from dress to dress;

Each art, the invention of caprice assume,

The modish step, the figure, and the bloom;
With the sly hazel, or with eyes of sloe,

Ogle the polish'd tutors of the toe;

As melting masters o'er their bosoms lean,

Pencil, with fairy touch, the shadowy scene;
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Swe^t dulcet harps, or languish to guitars.

Or steal, from soft pianos, amorous airs !
*

Yet, midst these airs, perhaps, the cultur'd mind
May show some symptoms to our wishes kind

;

Some marks of solid worth that promise well,

And 10 exertion future blessings tell.

Perhaps, in embryo, useful talents lie

Where the glib needle twinkling fingers ply

;

Where females o'er the tale historic bend,

And some the silent hour to science lend;

And others musing, trace the moral page

—

How like the damsels of a former age ! f %
" But shall fine fingers, that as rose-buds glow,

With vulgar flippancy essay to sew ?
4

» n .... - - —
" * Dancing, in our first female schools, is so important an

object, that a whole train pf masters is necessary to its perfection !

I suppose Addison's idea of dancing— 'only so far useful, as that a
' lady may know how to sit still gracefully'—would be deemed
at present ridiculous. And evenSallust, perhaps, would be thought

a moralist uncommonly severe, when speaking of Catiline's accom-
plished mistress, be pronounced her • too good a dancer for a vir-

tuous woman.' .

" f Music is also distributed among a whole band. Mrs. H.
More once heard a mother declare, that • the visits of masters of
* every art, and the di tierent masters for various gradations of the
* same art, followed each other in such close and rapid succession,
* during her whole London residence, that her girls had not a
* moment's interval to look into a book.' But Mrs. More is ac-

quainted with several ladies, who excelling most of their sex in

the art of music, and excelling them also in prudence and piety,

find little leisure or temptation amidst the delights and duties of
their families for the exercise of this talent; regret that so much
of their own youth was wasted in acquiring an art which can be
turned to so little account in married life; and are now conscien-

tiously restricting their daughters in the ' portion of time allotted

' for its acquisition.' I take this opportunity of desiring Mrs. More
to expunge from her book (when a new edition shall be called for)

a strange sort of sentiment, to say the least of it—' If life be so
« long, says she, 'that we are driven to set at work every engine
* to pass away the tediousness of time ; how shall we do to get rid

* of the tediousness of eternity!—an eternity, in which not one of
' the acquisitions which life has been exhausted in acquiring, will be
* of the least use? ' How does Mrs. M. know this?—The sentiment

has a tincture of the tabernacle.— See Strictures on Female Edu-
cation, Ed. 5,' Vol. I. r. 111.

% Tnc highest menial attainment of most girls, is the ability

to write letters—If a qualification gained and improved with little

or no expence of thought, may he called a mental attainment. With
many ladies, who are said to write good letters, words flow over

whole pages, where not a single 'thought' is discoverable.
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Shall radiant eyes, that all the world bewitch *,
,

Ache, in pale .stupor, o'er the tedious stitch f?
Yes ! and each little heart with transport heaves,

As fancy wanders o'er the mimic leaves;

As hopes, impatient for the promis'd hour.

Brush the fair blooms and flit from flower to flower;

And fears, that all the bright embroidery skim,
With transitory shade, its toliage dim;
And jealousies along the silver stray

Pant on eaeh thread, and melt in mists away t

And lo! the work to full perfection swells!

How flutter the boy-beaux and baby-belies!f r,27.

Impartial justice, however, induces us to state, that there

•are some modern schools at which more solid attainments

may be acquired. From a card before us, we learn, that

at one of these schools, a few miles from the metropolis,

fourteen young ladies (a wine-merchant's dozen) may he

* It is for homely features to keep home;
' Thev had their name thence : coarse complexions,
' And cheeks of sorry grain, will serve to ply
* The sampler, and to tease the huswife's wool.
' What need a vermeil tincturM lip for that,

* Love-darting eyes, and tresses like the morn?
* There was another meaning in these gifts;

« Think what, and be advis'd! '
,

" So said Comus, amidst his bacchanalian crew; hailing the

strumpet Cotytto, the Goddess of Impudence. Very different was
the language of the Angel Raphael.

" f Formerly, girls were employed in work to adorn the man-
sion-hou^e: and magnificent hangings of tapestry afforded proofs

of laborious attention. Nor were the walls vain of their decorations.

At present, whilst we admire the elegant fingers of a young lady

busied in working or painting her ball-dress, we cannot but think

that her grand stimulus is the idea, ' how well she shall look in it!

'

Had she not better been working to adorn her mother ? No Roman
citizen of distinction appeared in public except in the garb spun by
his wife or his daughter. In the last age, I confess, female ac-

quirements were too con6ned—they were limited almost to the

sampler and the receipt-book. But, if girls were once confectioners,

they are now actresses.

" % Mrs. More has reprobated these baby-balls. Yet I do not
know that her Essay has worked any degree of reformation. In
every little country-town, boys ami g i Is mix together in the dance
from previous appointment. I have < 'ten known a girl invite a.

party to her father's house, when her father and mother were both
aoseot at their respective places of amusemeut.
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instructed at the moderate price of one hundred and fifty

guineas each and fire guineas entrance, "in the subsequent

branches of education.1 *

" Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, the Use of the Globes, and

descriptive Astronomy,

j

" Those young Ladies of superior Age or Intellects, whose
Triends may wish such Attainments, may be instructed in the

Principles of Algebra, Geometry, Plain and Spherical Trigo-

nometry, Conic Sections, Optics, Perspective and Practical Astro-

nomy.
" Literature.—The Italian and French Languages, Ancient

and Modern History, and correctly the Principles of their Ver-

nacular Language, a thing so necessary to the accomplished

Gentlewoman," &c. &c. &c. &c.

What knowledge this accomplished school-mistress may
possess of the principles of the English language, we profess

not to know; but it is evident that she is not much in the

habit of applying them to practice ; and also, that she has

not acquired them from the study of the English grammar.
But this is a trifle compared with the vast stores of know-
ledge which she here opens to the female student, and
to which it is utterly out of our power to do adequate

justice.

The bard condemns the practice of reading novels at

school, which, though frequent, is far, we hope, from

being general; and he subjoins a remark on these produc-
tions of female writers, which, though strongly severe, we
fear is eminently just.

•

" I have heard it observed, that the novels written by the female
sex are, in general, 'pure* in comparison with others, and may
be read with safety. This proposition I strenuously deny. I

think female author* betray a great propensity to vice, though it

be often shaded by a spurious delicacy. In the last age, there

were some who, bold in vice, endeavoared to immortalise their

shame by writing their own memoirs—Such were Phillips, Pilk-

ington, Vane. Mrs. Mantey wrote the scandalous Memoirs called

Atatantis, &c. Mrs. Centtivre and Behn are notorious for the

indecency of their plays. Since that time, actresses and kept-

mistresses have written histories of their own depravity. But,

perhaps, Mrs. Wolstonecroft was the only female, who had ever
the audacity to become a kept-mistress upon principle. Mrs. Opie
(though not to be classed with any of the above writers) ha.s, now,
erred greatly- in her 'Mother and Daughter.' She has drawn both
her hero and heroine a* amiable characters ; and exposing them
to dangers, and plungmg them in distress—all, in consequence of
the vulgar prejudice that so absurdly operates against concobinage,

endeavoured to «xcite our pity iit their behalf, to interest our
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flections in\their favour, and for their sakes to disturb our prin-

ciples. In short, to vulgar prejudice they die martyrs. Religion,

it is true, is called in ; but in the form only of a quaker. I con-
sider 'The Mother and Daughter ' as a book of a very bad tendencv

;

and Mrs. Opte's insinuations, as more likely to do mischief, than
Mrs. Mauley's impudence. Many of Mrs. Smith's novels are also

exceptionable. In the mean time, there are female writers who
do honour to their sex,, even in works of invention—such as Dc
Genlis and Mrs. West. But their sober treatises on education are

worth all their notion. On this subject, however, Mrs. More ami
Mrs. Trimmer are superior to the other two : they hazard no
doubtful opinions—they are guilty of no flights or eccentricities.

I cannot conclude this note, "without entering my protest against

Lancaster and the Edgeworths. lCvery system of education, in which
religion is not intimately interwoven, must be vicious or vain." e. 29.

When lady-writers become too high for friendly admo-
nition, and too proud for salutary reproof—when honest
praise becomes insipid, and fulsome adulation alone

grateful to their ears—it is not to be expected that cele-

brity, however earned, will lead to improvement.

In this erroneous system of education, this attention to

accomplishments, and this neglect of principle, the bard
says, and we say with him,

—

" I see rank passions fed by latent fires

;

Pernicious weeds, that spring from fierce desires;

Too fine a bloom that fleets before its time,

And rotten ripeness, ere the vernal prime!"

The stOTy of Olivia is then introduced to exemplify the

effects of such a system : it is an interesting tale, and ably

told.—On the indecency of modern dress, our moral bard

thus animadverts :

—

u The indecent transparence of modern dress has long been
the subject of complaint. Nothing indeed pan be more shocking

to the modest or the virtuous, than those artfully disposed folds

which so define the form, and that flesh colour which so imitates

the skin, as to render covering itself no longer a veil. But if

morality must be set aside, the consideration of health I should

think might have some weight with the parent or the governess.

A respectable physician some time since declared, that in one
season only, no less than two hundred female patients under his

care had either actually died, or would continue to linger for life,

under complaints for which there was no cure; and all contracted

jo consequence of the exposure of their persons in the indecent

fashions of the day ! But the mischief will not end here : succeeding

generations will have to deplore the disorders entailed on them by
their parents. A lady, who was herself a fashionist, will be heard,
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perhaps, in preference to the physician. ' Dress (says Mrs,
' ThicLnesse) may run through all its variations, from simplicity to

' gaudiness, from splendour to the fantastic, without any violation

' of decorum or moral duty. But the present mode of appearance,
' which is so generally adopted, is a vary high degree of immorality,
' because it is indecent and immodest—because it is a shameful
« contempt of those qualities which are considered by reason and
* religion, as the brighest ornaments of the female character.

* There is, indeed, little doubt, if one of those unhappy women
4 who have abandoned themselves to prostitution, were to appear
' in any public place/ in that shocking, half-cloathed state in which
1 so many present themselves to fashionable assemblies, that she
' would risk a submission to the peualtiesof Bridewell/— See De*
cation to Mrs. Thicknesse 's School for Fashion." p. 36.

We have not seen this book by Mrs. Thicknesse ; but,

from the specimens here given of it, it evidently contains

many judicious remarks, and much excellent advice. We
cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of laying one other

extract from it before our readers.

44 In the Dedication to Fashion, from which I have already

made an extract, Mrs. Thicknesse says: * There never was a period,
' when your influence was so baneful to morals, so obnoxious to
* honour, and so hostile to domestic happiness, as in the day that
' is passing over us.'. ..' You employ your art in influencing the
* higher orders of the female world, from the cradle to the grave*
* You conduct your votaries, through various scenes of gaiety,
' display, and dissipation, to the altar; and thence, through all the
* negligence of maternal duties, and the indulgence of matured
* passions, to the final resources of cards or devotion.'. . You have
' been for some time fatally successful in banishing modesty from
' your circles. Hence it is, that the young women of the present
' day indulge themselves in a mode of conversation, a latitude of
' expression, and a freedom of demeanour, which the courtezan of
' a former period would have blushed to practise. Hence it is,

' that we find elegaut, high-born girls of sixteen in possession of
' all the knowledge which they ought not to know, and their
* grandmothers never appeared to have known.'.. The time was,
* when you were the regulating minister of the forms and exterior
* appearance of those ranks in life, which require a moderate
* attention to them. Bnt the time now is, when you are become
* the school-mistress of vice and immorality; when the demon
' of impudence is your idol ; and when the paths in which you
* conduct your disciples, lead to profligacy, to ruin, and a prc-
4 mature sepulchre.' " p. 40.

We have already quoted so amply from this interesting

work, that it would be injustice to the author to make
such further extracts as we had marked for the purpose

of insertion here. We must, however, cite his opinion
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oil the propriety of ladies taking upon themselves the
management of Sunday-schools.

" I dislike, however, their superintendence of schools. Girls, who
ore in want of being taught, should not become teachers. This in-

spires even the best minds with vanity. It occasion* an overbearing
niaooer : it induces a habit of olficiousneas. Even when grown up to

women, ldo not approve of the interference of ladies with the manage-
ment <»f schools. To visit a school with a view to its support, is quite a
different business: no one can object to an act of charifY. In regard
to Sunday-schools, there is little doubt that Mrs. Hannah More
and the whole tribe of her imitators have done an incalculable deal

of mischief to religion.. They have all, more or less, intruded

on the province of the parochial clergyman in attempting that

which he was ordained to do; and they have thus made him
secondary to themselves, and consequently degraded liira in the

eyes of bit parishioners. And from their schools they hnve turned

out crowds of self-conceited folks— politicians, sceptics, ine-

thodists—holding their ignorant parents and relations in contempt,

disqualified for the stations to which (iod had called them, and
aspiring after objects in the pursuit of which they fail and become
desperate, or in the attainment of which they frequently discover

designing heads and hearts the most depraved." y. 69.

Here we close both our quotations and our remarks;

strongly recommending the attentive perusal of the " Family

Picture" to all parents, and to all those who think the proper

education of the rising generation an object of public im-

portance. The author's sentiments are uniformly good,

his principles sound, his observations judicious; while hi*

poetry displays genius, taste, and talent.

One word more respecting the observations which we
have been compelled to make on the present erroneous

system of education. When we consider it, can we
wonder at seeing the bar prostituted to the defence of

Impiety and vice?— Can we be surprised at the capi-

tulation of Buenos Ayres, the Convention of Cintra, and
the He-port of the Board of Inquiry?— Or can we be
astonished at the frequent bankruptcies in the commercial

.

world; at occasional instances of the degradation of the

clerical character, by clergymen becoming pugilists,

gamesters, parasites, and panders to profligate princes;

or at the rapid growth of adultery and prostitution ?—W e
should rather wonder at what we are as a nation, and at

what we have done. This system, however, is a radical

evil which calls loudly for correction; but as it effects no
party, as it interferes with no politics, as it defrauds no

revenue, it may continue to call— itf voice, we fear, will

not be heard.
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Our remarks, however, on the effects of this system,

though generally just, must admit of many and most honour-

able exceptions. But while the youths of both sexes, who
have braved the dangers and escaped the snares which it

has prepared for them, are deserving of peculiar com-
mendation, they must have peculiar merit. The system

itself is not the less mischievous, nor the less entitled

to censure and condemnation.
-

CHEMISTRY AND MEDICINE.

The Chemical Catechism, tcith Notes, Illustrations, and Experiments.

By Samuel Parkes, general manufacturing Chemist. The Third

Edition, containing the new Discoveries and other very conside-

rable Additions. 8vo. pp. 660.' 12s. LackingtOn and Co. 1808.

WE are pleased to find that our opinion of this work has been
fully confirmed by the approbation of the enlightened part of the

public, and that the sale of the second edition was so rapid, that we
had not time to examine it before a third appeared with considerable

additions and improvements. The author, like a man really actu-

ated by the true spirit of science, has most carefully corrected all

those errors and incorrect expressions which we noticed in review-

ing the first edition, and has now made this ' Catechism/ not only

the most useful, but the* most copious and correct introductory

treatise on chemistrv extant. The corrections and additions are by
far too numerous for us to particularise ; and above one hundred
and sixty new articles are introduced, besides one hundred curious

experiments added to the one hundred and fifty-four which ap-

peared in the first edition. As the last eight of these include the

principal phenomena exhibited by potasium and sodium, the me-
tallic bases of the alkalies discovered by Mr. Davy, and commu-
nicated by him to Mr. Parkes, we shall extract them.

" 1. Take a small piece of pure potash, gently breathe on its

turface, and place it on an insulated plate conuected with the
negative side of a powerful galvanic battery in a state of intense

activity. Then bring a metallic wire from the positive side of
the battery in contact with the upper surface of the alkali, and soon
a very vivkj action will be observed. Small globules, having a
high metallic lustre, and of the appearance of quicksilver, will be
seen, some of which will burn with explosion and a bright flame
as soon as they are formed. Thus potash may be decomposed and
its metallic base rendered visible in a separate state.

" 2. Take the metallic substance formed in the last experiment,
called potasium, make it very hot, and confine it in a small glass

vessel of oxygen eas. Here a rapid combustion, with a brilliant

white flame, will be produced, and the metallic globules will be
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converted into a white and solid mass, which will be found to bs
REGENERATED PURE POTASS.

" S. Place a small piece of potasiura within a dry wine glass, and
in order to acquire an idea of its specific gravity pour a little

alcohol, ether, or naphtha upon it; when, quitting the bottom of
the glass, it will immediately rise to the surface of the liquid, it

being, notwithstanding its metallic appearance, the lightest fluid
BODY KNOWN.

" 4. If a little potasium be dropped into a jar of oxy-muriatic
acid gas, it burns spontaneously, ani> emits a bright red light.

In this experiment a white salt is formed, being a tuue muriate
OF POTASH.

" 5. If a globule of potasium be thrown upon water, it decom-
poses it with great violence : an instantaneous explosion is pro-
duced with brilliant flame, and a solution of pure potash is the
result.
" 6*. If a similar globule be placed upon ice, it will spontaneously

burn with a bright flame, and perforate a deep hole jn the ice,

which will contain a solution of potash.

" 7. Take a piece of moistened turmeric paper, and drop a
globule of potasium upon it. At the moment that it comes into

contact with the water, it burns and moves rapidly upon tub
paper, as if in search of moisture, leaving behind it a deep reddish

brown trace.

" 8. When a globule of sodium is thrown into hot water, the

decomposition of the water is so violent that small particles of the

metal are thrown out of the water, and actually burn with
scintillations and flame, in passing through tue atmosphere."
p. 592.

Mr. Parkes, since the publication of this ' Catechism,' has been
employed in making a series of experiments on sugar, the result of

which has beeu laid before a committee of the House of Commons,
and the. report printed. It has also appeared in Tilloch's Philo-

sophical Magazine, and does credit to the talents and industry of

the author. An abstract of it will be an acceptable addition to the

fourth edition of this work, which we understand he is now pre-,

paring. We think he can still improve the 'Vocabulary;' and as

we have had experience of his disposition to profit by our sugges-

tions, we would recommend him to add such words as oxydation,

&c. ; and as no reason can be given why we should write oxyenize-r

went with a and ox/dizement with an *, unless it be to stupidly

imitate the French, we should prefer un adherence to the etymon of

the word.

An eipostulatory Letter to Dr, Moseley on hit Review of the Report of
tlx London College of Physicians on Vaccination. By M. T. C\

M. B. F.JLS. 8vo. pp. 5 J. '2S.6U Murray. iao».

IT is in vain to expostulate with a man who evidently discovers

himself actuated by motives, and not reasons. Dr. Mo.«eley, no

doubt; well knows the value of notoritty; and we think his oppo-

nents would have acted far wiser, and disappointed him much more,
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had they treated his indecent remarks with silent contempt. Thw
is a very able and argumentative letter; but the man who could

outrage society by the introduction of such a term as lues barilla,

cannot deserve the attention of such a respectable writer, who
throughout evinces himself a gentleman and accomplished scholar.

Upon rhe whole, the character of the enemies of vaccination is

worthy of their cause. One of them has lately been exhibited in a

court of justice for a crime which shall be nameless : another was
alternately a mountebank and a smuggler in the East, then a de-

serter, next an Aberdeen doctor, afterwards a newspaper-reporter,

and now a medical lecturer, &c. &c. ! !

!

A Letter to the Commissioners of military Inquiry, in Reply to some
Animadversions of Dr. E. Nathaniel Bancroft on their Fifth Report.

By James M* fJregor, M. D. J». R . S. E. Deputy Inspector of
Army Hospitals, &c. 8vo. pp.57. '2-i. Murray. 1808.

NOT having seen Dr. Bancroft's Letter, we cannot decide on this

controversy, which has so warmly engaged the army medical gen-
tlemen. We perceive, however, from the several Quotations

here introduced from it, that Dr. M* Gregor had fallen into

some inaccuracies, but not such as to effect his character for vera-

city and medical skill. There appears also to be much useless Iogo-

rhachy about the greater mortality in general or in regimental

hospitals, when Dr. M* Gregor candidly admits, " that in general

the majority of the more dangerous cases being taken to the general

hospitals, a greater mortality was naturally to be expected in them,
than in regimental hospitals/' After this, we are surprised that the

author should insinuate that alj " general hospitals receive patients

who have not been under the charge of a regimental surgeon." If

military patients " have not been under the charge of a regimental

surgeon/ they must at least have been inspected by him, and or-

dered to the general hospital; for no military officer would take

upon himself to order his sick men to a general hospital, while he had
a surgeon to attend them, or direct their treatment. Dr. M' Gregor's
" Abstract of the monthly Returns of Sick and Deaths in the Army
in Great Britain, from May 1807 to April 1808," both inclusive,

therefore proves nothing to his purpose, although it is a valuable

document. By this it appears, that in the regimental hospitals the

deaths were to the sick, as one in thirty-one ; in the general hos-

pital, as one in twenty and a half. Out of 1 10,000 men, the regi-

mental hospitals had 61,58.5 sick, and 1987 deaths: in the general

hospital (Isle of Wight), '26\-l sick, and 129 deaths. Thus we see,

that nearly two out of three are sick, although not above one in fifty

die every year. It is much to be wished that such abstracts were
regularly published in the periodical publications every year, as

such an enormous list of sick \4 highly disgraceful to the discipline

of our troops and the medical officers of the army. In March, 1808,

we 6nd very nigh one twelfth of the whole British army was sick !

Dr. M' Gregor expresses the hope, that " frauds and peculations" in

the medical department of the army will be exposed and stopped by
the labours of the missionary, in which we most sincerely
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concur. We are, indeed, well convinced, that numerous and serioun

abuses existed, and we fear still exist, in that department ; and if

this " deputy inspector of hospitals" succeeds in remedying such
evils, he will confer a memorable service on his country, and be
rewarded by the gratitude of posterity. We could have wished,

however, that he had allowed himself, in this Letter, to have been
much more copious in facts, and as much more sparing of recrimi-

natory charges of " falsehood " and "mis-statements" against

Dr. Bancroft. In matters of opinion, such as the advantages or dis-

advantages of general or regimental hospitals, there is no occasion

for crimination or recrimination : he who avoids this, may make
" the worse the better cause."

POETRY.

The Times, an Ode at the Commencement 0/ the Year 1809. By
Joseph Btacket. 12mo. pp. 16. Is. GoddanJ.

THIS is a spirited Ode, by a young man, we understand, in a

very humble station of life, "and with uo other education, as we
learn from himself, than what be has derived from bis own volun-

tary application. From the perusal of the Ode itself, we should

never have discovered that the author had laboured under such dis-

advantages. It is free from every defect which might naturally be
expected in the production of a self-tutored mind ; and possesses

many beauties which are not to be found in many of the eOusions of

a highly- educated Muse. We shall extract one of the stanzas,

that the reader may judge for himself of the merit of the Ode.

" Not so Iberia's warlike sons,

Who-dare a tyrant's arms defy,

Each manly breast at danger spurns,

For vengeance thirsts, for glory burns,

As through the ranks, like lightning, runs

The word— Tojight, to conquer, fall, or die t

Yes, Freedom's banners, now unfurl'd,

Awake to life a slumb'ring world

;

While Britain's arm is stretch'd to save

Her rights from an untimely grave ;

And check Ambition's mad career,

Where giant prowess in the fight

Has boasted long superior might,

And fill'd the air with groans —the earth with many a tear."

This is a fair specimen, and by no means the best that might be

extracted. Both the poetry and the principle are entitled to praise

;

and we heartily wish success to this modest volunteer in the service

of the Muses.—To the Ode is prefixed an appropriate dedication to

Mr. Pratt, accompanied by some well-deserved compliments to that

gentleman, for' his able poem on the present crisis, originally in-

serted in the pages of this Review,
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An Address to Time, with other Poem*. By John Jackson, Har-

rop Wood, near Macclesfield, Cheshire. To this Second Edition

is added an Appendix, containing various Letters of the Author
to his Friends. 8ro. pp. 84. 2s. Od. Wilson, Macclesfield.

Longman and Co. London. 1808.

ALTHOUGH we are no friends to precocity of genius, which
rarely attains maturity, yet we have no hesitation in bestowing the
«' ftieed of approbation "on the volume before us. It is published;

we are told, " as a means of procuring, for a virtuous and deserving

young man, that pecuniary assistance which mav enable him, iu

some measure, to co-operate with the wishes and liberality of his

patrons and friends, in acquiring the very important advantage of a

classical education." The publication, indeed, is one of the neatest,

and certainly the cheapest, which we have seen in modern times—
* strong proof of the modesty and good sense of the author and his

friends. The poet is now in his nineteenth year ; and most of his

verses and letters are equal to those of many modern authors. The
Poet's Dream " we greatly prefer to the " Address to Time." In

the former we noticed only one improper expression— "nest," in

the fourteenth stanza, used for bed, in order to rhyme with rest.

Such a low word is beneath the plaintive elegance of the piece. As
a specimen, we select the " Stanzas addressed to the deserted Heu&e
of a Friend,"— Mr. Nightingale, the reformed mcthodist.

" Oh ! let me, lone mansion, with thee sympathise ;

From the same mournful source our misfortunes arise

:

Yet sooner, methinks, thy misfortune shall end,

—

Thou hast lost but thy tenant, but I've lost my friend.

Though in solitude now we brood o'er our Kid fate

$

Yet jocund we've been, nor remote is the date

;

Thy inmates were social, facetious, and kind;
My friend was adorned with each grace of the mind.

How dear are the pleasures remembrance surveys!

How loved the past views which her pencil pourtrays!

Thy gloom, lonely mansion, shall soon have an end,—
Thou hast lost but thy tenant, but I've lost my friend."

Mr. Jackson's prose letters are neat and lively effusions, indicative

of a virtuous mind.

EDUCATION.

The Adventures of Utysses. By Charles Lamb. ^ 24mo. pp. 204.
4s. Printed for the Juvenile Library, Snow-hill. 1808.

THIS work, we are told, is designed as a supplement to the Ad-
ventures of Telemachus. But Mr. Charles Lamb is not a Fenelon

;

and these Adventures possess no portion of the merit which belongs
to the inimitable production of the archbishop of Cambray. Tbey .

ire full of incidents, unnatural and impossible j and although " the
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fictions contained in it will," in the author's opinion, "be found to

comprehend some of the most admired inventions of Grecian mytho-

fyiy" we are not aware of the advantage to be derived by children
from such fictions. As to a moral lesson, if the book contain any
such, it has certainly escaped our observation. The language is

grossly incorrect, and even the rules of orthography are not always
strictly observed. We arc told that Penelope, during the absence
of her husband, " kept much in private, spinning, and doing her
excellent housewiveries amono her maids," &c. But such a pro-
duction is almost too low for criticism.

An Introduction to Arithmetic, in which the four principal Rules are
illustrated by a Variety of Qiustions, geographical, biographical,

and miscellaneous. Bv Kichurd Chambers, l&uio. pp.72. Is. 6d.

bouini. Bone and Hone. ISOiJ.

MR. CHAMBERS, we underhand from his Preface, is the

master of an academy in Cecil-court, St. Martin's lane; and his

object, in this short Introduction to Arithmetic, was," to blend the

dulct with the utile," which he has happily attained. We have,

indeed, never seen a greater variety of curious and useful informa-
tion contained in such a narrow compass, and reduced to the form of
arithmetical questions. The diversity of facts and subjects, which
the author has associated in prose and verse, cannot fail to stimulate

curiosity, expand the minds of youth, and inculcate habits of obser-

vation and reflexion. We shall take the first question that occurs,

as a specimen of a work which we think deseives our recommenda-
tion.

" Christopher Columbus, a Genoese, the discoverer of America,
died in J 500, at Valladolid, and was buried at Seville in Spain,

The oranges commonly (though vulgarly) called civil oranges, came
originally from Seville.— If 'i'lQ Seville manges cost U.Os.^d.
what is the price of one ? . . Answer, \d."

-> - ~

POLITICS.

A Letter to William Roscoe. Esquire, containing Strictures on his late

Publication, entitled, " Considerations on the Causes, Objects, and
Consequences of the present War." 8vo. pp.120. 2*. 6d. Kaye,
Liverpool. Longman aud Co. London. 180B.

THIS is one of the best-written and most argumentative pam-
phlets which we have seen for a long time. Facts are here opposed
to assertions ; argument to declamation; and proofs to presumptions.

Mr. Roscoe's ignorance, perversions, misrepresentations, and pre-

judices, are exposed tu a manner which, if such political partisans

were susceptible of shame, could not fail to raise a blush on his

cheek. To those, if any such there be, who have been imposed
upon by the confidence of Mr. Roscoe's language, and to all who

No. 127. FoL32. Jan. 1*09. G
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wish for information on the grand questions connected with the war,

we recommend the attentive perusal of this Letter, which is mani-

festly the production of a man of sense and information, who per-

fectly understands the subject on which he writes.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Professional Characteristics, consisting of Naval Squalls, Military

Broils, P/iysical Disasters, Legal Flaws, and Clerical Lamen-

tations, uttered by an Admiral, a Colonel, a tawyer, a Doctor, and
a Parson, in the Cofee-room at Bath. 24roo. pp. 178. 3s.

Allen. 1808.

THESE characteristics are displayed in a dialogue between the

different -personages mentioned in the title-page, who meet in a

coflTee-room at Bath, on a rainy day, and amuse themselves by a

detail of their'respective Miseries. The conversation is enlivened by
appropriate sallies of humour, and no small portion of wit; and the

whole forms a very pleasant amusement for a leisure hour. We
shall extract a short passage, in which the curate details some of his

miseries, as a specimen of the work.

" Peace! Peace! thou unhallowed bachelor, whilst I relate some
of.my new comforts with my teeming wife and twins every year.

—

Writing a commentary on the Book of Job, within hearing of the

nursery.— Whilst absorbed in deep meditation on a controversial

point, to be suddenly enlivened with—
' Hey diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle! '

—

With a large family grown up, the comforts of a general mourn-
ing. — The comforts of a notable wife - - always op to your knees in

sand and scrubbing-brushes, for the sake of cleanliness.— The plea-

sure of convincing your wife, who is still of the saute opinion.— The
application of the mornings argument to the passing events of the

day - -
' Aye, Aye

;
just as before/ &c.— With nice ideas of clean-

liness yourself, to have your wife at breakfast in a dirty flannel

nightcap. — Having a large party to dine, your wife insists on
writing the cards of invitation ; but scorning the dull rules of
pedantry, by a fashionable uncertainty in the manufacture of her
cards, the company mistake Friday for Thursday, and catch you un-
prepared.— On a day when you expect great company, to be visited

by a poor relation who is too deaf to take a hint.— Reading to

your wife an extract from your beat sermon, which yon are certain

must meet her admiration; in the. middle of the best sentence she
asks you, • Pray, my dear, have the pigs been fed?'— Spending
the evening with a lady careless of her children, but careful of her

china ; one of the romps runs against you, the tea-cup drops, and
the favourite set is spoiled !... apologies, &c. &c. &c. — After
scolding your servant fur a supposed offence, you discover your
mistake, and recollect that it was done by your own orders."
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Men and Manners; or, Concentrated Wisdom. By A. Hunter, M. D
F. R.S. The Second Edition, much enlarged. 12mo. pp.202*
3s. Wilson, York. Mawmao, London. 1808.

WE consider all collections of moral and political maxims useful

to that numerous class of society which will neither reason nor thiuk
for itself. Dr. Hunter has rendered such persona a service, although a
very inferior one to that of Lavater in his Aphorisms, or Zimmerman
in his Reflexions: he is equally inferior to Shenstone, and many
other*. Among these 1 1 4-6 maxims, however, some are excellent,

others good, many indifferent and common, others contemptible,
and not a few false, immoral, pernicious and indelicate. Of these

which are excellent, No*. 28, 77, 80, 273, 316, 317, 320, 473, &c.
may be enumerated. Of the good, Nes. 4, 5, 35i 38, 57, &c. are
instances. Of the indifferent and common, Nos. 3, 10, 13, 26*, 47,

75, &c. furnish examples. Nos. 78, 158. 184,214, &c are con-
temptible puns. Nos. 145, 146. 1091, &c. are false or erroneous.

Nos. S. 270, &c. are pernicious; ami Nos. 940, 1112, 1127, &c.
are immoral and indelicate. Many of the author's maxims, in-

deed, on the medical profession, do honour to his liberality * and his

medical brethren will not thauk him for the verdict of the coroner's

jury, " Died by the visitation of the doctor," where henbane, and
other poisonous drugs, have been administered.

* The Spanish Post Guide, as published at Madrid by Order of ike

Government, translated from the Original in order to be prefixed to

the nevj Edition of Mr. Scmple's Journey in Spain, ifc. and illus-

trated by a Map on which the Pott Roads are distinctly pointed out.

8vo. pp.56. 2s. 6d. Baldwins. 1808.

IN No. 122, and the Appendix to Vol. 30, of the Antijacobin

Review, we published an " Original Itinerary of Spain/' which
differs very little from this official publication, translated by
Mr. Semple. The obvious utility, if not necessity, of such a work
at present, when there is not one good map of Spain to be had in

London for any price, must render this service of Mr. Semple
doubly valuable to the public, and we doubt not will be received

with respect. In the map, we observe that Zaragosa is laid down
as if on the north side of the Kbro; whereas, it is in* fact on the

south, just where that river is joined by the Huerva: these two '

rivers embrace nearly two thirds of the whole circumference of the

city. A similar error occurs at Badajos, which is represented on
the west side of the Guadiana instead of the east; and as Mr. Semple
must have passed Cordova on his rout from Madrid to Cadis, he
should have made the Guadalquivir pass along its south side. Some
of these trifling errors, we know, appear in the original, which is

extremely negligently executed; but Mr. Semple certainly could

have corrected them. Upon the whole, this map of the roads of
Spain, and the distances of the chief places, are sufficiently correct

for general reference, and will be found very convenient by tfcose

who have occasion to travel only the great roads.

O 2
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REVIEWERS REVIEWED.
TERGIVERSATIONS OF THE CRITICAL REVIEW.

To the Editor of the Antijacobin Review.

Sir,

IN a former letter I have directed the attention of your
readers to the principles and behaviour of the Critical Review; and,

if I do not mistake exceedingly, that publication is there undeniably

convicted of the most disgraceful inconsistency, and consummate
impudence. It is the practice of this Review, it appears, both with

regard to theology and politics, to extol the most diametrically op-

posite systems and characters, each of which, in their turn, it as

zealously reprobates ; to eulogise at one time what it anathematises

at another, and again to anathematise what it has before eulogised
;

to condemn as the result of ignorance, absurdity, and the most ob-

stinate folly, its own language and deportment :" and all this, under

every speci#s of its tergiversation, with suc h an air and tone of in-

fallibility ; such an effrontery, a confidence, and a virulence ; such

a total disregard of truth, decorum, and the opinions or feelings of

others, as is perhaps unequalled in any British publication whatever.

Now, clearly, such a procedure is an insult to the common sense

of the public, and is a conduct wholly inexcusable. To render it

in any degree tolerable, the conductor of this publication should,

on every such radical and entire change of his views, publicly an-

nounce it, and recant his former opinions. In his own style of

phraseology* he should publicly avow, that until that happy mo-
ment of illumination and reform he had been a bigoted fool, or an
interested knave, or both ; that all his former tenets and discussions

on the important subjects of religion and government were so many
downright falsehoods and absurdities, equally senseless and dan-
gerous ; and that it is the duty of every man possessed of common
sense and common honesty to brand them, and all persons who still

approve of them, with every epithet of ignominy. Or, should this

enlightened critic be a new editor of the work, he should make a
similar avowal respecting the opinions and character of his pre-

decessors ; he should openly declare, that although, for reasons

which it is unnecessary to mention, his publication retained the

name of the Critical Review, yet that it was his object to ridicule,

to revile, and to overthrow every opinion by which that work had
bef ore been characterised.

It would, however, be comparatively well, if inconsistency and
impudeuce constituted the worst part of the character of this Review,
s»n»i . its contradictory statements were always to destroy each
«#i»ei. Suoh circumstances, it must be confessed, would be suf-

iio'i iitiv disgusting. Yet, the case is worse when an attempt is

auv^t iu employ a credit obtained by better principles and a better

c >.^J i . 'l the public mind, and when there is an appearance
•J' cj:.U\i'.* --' vtti Ui.i v iples. And this is unquestionably at present
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the case before us ; at least, in several of the late volumes of our
critic there has certainly been a great preponderant* of evil.

On subjects relating to government, the prevailing language of the
Critical Review now is of the most mischievous tendency. AH
persons, who credit the statements of these reviewers* must believe,

that our liberty is abridged, our property wasted, our honour sa-

crificed, our lives sported with ; and that all our public affairs are

conducted in nearly the very worst manner possible. In con*
aidering what the British Constitution " actually is in its present

living form and vital operations," such, these distributors of " im-
partial justice," say, " are the exorbitant patronage of tlie crown,
and the defective representation of the people," that "corruption"
has been suffered to proceed to a most alarming height, and " to

stalk abroad with an unblushing front :" that " the malignant gan-
grene has eaten its way into the very bosom of tfte legislature :" that

this " prodigality of influence has no other object than to corrupt

the virtuous principle of the country " that it. " does not reward the
old and laborious servants of the people, but the profligate and un»
principled of every age and description, who are willing to truckle

their patriotism for gold, and sell their conscience for a job :" that
the possession of such a patronage is " a disgrace and humiliation trj

the possessor of the crown:" tjiat " in the present state of the
country, almost every act of the government is made a job, . ..an in-*

famous barter of moral principle for the wages of sin ;" that in op-
position to all this, " a good government rules by love ;" that " tic
affections of the people are the only force which it needs;" and that

to maintain the contrary is to confess " that the government iiaetf

is rotten at the core :" that from what w« see take place in procuring
a " seat in parliament," nothing is left for us " to suppose, but that

a man's vole in that house is a saleable commodity, and that his po-
litical conscience may be trafficked, like a bale of goods, for a
certain quantity of patronage, or a certain sum of gold ;" &c. &c.
(Vol. 11, p. 4U—414.)

It is added, that " no man who directly contributes to the pay-
ment of taxes," should be left " without a vote in the choice of his

representative:" that "to deprive any part of the property of the
country, paying taxes, of the right of suffrage and the privilege of
representation, is to do the grossest injustice to the possessors ;" to in-

flict on them " the badge of servitude, and to hold over their heads
the scourge of oppression;" aud that " the mooey which is taken
out of their pockets," in the form of taxes, is " ihtforced offering of
slaves:

1
* that " to expose any particular part of the community to

political disabilities and disadvantages merely on account of their re-

ligious creed or their speculative tenets, is to be guilty of high trea-

son against God

;

. . . and is as impolitic and absurd as it would be to

enact that no man should be either barber, tailor, or shoemaker,
who disbelieved in the existence of the antipodes." (Ibid, and Vol.

12, p. 214.)

The readers of this Review arc further informed, not only that our
cabinets have " no rational and just principles in the selection and
appointment of ministers, generals, and civil or military agents ;"

and that " the influeuce of private and party views" outweighs all
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considerations of merit ; but, that " imbecility, vice, and poll?,

ARE THE BEST PASSPORTS TO REGARD >" that " VICE, IGNORANCE, AND
IMPORTUNITY ARE REWARDED AND CARESSED, ftO* Only beCOUSe they

cannot readily be repelled, but because they are pound the fittest

INSTRUMENTS FOR DOING THE DIRTY WORK Or THEIR SUPERIORS."(Vol. 8,

P. 182, 183; 11, p. 439 ; 12, p. 219.) —It is, at the same time,

still more exasperating to be told, that things are not in this la*

mentab re state every where ; but that our critics know " a military

power conducted on scientific principles, and chusing agents by
their qualifications, not by the influence of private and party views;

1 '

that " in France, since the revolution, none but men of talents have

been employed in the civil and military departments of the state."

(8, p. 183 ; 12, p. 325.) At home/however, under such circum-

stances, it will readily be believed that our public affairs are de-

plorably mismanaged. Accordingly, these reviewers also tell us,

that our country " is suffering for the errors and crimes of its po-

litical administrations :" that " errors have been and are committed,

to which all Europe must be the victim :" that " the successive coa-

litions which Great Britain has either instigated or bribed against

France, have laid the whole continent prostrate at her. feet that,

IB short, " the guilt of obstructing and preventing
9* the blessed effects

of " the first pacific and generous principles of the French revolution"

is incalculable, and is only equalled by the mischiefs and miseries

which this most absurd and diabolical interference has occasioned.

(Vol. 8, p. 182; 10, p. 369 : 12, p. 5 4-5).

Nor must we suppose that our governors have not betrayed, at

once, weakness and wickedness the most extraordinary on other

importaut occasions. ** No dog" the Critical Reviewers say, *' ever

experienced from the most savage master, such a complication of
cruelties as the Iriah, in different periods of their history, have

suffered from the English government. And these cruelties have often

been accompanied with the breach of the most solemn contracts, and
with every violation of truth, ofjustice, and of mercy, which has been

at any time practised by those who most despise the sympathies of
humanity, and the rules of moral obligation" (Vol. 12, p. 174.) So,

speaking of the pernicious effects of a distillery and its productions,

which are a prolific source of revenue, these critics say :
" The life

of man, in the calculations of politicians, is thought of little moment
when compared with the gratifications of avarice or ambition."

And, lest their readers should suppose, that in any case our

government is influenced by motives of kindness and humanity
toward its subjects, it is added : " Perhaps if the sm ill-pox had
in a similar degree been an object of taxation, the philantrophy of the

treasury would rather have rewarded Dr. Jennerfor suppressing, than

divulging his discovuy" (Vol.12, p. 85; 14, p. 212.) The
War in which we have been so long and painfully involved, is

represented as the result of ambition, avarice, selfishness, and the

lust of tyranny; and as highly unjust and unchristian. All

persons who do not join "the cry of Peace! Peace!" are "the
advocates of the war-faction" and " vultures who fatten on the

carrion of war." " Peace, under any circumstances," they tell

us, " can hardly be so disastrous as war;" because, in any case,
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ir is "the cessation of slaughter and a sabbath from the shedding
of blood." But, " we know/' it is repeated, " that the lives of
men are reckoned for tittle or nothing in the calculations of our mer-
cenary politicians." Were it not for "the folly and wickedness"
of our ministers, a peace, it is insinuated, might be made with
Buonaparte " likely to be more permanent than any peace we ever
made with any of the Capetian kings." Bat, it is added, " we
have never yetfairly tried whether he be willing to remain at peace.

We do not yet know whether his anomalous constitution do not

unite the military ardour of Alexander with the pacific propensities
of Augustus! !

" (Vol. 12, P. 5+1—5+6.) The " income tar"
they say, " is the opprobrium of English finance;" that *' no man
pretending to a regardfor civil liberty, or to a shadow of independence
in the choice of parliamentary representatives, can avoid execrating
THE AUTHORS AND ABETTORS OF THIS TAX:" that *' the additions

lately made to it by its extention to small incomes, are the wanton
CRUELTIES OF INEXPERIENCED IGNORANCE," atld •« WRING EVERY
EQUITABLE AND COMPASSIONATE HEART." (Vol. 8, P. +30.)

Jn " the present pensioned-list of men who are appointed to direct

the helm of the state in this stormy period, we are apt," say
these critics, **to think that we see, what we had never before

observed, the abstract qualities of selfishness, fatuity, and ignorance,

personified (Vol. II, p. +39.) These men, we are informed,
" rushing forth from their entrenched camp of sophistry, venality,

and corruption," «« completely outwitted " the late ministers, and
obtained their post by " machinations more sinister and nefarious

than those which hags are said to practise on the coast of Lapland."
These monsters, since they came into office, have devised and
prosecuted measures of " cruelty and injustice,*' which were " never

yet exceeded in the annuls of iniquity:" measures which were not
only in other respects most impolitic and absurd, but which have
reduced us to the " extremity of disgrace," "completed the aliena-

tion of neutrals, excited the indignation of friends as well as foes*
9

and rendered our country ** the scoun, the h atred, and the bye-
word op the would. They are " sordid, purblind, penny-wise

and pound-foolish politicians ;
4t sworn'enemies" of all improvement,

and utterly incapable of it themselves. " To endeavour to make
them either wiser or better by instruction or reproof, is," we are

told, " like an attempt to communicate sight and jeeling to stocks and
stones." &c. &c. (Vol. II, p. '20b, +15; 12, p. 17+, 5+0; 13,

p. 191, 213; 1+, p. +2.) Such is this honest critic's method
of speaking ofan administration in which a Canning and a Percevul,

an Eldon and a Mulgrave, occupy exalted stations! an adminis-

tration who in the leading principles of their procedure tread in

the steps of the illustrious Pitt; and whose zeal to do their utmost
for us has only been equalled by their rigid adherence to what
is honourable, and their laudable readiness to ailbrd assistance

~to every other nation struggling in support of its independency

:

an administration voluntarily selected by our most upright and
patriotic king, at that dignified moment of his reign, when, under
circumstances the most critical, his virtue and intrepidity remained
inflexible, although assailed by those who had been forced upon
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him a$ his advisers: an administration who r in conjunction with

this best of sovereigns, are our only bulwark against the demo-
lition of our venerable church, and the rekindling of the flames of
Smitbfield.

Let not the reader, however, suppose, that equally outrageous

abuse has not been lavsihed upon every other administration which
passes under the review of these journal isis. That prodigy of

talents and disinterested patriotism, the illustrious Put, with his

associates in office, are honoured with their full share of it. They
were a "miserable junto, who had acted with him in hi*. last most

inglorious and unfortunate administration " His counsels were
" mischievous; " his measure*-" have dissolved the ancient con-

stitutions of Europe." Under his infatuated domination " the

ridiculous system of forming coalitions against Trance" com-
menced; our taxation became oppressive; our rights were per-

verted; the war was continued to gratify those who " bellowed

for loans and contracts;" and Britain left " hovering on the edge
of an abyss;" on the very verge of irremediable ruin: Sec. 6lc.

(Vol. 8, p. 177—191 ; 11, p. 294.; and above.)

Nor, if we may credit these reviewers, were the ministers who
succeeded Mr. Pitt in the smallest degree better, but in many
respects most grievously worse. No, Sir, those ministers of whom
we now hear such exalted panegyrics, " whose general conduct"

these critics have now the impudence to say had their " wannest

approbation" ; and whose immediate recal to their stations they now
represent as the only possible chance for the salvation of our

country; (Vol. H, p. 36. ; If, P. 431).) — these very ministers

were, in 1806. when actually rn office, as vehemently abused by
them, as ever Mr. Pitt had been, or as it is possible for any ministers

of his majesty whatever to be. Mr. Pitt, their remarks then

were, " has been succeeded by a motley body, whose oratorical

virtues have been melting down from the first moment of their

approach to St. James's." On the appearance of the work which
was recognised as " the manifesto of the new administration," the

people, we are told, "crowded to view the errors and evils from

which, they hoped, they were immediately to be delivered. Bat

w^eks and months glided away, and not the slightest symptom of
' aeration appeared

;
nay, the public discovered that in changing

men they had little hope of materially changing measures; that in

the movements towards foreign negotiations; in measures to pro-

duce internal union; in the system of taxation; and in the disposal

of places and appointments; though the name of the la'e minister

was traduced, his spirit still influenced and ruled the country:"

and the pamphlet was then " generally considered a ministerial

apology for doing nothing." " Instead of treading back the steps of

the former minister," in regard to the propositions of Buonaparte,

Mr. Fox, it was said, "adopted hi* plan and his language;" that

" he imitated the conduct of Mr. Pitt in a proceeding which he had

bitierly reprobalcd; " and that in proportion as the perit of our

situation had increased, the error of iMr. Fox respecting Prussia was
" cnJianced beyond that of l he former minister respecting Spain."
" Xothing," it was added, "could be more erroneous" than the
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expectations of the people from these men, " and the nomination qf
the neat ministry proves to be a nominatioa ofnew pei sons only.'

1

These
successors of tne late ministers were said to be " the advocates of

similar errors, and the puppets of similar machinery." Speaking
of " their conduct to foreigu nations, in domestic arrangements,

and in those which regard the colonies," which must include

all important measures it is said, that " in most of these cir-

cumstances they followed implicitly the steps of their predecessors,

. . . with the additional absurdity of appealing to European powers
buttoned up in the pockets of Buonaparte."' They are charged
also with "adding to, instead of ,

withdrawing, the burdens wid
oppressions'* of the people ; and with " committing the adjustment of
these galling evils to a youna and inexperienced minister, who adopts

ONLY THK FAILINGS Of HIS LNFKM.INO f Htl) LCESsOR." (Vol. 6,

P. 176 — 1^6.)

Now, when these gentlemen are again bowling in opposition to

government, our critic speaks much of " Uietr ytisc and salutary

'manures;" and reilccts with unbounded .complacency on " that

liberal, ax lightened, and comprehensive scheme qf foreign as tcelt as

domestic policy which I hey hid determined to pursue;" now he
tragically bemoans their dismissal from those places of power,
" from which," he tells us, " it is not probable that they would
have been disruisntd, if (angelic creatures, who would have sup-

posed it!) they had been less disinterested, less upright, and less

wise." Now, in short, these dismissed ministers pusses-. u all the

talents" and all the virtue, and are the last hope of the empire. ( Vol. 1 I

,

P. 325, 439; 14-, P. 42.)— When they wine in olhce, his account
of them, it appears, was the very reverse of this. His language
respecting them then was: " Whatever stilt •adulation ni iy aih'eje;

whatever the flattering flippancy of their newspapers mav atiirm
;

their efforts, their measures, and their actions prove them incom-
pltenit, when brought to the lofty and gigantic standard of tne

Tuilleries." ft ay, then he had the assurance to tell us, that this

very ministry did not possess " the very elements of political

science." Then he laments, that " while a weak premier is lavishing

expense on the decoration of palaces to which he knows not who
may shortly succeed: while a *** is rummaging the three king-

doms for the smallest circumstances of patronage or power; the

ministers for foreign affairs, on each side the water, are playing the

parts of the spider and the fly: " aud insinuates, that no means are

employed for our salvation, " beyond the sonorous orations of the

minister for foreign atfairs, the buffoonery of a dramatic munuger,"

or " the puns of the war minister ;
" beyond il shameless self-adula-

tion, consisting principally of Irish gasconade." Then is their

whole system of procedure scoHed at as hittnitely absurd ; and they

are represented as "trusting their domestic safety to catamarans',"
" combining the wonderful ellects of discipline and indiscipline

against troops covered w ith scars and intoxicated with trophies ;

"

showing M Buonaparte the different consequences of contending with

a military orator and. military pedaut, and with a Sydney Smith;"
" affecting, by a tawdry species of oratory, m»ke heroes of ihop-

•
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keepers and men-milliners, and of the panders of krothels and
cJub- houses:" &c. &c. (Vol. 8, r. 182"— 1 88.)

Then " the reputed abilities of Mr. Fox" are said to have been
" greatly over-rated in every capacity but that of an orator," and
" the distinction with which he was treated in France was not," we
are told, "awing to his character, but (who ever doubted it?) to a

plan proposed by Talleyrand and adopted with enthusiasm by Buona-
parte tO FOSTER AT ANY EXPENSE A CONSIDERABLE PARTY IN THE
ENGLISH PARLIAMENT AGAINST THE ENGLISH GOVERNMENT." 7V»
44 the slow and very limited capacity of Lord Grenrille always

followed the events of the French revolution at a creat distance.

. . . All his measures were therefore misjudged, and all his emissaries

injudiciously selected." . . . Because, as it is remarked, white
*' Genius discerns merit, petty knavery employs its proper repre-

sentatives, and ignorance and folly are always ignorantly and
foolishly served." And, it is added, " the late minister devised a

melancholy legacy to the public, if it be true that he made it his

dying request to his majesty to be advised by Lord Grenville in

the choice of his ministry. Then 41 the conceits, and jokes, and
contrivances of a Windham, are not worth the paper on which they

are printed: and there art not ten men in Britain, left to their

choice, who would entrust themselves to such conceits." Then it

is sarcastically said, that when the names and appointments of this

ministry were submitted to his majesty, he archly observed,
" Would not this list of clever fellows be improved by the inter-

mixture of more men of character?" -and was answered, "The
French ministers and agents are not distinguished by their good
characters." Tlten, in this critic's judgment, " the circumstance of

the worst omen and the greatest astonishment is, that a prince of
real genius, of extensive knowledge, and the highest accomplish-

ments, should comtnit all his future hopes to such men." Then we
were solemnly forewarned, that if some fitter characters, " some
persons of real and practicable wisdom, some acknowledged and
popular mjnds, should not soon be employed, to engage the hearts

of the people, the past evils of French outrages will be comparative

happiness to those which may be inflicted on Britain: and the

misery of ages will be the certain consequence." &c. &c. (Vol. 8,

p. 184— 190.)

These extracts might suffice abundantly to show, that however
outrageously this reviewer reviles his majesty's present ministers, he -

has at least abused with equal virulence every other administration

which is the subject of his notice. Perhaps it will not be recollected,

that, in the greatest overflowings of his malignity, he has never
charged the present gentlemen with receiving favours from Tal-

leyrand and Butmaparte for promoting their views in the English

parliament against the English government. The above extracts

might also serve abundantly to show the unparalSellcd effrontery of
this critic, who can now in the same publication so highly extol

the discarded ministers; who can now gravely tell us, that "the
character of the late ministry, their intellectual-ability, their patriotic

exertion*, and their moral worth, may for ever defy" the most
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hostile attack* upon it! (Vol. 1 1, p. 324.) A«, however, he would
.now be thought to admire equally their talents and their virtue, and
is indignant at all persons who think differently of these gentlemen,
behold him, astonished reader, at another time scolhng at the idea

that such " heroes of wisdom and integrity " are to save us, and that

corruption is to expire minder " their strong and pure hands;" even
when aided by " the vigilant cy»s of their relations, creditors, and
dependents." -Behold these paragons of wisdom, virtue, and dis-

interestedness, represented in this same work, as " votaries of dis-

sipation, luxury, und profligacy,'* calling in vain "on the numerous
classes of oppressed labour and industry, tor union and patriotic

energy;" as* men "bursting in hungry crowds into the abandoned
places of their predecessors, and proclaiming with indecent folly their

long and gormandising festivities; . . . continuing and increasing

tlu shameful burthens of sinecures, extravagant pensions, and frau-

dulent superannuations ;
'* as, besides adopting the absurd prin-

ciples and conduct of former minister*, Gfuilt y of " t/te enormous folly

of rousing the courage and uniting the enthusiasm of the jyeople by

oppressive taxation in favour ofprofligate rapacity, and the waste and
profusion of random and ill-concerted measures." Learn, from this

same source, that under their domination, «' boys" were enabled " to

sport with the burdens of an industrious people, and the locusts

harboured in the train of oratorical adventurers to thrive by their

miseries;" that they committed "the adjustment of those galling

evils to a young and inexperienced minister who adopts only the
failings of His unfeeling PRknECF.ssoR; " that addition* to the

property tax were made by them, '« by its extension to small

incomes/' which "are the wanton cruelties of ivetperienced igno-

rance" and " wring every equitable and compassionate heart."

(Vol. H, f. IS4— 190, 430.) &c. &c. &c.
Such was this critic's description of those ministers, when in

office, whose recal to their places he now represents as the only
hope of the empire! Such, as it hath been quoted above, is his

description of his majesty's present ministers! And such is his

account of the present state of our admired constitution, and of our

general state of bondage ami oppression ! What idiots then they

are, who have so long been dreaming that this is a land of un-

exampled liberty and happiness! How incapable are such persons

of contemplating political institutions, and human perfectibility, in

the new and resplendent light of the Tuilleries !

But is it r\ot hence plain, that the damning sin, in this writer's

estimate of our public characters, is the being in office? Tories and
whigs, Pittites and Foxites, bnflbons and cynics, his angels in

opposition, are all, we see, equally devils the moment they become
the servants of his majesty, and a branch of the government.— And
what must not be the mischiefs occasioned by such writers? For

my own part, Sir, I do seriously consider the avowed partisans of

Buonaparte as friends, and their efforts as harmless, when coin-

pared with these vipers in our bosom, and the constant emission of

their subtle poison. Under the pretence of rousing our indignation

against weak and wicked ministers, they disembogue thair jaco-

s
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binical malignity, and incesantly pour .fourth a torrent of the

vilest falsehoods, and most atrocious calumnies, against the whole
body of those who occupy stations of authority ; and thus teach

men to " despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities;
5
' aud destroy

in them all suitable ideas of subordination and of respect for their

rulers and superiors. Under the pretence of reforming abuses,

and introducing some chimerical state of things, which, as all

experience has shown, is wholly incompatible with human infirmity*

they tail against the agents of government, and advance charges

ko as to bring into contempt the government itself. After all the

awful warnings against such a conduct which the present age has

furnished, they persist in teaching men to impute their greatest

hardships to the faults of their governors; and thus fill them with

discontent and murmuring?, make them critics on every man's
conduct hut their own, aud prepare them for faction and rebellion.

If, therefore, to adopt a language which these reviewers know,
the same dreadful consequences which followed this licentious

abuse of the press in France, do not take place here, *• // will not

be owing to the want of efforts in those imps of darkness, anonymous
writers" and Critical Reviewers.

Let not this inference be thought too strong. In times like the

present of unexampled difficulty, when, not through the faults of
our governors, but, as it is far more becoming in us to believe,

through the justjudgment of heaven for our own sins, we have so long

been involved in war with a most gigantic and ferocious foe, who is

infuriate for our destruction, and has already overwhelmed every other

neighbouring nation; when, if angels were our governors they

might frequently be in perplexity, or appear guilty of mistakes;

and when, although still happy, superlatively happy, in comparison
with the condition of every other people, our privations and burdens

are necessarily very great; under such circumstances, is it possible

to be more mischievously employed than this critic is r What could the
44 Father of/Whiinselfdesire his most faithful agents to do more ? How
could they, under these circumstances, better promote his diabolical

and mischievous purposes than by continually telling the people, as

these critics do, that such is the corrupt state of our constitution,

that "almost every act of the government" is "an infamous barter

of moral principle for the waf*es of sin ;" that it "Joes not reward the

old and laborious servants of the people, but the profligate and
unprincipled of every age and description, who are willing to truckle

their patriotism for gold, aud sell their conscience for a job:" that

in the selection aud appointment of its agents, " the influence of
private and party views" outweighs all considerations of merit and
qualification, and that " imbecility, vice, and folly, are the best

passports to regard;" that "vice, ignorance, and importunity
AUE REWARDED AND CARESSED, RECUSE THEY ARE 1 Ol'ND THE FITTEST

INSTRUMENTS FOli DOING Til E DIRTY WORK OF THEIR SUPERIORS ;
'* that

our foolish and wicket! ministers, selected for such purposes and on
account of such qualifications, have been guilty of crimes which
were " never yet exceeded in the annals of iniquity;'* and have
prosecuted measures at once so impolitic and unjust, that they have
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not only brought upon us the most grievous sufferings at home, but

have reduced us to the " extremity of disgrace/* and rendered our

country " the scorn, the hatred, and the bye-word of the xvorld :" that

our governors reckon "for little or nothing" either our eontforis or

our lives when " compared with the qualifications of avarice or

ambition that if these ends could be better answered by it, they

would reward the suppression instead of the promulgation of any
newly-discovered means for the preservation of our health and lives;

and, that " mo dog ever experiencedfrom the most savage ma to sic 4

a complication of cruelties as the Irish" one very considerable pari

of his majesty's subjects, " have suffered from the English govem-
inent:" that the war, with all its horrors and calamities, is unneces-
sarily and wantonly continued by " vultures who fatten on the

currion of it:** that the burdensome taxes which are exacted from us

are " the wanton cruelties of inexperienced ignorance," and in many
cases the forced offering ofslaves" and " wring every equitable

and compassionate heart
;
" aud that this " oppressive taxation is in

f'tvour of profligate rapacity;" that these hard earnings of " oppressed

labour and industry" are squandered away by the "votaries of
dissipation, luxury, and profligacy;" by men who "proclaim with

indecent folly their long and gormandising festivities :*' Slc. &c. 8lc.

(see above.) Must not the' industrious circulation* and constant

repetition of such calumnies have the most pernicious effects? It*

the subjects of his Britannic majesty still cheerfully pay taxes and
comply with the requisitions of government, if they have too much
good sense and too much virtue to be excited by these representa~

tions to sedition and insurrection, certainly no thanks are due to

their authors. O that all such spirits breathed the air of another

country, to enjoy, at the fountain head, under the immediate
smiles of Buonaparte, those blessings of which they are so ena<.

moured

!

" Reign they in hell their kingdom—let us serve

In heav'n: , . .

Yet chains in hell, not realms, must they expect."

Sucb are the Critical Reviewer's efforts on subjects connected

with politics and government. Of an equally pernicious, if possible

ttill worse, tendency are his exertions in respect to the church and
religion. But that the painful and indignant feeling of your reader*

at present may have a respite, the exhibition of these shall be

deferred to another opportunity. In the mean time, with the most
cordial wishes for the success of your Antijacobin labours,

I am, Sir, with due respect,

Your's,

DETECTOR.

* It will be some consolation to the friends of virtue and truth

to know, that the circulation of such a publication is rapidly de-

creasing every month, and that although its exigence may he

lamented, the actual number of two or three hundred is n»>t such

us to create any* serious alarm for its mischievous influence.

—

ED1TOE.
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REVIEWERS REVIEWED.

MONTHLY REVIEW, * VAllMALE ON FORTIFICATION,

To the Editor of the Antijacobin Review.

Sir, ftreat Marlow, Bucks, Dec. 16th, 180S.

I shall look upon it as a particular favour, if you will have

the goodness to insert, as soon as convenient, in one of the numbers
of your so-justly-admired Review, the following answer to the critical

observations on my Apercu general et raivmne stir la Fortification de

Place, &c. given in the Appendix of the Monthly Review for

September last. Did I know of a more respectable channel for con-

veying them to the British public, I would not have troubled you
with the present application.

I shall not employ myself in combating the doubt expressed by
my anonymous critic, in regard to my rank of captain in the royal

corps of French engineers: the fact is sufficiently notorious, and so

easy to be ascertained, that an insinuation to the contrary is rather

malicious than injurious. 1 will only observe, that this corps having
been designated by the appellation of national and imperial, under
the revolutionary governments, I have prevented any ambiguity in

regard to myself by using the word royal I think even that the

candid and judicious will see, in my solicitude to preserve this

ancient denomination, the indication of a laudable attachment to

the rights of my legitimate sovereign, and an allowable protest

against the enterprises of usurpers.

I leave my critic to plume himself on the discovery that the repu-

tation of the French engineers is ill founded. If it will add to his

satisfaction on this head, I will even declare that I have drawn all

my assertions from our true masters of fortification ; and that I

could point out such distinctly in the writings of Vauban, Clairac,

Cormontaigne, &c. ; so that my ideas on this science are strictly

conformable to those of the corps to which I esteem it an honour to

belong.

It would be improper to praise my own style of writing ; but, on
such a subject as 1 have treated, perspicuity must be the principal

merit ; and 1 am justified in asserting, that many natives of Eng-
land, as we.11 as a number of my own countrymen, have proved that

they perfectly comprehend my work, by favouring me with flat-

tering approbation, as well as judicious remarks. Besides, I am not

surprised that my critic should find my style totally unintelligible;

for in his citations he shows himself so little acquainted with the

French language, as to mistake the sense of the most obvious
phrases: for example, after having read, p. 13 of the Preface—
° cette marche pricieuse consiste d comparer perpetuellement, dans
toute leur etendue, les moyens de Cattaqtte et les precautions de la

defense" &c.— he absurdly supposes that I make it consist in fixing

the profils of the different works of furtilication, before the plans
ai « laid dow«.
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It is at the commencement of Chap. IV. and consequently in

terms far different from the expressions above cited, that I under-

Uke to justify the method of beginning by the protils; and as the

critic is pleased to declare this method contrary to common sense,

I would simply ask him how he could otherwise make himself

understood by a person who should demand the reasons for which

he was required to bend and turn in a fixed and singular manner the

circuit of a fortification?— Apparently, indeed, the critic felt the

embarrassment to which such a question would reduce him ; and

seems as if wishing to elude it, by pretending that I employ a

number of pages uselessly, in demonstrating the necessity of bas-

tions, investigating the dimensions proper for each part of the en-

ceinte, and regulating its form. I may allow that such is the

figure generally adopted ; yet every engineer knows that this very

configuration has been too warmly contested by some authors, and
too variously modified by others, not to render it necessary to deve-

lope and demonstrate its principles. Besides, however simple these

principles may appear after the examination into which I have

entered, will my critic permit me to observe, that the systems of

the Marquis of Montalembert prove that even merit and talents re-

quire those very explanations which he has so confidently declared

idle? And is it not contrary to the rules of true science to justify

its principles by the mere authority of general practice?

Further, in adverting to some opinions of an author so celebrated

as the Marquis of Montalembert, I have only been desirous to warn
such of my readers as are novices in fortification against them ; and
for this reason I have contented myself with pointing out bis prin-

cipal errors. A true refutation of the perpendicular fortification, as

he terms his system, has beeii given by a society of general officers,

our directors, in a manner much more complete, especially much
more military, than that so complacently produced by the critic^

This refutation forms a considerable volume in quarto, with nume-
rous and complicated plates: it is evident, therefore, that such a

discussion would have been ridiculous in a simple apperqu ; and yet

the critic pretends to comprise it in a few pages of a periodical

publication.

The general confusion which I am at first accused of, in treating

of the different angles and sides composing the outline of a fortifi-

cation, is at last reduced to a single and trifling error, with regard

to the angle flanquomt. 1 have transferred to the angle formed by
the flank and the curtain, this term, which is commonly applied to

the angle formed by the two lines of defence, or the two branches

of the teuaille. Now, to flank means to defend laterality ; and the

branches of toe tenaille defend nothing in this manner ; while the

flanks of the bastion are expressly designed to defend, thus the rest

of the circuit Hence it is evident, how much more correctly my
definition applies to the intent of the angle defined, tljan that of the

critic by whom it is censured ; and my whole fau)t, it it may be so

termed, is that of adhering rather to the nature of t hings than to a

mere routine of words.

Blond was not an engineer, nor even a soldier; but I admit

that he> was weli-iuformed, laborious, and general 1 y as exact in his
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observations as he was careful in his researches. Surety, then,

my critic gives rr.e a right to adduce the authority of Le Blond in

mere geometrical questions and simple historical farts since he
cites Irim as a supreme judge in regard to the definitions of fortifi-

cation, which certainly belong more to engineer? than others. Now
it is from the elements of Lc hlond that I havp dr^wn what I say in

regaid to tlir practices of Krr.ird. Marolots the Chevalier de Ville,

and the Count tic Paoair, practices of which the criric does not

contest the ground, though he indulges himself in »nme digressions

not vny appropriate to my subject. It is also Le Blond who has

pointed out Errard as the most ancient known author, in French, on
modern fortification ; and I would not mention the latter in a' diffe-

rent light, but the more Hie critic labours to point out earlier

writers, the more he proves the proposition which was the sole

reason of my mention of Errard, namely, that the necessity of

giving bastions to the enceinte was naturally felt as soon as that of

terrassing and widening the rampart, and indeed it was* an infallible

consequence of that necessity, in the same manner as that of wide-

ning the rampart was derived from the invention of gunpowder.

The critic remarks, that my profits are a little, and only a little,

different from those of Van ban ; and insinuates that I affect the

merit of innovation in this respect, yet with the timidity of a scholar

who gropes his way, and fears to lose himself as soon as he departs

from the line traced by his master. Our engineer and critic is then

ignorant, that since the death of Vauban, and particularly since the

formation of his fint system, the art of fortification has been the

object of real melioration; and that 'the great man in question,

having anticipated many improvements; pointed them out himself, in

order to invite others to improve his ideas judiciously, instead of

copying them servilely. Now, it is from the writings of the most
able as well as the most celebrated of his disciples— that is, from
the Memoirs of Cormontaigne— that 1 have drawn, with due confi-

dence, the profits I have given, and the legitimate reasons for their

variations from those of Vauban. To the eyes of the superficial

observer, who merely looks at the drawing, such variation is not

strongly marked; but it is an important one to him who apprec-

iates the nature ami intent of the rampart there designed.

I will not dwell on the reproaches with which I am favoured by
my critic for confining myself to regular fortification. I have
indeed shown, in many places, particularly in page 20'}, the ex-

treme importance and delicacy of irregular fortification: but to

convey proper notions of that branch of the art, I must have
entered into discussions inconsistent with the nature and avowed
design of my work. Officers of the line, for whom 1 have parti-

cularly written, have neither time nor occasion to investigate the

science of fortification, and, above all, the fortification of places;

and therefore it was not necessary to present its particular modi-

fications but to develope the general principles which form the

foundation of the art, and prove its invariable utility. Hence I have
confined myself to a concise, simple, and, I hope, rational review

of these principles ; and I flatter myself, that the reader who may
favour say treaties with his attention, will not deem his time mis-
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spent, should be afterwards pursue tlie study of fortification in all its

different branches, in the works already before the public.

Lastly, in regard to the chapter which I have employed in de-
scribing the influence of strong places in a general system of war-
tare, and in pointing out their proper situation, magnitude, distance,

and number, the critic has contented himself with magisterially

declaring my ideas equally ridiculous anil absurd, without conde-
scending to notice the reasons on which they are founded. It would
be easy to prove that these principles have been and are still fol-

lowed
; but I have already sufficiently trespassed on your limits;

and therefore I content mvself with opposing assertion to assertion;

and declaring that I have drawn them from the great masters of the
art, particularly from Cormoutaigne, whose merit and reputation

cannot be affected by my praises or the railings of my censor.

Feeling that a man of honour ought not to be indifferent to the

opinion of the public in regard eitiier to his writings or his person,

the object of the present apology is simply to protest against the

unqualified censures of a man whom 1 neither know nor wish to

know, and whose design has evidently been to decry instead of to

criticise my work. To leave such censures unnoticed, would have
been to commit an injustice against myself; but, after this expla-

nation, 1 trust the liberality and wisdom of a British public will

render it unnecessary to make any further reply to a series of in-

vectives, not merely levelled against myself, but against national

establishments of the most distinguished utility, especially in the

present circumstances.— 1 am, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

IT • L. DE FACES—VA UMALE.

POLITICS.

WE have long thought this country to be in a critical situation,

and every day's experience seems to give fresh confirmation to

the fact. Never surely was a crisis so truly aweful, nor one

which more imperatively called for wisdom in council, and energy in

action. The accounts received from the United States of America

prove, beyond all possibility of a doubt, that Jelferson is at the

head of a French faction, bent on war with England, from a

servile wish to flatter the pride and to conciliate the friendship of

that murderous usurper, whose iron reign is already extended over

the fairest part of F>urope. Indeed, Mr. Pickering, who has dis-

played the talents of an able statesman, has proved to demon-

stration, from existing and authentic documents, that the Ame-

rican Embargo Act was passed in compliance with the wishes of

Buonaparte, as expressed by his minister Champagny, in hi*

correspondence with general Armstrong. The very attempt to

No. 127. Vol. 12. Jan. 1309. 7 H
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assign a false pretext for his conduct, and the dishonest efforts

of the committee of congress to support that pretext, supply a
t

satisfactory proof that it proceeded from motives which he was

either ashamed, or afraid, to avow.

The alternative presented to the American legislature, by this

complaisant committee, is well worthy the attention of our mi-

nisters. America must, they say, either continue the embargo,

and ruin their trade; submit to the existing decrees and orders

of France and Great Britain, by the sacrifice of their rights and

independence; declare war against both; or make an enemy of

the one and an ally of the other. Without stopping to analist

this curious result of their laborious investigation, it is easy to

perceive, that though these sage counsellors say that their country

ought to go war with both France and England—the most prepos-

terous of all notions!—they ardently wish to familiarise the minds

of the people with the idea of war, with a view to prepare them for

the final accomplishment of their leader's long meditated plan—a de-

claration of war against this country, and an alliance with France.

In pursuance of this plan, we state it as a fact, orders have been

given, though not publicly, for preparing letters of marque and

reprisal. Against uhom, let us ask, can these preparations be

made, except against Great Britain? Certainly not against France;

for, independently of all the circumstances, France has not a frigate

to fight, nor a merchantman to capture. But how far these foolish

proceedings of the American government will turn to our benefit

or disadvantage, most depend entirely on the conduct of our own

cabinet. If we act wisely, America is playing the very game we

could wish her to play. There is one leading object which should,

at this crisis of our fate, engross, as it were, the attention of our

ministers—the adoption of every possible means for rendering the

commerce and security of Great Britain wholly independent of

the continent of Europe, and of the American states. It is now

an established fact, that lumber and staves, and every article of

necessity, which we have been accustomed to draw from America,

may be supplied either by our own colonists in Canada and Nova

Scotia, or by our allies, the Portuguese, from the Brazils. It is,

therefore, the bounden duty of ministers to afford every encourage-

ment, by bounties, by an exclusive trade, or by any means which

may be found most conducive to the object, to our colonists and

allies, to exert themselves so as to render the supply adequate
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to the demand. This is not a matter of temporary concern, it is

an object of permanent, and of paramount, importance. We have,

at length, opened our eyes to our interest, and abandoned our

suicidal policy, so far as to prohibit the consumption of

French produce in our fleets and armies, and to substitute, in its

place, the produce of our own colonies. It is now only a matter

of astonishment to the world, as, indeed, it has for some time

been to us, that we should so long have persisted in a practice,

at once so absurd and so mischievous, so favourable to our enemies,

and so destructive to ourselves. Let us, then, pursue and extend

the same system of policy ; let us reject the productions of France

and America ; draw all our supplies from Canada, Nova Scotia, and

the Brazils ; and endeavour to open new and sufficient markets for

oar manufactures, in the wide-extended regions of South America.—

HlC LABOR, HOC OPUS EST.

The ministers have no ordinary policy to adopt ; have no

trite and common maxims to follow ; have no beaten track to

pursue— all is new around them; their exertions must be propor-

tioned to the exigency of the times; and they must never forget,

that the opposition of ordinary means to extraordinary measures

has produced toe ruin of Europe and the triumph of France. We
are not accustomed to employ revolutionary phrases, but, for once,

we must observe, that, if the ministers be not d la hauteur des

cirConstances, if they be not prepared for efforts adequate to the

emergency ; they had much better forbear all further operations,

and, without any more useless effusion of blood, bow the knee to

Baal, and acknowledge the supremacy of Buonaparte! The times,

in truth, are tremendously awful, and sufficient to appal the

stoutest heart All considerations must now give way to the safety

of the state, and to the salvation of millions

—

salus re ipublics

lex suprem \ est. No honest man can now take a part in the

direction of public affairs, with the conscious deficiency of

wisdom, activity, and vigour. In ordinary times, honesty alone

is a strong recommendation to office, and a tolerable safeguard

against public danger. But, in a revolutionary aera like this,

first-rate talents, a mind fertile in resources, strong in resolution,

and decisive in action, are essential qualifications for public situa-

tions of power and trust.

H 2
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There arc, we trust, among the present ministers, men of this

description; but that there are, amongst them, also, some of an

opposite cast, it were folly to deny, and cowardice not to assert.

Their actions, however, constitute the onlv fair criterion for the

formation of a correct estimate of their knowledge and talents.

We have given them honest praise for their past conduct ; and

we will judge of their future measures with the same impartiality.

The actual situation of the Spanish part of South America calls

for the particular attention of government : the inhabitants of that

country are extremely dissatisfied with the neglect of the Supreme

Junta of Spain to afiord them the smallest relief from the severe

oppression, and tyrannical restrictions, under which they have

long laboured. And whatever may be the issue of the present

contest in Europe, they are determined to throw off the yoke

of the mother country, and to assert their own independence.

Had our government acted wisely, when they sent out expe-

ditions to the Rio dc la Plata, they would have offered to guarantee

the independence of the South Americans, and have required no

other return than a treaty of commerce, equally beneficial to both

countries, instead of being actuated by visionary notions of im-

practicable conquests. As it is, ministers have a difficult part to

play; fur, by acknowledging the independence of South America,

they may offend the patriots of Spain ; and, on the other hand,

by refusing the acknowledgement, they may lose an opportunity

of the most important nature to the commercial and political

interests of this country— an opportunity, which, once lost,

may never return. They must have a better knowledge of the

state of public affairs, and of the probability of success in any

given quarter, than individuals can possibly possess. But the

danger of hesitation is great, and the necessity of vigour and

decision manifest.

We confess we have been disappointed at the conduct of our

government, respecting the overtures which have been made to them

by a public character from America. With the marked hostility

displayed by the United States, what difficulty or hesitation there

could be in acting on a long established and universally recognised

principle of the law of nations, we are at a loss to imagine.

To be scrupulous about the personal characte the individual
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was surely no proof of political wisdom. The real points for

^consideration were* what good he proposed to do to this country,

and what were his means of producing it. He is, unquestionably,

a man of superior talents, and better acquainted with the dis-

position of the people of America, than any other person to whom
ministers can possibly refer for information on that subject. If

such scruples as these were suffered to operate as impediments to

arrangements of great national importance, we should have no

hope of success in a contest with suc h an enemy as Buonaparte,

who (wisely for the accomplishment of his own plans) accepts

offers of assistance from foreigners, without requiring them to brim;

svith them certificates of good behaviour. If the amount of only

<»ne year's produce of the oHice of first teller of the exchequer had been

properly applied in America, we should have heard nothing of

embargo acts, non- intercourse bills, or alliance with France. In-

tegrity in a statesman cannot be too highly admired; but puri-

tanism, either in politic* or religion, cannot be too strongly

censured. We shall quit this subject for the present, but shall

take an early opportunity of recurring to it.

The Report of the Court of Inquiry, on tl>c Convention of

Cintra, has astonished us beyond measure. And we derive no

better reasons than the members have themselves supplied, to justify

an opposite conclusion to that which they have drawn; and lo

demonstrate the necessity of further proceedings; unless, indeed, it

be contended that error in judgment, in military commanders, afl'ords

no subject for prosecution and no ground of complaint, let its conse-

sequences be what they may. We do not believe that any one will

be found so bold as to maintain a proposition so preposterous; and,

therefore, we shall take it for granted, that error in judgment, when

it has led to error in practice, is a culpable defect, as well in military

as in naval commanders. Nobody ever presumed to question the
-

courage of an admiral who was tried, not long since, for not

engaging an enemy of superior force; and indeed it was proved

that his misconduct, for such it was pronounced, was imputable

solely to an error in judgment. In this ease, too, it was not pre-

tended that he acted in opposition to the opinion of his best

officers. But in Portugal it lias bee i demonstrated, that Sir Harry

Burrard, in refusing to pursue t e defeated French, after the

battle of Vimiera, acted in direct pposition to the opiuion and

advice of Sir Arthur Wellesley am Beneral Ferguson. The report
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was woefully deficient in another respect, for it wholly omitted

to notice one important point which was an object of specific

reference to the Court—we mean, the terms or conditions of tb«

Convention. It is not easy to conceive how this could have been

overlooked by them;— but so it was;— and even when the mem-

bers were reminded of the omission, and called upon to supply

this extraordinary .defect, they contented themselves with an

expression of approbation or disapprobation of the Convention

in the aggregate; and assigned no specific reasons, and entered

into no detail, respecting articles unparallelled in the history

of military treaties! Fortunately, however, the disgrace attached

to this part of the transaction will attach where alone it ought to

attach; and we congratulate the nation on the formal disavowal

of the principle on which the articles referred to were founded,

as well as of the articles themselves, by the highest authority in

the country. In the official communication to Sir Hew Dalryrople,

that officer is told, that "his majesty felt himself compelled, at

once, to express his disapprobation of those articles, in which stipu-

lations were made directly affecting the interests or feelings of the

Spanish and Portuguese nations." Again, after the Inquiry was

closed, the ring repeated his disapprobation, " deeming it necessary

that his sentiments should be clearly understood, as to the impropriety

and danger of the unauthorised admission, into Military Conventions,

of articles of such a description, which, especially when incautiously

framed, may lead to the most injurious consequences" We take

some credit to ourselves for having been the first to point out the

gross impropriety, and the dangerous tendency, of those articles,

in our animadversions on the Convention immediately after it was

received.

Another part of the same communication, however, has excited

very different sensations in our mind*, from the information

which it conveys of the adoption, by the King, of the opinion of

the Court of Inquiry—" that no further military proceeding is

necessary to be had upon the transactions referred to their inves-

tigation." This is to us, vve. confess, and will be, we are per-

suaded, to a great majority of the nation, most unwelcome in-

telligence. We repeat, that, from a most attentive perusal of

the report, and a most serious consideration of the reasons assigned

by the different members we not only have found no ground for

tills option, hut abundant proofs, to satisfy our minds, of
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the necessity of instituting further proceedings. Stripped of aU

meretricious embellishments, and of all collateral and superfluous

matter, let us see what is the plain fact.—A British army is sent,

as auxiliaries to the government of Portugal, to recover the potion

of their country from the French ; a general action takes place, soon

after their arrival, in which the whole of the French force is defeated

by a part of the British force; when the action has begun, a new

Briiish commander arrives, who, however, leaves the conduct

of the battle to the officer who had planned it; that officer, and

another officer who had commanded a division of the victorious

army,, propose immediately to improve the advantage obtained

by a prompt and vigorous pursuit of the flying lines; the new

commander rejects the proposal, and keeps the army on the ground ;

the next day another new commander arrives, and concludes an

armistice with the enemy, to be followed up by a definitive con-

vention; pending the negociatioo, a considerable reinforcement

of British troops reaches the scene of action-no advantage, how-

ever, is taken of this favourable circumstance ; the negotiation

continues, as if it never had occurred; and, after nine days,

terminates, by granting to the conquered army terms as favour-

able as they could have desired had they been victorious, and

still thought their services would be more beneficial to their country

in another quarter—The conditions of the Convention are uni-

versally acknowledged to be dishonourable to this country, and

advantageous only to the enemy. The officer who concluded the

treaty exceeds his authority, by the admission of articles on

subjects of which he could have no cognisance, and by invading the

rights and the sovereignty of the ally whom he was sent to protect,

by extending pardon and impunity to all his traitorous and

rebellious subjects. The reason assigned as the motive of his

conduct is proved to be insufficient, frivolous, and absurd. He

was influenced, forsooth, by a conviction of the necessity of

strengthening the Spanish army with all possible expedition.

Yet he suffers the transports, by which alone the British army

could be either expeditiously or conveniently conveyed to Spain,

to be filled with the enemy's troops. The consequence is, that

twenty thousand French troops with their commander reinforce

the enemy's army in Spain before sixteen thousand British troops

can reach that country.from Portugal. And yet we are to be told, when

the nation is thus disgraced, and when the noble cause Which
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they arc sustaining is thus injured., there is nobody to blame, that

there is no ground for bringing any one of the commanders to

trial ! !
! If indeed our military code be so dreadfully deficient

as to provide no punishment for such misconduct, it is high time

that it should undergo a legislative revision, and be rendered

more effective for the purposes of enforcing an observance of mili-

tary duty, and of protecting the nation, against dishonour and

injury, from the ignorance of military commanders.

As to courts of inquiry, the conduct of the late Court has altered

our opinion respecting their utility; and unless the improve-

ments which we lately suggested are adopted, we hope never to

aee anothersuch court assembled. Indeed, some of the members of the

late Court seem to have rendered the duties of the judge subser-

vient to the feelings of the officer; while one at least appeared

chiefly anxious to transfer the blame from the commanders to the

ministers. But it would puzzle a wiser head, we conceive, and
we say it without meaning any disrespect to the members, than

any which that Court contained, to find out any ground of censure

against ministers, for sending out commanders, to whom the

Court themselves attach no blame; and against whom, in the opinion

of the Court, no proceedings ought to be instituted. If the comr

manners oe blameiess, how can blame attach to those who appointed

them? The supposition is ridiculous. We, however, think other-

wise; and therefore, though it be grossly inconsistent on the part

of the Court of Inquiry, it is perfectly consistent, on our part, to

avow our fixed opinion, that blame, and very great blame, attaches

to the person or persons by whom Sir Harry Burrard and Sir feew

Dalrymple were appointed. This is a subject which must, and

no doubt will, experience the most ample investigation. Whether
the appointment of these officers originated with the commander-
in-chief or with the secretary for the war-department, some very

satisfactory reasons indeed, of the existence of which we have not

the smallest conception, must be assigned, before such appoint-

ment can be justified in the eves of the country*. And if no such

reasons be assigned, whatever the decision of Parliament mav
be on the subject, the voice of the nation will proclaim these

censures, which every friend of his country must feel to be just,

and must, of course, wish to hear strongly pronouueed and

properly applied. We must abolish the wretched system of

favouritism and influence, in respect of military appointments, or
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we shall have little chance of successfully opposing our enemv in

ttie field. And there is not one public writer in the kingdom, unless

influenced by sinister motives, and having sinister views, nor ono

individual who really loves his country, who will refuse to con-

tribute his eflbrts to the accomplishment of an object of such vital

importance to the dearest interests of the state. He must be a

wretch, indeed, and wholly unworthy the name and character of

an Englishman, who, in the discussion of such a subject, can suiTer

himself to be influenced by party -spirit, or biassed by se Irish

motives. It is the pure, noble, unadulterated sentiment and feeling

of genuine patriotism, that should fire the heart and invigorate

the mind, when an object of this paramount consequence is to be

considered. All prejudice and all partiality to ministers, or to

opposition, should be sunk in the discussion; and the country

alone be allowed to occupy our thoughts, to animate our efforts,

ana direct our judgment. In the investigation, as in the decision,

all consideration for individuals, of whatever rank or partv, should

be disregarded ; and truth, honour, and justice, employed in the

best of causes, and directed to the best of purposes, should assert

their undivided sway over the mind. We are well disposed to

the present ministers, we admire the principles on which they came

into power, and we approve the greater part of their conduct

since they have been in office; but the support of them must

be a subordinate consideration to the support of our country,

and depend entirely on the tendency of their measures to forward

her interests, and to promote her prosperity. A support so regu-

lated, and so principled (if the expression may be allowed), is the

only support which honest men v*ill consent to give, or which

honest ministers can wish to receive. Hence it follows, of neces-

sity, that ifthey could have recourse to a system of policy, wholly

or partially inimical to the public welfare, which, we feel per-

suaded, the present ministers never will, they would have us for their

opponents. If, for instance, they could connive at the besiowa) of

blank commissions, extending even to the commission of a field officer,

on a common prostitute, to be filled up with the names of any person to

whom she might sell them—a practice from the disgrace of which this

country is happily rescued by the known purity which prevails

in her military department— would it not be our duty to raise

our voice against these faithless servants of the crown, who

could basely violate the trust reposed in them by their sove-
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reign, by the toleration of an abuse so well calculated to bring his

authority into contempt, and so highly dangerous to the state"? We
hope never to be put to such a trial; but if, in some luckless

hour, when the genius of Britain slumbered, it should be the.

case, we feel sufficient firmness to discharge that duty. Though

we may not have to dread the existence of so flagrant an abuse*

the occurrence of such an extreme case as that which we have

suggested—and though we be ready to admit that the present

commander-in-chief introduced many salutary regulations into the

army—still it cannot be denied that there yet remains abundant

necessity for farther and more extensive reforms. Besides the

mode of appointing commanders, of the fatal tendency of which

we have recently had such flagrant instances, there are many

other abuses which call for immediate and effectual regulation.

The fantastic mode of drilling and manoeuvring our troops,

fashioned after the distinguished system of the German school,

which has brought that country to the brink of ruin, is not only

ridiculous but prejudicial ; and should be made to yield to a more

simple and natural mode of training men for offensive warfare.

The arbitrary power, too, assumed by the colonels of regiments,

to alter the dress of their officers at their pleasure, and too often

most capriciously exercised in a manner ruinous to the subalterns,

should be either wholly removed, or effectually checked. If colo-

nels paid more attention to the principles of their olBcers, and less

to their uniforms, we should not be so frequently disgusted by the

sight of a determined jacobin in regimentals, or by hearing sen-

timents of disloyalty from a man bearing his majesty's commission!

We tmst we shall live to see the day, when no military commission

will be sold, and when merit (uot interest or favour) will be the

only mean* of promotion.

Before these strictures can meet the public eye, the two houses

of Parliament will probably have come to some decision on the

Convention of Cintra. There is one point connected with this

question, on which, we confess, we cannot devise any mode of

justification to which the secretary for the war department can have

recourse. From the papers laid before the Court of Inquiry, it

appeared, that, on the appointment of Sir Hew Dairymple to the

command of the army in Portugal, Lord Castlereagh expressly

recommended him to listen to the advice of Sir Arthur Wellesley,

whom he was sent to supersede, Whence could this recommea^
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dation proceed, if not from a conviction, in- hit lordship's mind, that

Sir Arthor was the most able commander of the two; for otherw ise,

the recommendation would be ridiculous, as a military man is not

directed to take advice from another less able than himself. And
if this were the case, as it evidently must have been, on what pica,

or on what principle, could Lord Castlereagh justify the apjxwnt-

tnent of Sir Hew Dairy mple to supersede Sir Arthur Wellesley ; or,

in other words, the least able commander to supersede the most

able one ? We do not see the possibility of avoiding the obvious

inference to be drawn from the extraordinary letter in question;

which already proves Lord Castlcreagh's opinion of the superiority

of Sir Arthur to Sir Hew, at the very moment when he appointed

the latter to supersede the former. When this circumstance is

coupled with the incapacity subsequently displayed, it forms a cause

so strong as to require some very powerful facts indeed to over-

throw it.

The parliamentary campaign has opened, and we arc glad to find,

in the speech from the throne, that it is the determination of

ministers to increase our military force. The necessity for that

has been long manifest to us; and indeed has appeared to us so

pressing as to call for the meeting of Parliament at a more ewly

period for that specific object. Mr. Ponsonby, who leads the

opposition, is as ill qualified for his office as any gentleman need

to be; and if the newspapers should fail to supply him with ma-

terials for his speeches, we fear that he will soon be reduced to

silence.

In the jupper house, Earl St. Vincent, in a strain of eloquence

peculiar to himself, though not extramely well adapted to the

senate, pronounced the destruction of the country inevitable, unless

ministers were speedily removed. The most satisfactory part of his

lordship's speech, however, was the closing paragraph; in which

he informed the world, that he was in his seventy-fifth year, and

should probably never speak again in that house! It is to be

lamented, indeed, that time and experience do not always produce

their natural fruits ; and that an old man may have retained the

intemperance of youth without having acquired the wisdom of

age.

It was a matter of astonishment to us that Lord Grenville should

have entered hi** protest against sending a single soldier to Spain.

We should have thought, indeed, that there had not been out
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man in the kingdom who would have regretted the expense of

either blood or treasure, in the support of a cause, which is pecu-

liarly the cause of a country in which Freedom has established her

favourite seat.

The news from Spain, though disheartening in one point of view

(for it will ever be a disheartening circumstance to an Englishman

to witness the retreat of a British army), is encouraging in another.

Sir John Moore's retreat and subsequent embarkation with a loss

so comparatively small, when all the circumstances of his situation

are considered, is highly creditable to his skill and perseverance, as

well as to the fortitude and resolution of his troops. He must have

created a very powerful diversion ; and by drawing the main army

of the enemy very far from the south of Spain, have left the pa-

triots in that quarter ample time to assemble a powerful force. The

news of the success of the Duke de Tlnfantado in expelling the

French from Madrid, and of their defeat at Saragossa by Palafox,

will, we trust, be confirmed. The British army will, of course,

be landed in a southern part, there to render more eftcctive service

than it has yet been able to perform. But the ultimate success of

this great struggle must depend upon the Spaniards themselves,

without whose cordial co-operation all our eftorts must prove abor-

tive. We confess, we dread the arts of Buonaparte more than his

arms; and consider treachery as a more fatal weapon than either the

sword or the musket. That Morla was bribed by French gold to

betray the capital of his country into the hands of the enemy, does

not, unfortunately, admit of a doubt. And there is too much

reason to believe that Castanos also has sold his honour to the base

destroyers of Spanish independence. The ruffian Buonaparte, who

always acts as an assassin wherever he goes, has published a list of

proscription, which, we hope, we may regard as a certificate of

patriotism : the Duke de Tlnfantado may feel an honest pride at

being placed at the head of it. But should the tyrant execute his

threats, and murder a single Spaniard, whom the chance of war may
place in his hands, for his fidelity to his lawful sovereign, and for

the defence of his country's independence, we trust that signal

retaliation will be inflicted on every Frenchman who may fall into

the hands of the patriots. It is only by reprisals, and the fear w hich

they inspire, that the savage heart of this abandoned ruffian can be

made to relent. He was bred in the school of Robespierre, who was

virtuous when compared with him : he has found the benefits of a
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system of terror; and he will continue to enforce it* until he find*

some power with sense and resolution enough to make him feel iis

effects. Forbearance, in such cases, is not only cowardice, but

cruelty ; it encourages crime, and lends a sanction to murder. •

The correspondence which has been laid before Parliament,

between the British minister on the one hand, and the French and

Russian ministers on the other; while it demonstrates the firmness

and wisdom of our cabinet, proves the absolute subserviency nf the

Russian emperor to the Corsican tyrant. This wretched prince is

studying French politics in the adulterous lap of a French prostitute.

Madame Chevalier has successfully pleaded the cause of Napoleon in

the court of Alexander!— Delirant rcget, plevtuntur achivi .'— Are

the kings of the continent resolved to justify, by their conduct, all

the foul accusations of the regicides? . Is the Russian empire to be

sunk not only in slavery, but in disgrace, by the senseless profligacy

of an ignorant boy? Will the Russian nobility suffer the murderer

Caulaintourt to reign triumphant in the palace of their sovereign ?

Are French influence and French poison to extend to the remotest

regions of the North, to infect all minds, and to spread death and

desolation around, without restriction and without controul?

There is one part of a letter from Monsieur Champagny to

Mr. Canning, in which the wily Frenchman has not exercised the

usual circumspection of his cabinet. He has given the most formal

contradiction to the assertions of loyalty and attachment so re-

peatedly made in the names of all the Catholics of Ireland. With
" the Catholic insurgents," as he uncourteously calls them, " France

has been in communication, has made them promises, and has fhe-

quently sent them succours.** This, indeed, is no news to us: but

how strongly, and how systematically, has it been denied by the

advocates for the Catholics ! What will their pleader, Dr.' Milner,

jay to this? — For our part, we thank Monsieur Champagny for his

candour, while vvc cannot but wonder at his imprudence.

The whole of this short negotiation reflects honour on our miniv

ters; and while they rigidly adhere to so wise, firm, and judicious

a system of policy, they will, we are persuaded, secure the support

and enjoy the confidence of the country.

January 2 1st.— The anniversary of the murder of the lawful kins

of France, by thefriends and patrons qt' the usurper Buonaparte.

P. S.— Our army in Spain, it seems, has been obliged to ri<k

AD action under the walls of Corunua, before they could em-
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bark in safety. Notwithstanding the superiority of the enemy'*

force, the British troops have bravely sustained the honour of their

country, and nobjy supported the character which they acquired in

Egypt, at MniJa, and at Viuaiera. They sustained but little low,

considering the nature of the contest, and the magnitude of the

force opposed to them. Sir John Moore fell in the field of honour,

admired, beloved, and lamented. The patriot's tear will water hts

grave. We trust our gallant troops have, ere this, reached the har-

bour of Cadiz ; for we can give no credit to a malicious report, that

they have returned to this country to rejii : the bare supposition is

a gross libel on the government. We trust, also, that most powerful

reinforcements will be dispatched to the south of Spain with more

promptitude and celerity than have marked our military expedition*

of late. We take it for granted, that the British admiral has. not

suffered the Spanish ships at Ferrol to fall into the hands of the

French. Without vigour and decision, we repeat, the cause is lost.

But we have not room for any farther observations on this all-

interesting subject.

January 23d.

MISCELLANIES.

THE POET-LAUREATS ODE, AND THE NEWSMAN*

3

VERSES.

To the Editor of the Antijacobin Review.

CANTARE PARES.

AT the commencement of every year, the public are gratified,

by immemorial usage, with various poetical productions. Of these,

the most distinguished is the ode presented to their majesties by the
poct-laureat. In humble imitation of this great example, the news-
man, the bellman, and the lamp-lighter, each presents his tribute in

verse to his worthy customers; and junior poets, to enliven the fes-

tivities of twelfth-night, compose poetical characters for little mas-
ters and misses. Thus, from the highest to the lowest, all the vo-
taries of the Muse exert their talents at this festive season : but as

the rank of their patrons varies, so vary their rewards. The lau-

rel 'd poet, who writes for majesty, receives one hundred pounds and
a butt of sack for his annual offering ; but it is said, that since that

species of wine has no longer been in use, this part of the salary

has been shabbily committed for SOI. the estimated value of a butt

•tf sack a century ago j and the want of the customary inspiring
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juice has by many been assigned as a reason for the late lamentable '

tailing oil' in the poet- laureates strains. The newsman, the bell-

man, and the lamp-lighter, in return for their present to their worthy
customers, receive with thanks a few half-crowns and shillings; and
a sixpence purchases, for the king and queen of twelfth-night and
all their little court, a set of new characters with poetical illus-

trations.

On reading Mr. Pye's Ode for the New Year in yesterday's pa;-><T,

curiosity led me to think of comparing his production with those ot Ins

rival contemporaries ; but such is the short-lived modern existence of

poetry, that the verses of the bellman and the lamp-lighter were no
longer extant. Oblivion too had wrapt her mantle round all the twelfth-

night characters ; and after a most laborious search, through both

parlour and kitchen, only the newsman's verses could be found.

They, ^however, sufficed for the experiment ; and finding in some
passages of the respective compositions of these great poets such a

rivalry of excellence, and in others such a contrast of beauties, as

left me at a toss to decide which was the worthiest to wear the bays,

I hasten to commuuicate my observations upon them to you, and
submit the point to your critical judgment.

It is unnecessary to prefix a copy of either of these Odes to my
CJV for they "are universally read; and the impressions their

bi auties make on the mind is so striking, that he who once reads.can
never forget them.
The argument, or general design of a poem, is the first subject of

examination. Mr. Pye, in his Ode, lays down these propositions;

that the sea, if it is not kept out, will come in; and if it is kept out,

will not come in. He then illustrates these propositions by a simile,

comparing Buonaparte to the sea; shewing that where he has not

been kept out he has come in, and that where he has been kept out

he has not come in ; and concludes in a strain of highly-animated

imagery, foretelling the success of the united exertions of Great

'Britain aud Spain. The newsman, in his poem, takes a wider

scope, and presents a greater variety of images to the view of his

readers: he commences with observing, that

" Nations mourn a tyrant's dread controul,

And death and carnage paralise the soul;"

but trusts that his customers will call oft' their attention, from those
(

appalling considerations, to his annual lay. He congratulates them,

that while other people are slaves, they are free, happy, and rich ; and

after thus artfully introducing this encouraging reflexion, solicits a

Christmas-box
;
hopes that those who contribute to make him happy,

will be happy themselves, and long live to continue their bene-

factions.

From the foregoing view of the design of these poems, it appears

that simplicity and and sublimity are the great characteristics in

that of Mr. Pye ;—a happy invention, and an artful arrangemeut of

matter, in that of the newsman. The one is addressed rather to the

stranger passions, the other to the softer feelings. The one resem-

bles the ocean it describes, in a state of awful grandeur. The other

»
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the gentle river, winding its course through beautiful and diversified

scenery ; or, to use the author's own words,'

" Our fertile fields, our meadows, and our plains."
j

..
*

To sum up this branch of the comparison, in poetry as in painting

there are ditferent styles of excellence, and each is a chcf-cTantvre of
the master.

« . .

Wirh respect to the cxeculion of these poems, it must be admitted,

that in the majestic march of his verse, and in framing the long

resounding line," Mr. Pye has a great advantage over the news-
man, from the use of compound epithets. The " full-orbed moon/'
the torrent- braving mound," the " wide-water'd coast," arc

flights of sublimity, to which the newsman cannot attain. He
has indeed made one attempt of this kind, in the " full-thronged

city:'' but as, if the city is full it must be thronged, and if it is

thronged it must be full, he has only added to the words without

adding to the sense: whereas, a true compound "epithet brings out

two ideas at once, just as a double-barrelled gun brings down two
birds out of the same covey.

In correctness and propriety of expression, the newsman may
claim the palm. Several instances of inattention to these requisites

occur iu the Ode of the poet-laureat; among which the foil? >iu>g

are too glaring to escape notice. He says, i

" We scan the torrent wild of war,

Resistless spread its. iron reign."

There may certainly be an iron torrent, that is of cast iron ; and I

presume Mr Pye caught the idea of this simile at a foundry: but

bow a torrent can be said to reign I cannot conceive.

:* *
. (To be concluded in our next.)

Correspondence.

SEVERAL communications should have appeared this month
which are necessarily deferred till our next, the cause ot which will

be evident to the respective writers. "Let Mehioires de l\f. le

Comte de Puisaye'* have not yet been received.

With the present number is published the Appendix to Vol. 31,

containing, besides a review of foreign literature,. Mr. Pickering's

speech
;

correctly given at length as delivered in 'the American
senate, in which he developes the Gallician policy of Jefferson, and
his pre-determined hostility to this country ; and also Bishop Milner's

Letters respecting the royal veto on the nomination of Irish Roman
Catholic bishops, with the observations and strictures which have
appeared on them, both in Ireland and England. These documents
will be found important to the historian of the times, and are equal

in extent to the usual contents of three half-crown pamphlets*.
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«• Un historien ne peut jamais notn reproclier avec trop dc force nos prejuges, nos
eneiirs, tt nos vices. Jamais sa philosophic ne cousrra aucun trouble m aucun
d&ordre; les sots ne rappercerront j>as; les gens d'esprit corntm;>us la siffleront;

niais elle familiarisera peu-a-pcu Ifi bon.s csprits a\,ee la veriie, die leur fera con-
noitre nos besoiiu, ct nous disposera, s'il tat encore possible, a ne pas nous refuser

aux remedes quis nous soul necevsaire*. Mabi.t.

The History of Barbados [Barbados], from the first Dis-

covert/ of thje Island, in the Year lfiOi, //// the Accession

of Lord Seaforth, 1801. By John Poyer. 4to. pp.700,
ll. lis. 6d. Mawman. 1808.

^7VERY science is to be estimated according to its

tendency to furnish improvement, whether in private

virtue or professional duty. To promote the advancement
of public and private virtue, to supply such a degree of

amusement as may supersede the necessity of recurring to

frivolous pursuits for relaxation, and to furnish us with the col-

lected wisdom and experience of ages ; such is the province of

history. An acquaintance indeed with history is essential to all

persons of education; and in a country where every indi-

vidual is an .effective member of the constitution, and a

politician, it is the best school of politics. In all ages, the

w riting of history has employed the ablest men, and scarcely

any writer enjoys a more extensive (or what will probably

be a more lasting) reputation, than a good historian. The
endless variety of subjects in history renders it interesting

to every description of persons. It may be either grave

or gay, as it supplies materials with equal facility for the

sallies of wit and the gravest disquisitions in philosophy.

It is so connected with all kinds of moral and political

knowledge, that even the novelist or essayist who does

not' illustrate his subject by historical facts or allusions,

No. 128. Vol. 32. Ftb
%

1809. 1
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seldom attains even any temporary fame. Thus, while

history serves to amuse the imagination, engage our

rational faculties, improve the understanding, enlarge the

mind, and strengthen our virtuous sentiments, it more than

any other science extends our powers of conversation, and

prepares us for the higher enjoyments of social intercourse.

How far Mr. Poyer's ponderous quarto volume is likely to

answer this desirable purpose of history, remains to be seen.

We are far from being adverse to the publication of

histories of our colonies, - however small they may be, as

they generally tend to enlighten the mother country on

subjects with which she would otherwise perhaps never

become acquainted. But the civil history of a small

island, about twenty-one miles long and fourteen broad,

and in its most prosperous days containing only between
sixty and seventy thousand negroes, and about one fourth

the number of whites, cannot require many bulky volumes
to relate its principal political events during a period of

little more than one hundred and fifty years. Mr. Poyer,

however, has thought otherwise ; and although be appears

to have a still more limited idea of the legitimate objects of

history than Mr. Fox, he tells us that, " in the progress

of the work, due notice has been taken of the civil, military,

and ecclesiastical establishments of the colony, its laws,

and constitution. Their errors and imperfections are illus-

trated, and the abuses which have .crept into the public
'

administration are noted with decent freedom, in which
candour has not been forgotten." So far it is well: but,

in order to enable his readers to judge of the extent and
propriety of these u civil and military establishments," it

was necessary to have added some returns of the revenue,

the annual products, exports and imports, shipping, &c,
with their respective duties. It is the wantonness of ab-

surdity to call any work " a complete and impartial history

of a colony," which takes no notice of the revenue, pro-

ducts, and shipping, and only details the incessant con-

tentions between the governor and his council on one side, and
the Legislative Assembly, amounting to twenty-two persons,

on the other! Of the manners, customs, and state of the

arts, which directly minister to the progress of civilisation,

we rind nothing in Mr. Poyer's " History;" nor are we
better informed of the state of literature: we hear of the

bare existence of schools indeed, but of no scholars; balls

and military revelries are often mentioned; but except the

abstracts of some parliamentary speeches, which furnish
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very respectable proofs of eloquence and talents, there
are no traces of literary studies, no poets nor dramatists.

Although the author extols the genius, urbanity, liberality,

and above all the humanity of his countrymen, he has
obliged bis readers to dispense with his assertions, without

furnishing thein with any documents to corroborate his

praises. The natives indeed of petty islands have long

been celebrated as flatterers; and we supect that Mr.
Poyer wishes not to detract from their celebrity in this

respect, at least so far as it is applicable to his "dear native

' island." His own pretensions, however, are sufficiently

modest; and he laments his want of an " academical edu-
cation," and his inability to render greater justice to his

native country by composing a more learned work : this

volume nevertheless is written with considerable simplicity

and neatness; and, considering the paucity of the author's

materials, and the very circumscribed nature of the subject,

it is more interesting than would generally be supposed.

As a specimen of the genuine spirit by which the people
of Barbadoes are actuated, we find that not one of the

author's countrymen would lend him Oldmixon's History

of the British Empire in America, nor could he get " access

to the journals of the colonial parliament ! !
*' Such con*

duct sufficiently betrays the narrow minded illiberality of

these colonists, and fully justifies the author in lamenting
" the envious malignity which has endeavoured to obstruct

his pursuits." We have not been able to discover any
sentiments in this book which would induce us to believe

that the author had been a violent partisan, or that his

political principles were such as to render him obnoxious

either to the governor or the Legislative Assembly ; of

course we can conclude the existence of no other cause

than " envious malignity," which would prohibit his in-

spection of thejournals. To the Rev. Mr. Brome and Judge
Hinds, however, he returns hisgrateful acknowledgements
for their " unremitting endeavours to procure him the

materials necessary for the completion of bis work."

VVe shall pass over the author's defence of his country,

against the " torrent of illiberal invective with which our

mistaken and misinformed trans-atlantic fellow-subjects

continue to overwhelm a peaceful unoffending community,
with the gross calumnies propagated concerning the, treat-

ment of slaves," to notice what is properly historical, or what
relates to thepresent condition ofthe island, in which we doubt
ngt negroes are now very humanely treated. Barbadoes

i2
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was first cultivated, or rather discovered, about the end
of the 16th century, by the Portuguese, who called it

A Ilha Barbada (the bearded island), probably from its

containing numerous Indian fig-trees. This name after-

wards degenerated to As Barbadas (not Las Barbadas, as

its historians erroneously suppose), which has been trans-

lated into English

—

Barbadots. Thus far it is necessary

to fix the true orthography of the name, which Mr. Poyer has

wished to write Barbados, had not his printer very pro-

perty corrected him. Of the first settlements of Barbadoes,

the author has furnished nothing but what was previously

stated in Ligon's History, or the Rev, Mr. Hughes's Na-
tural History of Barbadoes; and the grants and counter-

grants of this island, by the unprincipled Charles to the*

Earls of Marlborough and Carlisle, are not now worthy
of detailing. The well-known story of Inckle and Yarico

affords Mr. Poyer an opportunity of vindicating his country

from the charge of inhumanity ; and after relating the fact

from Ligon, of Inckle's selling Yarico (the woman who
had preserved his life) for a slave, he adds :

—
" It will readily be perceived, how much this simple tale has

been embellished by the creative imagination and descriptive powers
of Addison. And it is painful to add, though it is too obvious
to escape observation, that similar artifices and exaggerations

have been successfully employed in later times to inflame the

passions and prejudice the minds of the credulous misinformed '

Europeans on the subject of Wes^-Indian slavery. It does not,

however, appear, that the lady possessed any remarkable share

of delicacy, since it is reported by Ligon, who was personally

acquainted with her, and received many offices of kindness at her

hands, * that she would not be wooed by any means to wear
clothes.' Nor does she seem to have been much affected by the

ingratitude of her perfidious betrayer. ' Her excellent shape and
* colour, which was a pure bright bay; and small breasts, with
' nipples of porphyrie/ wer« irresistible attractions, and she soon

consoled herself in the arms of another lover. In short, r she
* chanced to be with child by a Christian servant, and lodging
' in an Indian house, amongst the other women of her own country,

'and being very great with child, so that her time was come to

* be delivered, she walked down to a wood, and there, by the
* side of a pond*, brought herself a-bed ; and presently washing
' her child, in three hours time came home with a lusty boy, frolic

* and lively.' Who could suppose that this is the same unfortunate,

female, of whom so much has been said and sung by moralists,

.... -,. ... — . , , , . ,.-—
" * There is a pond in Kindall's phmtation, which, from thi»

circumstance, is called, at this day, Yarico's Pond.
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poets, and historians; whose hapless fate has caused such lively

sensations in the tender minds of Europe's philanthropic sons? No
apology, it is presumed, will be thought necessary for this minute
and authentic account of the celebrated Belie Sauvagc, whose
wrongs have been amplified and recorded by the ablest pens;
and whose imaginary sorrows have drawn the tear of sympathy
from the brignest eyes." r. 45.

The principal agricultural information which we find in

this volume, is contained in a note, recommending attention

to the situation and preservation of the peasantry of the

island. It is dictated by good sense, and breathes a genuine
philanthropy.

** Every man, even of common observation, must be convinced
that the decline of the Barbadoes militia is owing to the dis-

astrous emigration of the lower classes of people. This growing
evil requires some legislative remedy. In a country possessed of

a population so extensive as this is, and circumscribed within such
narrow boundaries, every possible encouragement should be held

out to the poor and laborious, to exert their industry and ingenuity

in such useful employments as are suited to their humble condition.

These men are not only the real effective strength of their country ;

they would add to its opulence were they placed in a situation

to earn a subsistence for their families. But, unfortunately, a
different policy prevails among us. Few plantations have a

v
suf-

ficient number of labourers to cultivate their fields, yet many
slaves are employed as tradesmen, who would be equally as pro-

fitably engaged in agricultural occupations, while the industrious

mechanic is destitute of employment. No wonder that, under
such discouragements, he is compelled to forego his fond attach-

ment to his native soil, and emigrate to the neighbouring colonies,

where his skill and diligence are better rewarded. Thus the

physical strength of the country is daily diminished; and the

common stock deprived of a due proportion of labour and industry.
* The decay of population,' according to an eminent political phi-

losopher, * is the greatest evil that a state can sufter; and the im-
* provement of it, the object which ought, in ajl countries, to be

.
' aimed at in preference to every other political purpose whatever.'
" To check this alarming decrease of population two things are

obviously necessary; first to provide homes for the poor, and
employment for the industrious. Among the ancient Romans .

we find frequent mention of Agrarian laws for .the relief of the

poor. That wise and politic people thought that it signified but
little, if, while the senate and patricians lived in affluence, the

veteran soldier pined in want and obscurity. It is not intended

to interrupt our modern patricians in the quiet possession of their

estates, by recommending this example to their imitation; but

it must be allowed, that there are very few plantations which
cannot, without injury to the owner, spare a few* acres of indif-

ferent land at theirextremities for the accommodation of the tenantry.

This unfortunate, but useful class of people, ought to be assisted

;
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they deserve encouragement. On the scanty glebes which may
be assigned to them, they would find rest when their labours were
done, and shelter from the pitiless pelting of the storm. Here
they would toil, and, enjoying the fruits of their industry, become
useful members of the community. Sweet, to the mind of the

roost humble, is the little native cot, under whose lowly roof

peace and security dwell. Another important object is, to find

employment for the industrious. To effect this grand desideratum,

one thinjj only is necessary, to confine our slaves, by an act of

the legislature, to the labours of the field. This will furnish the

inferior orders of people with an opportunity of gaining an honest

livelihood in the various mechanical professions which luxury
and necessity have introduced for the convenience or ornament
of society. Were this done, Barbadocs would furnish employ

, and subsistence for her numerous sons at home; the security of
the country would be strengthened by the aggregation of faithful

loyal subjects; the community would enjoy the advantages of a
general circulation of the wages of industry; and our planters

would no longer require fresh importations of Africans for the

cultivation of the land. Perfectly aware of the objections to the

execution of this plan, I can only lament the invincible obstacles

which deep-rooted prejudices and mistaken avarice have raised to

oppose its accomplishment ; for
1

1 feel the strongest conviction that

the day is not iar distant, when the proposed regulations, had
they been early adopted, would have proved [i. e. if adopted would
prove] the salvation of the country." p. 60.

" To provide a remedy suitable to the magnitude of this evil,

the best policy which could be adopted in a country where slavery

prevails, is to hold out every possible encouragement to that

hardy and useful, though humble, class of people, known by the

colonial appellation of the tenantry* The only legitimate aim of

human politics is the extension of human felicity ; and this cannot
be effected except by the encrease of numbers, provided with the

comfortable means of subsistence. To acquire and maintain an
extent of population essential to the security and prosperity of
the country, the rich, whose individual interest is inseparably

connected with the public welfare, should be made to yield, in

some points, to the support and accommodation of the poor. The
proprietors of plantations mav be compelled, by the militia law,

instead of billetted men, to furnish tenants, in proportion to their

quantity of land, who should be legally confirmed in the unmo-
lested enjoyment of their little tenements*. It was the wish of

*' * The present militia law has madq some provisions for

tenants; but it seems to have been ineffectual. They are either

eluded with facility, or violated with impunity. On some plan*

tations, without regard to justice, policy, or humanity, the tenants

have been wantonly and cruelly driven from their homes, and
sham leases given to the white servants for the vacant tenements.

In others, the poor tenant, besides his personal services, is com-
pelled to provide himself with uniform, arrjfe, and ammunition, at
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0

Henry IV. of France, surnamed the Father of his People, that

be might live to see a fowl in the pot of every peasant in his

kingdom. Let it be the aim of every Barbadian, emulous of the

same glorious appellation, to erect a cottage over the head oft-very

peasant in Barbadoes, and gratitude will invigorate the arm under

which the lordly possessor will find Ins best security in the hour

of danger. The trifling property thus bestowed on the humble
husbandman, the lowly roof endeared to him by the society of

a wife and children, the partners of his toils and the solace of his

days, would bind him, by the most invincible lies, to his native

soil; and impel htm, when led mi by his generous landlord, to

risque his life with ardour, in defence of a country to which he

is attached by the most indissoluble connexions." v. \2 ().

To this plan we know only one objection: if the peasantry

are virtuous, it should be adopted ; but if vicious and
intemperate, it would be ruinous. The necessity of this

distinction is sufficiently obvious, without our referring to

any illustrative facts. We fear, however, that the public

stock of virtue is not very great in Barbadoes, especially

as we find that there are numerous tribunals, ur courts

of justice, 'f regulated by laws"' which are "in many in-

stances partial, absurd, unjust, and oppressive." The
want of judges*, who are men of learning to expound
the laws, is also feelingly and we think candidly de-

plored. A reform in the constitution of the courts of law,

and a reduction of their number, are deemed indispensable;

and it is frankly avowed that the salaries of the law-ollicers

his own cost, which is more, in many instances, than the rent of

the barren heath which he occupies is worth. Some men have
a strange propension to evade the legal institutes of their country,

merely to show their superior cunning and dexterity. But what
minds must these men possess, who can find satisfaction in such
pitiful evasions; who, while they waste thousands in riot and de-

bauchery, deny bread to the labourer, ami refuse rest and shelter

to the houseless wanderer?
u *-few of these gentlemen" (says the author) " have laid up any

stores of knowledge to qualify them for the arduous undertaking;

they have never drunk at the fountain of science ; but trusting

to natural intuition, they assume an awful office, and grasp the

avenging sword of justice, livery ordinary justice of the peace,

whose vanity prompts him to sit in judgment on the lives and
liberties of his fellow -creatures, is eligible to a seat on the bench.
A court of criminal judicature is thus formed of men unacquainted

with the laws which they are bound, by the most solemn obli-

gations, to administer faithfully. In a court so absurdly con-

stituted, prejudice and partiality may safely exert their deleterious

influence, secure within the dark immunities of a crowd." p. 206*.
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should be augmented, so as to make them worthy of the

attention of men of talents and learning from this country.

These are obvious and practicable reforms: but as they

would perhaps, in the first place, occasion some addi-

tional expense to the parsimonious Barbadians, we fear that

they will not be speedily adopted. Mr. Poyer says that

his countrymen are influenced by the doctrines which prevail

in this country; yet they have not attempted to imitate

the British courts of justice. He affects to speak contemp-
tuously of "Titus Oates," and the " other miscreants of

the pretended plot" (if these words be not, as we suspect,

interpolations); yet afterwards fully proves the guilt of the

papists. As to the remark on the " universal and unjust

odium" attached to the Jews, it only proves that our author

professes the religion of a merchant, to whom all opinions

are indifferent. The greatest error in which Mr. Poyer
has fallen, is that of drawing from particular cases general

maxims ; and his accusations, although strictly just in their

particular applications— such as "the contemptible syco-

phants" who flattered Charles II. in pompous addresses

—

when rendered general positions, become offensive and
unfounded. We would not, however, be understood to

extend this censure to the author's reflexion on the gross

misapplication of the public money, by the Assembly's voting

one hundred pounds to the captain of the frigate who
brought the rapacious governor Sir R. Dutton to Barbardoes

in i685.

'[ A circumstance " (it is justly observed) "which, considering the

character of the man, is scarcely credible, if, besides positive

evidence, the fact were not corroborated by many later instances,

of the respect and adulation with which the worst rulers are treated

by men whose rank and station, in the community, ought to place

them above every sinister consideration of hope or fear, and render

them the faithful, as they are the delegated, guardians of their

country's rights." p. 131.

" The extraordinary generosity of the Barbadians procured them
no favour nor indulgence. Indeed, any expectation of conciliating

the friendship of government, by such means, will ever terminate

in disappointment. The readiness with which the colonial assem-
blies dispose of the money belonging to their constituents, is gene-
rally considered as an evidence of their wealth, rather than of th«

liberality of their minds; and the demands on their generosity

will always be proportioned to the facility with which they are

granted." p. 105.

Admitting the justness of the above remarks, we must
deprecate such idle declamation as the following; espe-
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cially when the author himself has repeatedly proved, in

this work, that it is totally false and calumnious.

" Those who hold the strings of the public purse, seldom re-

flect on the condition of the lower classes of people. Clad with

authority, and indulging in the pleasures of affluence, they are

strangers to the misery of those trom whom they exact the last

shilling, to pamper their own luxurious appetites, or to promote
their schemes of ambition. They can well afford to gratify the

liberality of their tempers, whose extravagance is supported by a
whole community; and to purchase the patronage of a venal

chief, when the price is paid out of the public treasury. A
few leading members of the legislature enjoy all the merit, and
receive the exclusive reward of their munificence, while the poor
labourer, and the humble householder, from whose starving mouth

- the scanty morsel is snatched, and from whose shivering limits

the tattered weed is torn, are insulted and despised by the proud,

unfeeling great, whom they contribute to support." p. 16 V.

On the criminal laws of Barbadoes the author dwells

with no little Complaisance; and he contends, that there

are fewer murders in that island than in any county of

England. In thirty-four years not more than sixteen

negroes were murdered; or, as he terms it, " killed by
white men;" and of these only six were of that nature which
an English court of justice would punish with death: We
cannot agree with the author iu thinking that the murder
of one black every twO years, in a population of " seventy

-

live thousand blacks and fifteen thousand whites,*' is less

than what takes place in any county in England; although

we are far from supposing that the white people of Bar-

badoes have more cruel or more murderous hearts than the

people of Great Britain. The following character of the

West- India negroes, we have reason to believe, isjunhappily

too true, however the "professors of philanthropy" in this

country may be disposed to deny it.

" To the efficiency of the code of Barbadoes for the protection

of slaves, it is objected, that it allows not the evidence of coloured

people in any cause of complaint against the white inhabitants.

Even the advocates for the admission of such testimony seerq

startled at the extravagance of their own proposition, and suggest,

by way of modification, that the testimony of two or more negroes
-should' be made equivalent to that of one white person; and that

such as profess Christianity might be sworn on the evangelists.

God forbid thai such a direful calamity should befall this happy
landJ The avenging sword of the conqueror; the famine that

spreads desolation in its progress; or the pestilence that pre-

cipitates thousands to eternity, is scarcely more terrible to the

imagination than the idea of admitting seventy or eighty thousand
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heatheiv slaves to bear witness against their Christian masters. A
proposal so preposterous can originate only in the most consummate
ignorance of the character of the negroes.
" They are pagans in the most extensive signification of that,

opprobrious appellative. Without even the advaiv.agc of idolatry,

they have no system of morality, no sense of religion, nor faith

in its doctrines; their creed is witchcraft, and their only religious

rite the practice of Obe'ah. Travellers report, that the Africans

are believers in the Supreme Being: that they have modes of

worship, and many religious ceremonies. But those who have

been brought to Barbadoes seem to have left their national faith

and household gods behind; and, what is far more unfortunate,

they have adopted uo others in their stead. Some, indeed, profess

Christianity, that is, they have been baptised, but iheir hearts are

as void of any religious impressions as if they had continued in the

wilds of Africa. frequent attempts have been made by some

humane owners to convert their favourite slaves to Christianity,

and though many of them are treated with parental fondness and

indulgence, no benefits have been derived from the pious endeavours

to effect their conversion." r. 1 10.

" I have already shown that the negroes are not possessed of

those religious sentiments which can inspire them with a just sense

.of the sacred obligation of an oath. Besides an obvious distinction

presents itself to the mind, between the testimony of infidel wit-

nesses, in particular cases, and that , of slaves admitted generally

against their masters. The admission of such testimony, in special

cases, in Kurope, can be attended with no material inconvenience

to the people. With us there is a difference; and it would be

almost madness to expose the lives, the liberties, and properties,

of the West Indians, to a savage multitude, who have not the

fear of God before their eyes to restrain them as witnesses, from
glutting their revenge by the most horrid perjuries. Were the

testimony of slaves once allowed, Barbadoes would be no place

of abode for any honest man who had a regard for his reputation,

his interest, or his personal safety. No innocence of life, no in-

tegrity of heart, would afford security from criminal prose-

cutions, supported by such evidence, ifan civilised society, in

the most polished provinces of Europe, the most barefaced per-

juries are daily committed by men educated in the principles of

Christianity, it is easy to foresee what must be the fatal conse-

quences of legalising the testimony of an ignorant, superstitious,

vindictive race, whom no religious uor moral obligation can bind

to speak the truth." p. 1+3.

Speaking of the frequent conspiracies among the ne-

groes, he furnishes a powerful argument to his opponents.

•'It is scarcely possible/' he concludes, "in a country

where slavery subsists [exists], to guard against the dark

designs of secret treachery, or the more faring attacks of

open violence." This we believe is true : but a more can-

<
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tious advocate for his country would have said, " where ne-

groes exist" instead of " slavery." This, however, should

be attributed to <his candour, as the author very properly

reprobates an opinion of his country mair, Mr. Frere, in his

" Short History of Barbadoes;" maintaining that a native,

or a person who had an interest in the country, was best

qualified to make a good governor. Mr. Poyer calls this

"one of the many plausible theories whose fallacy is

demonstrated by experience." Of the situation of the

clergy in Barbadoes, we have the following particulars:—
" As this venerable body of men have been separated from the

busy part of mankind, that they may pursue those studies which
would qualify them to instruct others in the great dnties of religion,

reason and justice demand that their situation should be rendered

comfortable and respectable by a competent provision for their

maintenance. Hitherto, the emoluments of the sacerdotal office

consisted in the annual receipt of an assessment of one pound of
sugar on every acre of land, and of such fees on marriages, baj>-

tisms, and burials, as custom had authorised. This was far from
being a decent or an adequate maintenance for the clergy. It was
therefore enacted, that, in addition to their glebes, most of which
are considerable, the rectors of the different parishes should receive

a salary ofjone hundred and fifty pounds, besides fees for the per-

formance of occasional duty. This provision is certainty inade-

quate to meet the advance which the lapse of a century has made in

the habits and expense of living; but it is to be observed, that,

among the fees of office, to the augmentation of which the people

have patiently submitted, those of the clergy have not been ne-

glected; and in most parishes the rector's fees exceed one hundred
pounds a year. Besides, in the liberality of the vestry, the incum-
bent generally finds an ample compensation for the smallnessof the
legal stipend, ^he annual presents voted to the rectors are com-
monly equal to the established salary, and frequently exceed it.

Hence the least valuable church living in the island may be mode-
rately rated at four hundred pounds a year. In addition to this

revenue there is on eveiry glebe a commodious, nay in most in-

stances an elegant mansion, built and kept in excellent repair, at

the expense ot the parish, for the accommodation of the minister.

" It has lately been doubted whether even this is a sufficient*

provision for the support of the clergy, of whom many appear ex-
tremely anxious to be made independent of the bounty of their

vestries. Those who are satisfied^wiih what they receive, need nei-

ther wish for more nor for any alteration in the mode by which it

is granted ; and the minister who is determined t« perform his duty
diligently, and to conduct himself with humility and decorum, need
not fear the resentment of those from whom he expects his reward.

" * The legislatnre have just passed a law, augmenting the annua)

stipend of the rectors to three hundred pounds.
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It were, however, much to be wished, for the sake of preserving the
purity and dignity of the sacred function, that the rectors of the
several parishes were rendered .independent of occasional gratuities

from their vestries. As lights of the world, they should be placed
above the cares and perplexities of ordinary men. The clergy
would then be no longer under the necessity of temporising, as

tome of them too often do, with the principal inhabitants of their

cure. But in providing for the independence of the clergy, we
should not lose sight of the circumstances of those by whom tbey
are paid. Vestries should no longer be invested with a power, too
frequently abused, of iudulging an ostentatious generosity to the
injury of their parishioners, whose means of subsistence, are often
abridged to procure the taxes which are levied on them, for the
support of the parochial establishment." p. 190.

Mr. Poyer, after lamenting the factious broils which
have long existed between the Assembly and the govern-

ment, and painting their ruinous effects, proceeds to ex-
amine the actual state of the fortifications, and the admi-
nistration of the military force.

4( Besides an immense expenditure of stores, in which prodi-

gality wantons without controul, great abuses arc committed by the

boards of commissioners. To answer some sinister purpose, to pro-

mote the interest of a favourite supervisor, or to gratify the capri-

cious vanity of an hospitable captain gunner, considerable sums of
the public money are squandered in repairing or erecting commo-
dious houses and elegant apartments for his accommodation. Hence
the annual expense of the fortifications may be fairly computed to

exceed eight thousand pounds. Notwithstanding this profuse and
wanton waste of the public treasure, many'of the forts, particularly

those which command the harbour of the second town in the island,

are literally mouldering in ruins
;
they contain scarcely a single

piece of serviceable ordnance, and are so completely destitute of
ammunition, as to be frequently incapable of exciting or propa-
gating an alarm.
" The accessible nature of the whole western coast lays the

country so open to the predatory incursions of a daring or rapacious

foe, that nothing can be more evident than the imperative neces-

sity of putting some of our forts and batteries in a proper posture of

defence." p. 230.

«• But in their present ruined and dismantled condition, it cannot

be dissembled, that the expenditure of the enormous sum annually
thrown away upon them is unjust and oppressive. To provide for

J.he support of government, and the maintenance of the public secu-

rity, are duties incumbent on every good subject; but the power
which wrests from him a single shilling unnecessarily roust be
tyrannical. To reconcile the people to the burthens imposed on
them for the support of this establishment, some show of decency
should be preserved. They should, at least, be amused with the

idea of security. But the money drawn from their pockets is squaa-.
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dcred in thoughtless profusion, without the most flimsy pretext of
necessity or expediency. The voice of justice calls loudly for the
redress of this grievance. It is the duty of the representatives of
the people to apply the proper remedy. No objection is made to

tbe quantum of the sum annually expended on the fortifications

:

the misapplication of it is the only ground of rational complaint.

Were they repaired and rendered capable of protecting our defence-

Jess towns, the money required for their maintenance would be
paid without a murmur. No people in the world, who contribute

at all to the support of government, are more moderately taxed than
the Barbadians; nor would they be dissatisfied at any augmentation
of their burthens, were the produce of their taxes faithfully em*
ployed in providing for their safety.

" It has been proposed to abandon our forts, or to sell them to

the crown, rather than be at the expense of repairing them. Pi-

tiful economy ! Is there a man so lost to every sense of public

virtue, as not to contemn the insidious proposal ? So blind as not

to .see its follv and danger? Or so ignorant as not to be sensible of

the necessity of keeping in repair the batteries within the vicinity of

tbe towns, lor the protection of the adjacent harbours?" p. 237.

The remarks on the state of the legislation may tend to

show some of the causes of dissension between the As-
sembly and government.

" Every illiterate possessor of ten acres [of land] is born a legis-

lator, or is at least eligible to a seat in the general assembly, as a
representative of the parish in which his freehold lies. In some dis-

tricts it often happens, that the freeholders are deprived of tbe

power of making a discreet choice, by the difficulty of prevailing on
gentlemen of respectability to accept the representation of their

parishes. This inconvenience might, perhaps, be remedied, by imi-

tating the policy of the mother country, and making it no longer

necessary that the property of the person elected should be situated

io the parish which he represents. In a country, circumscribed

within such narrow boundaries, no danger need be apprehended
from a dissimilarity of interests, or a want of local attachment ; nor

are genius and knowledge confined to any particular spot. An in-

habitant of Christ Church may be as well qualified to represent the

parish of Saint Lucy, as though he had been born and bred in the

vicinity of Pye-Corner. Thus the deficiencies of one parish may be

supplied by the talents of another; and the abilities which, for the

want of an opportunity to display themselves, remain inert and un-

distinguished, may be placed in a sphere of action, in which they

may be beneficially exerted for the general welfare/' p. 212.

On the law passed in 1766, allowing slaves to be sold by
auction or " outcry," tbe author observes :

—
" There is scarcely a law in existence, from whose operation the

island has suffered greater injury than this. By the authority given

to a rapacious craditor to seize the slaves of his debtor, and to $tM
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them to the highest bidder, the population of the country has beer?

lessened ; its agricultural improvements have been impeded ; many
respectable families have been reduced to indigence, and many
driven into exile. When the labourers are swept away from the
plantations, the lands cease to be valuable; the buildings are left to
moulder into ruins by a gradual decay ; and the fields, whose ferti-

lity added to the national wealth, become a barren waste over-run
with noxious weeds. Of the slaves thus sold, the rich only can be-
come the purchasers to the utter extinction of those small estate*

which, in reality, constitute the real wealth and opulence of the
country. It is a gross, though a popular error, to suppose that this

transfer of property is attended with no detriment to the state, be-
cause the negroes Who are removed from one plantation are em-
ployed on another. The argument might assume a plausible tone,

if the Teal and personal estate went together ; ttie aggregate wealth
of the country might then be the same; though it is obvious that the
general prosperity would be diminished by limiting the d illusion of
the means of subsistence. Wealth might accumulate in the hands
of the rich, but the inferior orders of society, deprived of the means
of cultivating their little farms, would be driven from the island to

seek security under the shelter of a wiser policy.
" It will probably be objected, that these evils do not now exist

in their full extent; that there are few attachments made under thi*

law; and that, in the present prosperous condition of the country,

no man is without a home, or negroes to cultivate his land. But we
should not suffer our judgment to be blinded by prosperity. It is

now only thirty years since we witnessed the melancholy verifi-

cation of the arguments against this law. In the vicissitudes of
human affairs, similar misfortunes may be approaching to over-

whelm us. During the American war, when, added to the evils

incident to a state of hostility, the hopes of jhe industrious planter

were frequently frustrated by a series of natural calamities, the

fairest portions of the island" were desolated* and sacrificed to an
unwise and iniquitous policy. Afflicted by continued drought, and
visited by tribes of vermin more destructive than the locusts and
caterpillars of old, Barbadoes was then reduced to a state of compa-
rative poverty ; her soil and her negroes had sunk fifty per cent,

below their oiiginal value. A total failure of crops, instead of
exciting commiseration, sharpened the avidity of the rapacious;

and the wretched slaves of the unfortunate debtor were dragged in

crowds to the market, and thence transported to cultivate and enrich
by their labour those colonies which, at the conclusion of the war,
passed into the hands of our enemies. At that season of calamity,
the pernicious tendency of the law was made visible as the sun at

noon-day. The slaves were sold for less than half their value; the

foil remained uncultivated ; the original proprietors were ruined, and
the junior creditors were defrauded of their just due, by the accu-

mulation of expense, and the rapacity of the provost-marshal. The
evil of that day is happily passed. How soon we may be reduced to

the same deplorable condition, is known only to that omnipotent
Being, by whose providence all things are ordered. It may be
prudent to guard against the adverse change ; and, in this our.
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better hour, repeal a law*, which experience has shown to be so
pernicious.

" The most enlightened writers on the subject of West-Indian
concerns, have uniformly condemned this impolitic and inhuman
raw. In the whole system of colonial slavery, so universally, and
often unjustly, censured in Europe, there is none more injurious and
oppressive to the negroes than the legal usage of levying upon them,
and selling them at auction. It is by far the highest degree of
cruelty annexed to their condition. One of the strongest principles

of human nature is, that local attachment whic)) man feels for the

place of his nativity. The untutored African shares this universal

sentiment in common with the civilised European ; and the sable

Creole is no less tenderly attached to the spot on which the careless

days of infancy were spent ; to the humble tenement which he has

cultivated; to the friendly tree, under whose verdant shade he has

passed the noon-tide hour; to the peaceful cot, beneath whose lowly
roof he" has participated with his wife and his children the few
domestic comforts which have fallen to his lot By a barbarous,

erroneous policy, the wretched slave is dragged from this scene of
all his enjoyments; torn from the hallowed spot which contains the

remains of the mother whom he revered, the wife that he loved, or

the child who was dear to his heart; dispossessed of the little pro-

perty which bestowed on him an ideal importance in the eyes of his

fellow-labourers; and sold into a new bondage, into a distant part

of the country, under the dominion of an unknown master. Sepa-
rated from the only consolations which can beguile the rigour of
servitude, these wretched victims of avarice and folly often sink

into a premature grave." p. 333.

As Mr. Poyer manifests himself a good subject in general,

, and a real friend to his country, he has very justly animad-
verted on the factious parsimony of the Legislative Assem-
bly of Barbadoes, when, in 1778 the island was menaced
with invasion, it absolutely refused to assist the governor

in putting the country in a proper state 'of defence; and
after " some common-place professions of zeal and loyalty,"

declared that they " would not consent to increase the

public burthens."

" That a British legislative assembly should be so perfectly in-

sensible of the blessings of civil liberty, as to hazard its enjoyment
by a pertinacious adherence to an erroneous system of economy,
ami to talk of arming only when the enemy should be at their gate,

are facts scarcely credible, were they not authenticated by the mi-

nutes of their proceedings, published L y their own authority. Nor
can it fail to excite the astonishment of posterity, that the represen-

tatives of a free people should prefer indivivlual conveniency to the

puolic safety, and risk the whole of their property rather than

sacrifice a part for the preservation of the rest. That public virtue,

says the elegant Gibbon, wlrch, among the ancients, was dencuni-
,

aatod patriotism, U derived from a strong sense of our ov n interest
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in the preservation nnd prosperity of the free government of which
we are member?. But among the Barbadians, the only patriotism

known, at the period of which we are speaking, seems to have con-
sisted in an opposition to the measures of government, and an en-
deavour to promote the voluptuous ease of mercenary individuals at

the hazard and expense of the country." p. 387.

As a striking contrast to the "entire dereliction of public

spirit, which fatally pervades every department of our
little state," the noble defence of Lord Macartney at Gra-
nada is then cited with merited approbation. Mr. Poyer
having witnessed the dreadful havoc made by the hurricane

* in 1730, describes its effects with great minuteness and
perspicuity; the simple pathos of his narrative is highly

affecting, and would do honour to many a more learned

writer; his picture is lively, natural, and impressive, with-

out any gaudy decoration or colouring. It is estimated that

property to the amount of 1/) 18,923/. sterling was de-
stroyed by it, while more than three thousand persons

perished in the ruins. The following contrasted anecdotes
will not fail to excite the feelings of the reader. The
houses containing the prisoners of war were all levelled to

the ground, and their inmates set at liberty. But,

—

" To the immortal honour of Don Pedro de Saint Jago, captain

of the regiment of Arragon, and the Spanish prisoners under his

direction, let- it be remembered with gratitude, that, laying aside

all national animosity in that season of calamity, they omitted no
service nor labour for the relief of the distressed inhabitants and the

preservation of public order." r. 4J4.

" The humanity of the Marquis de Bouille should not be for-

gotten. The Laurel and Andromeda frigates having been wrecked
on the coast of Mnrtinico, that magnanimous commander sent

thirty-one English sailors, who were all that were saved out of both
crews, under a flag of truce to Commodore Hotham, at Saint Lucia,

with a letter, purporting that he could not consider in the light of

enemies, men who had escaped in a contention with the elements;

but that they, in common with his own people, having been par-

taker* of the same danger, were, in like manner, entitled to every
comfort and relief which could be given in a season of such uni-

versal calamity and distress.

" What a contrast does this act of generosity in a noble enemy
afford to the conduct of Governor Cunntoghame ! Amid the ge-
neral convulsion of the Caribbean Sea, a small Spanish launch,

having a few mules on board, sought security from the winds and
waves in Maycock's. Bay. The matrosses detained her until the

governor's pleasure was known ; and his excellency ordered her to

be seized as a droit of admiralty, made the crew prisoners of war,
and converted the vessel and cargo to his own use. Thus, what the

wretched mariners had saved frern the angry elements was torn front
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them by the rapacity of a human being, insensible of the tender

emotious of pity and compassion !
" i\ 455.

We think that the* author has rendered an essential ser-

vice, not only to the whole West Indies, l>ut to this

country, in exposing the infamous rapacity of Major-
general James Cunninghame, whose malversations and bad
government well deserve public exposition : at the same
time, the factions malignity of the Assembly is not con-
cealed ; and it is declared that, " in the indulgence of their

resentment, they sometimes' lost sight of the welfare of
their country." The dispute was originally occasioned by
the Assembly, in consequence of the adverse situation of
the colony, refusing to allow Governor Cunninghame more
than 2000/. a year salary, instead of 3000/. as given to his

predecessor; and thus, for the paltry sum of 1000/. , the

governor and Assembly continued in perpetual enmity, and
both neglected the permanent interests as well as the ex-

ternal security ot the colony.
r
l he greediness of Cunning-

hame to extort illegal fees, and the unparallelled obstinacy

of the Assembly in resisting them, occupy a considerable

part of this narrative, which we hope will have the effect ot"

warning all future governors— that, whatever may be the

distance or the sinulltiess of their dominions, they will one
day or other be brought before the British public, and be
rewarded by impartial posterity according to their merits.

—

The government of ^George Points llicketts, esq., a native

of Jamaica, from 1794 to 1 sooj and his conduct in par-

doning the mulatto Joe Denny, who deliberately mur-
dered a poor white man named Stroud, occasioned the fol-

lowing remarks, which deserve to be generally known, as

an example to other#

" Unfortunately for the governor, unfortunately for Barbadoes,

his
#
excellency hail brought with him, from Tobago, a mulatto

woman, who resided at Pilgrim, and enjoyed all the privileges of

a wife, except the honour of publicly presiding at his table. His

excellency 'a extraordinary attachment to this sly insidious female

was the greatest blemish in his character, and cast a baleful sh^de
over the lustre of his administration. The influence which she vvaj

known to possess, produced a visible change in the manners of the

free-coloured people, who assumed a rank in the graduated scale of
colonial society, to which they had been hitherto strangers; and
which the impolicy of subsequent measures and the immorality of

the times have contributed to extend and confirm in a degree that

cannot be contemplated without fearful apprehension. A woman of

this description, who had been convicted of receiving stolen goods,

and condemned to imprisonment, had been lately liberated by the
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governor's order ; and some other offenders, in the very commission

of their crimes, had boasted of the impunity which they could

obtain through the influence of Betsev Goodwin. A report had cir-

culated, at least a fortnight before Denny's condemnation, of his

having received assurances from her, that, let the event of his trial

be what it might, she would protect him." p. 639.

The sketch of the constitution of Barbadoes convinces us

how difficult it is to imitate that of England, and how
easily some of its most valuable privileges may bp perverted

or misapplied. As the latter part of this volume treats of

times just passed, it is of course less interesting; for abso-

lute impartiality, which, is the soul of history, is not to be

expected in a writer who is a member of so small a com-
munity, and perhaps personally known to nearly all the

white people of the island. About four hundred and fifty

subscribers, however, patronise his labours, which will

perhaps be better received, both in his own and this

country, than he seems to expect.

Clutterbuck's Inquiry into the Seat and Nature of Fever.

[Continued from p. 55 of this Volume.]

IN the fifth and last chapter, Dr. Clutterbuck treats of

the cure of fever generally, in relation to his doctrine ; or

chiefly, as theoretically deducible from the pathology
which he has laid down ; namely, " topical inflammation of

the brain, or its membranes." Accordingly, the common
treatment of inflammation is recommended; " evacuations

of various kinds, as blood-letting, purging, sweating, &c.

;

the "application of cold, and irritationW neighbouring and
distant parts, as by blisters, sinapisms, &c."

Our author, however, does not contend that this mode of

treatment is universally applicable in inflammation. "There
are many inflammations," says he, " that arc best treated

by means the reverse of this— by remedies that give vi-

gour to the system, and increase its activity." In this opi-

nion we cordially agree, and think we could show that the
antiphlogistic method of cure, as it has been termed, is

much less applicable in the treatment of inflammation than
has been hitherto imagined. We confine our observations,

however, to the subject of fever.

Is fever, then, an inflammatory affection?—and if so, is

blood-letting a proper remedy in this disease ?
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" If, under the title of inflammation of the brain, we are to con-
sider only the most violent and acute form of the disease— that to

which authors have especially given the denomination of phrcnitis—
undoubtedly it differs in many points, both in its symptoms and mode
of cure, from ordinary fever. No one doubts 01 the propriety and
necessity of having recourse in this case to profuse evacuations of

every kind, and especially blood letting; to the most rigid absti-

nence ; and to all the other means calculated to subdue active in-

flammation. But it by no means follows, that, because this practice

is not generally applicable in the treatment of fever, the disease

must be of a different kind, and the doctrine that ' fever is inflam-

mation* consequently ill founded. If it be admitted that the brain,

like other organs, is susceptible of diligent degrees of inflam-

mation— thai the inflammation may be more or less diffused or cir-

cumscribed; in other words, that it may partake of the nature of

erysipelas or of phlegmon— that it may be with or without general
aflection of the vascular system — that it may take place in different

habits of body, and in combination with other afl'tct ions — (circum-
stances, all of which are found to modify greatly the treatment of
inflammation wherever seated)— surely it ought not to be expected
that blood-letting should be universally admissible in the cure of

inflammation in the brain: nor does its frequent inutility in fevers

constitute an objection of any weight to the doctrine here endea-
voured to be maintained." p. '233.

By this sort of probation we may prove any thing, or

nothing, in medicine; for example:—
** This, 1 know, is in opposition to received opinions, and will

be supposed to involve an inconsistency
; namely, the recommend-

ing at once blood- letting, and the use of tonic and stimulant reme-

dies. The inconsistency, however, in this case, is more apparent

than real. If disease do not consist essentially in weakness simply*—

as has, I think, been clearly shown— but in some unknown devia-

tion from the natural and healthy mode of acting; then it is clear

that it may be obviated, and health restored, by remedies of either

the stimulating or debilitating classes, which have no right therefore

to be set in opposition to one another on this occasion. In fact,

whatever is capable of producing any considerable impression on

the system, or of changing its mode of acting, may become a

remedy for its disorders; and hence means apparently the most

opposite are often found to remove one and the same disease. Dis-

eases accompanied with great debility have often been cured by ioss

of blood, and other evacuations, while those of an opposite cha-

racter have, in many instances, yielded to the most active stimu-

lant*. A slight acquaintance with the history of physic will serve

to convince us of this. The practice of Sydenham was in many
respects in direct opposition to that of Morton : the one employee!

bleeding, where the other gave *the most active stimulants; yet

there can be no doubt that they both frequently succeeded in curing'

their patients." p. 237.

And in killing tbem, too, we should suppose !— Accor-

K 2
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ding to this mode of reasoniug, medicine is a perfect chaos.

In what does disease consist ? " In some unknown devia-

tion from the natural and healthy mode of acting."— How
is this " unknown deviation" to be removed? " By reme-

dies of either the stimulating or debilitating classes.
11

In

short, we know nothing about the matter; and therefore

one remedy may be just as good as another.

" The advantages to the medical practitioner/' however, " of a

just theory of diseases, will scarcely be denied. Experience, un-

doubtedly, is a sure and safe guide, as far as it goes; but it is too

often lame and defective. It is impossible to foresee aud provide

adequately for the infinite diversity of changes that take place in

living bodies, without the aid of analogy and induction : the prac-

tice of physic without these must ever be incompetent to mee.t the

continually-varying circumstances of disease." p. ix.

Impressed with these principles, we shall endeavour to

apply them in what we have further to olfer on this subject.

" Inflammation occurs as readily, generally speaking, in weak
as in strong habits: there appears even reason to believe that the

former are in some respects more disposed to it than the robust and
vigorous. It seems to be a general law of the animal economy, that,

in proportion as the powers of the body are diminished, the excita-

bility with regard to impressions, and consequently the disposition

to be thrown into irregular action, are increased. Hence weakness,

though never of itself a disease, may predispose to it. But the dis-

eases which arise under such circumstances are characterised by less

activity, and goon more slowly to disorganisation; and they com-
monly also require a less active mode of cure.

" When inflammation arises in debilitated habits, it is often not

only not curable by general blood-letting and other evacuations, if

employed to any considerable extent, but may be even rendered

thereby more difficult of removal ; and that, probably, for the rea-

son above stated
;
namely, that weakening the system increases the

disposition to irregular action, or predisposes to disease. The rule,

however, is by no means constant, that blood-letting is improper as

a remedy for inflammation in debilitated habits. On many of these

occasions, it is found to be scarcely less effectual than in a state of
vigour. To determine in different cases when it may be proper, or
otherwise, is a very difficult task, and requires much judgment and
experience on the part of the practitioner. From my own observa-
tion, I am inclined to believe, that, when properly adjusted to the
actual strength of the system— a point of the first magnitude, but
which has been too much overlooked— there are few cases of in-

flammation that are not capable of being relieved by it, and that it

may form a valuable auxiliary to other means, even to those of a
tonic aud stimulant nature/' p. 235.

" This," Dr. Clutterbuck is aware, " is in opposition to

received opinions, aud will be supposed to iuvolve au incon-
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sistency"— an inconsistency, in our opinion, not to be
easily obviated, unless indeed it could be shown that blood-

letting is adapted to remove that " unknown deviation from

the natural and healthy mode of acting " of which our au-

thor speaks. He is "inclined to believe" it, however, from

his "own observation;" and on the same ground to believe

that " there are few cases of inHammatioti not capable of

being relieved by" blood-letting

—

i.e. "when properly

adjusted to the actual strength of the system." But we are

aware of the value of medical facts and observations— we
also know something of the nature of medical evidence— and
our author knows that " experience is too often lame and
defective."

Dr. Clutterbuck's reasoning, however, chiefly hinges on
theory, and here we shall follow him.

From the passage which we have just adverted to, we
learn that the benefits of blood-letting are only to be ex-
pected when it is "properly adjusted to the actual strength

of the system." The question of blood-letting then does
not involve the " topical inflammation of the brain or its

membranes," abstractedly considered ; nor the " unknown
deviation from the natural and healthy mode of acting,"

which Dr. Clutterbuck considers as the true morbid state.

It only regards the actual strength or weakness of the

system, which, according to our author, is " never of itself

a disease," but only predisposes to it.

Now, "inflammation occurs as readily, generally speak-

ing, in weak as in strong hal/its ; there appears even reason

to believe that the former are in some respects more dis-

posed to it than the robust and vigorous." Nay, " it seems
to be a general law of the animal economy, that, in propor-

tion as the powers of the body are diminished, the excita-

bility with regard to impressions, and consequently the dis-

position to be thrown into irregular action, are increased."

Bleed your patient, then, under the state of predisposition,

• and increase his susceptibility "to be thrown into irregular

action"— the true morbid state.

But you are not to bleed him under the "weakness" of
predisposition, but after he is "thrown into irregular ac-

tion,"—into the real state of disease. " When inflam-

mation arises in debilitated habits," however, " it is often

not only not curable by general blood-letting and other

evacuations, if employed to an considerable extent, but

may be even rendered thereby k ore diflieult of removal,

and that probably for the reason above stated ;
namely, that
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weakening the system increases the disposition to irreguhr
action, or predisposes to disease." Again, " I believe that

bltfod is often drawn in too large quantity from the sick,

without sufficient attention being paid to their state of

wtakness at the time. I have observed a manifest reduc-

tion of the strength, and a feeling of weakness continuing

for several days, induced by the loss of not more than from

two to three ounces." Now the question is— if weakness

disposes to " irregular action," or the actual state of dis-

ease, will weakening the system still further enable it to

throw oft' these " irregular actions ?
*' This we cannot be-

lieve.

Dr. Clutterbuck indeed speaks of blood-letting "in debi-

litated habits," under fever, with caution; and even ad-

mits, that in such habits "it may be rendered thereby more
difficult of removal." But what is the difference between
the strong and the weak man in fever? If the strongest

man be under fever, he is no longer strong. He has

suffered the action of certain debilitating powers, and he

has all the symptoms'of debility. His body is deranged or

debilitated, and displays " irregular action," or some un-

it no vn deviation from the natural and healthy mode of

a^ dug." But we call it derangement, or debility, because

we understand as much by these terms, as by " irregular

a< uon," or " some unknown deviation," &c.

lleasoning in this manner, we think of the cure, or of

promoting a favourable termination of the disease. We
avoid all irritating, deranging, or debilitating powers, be-

cause they might operate in a somewhat similar mariner to

tli ):%e which caused the disease, and .we employ those of

seemingly opposite tendencies. We excite the system to

threw off its " irregular" or morbid action, and we avail

ourselves of any thing like true experience. In all our

measures we proceed with caution and circumspection

;

bee.uise we know that, on many occasions, the system has

a power of repairing its injuries— "that fever has a strong

disposition to terminate spontaneously"—and that "it is a

disease the essence of wliicli is not understood."

This is our theory with regard to fever; and the general

practice we deduce from it. From experience we have
little assistance.
*

" Every ajje, and almost every practitioner indeed, possessed of

sufficient courage to think and act for himself, has had his favourite

remedies, which have been relied upon as if they were exclusively

adapted to the purpose.V p. ix.
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The whole Materia Medica has been ransacketl ; yet

who can say that there is any thing like a certain remedy
for fever ?

Blood-letting has had a long- and an extensive trial.

"There is to be observed, in the practice of all ages, a

strong propensity to employ blood-letting in the cure of

fevers." In the present day, however, that " propensity "

is much diminished. This, Dr. Clutterbuek thinks, is chiefly

owing to the influence of hypothesis. " That it has gone so

much into disuse* in modern times," says he, " is perhaps

more to be ascribed to the intluence of hypothesis and spe-

culation than to any direct experience of its ill effects." If

h be as advantageous, however, in the cure of fever as

Dr. Clutterbuek would have us belie ve, we can only say,

that in setting it so much aside the moderns have acted

injudiciously. Yet still there must have been some reason

why they went a-hunting after new inventions.

The next remedy which our author proposes for fever is

vomiting.

" No fact in medicine is better ascertained" (says he) "than the

power of emetics in the cure of fevers of every description. Like

blood-lettings their efficacy depends much on the carliness of ibeir

administration. When giveu at the very commencement of the

symptoms, and before the disease is so fully formed as to have ac-

quired the force of habit, they often put a sudden and entire stop to

its progress; and where they fail of producing this eftect, ihey

seem to check the violence of the disease, and mitigate its future

symptoms." p. 29+.

If "no fact in medicine" be "better ascertained than

the power of emetics in the cure of fevers of every descrip-

tion," medical facts stand oti a very flimsy basis. We have
had occasion to see them much employed, and have often

employed them ourselves, even "at the very commence-
ment of the symptoms "'of what is called typhus fever; and
we have never seen an instance where they " put a sudden
and entire stop to its progress;" nor did they "seem to

check the violence of the disease, and mitigate its future

symptoms." On the contrary, in many cases they evi-

dently increased that violence ; ami in two instances the

energies of the patients sunk immediately after their ope-
ration, never to rise again.

The salutary effects which Dr. Clutterbuek ascribes to

emetics in fever, he thus explains:—
•

" This effect of emetics is probably in a great measure derived
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from their determining powerfully to the surface of the body, and
relieving proportionally the internal organs ftom the force of the

circulation." p. 295.

But while they "determine powerfully to the surface of

the body," do they not determine as powerfully to the

head? Let our author answer this.

" From theory, the u«c of emetics in fever might be deemed im-

proper, and even dangerous, from their known tendency to deter-

mine the blood with greater violence towards the head; and, in fact,

they have been often objected to on thi< account. No doubt, some
caution is necessary in their administration ; and experience seems
to have ascertained, that they are rendered not only more safe, but

more effectual likewise, by previous loss of blood. But experience
has also shown, that they may be safely employed, in a great ma-
jority of cases, without such a precaution. Where the action of the

heart and arteries is already violent, full vomiting certainly cannot
be employed without some degree of hazard ; and it has sometimes
proved fatal in such cases, by occasioning a rupture of vessels in

the brain or other vital organ." p. 295.

Thus, in order to render emetics safe, or to diminish tbeir

injurious consequences, we must premise blood-letting ; i. e.

" where the action of the heart and arteries is already vio-

lent." We are afraid, however, that our author mistakes

accelerated for violent action. And is this all that can be

said in favour of emetics?

" In order to account for the efficacy of emetics in the cure of

fever, it is only necessary to advert to the intimate relation that

subsists between the brain and stomach, and the influence exerted

by each over the other, reciprocally. Let the brain be injured by
a shock, or by compression, and the injury is immediately pointed

out by nausea and vomiting, almost as clearly as by tile distur-

bance of its own peculiar functions. On the other hand, a state of

nausea, any how induced, depresses at once the energy of the

brain, and with it that of the whole vascular system. This is evi-

dent in the paleness, coldness, and general feeling of debility, that

announce the approach of vomiting, and which sufficiently explain

its beneficial influence on inflammation in general, but especially

when this disease arises in the brain itself." p. 298.

Now this is just the very objection that we have to

"nausea," that it "depresses at once the energy of the

brain, and with it that of the whole vascular system for

the energy of the brain is already deeply depressed. It is

this which constitutes the very essence of fever. Raise the

febrile patient from the horizontal to the erect posture, and
the same "paleness, coldness, and general feeling of debi-
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Jity that announce the approach of vomiting," will imme-
diately take place. To what can this be owing but to dimi-

nished energy of the brain ? Diminish it no further, then,

by "nausea" or "vomiting.'*

The third remedy which Dr. Clutterbuck proposes for

fever is purging.

" As being a debilitating remedy, however, purging as well as

blood- vt tin£ has been in a great measure discarded from modern
pr-i/tice in fevers. Yet there is much satisfactory evidence to show,

thai it may be employed with advantage in fevers of various de-

scriptions, even Mich as are characterised by great debility, as the

low fever or typhi - mitior, and remittents." p. 301.

Our author having adduced the "evidence" to which he

alludes, proceeds to remark, on the ether side of the

question, that—
" S'inie practitioner* have denied altogether the utility of purging

in fevers, asserting at the same time that they tend to produce
rela

t
jse. Dr. Fordyce, speaking on this subject, observes, that ' such

' evacuation (nainelv, purging) has never, in any degree, removed
'the fever, or prevented it from pursuing its ordinary course.' lie

has also seen, he says, * relapses much more frequently take place
' w ' en purgatives have been employed after a marked crisis, or after

the disease has gradually subsided, than when purgatives have not
* been employed.' 1 am not disposed to question the accuracy of
Dr. Fordyce's observation, as far as this goes ; but his conclusion

may be fairly supposed to be too 'general, since it is in opposition

to the experience of others, possessed of scarcely inferior mean* of
judging." p. 303.

Our author sums up the subject in the following

manner :—
" I may repeat here, with regard to purgatives, what was for-

merly remarked of blood-letting as a remedy for fever— that there

are circumstances of the disease under which they are not only safe,

but effectual in carrying it oft* altogether : we have vet, however,
much to learn upon the subject. They may be proper and effica-

cious at one period of the disease, and hurtful at another ; and their

use may be limited by a variety of circumstances that are not yet
fully understood. Still the general fact recurs, that they do occa-
sionally cure fever : nor do they seem more uncertain in this respect
than in the cure of other inflammations." p. 309.

( To be continued.)
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Barrow's Account of the Public Life nf Lord Macartney.

[Concluded from p. 38 of this Volume
]

have now to notice his lordship's literary labours,

abstracts of which constitute the second volume of these

Memoirs. The first article is an account of Russia in 1767,
and displays all that characteristic energy, that sententious

brevity of expression, which prove, that however the
author might speculatively prefer Livy and Sallust to

Tacitus, the latter is the writer whose spirit and manner
were most congenial to him. The population of the vast

en, pire of Russia, during our author's embassy, exceeded
twenty-eight millions; two of which were burghers, manu-
facturers, merchants, and mechanics, and only one of
farmers: all the others were nobles, slaves, or savages!

Since that period, the population has somewhat encreased,

and a few of the serfs, or agricultural slaves, have been
enfranchised and become farmers; but the number of
savages, or "wild nations" has not diminished, nor has

civilisation been perceptibly extended. Russia, however,
in the midst of political disgrace, disaster, and ignominy,
has made one great and fortunate conquest, should she
be able»to retain it; we mean, the university and professors

of Abo, in Finland. All the hotbed colleges, academies,

and universities, which the autocrats of all the Russias

have hitherto been able to establish at Moscow or. Peters-

burgh, cannot be compared with the learned and respect-

able seminary of Abo. Russia, 'indeed, possesses nothing

congenial to learning, arts, and sciences— no men of

learning have ever yet appeared in that country, except
some German, Prussian, or Scotch adventurers, who have
vainly attempted to enlighten the uncultivated minds of

Russian braggarts, gascons, or boors. No people, who
carry gasconade, luxury, and licentiousness to the utmost
limits of human power, will ever attain any distinguished

rank in the scale of rational existence ; nor will any govern-
ment, administered under the caprices and passions of

mistresses, ever make a nation happy or prosperous. It

is equally certain, that civilisation cannot be very rapid,

in a country where one third of the whole population is

in a savage state, one fifth vassals ofthe crown, and one fourth

vassals of the nobles ; that is, where nearly the half of all

the inhabitants is in a state of slavery, bound to the soil,

and sold or bought with it like the houses in which
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they dwell ; and where the greater part of the remainder
leads a wandering and savage life, travelling in families

from place to place, like the Arabs. The sketch of the

Russian character, although designed nearly forty years

ago, will we apprehend be found sufficiently correct, even
at the present clay. His lordship remarks, that " general

portraits are oftener overcharged with the drapery of a rhe-'

torician, than marked by the free and natural outline of

the historian and philosopher; yet I am conscious the

following picture is not liable to such an imputation."

After observing that the " groat variety of the shades of

character which mark the different ranks of people," renders

it necessary to divide them into classes; he proceeds:

" The common people, though not laborious, are strong and
hardy, patiently bearing the extremes of heat, cold, and hunger
to an astonishing degree; yet, in general, they are lazy in bou'y,

indolent of mind, and sensual to excess, knowing no happiness
beyond the gratifications of drunkenness and gluttony

;
they are

hospitable, charitable, and good-natured; nay, what may seem
incredible to a foreigner, they are humane, and can by no means,
be justly accused of cruelty : the several late revolutions of
government in this country are sufficient to plead agiinst such
a charge, where so little blood was shed, though the soldiery

Was let loose, while furious from provocation and thirsty for

revenge.
" They possess a great deal of natural shrewdness and sagacity,

have a strong turn for ridicule, and in their general transactions

of business acquit themselves with uncommon cunning and
address. The advantages, however, which might arise to the

Jrnblic from their understanding and penetration, are considerably

essened by their superstitious and obstinate attachment to ancient

customs, which strangles in its cradle almost every child of im-
provement or discovery: those few which have arrived to my
degree of maturity in this country owe their birth, or at least their

education, to foreigners.

" The Russians, however, when properly managed, when soothed

by persuasion, allured by profit, or animated by example, become
extremely docile, and learn all mechanic arts with surprising

facility. They generally pass for being knavish, yet surely they
possess a greater share of honesty than we have any right to

expect ; for, considering the temptations they are exposed to, the

abolition of capital punishment, and the little disgrace of suc-

cessful villany and corruption in the highest ranks or peoji!p, it is

astonishing that any integrity at all should be found among the

commonality.
" They are handsome in their persons, easy and unaffected in

their behaviour; and, though free and manly in their camv^, fire

obedient and submissive to their superiors, and of a civil-y and
politeness to their equals which is scarcely to be parallelled. In
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their house* though they live with little order or cleanliness, yet
they are rather epicures in their table, neat in their persons, and
decent in their dress.

" Their habit is equally adapted to health and convenience,

and extremely well suited to their usual occupations; the upper
garment is a short wide ci>at without plaits, which wraps over,

and is fastened round the waist with a >ash ; in winter they wear
underneath it a son of waistcoat lined wnh sheepskin, which
defends them from the rigor of the cold; their necks and upper
part of the breast are usually bare, but their feet and legs are

constantly well covered with warm boots: on their heads tliey wear
a cap either of cloth or fur, according to the season. All the

lower sort, except livery servants, and those who belong to

the military, wear their beards, and cherish them with religious

attachment.
" The common Russian, though not actively brave, is unac-

countably indifferent to the love of life, or the terrors of death, and
b« ais punishment and tortures with incredible fortitude : thus

ignorance and insensibility often produce among them such ex-

amples of resignation and contempt of pain, as shame the legends

of martyrs and the boast of heroes. They are not malicious or vin-

dic»ive, their active passions being neither violent nor dangerous;

as their resentments are not gloomy nor lasting, so their friendship

is not permanent or warm. Indeed, all the affections of the soul

seem weaker in them than in most other nations; they are,

therefore, formed to be commanded, and perhaps the sovereign

despotism which reigns here owed it rise, in the beginning, to

an attentive observation of this part of their character. They
possess most of the military qualities, enterprise excepted; and

in point of obedience, discipline, and passive valor, make incom-
parable soldiers." p. 28.

" Having said thus much of the common people or peasants, I

come now to speak of the second class, the burghers and traders,

cnmui miIv called merchants; though, according to our accepta-

tion of the word, there are very few, if any, who deserve the

appellation. The eminent manufacturers, the rich wholesale

dealers, neither of which are very numerous, the country chapmen,
shopkeepers, atul pedlars, compose this class. They are, in

general, a very orderly sort of people, equally decent in their

houses, and in their appearance; but comparatively much more
awkward and embarrassed in their carriage than the peasants;

whether that, by oftener conversing with the great, they grow
affected from imitation, or, by dealing with foreigners, they grow
modest from conscious inferiority, I will not pretend to determine.

It is said that, anciently as they were more simple m their

manners, they were also more just in their dealings; but now,

though they avoid every open and flagrant act of knavery, yet

they are by no means averse to the more secret and secure arts of

dishonesty.
" In the inner parts of the country, they are supposed to be

more virtuous; indeed, it is but fair to observe, that the most
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knavish, among the merchants, are those who have the most fre-

quent transactions with foreigners: whether they are corrupted

by ill example, excited by a spirit of rivahhip and vanity which
indices them to prove their talent* at the ex pence of the ir integrity,

or that a lust of lucre prevails over every other consideration.

They are, notwithstanding, supposed to be the must devout and
religious class of people in the empire.

" Their piety, however, as well a* thai of t lie peasants, is re-

ducible to a very few rules of duty; the principal of which are,

abstinence in I*ent, intoxication on holidays, and confession and

sacrament at Easter. But there are two points of natural religion

to which they adhere, and which seem very extraordinary in a

people who appear so negligent of most others: the one is an

extreme veneration, obedience, and respect for their parents;

few instances of undutifulness or ingratitude to them being to be

found here; the other regards their scrupulosity in taking an oath;

io general they have a great aversion to submit to such an obli-

gation, and, in civil causes, it is common to see each party refer

his adversary to be sworn rather than to be sworn himself. I

must observe, however, that this horror of.perjury extends only to

those cases, where a man swears against his better knowledge, and
not at all to oaths of office, which are hourly taken and violated

without fear or hesitation.

" Before I conclude this article I must remark one thing which
is equally true and extraordinary; though the Russians are in

general extremely eager in pursuit of gain, and uncommonly sharp

in their dealings, yet they are either entirely inattentive to the

true principles of commerce, or incapable of attaining them: for

notwithstanding their constant intercourse with the chief trading

nations of Europe during two hundred years past; notwithstanding

they must see the able manner in which other merchants carry

on their business, and the advantages resulting from it; yet amc.ig
the Russian burghers few of them can write, and not one in a
thousand has learned our common arithmetic. To this day there

is not a Russian compting-house established in any foreign country:

they continue to sell their commodities to the factor, and not to

the principal, few of them choosing to freight a ship upon their own
account, having no idea of that extensive ere lit which is the soul

of commerce ; being impatient of returns, and unwilling to trust to

the faith of distant correspondents whom they cuunol believe more
honest or more punctual than themselves.

" As to the clergy, their order has been brought very low, and their

authority entirely annihilated. The common priests are usually

of the meanest extraction and lowes* tducation, and are treated

accordingly: the monks alone, and the dignified clergy win arc

usually monks, possess the little theological literature that remains
here: this extends only to a slight notion of ecclesia-.tical hi-torv,

of ancient controversy, and of the lives and writiugs of the Grelk
fathers.

*' Though it is no uncommon thing to see persons, even ladies, of
the first rank kiss the hand of a priest, it merely :>roccod« from
superstitious custom, and not from any real deference 01 devotion

;
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for of all clergy in the world, the clergy of Russia is the least

feared, respected, esteemed, or beloved.
" The common people, the merchants, and the clergy, having

now passed in review, the nobility demand our next attention:

we should naturally suppose this order to be superior to the

others in sentiment, in knowledge, and in behaviour; and yet,

either so depraved are their dispositions, or so perverted their

judgments, thal>, we may safely say, the nobility derive few ad-
vantages from birth or education, which claim the respect of
others, or are of use to themselves: in their hearts, mean pro-
fligacy and vulgar weakness too often triumph over genius and
honor, without which birth loses its dignity, and fortune has no
value.

" Conscious and jealous of the superior civilisation of foreign

nations, sensible of, yet unwilling or unable to correct, the errors

of iheir own, they endeavour to conceal their disadvantages under
the affectation of despising the stranger, and under the practice of
mortifying him. But these are principally exerted against those

vthom they are jealous of, or those whom they envy for their emi-
nence of talents and superiority of genius ; for the humbler foreigner,

who has pliancy or baseness enough to submit to their pride, to

flatter their vanity, or minister to their pleasures, is certain of

securing their favour, of acquiring a confidence, and enjoying an
influence, which wisdom or virtue could never have obtained.

Of this we see innumerable instances in those crowds of French
adventurers, who daily resort here, and are received into most
families with open arms, as secretaries, librarians, readers, pre-

ceptors, and parasites; though the greatest part of these gentry
are equally impudent and illiterate, vagabonds from indigence, or

fugitives for crimes.
" The Russian gentlemen are certainly the least informed of all

others in Europe ; -the chief point of their instruction is a knowledge
of modern languages, particularly the French and German ; both
which they usually speak with very great facility, though inca-

pable of writing either with precision or propriety. Those who
can afford the expence, a»d indeed many who.cannot afford it,

complete their education by a tour to France ; where ignorant and
unprincipled as they are, they catch at every thing that feeds the

fancy or inflames the passious: there they find ample fuel for both;
they greedily devour all that is set before them without selection,

and lose their delicacy of taste in enormity of appetite: to French-
men they* become despicable Russians, to Russians despicable

Frenchmen, to others equal objects of pity and contempt. So
seldom do they derive advantage from those circumstances which
form and accomplish the gentleman of other countries, that, instead

of instruction or real improvement, they rarely acquire more than

personal affectation and mental distortion, and, after all their

travels, return home far inferior, in the virtues of a good citizen,

to those who have never travelled at all.

~ Their natural parts are tolerably good, but they universally want

the discriminating faculty; whence they fall into the 'most absurd

imitations of foreign life and manners, and, abandoning the common
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sense of nature, adopt fashions and customs totally contrary to

their climate, and troublesome to themselves. Though freezing

under the 6()th degree of northern latitude, they build t heir houses

like the airy palaces of Florence and Sienna. In France it is the

etiquette of fashion to begin the spring season at Easter, and to

mark it by dress: the imitative Russian does the same, and flings

oil' bis winter garments whilst the earth is covered with snow, and
* himself shivering with cold. It is the peculiar privilege of the

noblesse at Paris to have Swiss porters at the gates of their hotels:

at Petersburg!) a Russ gentleman of any fashion must have a ^.viss

also, or some tall fellow with a laced belt and hanger, which it

seems are the indispensable accoutrements of a Parisian janitor. It

would be au endless task to recite the follies and absurdities of this

kind, which tbey every day fall into, but these few examples will,

I presume, appear sufficient.

" This ridiculous imitation of foreign and particularly of French
manners, is attended with the most serious consequences and with
innumerable ill effects: it not only divests them of national cha-

racter, but prevents them from aspiring to the praise of all national

Tirtue: it represses their native energy of mind, and extinguishes

every spark of original genius. Nothing was ever more just than
Rousseau's censure of Peter the First's conduct: that monarch,
instead of improving his subjects as Russians, endeavoured totally

to change and convert them iuto Germans and Frenchmen:
but his attempts were unsuccessful j he could not make them
what he wished to make them, he spoiled them in the expe-
riment, and left them worse than they were before. His sue*

cesssors have continued the same process, but their projects have
been equally ineffectual to the people and unprofitable to the

state.

" The Russian nobility from this error of tlicir late princes have
contracted that unfortunate bias which will not suffer their nature
to shoot upright. Warped by imitation of alien manners without
selection, they too often appear vain, petulant, light, incon-
sequent, indiscreet, envious, and suspicious, faithless in their

engagements, traitors to one another, incapable of true friend-

ship, and insensible to all the nobler movements of the soul

;

luxurious and effeminate, listless and indisposed. Though in a
northern climate, they have an Asiatic aversion to all corporal
activity and manly exercise, and scarce form an idea of either,

beyond the smooth velocity of a sledge, or the measured paces of
a managed horse: they have no passion for the sports of the field:

hunting, shooting, and fishing, as practised with us, they are utterly

strangers to. Avoiding every recreation attended with exertion
and fatigue, they prefer the more indolent amusements of chess,
cards, or billiards, in all which they are usually extraordinary pro-
ficients: few of them employ their leisure in polishing their minds:
insensible to the charms of conversation and the refinements of
literature, they loiter and sleep away life, and wake but to the
calls of sensuality and the grosser pleasures." p. 31.

Of their military skill and domestic habits, w.e have
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here a sketch, tlie truth of which, even at the present
day, must be evident to Europe, since the late campaign?
in Poland.

" Those who serve in the army or in the navy seldom arrive
at any extraordinary excellence in either profession, and seem in
general as unambitious as undeserving of military fame. They
are looked upon as very mode/ate proficients by all foreign
©filters; and if sometimes they seem to perform their duty with
the spirit of a sold ter, they are rather actuated by the principle
of mere obedience and the dread of punishment, than inspired by
the nobler motives and generous impulse of magnanimity and true
valour.

«* The nobility, in common with the inferior classes, are re-
markable for filial piety; but this their so much boasted duty
to parents seems to proceed more from principles of dependence
and slavery, than from unmixed affection or well-founded gra-
titude; for every father, in the Iitr.le sphere of his family, is as
despotic as the sovereign in his larger dominion. But this virtue,

whether real or pretended, is the principle one which they
practice: they have not, nor do they affect to have, that abhor-
rence of vice and dishonesty, which prevails among other nations;

in so much, that many persons retain their employments, nay
judicial employments, though notorious for the most infamous
frauds and cruel extortions; for, excepting a few and those in

the highest offices, the rest of the nation, though in the morn of
greatness, have all the corruptions incident to a declining state,

instead of the sterner virtues which raise an empire to meridian
glory.

" The abject court and adulation, which they pay to minions,

ministers, and men in power, are intolerably offensive to every
mind that feels for freedom and independence: to an Englishman
they are particularly disgusting. Chiefly attentive to their own
fortunes, and in the immediate gratification of personal vanity, the

Russian nobility are regardless of public virtue, and improvident

of posterity; preferring the smile of a courtier, or the hollow

patronage of a favourite, to the rational pleasures of equal society,

and to the happiness of conscious virtue. Their fondness for ex-

ternal honors makes a striking part of their character; there are

few of them who would not sacrifice the most solid advantage to

the superficial decorations of a ribbon or a title; so much attached

and accustomed are they to these ornaments, that a foreigner, how-
ever great his merit, is but little respected who does not wear such

marks of distinction.

" From hence a rigid observer might be led to pronounce them
*a nation of inconsistence, contradiction, and paradox, uniting

in themselves the most opposite extremes: hating the stranger,

they copy him; affecting originality, they are the slaves of

imitation; magnificent, and slovenly; irreligious, yet supersti-

tious; at once proud and abject, rapacious and prodigal, equally

incapable of being reformed by lenity, or corrected by pu-

nishment." p. 38:
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The character of the Russian women is thus delineated

:

" The women of the lower sort still retain all that primaeval
barbarism of submission to their husbands, which has been so

particularly remarked by all the ancient observers and travellers.

The wives of the burghers or merchants are said, in general, to

possess most of those virtues or qualities which constitute la bonne
femme du vulgaire.

" Among many in high life, the most profligate manners and
unbounded libertinism prevail. Female chastity indeed seldom
long flourishes in a gay court, nor is it any where much respected,

unless accompanied with other virtues. Female manners in every
country must receive a strong tincture from those of the men, and
where the one is faulty the other cannot remain unimpeached.
In Russia, as the instruction of the latter is usually committed to

French adventurers, so the education of the former is assigned
to Freach governesses, whose incapacity is the least of their

defects, and whose former situations render them but ill-qualified

for so important a trust. Hence it is that in taste, elegance, and
accomplishment, the Russian ladies are inferior to the fair sex of
the neighbouring nations. Neglected or corrupted in education,

and destitute of resources in themselves, they naturally fly to every
object that can dissipate or entertain them. Uninspired by sen-
timent, inconstant in engagement, they are often capricious, nay
illiberal in their choice: late examples' of such indelicacy are not
wanting, where the tenderest attachments have given way to the
lowest amours.

" They are vain, light, and many of them interested, eagerly
following every shadow of new and untried amusement, bold and
adventurous in the pursuits of pleasure, equally regardless of
danger and dishonour, unabashed by detection, and callous to

reproach!!!" r. 41.

According to the quackery of modern philosophists, it

would be easy to account for such characters as those

depicted by his lordship; yet we perceive that this states-

man, who certainly knew much more of the true science

of government than any of the politicians of the new
school, or than Jean Jaqnes himself, expresses his opinion

with great caution on this head.

" Despotism can never long flourish, except in a barbarous
nation ; but to despotism Russia owes her greatness and dominion

;

so that if ever the monarchy becomes morelimited, she will lose her
power and strength, in proportion as she advances in moral virtue

and civil improvement
" It will therefore always be the interest, as it has ever been the

practice, of the sovereign, to hold the scale of civilisation in his

own hand, to check every improvement where it might clash with
his authority, and encourage it only when subservient to his

grandeur and glory.

No. 128. Fol.32. Jan. 1809. L
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" I am sensible that the various projects of the present empress
may seem to contradict what 1 have said above; but the fact

is, that most of Iter projects are impracticable ; and therefore my
assertion loses nothing of its weight. Besides, should the least

inconvenience arise from the execution of them, the empress, than

whom no sovereign was ever more jealous or tenacious of her

authority, can suppress them with a nod, or overthrow them w itli

a breath.
" Though the form of government certainly and will always

be, the principle cause of the want of virtue and genius in this

country, as making the motives of otie, and the rewards of both,

depend upon accident and caprice; yet there are many others, the

examination of which might prove a source of very ingenious

investigation to the curious enquirer. 1 must, however, confess,

that my own consideration of these points has never been attended

with any great degree of demonstration, or conviction to my self.

In moral and political as well as in metaphysical and theological

researches, there is nearly the same incertitude ; and though we
may amuse ourselves with the speculation of second causes, we
must still remain ignorant of the first: we are bewildered in our
pursuit, at the moment we think the chase w ithin our reach, it mocks
our eagerness and vanishes from our view." p. \Q.

We hope this example of diffidence will not be lost,

and that it will teach pert boys and half-informed novel-

writers to be more cautious in pronouncing on the nature

and causes of the particular genius and vices of nations.

His lordship, unable to satisfy himself as to the e fleets

of despotism, has recourse to the history of Russia, of
which he gives a short but interesting and luminous view;
remarking all " the great events and revolutions which, eitber

in themselves or in their consequences, have produced
even the small degree of civilisation to which Russia 'is

arrived at the present period." The history of Russia
is dated from S;87, when Volodimer King of Muscovy
became a member of the Greek church, and compelled
all his subjects to adopt the same religion. It was not,

however, till the end of the 15th century that the sove-
reigns of Russia were able to extricate themselves from the
yoke of the Tartars. The victories of JohnBasilowich in 1500
and the discovery of Archangel by the English in 1559, were
the chief aids to the civilisation of this savage empire.
During the reign of Alexis Michaelowich, which com-
menced in 1646, "the establishment of the principal

manufactures was begun, and the first idea of regular
military discipline was given to the Russians by the generals
Gordon, Leslie, and Dalziel." To Britons, indeed,
Russia owes almost entirely her civilisation, her arts, and
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manufactures. In 1G9G Prter (called the Great) became
sole czar and monarch of the Muscovite empire. His
lordship's opinion of this man is very different from that

generally entertained.

" This reign forms the grand aera of that reformation which,
though much more extensive than the preceding, is falsely

believed to have totally changed and civilised the whole Russian
nation. Pettr, though endowed with strong natural abilities, and
with wonderful talents, \et, like mo«t Russians I have met with,

he possessed not the discriminating faculty, that divine sagacity

which explores the diamond in the mine, seizes its value, and at

once decides amidst various decrees of excellence which is most
excellent.

" To the want of this power are to he attributed ail the imper-
fections which his plans were attended with: for, in the ardour
of alteration and improvement, he indiscriminately adopted a
thousand foreign customs and institutions, without regarding time,

place, propriety, or circum«.tan< a : iusJcad uf forming his pcoplo
upon originality, he moulded them into i.nitators and injudiciously

deprived them of their ancient character, without ascertaining the
practicability of giving them a belter." p. .53.

The following; trait unfolds the genuine features of the

Russian character.

On the Oth December, 174-3, Elizabeth Tefrowna mounted
the throne of her father. This princess n igned upwards «>f twenty
year?, and enjoyed during her lifetime a much higher reputation

than she merited. Equally ignorant of the principles of government,
and of the character of her subjects eapricious and unjust, she ai> »-

lished capita! punishment, and yet retained the u<-e of the toriu:e.

Her (aider mercies ur/r cruel.

" Though she affected the praisp of hiv/t-nHy, and was even
•o vain as to order Elizabeth The Clement to be inscribed on Iter

medals; she by no means merited that illustrious title ; for under

her reign, and by her order, the most barbarous and wanton scene

of cruelty was acted that ever disgraced the annals of any nation,

and which sufficiently disproves the pretended civilisation of this.

Two ladies of the highest rank, eminent for their wit and extra-

ordinary beauty, guilty of no real crime (whatever was pretended),

were exposed almost naked to the public view on a scaffold,

suffered the most inhuman infliction of the knout, and had their

tongues cut out with every circumstance of the most outrageous

brutality. This horrid tragedy was performed at St. Petersbourg,

on the day of , 1713, by the command of Elizabeth The
Clement !

!

" The princess had all the extremes of female pride and weak-
ness; she was vain of her own charms beyond all credibility, and
so jealous of those of others, that at her court beauty was an
unpardonable crime. Abandoning herself to every excess of in-

temperance and lubricity, she was inflexibly severe to those who,

I. U
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imitating her example, permitted themselves the same indulgences ;

prodigal, pusillanimous, vindictive, and inconstant. Such is the

real character of Elizaheth, which has been so much mistaken, and
misrepresented by many, who have not had opportunities of being
truly informed. It is not to gratify malignity, or from an affec-

tation of singularity, but merely from a love of justice, that I have
painted this princess in these colours; I would not wantonly tear

the chaplet from her brows; but the incitements to virtue are

destroyed, when we adorn vice and folly with the wreaths of

honour." p. 57.

The religion of the Russians is that of the Greek church,

and is not very dissimilar to that of Rome, although it is

unquestionably more ancient. At the time our author corn^
posed this work, tht whole of the ecclesiastics in Russia,

including friars, nuns, and the families of the clergy, amounted
to 335,782 souls. They hold the doctrine of the Trinity,

but that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father only

;

and they pay a secondary adoration to the Virgin Mary, the

Apostles, and a vast multitude of saints. They use only

painted figures of their gods, whereas the papists use graven
, images. The doctrines of predestination and transub-

stantiation are common to both. The Russians cross them-
selves with the thumb, first, and second finger (as emble-
matical of the Trinity), on the forehead, breast, and each
shoulder, thus making the figure of the cross. They keep
four great fasts or lents in the year, during which neither

flesh, milk, eggs, nor butter are eaten ; but only vege-
tables, bread, and fish fried in oil. The ceremony of

baptism is not a little curious.

" As soon as a child is born, unless it be too weak, it is carried

to church by the god-fathers and god-mothers, where being met
at the door by the priest, he signs the child with the sign of the

cross on the forehead, and gives it the benediction, saying, * The
Lord preserve thy going out and thy coming in.' They then walk-

up together to the font, which is placed in the middle of the

church; round the edge of which the priest fastens four lighted

wax-candles delivered" to him by the sponsors, whom he incenses,

ami con>ecrates the water by dipping the cro*s into it with a
great deal of ceremony : then begins a procession round the font,

the clerk goes before with the ima^e of St. John the Baptist,

being followed by the sponsors with wax-candles in their hands;

thus they go about it three times, while the priest reads the service.

The procession being over, the sponsors give the name of the child

to the priest in writing, which, among the common people, i*

usually that of Ihe saint of the day, or within eight days nearest

it, either preceding or following; but this is tt.»t much observed

among the gentry, who choose to keep family names: the priest
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puts the name upon an image, which he holds upon the child's

breast, and asks the sponsors, * Whether the child believes in God
the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost?' Having answered 'Yes' three
times, they all turn their backs to the font, as a sign of their

aversion to the three next questions to be asked by the priest; viz,
' Whether the child renounces the devil? whether he renounces
' his angels? whether he renounces his works ?* The sponsors

answer 'I renounce,* distinctly to each question, and spit three
times upon the ground, as a mark of detestation. Then they
turn their faces to the font again, and being asked by the priest,

* Whether they promise to bring up the child in the true £reek
' religion?' the exorcism begins; the priest puts his hand upon
the child, and blows three times, saying these words: ' Get out
4 of this child thou unclean spirit, and make way for the Holy
* Ghost.' He then cuts off a lock of the child's hair, and wraps it

up in a piece of wax, and throws it into the font; after which the
child is stripped quite naked, and the priest takes it in his arms,
and plunges it in the water three times, pronouncing the words of
the sacrament, ' I baptise thee in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.'

" Immediately after the immersion, he signs it with the sign of
the cross, with an oil consecrated by a superior bishop, on the
forehead, on the breast, on the shoulders, on the palms of the

hands, and on the back. This is another sacrament called the

chrism, or baptismal unction, and by virtue of this it is supposed
the child receives the Holy Ghost. The priest having put a corn
of salt in its mouth, puts a clean shirt upon it, and says, ' Thou
art as clean and clear from original sin as thy shirt.' He then
hangs about its neck a little cross of gold, silver, or lead, whic h is

strictly preserved by the Russians, who deny Christian burial to

such as have not one about them when they die: in cases of
necessity, the midwife or any other person, except the parents,

can administer baptism. Those who are sponsors for the same child

are looked upon as so nearly related, they are not permitted to

intermarry" p. 70.

From the ignorance, vulgarity, and immorality of the

clergy, as well as the people, his lordship concludes;—
" Upon the whole, it may with justice be said, there is amongst

them the greatest degree of superstition and bigotry, the lowest

notions of the duties of morality, and the most idolatrous ideas of

the adoration of the Deity imaginable t for it is thought, that

building a church, performing a pilgrimage, giving aims, or

abstaining from meat, is a compensation for any breach of the

moral law ; and it is as certain as natural, that the pictures and
saints of the priests are the gods of the vulgar; who cannot salve

their idolatry with art and distinction, but worship with their

heart what they behold with their eyes. And to those of superior

rank and better education, especially such as have travelled, if

they have discovered the absurdity of their earlier principles,

and surmounted those prejudices, they have generally stopped at
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that point, and are, for the m«st part, sceptics without any
religion at all, and commonly without knowing why they ate so;

taking up their infidelity upon trust, from those with whom they

have chanced to converse abroad, or from a few foreign books they

. have read; and following those guides as implicitly, ass other*

follow the »upcrstitions of their ancestors." p. bO.

There arc twenty-five bishoprics and one hundred and

fifty-seven monasteries in Russia; and the whole number
of monks, who are all of the order of St. Basil or St. Anthony,

is two thousand cvAit hundred and forty-two: there are

sixty-seven nunneries, and 1366 nuns: the secular priests,

with their wives and children (for they are not confined

to celibacy, like the papists), are estimated at 168,519

males and 163,263 females; and the officiating priests at

twenty-five thousand. All sects are tolerated but Jews and

Jesuits, and even some of these are connived at.

The "Short Sketch of the Political History of Ireland,

by a late Chief Secretary of that Kingdom" in 1773, is the

least valuable article in this volume, as the civil consti-

tution, especially in what relates to the Roman Catholics,

is totally changed since that period. Besides, the view of

Irish all'airs here given must have been designed for a par-

ticular purpose, and not for the public eye. The anec-

dotes and facts, however, relative to the principles and
conduct of the Ponsonbys are particularly interesting, and
prove that there is a great similarity between them and
the Grenvilles, at least in an insatiable desire of pensions

and places, without any regard to the general welfare of

their country.

Tiie last article is Lord Macartney's Private Journal of his

Embassy to China in \ 7l)2, 17^3, and 17 94, with an Appendix.
'I he principal fac ts in the Journal have already been laid

before the public by Sir George Staunton; but the Appendix
containing his lordship's remarks ami observations on the

manners, customs, and characters of the Chinese, are new
and important. That solidity of judgment which charac-
terises all his lordship's productions is here displayed to

great ail vantage.

" A littfe helme that pcri..d [the conquest of China by the
Western or Mogul Tartars in the IJfh century], the Chinese had
reached their highest pitch of civilisation: and no doubt they were
then a very civilised people in comparison of their Tartar con-
querors, and their European contemporaries; hut not having
improved and advanced forward, or having rather eoue back, at
least for these hundred and tidy years past, since the last conquest
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hy the northern or Mantchou Tartars, whilst we have been every-

day rising in arts and sciences, I hey are actually become a semi-
barbarous people in comparison with the present nations of Europe.
Hence it is that they retain the vanity, conceit, anil pretensions
that are usually the concomitants of half-knowledge; and that,

though during their intercourse with the embassy thev perceived
many of the advantages we had over them, they seemed rather
surprised than mortified, and sometimes affected not to see what
they could not avoid feeling. In their address to strangers they
are not restrained by any bashfulness or mn&vaise hontc, but present
themselves with an easy confident air, as if they considered them-
selves the superiors, and that nothing in their manners or appear-
ance could be found defective or inaccurate.

** Their ceremonies of demeanor, which consist of various evo-
lutions of the body, in elevating and inclining the head, in bending
or stiffening the knee, in joining their hands together and then
disengaging them, with a hundred other manoeuvres, they con-
sider as the highest perfection of nood breeding and deportment;
and look upon most other nations, who are not expert in this

polite discipline, as little better than barbarians Nevertheless
having once shown off ami exhausted all these tricks of behaviour,
they are glad to relapse into ea^c and familiarity, and seem never
so happy as when indulging in free conversation with those whom
they do not distrust; for they are naturally lively, loquacious, and
good-humoured. They were certainly much surprised to hud us

so mild, sociable, and cheerful.

The court character is a singular mixture of ostentatious hos-

pitality and inbred suspicion, ceremonious civility and real rude-

ness, shadowy complaisance and substantial perverseness ; and this

prevails through all the departments connected with the court,

although somewhat modified by the personal disposition of those

at their head ; but as to that genuine politeness, which distinguishes

otir manners, it cannot be expected in Orientals, considering the

light in which thev regard the female world.
" Among the Chinese themselves, society chiefly consists of

certain stated forms and expressions, a calm, e(|ual, cold deport-

ment, studied, hypocrital attentions, and hyperbolical professions.

Morality is a mere pretence, in their practice, though a common
topic of their discourse. Science is an intruder, and gaming the

resource. An attachment to this vice accompanies even the lowest

Chinese wherever he goes. No change of country divests him of

it. 1 have been assured that the Chinese settled in our new
colony at the Prince of Wales's i»land, pay no less than ten

thousand dollars per annum to 'the government for a licence to keep

gaming-houses and sell opium." v. 413.

It appears that the Chinese have no idea of the moral

obligation of truth, and that they promise every thing

without the least intention of performance. The Man-
darines treat their servants with great familiarity, yet

expect and receive unremitted attention and obedience:
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their domestic economy is much superior to their domestic

utensils.

" A Chinese family is regulated with the same regard to

subordination and economy that is observed in the government
of a state; the paternal authority, though unlimited, is usually

exercised with kindness and indulgence. In China, children are

indeed sometimes sold, and infants exposed by the parents, but

only in cases of the most hopeless indigence and misery, when they
must inevitably perish if kept at home ; but when the thread of

attachment is not thus snapped asunder by the anguish of the

parent, it every day grows stronger and becomes indissoluble for

life.

" There is nothing more striking in the Chinese character through

all ranks than this most respectable union. Aflection and duty

walk hand in hand, and never desire a separation. The fondness

of the father is constantly felt and always increasing; the de-

pendence of the son is perfectly understood by him; he never

wishes it to be lessened. It is not necessary to coax or to cheat

the child into the cutting olFan entail, or the charging his inheritance

with a mortgage; it is not necessary to importune the faiher for

an irrevocable- settlement. According to Chinese ideas, there is

but one interest in a family; any other supposition would be
unnatural ami wuked. An undutiful child is a monster that China
does not produce; the son, even after marriage, continues for the

most
|
art to live in the father's house; the labour of the whole

family is thrown into one common stock under the sole manage-
ment "of the parent; after whose dear h the eldest son often retains

th*- same authority, and cbutinues in the same union with his

younger brothers.

" The houses of the better sort exhibit a certain show of

grandeur and magnificence, and even of taste and elegance in

their decorations; but at the same time discover, ot least to our

eyes, evident marks of discomfort and inconvenience. There is

a want of useful furniture. They have indeed lanterns of gan<e
and paper and horn and diaphanous gum, most beautifully coloured

and disposed; and they have tables, couches, and chairs, loosely

covered with rich carpeting, with gold and silver damasks, and
other silks; but they have no bureaux, commodes, lustres, or

looking-glasses; they have no sheets to their beds, neither does
their bedding itself seem well adapted or agreeable. They do not
undress themselves entirely as we do, when they go to rest; but
lay themselves down upon alcoved benches, " which are spread
with a single mat or thin mattress, ami adjusted with small pillows

and cushions. Their apartments are not well contrived or dis-

tributed, according to our ideas of utility and propriety, having
seldom any doors that shut with locks or proper fastenings ; but
in lieu of them screens and curtains, which are removed or drawn
back as occasion requires. In the cold weather they are warmed by
flues under the floor; for there arc neither stoves, fire-places,

nor fire-grates in the rooms; but sometimes brasiers filled with
charcoal are brought in and occasionally renewed.
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" The people, even of the first rank, though so fond of dress as

to change it usually several times in a day. are yet in their persons

and customs frowzy and uncleanly. Their outward garment of
ceremony is richly embroidered with silks of different colours

(those of the highest class of all with golden dragons), and.their

common habit is of plaiu silk, or fine broad cloth; but their

drawers and their waistcoats (of which they usually wear several

according to the season) are not very frequently shifted. They
wear neither knit nor woven stockings; but wrap their legs round
with a coarse cotton stufV, over which they have constantly drawn
a pair of black satin boots without heels, but with soles nearly an

inch in thickness. In summer every body carries a fau in his

hand, and is flirting it incessantly.
" They wear but little linen or calico, and what they do wear

is extremely coarse and ill washed, the article of soap* not being

employed by them. They seldom had recourse to pocket-hand-
kerchiefs, but spit about the rooms without mercy, blow their

nodes in their fingers,' and wipe them with their sleeves, or upon
any thing near them. This practice is universal; and what is still

more abominable, 1 one day observed a Tartar of distinction call

his servant to hunt in his neck for a louse that was troublesome to

him. •

" At their meals they use no towels, napkins, table-cloths, flat

lates, glasses, knives, nor forks; but help themselves with their

ngers, or with their chop-sticks, which are made of wood or

ivory, about six inches long, round, and smooth, and not kept

very cleanly. Their meat is served up ready cut in small bowls,

each guest having a separate bowl to himself. Seldom more than

two sit together at the same table, and never above four. They .

are all foul feeders, and eaters of garlick and strong-scented

vegetables, and drink mutually out of the same cup, which, though
sometimes rinsed, is never washed or wiped clean. They make
use of little vinegar, no olive oil, cyder, ale, beer, or grape wine

:

their chief drink is tea, or liquors distilled or prepared from ric e

and other vegetables, of dillerent degrees of strength according to

their taste, some of which are tolerably agreeable and resemble

strong Madeira.
" They almost all smoke tobacco, and consider it as a com.

pliment to oiler each other a whitt* of their pipes. They also t;>ke

snuirj preferring that of Brazil when they can get it, but in small

quantities; not in that beastly profusion which is often practised in

England, even by some of our fine ladies." p. 410.

The articles of English manufacture, and every neces-

sary of civilised life, such as saddles, knives, forks, spoons,

surprised and attracted the attention of the Tartars, wild

could not restrain their admiration of his lordship's carriage

and harness. These things, in conjunction with the honesty

and veracity of the English, are likely to make an ad-

vantageous impression on the Chinese.

" The common people ofChina are a strong hardy race, patient.
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industrious, and much given to traffic and all the arts of gain;

cheerful and loquacious under the severest labour, and by no
means that sedate, traivpoi people they have been represented.

In their joint einrts and exerii >ns they work with incessant voci-

feration, often angiily scold one. another, and seem ready to pro-

ceed to blows, but Marcel v ever come to that extremity. The
inevitable severity o; the I wv probably restrains them; for the

loss of a life is always punish* d by tiie death of the offender, even
though he acted merely in self-defence, and without any malice

afore-thought.
*' Superstitious and suspicious in their temper, they at first

appeared shy and apprehensive of us, being full of prejudices

against stranger*, of whose cunning and ferocity a thousand ridi-

culous tales had been propagated, and perhaps industriously en-

couraged by the government, whose political system seems to be
to endeavour to persuade the people that they are already perfect,

and can therefore learn nothing- from others: but it is t«* little

purpose; a nation that does not advance must retrograde, and
finally fall back to barbarism and misery." p. 421.

" The women of the lower sort are much weather-beaten, and
by no means handsome. Beauty is soon withered by early and
frequent parturition, by hard labour and scanty fare. They
have however a smart air, which arises partly from their manner
of tying up their hair on the crown of their heads, and inter-

spersing it with flowers and other ornaments. In the neighbour-

hood of Pekin I met some ladies of the higher ranks in their

carriages, who appeared to have fair complexions and delicate

features. They were all painted, as indeed are many of the in-

ferior classes.

" There is no law to prohibit intermarriages between the Tartars

and the Chinese, but they very seldom intermarry. The Mantchoo
and Mongol Tartars chiefly marry together, and scarcely ever

>vith any of the other Tartar tribes. The Mantchoos often give

large portions with their daughters; the reverse is the case among
the Chinese, where the parent usually receives a consideration or

handsome present from his son-in-law." p. 12.5.

" The Chinese ladies like other Asiatics, never alter the costume
of their dress. The shift is of silk netting, the waistcoat and
drawers are usually of silk, and trimmed or liued with furs in

cold weather; over all they wear a long satin robe made full

and loose, which is gracefully gathered round the waist and con-
fined with a sash. These different members of their apparel are

usu illy each of a different colour; and, in the selecting and con-
trasting of them, the taste and fancy of the wearer are usually
displayed.

" They adorn and set off their hair with ribbons and flowers,

with bodkins, mock pearls, or real ones below a certain size;

but wear neither powder nor pomatum, diamonds nor feathers.

Many of the mysteries of an European toilet they have never
heard of, tltough perfectly versed in all those of their own, to

which they devote no small portion of their time. They have
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not yet been initiated in the secrets of captivation by falae pre-

tences and love swindling, or of eking out a skeleton fujure by a
cork rump, a muslin bosom, and a buckram stomacher ; lor though
they reckon corpulence a beauty in a man, they think it a most
palpable blemish in their own sex; they therefore pav particular

attention to the slimness of their shape, and have the art of

preserving it in all its- ease and delicacy without effort or com-
pression.

" Though a Chinese ha* properly but one wife at the head of
his family, the number of his concubines depends on Ins own
opulence and discretion. So far, in this point, Chinese and 1'nro-

pean manners seem pretty much alike; but they dilier widely in

another: the mistresses of a Chinese live in tolerable harmony
together in the same house, and even under the authority of the

wife, who adopts and educates their children; and these children

inherit from the father equally with their own." r\ 428.

The distinction between the Chinese and Tartars is still

very evident; and the latter have usurped all the authority

over the former, and retain the superiority of victors, even
after the lapse of live centuries.

The population of China is estimated, by his lordship, at

333 millions, on an extent of l/2'J7,9yu square miles,

or 830,719,360 acres. If one fourth of this surface be
deducted for roads, canals, marshes, mountains, and uucul-

tivable grounds, there will still remain very nearly two
acres to each individual, or a square mile to every 337

persons, which is but about as three to two of the popu-
lation of some European states. The annual revenues of

China are likewise estimated at 66,fi66, f>6ol. sterling. The
incidental expenses of military and other establishments

of her provinces are discharged on the spot, and the surplus

remitted to the imperial treasury at I'ekm. In 1102 this

surplus amounted to about 12$ millions sterling. The army
in time of peace consists of a million of infantry and

800,000 cavalry : swords, bows and arrows, and match-

locks, are their principal implements of war.

To the Appendix is subjoined a humourous account of

a Chinese tnerchant who came with his ship to trade in

London, his petition to the " Great Colao Dundas," &.c.

in which the exactions of the excise ami custom-house

officers are ludicrously detailed, the seisure of his ship

and bis subsequent confinement in prison are all related,

and the great injustice and tyranny of such regulations

happily contrasted with those of China. The Chinaman's

mode of reasoning is very natural; he thought ft that if the

Emperor" of China admitted all English ships without dis-
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tinction to trade to Canton, the King of England would
not forbid any Chinese ship from trading to London."
We have, however, already extended this article to an
unusual length, and can only recommend these volumes as

worthy a place in the library of every scholar and statesman.

We repeat our hope, that the entire writings of his lord-

ship will soon be laid before the public in a convenient
form and more perfect manner

;
although Mr. Barrow certainly

deserves our thanks for thus promptly furnishing so much.

Observations on the Influence of Soil and Climate upon Wool;
/mm which is deduced, a certain and easy Method of
improving the Quality of English clothing Wools, and
preserving the Health of Sheep ; with Hints for the

Management of Sheep after shearing ; an Inquiry into

the Structure, Growth, and Fonnation of Wool and Hair :

and Remarks on the Means by which the Spanish Breed
of Sheep may be made to preserve the best Qualities of its

Fleeceunchanged in different Climates. By Robert Bake-
well. With occasional Notes and Remarks by the Right
Hon. Lord Somtrville. Svo. pp.166. 6s. 6d. Harding,
1808.

AFTER noticing the work of Mr. Luccock, a practical

writer on wool, in our 23d volume, we expected that some
more experienced and scientific author would take up the
subject and avail himself of the mass of observations which
that work contains, in order to furnish a treatise better

adapted to the taste of the public. Mr. Bakewell seems
better acquainted with the art of book-making than his pre-

decessor, but he is as much less acquainted with his subject.

He has indeed charged his reader 6s. 6d. for about one
third of the information for which Mr. Luccock charged
only 5s. 6d. ; yet he assures us that he has not " written to

censure, or to supply [and why not?], the defects of other

writers, but to direct the attention of wool-growers to

objects of practical utility." This object could certainly

have been attained much better by a shilling pamphlet, or

by communication to a newspaper, than by the volume
before us, even although it is enriched with Lord Somer-
ville's annotations. He adds, with as much confidence as

if he had actually made a discovery, "Should it be found that

the management I recommend is not new, this will not lessen

its value ; for if the practice be of considerable antiquity, its
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application for the direct purpose of ameliorating [melio-

rating] the wool, has in no one instance, that I know of,

been resorted to ; nor has the principle whence its benefit

would arise, been understood or explained" This practice is

neither more nor less than the use of an " ungent." Had
Mr. Bakewell read our review of Mr. Luccock's Treatise, he
certainly would not have hazarded the above assertion,

lu the Antijacobin Review for February 1806 it is stated, that
" smearing sheep with a mixture of tar and grease, is no
less comfortable to the animal than advantageous to the
quality of the pile;" and that " this covering retaining the
insensible perspiration, prevents all evaporation from the
body of the animal." Here the practice is recommended,
and the principle on which it is founded explained, above
two years and a halt before the appearance of Mr. Bake-
well's book; we believe, indeed, that pages 143 and 144
of the volume and month above mentioned contain nearly

every practical idea which occurs in our author's obser-

vations; and most of them are explained on principles

more consonant to nature than the speculations before us.

We submit it therefore to Mr. Bakewell, if an author should

not make himself previously acquainted with what has been
written on any subject, before he attempts to publish his own
observations, which may have been often made before. We
shall, however, for the interest of our manufactures and
sheep-breeders, extract the principal facts which the author

considers important and useful.

Two of his five chapters are dedicated to explain the

nature and causes of " the soft and hard qualities of wool."

The hardness of wool, which i* rightly considered as distinct

from the fineness of the pile, he ascribes in general to lime,

where the sheep depasture on chalk soils, or even on marble

or limestone. This fact is sufficiently obvious; and it can-

not for a moment he doubted, that wherever sheep lie often .

on chalk, pulverised limestone or marble, FullcrVearth or

gypsum, these substances will absorb much of the natural

moisture necessary to the preservation of the wool, and
will consequently render it harder, and brittler, and less

disposed to felt. Mr. Bakewell's observations, although

made on different soils, have notexteuded to marie, Fuller's-

earth, and gypsum, although the latter is welL known to

be highly injurious to wool in Spain ; and in those pro-

vinces or districts in which it abounds, especially in Ar-

ragon, no fine-woolled sheep are bred. As to the author's

modestly-enough, termed "conjecture," that wool (as well
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as hair, feathers, and horn) is an " animal excrescence,

composed ot albumen liilierently modi tied by the secreting

vessels," he probably confounds albumen with gelatin. The
supposition that the "ah sorption of oxygen near the surface

of Uie skin," may contribute to the formation of the wool,

is a mere play upon words, which have become useful to

philosophical juggling. As we were advocates for the

practice ol
: ? reusing and coiling Song before our author, we

most willingly sub"; »m his additional recommendations of a

system which carries with it positive and direct advantages,

not only to the sheep-hrcodcr, hut also to the consumer of

mutton, the clothier, and the weaver of cloth.

" Investigation" (observe* Mi . Uakeivell) " hasenabled me to state

an a general position, that, by the application of a well-chosen

unguent, wool may be defended from the action of the soil and elements,

ami improved more than can be effected by any other means,
except an entire change of breed. Not only will ttie quality of

the wool be ensured l>v this practice, but it will become finer, and
the quantity will be increased: it is also found to preserve the

sheep in situations where they would inevitably perish, without

this defence. Where the practice of greasing the sheep has pre-

vailed, the great quantity of tar which was always combined with

the unguent, prevented the advantages of its application to the wool
from beinu discovered; and the breed of sheep on which it is most
practised, is naturally the worst which exist in Britain for the pro-

duction of wool. It is only in Northumberland, and in some parts

of the neighbouring counties, that (locks of fine-woolled sheep
have received the benefit of greasing with a mixture, in which the

tar used was merely sufficient to give it tenacity. The ignorance

or the selfishness of the wool-buyers, for a long time prevented

the acknowledgement of the advantage which the wool received

from the ointment. Many were afraid t;> purchase it, from the

extra weight of grease in the fleece, and made its dirty appearance a
pretence for reducing the price below what ought to have been
allowed for the weight of the ointment it contained. The nature

of this wool is now better understood: when sorted, it is purchased
by the manufacturers of coloured cloth in preference to any other.

The same preference is given to the cloths when sold in an unfinished

state, in the Yorkshire cloth-halls, and they always have a ready sale,

whatever may be the general depression of trade.

When these cloths are tinishod, their superiority is still more
apparent. I am informed from authority which I cannot doubt,

that many cloths, made from greased Northumberland wool, have
been sold as cloths made from good Spanish wool, and have equalled

them in their texture and softness: ungreased wools equally fine,

and manufactured in the same way, would have made a cloth, the

value of which would not have equalled the former by at least

thirty per cent." p. 33.

It is unnecessary that we should notice the author's
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attempt to explain the nature of these effects, as we have
before stated that the ointment being a non-conductor,
prevented the escape of heat, and consequently kept the
animal in a uniform temperature as well as in a healthy
state— the sure means of having fine and strong fleeces.

Mr. Bakewell, however, very properly corrects Luccock
for saying that the practice of anointing sheep "is not
necessary to the health of the (lock, or the g-njd quality of
the fleece-," the reverse of which is true. Our author's

directions for the application of the ointment are judicious
and just.

.
" Some skill is required in the application of the ointment, the

ignorance of which has prevented the extension of the ope-
ration in many places. //' the ointment he merely rubbed on the
woof, it collects in the top of the staple, attracts and mixes ivith the
sod, and is rather injurious than beneficial to the fleece. The proper
method is to divide the staples wi;h one hand, and apply the
ointment to the skin with the finger of the other hand, by which
means the ointment is kept constantly soft by the warmth of the
skin, and is equally diffused through the fleece* Attention to this

trifling 1 circumstance is of the greatest importance to the success
of this practice. The quantity of the mixture laid upon the sheep,
varies with the size of the animal, and the practice of different

farmers. In Toe
i
fitter mode of greasing, one ^allun of tar and

twenty pounds of butter will he sufficient for forty-live or fifty

sheep. Some piles of fine (Wees from Scotland, which I have lately

seen, have been greased in the improper manner here described, by
laying the ointment upon the wool, instead of applying it close to

the skin : the benefit of the application is thus lost to the wool, and
the upper part of the staple rendered useless. An inspection of a
few fleeces greased in the bc.>t ami worst manner, would prove
most clearly the advantages of thii practice, and how its misappli-

cation iiii^ht be avoided/' p. 51.

Mr. Bakewell, indeed, is grievously at a loss to know how
to make a serviceable ointment, as tar injures the colour

of the wool, and olive oil and butter onlv are not sufficiently

tenacious. To obviate this, he recommends the substitution

of the expensive article of bees'- wax for tar. We can teach

him, however, to make a cheaper and more efficacious

ointment than any which he mentions, or which we believe

has hitherto been used, except under the direction of the

writer. It is composed of good spermaceti oil, either boiled

or burnt till it attains a consistency and tenacity sufficient

to cover and adhere to the skin and wool of the animal.

If it is too thick, butter, lard, oil, or goose-grease, may
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be added to it. An ointment* thus prepared will be found
greatly superior to any preparation of tar or bees' wax, anJ
it has the additional advantage" of not affecting the colour

of the wool, or being too difficult to scour. It is also neces-
sary that w e should in every practicable case use either the
produce of our own country or that of our colonies—a prin-

ciple which the use of this preparation happily supports.

The general application, as recommended by Mr. Bakewell,
of a thin ointment to* the skin of the sheep immediately after

sheering, and another thicker one at the approach of winter,

we are persuaded from experience would not only increase

the quantity and improve the quality of the English fleece,

but also save the lives of great numbers of sheep, which
would be not a little advantageous to our meat-markets,

from the author's observations, -he concludes;—
" That rite hard quality found in some wool, prevents it from

nuking cloth of the same value as the softer wools, if the former

are considerably finer than the latter. That the application of
ynctuous matter sufficiently soft and tenacious to cover and remain
upon the fleece, will defend it from the action of the soil, and is

found to produce the soft quality of wool so desirable to the manu-
facturer. Hence the greased fine wools of Northumberland and
Yorkshire, possess a superior degree of softness to any ungreased
wools iu the kingdom. Hence sheep that have received the benefit

of this practice, and are driven into other counties not remarkable
for soft w ools, still preserve the distinguishing softness of their fleece.

Hence we learn the reason why ointments, when casually employed
to cure some disease of the animal, have also generally been found

beneficial to the w ool.

" If these facts and inferences be admitted, we may also infer,

that an improved method of greasing fine-wool led sheep should be
adopted in every part of the kingdom, and that it would greatly

improve the quality of the wool, and annually save many thousand

sheep from perishing by the severity of the climate." p. 62.

We object in tolo to the project ofwashing sheep with alka-

line lees, or adopting in our climate the method used in

Sweden : the reasons must be sufficiently obvious. The author

asserts (p. 8 8.), what we previously adduced in nearly the same
terms, 44 that in proportion to the regularity of the tempe-
rature in which sheep are kept, and to the regular supply
of nourishment they receive, will the hair or fibre of the

* In cases where the fleece is much exposed to calcareous

earth, or to be torn by thorns or bushes, a little common resin may
be added to the prepared oil to give it greater tenacity,— Rev.
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wool preserve a regular, even degree of fineness." We
stated, in examining Mr. Luccock's volume, that " a tem-
perate regular habit of life is the most advantageous to the

animal economy, and consequently the most likely to effect

that uniform elongation of the laminous filaments, or lami-

nous tubes, which produces the finest and strongest pile."

The reader will perceive the identity of the propositions.

The South-sea seal pro luces wool, which, being buried
under coarse liiir, was lonjr neglected. It is now, we are

told, manufactured into cloth and shawls by Messrs. Fryers of

Uastrick, near Halifax: these shawls exceed in softness those

of Persia, India, or even of Casuuiire. Mr. Bakewell says

he lias seen wool from Buenos Ay res, some of the staples

of which measured 20 inches. The following appeal does
honour to the author's head and heart ; and although we
fear that humanity will not, yet we trust that a proper sense

of their own interest will, make farmers attend to his remon-
strance, after two such severe winters in succession.

" Both interest and humnnity call upon the farmers to provide

some shelter for their flocks during the severity of winter. I trust

the efforts which Lord Soinerville has for some time made to awaken
the nortlicrn farmers from their supineness, will not he in vain. It

is not only in the northern counties, but in every part of our island

that inure attention is required to provide occasional shelter against

the inclemencies of \hv climate, both tor sheep and all other animals
which are exposed in the fields. In proportion as they are made
comfortable, will be their tendency to improve; and it is not only
our interest, but cv«'ry humane man must feel it a duty, to provide

for the comfort of those animals which are entrusted to his care.

In the northern districts such attention seems absolutely necessary.

The farmers in the midland and southern counties can scarcely

form an idea of the tremendous wintery storms which sweep over
the Cheviot hills, and the wild fells ot Cumberland and Westmor-
land, or the still bleaker mountains of Scotland. At such times

the heavens are darkened with descending snows, and sleet driven

by furious gusts of wind, which compel the sheep to seek pro-

tection in hollows and glens near the bottom of the mountain.

Suddenly an impetuous blast uplifts whole fields of snow from its

•helving sides above, and driving aloft in tumultuous whirl, pre-

cipitates the contents on the miserable flock, which are in a
moment buried deep under the surface. In vain may the shepherd
try to trace them over a driving expanse of snow: were he to

attempt it he might share the fate of his flock. But all effort of this

kind is fruitless; for the summits, the sides, and the very base of
the mountain, ' are involved in tempests and a night of clouds/

which bury every object in impenetrable gloom. Sometimes these

immense volumes of roHimr s ipour dispnrt, and open for a few
moments to disclose the horrors of the scene. The shepherd^
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mindful of his own safety, returns home, and day after day awaiu

the hour when he may wander out safely in search of his flock ;

whilst they, in the nn.an time, sickening with hunger and perishing

with cold, are at last relieved by death from their long protracted

misery. Thus have perished during the last winter many thousand

sheep in Northumberland, and other northern parts of our island.

The owner, whilst he wanders over these wild and melancholy

wastes, and observes his thinly scattered flocks may perhaps

murmur at the order of nature: let him rather accuse his own
supineness, and learn at length to profit by the lessons of a dearly

purchased experience." r. 1 43.

It is not a little extraordinary that a " a race of black

sheep should be suffered to exist among any of our Merino
flocks;" and Mr. Bakewell very properly and learnedly

remonstrates against it. Here our author brings the pas-

toral pipe of Virgil and the battering ram of Pliny, to aid in

abolishing such a pernicious custom. Considering the slow

progress of knowledge among farmers, the general igno-

rance of the nature and properties of wool, and the great

national importance of the subject, we canuot hesitate to

recommend these " Observations" to the attention of ait

persons interested in agriculture. Every new volume on
wool, although more expensive than necessary, must still

contribute something to the diffusion of useful knowledge

;

and as the principle plan here recommended deserves the
highest approbation, it should be generally and imme-
diately adopted by all the sheep-farmers of the United
Kingdom.

Picturesque Views and Antiquities of Great Britain, en-
graved by S. Middiman, from Drawings by the most
eminent Artists; with Descriptions, in English and
Trench, by E. W. Brayley. Xos. I. II. III. and IF
Long 4to. 10s. 6d. each, on French Paper; Proof
Impressions, ll. Is. Clarke. 1808.

THE cultivation and spread of the Fine Arts are inti*

mately connected with the best interests of the human
race; and those countries where they most flourish must
ever be regarded as pre-eminently adapted to increase

the enjoyments and forward the happiness of mankind.
In proportion as the higlier faculties of the mind are brought
into actiuii, the sensations become more delicate; the

grossncss of the passions is cuasteued by an enlightened
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understanding; and the heart best preserves its virtues when
both the taste and the judgment are improved together.

The day-spring of the arts, which beamed upon Great
Britain under the patronage of Charles the First, was long
over-clouded from the effects of the disastrous Civil War,
which puritanical zeal, and a too vehement maintenance
of kingly prerogative, combined to produce in the time
of that sovereign. During the succeeding reigns, till

about the middle of the last century, the light still shone
with a sickly ray ; but, after the accession of his present

majesty, and through a happy combination of events,

partly fortuitous, the feeble lustre of the dawn was changed
into the blaze of day, and the sun of British art is now
advancing with a steady, perhaps rapid, pace, towards the

full radiance of meridian splendour.

The verv sreneral diffusion of the love of the fine arts

in this country, is strongly marked by that fondness for

pictorial embellishment which pervades all ranks. Scarcely

a book of whatever kind can now offer itself for general

circulation, without illustrative or ornamental engravings

;

and though we readily admit, that mediocrity alone is

attended to in the majority of these productions, yet we
cannot help regarding even that feefing, as the undoubted
harbinger of a far better taste. We can perfectly re-

member the time when the ill-drawn and badly engraved
representations in Grose's Antiquities of England and
Wales, were considered as valuable specimens ol ait

; yet
were such views to be published in these days, Cney would
never obtain purchasers. With society in the aggregate,

indeed, it is the same as with the individual. Knowledge
can be acquired only by degrees, and from experience;

the man rejects the toys of his childhood, and the com-
munity of an improved age contemns the things which
gave pleasure in a less civilised state. In this country

engraving was but of late introduction, and it has not yet
arrived at its zenith.

The work before us appears to have a two-fold object;

that is, to unite picturesque effect and scenery with archi-

tectural accompaniments. As an engraver of landscape,

Mr. Middiman has long held a distinguished rank; and the

present undertaking does by no means detract from his

acknowledged merit Every number contains four en-
gravings, with a page of letter-press to each, on which
the descriptions are printed in double columns. A profes-

sional analysis of the engravings themselves will not be
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expected from us: indeed, it could convey but little in-

formation to any except those woo had the work before

them, and in that case would hardly be necessary. Gene-
rally speaking, they possess considerable beauty, and have
all the richness of Vivares, combined with the clearness

and precision of Brown and Woollett. In some few in-

stances, we think, the brightness is too vivid and snow-like.

The descriptions that accompany them possess considerable

neatness of style, and have all the characteristic energy
and good sense which distinguishes the writings of their

author, Mr. Brayley. The French descriptions are cor-

rectly translated from the English, without any further

alterations than what the different idioms of the language

require.

The first number contains views of Arundel Castle,

Lanercost Priory, Kirkstall Abbey, and Egglcston Abbey

;

the three former from drawings by P. S. Munn, the latter

from a drawing by the late T. Girtin. Eggleston Abbey is

thus described.

" Eggleston Abbey, Yorkshire.

" The ruins of Eggleston Abbey occupy a beautiful and elevated

spot, on the southern bank of the river Tees, which separates

toe counties of York and Durham, and through a great part
of its course unites in the composition of some of the most wild
and romantic scenes in England. Its interesting character is

particularly apparent in the vicinity of the abbey, where the

rocks are bold, and the current rough and impetuous; the bed
of the river being full of massive fragments and ledges of rock,

over which the water foams with tumultuous rapidity. The con-

tiguous banks are, in many parts, covered with rich hanging
woods, whose pendant branches, .as if in respectful homage to

the Naiades of the stream* wave over the circling eddies with

inexpressible grandeur. In the Saxon times, Eggleston formed
part of the possessions of the brave Earl Edwiu; but after the

Norman invasion, it was granted, with the whole of Richmond-
shire, and the Earldom of Richmond, to Alan, Earlof Bretagne,

nephew to the Conqueror, and commander of the rear guard of
his army at the battle of Hastings. Conan, fifth Earl of Rich-
mond (a descendant from the Earl of Bretagne), who died in

the year 117 J, is recorded by Camden and Speed to have been
the founder of Eggleston Abbey : but Tanner, on the authority

of a manuscript in the Asbinolean Museum, gives that honour
to Robert de Multon, whose family held their lands under the

Earla of Richmond. This latter statement appears to be the most
correct, as the Lord Dacre, who married the heiress of

%
the

Muttons, was patron of this house at the time of the Dissolution.
" Dugdale has arranged this foundation among those of the

Augustine order; but it seems to have actually been founded for
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PremoTHtratentian canons, about the latter end of the reign of
Henry the Second, and to them the manor of Eggleston was riven
by Gilbert de Leya, by a grant, wherein the name of Ralph de
Malton occurs as witness. On the surrender of the abbey pos-

sessions, in the reign of Henry the Eighth, the revenues of the

canons were estimated, according to Speed, af 53/. 5s. 6d. annually

;

bat Dugdale records them at 30/. 8*. 3d. only. In the third of

Edward the Sixth, the site of the abbey was granted to Robert
Strelly, who alienated it by license to the Saville family, in the

fifth year of Queen Elizabeth. How it descended from them is

uncertain : but in the year 1672 it became the property of Sir

John Lowther, of Lowther, Bart. Henry, third Lord Lonsdale,

grandson to Sir John Lowther, sold the abbey, in the year 1740,
to the late Sir Thomas Robinson, of Rokeby; and of him it was
purchased, in 1709, by John Sawrey Morritt, esq. the present

possessor.
" The principal feature in the ruins of the abbey, is the

church, which was buHt in the pointed style of architecture, and
still displays many traces of elegance. An ancient tomb of grey
marble, yet preserved here, is supposed to be the same mentioned
by Lelarid, as containing the remains of Sir Ralph Bowes.

n

In Number II. are views of Cartway Castle, Dover Castle,

Bj/land Abbey, and Bethgelert Bridge, ali from drawings
by Mr. Munn; whose excellencies in landscape consist

principally in the striking elfect which he contrives to

introduce by the breadth and brilliancy of his lights, aud
in the general felicity of his choice. His detail, however,

is not unfrequently inaccurate, as we could evince by
several instances from the subjects before us. In the

view of Conway Castle, the relative situation of that

noble building with the surrounding country is better

displayed than in almost any other representation of the

same object that we have seen. Dover Castle is not so

good: its towering sublimity and stupendous character

are partly lost, through the point of view being too con-

tiguous to the fortress itself : it seems to have been taken

about midway up the hill, on the road to Deal. We shall

insert the description accompanying it, as we can vouch
for its accuracy.

" Dover Castle, Kent.

" The white cliffs of Dover have been celebrated from the
earliest period of our annals; their extent, magnitude, and stu-

pendous grandeur, exciting the admiration of all who view them.
On the summit of one of these tremendous heights, of steep and
difficult access, stands Dover Castle, an immense congeries of every
Jcind of fortification which the art of war has contrived to render a sta-

tion impregnable. So highly important, indeed, was this fortress for*
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merly considered, that Matthew Paris calls it, Claris et Repagulunt

totitu Repu; the lock and key of the whole kingdom! And
other writers have not been deficient in recording the distinguished

superiority that was thought to be attached to its possession. Though
still of vast strength, and additionally secured by entrenchments
and outworks of more recent date, its consequence has been much
lessened since the invention of cannon, the eminences to the north-

west by west and south west being considerably higher than the

site even of the citadel itself.

" The foundation of Dover Castle is generally attributed to the

Romans; yet as the natural strength of the situation must have

rendered it a very obvious post for defence, and as its contiguity to

an enemy's shore must have pointed it out as very necessary to be de-
fended, probability cannot be violated by assigning it to the Britons.

That the Romans greatly increased and improved the fortifications,

there is no doubt; and part of the Roman buildings is yet distin-

guishable in the remains of a pharos, or light-house, within an
advanced circular work in the southern division of the castle.

This was originally much higher than at present; aud is built with

Roman tiles intermixed with flints; its outward form is octagonal,

but the interior is square. Adjoining to it is the shell of an ancient

church, in which also are evident remains of Roman workmanship: fc.

this is said to have been the first Christian church in Britain.

" The buildings of the castle are very extensive, and of almost -

every age from that of the Romans to the present. Within the

outer walls is included an area of thirty- five acres ; and of these

about six are taken up by the more ancient parts ; in the midst

of which, proudly pre-eminent, rises the keep, or citadel. The
views from the north turret are almost unequalled both for extent

and beauty. The whole breadth of the channel is distinctly beheld,

together with the coast of France, including Dunkirk, Calais, and
the hills between Calais and Boulogne. The most remarkable
objects on the English side, are the town and singularly situated

harbour of Dover, the North- Foreland light-house, the towns of
Ramsgate and Sandwich, Richborough Castle, and Reculver and
Minster churches: these are beautifully intermingled with a wide
extent of country; and the interest is still increased by the vicinity

of the sea, though, to use the language of the immortal Sbakspeare,

' The murmuring surge,
« That on th' onnumber'd idle pebbles chafes, '

Cannot be heard so high.*- I'll look no more
* Lest my brain turn, and the deficient sight
• Topple down headlong.'

" To describe, or even to name, all the numerous works included

by the extensive limits of this castle, within the compass of a pa^e,

is impossible. They comprehend a most interesting variety of spe-

cimens of the styles of fortificatiou adopted for defence in ancient and
modern warfare, and are now garrisoned by a strong force. The
distant parts of the works are connected with each other by subter-

ranean passages and covered ways, cut through the solid rock. The
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lulls opposite to the castle have also been fortified ; and every means
has beeu employed to render the works impervious to assault."

Byland Abbey is a most sweetly picturesque scene, and
has all the chaste placidity of evening repose. It presents

nuch a rich assemblage of beautiful nature, and combines so

very charmingly, that it might easily be mistaken for a

composition. In the view of Bethgelert Bridge, the rude

character of the landscape, as it exists in nature, is some-
what lost in a too sylvan softness ; but the engraving is very

finely executed: it is described in these words:—
" Bethgelert, Carnarvonshire, North Wale*.

" Bethgelert, or Beddgelert, is a small irregular village, beau-
tifully situated in the bosom of a picturesque valley, near the con-

fluence of two mountain rivers, which, uniting at a short distance

from the bridge, roll on, with impetuous velocity, through the fa-

mous pass of Pont Aberglaslyn, the only road by which Carnarvon-
shire is accessible from the south. The extremely romantic situa-

tion of Bethgelert, and its convenience as a centrical station to

those who are desirous of inspecting the wild and stupendous scenery
of North Wales, renders it a frequent abode of the tourist, though

the accommodations to be procured here are but indifferent. Placed,

indeed, at the foot of the Snowdouian range of mountains, which
taking their more immediate rise from the adjacent valley, extend

in a south-easterly direction, and boldly project into the sea at Pen-
maninaws, it becomes a necessary resting place for every traveller

whom admiration of the sublime induces to ascend the steep accli-

vities of the 1 cloiid-capt ' Snowdon.
" The legend from which the name of this village is generally

derived, is the counterpart of a mythological tale, of very remote

antiquity; and which, so far from having a distinct locality, ex-

cepting at Bethgelert, is common, with scarcely any other variation

than proper names, to Britain, Persia, and India. The event

which assigned it to this spot, is traditionally said to have occurred

in the time of King John, whose son-in-law, Llewelyn, is reported

to have had a mansion near this village, and the site of which is

still pretended to be pointed out. This prince had a favourite

greyhound, named Gelert, which on a certain day was missing

during the chase, and on the prince's return from hunting was
found smeared with blood. The cradle in which Llewelyn's infant

child had lain, was also blood stained, and overturned. In a
paroxysm of rage, Llewelyn drew his sword, and, supposing that

the hound had killed his boy, plunged the weapon into the heart of

the faithful animal ; which had, in fact, rescued the child from a

furious wolf, whose breathless carcase was lying near the cradle,

while the infant was sleeping unhurt beneath it. The grief of Llew-
elyn was excessive: he caused the greyhound to be interred in much
state, and, erecting a tomb to his memory, the place was thence-

forth distinguished by the name of Bedd-Gelert— the grave of

Gelert. This tradition has been elegantly versified by W. R. Spencer,
esq. , whose ballad has these concluding stanzas:—
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' And there he hung his horn and spear,

' And there, as ev'ning fell,

' In Fancy's ear he oft would hear

' Poor Gelert's dying yell.

' And 'till great Snowdon's rocks grow old,

' And cease the storm to brave,

1 The consecrated spot shall hold

* The name of Gtlert's Grave.*

« In the beautiful vale of Gwynant, which extends from Belh-

gelert towards the south, and for its variety of wild and picturesque

scenery can scarcely be parallelled, are some remains oj an ancient

British fort, called Dinas Emrys, the erection of which is attri-

buted to the skill of Merddin Emrys, or Merlin, about the close of

the 5th century."

Number III. contains Framlingham Castle, from a

drawing by the late M. A. Rooker ; and Nuworth Castlek

Pont-y-Pair, and Brin/cburn Priory, from drawings by

P. S. Muim. The two latter of these views are very beau-

tiful : Pont-y-Pair has all the charms of romantic grandeur,

and Brinkburn Priory possesses the more elegant forms of

the picturesque. The account of Pont-y-Pair is given in

in these words.

«' Pont-y-Puir, Carnarvonshire, North Wales.

« Pont-y-Pair, or the Bridge of the Cauldron, is a singular and

lofty structure of .five arches, erected over the river Llugwy, which

falls into the Conway at a little distance below. The scenery on

both sides of the bridge is very romantic, the bed of the river being

covered with masses of rock, of most strange and uncouth forms,

over Which the foaming stream rushes with impetuous velocity.

The vicinity of the mountains, whose aspiring fronts rise, range

above range, till thev terminate in the heights ot Snowdoii, increases

the grandeur of the* prospects, and give birth to the kindred emo-

tions^' admiration and sublimity. Though both rivers, before their

function, dart furiously along their rugged beds in broken torrents,

yet they afterwards assume a more placid character, and flow with

chastened vigour between the counties of Carnarvon and Denbigh,

till they fall into the estuary of the Menai.
«« The many beautiful scenes in the vicinity of Pom-y-Pair,

casion this neighbourhood to be frequently visited. The celebrated

cataract, called Rhaiadr-y-Wenol, or the Cataract of the Swallow*

is scarcely more than a mile distant on the road towards Capel

Curig. This is .situated in a deep and narrow glen, through which

the river Llugwy foams with vehement rapidity, and in a wet season

exhibits all the wilduess and fury of an Alpine stream. The water

}g at first precipitated in a broad sheet over a rock almost perpendi-
cular ; but below that it descends in a varied course along a smooth
and slanting bed. The banks of the glen are adorned by oak,

birch, and hazel, hanging from the rocks, and composing, with the

cataract, a most picturesque and charming landscape."
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In No. IV. are views ofthe Peak Cavern and Newark Castle,

by P. S. Munn; Oakhamplon Chapel, by J. C. Smith; uiul

Hivaulx Abbey, by K. NicnoUoti. The subject calL-d tbe

Peak Cavern is improperly designated. It represents only,

the passage between tbe clifFs which leads to that tremen-
dous, hollow from the v illage of Castleton ; but the cavern

itself is far beyond. We have more than once visited the

interior of this gulph, and can again pledge our tieJ it o:i

the veracity of the accompanying description.

" The Peak Cavern, or Devil's Carr, Derbyshire.

" The Peak Cavern is one of the greatest and most sinuular-

riatural curiosities in (ireat Britain. The entrance is most extra-

ordiuarily magnificent : its situation is in a dark and gloomy recess

formed by a chasm in the rocks, which range perpendicularly on
each side to a great height ; having, on the left, a rivulet that issues

from the cavern, and pursues its framing way over craggy m issel

of limestone; and, on the summit of the steep above, the ruins of a
firman castle, which was built here, on an almost impregnable
site, by William Peverel, natural son to the Conqueror. A vast

canopy of unpillared rock, assuming the appearance of a surbased

arch, forms the mouth of this stupendous excavation : the arch is

about one hundred and twenty feel wide, upwards of forty in heigh?,

and in receding depth about ninety. Proceeding about thirty yards,

the roof becomes lower, and a g<ntle descent conducts, by a detached

rock, to the interior entrance of this tremcndov.s hollow. Here t he

blaze of day, which had been gradually softening, wholly dis-

appears, and all further passage must be explored by torch-light.

** The visitor is now obliged to proceed in a stooping posture for

twenty or thirty yards, when a spacious opening, called the tieil-

Hou*e, again permits him to stand upright. Hence the path con-

ducts to the margin of a Miiall lake, locally termed the I'ir-t W ater,

where a boat, provided by ihe guide, is ready to convey the pas-

senger to the interior of the cavern, beneath a massive vault of

- rock, which in one part descends to within eighteen or twenty

inches of the water. Beyond the lake, a spacious vacuity, '200

feet in length, 200 feet broad, and in some parts 120 feci high,

opens in the heart of the rocks. In a passage at the inner extremity,

the stream which flows through the bottom spreads info what i«

Called the Second Water : this can generally be p i^e 1 on foul : at

other times the visitor is carried over on the >hould«rs «>f t he guide.

Near the end of this passage is a projecting pile of rocks, distin-

guished by the name of Roger Rain's House, where the. water inces-

santly falls in large drops through the crevices of the roof. Beyond
is tbe entrance to another fearful hollow, called the Chancel : here
the rocks are much dislocated and broken, and large masses of sta-

lactite tncrust the sides and prominent points. The path now con-
ducts to the Devil's Cellar, and thence, by a somewhat rapid

descent of about 130 feet, to the Half-way House. Further on, the
Way proceeds beneath three natural arches, pretty regularly formed

;

beyond which is another vast concavity in the roof, assuming the
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shape of a bell, and from this resemblance denominated Great Tom
of Lincoln. The distance from this point to the extremity of the

cavern is not considerable: the vault gradually descends, the pas-

sage contracts, and at length nearly close*, leaving no more room
than is sufficient for the course of "the water, which flows hither

through a subterraneous channel of some miles from the distant

mines of the Peak- Forest.
" The effect of the light, when returning from the recesses of the

cavern, is peculiarly impressive; and the eye, unaccustomed to the

contrast, never beholds it without lively emotions of pleasure. The
gradual illumination of the rocks, which become brighter as they
approach the entrance, and the chastened blaze of day, which
* shorn of its beams' arrays the distance in morning serenity, is one
of the most beautiful scenes that the pencil can be employed to

exhibit. The entire length of this wonderful fissure is 750 yards »

and its depth from the surface of the mountain about 20$."

The chapel in Oakhampton Castle has considerable merit

as an engraving, but as a picture it excites little interest.

Newark Cattle has far superior attractions ; yet, if our re-

collection fails not, Mr. Mtinn has, in this view, sacrificed

fidelity of representation to picturesque effect. The ac-

companiments of boats, &c. are not natural to the spot

;

and we remember several peculiarities in the architecture

of the castle which are not at all indicated in the print.

These things, however they may be disregarded by the

generality of draughtsmen, we cannot but consider as deserv-

ing of reprehension. The same degree of truth that is requisite

in portrait-painting, should be extended to local delinea-

tions : not any feature tbat distinguishes character should

be omitted; nor should any adjuncts be introduced to de-

stroy the resemblance, however they may be calculated to

set off the beauty. Rivaux Abbey is a most impressive

composition : it possesses all the sweetness of an Italian

landscape ; and the building itself is so happily introduced,

as to excite the idea of a Greek or Roman temple rising in

classic grandeur amidst a proud luxuriance of umbrageous
foliage. The engraving is finished in a very superior style;

and it furnishes a strong proof of that exalted taste, aud
vivid feeling for the excellencies of his art, which charac-

terises the performances of Mr. Middiman. It is intended,

according to the prospectus, that this work shall be com-
pleted in fifteen numbers, or one hundred views, all of

which are to be engraved by Mr. Middiman, who we arc

happy to find is soleproprietor of this publication ; Mr. Bray-

ley having undertaken to supply the descriptions from mo-
tives of private friendship only. We have been long awar«
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of the manifold inconveniences and disadvantages to the

graphic art, which arises from the intervention of pritrt-

dealers, who, planting themselves in the mid-way, intercept

those streams of liberal patronage that ought only to flow

upon the artist. There are few branches, either of science

or of living, in which the middle men have not a fatal ope-

ration on the best interests of the public. To the arts of

engraving and painting they are particularly obnoxious

;

and though the latter, we trust, is about to be for ever

rescued from their grasp by that patriotic establishment, the

British Institution, the former is still within their withering

power. How gladly should we hail the dawn of a more
equitable dispensation!

This publication is fully deserving of the most extensive

patronage. We know of no other or the same ciass, ami of

equal merit and price, that has ever appeared in this coun-

try. It possesses also that truly commendable, though
most rare, qualification in a periodical work, of the latter

numbers being in every respect quite equal, if not superior,

to the preceding ones ; and we therefore doubt not but that

it will proceed in the same course, and terminate in the

same spirit. That Mr. Middiman may obtain that enlarged

encouragement which his talents deserve, is our most sm-
cere wish. The numbers are stated to appear in quarterly

succession; but we believe that a longer interval occasion-

ally elapses, through the impossibility of one person com-
pleting the engravings in sufficient time.

Monoirs of Horatio, Lord Walpole, selectedfrom his Cor-

respondence and Papers, and connected with the History

of the Times, from 1678 to 1757. Illustrated with

Portraits. By Wm. Coxe, M A. F. 11. S. F. A. S.

Rector of Bemerton. Second Edition, corrected and
enlarged. 2 vols. 8vo. About 4S0 pages each. Longman
and Co. 1808.

THE first edition of these Memoirs not having been
reviewed in the Antijacobin, we have now the pleasure

of noticing them in an improved state. The work is a

necessary supplement to the author's Memoirs of Sir Robert
Walpole, Earl of Orford, and must be ranked among the
best Memoires pour servir a Phistoire of the age in which
these fraternal statesmen lived. Horatio, afterwards Lord,

Walpole— the subject of the present Memoirs, brother
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of Sir Robert Walpole, first Earl of Orford—was born at

Houghton, in Norfolk, December 8, 1678. He was edu-
cated at Kton; and in 16i>8 admitted in King's College,
Cambridge, where he distinguished himself for the ele-

gance of his Latin compositions, as well as for his satirical

wit on the tories and jacobites, among whom were the
then provost and fellows. Descended from a family dis-

tinguished by their attachment to the ostensible principles

of the whigs, he embraced the views of this party with
zeal, and may be said to have outlived, if not extinguished,
the distinction between whig and tory.

" From an early period of his life, Lord Walpole was engaged
in a public capacity. In 1706, he accompanied General Stanhope
to Barcelona as private secretary, and was employed in various
missions of consequence. In 1707, he was appointed secretary
to Mr. Boyle, first as chancellor of the exchequer, and after-

wards as secretary of state; and, in 1703, accompanied the
Duke of Marlborough and Lord Townshend, who were plenipo-
tentiaries at the Congress of Gertruydenberg. Soon after the
accession of George the First, he was succesively under-secretary
of state, secretary to the Treasury, and envoy at the Hague,
until the schism of the VVhij; Ministry, which terminated in tho
resignation of Lord Town heiul and his brother, as well as his

own.
" In 1720, he became secretary to the Duke of Grafton, lord-

lieutenant of Ireland; was re- appointed secretary to the Treasury,
and again deputed to the Ha^ue.

" In 1723 he commenced his embassy to Paris; and continued
to 611 that important station until 1730. In 1733 he was nominated
embassador to the Mates-General, and remained at the Hague until

1739. when he relumed to England.
" During the whole period of Sir Robert Walpole's adminis-

tration, Lord Walpole was an able and useful coadjutor to his

brother, both in and out of Parliament; and was consulted in all

business of si ate, particularly foreign transactions. During his

residence abroad, besides official dispatches, be maintained a
private intercourse of letters with his brother, and even a confi-

dential correspondence with Queen Caroline, who reposed the

fullest reliance ou his talents and integrity.

" Although, from the time of his brother's resignation, he filled

no official station; yet, in consequence of his abilities, experience,

and weight among his party, he retained a considerable influence over

many ot the ministers; he was confidentially consulted by Mr. Pelham
and Lord Chancellor Hardwicke, and often gave his opinion in the

most frank and unreserved manner to the Duke of Newcastle, to

the Duke of Cumberland, and even to the King.
" Tbe importance of his correspondence and papers will fully

appear from this sketch of his life; and it would be difficult to

point out another character, who, for so long & period, was more
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trusted with the secrets of government, more acquainted with the

motives and springs of action, and possessed more influence in the

direction of foreign and domestic affairs." p. ix.

The materials from which the author has composed
this work, were, he informs us, Mr. Walpolo's Apology,

written by himself towards the latter end of his life, and
still preserved in his own hand-writing, containing a candid

and lively narrative of his transactions from 1715 to 1739;
his extensive correspondence during his embassy at Paris;

his correspondence with Queen Caroline, and other

branches of the royal family, not before printed, parti-

cularly his letters to the Duke of Cumberland in 1716 and

1747; his miscellaneous correspondence from 1742 to

1757; thoughts on Prussian alliauces in 1740; rhapsody

on foreign politics, occasioned by the treaty of Aix-la-

Chapelle in 1748, and that with Spain in 1750; and
several drafts of speeches in Parliament, on continuing

Hanoverian troops in British pay, 1743; on the supply to

the Empress-Queen in 174U; and the fulfilment of his

majesty's engagements with the King of Poland in 17 52.

In addition to these, Mr. Coxe has also been favoured with

permission to copy or extract from the Hardwicke papers,

the Hampden papers, and those of Sir C. Hanbury
Williams, 4n the possession of Capel Hanbury Leigh, Esq.

as well as Mr. Etough*s " Minutes of Memorable Conver-
sations with the late Lord Walpole, Baron of Woltej ton,

with Remarks on his Character and Conduct."

" The principal documents from which I have compiled these

Memoirs, being in manuscript, 1 have had little occasion to draw

my materials from printed narrative?; but I have not omitted to

cite those authors on whose testimony I have advanced any ma
terial fact." p. xv.

" From the resignation of Sir Robert Walpole, I have expatiated

more largely on the history of the times. 1 have attempted u>

develope the characters and administrations of Lord Granvii!;-.

Mr. Pelham, and the Duke of Newcastle; to sketch the state of

parties particularly the contests for power between Lord Granville

and the Pel hams, and between Mr. Pitt and Mr. Fox; and to

form a connected narrative of political transactions from 1712
to the death of Lord Walpole in 1757. With this view, beside--

the correspondence of Lord Walpole, I have ininvluc^d various

letters from the Duke of Newcastle, Lord Chancellor Hardwicke,

Mr. Pelham, and Mr. Fox." p. xvi.

The death of his college friend, the young Marquis of

Blapdford, in 1703, disappointed Horatio's hopes of en-
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tering the army ; betook chambers in Lincoln's-Inn, and com-
menct:d the study of the law, but relinquished the profes-

sion, being appointed in 1705 secretary to Brigadier- general
Stanhope, envoy and plenipotentiary to the Archduke
Charles, son of the Kmperor Leopold, and acknowledged
King of Spain by the allies. Such a subordinate situation

of course precluded him from any particular distinction,

and he only animadverted on the superstition and phlegm
of the Archduke Charles, who, although contending for the
Spanish crown, stopped at Barcelona and Montscrrat to

return thanks to the Virgin and St. Antonio. Unhappily
both Austrian* and Spaniards are still the slaves of such
pestiferous superstition; and hence one of the principal

causes of all their disasters. It was, however, during
his embassy to Paris that Mr. Walpole's character was
developed and his skill and address properly called into

action. The following statement of the origin and progress

of the alliance between George the Kirst and the Duke of
Orleans, as regent of France, although stated in the manner
most forcible to the Walpoliau whigs, unfolds one of their

fundamental errors.

" The peculiar situations of the Duke of Orleans and George the

Virst changed the discordant politics of the two cabinets, and
united the interests of England and France. By the treaty of
Utiecht it was stipulated, that the crowns of France and Spain
should never be joined in the same person; and Philip Duke of
Anjou was acknowledged King of Spain on renouncing his right

to the crown of France, which was to devolve on the Duke of
Orleans should Louis the Fifteenth die without issue male. The
young monarch being of a sickly constitution, this event was not

improbable; and Philip, notwithstanding his renunciation, enter-

mined designs of asceuding the throne of France, and was coun-

tenanced !>y a considerable party in the kingdom. Hence the

J>:»ke of Orleans, threatened with the loss of the succession, favour-

ably received the overtures of Kngland as the only power able to

support his risrht : and George the First was equally anxious to

conciliate the friendship of France, as the principal means of

counteracting the schemes of the jacobites, and annihilating the
1 hopes of the Pretender. When their interests thus concurred, it

was not difficult to adjust the conditions of a treaty of alliance:

after a few obstacles and delays, occasioned by the volatile cha-

racter of the Regent, a negociation was commenced by the Earl

of Mair at Paris, continued by Mr. Walpole and Chateau-

rteuf the French minister at the Hairae, and finally concluded

fry secretary Stanhope, and du Bois the confidential friend of the

Kegeiit.

" I he principal articles of the treaty which formed the bond
•f uutou betweeu the two countries, were, on the side of the Regent.
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to send the Pretender "beyond the Alps; and on the part of George
the First, to guaranty, in conformity with the peace of Utrecht,

the eventual succession of the house of Orleans to the crown of

France. This singular alliance, concluded on the 21st of August
1716, formed the commencement of a new o?ra in the political

annals of Europe, and united the rival powers of France and
England, whose enmity had deluged Europe with blood, and whose
union produced a long and unexampled period of peace and tran-

quillity.

" From the conclusion of this treaty the great object of the

English cabinet was directed to keep The Regent steady to his

engagements, through the channel of du Bois, who was gratified

with a large pension from the King of England*. To attain this

point, it was necessary to procure the dismission of Villars, Noailles,

Torcy, and d'CJxelles, who were attached to the old system, and
gradually to raise du Bois to the oflice of prime minister. But
to compass this scheme was no easy task ; for notwithstanding the

wonderful ascendancy which du Bois had acquired over his illus-

trious pupil, the Regent did not without great reluctance consign to

him the supreme direction of the state.

" Misinformed writers have asserted, that the advancement of

du Bois was as unobstructed as it was rapid, and tl\at the Duke of
Orleans was as eager to promote him as he was to be promoted.

The dispatches of the Earl of Stair f prove the falsity of these un-

qualified assertions, and show that the Regent hesitated, that du
Bois almost despaired of conquering his repugnance, and that his

success was principally owing to the influence of the English
cabinet, by which the Regent trom personal motives was governed."

T. +5.

" Having thus obtained for dn Bois the management of foreign

affairs, the next attempt of the English cabinet was to effect the

dismission of de Torcy, secretary of state, the inveterate enemy of
England, and the ablest minister in the French cabinet.
" John Baptiste Marquis de Torcy, second sou of the great

Colbert, was born in 1665: brought up un ler the auspices and
improved by the instructions of his celebrated father, he was soon

initiated in state affairs, and commenced at a very early period

his diplomatic career as secretary and envoy in difrereut courts of

Europe. In the twenty-second year of his a<*e he was appointed

secretary of state for foreign affairs. He distinguished himself in

the negociations which took place on the death of Charles the

Second, King of Spain, in regard to the succession of the Spanish

dominions, at the congress of Gertrnydenberg, and in the con-

ferences which settled the peace of Utrecht. A striking proof of

his ability is given* in the history ot these transactions published

« * St. Simon affirms that this pension was 40,000/. ; but this sum
was so enormous at that period as to render it probable that he was
misinformed.

-« f Hardwicke's State Papers, Vol. II.
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after li is death from his pipers*; it is one of the most atriott*

monuments of the superiority of the French cabinet in every species of
intrigue and address in negotiation. >

*' Torcy continued to enjoy, during the reign of Louis the
T'onrU cmh, the full confidence of his sovereign, and was engaged
in secretly promoting the success of the invasion against England*
'«*nd in making excuses forpcrmitting the Pretender to reside in

Li raine. < >n the death of Louis the Fourteenth, he was continued
in the ministry, as the only person versed in the management of
foreign transactions; his capacity for aft'iirs, and the talent which
he poises »t i| of lemieriog business agreeable to the Regent, made
)i itii a necessary instrument in the administration. But Torcy f
had become obnoxious to George the First, and to the whigs who
directed *.he couusels of England at this period, by his declaration

to Lord Bolingbroke concerning the nullity of any renunciation

which could be made by Philip Duke of Anjou to the crowu of
France J." p. 48.

" * Memoires de Torcy |K>ur servir a I'Histoire des Negociations,

depuis le Traitc de Ityswick juttqu' a la Paix d* Utrecht.
" f Torcy is represented by the French writers, and particu-

larly by St. Simon, who knew him personally, as remarkable for

the mildness of his manners and the placidness of his temper; yet
the Karl of Stair has recorded an instance which proves a great want
of self-command, and a peevish aversion to the English, at a time
when it was the interest of the French court to continue on good
terms with them.—See Hardwicke's Papers, Vol. 11. p. 530, 535.

"
% Though the peace of Utrecht had obliged the Spanish branch

of the Bourbon family to renounce by oath the right of succession

to the crown of France; yet the doctrine of its invalidity, as an
act void ab initio, had been publicly avowed. Torcy frankly

owned to Lord Bolingbroke, • The renunciation desired would be
• null and invalid by the fundamental laws of France, according
• to which laws the nearest prince to the crown is of necessity the
* heir. This law is considered as the work of Him who has esta-
• biished all monarchies, and we are persuaded in France that
• God only can abolish it. No renunciation therefore can destroy
* it; and if the King of Spain should renounce it for the sake of
' peace, and in obedience to his grandfather, they would deceive
' themselves, who received it as a sufficient expedient to prevent
• the mischief we purpose to avoid/—See Report of the Secret

Committee, p. 13.

" Torcy made no scruple of publicly declaring that this expe-
dient, which had been devised to prevent the union of France
an 1 Spain under one monarch, could be of little force, as being
inconsistent with the fundamental laws of France. ' This decla-

ration/ observes a judicious author, ' gives a remarkable instance
* of the weakness or wickedness of that administration, who could
* build the peace of Europe on so sandy a foundation, and accept
* of terms which France itself was honest enough to own were not
• to be maintained.'—Letter to Two Great M«n, r.tfd." p. 48.
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This declaration of de Torcy, which must be confessed
to be not entirely devoid of foundation, is particularly

worthy of attention at present, when we see a family
dethroned, made prisoners, and their sovereignty usurped,
all on the pretest of a forced "renunciation!" But what
are "fundamental laws" to a man who barters states, and
transfers oaths of allegiance, with all the indifference that

a jockey changes his horses.

Mr. Coxe certainly discovers rather too much leniency in

treating of the character of the licentious Abbe" du Bois,

tutor of the Regent Duke of Orleans. We would not, in-

deed, have him to adopt the malignant censure of St. Si-

mon \ but as a divine it was his duty to have pointedly

stigmatised the infamous life of this abandoned priest, and
also the corrupt see of Rome, which made such a man an
archbishop and a cardinal! Surely it would not have de-
tracted from the merits of his hero, to have expressed his~

own detestation of Du Bois's crimes. That he should par-
•Ion the extravagant licentiousness of the Regent, is much
less extraordinary, as many of the prince's vices were de^
rived from his tutor. To discriminate truth from false-

hood, justice from injustice, may not indeed be essential to

such hybrid compositions as " Memoirs," although it is the

first object of history. Yet the writer who betrays either

negligence or laxity of moral rectitude, in extenuating the
vices of ambitious intriguers, can never extend the fame of
the truly illustrious dead. Morality, like chastity, is still

revered even by those whose lives are the least influenced

by it. We would not, however, be understood to reHcct on
our author's own moral principles, but rather on his inde-

cisive or vague manner in detailing the history and progress

of Cardinal Du Bois and the Duke of Orleans. He has, in-

deed, very justly rested their defence, in a great measure,-

on the notorious falsehood of some of the charges brought

against them by the diabolical spirit of the saintly Madam
Maintenon. This is another instance of the evil conse-

quences, as well as the defeat of malignity. Madam Main-
tenon, like some English female saints of the present age*

blended the offices of religion and all the exterior characters

of piety with several atrocious vices. In order to advance

her favourite Duke of Maine, she accused the Duke of Or-
leans with poisoning three Freuch princes, and with a de-

sign to destroy the whple royal family. The profound cun-

ning with which this odious insinuation was propagated/

made a strong impression on Lewis XIV; but its extrava-

Xo.\2S. foL%2. Feb. 1*09. N
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gant falsehood was soon detected ; and its malignity not
only defeated itself, but became a veil to all the excesses of
Orleans and Du Bois. Popular opinion, which ever runs to

extremes, not satisfied with proving them much injured in-

dividuals, metamorphosed them into virtuous antl enligh-

tened statesmen. Historians, it appears, still admit the
delusion. As to Du Bois, or any other minister who takes
bribes from foreign states, there is but one reward for him;
that is, to he suspended on the gibbet of eternal infamy.

A considerable part of these Memoirs are appropriated to

narrate Mr. Walpole's labours and negotiations at Paris, re-

lative to the creation of the Marquis of Vrilliere, who mar*
ried a bastard daughter of the King of England, a duke and
peer of France. The whole of these proceedings, it may
be readily believed, are contemptible enough, and serve

only to show the weakness and littleness of statesmen, as

well as the inanity of pompous negociations. To Mr. WaU
pole's honour, he firmly resisted this business, which had so
long and so deeply interested our embassador, Sir Luke
Schaub, at the French court.

We here find some additional proofs of the infamous
character of Bolingbroke, who bribed the Duchess of
Kendal with eleven thousand pounds, by which means he
obtained the favour of the King. Lord and Lady Boling-

broke uere both constantly employed intriguing in France
with the party hostile to this country; and Sir R, Walpole
would never have consented even to the restoration of bis

family estate, had not the King threatened bim with dis-

mission if he persisted in refusing. Hence the origin of
Bolingbroke' s " unceasing enmity to the character and admi-
nistration of Sir Robert," who prevented his complete resto-

ration. Archbishop Herring, in a letter to Mr. Etough,
observes, " Bolingbroke was so abandoned in all respects,

that I always and shall reverence Sir Robert Walpole for

setting his face against him." An intrigue of Lady Boliug-

broke's, to give* up Gibraltar, drew forth the following

remarks by Lord Walpole, in a letter from Paris. "To
6erve Lord Bolingbroke's ambitious views, there is cer-

tainly nothing so black nor base that that dear couple .[Lord

and \jeu\y Bolingbroke] will not say or do; though his lord-

ship is the greatest poltroon Ihat was ever known." Several

other anecdotes are related of the baseness of this man,
whose talents procured htm a temporary reputation, but
whose writings are happily sinking into oblivion. Of his

historical character we shall have occasion to apeak hereafter,,
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The most gratifying details in these volumes are those of
Mr. Walpole's negociations and communications with the

virtuous Cardinal Fleury. Both these statesmen were
sincere in their desire of peace and friendship between
France and England ; both reposed implicit confidence in

each other's integrity ; and both endeavoured to check in-

triguing and deception. The good cardinal, however, was
easily persuaded by Mr. Walpole to preclude one of the
ablest statesmen then in France, the Marquis de Torcy,
from the councils of his sovereign. Torcy was supposed to
be hostile to England on account of his frank declaration of
the nullity of Philip's renunciation of the French crown.
W alpole called him a Jansenist; and the cardinal acqui-

esced in the charge, and never admitted him into office.

With respect to the existence of the secret treaty be-
tween Austria and Spain, in 1725, which gave rise to a
controversy still undecided, and which was positively but
evasively denied by the German and Spanish embassadors
in London, we have the following facts, which seem to
settle the question. To the assertion that Mr. Walpole
firmly believed in the existence of that treaty, is added the
following statement in a note, which also tends to illustrate

the accuracy and the' truth of the writings called historical

by Kttle Mr. William Belsham.

" I have, in the Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole, asserted, ' that
' the papers and documents submitted to my inspection fully dis-
* play the proofs on which the reality of the secret articles was
' formed,' and which occasioned the public declarations of the King
and ministers in parliament; that the Emperor and King of Spain
proposed to attempt the recovery of Gibraltar and the restoration of
the Pretender. I flattered myself, that the documents I had in-

serted in the Correspondence, and the proofs I had given in the

t Memoirs, would be sufficiently decisive, in the opinion of any
reasonable and unprejudiced person, to certify (as far as was compa-
tible with the nature of such evidence) the existence of the secret

articles. The only contradiction to these proofs was the simple dis-

avowal of the Emperor; but his assertion can be of little weight in

this instance, as he equally denied other secret stipulations, whicli

were afterwards proved. In fact, the confidential letter from Count
Ziitzeudorf, the Emperor's favourite minister, to Palm, confirms

beyond a doubt the secret resolutions of the Emperor.
* ' Do they say there is a secret engagement entered into in the

' offensive alliance concerning Gibraltar? That is the greatest un-
* truth, as the treaty itself snows. Do they say an agreement is

* made concerning the Pretender? That is likewise the greatest

* untruth that can be imagined. Let them ask all the Jacobites,

' whether they have heard one word' from us or from Spain that

N 2
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* could be construed to mean such an enterprise, so long as wk
' don't enter into a war ? but then we shall help ourselves as weli

' as we can. In short, the mad English ministry shall never bring
' us to any thing through fear : our measures are so taken, thatcer-

* tainly we shall be able to oppose the aggressor.'

" These words, if they mean any thing, prove the point in dis-

pute. For it cannot be supposed that the Emperor intended to assist

the Pretender, unless he entered into a war with England ; ami

that war could only be avoided, on the part of England, by ac-

ceding to the treaty of Vienna, which stipulated the restitution of

Gibraltar, and contained articles inimical to the commerce of Eng-

land, and the subsisting treaties in Europe.
" It is needless to- quote any more of this extraordinary letter,

which contains only vague assertions of the Emperor's peaceable

desires; yet Mr. William Belsham cites this very letter as ' an his-

' torical demonstration, that the intelligence upon which the court of
' London relied in this instance was wholly erroneous, from what-

ever quarter, or with whatever view or intention it might have
* been communicated.' I must however remark, that this author,

with his usual inaccuracy of quotation, when a passage militates

against his own opinion, has omitted two threatening sentences;

the first beginning with, ' In short the mad English/ &c; and the

second, which thus concludes the letter : ' What then is the cause and
* reason for making war f The augmentation of 30,000 men goes on,
9 and we are sure of manyfriends

*

" The same author, after citing the sentence of the Memoirs, at

the beginning of this note adds, 'If this cloudy jargon be intended
' to convey a belief of the reality of this design, let him produce
' those napers and documents which he pretends to have been sub-
4 milted to his inspection, and which shall outweigh and supersede

'the positive and confidential declaration of the imperial prime'
* minister to the imperial embassador, actually resident at the court •

* of London.' Mr. William Belsham's Two Historical Dissertations,

page 82.
" I am unwilling to deluge the public with more state papers,

after having published two thick quarto volumes; but it will be a

sufficient answer to Mr. Belsham's challenge, to subjoin the fifth

article of the secret treaty, which was communicated to Platania

and Carraccioli, the two Sicilian abbots, by King Philip himself:
" '5° Their Cesarean and Catholic majesties, foreseeing that the

' king of England will oppose the execution of such designs, as well
* in regard to his particular interests, as not to lose his umpireship in

* Europe, for which reason he will undoubtedly engage the English
' nation, and unite the Dutch and other princes in his league, they
* oblige themselves to seek all methods to restore the Pretender to the
* throne of Great Britain; to which end the Catholic king was to
' make use of the pretence of the restitution of Gibraltar, which be
' was to demand immediately as soon as the peace of Vienna was
' published.'

" The free remarks which these'ecclesiastks made on the secret

articles, inflamed the resentment of Philip, and he banished them
from Spain. They then retired into France, enjoyed the protection
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of the French government, and imparted much useful intelligence to

Mr. Waipole. I trust this document, in addition to those already
published, will show the futility of opposing va»uc conjectures and
perverted reasoning against positive fact." p. 2d0.

(To be continued.

J

f

An Elegiac Tribute to the Memory of Lieut. Gen. Sir John
Moore. By Mrs. Cockle. 4to. pp.16. 2s. Chappie*
1809.

WHATEVER we may think of a general who in a panic
suffered himself and his troops to be hunted two hundred
miles by a force which he could have two hundred times

annihilated; who, after having his army reduced by the

sickness .of disappointed valour, the unnecessary fatigues of
a precipitate retreat, and the effects of inclement weather
on their almost naked bodies, at length charged, fought,

and conquered the enemy, even when he had concentrated

his forces! a general, who spent months at his head-quar-

ters as ignorant of the situation of his allies or his enemies
as of the hour of his conception, and only occupied himself

iu writing vindictive letters against a country which he ought
to have known was mountainous, sterile, inhospitable by
nature, thinly inhabited, and destitute of every kind of

military accommodation or resource, and against a people—
ignorant, obstinate, prejudiced, but brave, honest, patri-

otic, aud generally virtuous ; whatever we may think of a

general who threw his gold into the rivers instead of freely

dividing it among his brethren in arms, who burnt his ma?
gazines of clothing at the very time that his soldiers were
ragged, and exposed without food or sleep to the most in-

tense cold and storms of snow, and who precipitately aban-

doned all the impregnable passes in the country of his

allies to their enemies; we cannot withhold respect from the

philanthropy, genius, and patriotism, evinced in this eler

gant " Elegiac Tribute to the Memory of Sir John Moore."

He fell into the arms of immortal Fame and fruitless Victory

at the moment he was about to be enveloped in a cloud of

disgrace. His memory will be hallowed by the patriot

Muse, while his country perpetuates his name in marble.

Yet posterity may perhaps recognise some analogy be-

tween his fame and his victory, and the tribute of the poet

gveeted as in the appropriate sphere of fiction.

In thus frankly expressing our opinion of a brave man,
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who has fought, bled, and fallen in the service of km
country, we certainly cannot be supposed to be actuated

by any hostile emotion, or any other sentiment than tbe

love of truth and justice. Neither are we ignorantly de-
claiming on impracticable things. We have sojourned in

the country which General Moore traversed; we know
the disposition, principles, indole, manners, and customs,

of the people; we are also perfectly aware of the badness

of the roads, the numerous and almost insuperable difficulties

which an army must encounter at every step; the want
of provisions and every kind of domestic accommodation

;

the peculiar disinclination of the people to communicate
with strangers (especially heretics), their reluctance to

sell them their goods even for money, and their eternal

dread of dearth and famine; their absurd prejudices, ob-
stinacy, and caprices; their indignation, occasioned by
what they deem a national affront, at all foreigners who
cannot speak fluently their diverse dialects; ami their

general distrust of strangers, with whose characters they
are unacquainted ; all contribute to render a campaign in

.Spain the most arduous and difficult enterprise which couW
be undertaken by an English officer. Notwithstanding

these and many more embarrassing circumstances, which
we could enumerate, that Englishman who once convinces a

Spaniard of his candour, honesty, and favourable opinion*

of Spain, will ever after have a firm, faithful, and gene-
rous friend. There is perhaps no other country in Europe
where prudence and address can do so much, and none
where violence or force can effect so little. It is peculiarly

the country of enthusiasm, heroism, and intrepidity. The
genius and die hero, who manifests zeal, conceives rapidly

* Little care was taken, we suspect, to display such opinions,

or to persuade the Spaniards that we were heartily and disinterestedly

theirfriends ; ou the contrary, whether from the pressure of bar-

rassing and accumulated difficulties, or from a naturally petulant

disposition, the language of detestation, abuse, and even curse*,

were liberally bestowed on them and their country. This contact,

accompanied with other acts which most pass unnamed, very
naturally excited the indignation, and in some cases the vengeance,
of the people. Yet our "blauket heroes" complain of tUeur

inhospitableness, and our " perfumed popinjays " of fatigue ! A
soldier would be ashamed to murmur at the temporary privation

of roast beef and down beds. Those epicene bipeds of a Hyde-
Park review may disgrace, but certainty cannot serve, their

country. Asp.

>
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ami executes effectually whatever tends to the honour of

Spain, will be revered, obeyed, and may become invin-

cible; but the cold calculator, the dry reasoner, the man
of method and business, however great his knowledge,

however respectable his endowments, and profound his

skill, will be invariably despised, shunned, and ridiculed.

El gtnio del hombre no trstd A mi gam, exclaims the Spa-
niard; and neither prudentialreasons nor self-interest will

ever induce him to have any further communication or cor-

respondence with him. Between them there exists none of

those natural sympathies of heart, nothing of that conge-
niality of mind, which insensibly draw and unite persons

together: they are of opposite sentiments and feelings; the

Spaniard retires more than ever attached to the fancied

superiority of his own imagination, and the reasoner can
perceive no cause for abandoning his consequences and his

prudent anticipation.

From this view of the Spanish character, the reader will

be at no loss to decide why General Moore, and some other

British officers, should have imbibed such adverse impres-

sions of the general disposition of the Spaniards, and sup-

posed them lukewarm in the cause of their country, it

manifests great weakness or want of candour to pronounce

dogmatically on the character of any people or nation,

merely from traversing one of its provinces, especially in a

country where every one has not only its peculiar laws,

manners, and customs, but also its awn dialect. But it

was particularly delusive and unjust to draw any general

conclusions from the state of Gallicia— a province which

has had so much intercourse with the miscreant Irish, who
have artfully aroused all the religious prejudices of the

vulgar, who have fabricated extravagant tales of English

hostility to papists, and who have adopted every other

wicked artifice calculated to excite in the Gallicians a per-

manent aversion from the character and principles of

Englishmen. Surely he must be a very prejudiced ob-

server, indeed, who could not discriminate a palpable diffe-

rence between the conduct of the people in Estremadura

and Gallicia. We have, however, too long detained our

readers on this subject, and must now introduce the poem.
» -

" What frequent tears the Patriot Muse has shed :

A nation's tribute to her mighty dead!

!

Wlwt suns have set in Glory's radiant way.

To gild with cloudless beams a brighter day !
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Succeeding Wolfbs, in conquest's glowing hour.

Succeeding Chathams, eloquent no morel
From the parch'd plains of Egypt's barren sand.

And there, where Tagus laves fair Lisbon's strand,

To that where Trafalgar's victorious wave
Saw dear-bought lanrels deck a Nelson's grave}

Jn the full blaze of victory's bursting light,

What orbs have sunk and left the sudden night!

Yet shed their parting beams of brightness here,

To shine unselting in a purer sphere !

Another falls— and Moore's unconquer'd name
Gives a new hero to a nation's fame. ' p. 3.

The poet then describes, with considerable strength and
felicity of expression, the mental endowments and achiev-

ments of her hero in different quarters of the globe. Tp
the glorious list could we have added, that instead of vacil-

lating months at Salamanca *, he passed in the enemy's
rear, joined his allies at Tudela, changed the fate of things

there, and mingled his blood and his arms with the im-
mortal heroes of Zaragoza; we should then indeed have
u melted with the melody of her lays." Unhappily, expe-
rience seems to be lost on mankind ; and after the lapse of
a century, the drama of Peterborough and Galway has
again been rehearsed before us. There are energy, beauty,
and fidelity, in the following description :

—
" A Tyrant nods— and o'er a fated land ,

Fell Usurpation hurls her flaming brand,

Then flings it furious o'er the peaceful plain.

Blood on her brow, and terror in her train;

Her drooping children, peaceful now no more,

Mark the dire progress of its blasting pow'r;

See its red glare in dreadful ruin rise,

And turn— to Britain turn their suppliant eyes.

That generous Britain, on whose sea-girt breast,

Peace, the fair exile, guards her halcyon nest,

Rears 'mid the victor wave her radiant form,

Strong in the whirlwind, fearless in the storm;

Nor asks in vain— a nation's ardour pours

Her matchless heroes from her friendly shores.

" Nor Desolation marks the scene alone,

. But captive inonarchs, and a vacant throne.

Madrid's proud wails beheld the impious deed,

Arm'd her brave chiefs, nor fear'd the glorious meed

;

* Perhaps, indeed, this mi^lif not be the fault of the commander,
but of the contradictory orders which he received. In justice to

the memory of the deceased, it was necessary that this point should

be ascertaiued ; the campaign was entirety left to his discretion /
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Mark'd with exulting eyes her patriot band,

And haii'd the heroes of her native land;

Saw their bright colours blending hues combin'd,

And Britain's name with fair Iberia's join'd."

" What though rude War's licentious footsteps stray.

Through all thy blushing wilds, thy fragrant way

;

What i hough she bid her rough unsparing hand
Seize the rich treasures of thy blooming land ;

Yet raise the pensive eye— yet smiling see,

One dazzling wreath of deathless victory;

Whose sweets immortal deck a Weli.esley's brow,

Unfading trophies from a fallen foe !

"

From the liveliness and strength of the likenesses, wc
were preparing to remonstrate against the justice ;>f the

epithet w mightier conqueror," till wc recollected the
adage, sape pottarum mendacia dulcia finxi. We must" ex-
tract, however, the following apostrophe, which does equal
honour to the departed hero, the head,.and the heart of our
author.

-

" Ye brave companions, who, in honour's clay,

Still fearless trod with him her dangerous way;
Ye who still live, his high deserts to tell,

And ye, alas! like him, who nobly iell,

Take from the mourning Muse her grateful tear.

Nor think it falls alone to deck his bier;

For all it trembling fills her pensive eye;
All claim alike a nation s sympathy;

*

Whilst nobly emulous, like you to prove,

Britannia's bulwark and her monarch's love,

The proud protectors of her righteous cause,

The unrivall'd champions of her c<jual law*,

Succeeding heroes by your names inspir'd.

With rival zeal, with rival ardour fir'd.

Like you triumphant shall her laurels share,

Her pride, her hope, her glory, and her care*'

There is one feature in this noble "Tribute," which is now
become so rare, that we shall be pardoned, if not thanked,

by every independent mind, for holding it up to general

admiration ; we mean its perfect freedom from every de-
signing or selfish idea, from every sentiment of interested

adulation or groveling sycophancy, and even from the

talentless vanity of " an avarice of praise." Throughout the

whole we behold the soul of genius, humanity, taste, and
genuine English independence and patriotism. The con-
cluding lines have another excellence equally deserving of

attention. They manifest an enlightened mind, conscious
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of the beneficence of Providence, clearly conceiving just

notions of the power and goodness of the Sovereijnt Arbiter,

and deeply imbued with the true sublimity of Christianity,

very different from the vulgar cant of modern evangelicals.

Although we have already extracted liberally from this

interesting poem, the concluding prayer is so apposite

and so proper at present for every subject of the United

Kingdom, that we feel it a duty to insert it.

" Amidst the mercies of a chastening hand,

May holier zeal preserve this favoured land

!

Protect her altars in the threaten'd storm,

Nerve the rais'd ami, to shield their sacred form:

That lifted arm, which strong in Virtue's cause,

Would guard -her King, her Liberty, her Laws!
And fix that diadem, which sparkles now,
With gathering glory, on a Brunswick's brow;
Preserve its lustre from a Tyrant's powV,
Yet grateful torn to Him in conquest's hour,

That better trust, whose hand sustains on high,

The great, th* eternal cham of destiny

!

And as the cloud for Israfl's favour'd race

Still mark'd his presence, and his resting place.

Oh ! let the kindred beam reposing here

Yet show his guardian, his directing care ;

Yet point to Britain's sons :he radiant way,
Whilst future Mooties, on many a distant day,

Like him shall triumph, and like him shall prove,

A nation's gratitude, a nation's lore!

And rival heroes, bending o'er his um
In awful pause, this patriot truth shall learn ;

Marking the track his conquering footsteps trod,

The path where Glory points, conducts to G6o." p. 1 1.

Would to God the campaign which gave occasion to this

poem had been planned or executed with equal ability ! But

while our ministers think it best to have no plan, lest it

•hould be violated, or embarrass their generals, and while

the latter are more desirous of marching or negociating than

conquering, it is not surprising that discomfiture, disaster,

and ignominy, should pursue our arms. The march of the

Knglish troops in Spain was projected in ignorance, exe-

cuted with ill-natured contempt, aud terminated with the

most fatal disgrace. No man of sense would have drawn
the enemy to the great naval depot of the kingdom, where

' a fleet of nine sail of the line and immense naval stores

must inevitably fall into his hands

!
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AGRICULTURE AND BOTANY.

The Practical Norfolk Farmer ; describing the Management of a Farm
throughout the Year; with Observation* founded on Erperience.

8vo. pp. 140. 5s. Stevenson and Co. Norwich; Scatcberd
and Lettcrman, London.

THE superiority of the Norfolk system of husbandry is so ge-
nerally admitted, that, notwithstanding the numeroos volumes which
have bee i written on it, a brief and accurate account, like that con-
tained in this work, of the different process adopted durnig each month
in the year, must still be very convenient to farmers and agriculturists

* in general. The authrir has modestly concealed his rratne ; but he
azures us, that hts " observations are ouch as have occurred durinir

30 years experience as a practical farmer on thediiierent Mils of the

county." This book bears internal evidence of the truth of his

assertion, as it is devoted to a full and impartial statement of tacts,

without any alloy of theoretical speculation garbled from ill

understood works on chemistry. Our Norfolk farmer begins the

agricultural year with September, and det;ii's the nature and order
of the business of iiis farm during every succeeding month till the

August following, describing the methods of preparing manure,
tilling, planting, reaping, &c. with considerable neatness and
perspicuity. We shall extract the author's account of the " ditierent

courses of farming" in Norfolk.

" The turnip system of husbandry, as it is usually termed, has
prevailed in this county for near a century with unrivalled success,

ami would with the same attention, no doubt, be found as beneficial

io different parts of the kingdom. In thr south part of the county,

the land consisting of a strong clay, the four-course husbandry
prevails ; 1st. of turnips, 2d. barley or oats, 3d. clover, and 4th.

wheat. Where beans can be grown with advantage, they pursue

the following method ; 1st. turnips, 2d. barley or oats, Sd. clover,

4th. wheat, 5th. beans, 6ih. wheat. The five-course husbandry is

often practised here : 1st. turnips, 2d. barley or oats, 3d. clover,

4th. wheat, 5th. barley or oats, and invariably manure for their

turnip and wheat crops.
" In the south-west part of it, where the land is light and the

success of their crops depends in a great measure on the sheep, they

pursue the following course; 1st. turnips; 2d. barley; 3d. grasses,

a considerable part of which is fed ; 4th. grasses fed ; and 5th. wheat
or rye. By this system a 6fth part of the land is with turnips and
two fifths with grass, and a greater quantity of sheep fed than by
any other method, and the turnips being sowed from wheat stubble,

produces a superior crop than, from the appearance of the soil,

could be supposed.
" In the east part, the four-course husbandry is practised : the land

being ploughed up for wheat, after the first year layer, on the clover

stubble ; this district consists chiefly of a good loam, but in those

parts of it which is lighter, the six-course husbandry prevails.
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" In the west, north, and north-west, which comprise the most
considerable part of the county, the six-course husbandry, with few
exceptions, is adhered to : 1st. turnips; 2d. barley or oats laid down
with clover and grasses ; 3d. clover and grasses mowed ; 4th. grasses

fed; 5th. wheat; 6th. barley or oats. This excellent system, the

best adapted lor the soil, which consists chiefly of a sandy loam,

ought never to be deviated from ; and as, in these districts, the

quantity of pasture and meadows is inadequate to the arable land

to that in the south parts, a greater quantity of stork can be fed."

This volume, which is printed by the publishers at Norwich, and
dedicated to T. W. Coke, Esq. M. P. is much more elegant than

many ofour London works. It looks, indeed, as if it were designed,

to be read ; all the letters are of a bright and deep black, and con*
sequently will neither fatigue the eyes nor exhaust the patience in

making out the words, like many (we had almost said most) of the

books printed in the metropolis. We are happy to find that this

useful style of printing is becoming very general, not only in Scot-

land, but throughout the whole country.

The English Botanist's Pocket Companion ; containing the essential

genuine Characters of every British Plant, airanged agreeably to the

Linnaan System ; together with a short and easy Introduc tion to the

'

Study of Botany, and an Explanation of the Principles upon uhich
the Classification of the Sexual System is founded. By James
Dede.' 12mo. pp. 152. +s. Hatchard. 1809.

NUMEROUS compilations have lately been offered to the public

under the convenient title of " Botanical Pocket-books/' &c. ; but
very few, if any of them, are in the least calculated either to facili-

tate the accquisition of this science, or to initiate tyros in the
rudiments of botanical knowledge. They contain, indeed, some-
thing of the sexual system, but it may be doubted whether their

meagre abstract of it be not much more difficult to comprehend and
apply to practice than the complete work. Such compilations are
beneath the attention of professed botanists ; aud to students they
are almost unintelligible ; they are also confined to mere nomencla-
ture, a circumstance which has very considerably injured and im-
peded ihe progress of botanical knowledge. The valuable work of
Withering is too voluminous for common use ; but Dr. Smith's able
u Introduction," which we have recently noticed, will be found
equally useful aud attracting to lovers of vegetable nature. With
respect to Mr. Dede's " English BotanistV Pocket Companion,"
it is not too much to say, that it is in general greatly superior to

most similar works, that the classes are intelligibly defined, the
common uses of British plants noticed, and their orders and genera
explained aud described. The author acknowledges his obligations

to Withering's arrangement, which he has adopted with some slight

and judicious alterations. Had Mr. Dede added the names of all

the known English species of plants, it would not have augmented
the size of his work, so much as it would have contributed

to its utility.
**

i
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EDUCATION.

Institutes of Latin Grammar. By John Grant, A.M. 8vo. pp. 40

L

Longman and Co. 1804.

ONE of the greatest obstacles to the rapid acquisition of Latin, is

the too general conviction that, as it is "a dead language," it is

both unnecessary and impossible to speak it. Under this impression

almost all our Latin grammars have been composed, and are still

used, although it is evident, from the short period in which persons

learn Italian or German (which are very little less didicult), that

to endeavour to speak would be the speediest mode of becoming
good Latinists. Mr. Grant, we suspect, had not precisely this object

in view, in composing these " Institutes
;
" yet he has done for the

students of Latin very nearly what Chambaud did for those of

French, in furnishing a comprehensive collection of rules illustrated

by examples, either for translating or writing Latin. It will not be
expected, that we should attempt to analyse so copious and multi-

farious a work, which professes rather to contain what is useful

than original. We can therefore only observe, that to persons who
have made some progress in the study of Latin, to tutors and others

who may wish to improve their grammatical knowledge, Mr. Grant's

Institutes will be found more useful than any similar English work
with which we are acquainted. The lists of the variously construed

neuter verbs will tend to obviate many of those perplexing difficulties

which, at first, beset young grammarians, and assist them in compre-
hending the real import of several idioraatical expressions. We had pre-

pared some observations on the author's «• remarks on the classifica-

tion of certain verbs/' which arc sensible and judicious; but it would
extend this article to an inordinate length to insert them. The
general merit and utility of this volume, and the immense number
of words and idioms whicfi are illustrated in it, make us regret that

the author has not subjoined a verbal index, which would have

added considerably to its perspicuity, and also enabled the reader

to have turned to all the different pages in which the same word
may occur, although for different purposes. The advantage of

such an appendage is so obvious, that we presume the iugeuioiH

author will-yet adopt it. The work, we must say, is shamefully

printed, although on good paper; many pages are so pale and
colourless, that ttie accents and Greek characters are scarcely dis-

cernible. It 19 very dishonest to print school books in such a

manner, as they must be illegible with a few days' usage.
.

*

The Stranger's East-Indian Guide to the Hindoostanee ; or grand
popular language of India (improperly calltd Moors). By
John Borthwick Gilchrist, Esq. LL. t>. Author of the Hindoos-
tanee Philology, Indian Monitor, &c. Second Edition. 8vo.

pp. 2tf6. 9s. Black, Parry, and Kingsbury. 1803.

THE talents of Professor Gilchrist are well known to all persons

acquainted with India affairs ; and this new edition of his excellent
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•* Guide to the Hindoostanee," will be gratefully received by all

those of either sex who intend to visit the British possessions in the
East, or who devote their attention to the study of the oriental

languages. The great and arduous labour of reducing such a
language to grammatical rules, adapting English characters to

express their sounds, and compiling dialogues, must be evident to

every reader. The Hindoostanee is by far the most generally

useful language in the East;, and there are few persons, we are told

by Mr. Bayley, " between Cape Coniorin and Kabool, a country
about 200O miles long and 1400 broad, who are not conversant in

the Hindoostanee ; and in many places beyond the Ganges, this

language is curreut and familiar." Dr. Gilchrist's Guide is allowed
to be " the plainest introduction to the knowledge of Hindoostanee
ever published." When we state that to this concise grammar are
added a copious vocabulary of English and Hindoostanee, and
Hindoostanee and English exercises, poetical pieces, &c. we pre-

turae that all classes of persons, going or trading to India, will find

k well worthy of their attention.

POETRY.

The Poems of Richard Corbet, late Bishop ofOxford and of Norwich,
The fourth Edition, with considerable Additions. To which arc
now added u Oratio in funits Henrici Principis," from Ashmofe*s

Museum. Biographical Note*, and a L\fe of the Author. Vy
Octavius Gilchrist, F. S. A. 8vo. pp. 340. 8s. Longman & Co*

180g.

WHEN we noticed the excellent tract in defence of Ben Jonson,

by Mr. Gilchrist, we could not help expressing our wish that the
author would pursue his researches, and favour the public with a
more extensive work. The present volume had then appeared,

and we can trace, in the well-written life of the worthy bishop,

the same felicity of illustration, the same happy talent of extracting

all the wit and humour without any of the verbiage of ancient

writers, which are so conspicuous in the defence of Jonson.

Bishop Corbet was born at Ewell, Surrey, in 1582* nnd died at

Norwich in 1635. His poetical effusions were never intended for

publication, yet we apprehend that the reader will not be dis-

satisfied at Mr. Gilchrist for bringing them before the public in

a more complete and collected manner than they have hitherto

appeared. Seventeen of the pieces here published, besides the

original account of the author's life, and several curious notes

and illustrations, are not contained in any other collection of the

bishop's poems. " His panegyric," observes* Mr. Gilchrist, " is liberal

without grossness, ana complimentary without servility ; bis satires

on the Puritans* a pestilent race, evince his skill in severe and
ludicrous reproof: and the addresses to his son and parents, while

they are proofs of his filial and parental regard, bear testimony

to his command over the finer feelings. But the piedominant faculty
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of his mind was wit" It is impossible to convey any adequate
idea of these memoirs and illustrations, by an analysis; we snail
therefore extract one of the short poems.

" To the Ghost of Robert Wisdome. '

" Thou, once a body, now but aire,

Arch-botcher of a psalme or prayer,

From Carfax come

:

And patch me up a zealous lay.

With an old ever and for ay,

Or, ail and tome.

Or such a spirit lend mee,
As may a hymne downe send mee,

To purge my braineft

So, Robert, look behind thee,

Least Turke or Pope doe find thee,

And goe to bed again."

We lament that a portrait of the learned and ingenious bishop
is not attached to this volume, particularly as it is said that be had
" a face which might heaven to affection draw/' Such an addi-
tion was practicable, as there is an acknowledged good one of him
in the bail of Christ Church, Oxford.

The Council of Hogs, a descriptive Poem, containing a patriotic

Oration to the Swinish Multitude, 8vo. pp. 16. Is. Hatchard.
1809.

UNHAPPILY this is not the age for chaste and delicate satire,

still less is this a proper subject for it. It is vain to talk of honour,
truth, consistency, justice, and such like things, to those who can
feel only a "cat o -nine-tails." In other times we should have
expected the author's well-designed poem would have been useful

in exposing the nefarious practices of unprincipled men ; but vice

is become too callous, too gigantic to be shamed by a simply

ludicrous contrast with virtue.

The Flo-xers at Court. By Mrs. Reeve. Small 8vo. pp. 30.

2s. 6d. Baldwin. 1 809.

MRS. REEVE very justly thought that the Court of Flora should

not pass uncelebrated; and that the subject might not only be

amusing, but instructive, in the science of botany. Should she

aucceed in drawing but one hapless fair one from the naturally

debilitating and necessarily vitiating music-mania of the day, she

will have done some positive good to her kind. The preceding

works of this nature are thus introduced:—

" In a bow'r where the Rose and the Eglantine twin'd.

Sad and pensive the once laughing Goddess reclih'd

;

To her, Gossip Rurnoqr had whisper'd the tale

That the Peacock in splendour his friends would regale

;

That the Grasshopper boasted of having his feasts,

And that concerts and balls had been given by beasts;
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That e'en Fishes, rcsolv'd such diversions to share.

In their coral abotlcs had a gala more rare.

Ah! Flora e.\< laituM, shall my beautiful train

In their own native woodlands neglected remain?
"

In this style the i haractersof all the more generally known plant*

arc introduced to the Court yf Flora; and Mrs. Reeve discovers a

respectable knowledge of vegetable phenomena. Her views and

mora) principles deserve our commendation, and her verses are easy

and flowing.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Young' Sea-Officer*$ Sheet-Anchor ; or a Key to the Leading of
Rigging, and to practical Seamanship. By Darcy Lever. 4to.

pp. 120. ll. lis. 6d. Gill, Leeds.
* Longman and Co,

London. 1S08.

THIS is certainly the most complete representation of all the

mechanical operations of seamanship which has yet appeared.

The author has accurately delineated, on one hundred and eleven

large quarto plates, containing five hundred and eighty-seven figures,

all the different parts of the rigging, the various positions of the

ship, sails, shrouds, masts, yards, tackles, ropes, cables, anchors,

tacks, buoys, compass, &c. &c. ; with ample directions for splicing

ropes, making sails, &c. This work, which evinces great labour

and attention, is patronised by the Admiralty and the East-India

,
Company, as well as recommended by a dozen admirals and as

many captains, besides several respectable masters of merchant
ships. The engravings are neatly executed, and are very cre-

ditable lo the talents of Messrs. Butterworths of Leeds. This
" Key to Rigging and Seamanship/' will also be useful to ship-

owners, as well as the young midshipmen of his majesty's navy.

U would, however, have added considerably to the utility of this

work, had the author given the dimensions of the sails, cables,

anchors, &c. according to the tonnage of the vessel and mode of

rigging adopted.

A Collection of Modern and Contemporary Voyages and Travels.

Vol. II. containing Travels in Iceland, performed by Order qf his •

Danish Majesty. By Messrs. Olafsen and Povelsen.

—

Travels

throvgh thefour principal Islands of the African Seas; by Order

qf the French Government, in 1801, and 1802. By M. Bory de
St. Vincent.— The Gleanings qf a Wanderer in various Parts qf
England, Scotland, and North Wales, in 1804.

—

And an Analysis

'of Holcroft*s Travels from Hamburgh to Paris. 8vo. With
13 Plates, pp.642. 15s. Phillips.

In the Appendix to Vol. 17, our readers will find a review of t
French translation of Olafsen's Travels in Iceland, to which we
refer them for an account of their contents. The English translation
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professes to be taken from the original Danish. It appears in

general to be sufficiently accurate. For an account of St Vincent's
Travels, we must also refer the reader to our review of the original

work. Vol. 19, p. 457. Holcroft's Journey from Hamburgh to

Paris was examined at considerable length in our Nos. for May and
July 1804. The " Gleanings of a Wanderer" consist of transitory*

descriptions of. the different places of importance from York to

Edinburgh, Aberdeen, lnverary, Glasgow, Carlisle, Lincolnshire)

Staffordshire, Herefordshire, Monmouth, and Chester; the whole
interspersed with historical and biographical anecdotes, which give

an interest to the hasty outline. The reader will find both amuse-
ment and instruction "in this volume, at a very moderate expense.

REVIEWERS REVIEWED.
CRITICAL REVIEW.

To the Editor of the Antijacohin ttetiew.

Sir; LF.TTER III.

IN my last letter (p. 84 of this volume) I exhibited to

your readers a specimen of the behaviour of the Critical Reviewers
on subjects relating to politics and government. It there appeared,
that these writers exert their utmost zeal, and nearly exhaust lan-

guage, in depicting the corruptions of our government, the folly

and wickedness of its agents, and our general state of oppression and
sufferings. This reprobation of the agents of state, it was proved, is

not confined to any one set of men or of ministers, but is. bestowed
pretty equally on all; on whigs and tories, on the violent and the

moderate, the profligate and the virtuous, on their greatest favourites

while in opposition, whenever they are the servants of his majesty,

or act in concert with their measures. Jt was proved, too, by a
copious induction of particular instances, that in this zeal to inspire

us with a hatred of those who conduct our public affairs, and with a
strong sense of the evils brought upon us by their misconduct, these

reviewers are wholly regardless of the means which they employ,
and continaally issue forth a torrent.' of such p: lpable, shameless,

and dreadful falsehoods, as have seldom disgraced the most unprin-

cipled and outrageous calumniators; and that, therefore, their

efforts are most mischievous, and directly tend to excite ruur-

murings and discontent, faction and insurrection.

I will now show, that this critic's exertions are not less mis-
chievous in respect to the Church and Religion. This position will

need little proof to. those who have observed the uniform behaviour
of other similar spirits. It is a fact highly deserving of attention,-

that all those persons who have lately distinguished themselves in

the work of demolition, have attacked at the same time the Church
and the Government of their country ; and, openly or insidiously,

have prepared men for their state projects, by lessoning their respect

either for religion itself, or at least for the established and national

No. 128. VoLV2. Feb. 1809. O
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system of it. The perpetrators of the unexampled atrocities is

France were prepared for their diabolical work by an almost incre-

dible and successful diligence in propagating infidelity amotag them.

Our own arch-anarchist, the infamous Paine, libelled all earthly

governments in his " Rights qfMan," and the government of heaven
in his " Age of Reason.'* And, very generally, those among us who
are so loud in their clamours against government, and so eager to

reform every thing but themselves, will be found, either such at

disregard thc,dictatcs of Christianity altogether, such as embrace it

in a very partial and mutilated form, or, at the best, such as do

not conform to that pure and scriptural system of it which is dis-

played in the documentsof the Established Church. This, indeed,

must be the case. So peremptory are the injunctions of the Chris-

tian Scriptures, u Let every soul be subject to the higher powers ; for

there is no power but of God. Whosoever, therefore, resisteth the

pouei-, resisteth the ordinance of God, and shall receive to themselves

damnation Wherefore ye mast needs be subject, not only for
wrath, but also for conscience* sake.*' " Submit yourselves to every

ordinance of man, for the Lord's sake : whether it be to the king, as

supreme; or unto governors, as unto them that are sent by him, for

the punishment of evil doers, and for the praise of them that do
well." So indispensably are Christians required to render unto all

who are set over them their due degree of affection, honour, and
tribute, according to their office, for their office* sa':e— so awful are

the threatening* denounced against disobedience to these injunc-

tions— that no persons who have not learned to reject the authority

of such Scriptures; or, which is nearly the same thing, have
learned to take profane liberties with them, arid to make them
speak just what they please, dare act in opposition to them. (See,

e. g., Rom. iii ; 1st. Pet. ii.) And as the Church, as happily

constituted in this kingdom, is the ground and pillar of the truth,

and possesses a scheme of worship and instruction adapted above
every other system to impress men with right ideas respecting their

civil as well as religious duties, so it will be found in fact, nearly

without an exception, that in exact proportion as they adhere to her

system, they respect the injunctions of Scripture on this head, and

are loyal and peaceable subjects. They who adhere to her fully,

forget not her early instructions "to honour and obey the King,

aud all that are put in authority under him," and are usually the

most distinguished for these virtues : They who receive her doctrint

but reject her discipline, or who respect her discipline but neglect

her doctrine, are less to be depended upon, and more liable to be

. thwarted by the influence of other circumstances : They who reject

froth her doctrine and discipline, and approach the nearest W>

unbelievers, or ?.re in reality such, will almost, to a man, be found

ainout: our " murmurcrs and complainers, wl/ose mouths speak
-.great ^veiling words;" our*' filthy dreamers" of some unattainable

state of social bliss, **who detpise dominion and speak evilofdignities."

" These, are Urcy who sepurdte themselves, sensu il, not having the

spirit ;" who " doty f \e only Lord God, and our Savitrur Jesus Christ."

(Set St. .l'id.\) la which of these classes of men our critics are to

be ranked, wiil appear as we proceed.
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That they are bitter enemies of our Church, as at present by law
established, and zealous promoters of heresy and schism, are facte

most notorious. They are the avowed and strenuous advocates for

the repeal of the test taxes, and of" every lav/' and restriction which
are inconsistent with what is called " unlimited toleration,** and the

forming, in the stead of our present admirably constituted Church,
an heterogeneous and most unnatural association of papists and pro-

testants, churchmen and dissenters, including every jarring,

extrav agant, and impious sect which disgraces Christendom. They
allow no religious system to be eilher scriptural or rational, but that

which strips Christianity of its most distinguishing and valuable

peculiarities, and reduces it to little more than an improved system
of heathenism; this they denominate taiitarianism. They extol in

the highest terms of p.megyrie the most impudent and blasphemous
writers of this sect ; such as Kvauson, Fellowes, and Stone. They
ridicule, they depreciate, they revile, by every possible means,
w hatever is connected with the Church — her founders, her Liturgy,

her Articles, her clergy. This they frequently do with a degree of

violence, of ferocity, and of shameless disregard to truili and
decency, which is -strongly indicative of madness,, or of dispositions

the most truly diabolical. And this fury a -ainat the established

clergy.rages in exact proportion to their conscientious adherence to

their engagements with the Church, and their zc-il for her honour.

In short, Sir, all the extravagant abuse of the Church and her

orthodox sons, which I quoted from this critic in my first letter to

show his extreme inconsistency with his former principles, may now
be produced as descriptive of his prevailing behaviour. (See Anti-
jac. Review, Sept. 1S08.)

The fact is, that, as of old, "certain Jews banded together, and
bound themselves under a curse, that they would neither eat nor
drink till they had killed Paul;" so at present, in this kingdom,
there is " a band of persons'* who have resolved never to rest, nor
to softer our governors to rest, till they have overturned our present

Church Establishment. And, as a celebrated predecessor of these

worthies on witnessing before his death some of the blessed effects,

of the French revolution, exclaimed, " Lord, now lettest tluju thy

servant depart in peace/* so are our present conspirators fully per-

suaded, that " Amy is the day of their salvation. " Much good,"

they say, " has been done to their cause, by the late discussions which
have taken place in Parliament, on the question of Catholic eman-
cipation." And, considering how " truly critical" the times now
are, «• never/* it is added, "-may the advocates of this inestimable

right, in this country, hope to find a fitter occasion than tlie present,

for entering into the most arduous, but nece* .<ry controversy,"

Their whole forces are, therefore, summoned immediately to come
ioith and "bear a part" in it. "To the liberal, among ?heir

. brethren of the Established Church, they look with confidence for

their concurrence.—To the numurous class of Catholics, and the

almost eqaally numerous sect* of protesiants who diHev from our
Church, they look with not less confidence for their approbation and
#ur cordial co-operation; aad, thus supported, they trust, their plea for

q 2
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unlimited toleration will not be offered to Parliament in vain, in the

succeeding session." (See Crit Rev. Aug. 1803, p. 414—423.)

In the mean time, and until their efforts are crowned with complete

success, all possible means are to be employed to prepare the people

for this project ; that the " numerous classes of the people most

liable to be prejudiced against" such a measure, "may be prepared to

maintain against the arts and efforts of intolerant men, the justice

and piety as well as the policy and humanity" of it To this end,
" discussion" on the subject is every where to be promoted : our
projectors' own representations of it are to be disseminated "in
papers which are widely circulated through the country, in maga-
zines, &c. :" men are to be decoyed into an approbation of the

measure, by the enchanting sounds of " civil and religious liberty/*

"enlightened liberality," " higher state of social bliss"" best of
causes and the assurance that its abettors are influenced by " the

best principles of our holy religion" and are only endeavouring " to

diffuse the true principles of Gospel-benevolence, and Christian

liberty;" they are to be alienated from the present system by the

frightful charges of " despotism," " hypocritical? pageantry " " bgiotry

and fanaticism "
. preferred against it ; and insinuations , that its

supporters are " spiritual despots" " popish inquisitors over the

consciences of men" " infuriated ecclesiastics" " bigot* of intole-

rance "" corrupt politicians," the "fawning sycophants ofpower" &.c.

&c. : they are to be assured, that howerer " truly critical" the times

are, the must timid cannot justly apprehend the smallest danger (rom
this attempt ; that the danger " lies all on the side of intolerance :**

they are to be terrified, by the direful menace, that if through " the

clamours of bigots and the calumnies of corrupt polhicaos" the
wishes of this party are not gratified, then " this misguided nation

may tremble at the near approach of that revolution which may ivith

reason be expected to explode from the ra«e of disappointed million*"

The " legislature" also is to be taught, that " every attempt to

bias men in the choice of their religion, whether by terror, or by sordid

motives of emolument, must be condemned." In short, " if the

government want either the wisdom or the virtue to do this

unasked," such an impression is intended to be "produced as

will make even an unwilling Cabinet comply with the demand."
(See Crit. Rev. as above ; and Vol. 12, p. 29; 14, p. 170-X

All this, and abundantly more, we are expressly taught, by our
English Abbe Sieves, a man who has grown grey in attempts to

embarrass the measures of government, under every critical emer-
gency of his country; a man who, although himself a clergyman
of the established church, is so far blinded by party zeal, as under
a pretence of tenderness for men's consciences, thus publicly to

t all upon his brethren in the church, to violate the most solemn
engagements by which men can be bound ; a man who, with the

genuine cunning of his prototype, in this work of preparing the

people for his purpose, urges on his partizans the policy of being
" teiuporate," but who at the time ot action does the very reverse

of this; who, when an important political measure is to* be agitated

at a meeting of his county, issues his inflammatory hand-bills, ao*J

invites " able-bodied men to lease their looms" to legulat* the decision
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upon it. How these loom-men do political work, the country
bad a notable specimen at the late general election.

Now, Sir, in forwarding this daring and most pestilent project,

onr Critical Reviewers are zealous and distinguished co-operator*.

They enter fully into the Abbe's views, admire his efforts, reiterate

his statements, and hope ardently for the success of his scheme.
And, while their Monthly, ami Annual, and other less intrepid

coadjutors, are employed chiefly i» mining and sapping, it is more
particularly their province to attack tiie sacred edifice by storm. It is

their province to show, that this long 'admired structure is the work of
dark and rude times, and a disgrace to the present highly enlightened
age ; that its materials are corrupt and worthless ; that it is the

harbour of ignor mce, idleness, and fanaticism ; like Babylon of old
"the habitation of devils, the hold of every foul spirit;" and,
that it is the duty of every friend of his country and his species

immediately to come out of it, and assist in its demolition. Arguing
in favour of the change which they wish to eflect in this kingdom,
" It is time," they say, " to have done with autocrats and popes,

with secular and with spiritual despots of every description, whether
in ermine, in purple, or in lawn. The tragedy of temporal and of
spiritual domination has been acted long enough ; the hypocriti-

cal pageantry may have cheated the senses, but nothing but murder,
cruelty, ana injustice, have been perpetrated under the mask."
Thry hope that our House of Commons will "abolish the inquisito-

rial powers of the Spiritual Court, and put a stop to the further

progress of ecclesiastical domination." (Vol. 13, p. 33; 14-, p. 414.)
On a leading point connected with their statements, it may be

remarked, by the way, that our critics are guilty, at once, of

mistake and inconsistency. They argue on the absurd but too

prevalent suppositiou, that Christianity, like philosophy, is capable

of a progressive improvement, through the aid of time and new
discoveries. Whereas, a Revelation of the Will of God is, doubt-

less, perfect at first ; and the highest improvement of which it is

capable by any future ages, is a perfect comprehension of what
was at first delivered. Now the advantage with respect to this must
decrease rather than increase, in proportion to our distance from the

time of its origin. So these critics, when it suits their purpose, feel,

and revere, " the immutability of truth :" then they assure us that

" truth and falsehood are not conventional and fluctuating things

but that" their differences are fixed, permanent, and eternal." (ibid.)

Let us, however, further attend to their doctrines and procedure

as they bear upon the Kitablisued Church. In regard then to the

system which these gentlemen wish to have propagated, it is

notoriously that worst substitute for Christianity, which i ncludes

only a few fragments of it, diverted of its leading and characteristic

doctrines. " Christ," they say, " never preached either the doctiine

of original sin or of vicarious punishment ; these are the contrivances

of men who understand not his great commandment, to do as we
would be done by, and to love one another. This is the substance

of that doctrine which Christ preached ; all beside is vanity and
strfje." " The simple morality of (he Gospei, enforced by the

impressive sanction of a future life," they say, "comprises all the
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religion that Christ taught." " All besides*' with the doctrines of

the " Trinity," *' of incarnation, of the atonement, of hereditary

depravity, of the moral incapacity of man, nf justification by faith,

&c. &c." expressly are, in these critics' estimate, " vain eeremo-
nial^and mysterious creeds," the "sluices of sectarian hostility," "a
Babylonish jargon of theological contradictions/' no better than the

"superstitions" of " the Hindoos." And the form of Subscription

for teachers of religion which they would substitute for that novv

prescribed by the church of England is this :
" I A. B. do with all

my heart and mind assent to this truth, that Jesus, the founder of
Christianity, was a teacher sent from God to communicate his Will
to mankind." (Vol, VI, p. 95, 205, 220, 321, 324 ; 11, 174—
182; 14, 431.)

In conformity with this system of doctrine is the selection of
their favourites- " The protestant dissenters," they say, " are the

firm friends of knowledge and of liberty," and have all high
" claims to civil-and religious immunities; but " the presbytevian in-

terest," it seems merits peculiar attention. This interest we are in-

formed "was most strenuously active, and most forcibly operative,

in placing tiie present family on the throne, and has not for many years
experienced much favour from the court." (Vol. 11, P. 209.)
They speak too of " the wise and the upright body of Unitarian- and
Rational Christians." (Vol. 14, p. 181.) On Mr. Kvanson,

whose Sermons, as these critics have informed us, were " preached
in a congregation of Unitarian Dissenters" at Lympstone, and
'who/' as they have also told us, "has reasoned himself into
DISBELIEF OP THE AUTHENTICITY OF SO GREAT A PART OP THE SaCRED
.Volume ;" who maintains that "three" out of our four Gopels are

"forgeries," they bestow very high encomiums. "The mind of
Mr. livunson," they remark, >' was a striking exception to the mono-
tonous dnlness of the clerical intellect, when fostered by emolument."
The opportunities for research and improvement afforded to thit

gentleman by ecclesiastical preferment, " he employed," it is said,

to the best advantage." By this research, it seems' he discovered
" some very serious errors and unscriptural dogjnas* in " the Articles

and the Liturgy of the Establishment." And hence, after many
ineffectual endeavours to procure a " change in her unscriptural

tenets and opinions," he determine*! " to renounce a worship

which he thought so strongly tinctmed xv'xth idolatry and supersti-

tion.** Forall this, Mr. Evanson is extolled by our critics: those who
would not suffer him with impunity to mangle our Divine Service

at his pleasure, arc char-red with * m malice and bigotry :*

and these critics, anion pr other reasons, " for the love of truth

which they breathe, and the useful instructions which they contain,

wish, heartily wish, that his Sermons may obtain an extensive cir-

culation ! ! (Vol. 7, f. 0.5 ; 12, p. 374— 382.) Of Mr.
Fellowes, that Mr. FeJIowes who has deluged the world with so

much heresy in prose, and given it some such charming specimens
of bud grammar, fionsense, and licentiousness in verse ; that modest

Mr. Fellowes, who not only denies many express doctrines of the

Church of which ho is a minister, but affirms of some of them, that

they are glaring '« absurdities," " a mere fiction, fit only for some
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canting fanatic to inculcate, or some superstitious old woman to

embrace;" and that they " encowage personal depravity." OTth'S
Mr. Fellowes they can scarcely speak but in raptures. (See his

Cant "without Religion, and his Love Songs.) Mr. Fellowes, th> se

Reviewers say, " is among the few who have strenuously endeavoured

to counteract the perilous mischief" of a flagitious doctrine, *' but

his honest labours never experienced an adequate encouragement

The publications of Mr. Fellowes," they add, " show the extent

of his researches, the elegance of his taste, and those habits of exact

and profound reflexion, which qualify him for giving new interest

to common topics, and throwing new light upon the uncommon.
With great and singular felicity he has united philosophical reasoning

with scriptural doctrines His style is clear, copious, and animated.

His principles will justify intelligent and impartial readers in ascribing

to him the sagacity of a philosopher, the benevolence of a patriot, and

the piety of a Christian." He is compared with, and represented a*

having improved, Butler and Barrow !! ! &c. &c. &c. (Vol. 13.

r. 182 ; 14-, 113— I '25) It cannot be, then, to adopt our

reviewer's mode of reasoning in another instance, as it is so generally

insinuated that Mr. Fellowes has here " been his own reviewer #
;

for we do not believe that any man since the days of /Eneas ever

h«d the impudence to praise himself so fulsome!v." (See Vol. 13,

r. 53.)

But the most notorious of our modern heresiarchs is the Rev. Francis

Stone. This hoary Socinian has had the effrontery to attack the

fundamental doctrines of the Church by which he <«as feci, in a
Sermon preached before his Archdeacon and a Congregation of his

Clerical Brethren. His impudent and blasphemous heresies

have compelled even the mild and pious Bishop of London to inflict

upon him legal chastisement. Yet, w ith the greatest possible zeal,

the cause of Mr. Stone is advocated by our Critical Reviewers. They
have "devoted nearly thirtv pa^es of their work to this object They
thought " him deserving of no small share of praise for the truly

Christian frankness and intrepidity with which he announced"' his

opinions in his Sermon. " In that Sermon," they say, " we ob-

served, ami we applauded, an enlightened zeal in the detection of

unscriptural error, and more than ordinary manliness of conduct in

the vindication of revealed truth." " He is," they add, " ous

friend only because he is the friend of truth; for the sake of

which he is undergoing persecution." They consider his vindica-

tion of himself, in his Letter to the Bishop of London, as " satisfac-

tory and complete" in which, speaking of the Thirty-nine Articles,

he says, / have no more concern with them than with the reveries of
the Koran, or with the fables of the Talmud." They support, with

all their powers, through, nineteen page*, his" Unitarian Christian

Minitter*s Plea for Adherence to the Church of England." They
characterise the proceedings against him, as " unjust, uncharitable,

* In several public companies the following introduction has

been used: " This is Mr. Fellowes, Editor of the Critical Review."
— Further deponent saith not.
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and ttnscriptvrql ;" as marked with "severity and injustice;" as

"the exercse of ecclesiastical intolerance;" as "8 prosecution of
which any papist "would be ashamed ;" ami which strikes at the very

root of all " religious liberty:' And while Mr. Stone, and these

Keviewers, with " the upright and the vise body of Unitarian and

Rational Christians" are " rolling us gradually forward io a higher

state of moral existence and of social bliss/' their opponents are
•* the Agents of Tyranny" who would " push us back into the abyss

of ignorance and barbarism ;" " infuriated ecclesiastics the pro*

protaners u of holiness, of sincerity, and truth ;" men who
" advocate the interests of intolerance, of error, and impiety /'

and whose conduct is chargeable with " the utmost aggravation of

absurdity." &c. &c. &c. (Vol. 11, p. 93 ; 13, p. 22—33 ; 14,

165—183.)
Such are this critic's encomiums on Unitarian ministers who

subscribe a Trinitarian confession : such is his reprobation of those

persons who think, that in matters relating to religion, at least not

less than in the affairs of common life, respect is due to common
honesty, and that men should adhere to their solemn engagements.

Whether this behaviour of our critic displays more of " the utmost

aggravation of absurdity/' or of something still worse, the intelli-

gent reader will judge. This inundation of abuse, he will know, is

vented against those who simply think, that while men continue

members of any society, and enjoy the benefits attached to -such an

association, they should not be permitted to violate and revje the

laws of this society ; but who yet leave them the most perfect

liberty to relinquish it, and to form whatever other connexion they

may like better. The clamour respecting the violation of religions

liberty is groundless and disingenuous. All men, in this kingdom,
have perfect liberty to worship God under whatever form they

please. The uneasiness which is manifested does not arise from

spiritual restraint, but from temporal ambition. This should Be

honestly avowed. But has not the national Church the privilege

which is common to every other society of men, to make and enforce

her own laws? And would she not be chargeable at once with the

utmost aggravation of absurdity, and with the heinous guilt of

suicide, to reward those who openly revile her ordinances, and lift

up their hands against her i

With these opinions, however, and these favourites, in precisely

the same style ouf critics treat the discussions on the Test Lous.

These tests they represent as the " weak and crumbling fortifica-

tions of mystery and intolerance." The arguments for their

immediate repeal, they consider as incontrovert ible and unanswerable,
while the measure is opposed only by " half-formed sentences, and

shuffling duplicity by " the anti-papistical Mr. Perceval and bis

pensioned coadjutors ; by tfac sordid, narrow minded/ and time-

serving ministers of the establishment." " Buonaparte/' they say,

" has taught us, that an ecclesiastical establishment may be consti-

tuted both of papists and protestants without any collision of

religious animosity, or any disturbance in the internal tranquillity of

an empire." The prescriptions of these laws, tbey tell us, are

" as impolitic and absurd as it would be to enact, thai no mutt
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should be either barber, taylor, or shoemaker, who disbelieved in the
existence of the antipodes." Their repeal, we are taught, is

essential to the salvation of the empire. "The empire, ' theso

critics say, "is at present standing on the very brink of perdition, and
nothing can long avert its fall, but the complete and unqualified

emancipation of the Catholics, the repeal of the unnatural, unseason-

able, and unscriptural tests against every sect of dissenters, and the

restoration of the late Ministry" to their place* ! Nay, to continue
these laws, is, they affirm, " to be guilty of high treason against

God l " What monsters in wickedness as well as in folly, must the

best and wisest of our forefathers have been ! How odious do their

best devised arrangements appear, when placed in the new and
brilliant light of the Tuilleries' (Vol. 12, p. 100, 214, 215 ; II,

297, 298, 439.)
In respect to some other Laws and Statutes relating to our

Church, such, these reviewers maintain, are their extreme absurdity

and intolerance, that they constitute *' the Church of England not a

Protestant but a Popish Church ; but with this remarkable difference,

that the Church of England acknowledges Thirty-nine Infallible*,

while the Church of Rome is contented with only one ;" that they

give to " an English Bishop" the «« authority of a Turkish Bashaw ;"

that under their foolish provisions, our clergy are " liable at the

instigation of any malicious bigot, or any personal enemy," to be

placed in such circumstances ot vexation and hardship that " com-
parative mercy would appear in the torture of the Inquisition ;" and
that " it is absolutely necessary for Parliament to interfere," to

" abolish the inquisitorial power* of the Spiritual Court, and put a
stop to the further progress of Ecclesiastical Domination" (Vol. 13,

p. 32, 33 ; 14, 172, 179, 183 ) Oh, t^t this tenderness for

the established clergy extended to any of them except a few rest-

less Socinians, who act in open defiance of their professional

engagements, and betray the mother who feeds them ! How
unsuil'crable is this allection of friendship from those whose tender

mercies are so cruel !

In reference to our Reformers, they speak of " the dogmatic

affirmations of persons who lived in a period of ignorance and
superstition." They are our " more credulous or more ignorant

forefathers." (Vol. 13, p. 30, 32.) Upon our Liturgy and
authorised Confessions of Faith, they exhaust the vilest storehouses

of abuse. " The Liturgy and Articles of the Church of England,"

they say expressly, were composed in " a period of ignorance and
superstition," and contain " many irrational, idolatrous, and
WMcriptural tenets ;" many u unscripiural falsehoods, and irrational

absurdities." They are " vain ceremonials and mysterious creeds ;"
* " the artificial systems, the metaphysical creeds, and hypocritical

confessions of men ; " " the relics of popery and superstition

" unscriptural dogmas and persecuting creeds " senseless and intole-

rant confessions of faith ;" and "teach ingenuous and tenderhearted

youth to imprecate damnation on all who do not think as they

think." They " are mingled with fables, and polytheism is worship-

ped within" the walls of our Church. It has been " demonstrated,"

these critics say, " with almost as much clearness as Euclid ever
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established any geometrical proposition," that " the Trinitarian

hypothesis, as it is stated in the Athanasiau Creed, in the Liturgy and

the Articles of the Church of England, has nofoundation whatever in

the Scriptures ; and is not supported by a single trial," This last

tnentioned Creed is styled a '• jargon of nonsense" a " monstrous

abortion of intolerance and paradox" " The tenets which are

maintained in the Liturgy of the Church," are said to be "utterly

at variance with the tenets of all its ministers, who have any preten-

tions to Biblical knowledge, or who are critically acquainted with

the Christian Scriptures." The language *' of most of the Articles"

is called " umbizuousjargon or empty sound." Nay, they are expressly

denominated, in the lump, " thirty-nine Absurdities !" &c. &c.
Ice. (Vol. 11, p. 176; 12, 100, 32*, 374, 444; IS, 26—32,210;
14, 165—180.)
'If any circumstance can add to or aggravate the shameless impudence
of these assertions, it is supplied in the critic's boast that the Article in

which several of the most outrageous of them are contained "has bcea
generally approved both by the Clergy and the Laity / " (Vol. 14,

p. 165.) If any consideration can render this unprincipled calumny
utterly incapable of being exceeded in atrocity, it is supplied in the

general opinion, that this most indecent abuse of our Liturgy and
Confession* of Faith proceeds from a Clergyman of our Church, who
has himself publicly, solemnly, and repeatedly, declared, that from
his heart he believes all and every thing contained in them to be

agreeable to God's Word !— Yet, with nearly the same breath, this

gentleman boasts, that, whatever else it may want, his " cause is

that of morality* and truth !
!" — Such then are "morality and

truth," when divested of all orthodox mystery and absurdity, and
exhibited in their native beauty and simplicity by Sociuion re-

formers !

Such, however, is this critic's contemptuous description of that

golden age of literature in which our great Elizabeth reigned ; the

age of Kidley and Jewell, of Hooker and Bacon. Such are his de-

grading allusions to the brightest luminaries of this age, to men iu

whom were united and concentrated all its stores both of wisdom
and piety ; to men, as the learned Professor Hey admits, " of the

first ability, and to whom, he says, " as scholars, if we except a
few, we are mere children." (Nor- Lect. Vol. 2, p. 204.) Such
is this modern philosophises extravagant abuse of those forms of

faith and worship, in the preparation of which, for a long period of

time, nearly all the talents, all the learning, all the wisdom, and all
*

the piety, of this age, and of these worthies, were vigorously exer-
ted ; and in defence of which our leading reformers cheerfully
sacrificed the greatest earthly comforts, and submitted to the state.

Such is this illuminated unitarian's account of a Liturgy which

* Dereliction of prtntiple is very generally attended by a corre-

spondent laxity of morals. Perhaps the public will soon be favoured

with a " Body of a Morality," in which it will be demonstrated that

the " marriage vow" is a mere political contract, &c. j but jam
tatis, fcc.
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appears really to exhibit the maximum of elevated piety and
scriptural simplicity ; a Liturgy which tor its prudent moderation,

its general adaptation to the feelings of serious Christians its holy

intermixture of doctrines and duties, and its wise inculcation of every
essential truth of the Christian Ryatem while it is employed in Chris-

tian worship, was extolled at the time of its formation by ail the

leading foreign reformers ; a Liturgy which for two centuries and
a half has been the admiration of Christendom ; a Liturgy which
the Critical Review itself has formerly characterised, as," amidst
others that were admirable, "pre-eminently and peculiarly* distil*,

guished for " piety," " moderation, 1
* " prudence,

1
* " charily,'* and

*' truly Evangelical principles !'* Such is this Critical Review's cha rac-u.

ter of" Documents," from \>hich, in conjunction with similar contem-
porary productions, it has before said, " we may learn to emulate
and copy the truly evangelical principles of those great and holy

men, whoattheiraminenrperil, orwhowith the loss, of their fortunes

and of life itself, preached, taught, and defended t hone weightier mat-

ters of the Gospel, which must ever be the life and ornament of

the Christian Church." (See Burnet and St rypeon the Reforma-
tion, and Letter I, Antijac. Sep. 1S08.) What then will not such

a work calumniate ? And what behaviour could render it, at once, more
disgusting and more pestilential? If possible, however, something
still worse is behind. But, that room may be aftorded for more
grateful subjects, this must be reserved" for the next month.
Till then,

I am. Sir,

Your's,

DETECTOR.

POLITICS.

" Urtrayd

To faithless parties, feminine assaults

;

To die ful* lair I yield.*! nil my heart;

So far olfcuiinncy held inc yok'd

Her slaved—O fou! indignity ! O blot

lb honour aud to arm* !

"

WHILE thrones are tottering on every side; while ancient

dynasties are swept, as it were, from the face of the earth, like

trees before the desolatmg whirlwind; while the rapid revo-

lution of empires fills the mind with consternation and dismay;

while England heiself is engaged, or professes to be engaged, io

the noble task of supporting the last etlbrts of expiring inde-

pendence cn the Continent ; and while the fate of Europe hangs

by a single thread, the attention of one of the
4
great councils of

the British realm has been engrossed, for the greater part of tbe
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last month, by an inquiry into the conduct of the commander-in-

chief, in the disposal of military commissions. Had this inquiry

been instituted for the purpose of removing the many flagrant

abuses which have been long known to prevail in the army ; and

had it been conducted in a manner suitable to the attainment of

that great object, we should have thought that the House of

Commons could not have been better employed. But as the

inquiry has assumed a judicial character, as it has been conducted

in much the same way, and with much the same spirit, as most

of the judicial investigations of that popular assembly within our

recollection; we are far from sanguine in our expectations "of

deriving from it that public good, which in all human probability

It would have produced, had the cause been submitted to a ditierent

tribunal.

We have, on various occasions, expressed our decided opinion

of the total unfitness of a popular assembly for the discharge of judi*

cial duties. Every fresh attempt of the kind only tends to strengthen

that opinion and to give additional force to our objections, which

ore founded on strong constitutional grounds. The jealousy which

has lately been displayed respecting what is called the inquisitorial

power of the House of Commons, appears to us puerile and sill v

;

and we earnestly recommend to those who cherish the feeling,

coolly to examine the source of that power, and impartially to

ascertain its tendency and effects. We are aware that some apology

is due to our readers for employing a mongrel expression un-

known to our language; nor will it avail us, on the present occa-

sion, to plead Lex et Consucludo Parliaments
; for, although we

be not disposed to question the right of Parliament to frame a

kind of common law for itself, not to be found in our statute-book

;

yet are we not so obsequious as to admit their authority to alter

the frame and structure of our mother-tongue, or to corrupt it by

the introduction of words of spurious breed, and of ominous

import. But we have been reduced to the necessity of using the

term inquisitorial, by the desire to render ourselves intelligible

to the gentlemen whom we more particularly wish to admonish.

While, however, as faithful guardians of the literary character

of our country, we censure the coinage of counterfeit words, we

are compelled, in candour, to admit that no epithet which the

En^fiih language can supply woald be so strictly appropriate to.
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the particular species of power intended to be described, as thai

which the gentlemen in question have thought proper to apply to

it. For it fs evidently derived from the substantive, inquisition;

and it is very well known thai the Inquisition fixes its own power,

and suffers no other tribunal to define its nature, to deny its

legality, to question its utility, or to limit its extent It were

needless to point out the analogy.

One powerful objection to judicial proceedings before the House

of Commons, is derived from its want of authority to administer

an oath—a defect which, it is to be presumed, would never have been

suffered to exist, had it been the intention of our ancestors to vest

it with judicial powers. On this account it was that we witnessed,

with regret, the rejection of Mr. Yorke's proposal for passing

an act to appoint a special commission for trying the merits of

the case : that commission would have been authorised, of course,

to administer oaths. Now, will any unprejudiced man pretend to

say, that, if the House of Commons could have examined witnesses

upon oath, we should have seen any of that shameful prevarication,

any of those disgraceful breaches of veracity, which have been

remarked during this inquiry ? Again, we will ask, if such a

commission as Mr. Yorke suggested had been appointed, should

we have witnessed those gross inconsistencies, those frequent devia-

tions from the rules of evidence which the House chose to adopt on

the present occasion, that marked the whole progress of the ex-

aminations at the bar? In an early part of the inquiry,

the House, while they asserted their total exemption from all

those rules of evidence which prevail in our courts of law (and

which, it must never be forgotten, are the surest safeguards of in-

nocence, though occasionally tending to favour the escape of guilt),

resolved, in the case before them, to adopt and enforce them.

When we recollect at what period, and under what circumstances

of the examination, this resolution was entered into, and in how

many, and in what instances, it was palpably and grossly violated,

without an attempt to call the examining party to order, we find

another strong ground of objection to judicial investigations before

the House of Commons.

We heard it objected to Mr. Yorke's proposal, that the public

would not be satisfied with such a commission; and that nothing

less than an examination at the bar of the House of Commons

would satisfy them. What opportunity those who stated this
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curious objection enjoyed, which we do not enjoy ourselves, to

ascertain the opinion of the pablic upon tbw point, we are totally

at a loss to understand. Wc believe, on the contrary, that all the

rational j>art of the public would have been much better satisfied

wi*h such a proceeding. With an examination before a select

committee, indeed, we are confident nobody would' have been

satisfied. But who ever expressed dissatisfaction at a proceeding

in any of our courts,, as not being sufficiently public? Aud surely

the inquiry, before the commission in question, would have been,

equally public: and it would have been infinitely more solemn aud

authoritative, than when carried on by a popular assembly.

A further objection which we entertain to the judicial power

assumed and exercised by the Commons, is derived from the

marked prevalence of that party-spirit which universally distin-

guishes almost every proceeding of a popular assembly; and which

cannot prevail in a court of justice, without a manifest violation of

every principle on which justice ought to be administered in a

well-regulated state. The question— how far this spirit has been

displayed in the conduct of the present inquiry? — it would not be

iafe for us to discuss. A great deal has been lately said about the

freedom of the press. We are certainly amongst the most strenuous

advocates for the strict preservation of that freedom, from a know-

ledge of the blessings which it may confer, and of the evils which

it may avert; and- therefore it is that we are decided enemies to

its licentiousness; because its licentiousness has a necessary tendency

to destroy its freedom. An essential part ofthis freedom consists in

the power of every member of the community to discuss, fairly

but freely, the public conduct of public men. Now, it will not

be denied, that every member of the House of Commons, indi-

vidually, is a public man ; and, of course, that the whole House*

in the aggregate, are public men. It will thence necessarily

follow, that the established liberty of the British press confers a right

•n every Briton to animadvert, with freedom, on the conduct of

any individual member, or on the proceedings of the whole House.

But here, unfortunately, practice and theory are at variance ; and

Ibe power, assumed by the House, of being judge as well as party,

' in every thing affecting themselves, operates as effectually as the

most restrictive laws, in preventing the exercise of that freedom

which constitutes at once the birthright and the boast of English-

men! It is the existence, de facto, if not dc jure, of tbi*
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power, which prevents us from pointing out the particular cir-

«umstances which indicated the prevalence of a party-spirit during

the inquiry into the conduct of the commander-in-chief. To

prevent, however, all misconception of our meaning, it is necesary

for us to declare that, in the observations which we have made, w«

do not at all allude to the conduct of the member who boldly stood

forward as the prosecutor. It is but an act of common justice to him,

to observe, that, after every inquiry which we have instituted,

we are enabled to state, that he is a gentleman of independent fortune,

and of hitherto unimpeached character, and that lie obtained his

seat in parliament in the most honourable way— by the spon-

taneous offers of his constituents.

One of the strange inconsistencies, or rather anomalies, in the ad-

ministration of justice, arising out of the extraordinary powers

claimed by the House of Commons, is the curious mode of examina-

tion which the members adopt. Whenever they exercise ajudicial

power, it is evident they sit in zjudicial capacity, and every mem-

ber is in fact a judge : yet have we seen thesejudges not only exa-

mining each other as evidence, but examining and cross-examining

the prosecutor ! ! This mode of proceeding is surely equally absurd,

whether the House choose to consider themselves as judges or as ju-

rors; whether the object of their inquiry be to decide, like a grandjury,

whether the defendant should be put on his trial; or to try him, en

-dernier resort, and to punish him, according to their pleasure, by

address to the King to dismiss him from his office, by declaring him

incapable of holdiog any office of trust in the state, or otherwise.

The very extensive powers thus exercised, and the exemption

from being bound by the ordinary rules and maxims of our courts of

law thus claimed, can be supposed to arise solely from a notion, that

the ends of public justice will be better promoted thereby' than by

the usual modes of proceeding. If tried, however, by this test, tbe

most ingenious advocates for parliamentary privilege will, it is ap-

prehended, find themselves woefully deficient in arguments to sup-

port their pretensions. In the first place, nobody can maintain ttSii

position without denying the efficacy of our law of evidence (which

has been the theme of so much applause to many of the best- in-

formed writers on the subject) to answer the purpose for which it was

framed: If the advocates in question be not prepared to deny this,

but, on the contrary, be compelled to admit the efficacy of that law,

on what plea can they defend the violation of it by the House of
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Commons? In theory, we have a right to assume, it is indefensible j

and it will then remain to prove its excellence by specific instances

of practical utility and advantage. Within our own recollection,

only two instances have occurred which can be referred to as pre-

cedents; the impeachment of Mr. Hastings, and that of Lord Mel-

ville. The former, after a protracted persecution, disgraceful to

the country f terminated in a rejection of every charge preferred by

the Hou.se of Commons. The latter, still more disgraceful, by the

scandalous disregard of every principle of justice manifested by that

House which preferred the impeachment; who condemned without

evidence, and who punished without trial : as it originated exclu-

sively in party-spirit, so it ended with still greater shame to the

accusers. It is needless to enter into a detail of circumstances, when

the prominent features of these cases are sufficient to demonstrate

the validity of the point for which we contend. We have thus far

argued chiefly on general principles, leaving their application to

the particular subject to our readers.

But though we do not feel ourselves at liberty, as well for the-

reasons which have been alleged, as from the consideration that the

case is still subjudicc, to comment on the inquiry itself which gave

birth to these animadversions, there are certain parts of it which it

would be a breach of our duty to the public to pass over without

notice. We have already pointed out, or rather alluded to, some of

the inconsistencies which have marked the progress of the business.

We shall now indicate another of a nature so striking, that it is as-

tonishing to us that it should have escaped the observation ef every

member of the House. It will be recollected, that so much earnest-

ness was displayed by one side of the House, in the examination of

the prosecutor and of other persons, to ascertain whether any, and

what, communication had taken place between the prosecutor and

the witnesses, and between the different witnesses themselves, as to

•how that great importance was attached to the circumstance. It

was not, therefore, without extreme surprise, that' we beard tbe

chancellor of the exchequer anticipate the nature of the defence,

that we read an account, in the newspapers, of a conference which

implied an immediate communication with tbe defendant; and which

ne held during the inquiry, not only with the defendant, but with

two of the witnesses— Colonel Gordon and Mr. Adam. We
shall not here examine the validity of the objection to similar

tommunications; but, merely, if they be valid, they must apply
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generally, and that cannot beri'ght on the one side which is wrong on

the other. Indeed, when the House sits in a judicial capacity,

the public can acknowledge in it neither ministers nor opposition—
nothing but judges orjurors. And for either a judge or a juryman to

communicate pendente lite with any of the parties or witnesses,

is, to say the least of it, a mode of proceeding that could not be

tolerated in any court of justice recognised by the British • Con*

atitution. Nor can we conceive how the ends of justice or the

public good, which, we shall ever contend, constitute the only

defensible ground on which any parliamentary privilege or ex-

emption can he maintained, can be promoted by such a deviation

from the established usage of every other tribunal. We cite this

instance, in order to place the incongruity of such a proceeding

in a stronger point of view; for Mr. Perceval is not only a lawyer,

but a man of the strictest .integrity, and of the utmost purity of

moral character: it is clear, therefore, that he would do nothing,

in this business, which was not perfectly conformable with the

law and custom of Parliament. But it is with a view to the

correction of a practice which we conceive to be highly preju-

dicial, in its tendency and effects, that we" point out its glaring

inconsistencies.

After the House had adopted the established law of evidence,

they should, in no instance, have departed from it; yet, in their

examination of witnesses,* they put a variety of questions which no

judge would have allowed to be put in any other court ; or which, if

asked, he would have protected the witness in his refusal to answer.

What are termed leading questions, were put in numberless instances

;

and, in not a few, questions were asked calculated to produce an-

swers which would criminate the witness. The cross-examination

of one of the witnesses, Dowler, in the way in which it was con-

'

ducted, ought not to have been tolerated any where. Its tendency

was not so much to throw a light on the subject of inquiry, as to

expose the young man's foibles and frailties (which he was laudably

anxious to conceal) to his friends and the world, and to inflict an

irreparable injury on his character. As to the contradiction which

it was attempted to fix on him, with a view to invalidate the whole

of his testimony, which was as full, clear, and explicit, with respect

to the facts of the case, as any evidence which was ever delivered

in a court of justice, to what did it amount but to a reluctant ac-

No. J 28. Fol.12. Feb. ISO!?. P
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knowledgement of an indiscretion, which from the most praise-

worthy, motive (spontaneous homage which vice not unfrrquently

pays to virtue) lie had previously concealed. The question* tu

which we allude ought not, in our opinion, to have been put, and

ought not to have been answered. We should protest against them

on moral grounds, as well as for their teudency to produce that self-

crimination which is repugnant to the mild spirit of British juris-

prudence.

But, of all the examinations which have met our eye, the cross

questions of Mr. Attorney-General appear to have been the most

curious. They were urged with that suavity of manner, and that

pleasing amenity of speech, which so peculiarly distinguish all his

legal exertions. He seems, indeed, to have forgotten that he was a

member of Parliament, and to have imagined himself in the Court

of King's Bench. His questions, however, as is sometimes the

case elsewhere, not pnly failed to produce the effect for which they

were evidently put, but, unfortunately, injured the very cause

which they were intended to serve. Indeed, the first serious facts

stated to the House were extorted from a witness by a cross-exami-

nation of Mr. Attorney-General. It gave us pleasure, however, to

see him once more in his place, as it sanctions the hope that his col-

legues in office will have no further reason to deplore the want of

his powerful assistance, in the support of those political measures

which the exigency of the times calls upon them to adopt.

Hitherto, we have not allowed ourselves to offer an opinion on

the merits of the case; nor shall we be guilty of the indecorum of

stating how far, in our apprehension, the charges have been made

good, before the tribunal to which they have been submitted have

delivered their judgment upon them. We wait, we confess, with

anxious solicitude, for the decision of the House, convinced, as we

are, that on the impartiality and justice which it shall manifest on

the present occasion, the degree of confidence which the public will

be disposed to repose in it, and the estimation in which it will be

holden by all the respectable part of the community, will essentially

depend.

On the moral part of the question, we conceive there cannot be

two opinions in the country. It is, indeed, most lamentable to see

the son of the most virtuous prince of which Europe can boast, of a

prince who discharges wiLh conscientious scrupulosity all the duties
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of a sovereign, a Christian, and a man, held up at the bar of the

public as a determiued and systematic votary of vice ! If neither

the admonitions of conscience, nor the dictates of self-interest— if

neither the positive precepts of a divine legislator, nor the awful

lessons which the desolation of a neighbouring country has supplied

—

ran suffice to produce a moral reformation, and a corresponding

change of conduct, it is time that the. effect of public cciiiure

and of public shame should he tried. How long u ill princes be

deaf to the voice of Reason, which instructs them, that to the pos-

session of their peculiar privileges which their birth confers, is

attached, as a' moral condition, the discharge of peculiar duties '

How long will they he deaf to the accents of Truth, which declares

it to be their imperative duty to set an example of religious and moral

conduct to those whom Providence lias placed lower in the stale

of society; and which informs them of the importance of rank to

shield them from the dreadful penalties of transgression. " Unto

whom much is given, of him much shall he required," is the

language of Him, who will weigh in the same balance the merits

of the prince and those of the peasant, and who w ill deal out to each

according to his deserts. With the private vices of a prince of

the blood a public writer has no concern; they are matters which

should he leU to his own conscience: .but his public vices, from

the fatal influence of their example, are objects of public im-

portauce., on which it becomes his duty to comment with all the

severity of truth; not for the low purpose of wounding the feelings

of the individual, but in order to produce a reformation in his

conduct, and to impress an important lesson on his mind — that while

virtue dignifies rank, rank only serves to make vice more conspicuous

and more odious. There is one other circumstance of an afflicting

nature, which has marked this disgraceful transaction. Not only

has not one of the six hundred and fiftv members of which the House

of Commons is composed, felt it to be his duty to fix the seal of his

reprobation on the profligate immorality which has been e$ta-

bliihed, by evidence before them; but some of them have even

indicated a disposition to mirth and levity, whenever a perverse

mind could attach an indelicate meaning to a question or an

answer, as little suited to the solemnity of a judicial proceeding,

as to that coolness of mind which ought invariably to stamp the

legislative character.

P2
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Without departing from that reserve which, in this stage of tire

business, the love of justice has induced ns to prescribe to ourselve?,

we may venture to observe, that sufficient has been proved to render

it highly improper for the object of this inquiry to be continued in

the high situation which he at present enjoys. Potting the cor-

ruption alleged entirely out of the*question, and not taking into

Uie account his application to the heads of other departments in

behalf of persons recommended to his protection by his mistress;

we shall contend, that the mere circumstance of suffering the dis-

charge of his official duty to be influenced by such recommendation,

and of making such a polluted source the channel of military pro-

motion, is, of itself, sufficient to demonstrate his unfitness for the

office. At a period like the present, when our individual security

and our national independence may rest on the excellence of wur

army, wheu it may become necessary to render us a nation of

soldiers, it is a matter of vital importance, that the road to pro-

motion should be fairly opened to every honourable candidate; and

that money'should not- be allowed in the army, or elsewhere, to be

an adequate substitute for merit.

The sagacious proprietor of an opposition paper has ascribed, we

have heard, the persecution of the commander-in-chief to the artifice

of the chancellor of the exchequer, who has found, forsooth, that

. same impracticability of supporting his administration without the

aid of military patronage, which, he admits, his patrons, " AH the

Talents," experienced. This wonderful discovery is like many

others proceeding from the same quarter. No rational being,

however, who has attended to Mr. Perceval's conduct, during the

inquiry, will give a moment's credit to so incredible a tale.

We* cannot dismiss this subject without declaring our opinion,

# that the extraordinary manner in which the annuity to Mrs. Clarke

was granted by the Duke of York, at the period of the cessation of

their adulterous intercourse, forms a very strong feature of the case.

It was made conditional— that is, dependent on the lady's correct*

ncss of conduct. Why was not some explanation of this condition

requested of the Duke's agent in the business? What was meant

by torrectness of conduct in one who, as the Duke knew, had no

other means of subsistence than what the prostitution of her person

afforded ? It will scarcely be contended, that it was expected she

,
could live on this allowance, after having been supported in a life
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©f luxury and dissipation. No, no, the object of the condition

could not be mistaken; the power of witholding the annuity might

be held in terrorem, and but we are ashamed of pointing out

an inference which a school-boy might draw, though the House of

Commons has not drawn it.

We had written thus far, when the discussions in the Committee,

on the 20ih of February, met our eye: we have no room for

animadversion upon them. We can only enter our solemn protest

against the practice ot the House, respecting evidence to identify

liand-writing, being adopted as a precedent. We scarcely know any

irregularity which could lead, particularly in criminal prosecutions,

to such dreadful consequences. On the general principle of the

thing, we concur, most cordially, in all the observations of

Mv. Whitbread, Lord Folkestone, and Mr. William Smith, iu

opposition to every lawyer in the House.

In regard to another part of the same discussion, as the question still

remains for decision, we shall not ofler a single comment ; but shall

merely observe, that, according to our conception of the import of

terms, prevarication means c«r//, shuffling; and contradiction

signifies the opposition of falsehood to truth. Which of the two is

the most criminal, it must be left to the members of the House to

decide.

We shall close our present remarks upon this singular inquiry

with a statement, which justice to the object of it requires to be

made. Much greater abuses prevailed in the army department

before the appointment of the Duke of York to the office of

commander-in-chief; and it is certain that his Royal Highness has

corrected many of them, and has introduced many regulations

highly conducive to the good of the service. But having stated

this, it is equally our duty to observe, that the case on which the

House of Commons is now called upon to decide, is a case, not of

comparative but of positive guilt.

The length to which these observations have extended preclude

the possibility of entering upon any view of foreign politics ; and as

to other objects of domestic policy, there is but one which calls for

particular attention— we mean Lord Grenville's motion for the

repeal of the orders in council ; and we are, fortunately, spared

the trouble of commenting on the subject, as our readers, by a

reference to our last Appendix, will there find, in the able speech
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of Mr. Pickering, a full and satisfactory answer to all the arguments,

and a complete confutation of all the facts, which were urged by
his lordship, and by every other peer, who took a part in the

debate.

Feb. 21, 1809.

Feb. 22.— P. S. The Morning Post of this day having fallen into

our hands after the preceding article was forwarded to the Printers,

we cannot refrain from directing the indignation of our readers

to a laboured article which it contains, under the head — " Duke of

York: The Inquiry into hi* Conduct." A more gross aud puerile

attempt to mislead the public, to misrepresent facts, and to pervert

truth, never disgraced the prostituted annals of "the fashionable

World." Had we time or room for an analysis of this foul abor-

tion of party, we could easily demonstrate its fallacy, its folly, its

falsehood, and its profligacy. Mrs. Clarke, we are told, is not

to be credited in any court : why then, we might ask, was she

examined by the House of Commons, since it must have been

known, from the very nature of the transactions referred to in the

charges against the commander-in-chief, that the proof of them

must depend chiefly upon her testimony? But where did this

stupid declaimer learn that a woman of the town is not a com-

petent witness? If he had taken the trouble to gain that in-

formation of which he, evidently, stands so much in need,

he would have known, that such evidence is admitted every sessions

in our criminal courts, and that on such evidence many culprits

have, most deservedly* suffered the sentence of the law. And vet

he has the effrontery to assert, that " If such a testimony could

be received, the life of every honest roan is in the hands of every

villain." We know not which most to admire, his luw or his logic.

Major Tonyn's case is discussed, most cavalierly, in a single

sentence, as totally unsupported. It is, no doubt, very convenient

to sink tire note about which so much has been said, though the

weight of evidence is most decidedly in favour of its authenticity ; and

though, if it be authentic, it is perfectly conclusive on the question.

This man as easily gets rid of the fair, full, and satisfactory

evidence of Dowler; and apparently for no other reason but

Dowlcr's unwillingness unnecessarily to proclaim his own im-

propriety of conduct to the world.
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As to Miss Taylor's testimony, positive and clear as it is, the

mere improbability that the Duke would say what she states him

to have said, is deemed amply sufficient to overthrow it. If any

body were to state that the Duke occasionally took his Sumlay

dinner with two authors, two players, and two strumpets, the fact

would assuredly he improbable, hut it might, nevertheless, be true.

To oppose probability to fact may be very convenient, but is not

ray honest. Has this blockhead to learn, that torn ce aui est vrm
n'est pas vr \ isr.M ri. \ bll r

It would be very easy, we apprehend, to prove that the con-

tradictions with which Mrs. Clarke is reproached, and which are

triumphantly related as destructive of hercrcdit, arise partly from the

incorrect report of the evidence in the daily papers, and may
in a great degree be so* reconciled or accounted for, as to destroy

the inference here most insidiously attempted to be drawn from

them. We* lament that our circumscribed limits prevent us from

exposing this contemptible production as it deserves to be exposed.

But what we are most anxious to deprecate and to condemn, is the

spirit and the temper which the writer displays. While every

character who has been examined, in support of the prosecution,

is, without discrimination and without proof, impudently held up

as most infamous; the adulterous intercourse which, in defiance

of religion and morals, and in contempt of all decency ami de-'

corum, the object of his venal panegyric has unblushingly main-

tained for years, is courteously softened down into mere ''indis-

cretion." When we sec this; and when we daily witness the

profligate attempts, in the same quarter, to blazen forth to the world

the notable exploits of the most noted prostitutes and adultresses,

to invade the recesses of domestic privacy, to convert the columns

of a newspaper into annals of fashionable depravity, and conse-

quently to render them unfit for any modest woman to read ; we

most naturally be led to doubt, whether such a writer is the advo-

cate of virtue or the pander of vice. At all events, we envy not fie

feelings of the commander-in-chief at having gained such a sup-

porter. And let not the public be so misled, by seeing this .-':>'« j -

ment in what is termed a ministerial print, as to admit, for .1

moment, the monstrous supposition that there is any m\(t Mi-

majesty's ministers who does not ctfrnicmn tfie author as ^ >u. iy

as we do, and as, no doubt, every virtuous man in the hm^-Jom

will do.
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MISCELLANIES.

EOtt THE ANT1JACOBIN REVIEW.

THE DISSENTERS* TRUE FRIEND;
OR, A SCRUTINY INTO THE RESPECTIVE CLAIMS OF THE CHURCH

AND OF DISSENTERS TO THE DIVINE FAVOUR.

(In a Series of Letters to the Rev. Dr. L .)

Dear L ; letter iv.

HAVING hitherto, under colour of an address to you, laid be-

fore my Dissenting Brethren what I thought of the greatest conse-

quence to them from the Old Testament —that divine code of laws

which we all of us revere, I now with awe and diffidence approach
the confines of the New Testament— that still more sacred code,

and the peculiar work of Heaven itself! But, before I enter upon
its plainer topics, I shall devote this letter to an explanation of a
few rather obscure passages, which, when compared, appear to

produce a new and, I must think, a most important result. As you
know, my dear friend, that I am very far from being inclined to

dogmatise, this explanation may perhaps be allowed to be in some
measure conjectural. Let my arguments, however, be candidly

and fairly weighed; and I only wish that those whom they most
concern may be as ready to accede to them, if just, as 1 shall be to

retract them, if they prove to be unfounded. I must first assume,

that the New Testament, as being " the peculiar work of Heaven
itself," will be found, if closely observed, to possess a beautiful

fitness and propriety of expression beyond any human composition
whatsoever; and this proves it to be divine. In writings either

suggested or superintended by the Holy Spirit, we shajl naturally

expect that ail will be perfectly connected and consistent, that

every word will be the best that could be found in its place* and
that its place will be the properest that it could have occupied ; aud
our expectation will not be disappointed.

In this point of view let us consider what is, in fact, the last pre-

cept of our Lord's admirable sermon on the Mount, for what comes
after is merely a concluding simile.— " Beware ot false prophets,

which come to you in sheep's cloathing, but inwardly they are

ravening wolves. Not every one that sayeih unto me. Lord! Lord!

shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will

*>f my Father which is in heaven. Many will say to me in that

day/ Lord! Lord! have we not prophesied in thy name, and in thy

name cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful

works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you : de-

part from me, ye that work iniquity." (Matt. vii. 15, 21, 'Z'2, 23 )— This may appear at first sight to be an exception to tlie above
rule, since it begins with false prophets or teachers; for to pro-

phesy, in the New Testament means to teach or preach (1 Cor.

xiv. 3); and it seemingly ends with such persons as are fraudulent

or unjust in their dealings— " ye that work iniquity; " which does

not appear very consistent, or worthy of the Divine Inspirer. Let
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us try, then, whether we can find a sense that will remove both
these objections.

The word in the original, here translated iniquity, is anomia:
but in the parallel passage, " Depart from me, all ye workers of
iniquity/' (Luke, xiii. 27)— the original word is adikia ; ami as

this is by much the most frequently used of the two, I .shall explain

it first. In its strictly literal sense adikia signifies unrighteousness,

by which word it is often translated. But then it is util known
that, in Scripture language especially, righteousness is currently put

for truth, and unrighteousness for falsehood. l)r. Whitby assures us, *

that this very word adikia occurs above an hundred times in the Old
Testament, in the sense of falsehood, or iici; and it i«« highly pro-

bable that it comts over proportionally as often in that sense in the

New Testament. Tims, " He that sc'keth his t;lory that sent him,
the same is true, and no unrighteousness (falsehood) is in him" (adi-

kia). (John, vii. 18.) In Rom. i. 18, the word adikia occurs twice

in opposition to truth. "The wrath of d"od is revealed from heaven
against ail ungodliness, and unrighteousness of men, who hold liie

truth in unrighteousness." And the opposition i< perhaps still plainer

in the following: " But unto them that are contentious, and do not

obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness (adik- a), indignation and
wrath." (Rom. ii. 8.) And lastly, that, when translated mi'/nity,

this word hasthe very same import, is evident from what is said of

,
charity, that it " rejoiceth not in iniquity (adikia), but rejoice th in

the truth" (I Cor. xiii. 6.) Sometimes indeed it bears its primary
and strictly literal sense, as in " cleanse us from all unrighteous-

ness*." (1 John, i. 9 ) This the context will easily show : 1 oniy
mean that the former is its more elegant, and 1 believe its more fre-

quent signification!.

The other word in question, anemia, will be easily explain* d. St.

Paul, in a passage already quoted (Letter II. P 214), warusu>. that the

incorruptible cronn of glory, like the corruptible crown in the (Gre-

cian games, will not be awarded to us unless we strive for it lawfully

{nomimus), according to the law or rule Lid down; and this comes
from nomas, law; the opposite to which is anomia, or any thing

contrary to some law or rule laid down. In one of our Lord's pro-

phecies, this word also is so connected with false prophets, that it

seems to mean the fruits which these prophets would produce.

And many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many: And
because iniquity (anoniia) shall abound, the love of many shall wax
cold." (Malt. xxiv. I 1 , 12.) In short, if our Lord intended in this

place to condemn such irregular preachers, as wholly subsist and

* Adikia here seems tot mean exactly the same as amartia (>in),

in the 7th verse. But soon after, these words come clo-e together:

"All unrighteousness (adikifi) is sin (amartia)." (1 John, v. 17.) I

do not well see how we can prevent this from being tautology, unless

we affix to the former of these words the meaning above suggested.

f Sectarists themselves, when in power, have been ready enough
to apply the word iniquity in this sense, though for a bad purpose.

This1 1 have shown (p. 89 of the last volume), where I have placed

this important word in capitals.
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thrive by fomenting religious dissensions, what word could be more
expressive or appropriate than either of the above? Thus the
wln>!c passage, instead of being unconnected, becomes remarkably
consistent, beginning with " false prophets," and ending with what
they must naiurafly introduce— an "iniquity of doctrine," and an
" iniquity of worship."

I shall here submit a short comment, which may serve, I hope, to

throw some new light on the whole of this difficult passage. " Be-
ware," says our Lord, of those among yourselves who will re-

semh!. 1 t4ie ancient false prophets, not only in assuming a ministry

wi 1 h* mi commission, but aiso in not adhering to genuine and sqund
d> • trine. They will seem to you meek and gentle; but I wr».rn

you that they ^re ravening, wolves, who will rather devour and scatter

the flock, than keep it together and feed it." St. Paul uses the same
won! in the same sense ; for, addressing the assembled bishops of
A«ia, he prophetically tells them, " I know this, that, after my de-

parting, shali gritvons wolves enter in among you, not sparing the

flock. Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse

things to draw away disciples after them." (Acts, xx. 23, 30.)

St. Peter also couples the old and the new false prophets. " But
th**re were," says he, " false prophets also among the people, even
as there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall bring in

damnable heresies." ('2 Pet.* ii. 1.)
" Surely then it is a perilous

thing to quit the apostolical faith, lest we should be led unawares
into some such lieresy as the Holy Spirit himself here pronounces to

be damnable*. These fal?e prophets were to be remarkable for con-

tinually crying out, "The Lord Jesus! The Lord Jesus!" It is

not this, however, says our Lord, that will entitle them to heaven,

but the doing " the will of my Father which is in heaven." And
the will of God, in this particular case, must certainly be the

UNITY of his church, that " there should be no division* amongst
us;" but that, as "we are called in one body" (not one hundred
b(<iks) (Col. iii. 15), so we should serve Him "in unity of spirit."

(E< he. iv. 3.) Besides this, such persons will also make vast pre-

tentious to w hat they call zifts, such as a volubility of tongue, re-

tentive memory, &c*. ; and these they will even produce as amount-
ing to " a call to preach the Gospel ! !

v Here our Lord seems to

allude" to some wicked persons, who, at the first, for the furtherance

of i lie Gospel, might even be permitted to work miracles. This
may well be supposed, since Judas, when sent, worked miracles,

and Balaam prophecied. But if even real miraculous gifts, without

obedience, cannot be pleaded at the last day, much less such pre*

tended gifts as these false prophets can set up. Wherefore the Judge

* A few verses are here omitted as not essential to the present

argument. In those our Lord declares those false prophets to be
" corrupt trees, which may be known by their fruits;" for •« do men
gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?" and finally that they

shall be hewn down and cast into the fire." What fruits such

prophets actually d<d bring forth in the bloody days of Oliver, are

well known, and might serve to exemplify and illustrate our blessed

Saviour's meaning, and this very awful denunciation

!
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himself fairly forewarns them, that He will not know them ; that is,

in Scripture language, He will not appiovc or accept them; (Gen.
xviii. 1!): Ps. 16: 1 Cor. viii. 3:) and He will profess unto tliem,

I never knew yon : depart from mc, ye propagators of false doc-

trine, and promoters of schisruatical worship!

This interpretation, severe as some persons may think it, will

acquire credibility from the following passage of St. Pan! to Ti-

mothy. " Slum profane and vain babblings for they will iiu reuse

unto more ungodliness. And their word will cat as doth a canker;
of whom is Hynu-neus and Philetus, who concerning the truth have
erred, saying that the resurrection is past already; and ovei throw
the faith of some. Nevertheless the foundation of .Cod siandefli

sure, having this seal : The Lord kuoweth them that are his; ami.

Let every one that nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity."

(adikia.) (2 Tim. ii 10, et seq.) Here then we have a pernicious

error, or heresy, plainly specified, and the word iniquity so applied,

as clearly to denote not only that, but heresies in general, which
seems conclusive as to its proper sense in all such passages. These
heresies, brought about or increased bv vain babblings, may over-

throw the faith of some, but they will not be able finally to shake
the solid foundation of Christian verity. We have here also two of
these "workers of iniquity" actually mentioned, and condemned by
name, Hymeneus and Philetus. And it is further very remarkable,
that the Apostle plainly alludes to Corah, Dathan, and Abiratn, as

the prototypes of their heresy; for as .Moses saKl to Corah and his

company, "To-morrow the Lord wili show who are his, and who is

holy." (Numb. xvi. .!>.) St. Paid adopts the same expression ; and
"the foundation of G'od standeth sure, having this seal— The Lord
knoweth who are his." Hereby the Apostle insinuates, that, as the

Lord protected Moses and Aaron a<rniiM those first heretics, so he
will protect Ifis true Apostles against their successors; and these

men, Hymeneas and Philetus, may be looked upon as affording

examples of those who. according to St. Judo, have "perished in

the gainsaying of Corah " (Jude, xi.); that is through a conten-

tious, disputatious, and refractory spirit, similar t<» his. Wherefore
the Apostle adds his aftectionate advice and exhortation, that meti

would renounce and L'ive up such Teligtous oppositions; " Let every
one that nameth the name of Christ"— let alt those who profess and
call themselves Christians— " depart fuom iniquity."

Hence perhaps we may acquire a clearer insight than we seem to

have at present, into an expression in the 2d chapter of the Second
Epistle to the Thessalonians. St. Paul is there foretelling the ap-
pearance of "the Man of Sin and Son of Perdition," by which lie

undoubtedly means the Pope of Rome. By the way, this person is

said to come, " with all deceivableness of unrighteousness (adikia,

fahe^doctrine) in them that have not the love of the truth" (v. 10.)

And in v. 7 it is said, " For the mystery o\ iniquity [anomia) doth
already work." But what is the mystery of iniquity? Bishop
Warburton, to explain it, says, "Just so much was seen of the

commencing event (the rise of* Antichrist), as was sufficient to fix

itten's attention." (Serra. vm. p. 262.) But what need was there

for men's attention to be fixed? Besides, popery was not to appear
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till he that kited, the Roman emperor, was taken out of the wav

;

whereas the mystery of iniquity was then working, so that they

cannot be the same. And indeed the bishop himself sufficiently

refutes this notion, by concluding his discourse with an admirable
argument from Dr. S. Clarke, who boldly rests the truth of all

revealed religion on this foundation, that " there was not the small-

est footstep of the papal power at the time of the Apostles; no pre-

cedent, no probability, ,nor means of conceiving that such a power
could arise in the temple of God; and yet they described it witji as

much exactness as if the picture had been drawn after the event."

The mystery of iniquity, therefore, seems much more likely to

r»i«an, that schismaticat spirit which did then actually work, and
work darkly and mysteriously too, for it was "privity to bring in

damnable heresies;" so that, as St. John speaks of ** many anti-

christs" (1 John, ,ii. 18), in which he must allude to the existing

heresies or heretics, St. Paul seems to have comprised them all in

this expressive title— " the mystery of iniquity"

I have only now to perform a promise! made (Letter II. p. 217) of

adverting once more to the following words of St. Peter : "The Lord •

knoweth how to deliver the godly out of temptations, and to reserve

the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished." (2 Pet. ii. 9 )

Let us now examine the two principal words which are here con-

trasted. The godfy is in the original eustbeis, which literally signi-

fies those who worship aright, as Abel did ; and the unjust is in the

original adikous, which is the adjective formed from adikia, and
must therefore mean those who are guilty of this crime called adi-

kia, whatever it may be. Adikia t as we have seen, does indeed

signify, in its primary sense, injustice or unrighteousness ; so that

adikous, if unconnected, might be properly translated the unjust ; but

we should attend to the context. I am tar from wishing to dogma-
tise; but when we consider that this word adikotts conies from a

word which so often and so elegantly Minifies " the sin of schism ;

"

that it is contrasted with a word that means right-worshippers; and

that it occurs in a chapter which is levelled throughout against those
" fal.«e prophets," of whom our blessed Saviour so emphatically

cautions us to " beware"— I cannot help suspecting, that by these

adikous, thus reserved to be punished, those in general* may be in-

tended who obstinately refuse to enter into that church which God
himself has appointed. The alleged extreme exactness and pre-

cision of scriptural expressions, is a circumstance that seems to

favour the exposition 1 have here ventured to suggest. At least I

thought it my duty to submit my suspicion, and the reasons for it,

to those of whom I have professed myself " the true friend," that

•uch as are competent amongst them may consider what is " the

* I wish always to be understood to speak in general terms, as the

Scriptures themselves speak. What good and worthy men there

may be, or may have been, according to man's judgment, amongst

the dissenters, as we know there are many bad ones who pass tor

churchmen— and whether the administration of the church, holy as

it is in itself, may* not be faulty and imperfect, &c. &c.— such

questions are not the objects of our present investigation.
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mind of the spirit" in this and the other passages which I have

hitherto laid before them. Wherefore, whenever they meet toge-

ther, and conjoin, though discordant in every thing besides, for the

purpose of defending what they call " the Dissenting Interest," wheu
no one dreams of attacking it, I beseech them strictly to examine
whether they may not be defending a curse rather than a blessing,

and whfther they may not be found fighting against l»od rather thau

again -it man. B. N. T.

*
#* These fattqrs will be suspended for a time. And the writer

would be happy to collect, before he resumes his plan, whether it

meets with the approbation of the true friends of Christianity; and
whether he may hope to be favoured with the attention of those who
are most interested in the result— his Dissenting Brethren.

ERRATUM.
Letter III. p. 329. 1. S3, after who are holy" add (v. 5.) " And

he said unto the Lord, respect not thou their oflering." (v. 15.)

SUPERSTITION OF CHARMS AND FORTCSE-TELLING.

To lfie Editor of the Ant(jacobin Review.

Sir;

AFTER the many fatal instances of delusion, which
the public are frequently informed of, by the arts and frauds of
persona who assume the profession of fortune-telling ; one would
think, that even the most credulous would be guarded against the

deception. But there is such a desire in human nature (dissatisfied

with present enjoyments) to pry into the bosom of futurity, that

the hopes of future good overcome the dread of the foreknowledge
of future evil ; and many a fair lady is so conscious of her

personal or mental accomplishments, that she is desirous of antici-

pating that happiness, which she doubts not awaits her in future

matrimonial connexions. Minds so disposed, we may reasonably

expect, the wilful and designing know how to flatter and betray ;

and the laws of our country have very wisely guarded (as far as in

their power) the ignorant and unwary from these impositions, by
inflicting a heavy punishment on the oflender.

The practice of charming a\my bodily disorders, certainly does
not come under this denomination ; and those who practise this art

would probably be much offended, by giving it the denomination of
the *' Black Art." It is not credulity that is here required, but a
strong faith; a faith that the cure will be eftecled by some super-

natural means, different ffom those which the good providence of

God, or, in other words, the Course of Nature, has ordinarily

provided. I know that many worthy and good people have
exercised this art, and are themselves satisfied, that the cure is effected

only by the force of imagination, but the patient must believe it to

be by the power of the charm.
Hovr far it may be useful or proper to surrender our reason and
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nli^ion to sucli a guide rs~ credulity, I must leave to their consi*
di ration, who srcm !<» it to that undeserved pre-eminence.
The I.evitical law denounced the severest judgments against " the

wwl that turned after Such is line familiar spirits, and after

wizards : / u/// ever sc! viy juct a»ain:A that soul, and will cwf A/jn

eff from his y topic.'' The same law also affords many instances of
the like prohibitions ; ami though now annulled under the milder
dispensation of the (Gospel, seems to be in its consequences degratory
to the honour of God, as admitting subordinate beings to share with
him in the government of the world—-a supposition which he
declares himself extremely jealous of, " / am, and there is none
beside Me."

I have been led into these reflexions, by having lately heard that

a ring made of money collected at the Sacrament was a charm, or
- nulet to cure fits. 1 he clergy of our Established Church, 1 believe,

are very far from giving any countenance to superstitious practices.

A public proof indeed is given by some, who now consider it as " too
superstitious" to bow at the name of Jesus; even when we are
declaring our belief in his humiliation, his sufferings and his*

exaltation ; which act of reverence is called by a very worthy
divine, "the very ancient and devout usage of our Olurch But a
still further proof may be seen, in many congregations, where a
very large majority of them sit during the time of prayer: if not
following the example of the minister, at least umvlmoiiished and
unreproved by him, even where any trilling or accidental impro-
prieties or inadve rtencies are publicly reprehended.

Guarded by such principles, I tru»t that no minister of our
Church will be found knowingly and wilfully giving any encou-
ragement to so superstitious a practice. That charms and divinations

were so severely punished under the Mosaic Dispensation, we
cannot wonder, when we consider tbe extreme pronene.-sof the Jews
to the sin of idolatry, and the natural tendency such practices

would have to a belief in the agency of subordinate and intermedi-

ate spirits. But it seems to meet with no very favourable reception

under the milder spirit of the Gospel ; when the Jews, at least, were
wholly detached from idolatry. At Paphos, Elymas the sorcerer

withstood the preaching of the Apostles, and strove to turn away the

Deputy from that faith, which he probably considered as incompa-
tible, and destructive of those arts which he professed. And we
are also informed, that at Ephesus, " when the name of ttie

" Lord Jesus was magnified, that many which used curious arts

" brought their books together, and' burned them before all men"
That St. Paul would give no encouragement to superstitions

practices, I think may be inferred, from that earnest injunction which
he gives to Timothy, *t hen Bishop of Ephesus, and which, I suppose,

may be considered as r.n Episcopal Canou :
'* To refuse profane and

old il ives fables :" under which denomination, I think, charms and
amulets may justly be classed. But had Timothy applied the

money collected for " the poor Saints at Jerusalem" to such a pur-

pose,St. Paul would probably have exclaimed, in the fervour ofhis zeal,

as he did upon another occasion, •« W hat communion has light with dark-

»m f What cormord hath Chrisi with Belial f" (1 Cor.ch. iv. v 7.)

S. F.
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THE POET-J.AUREATS ODE, AND THE NEWSMAN'S
VERSES.

[Continued from p. 1 12 of this Volume.]

Another instance of this fault appears in the concluding lines of

the poem.

" Iberia turn* the battle's tide,

Resists the injurious tyrant's pride,

While freely floating in the ambient sky

Sacred to Freedom's cause their mingled ensigus fly."

According to the grammatical construction of this passage, the poet

is speaking ofthe mingled ensignsofSpain and Buonaparte, and the lat-

ter surely cannot with propriety be represented as sacred to the cause of

Freedom. The word fly is very equivocal in the present state of the Spa-
nish armies. Ensigns may be said to fly in the air, but how can they

fly in the sky, which is the region 'above the atmosphere that

surrounds the earth, except carried there by Mr. Pye in one of
his poetical flights? Here indeed he soars above the poet described
by Horace, who, Dum vitat humum, nubes et inania capiat.

But it must in candour be observed, that the following passage

in the newsman's poem is not altogether free from the same
defect

:

" England shall prosper, stem the, adverse tide,

And through succeeding ages cheerful glide."

For it is difficult to imagine how England can stem the tide, while
she herself is gliding along. Although rigid and impartial cri-

ticism obliges me to notice these inaccuracies to which the greatest

genius is perhaps the most liable, I wish them to be considered a*

those trifling blemishes—
qua* aut incurinJu (lit,

Aut humana parum cavit natura;

and as not derogating from the general merit of these admirable com-
positions.

In the happy art of uniting the adjective and substantive in the

holy bands of matrimony, placing them side by side, and hand in

hand, the excellence of these rival bards is nearly equal ; as will

appear from the following quotations.

" But when, by native fences barr'd

From billowy rage, the happier land,

Aud rocky cliiH, for ever stand"— poet-laureat.

" The full-thronged city, and the humble vill'*.

The burden'd river, and the gliding rill," newsman.

* For village, per elisioncm vill*.
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To expatiate oirthe mimrrnns beauties of these poems would, !

fear, trespass too much on the limits of your Review; I .shall there-

fore content m\ selt with observing, that if Mr. Pye shows more of

the sublimity of Homer, the Newsman approaches nearer to the

correctness of Virgil; and this consolatory reflexion may be drawn,

trcm ap examination of,the ingen»ou> compositions to which I have

called the attention of your readers—- that il the Fates should un-

fortunately deprive us of our present poet-lain eat, his place may
be worthily supplied by the poetic newsman."
January \M 9 180;. BAV1US.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
- •

•

MR. PARK'S edition of Warton's History of English Poetry is in

a state of pi eat forwardness. The editor's plan is— not only to

revise both text and notes, and free the -extracts from the charge of

inaccuracy to which they have hitherto l>eeit subjected, but also to

supply a continuation in furtherance of Mr. Warton's plan.— The
very copious annotations on Warton's History, by the Hate learned

antiquary the Rev. George Ashby, together with various manuscript

observations left by that acute critic Mr. Ritsou, are in the hands of

the present editor; and so far as the purposes of correction and

illustration can be served, will be appended to the notes of

Mr. Warton.

PRINTING, in one volume octavo, An Apology for the King's

Supremacy, with Memoirs of the Supremacy of the Pope
;
showing

its rise, progress, and results, in diflereni ages and nations, so far

as relates to civ il aHairs.— It is supposed to come from a personage
of distinction in the Church, and is therefore expected with eager

anxiety.

CORRESPONDENCE.

WE aqree with & in opinion of the pernicious tendency of the

work to which he alludes; but any notice which we could take of

it won hi rather tend to drag it from its present impotent obscurity,

than to reform its incorrigible author and his few adherents.
THE jcu d'esjirh on the Parish ; Bishop's Tour in Ireland is

postponed till our next.

SLA ERA L errors of the press occur in some of our late numbers,

which atlvct both the grammar and the sense too
.
palpably to be

mistakes in the writing: we now hope to haye our work more cor-

rectly printed.
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ralogy, a copious List of rare and other Plants, and
also the Genealogies and Arms of the Principal Faynilies,

properly coloured or blazoned, together with the Names
of the Patrons and Incumbents of all the Parishes and

• Livings in that County, Kc. 4to. pp. 874. Plates,

&c. \ 7. 1809. Printed for the Author at Brecknock;

and sold by J. Booth, London. 7l. 1.7s. 6d.

\yHOEVER has reflected on the progress of literature in

Great Britain, during the course ofthe last centuiy, can-

notbut have been struck with the great increase of topogra-

phical and local histories within that period. In England they
have become particularly abundant, and a similar taste is now
fast spreading in Wales. The pages of Giraldus, Pennant,
Rowland, Enderbie, Powel, Malkin, Bingley, &c. furnish us

with* sufficient general information in respect to the princi-

pality; but that more minute detail which falls within the

province of the county historian to display, was yet
wanting; and we must acknowledge our obligations to

No.\29. Voll* Mar, U09. Q
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Mr. Jones, even at the outset of our remarks, for that public-
spirited liberality which led to the publication of this elabo-
rate work; in which one of the districts of South- Wales is

described at large. When an author, after all the pains
of research and composition, offers the result of his labours
to the world at his own risk, he desenres an enlarged
portion of encouragement; and especially so, if, as in the
present case, his investigations are really interesting.

Brecknockshire, or Breconshire, formerly called GArth-*
madrin, or the Fox-hold, derived its present name from
a prince of the country named Brychan, who died about
the year 450. After establishing the fact of this county
having formed a part of the ancient Dyfed, or Demetrc,
instead of Siluria, as has been commonly supposed, our
author m the first chapter proceeds to trace its boundaries

;

which he does so miuutely, that the proper names alone
occupy four pages. He then proceeds to state various

particulars of the population, rivers, mountains, soil, cli-»

mite, &c. after which in Chap. II. he commences the history

of Brecknockshire, from the Roman invasion to the decease
of Brychan Brecheiniog, the chieftain before mentioned, from
whom the county derived its name. This chapter contains

many judicious observations on the Roman roads and
stations in this part of the principality, together with soma
corrections of the mistakes of Camden, Horsley, Baxter,

Folwhele, King, and other writers, whom ignorance of
the Welsh language has led into various errors, wbert

speaking of the antiquities of Wales; and in contradiction

to most ofthese authorities, the Gaer near Brecknock is de-
clared to be the srite* of the Bannio of the Romans.
With these observations, however, is mingled a jejune

flippancy of remark (and the defect in some degree per-

vades both volumes) tltat detracts from the general merit

of the investigation, and ought never to be admitted to

degrade the dignity of sober history : for example, oh a

quotation from Horsley, enough confused no doubt, our
author exclaims—

* This word is so apelt throu$ho«t the volume and oar author
thus apologises for it in his preface. " The word scite, I am aware,
i- ..p**it Itllerently in the work from the modern way: it is so

v. •

» m ancient muniments, and to me it appears to give greater
k'. •-!;..:. -ottif <j>ot described than its flitting substitute of the present

> i ;
>r

,
<•.: *r. the voice of the learned is against it, in my
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" Gently! gently.' qood Sir! a little scepticism is allowable

upon this occasion. The Roman dreu has certainly made a toon*

derful alteration in the appearance of our Welsh ladies; and it

'must be admitted, that those who have introduced them to us, have
made them dance the hay in a very ridiculous manner: those how-
ever who have been brought up in the, same school from infancy,

may possibly be able to identify them even under their disguises,

and may succeed, though with difficulty, in restoring them to their

proper places*
9

p. 28.

Now, besides the confusion of the metaphors in this

paragraph, and the affected smartness of the phraseology,

we must observe that to contrast a Welsh female dancing the

hay in a Roman vest, with the attempt to trace the ety-

mology and fix the site of a Roman station, can never be
allowable in any other latitude of comparison than Hudibras

arrived at, when,

** Like a lobster boiVd, the morn
From black to red began to turn.

In a similar strain of false taste, our author, in detailing

the subjugation of the Silures, thus writes:

—

" These barbarians, we are told, had a remarkable turn of think*

ing: the Emperor Claudius had threatened them, that like the
Sugambri or Sicambri (who were almost exterminated, and the

remainder of them carried into Gaul) the name and memory of
the Silures should not remain upon the earth. He bad called

to them {no doubt) by the mouth of his governors, proprietors,

and prietors, and had commanded them to come peaceably to Rome
to be killed: proclamation after proclamation, most likely, fol-

lowed to the same effect ; but such was their peculiar obstinacy,

says Tacitus, ' praipui Silurum pervicacia,' that they would not
tn'bmit to have their throats cut quietly. This tenaciousness qfltfe,

which is observable in eels, and some few animals not endowed with
thefaculty of reasoning, may be excused in the uncivilised natives

of South Wales. There are those (/ am satisfied), who will not

be surprised at their stubbornness on this occasion, or think them to

Home in their determination, and their descendents may even be
permitted to applaud their spirit, ifc" p. Si.

There is too much trifling in all this ; for although a certain

liveliness of style may be very necessary to embellish,

a dry subject, yet it should never be permitted to fall into

mere verbiage.

For the historical notices of this part of Wales daring
the four 6rst centuries of the Christian era, Mr. Jones
acknowledges himself indebted to the Roman historians;

ibr the next series of a^es, down indeed almost to the

&qrmau conquest, bis chief authorities are the manuscripts
Q2
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of the Arwj/dd-ftirdd, or Welsh heralds, who have long

been famous for the extent of their genealogies, and whose
documents, however incorrect, or fabulous, are the only

ones " to be found that treat of that part of the principality

now called Brecknockshire." Though our author by no
means places implicit confidence iu these manuscripts,

which abound in anachronisms, and frequently contradict

each other, yet he certainly pays to them more deference

than they deserve ; and in several instances seems to dwell

upon them with that sort of provincial fondness which to

the mere English reader would indicate a weakness of
judgment.

The third chapter pursues the history of Breconshire,

from the reign of Brychan Brecheiniog to that of Cradoc
Fraich-fras, or Cradoc of the Mighty Arm. In this chapter

there is a great deal too much irrelevant matter. The actions

of Brychan, as prince of the country, were perhaps neces-

sary to be detailed
;
yet these, with the exception of his

having from thirty-four to fifty children (for the accounts

differ) by three wives, are passed over in a few words

;

whilst those of his offspring, the "saints and saintesscs

of the family," are dwelt upon with more complacency
than their legends warrant, or that their slight connexion
with the proper subject of this work required. The ninth

daughter, called Gwazor, signifying Aurora, or the dawn,
was wife to Elydr Llydanwyn, and mother to Llywarch
Hen, or Llywarch the Old, the celebrated poet. Cradoc
Fraich-fras, a grandson of Brychan, was one of the knights

of King Arther's Hound Table, and lord - keeper of
" y Castell Dolorus." His wife, Tegau Eurfron, or, as our
author conceives it should be written, Ttg ci /Vo/j— that

is, Fair-bosom— possessed three valuable ornaments, of
which she alone was reputed worthy ;— her knife, her golden
goblet, and her mantle; the last of which was considered
** one of the thirteen curiosities of Britain," as it " would
not fit, nor could it be worn by, any but a chaste woman."
In Percy's Keliques of Ancient Poetry, is a ballad on this

subject.

In the fourth chapter, the history is continued till the

conquest of Breconshire about 1092, by Bernard New-
luarch, a Norman soldier, said in several Welsh pedigrees

to have been uterine brother to William the Conqueror,

but very erroneously. Here we have some account of the

wars between the Britons and the Saxon King Offa, who,
a^ a boundary of the two couutries, formed the well-known
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dyke which bears his name, and which till the period of

the Norman invasion was regarded as such a complete line

of demarcation, that Earl Harold ordained that every Welsh*
man found on the English side of it without license, should

have his right hand cut off by the king's officer. Offa, who
gave a final defeat to the confederated Welsh at Morfa
Jlhuddlan, or RhuddJan Marsh in the Vale of Clwyd, in

Flintshire, marked his victory with almost indiscriminating

slaughter; and even carried his vengeance so far, as to

massacre his prisoners in cold blood. The memory of this

tragic event has been peculiarly transmitted to our age,

by the ancient Welsh tune called Morfa Rhuddlan, the

music of which, as set in a natural key by "the late

celebrated blind Parry," is given by Mr. Jones; who, in

proof of its impressive and affecting melody, acquaints us

that, when it was first played upon the harp to the late

Colonel Chabbert, " it brought tears into his eyes, while

he observed, that he was sure it commemorated the defeat

of a great army."
In the fifth chapter, we learn that Bernard Newmarch, the

better to secure the stability of his new possessions, married

Nest, grand-daughter of Griffith ap Llewelyn, Prince of
North Wales, a lady of meretricious character, and who,
before her marriage, had by Fleance, s6n of Banquo King
of Scotland (who fled to Wales, to avoid punishment for

a murder), a son, afterwards called Walter Stuart, or the

Steward, ancestor to the royal house of Stuart After

Bernard's decease, she became the means of depriving her

eldest son, Mabel, of his inheritance, by swearing before

Henry the First, of England, that he was not the child of

her late husband. This she did in revenge tor die disclo*

sure of an intrigue which Mabel had discovered that she

carried on with a certaiu knight whose name has not de-

scended to us. In consequence of this, the lordship of

Brecknock, as it had now revolved into from a petty king-

dom, became the possession of Milo Fitzwater, Earl of
• Gloucester, jure axoris ; he having been married to Sybil,

daughter of Bernard Newmarch. This was the nobleman
who, in reward for the eminent services which he rendered
to the Empress Maud, during her contention for sovereignty

with the usurper Stephen, was created by her Earl of
Hereford by patent; and this is the first creation of the

kind that occurs in English history. By the instrument, as

given in Rymer's Fcedera, tome i. p. 8, it appears also,

that together with the "moat and castle of Hereford, with
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the third pennies of the rent of the borough anJ of die

pleas of the whole county/* the Empress gave to him real

fiefs, in the personal services of Robert de Cbandos, Hugh
Fitzwilliam, and Robert de Cormeill. This nobleman was

accidentally slain by an arrow, discharged by one of his

own knights at a stag that was passing between them, on
Christmas Eve, 1143 or 1 144. Lord Lyttelton, in bis Life

of Henry the Second, states, that even the " household and
table of the Empress Maud were for a time kept at Miio's

expence in the castle of Gloucester;" and we are told, by
our author, that the benevolence * of the Welshmen of Bre-

conshire " frequently furnished a part of the repast of her

imperial majesty."

On the extinction of the male line of Earl Milo, his

great possessions were divided among his daughters and

coheiresses; and Brecknock, &c. became the property of

Philip de Breos, Lord of Builth, in right of his wife Bertha,

the earl's second daughter. His son, William de Breos,

married Maud, daughter of Reginald de St. Waleri, who is

styled by our author " the Semira?uu of Brecknockshire,"

and who appears so often to have dared the vengeance of

Kiug John, that he was at last provoked beyond all forgive-

ness, and caused her to be immured within the walls of

a castle, with one of her sons, and there suffered them to

perish for want of food.

" Under the corrupted name of Moll Walbec" (says Mr. Jones),
" we have her castles on every eminence, and her feats are tradi-

tionally narrated in every parish. She built, Ray the gossip*, the

castle of Hay in one night; the stones for which she carried in her

apron. While she was thus employe*), a small pebble, of about nine

feet long and one foot thick, dropped into her shoe. This she did

not at first regard ; but in a short time finding it troublesome, she

indignantly threw it over the river Wye, into Ltowes churchyard in

Radnorshire, about three miles off, where it remains to this day,

precisely in the position it fell, a stubborn memorial of the historical

fact, to the utter confusion of all sceptics and unbelievers, it is

* " Upon the conquest of Breconshire by Bernard New march,

and upon erecting castles in the county by the Normans, they com*
pelled the tenantry to provide a certain number of cattle for the

called the f benevolence of the Welshmen.' The vuwch larder, a

memento of this custom or subjection, is known and recollected at

this day; and the figure of a cow, rudely carved in wood, was,

until very lately, seen over a window in the present manor-house*

Within the castle of Brecknock." r. 10*.
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very extraordinary what could have procured to Maud this more
than mortal celebrity : she was no doubt a woman of strong mascu-
line understanding and spirit, yet her exploits in Breconshire,

where she is so famous, are not detailed either by history or tradi-

tion, except in the absurd tale just related. King John, in his

declaration against De Breos, seems to hint pretty clearly that the
>irey mare was the better horse; and it is evident, whatever her
merit was, that she had considerable intta nce and interest in this

.country, as her naiue, though corrupted, is familiar tp every pea-
sant, while her husband's is unknown, or known only to be de-
tested." p. 11 a.

De Breos, after a life
4
pf -bloodshed, oppressipn, and

rtreachery, became at last a miserable exile; and being
obliged to seek refuge in France, lived for some time under
.the humiliating disguise of a beggar ; till, wearied out by
the pangs of a wounded conscience, and the miseries of
poverty, his spirit sank to rest in the year 1212, or 1213.
His eldest surviving son, Engidius, Bishop of Hereford,
taking advantage of the troubles in which King John was
involved, soon afterwards obtained possession of his father's

Inheritance, in which he was succeeded, anno 1215, by
his younger brother Reginald, whose eldest son, named
William, by his first wife Grisseld, daughterof William
$ruere, Lord of Bridgewater, became his successor ; his

second wife was Gwladis, daughter of Llewelyn ap Jorwerth,
Prince of North Wales.

William de Breos, whom the Welsh called Black William,
assisted Henry the Third in his wars against Llewelyn ; but
being made prisoner by that prince, was confined by him
in one of his castles, and for some time treated with great
hospitality. During his imprisonment, he is said to have
carried on, an adulterous intercourse with Joan, Llewelyn's
wife, whp was a natural daughter to King John by Agatha,
daughter -to Robert Earl Ferrers, fourth Earl of Derby.
This intrigue is stated to have remained undiscovered till

after Jjis liberation from confinement
(
on payment of a

bu^re sum of monej, and the surrender of his castle of
BuiJtb; b^t ,it being . then made kpown to Llewelyn, the
latter Invited the unsuspecting De Breos to a feast at his

court, and having by this means again got him into bis

power, he first " reproached the profligate with his crime,

and then commanded him to be ignominiously dragged out
of his presence, and hanged without further trir.l or cere-

mony upon a tree growing on a neighbouring hill." Pen-
nant states, that the castle where the intrigue is said to

have been detected, stood upon a very large artificial mount,
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at the entrance of a deep glen, near Aber in Carnarvon-
shire ;

—
" and the tradition of the country is, that a bard of , the palace

accidentally meeting with the princess, who was ignorant of the fate

of her paramour, thus impudently accosted her ;—
* Diccyn, Doccyn, wraig Llewelyn!
Beth a roed' am gweled Gwilyra?

Hark 'e, Dame ! say what wilt thou

Give to see thy Gwilym now?

To which the Englishwoman is supposed to have been such a fool, as
to have answered flippantly, and in tolerable Welsh rhyme,

—

* Cvmru, Llocgr, a Llewelyn,

A rhown y gyd an gweled Gwilym.'

Wales, England, and Llewelyn too,

I'd give, my William's face to view.

Upon receiving this answer, the bard, it is added, showed her the

body of her favourite suspended on the branch of a tree."

"Such is the story," says Mr. Jones, "as related by
many historians, and confirmed in some degree by tradition ;

but, notwithstanding this, there are many reasons which

render it liable to suspicion, and make its veracity ex-

tremely doubtful." These reasons are detailed as follows;

and we think them fully sufficient to establish the fact that

De Breos1
s death was not occasioned by any adulterous

connexion with the wife of Llewelyn.

" In the first place, Matthew Paris, who is one of the earliest

authors that assigns the jealousy of Llewelyn as the cause of

De Breos's deatlC gives it as a report only— ' ut dicebatur* arc his

words; and he afterwards informs us, that among the charges

against Hubert de Burgh were, ' stealing a precious stone from the
4 King of England's treasury, which had the virtue of rendering the
* wearer of it invulnerable in battle

;
sending it to Llewelyn the

' king's enemy; and treacherously tvriting letters to the same Hew-
' eh/n, by which means the Prince of Wales was induced to hang
' William de Breos as a common thief,' In the second place she was,

to use a common phrase, old enough to be De Breos's mother— she

was married to Llewelyn in 1201, or the beginning of 1202: sup-

posing her therefore to be only twenty years of age at that period,

she must have been nearly fifty when William's captivity com-
menced. It must also be observed, that though the heroes of those

days were not very delicate in their amours, it is extremely impro-

bable that De Breos should have intrigued with the wife of his

father's father-in-law; and that David ap Llewelyn, the son of the

adultresB, should have afterwards married Isabel the daughter of his

mother's seducer. It seems also extraordinary that a woman,
accused tauntingly of a crime of this nature, should avow it, and
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avow it without hesitation, to one, who from the familiarity of hit

address evidently meant to insult her; and that in a language, too,

in which it cannot be supposed she was an adept, unless her facility

of acquiring a knowledge of it far exceeded that of her country-
women of the present day. Lastly, we are told that her husband
Llewelyn, in honour of her memory, soon after her death, in the
year 1236', erected the Franciscan monastery of Llanfaes, in Angle-
sea, to enshrine her tomb ; so that, upon the whole, it may fairly

be concluded, that if any thing was said about this familiarity

between William de Breos and the Welsh princess, it was only
meant to furnish a pretence for his death, which the tortuous policy

of the times suggested, and to which it is by no means improbable
that Herbert de Burgh, from a personal quarrel, or to get rid of a
troublesome neighbour, by falsehood or artifice, contributed."

p. 131.

In the sixth and seventh chapters, the history of the

lordship of Breconshire is traced through the families of
Bohun, Stafford, &c. till the reign of James the Second,
which, by some strange oversight in the leading paragraph

%o the seventh chapter, would, in the estimation of our
author, appear to be regarded as the ' present time.* These
divisions of the work contain much interesting and valuable

matter; yet by far the greater part is misplaced, as it more
peculiarly belongs to the pages of the general historian than

to the delineation of a particular district. This fault indeed
does not exclusively attach itself to Mr. Jones j it runs

through most of our county histories, the writers of wlrich

seem to forget that every well-furnished library (and in

scarcely any other will these kind of publications be found)

must necessarily contain all that extended information on
national concerns, which they descant on so diffusedly, that

the repetition palls upon the ear, and sickens the under-

standing:. Let' us. however, not be misunderstood : there

are cases, such as the perversion of historical fact in

general history, in which it becomes the duty of the pro-

vincial writer to employ all the advantages obtained from

local situation and local inquiry, hi order to elucidate the

truth. Our meaning will be illustrated by reference to the

contradiction given above to the presumed adultery of

Llewelyn's wife, and still further exemplified in the account

of the death of Llewelyn ap Griffith, which we shall pre-

sently, insert ; but passages such as these (and we could

quote many similar), drawn from Dugdale's Baronage, can-

not surely be considered as having any possible connexion

with the history of Breconshire.

(' .Our fiat lord, of the name of Stafford, was created Duke of
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Buckingham by King Henry the Sixth, in the twenty-third of his rei**,

when a whimsical dispute arose about precedence between him and

Henry Beaucbamp, created atthe same time Duke of Warwick, which

was as whimsically determined by an act of Parliament, ordaining

that they should take precedence, one one year, and the other the

next year, and that their posterity should have precedence according

«s who should first have livery of their lands. Luckily, the Duke
of Warwick died without issue; whereupon Humphrey, -to prevent

the agitation of so important a question in future, obtained a grant

upon the 22d of May, in the twenty-fifth of Henry the Sixth, unto

himself and his heirs, for precedence above all dukes whatsoever,

whether in England or France, excepting only such as were of the

blood royal* p. 170.

iVIr. Jones remafks, in a note, though somewhat ;/iele>

^antlyive think, that "the business might have been settled

with infinitely less trouble by tbe toss ofa halfpenny" than

by act of Parliament.

The death of Llewelyn ap Griffith, " tbe last and great-

est of the Welsh princes," who for a time most gallantly

-withstood all the efforts of Edward the First to aunex the

principality of Wales to the English crown, has been "de-

scribed in so confused and unintelligible a manner by diffe-

rent authors, that those who know the country are more at

a loss to comprehend the circumstances attending it than

even strangers." From a review, therefore, of alfthe pre-

vious accounts, and a survey of the supposed scene of

action, corroborated ,by the voice of tradition, Mr. Jones

states the particulars of the fatal end of Llew.ejjn in the

following words :—
" Led by the promises and flattered with the hopes of assistance

beld out to him by some men of power in the hundred of Builth and

its neighbourhood, he {Llewelynj ventured to march with his little

army to Abeiedwy in Radnorshire, three miles below Builth, oo the

l>auks of the river Wye, where it is said he expected to have neMa
^conference with some of his friends : here, however, he found him-

self fatally disappointed; for instead of allies and partisans, whom
he was encouraged to look for, he was almost surrounded in tbe toils

.end trammels of his adversary. A superior force from Hereford-

shire having had notice of his route from some of the inhabitants of

this country, approached under the command of Edmund Mortimer

And John GirTard. Llewelyn, finding from their numbers that resist-

ranee would be vain, fled with his men to -Builth; and in order to

deceive the enemy, as there was then snow upon the ground, he it

-said to -have caused his horses' shoes to be reversed: but even tins

tiratageni was discovered to them by a smith at Ahexedwy, whose

name, as tradition says, was IVladoc goch njin mawr, or 'Red-

haired wide-mouthed Madoc' He arrived, however, at the bridge

ever the Wye, time enough to past and break itdown, before his
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pursuers coald come up wiih him : here therefore they were com-
pletely thrown out, as there was no other bridge over the Wye, at

that time, nearer than Brcdwardine, thirty miles below.
" Thus toiled and disappointed of their prize for the present, the

English immcdiaiclv returned downwards, to a ford known to some
of the party, about eii<ht miles below, now :i ferry called Caban
Twm Bach, or I.ittte Tom's Ferry boat. In the interim, it would
6eem that Llewrlvn must have gained sufficient time to have dis-

tanced his followers, if he had mnde use of it; but he had not yet

abandoned the expectation of meeting with assistance, and some
hours may have been employed with the garrison of the castle of
Bui I tli, who, awed by the approach of Mortimer, refused to treat

with or support him
" Stowe ;ays, * he was taken at Builth Castle, where, using

' reproacht'ul words against the Englishmen, Sir Roger le Strange
* ran upon him and cut oft* his head, leaving his dead body on
* the ground.' It is bv no means improbable that he should have
accused the garrison of Builth and the inhabitants of that country
of perfidy; and, asStowc says, used reproachful words towards the

English: he mav also have bestowed upon the men of Aberedwy
as well as of 6uilth that epithet which has stuck by them ever
since*, but he certainly was not slain at Builth Castle, or by Sir

Roger le Strange; for being here repulsed by those from whom
he had expected support, and baffled in his attempts to reduce them
to obedience, be proceeded westward up the Vale of Irvon on the

southern side, for about three miles, where he crossed the
river a little above Llanynis church, over a bridge called Pont r
Coed, or the Bridge of the Wood, &c.—This passage once secured,

be stationed the few troops who accompanied him on the northern

side of the river, where from the ground being much higher and
more precipitous than the opposite bank, and at the same time

covered with wood, a handful of men were able to defend the

bridge against a more numerous enemy. In this situation he pre-

served a communication with the whole of Brecknockshire; and as

he supposed that the river was at this season of the year [the depth

of winter] wholly impassable, he waited with confidence and secu-

rity while he commanded the pass, in hopes to hear further from
his correspondents, or in expectation of being reinforced from the

westward. By this means the English forces gained sufficient time

to come up with him, and appearing on the southern side of the

Irvon, ni-ule a fruitless attempt to gain the bridge; and here they

probably would have been compelled to abandon the pursuit, or

at least fjewelyn might have escaped in safety to the mountains

of Snowden, if a knight of the name of Sir Elias Walwyn, a de-

scendent of Sir Philip Walwyn of Hay, had not discovered a ford

at some little distance, whence a detachment of the Euglish crossed

the river, ami coming unexpectedly on the backs of the Welsh at the

bridge, they were immediately routed, and either in the pursuit,

* " Bradwyr Aberedwyt Bradwyr Buallt! —Traitors of Abe*

redw-yi Traitors of Builth I

"
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or while he was watching the motions of the main body of the

enemy, who were still on the other side of the river, he was
attacked in a small dell about two hundred yards below the scene

©f action, from him called Cwm Llewelyn, or Llewelyns dingle,

and slain unarmed (as some say) by one Adam de Francton, who
plunged a spear into his body, and immediately joined his country-

men to pursue the flying enemy.—When Francton returned after

the engagement in hopes of plunder, he perceived that the

person he had wounded, and who was still alive, was the

Prince of Wales; and, on stripping him, a letter in cypher
and his privy seal were found concealed about him. The English-

men, delighted with the discovery, immediately cut off his head,

and sent it as the most acceptable present thai could be conveyed
to the King of England. The body of the unfortunate prince was
dragged by the soldiers to a little distance, where the two roads from
Builtli now divide, one leading to Llanafan, and the other to

Llangammnrch : here they buried him, and this spot has ever since

been known by the name of Cefn y Bedd, orCcfufiedd Llewelyn;
that is, the ridge of Llewelyn's grave." p. 139.

Thus fell the brave Llewelyn. His body, notwith-

standing the intercession of Maud, or Matilda Longespee,

to procure for it the rites of Christian sepulture, was suf-

fered to rot in the unhallowed ground where it had first been
deposited; and with still greater unfeelingness, as we
learn from Matthew of Westminster, and other writers

(for Mr. Jones drops the subject with a short panegyric on
the virtues of Llewelyn), the head of the ill-fated prince

was, by the king's orders, conveyed to London; where
being met by the citizens in cavalcade, it was placed on
the point of a lance ; and the crown having been encircled

with a silver chaplet, in derision of a pretended prophecy,

it was paraded through the city in triumph, with the

sound of trumpets and horns, and scornfully set upon the

pillory in Cheapside. Here it continued some hours ex-
posed to mockery and brutal insult; and it was at last

carried to the Tower, and fixed upon the walls, crowned
with a diadem of ivy. In the following year, anno 1283,
the head of David ap Griffith, Llewelyn's brother, wbc*

was ignominiously hanged and quartered as a traitor, for

bravely defending the independence of his country, was
•also- brought to the Tower, and fixed up near that of his

ill-fated relative.

From the particulars already given, the reader will readily

appreciate the merit of the historical part of this volume,
which now begins, much too decidedly, to identify itself

with the general history of the nation.

The eighth chapter treats of the religion of this district
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from the earliest notices by the Roman writers, mingled
with whatever of tradition, derivation, or record, could be
supplied from other sources. Here, as might be expected,
we find many particulars of Druidism, which our author stre-^

nuously defends, and with complete success, from the

'

imputations cast upon it by Tacitus and other Romans, who
have presumed to characterise it as barbarous and odious;
without having acquired any adequate knowledge either of
its principles or practice. In support of that striking

characteristic of the druidical or bardic system, oral record,

Mr. Jones says,

—

" It cannot bo denied that the plain undeviating rules of right

and wrong are communicated in very few words; and that the

eternal and immutahle maxims of truth and justice require neither

the aid of parchment or paper, nor even the more durable monu-
ments of brass or stone, to be perpetuated : they are written in an
universal language, and in characters equally indelible, though
invisible, in the breast of the ignorant and the learned, < the saint,

the savage, and the sage.' " p. 200.

We cannot altogether assent to this. If it proves any
thing, it proves too much ; for even oral record itself would
be superfluous, if these "eternal and Lnmutable maxims
of truth and justice*' were really impressed within the

breasts of the ignorant, as well as of the wise. That
mankind, even in the lowest and most degraded state of
nature, have a capacity to receive these truths, we are

willing to acknowledge; but the vast diversity of opinion,

as to what actually constitutes vice and virtue, which has

existed in every age of the world, proves that there are no
innate feelings in man to direct him in His choice of good
and evil. If there be any one maxim that to a cultivated

understanding would seem the must likely to be implanted

in every heart, it is that which, in the language of the

Mosaic dispensation, is continued in the words —" Thou
shalt not kill 1 " Yet in every part of the globe we are at

present acquainted with, where man exists in a state of nature,

we find that the taking away the life of a fellow-creature n
t

scarcely held in any kind of abhorrence. To an European

'

mind, the destruction of children is one of the greatest crimes;,

yet, in some islands of the Pacific Ocean, infanticide is a
common custom; and in China, the exposure of infants, on
whatever motives of necessity it may be justified, is known
to be frequently attended with death. In Europe, filial

ingratitude is held to be detestable; yet the Hindoos ex-

pose their sick parents to the waves of the Ganges, with-
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out a thought of guilt, or a feeling of remorse. The Indian

Bramin, too—he whose trembling heart shrinks from the de-

struction of the meauest reptile, and who envelopes his

mouth and nostrils in a thin veil, lest a* poor fly should be

drawn in and perish—even he can light the funeral pyre,

and feel pleasure in the act, on which the living and the

dead are reduced to ashes in the same flames ! But what

more than all, perhaps, will tend to prove the weakness

of the position to the mind of him who has advanced it,

is the fact stated by Cxsar, that the Druids of Gaul

offered sacrifices of human "victims. Where then shall we
seek for that all-informing sentiment that should direct the

ignorant to virtue? In the untutored breast it does not,

it cannot, exist. To affirm therefore that it equally animates

the bosom of 44 the saint, the savage, and the sage," may
do to "round a period," but, alas! the frail condition of

human nature most indubitably evinces

is untrue.

The summary of the opinions of the Druids in respect

to the Divinity is given in the eloquent language of Mallet

;

in whose Northern Antiquities it describes the early tenets

of the Scandinavians. We shall here re-quote the passage,

premising only, that the words printed in italics are those

of our author.

" The Druids first and principally inculcated the love of virtue

and the detestation of vice, acknowledged and believed in the

being; of a supreme God, Master of the Universe, to whom all

things were submissive and obedient. They called him the Author
/of every Thing that exUteth; the Eternal, the Ancient, the Living .

and Awful Being; the Searcher into concealed Things; the Being
that never chaneeth. They attributed to this Deity an infinite

power, a boundless knowledge, an incorruptible justice. They
were forbidden from representing him in a corporeal form: they

were not even to think of confining him within the inclosure of

walls; but were taught that it was only within woods and con-

secrated groves they could serve him properly; as he seemed to

reign there in silence, and to make himself felt by the respect he

inspired/' p. 200.

Our limits will not permit us to follow Mr. Jones in his

account of the druidical religion ; nor is it perhaps parti-

cularly necessary, after the ample extracts from Mr. Owen's
description of the bardic system, so recently inserted in

our review of Sir R. C. Hoare's translation of Giraldus*.

€t * See Antijacobin Review, Vol. Si. p. 13a 133.
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In some few particulars the accounts vary, but the more-
essential features are the same. Our author seems fully

inclined to acquit Edward the First of the inhuman policy

ascribed to him of commanding the massacre of all the
Welsh bards that fell into his hands; and we most readily

accord with him in this acquittal, however widely a con-
trary belief has been spread, through the impression mad*
fey Gray's beautiful Ode, beginning,

' Ruin seize thee, ruthless king .
r

'

In pages 221 and 222 is inserted a petition that was pre-

sented to the Pope, from the Princes of North and South
Wales, in behalf of the British Church. Among the griev-

ances complained of in this petition, was that of " sending
them English bishops, ignorant of the manners and language
of the country," and who consequently "could neitlier preach
the word of God to the people^ nor receive their confes-

sions, but through the medium of interpreters" In a note

to this passage, which from its extreme illiberally we
should rather suppose had been foisted in unknown to

Mr. Jones, than to have proceeded from his pen, so op-

posite is it to the general character of the work, .there is an
assertion which we can almost take upon us positively to

contradict from our own knowledge : but first let us give

the note,

" This rule of the English court [that is, sending English bishops}

is founded in wisdom and sound policy; insomuch that it has been

confirmed and acted upon up to this day. There is no knowing what
mischief a bishop, who can speak and preach in the British tongue,

may do among an irascible people, as the Welsh undoubtedly are :

besides, the soil of that country is miserably poor, and does not pro-

duce men of sufficient learning to entitle them to hold the dignity."

Now in one of our autumnal excursions through the

principality of Wales, we stopt on a Sunday at Bangor,

and, going into the cathedral of that small city, heard a

part of the" service delivered in the IVclsh language, and

were there informed that the person officiating was the
** Bishop of Bangor" We shall not comment on the un-

guarded expression of the soil of Wales being too poor to

produce men of sufficient learning for a bishopric, any
further than by asking what the barren soil of a country

has to do with learning f

The eighth chapter, which treats of the laws of Wales,

is very interesting; and here, as may be imagined,

Mr. Jones, who is a professional man, is " quite at home."
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He commences by giving a general view of the institution^

which Hywel Dda, or Hywel the Good, is stated to have
raised nbout the year 940, on the ancient basis laid down
by Dyfnwal Moel-mud, whose name has been latinized

into Dunwallus Molmutius, and who is said in the Welsh
Chronicles to have reigned over Britain upwards of 430 years

prior to the commencement of the Christian era. These
laws of Hywel Dda have been often quoted; and many
of them are as remarkable for their wisdom, as others are

for their whimsical singularity. We shall give some ex-
tracts, as we believe the entire code has never yet been
translated into English.

" The distinguishing and general characteristic of this system
was the making satisfaction, in money, cattle, or other effects, for

ail offences and crimes, murder not excepted ; for injuries, to the

person; for privation of property, to the party complaining of

the grievance; for murder, to the relations of the deceased; and
in this latter case, much pains were taken and labour employed,
under various circumstances and in different degrees of affinity,

to ascertain who were entitled to receive this compensation, which
was more or less in proportion to the rank the deceased held in the

community ; tut even on this serious subject there were now and
then distinctions, to us apparently ludicrous, and certainly not at

this moment to be accounted for.
'

• The learned in the laws/ says

one of these ordinances, 'have determined, that for committing
* adultery with the king's consort, kiHing his ambassadors, or vio-

' lating his protection, the offender shall forfeit to his majesty a
' golden cup, having a cover to it as broad as his/ace, as thick as
* the thumb of a plowman who has been nine years in that employ

;

* a silver rod of the same height of the king, aod as thick as his

* thumb; a hundred cows for every cantreff which the offender
* possessed ; and a white bull * with red ears for every hundred
* cows; but if the cows are of a dark colour, then a black bull with
* every hundred. For the murder of the King of North Wales, this

* fine shall be tripled.' " p. 233.
Much pains are taken in these laws to describe what articles

of household furniture and other effects shall go with the husband,
and what w ith the wife, in case of separation; and a laborious and
impracticable attempt is made to fix a specific value upon every
species of property, in case it should be lost, stolen, or injured:

for instance, the king's blanket (the effeminate luxury of sheets

" * There was a breed of this kind and colour upon the banks
of the Towi, in Carmarthenshire, which were particularly va-
luable. Wotton, Richard's Welsh Diet. sub. verb. Ysgafrllynnig.
Bingley in his Anim. Biog. says, that ' all wild cattle are of this

%
colour;' and this fine being laitl upon the whole of Wales, seems to

prove the truth of his assertion. V. ante in note, p. 121/'
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then unknown) was worth one hundred and twenty pence;
'

the Queen's flesh-fork, twenty-four pence; the king's chess-board,
one hundred and twenty pence; a bucket, one penny; a house-
dog, eren though he was [were] the king's, only four pence; wbile a
shepherd's dog was eo^ual in value to an ox, if it could be proved
by his owner, and neighbours, upon oath, that he teas accustomed
to precede the cattle to the field in the morning, and bring them horn*
at night. The purloining, destroying, or injuring of any of these

animalsor animals was punished in general by mulct, in the same
manner, though in a lighter degree, with the death of the king.
The legislators have proceeded to recapitulate with a tedious
minuteness, and apparently with a peculiar whimsicality, the reme-
dies in case some of these animals did any mischief to the property
01 those to whom they did not belong ; and it should sometimes
seem as if they meant to punish the fowl or beast himself, and en-
deavoured to make him sensible of his crime; as when they enacted
that if geese were found trespassing in corn, it was'lawful to till

them with a stick as long as from the elbow to the tip of thn
middle finger; if in a born or rick-yard, to squeeze them to death
with a forked stick placed on their necks; if a cock trespassed,
one of his spurs might be cut off; if a c:i{f, in corn, he might he
Jcept a whole day without sucking, and then liberated; and if a
nen was caught filching, she might be detained till she laid on
egg." r. 234, 235.

Tbe tenure by which the lands were universally held in

Wales, in ancient times, was that of gavel-kind', which
indeed from the custom of various manors in many parts

of England, as well as from its general prevalence in Kent,
would seem, at some distant period, to have obtained
throughout tlie whole island. Mr. Jones supposes tbe word
gavel-kind to be a corruption from gafael-gynt, signifying

of ancient tenure, for example, "yn ol gafaclyr amseroedd
gynty «• ft according to the tenure of ancient times." Th*
English practice of " arraigning a recovery,

1
' which to the

disgrace of British jurisprudence is still suffered to

disgrace the code with its fictions, and unintelligible gib-

berish, compounded from three languages, appears to have
been borrowed from tlie Welsh.
The account of the government of the bordering counties

under the Lords Marchers, includes many particulars of

much iuterest to all who would obtain a thorough ac-

quaintance with the history of this country. The severe
laws enacted by Henry the Fourth against the Welsh,
evince how greatly that sovereign was exasperated at the

rebellion of Owen Glyndw'r; and how very imperfectly

the mutual interest of the two nations was then understood.

In this part, Mr. Jones, in some of those flippant

No. 129. Vol.12. Mar, 1809. R
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remarks which occasionally disgrace his composition,

talks of " Carnaby Market, and Billinsgate-strcet I "—Where
the latter is situated, we have yet to learn.

Henry the Eighth, to whom tyrannical and sensual as he
was, we shall ever stand indebted for our emancipation

from ecclesiastical thraldom, was the f\rst to relieve Wales
from the oppressive jumble of incoherent and jarring

statutes under which its natives had long groaned. After

various preliminary enactments, all of which tended only

to show the inadequacy of half measures, the act of Union,

or rather that of assimilating the laws and customs of Wales
to those of England, was passed in the twenty-seventh year
of the reign of this sovereign; who is thought by our

author, to be far more deserving the appellation of the

Welsh Justinian, than Edward the First was of that of the

English Justinian, which was conferred upon him by the

Lord Chief Justice Coke. By the same act, the different

counties and shire towns of Wales were empowered to

return representatives to Parliament It was afterwards

declared, 35th Hen. VIII. c. 2., that they were "entitled

to the same fees and wages as the representatives of the

English counties and boroughs; and provided that the writ

de solutione feodi MHitis Farliamenti, should issue to the

sheriffs in Wales to levy them whenever required."

The tenth chapter comprises remarks on a somewhat
heterogeneous assemblage of subjects, as language, manners,

popular opinions and prejudices, customs, commerce, pro-

jects, turnpike roads, &c. The Welsh are described as

possessing an "almost enthusiastic veneration for their

ancient language;" to which, and to the natale solum, is

ascribed all " that nationality of character which, surviving

the ravages of time, still continues undiminished in the

Cambro- British breast." In this part of his work, Mr. Jones

comments on the errors of those writers who, either from

prejudice or defective information, have drawn a false

character of the natives of Wales; among others, that

tenth wonder of nntiquarianism, that benighted luminary

of the Goths, the ' fretful Pinkerton,' comes for in distin-

guished and deserved reprehention. On this theme our

author grows warm; and who can wonder that his indig-

nation should be excited at language so vituperative against

the Celts, as that which Pinkerton has poured forth with all

the growling volubility of a triple-headed Cerberus. Those
of our readers who have not seen the " Inquiry into the

History of Scotland," will be surprised to learn with how
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much virulent abuse a whole nation have been stigmatized
by this gentleman, who in that fell spirit of wild eccentricity

and invective which characterise so many of his opinions,

but with a strange forgetfulness of common sense, affirms,

that " the Celtic is of all savage languages the most con-

fused, as the Celts are of all savages the most deficient in

understanding" though in the same work he acknowledges
himself to be " ignorant of the Celtic tongue ! " Among the
further examples of his scurrility quoted by Mr. Jones, are

the following:—
" The Celts from all ancient accounts, and from present knowledge,

were and are a savage race, incapable of labour or even the rude
arts; being indeed mere savages, and worse than the savages of
America, remarkable, even to our own times, for a total neglect

of agriculture themselves, and tor plundering their neighbours. The
Irish Celts the Scotch Celts, and the Welsh Celts, have all alike

a claim to the character; and when it begins to pass away, it is

a sign that, by intermarrying, the Gothic blood begins to exceed the

Celtic, and that the Celts are no longer Celts, though so accounted*.*'

Again, " the Celts are savages, have been savages since the world
began, and will be for ever savages ; mere radical savages, not yet

advanced even to a state of barbarism ; and if any foreigner doubts

this, he has only to step into the Celtic parts of Wales, Ireland,

or Scotland, and look at them; for they are, just as they were,

incapable of industry or civilisation, even after half their blood

is Gothic j%" He assumes also that " their language is derived from
the English; and to say that the writer is a Celt, is to say that

he is a stranger to truth, modesty, and morality;" and to complete
the whole, and crown this climax of abuse, he says, " what a lion

is to an ass, a Goth is to a Celt p. 276, 277.

Such are the reveries of Mr. Pinkerton ! He is not the only

one, however, that is charged by Mr. Jones with "asserting

facts without foundation
: " the ephemeral tribe of tourists,

who, buzzing through the principality like summer knats,

blister the "fair fame" of its natives with their ill-con-

cocted crudities, fall equally beneath his reprehension.

" One of these gentry" (says our author), " a man of eminence

and knowledge in his profession, but who will not be persuaded that

he does not excel in the sublime, though he has no taste for that

style furtlter than dealing in the marvellous, tells us he was disturbed

at Crickhowel * by a number of people who were amusing them-
' selves, as his hostess informed him, with hearing the trial of
* a woman accused of sorcery. The gentry and clerpy/says he, 'of

* the county are all met together, determined to have a complete bout

' of it in the assembly room below (which by the bye is above stairs),

' a trial in the morning, a feast in the afternoon, and a ball in the eve-

Dissert, p. 08. " f Ibid. p. 195. " % Ibid. p. 69, note.

K 2
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* ning J !
*—Mine hostess (good woman !) knows no more about the

* .meaning of the word sorcery than she does of the crime. To say
4 that there could be no such trial here, is almost superfluous, but the
* fact is, that there was no such accusation. . There happened to be a
* monthly meeting of the magistrates of the hundred in the house
* when this traveller and his nephew came there, before whom a
* woman was brought, not for witchcraft, but for imposing upon
* the peasantry of the country, and obtaining money under pretence

* of fortune telling ; and in the evening of the same day the gen-
' tlemen and ladies of* the vicinity had appointed an assembly,
' where, for ought [aught] I know, some of those very justices may
1 have joined in the dance after the business of the day was over/

'

P. 279.

So much, then, for the "trial for sorcery." We could

ourselves quote many other iustauces of the marvellous,

in the flights of this traveller of antiquarian celebrity,

who "was wont," as Mr. Jones truly states, "to pursue his

researches in company with his nephew ! " or, at least, of a
female who passed under that appellation; and whose sex
We believe was once accidentally discovered at Salisbury.

The account of the popular superstitions and customs of
the modern Welshmen is entertaining, as our readers will

readily estimate from the following extracts.

" We have been frequently toid that the Welsh are remarkably
superstitions, and that most, if not all of them, believe hi the
reality of apparitions; this is idle assertion and mere conjecture?

tl»ey have no more superstition nor credulity than falls to
the lot of the humble inhabitants of an equal tract of land in
any other part of the kingdom: they have, it is certain, their

stock stories, their provincial demons and goblins, and their cha-
racteristic phenomena, with whom many are acquainted, most wish
U* hear of, and some few believe. Among the visionary beings
of whom tradition tells, and whom imagination creates, we fre-

quently hear of the fairies f, whom they call bendtth eu mamrnau

" * Gent. Mag. 1805.
«• f Fairies, or destinies, are of different origin; some proceed

from the gods, some from the genii, and others from the dw.-rft.

The horntes or fairies sprung from a good origin, are good them*
selvts, and dispense good destinies; but those men to whom mis-
fortunes happen, ought to ascribe them to evil hornies or fairies*

The dwarfs, from whom the evil fairies are supposed to have sprutig-,

are described in the l£dda ' as a species of beings bred in the dust of
' the earth, just as worms are in a dead carcase. It was indeed
• from the body of the giant Ymir they issued: at first they were
' only worms; but by order of the gods they partook of both
' human shape and reason ; nevertheless they dwell in subterraneous
• caverns and among the rocks.' iidda. Fable, the 7th, Mallet's

hotlh Antiq. Vol. U. p. 42." 2
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and y tylwyih tog, t. e. the blessings of their mothers, the fairies

or fair household, meaning that they were fair of form, though
most foul in mind. The stories related of these fairies, as well as

of witches, who were supposed to play tricks with the milk-maid,
and spoil the butter, are similar tw those heard in England.
Fairies are undoubtedly of Gothic origin, as appears from Icelandic
Sagas and the Edda, or Runic mythology : they were divided into

good and bad, and regarded by the Northern tribes as having
the absolute disposal of the human race. From (he Goths the

superstition spread, with their arms, among the nations whom they
subdued and enslaved. The same idea prevailed on the con-
tinent of Asia, and particularly in the East. Mr. pallet observes,

that the ' notion is not every where exploded, that there are in

* the bowels of the earth fairies, or a kind of dwarfish and tiny

' beings of human shape, remarkable for their riches, their activity,
* and their malevolence.' In many countries in the North, the

people are still firmly persuaded of their existence. lu Iceland
at this day the good folks show the very rocks and hills in which
they maintain that there are swarms of these small subterraneous
inen of the most tiny size, but of the most delicate figures. Qur
Welsh fairies are certainly of the same family—hatchet} in the

same hot-bed of imagination. I<et us compare the legends of
Edmund Jones* with the above description of Mr. Mallet. The
latier tells us, they are little, active, and malevolent, and that

they reside .in rocks and mountains; 'the sad historian of
* Aoerystruth says, they appeared often in the form of dancing
' companies ; and when they danced, they chieJly, if not always,
' appeared like cbildrep, and not as grown men, leaping and
* frisking in the air,' that they 'were desirous ot enticing people
' into their company, and then used them ill;' that they 'were
* quarrelsome to a proverb, insomuch that it was said of people
* at variance, Ni cjiydunant hwy mwy na bendith eu mammau;'
i.e. they'll no juore aSree t lian the &irie$; that they ' seemed
' not to delight m open plain ground of any kind far from holies
' and wood, nor in watery but in dry grounds not far from trees.'

The parallel is here remarkably correct, and the inference will

naturally occur that both had the same origin, There are indeed

few of our popular superstitions that may »«l be traced to some
opinion which was consecrated by the religion of the Goths or

Celts; nor (to use the languajp of Mallet) » need we alwav s except
' those which seem >n *ome respects to hold a conformity to doctrines

' or practices which the Christian religion atone couid have taught

" Besides these diminutive representatives ofmen, the Welsh have
also fiends peculiar to themselves, or at least generally forgotten by
the majority of the inhabitants of the island; these |hey call cwn
Anwo f or Anwu's dogs. Aown is translated by Owen, unknowns
but it is rather as ' poor plodding Richards' has it, anwfn, iottomUu;

TT =
'

" * History of the Parish of Aoerystruth.
" f Cambrian Register* Vol. I. p. 179.
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and the prince of this country who is personified in the Mabynojpon
may be called the king of immensurable darkness, of that boundless

"void or space in which the universe floats, cr is suspended. This
being (say the gossips) is the enemy of mankind, and his do^s
are frequently heard hunting in the air, some time previous to the
dissolution of a wicked person : they are described, in the beautiful

romance to which I have referred, to be of a clear white colour

with red ears; no one, with us, pretends to have seen them, but
the general idea is, that tbey are jet-black.—To these dogs I
conceive Shakespeare alludes "in his Tempest, when he talks of
noise of hunters heard in the air, and spirits in the shapes of
hounds, and not to Peter de Loier, ' who,' says Malone in a note,

[states that] ' Hecate* did use to send dogges unto meu to fear

and terrify them, as the Greeks affirmed.'

" The corpse candle, which precedes the death of some person

in the neighbourhood, and marks the route of the funeral from
the house of the deceased to the church, is also a very common
topic among our peasantry, who believe it confined to the diocese

of St David's: a tradition is likewise very commonly received

among them, which preserves the memory of certain extraordinary

and wonderful feats of strength, performed by two oxen of pro*

digious size, called ychain banog, or the oxen of the summits
of the mountains. Davies in his Celtic Researches calls them
4 elevated oxen/ and supposes them to allude to a sacrifice made
by Hu Gadarn, or Hu the Mighty; but whatever may have been
the origin of the legends told of these oxen, the tradition seems to

have been derived from the mythology of the Druids, and in some
measure confirms the antiquity of the Triads, from whence it is

evidently derived f.
" The funerals in Wales, and the ceremonies preceding and

following them, very much resemble those of the Irish, as described

in that admirable little volume, entitled Castle Rack Rent. The
straw on which the deceased lay, is set on fire soon after tue
breath departs, which is a signal of that event We have our
gwylnds or night of watching, and when ale can be procured
in the neighbourhood, a llawennos or night of rejoicing, though
this latter phrase is more generally appropriated to the night
before a wedding, when the friends of the bridegroom meet and
spend the hours in mirth, for the supposed purpose of watching
the bride and preventing her flight or concealment These wed-
dings were formerly attended with some very extraordinary customs,
all of which are now disused in tbe towns and their vicinities; but
in the hills some few remain, particularly what is called the

" * The Prince of Anwn and Hecate are man and wife, and
both are the parents of this fable. For this and many other pecu •

liarities relative to Wales, Shakespeare was probably indebted to Sir

John Price the antiquary, a native of Breconshire, who lived much
in the English court in the reigns of Henry the Eighth and his

daughter Elizabeth."

" f See Triad 7$ iu the first volume of Myvyrian Archoeo'ogy,
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Bidding; and we still occasionally see the herald of this event
announcing it to the friends, relations, and acquaintance of the

.

bride and bridegroom. He hears in his hand a long hooting pole
or staff, to the top of which is nailed or tied a bunch of ribbons
of various colours : after greeting the family as he approaches
the house, leaning upon his support like the datceiniad pen pastwn
of old, he with great gravity and solemnity addresses them nearly in
the words mentioned in the Gentleman's Magazine of December
1791, page 1103*, with this difference, that in Brecknockshire
fish is not enumerated among the dainties of which the guests are
invited to partake: the form of this invitation I have endeavoured
in vain to obtain, though it is still occasionally heard in the
Highlands; but the substance is a promise of cakes and ale, pipes
and tobacco, chairs to sit down on, &c. , and au undertaking on
behalf of the intended bride and bridegroom, that they will return
the favour to such of their visitors as may thereafter claim
it
" On the evening preceding the marriage, the bride's female

friends bring her several articles of household furniture: this is

called stafellf. On the morning of the ceremony, the lady affects

coyness, and sometimes conceals herself, but is fortunately always
discovered and rescued from the party who are resolved to carry
her off. Upon approaching the church, another scene of confusion

and bustle ensues : it should seem now, that some of the company
are determined to prevent the celebration of the marriage ; one of
ber male friends, behind whom she is mounted on horseback,
though generally without a pillion, makes many attempts to escape
and run away with her; but the companions of her future husband
succeed in dragging her ("nothing loth") to the altar. Upon
this occasion, the racings and gallopings on both sides are really

alarming to by-standers unaccustomed to these exhibitions; and it

is astonishing' that more
v

accidents have not happened in these

sham flights and pursuits. Previously to the young couple's setting

out for church, as well as at the public house in the village, where
they general I v retire for a short time after the ceremony is over,

the friends of both parties subscribe, according to their abilities,

each a few shillings, and the sum is particularly noticed by one
of the company ; as it is expected to be returned to every person

" * The intention of the bidder is this: with kindness and
amity, with decency and liberality, for Einion Owen and LlioElis,

he invites you to come with your good-wilt on the plate ; bring

current money; a shilling, or two, or three, or four, or five; witn
cheese and butter we invite the husband and wife, and children,

and men-servants, and maid-servants, from the greatest to the

least: come there early, you shall have victuals freely, and drink

cheap, stools to sit on, and fish if we can catch them ; but if not,

hold us excusable ; and they will attend with you when you call

upon them. They set ont from such and such a place.

" f Literariy the chamber, but it means here furnishing, or

nrniture for the chamber.
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then prevent who may thereafter be entitled to ite* a simitar occa-

sion { for this contribution has been long settled to bo of the nature

of a loan* and has been sued for and recovered at law." p. 284—9.

In the eleventh chapter are particulars of the agriculture,

soils, tenures, (arms, cattle, sheep, &c. of Brecknockshire*

These, though all subjects of eminent local importance,

will not greatly interest the general reader, and we shall

therefore hasten to conclude our account of this volume

;

which closes with an Appendix, containing several

tables of the population of the county at different periods

;

the genealogies of Brychan Brccheiniog, Prince or Lord
of Brecknock, and his descendants, from about the year
1100 to the present time; lists of sheriffs, judges, and
members of Parliament; and various other papers, illus-

trative or explanatory of the information detailed in the
body of the work. The consideration of the second volume
must be reserved for our next; together with our remarks

on the engravings in the present one.

(To be continued,)

Coxe's Memoirs of Lord Walpole.

.

[Concluded from e. 181 of this Volume.]

AtTER citing soch a flagrant instance of the " vain

conjectures," " perverted reasonings," and " inaccuracy of

quotation," by means ofwhich Belsham has contrived to vilify

his country, calumniate his sovereign, and violate the sanctity

cf historical truth ; we shall extract a specimen of our

author's style of narrative. It exhibits some of the fatal

effects of dissentions in the British cabinet, and likewise

developes the perverse policy which appears to have ac-

tuated the cabinet of Vienna during nearly a century.

" On his return to England [in 1739], Mr. Walpole found the
people in a state of ferment and agitation, wild with schemes of
vengeance for the Spanish depredations, and sharing in imagi-
nation the treasures of Peru and Mexico. He was not, how-
ever, hurried away by these dreams of vengeance and conquest;
he had uniformly promoted the pacific system of his brother, and
united with him in opposing the precipitate declaration of war.

' About this time/ to use the words which conclude his

apology, ' the depredations of the Spaniards on the British cora-
* raerce in the West Indies, encouraged by the turbulent spirit

* of the Queen of Spain, and out of resentment for the great
< illegal trade, carried on contrary to treaty, by the English, with
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' the Spanish American coast and port*, had given a handle to the
* disaffected and discontented party (increased by the accession
' of those in Parliament who belonged to the court of the late

' Prince of Wales), to raise a great ferment in the nation, to occa-
' sion warm debates in Parliament, and strong resolutions and
* addresses to the crown, against such violent proceedings; with ;u*

' advice to his majesty to try once more amicable measures u*

* obtain reparations, and to prevent the Like injuries for the future.

' In consequence of which, a convention was negotiated and
* concluded with Spain, by which that king acknowledged our
' grievances, agreed to pay in three mouth i a certain sum in
* satisfaction, and to discuss and determine in five months, by
* plenipotentiaries on both sides, the respective complaint*, in
' order to put a final end to all differences between the two
* nations. This convention, after a long and solemn debate, was
' approved by Parliament; but most of the members of bis ma*
* jesty's council, excepting Sir Robert Walpole and his brother*
* were so alarmed, and betrayed such apprehensions of the popular
' discontent and cries, that their Catholic majesties, bcinj? in-
' formed of it by tneir minister in England, and convinced that
' these clamours would force his majesty and his ministry
* into war with them, refused to make the payment of *the money,
' stipulated for satisfaction, at the stated time; and consequently
1 a rupture ensued between the two nations, in which France
* privately supporte d the Spaniards, while neither the Emperor nor
* the States seemed disposed to take any part.' >

" FromVhis period Mr. Walpole remained in England; but held

do ostensible place under government. He did not, however,
intermit his political labours; but continued the same attention

to public business, and supplied the cabinet with numerous papers,

deductions, and memorials, relative to the conduct of foreign affairs,

during that critical period which immediately preceded and fol-

lowed the death of the Emperor Charles the Sixth.

" His sagacity led him to foresee that the war with Spain must
occasion a rupture with France, and to appreciate the necessity

of forming some plan of united measures to counteract the pre-

ponderance which that power had acquired on the continent. He
bad uo reliance on the co-operation of the Emperor, whose rash

and impolitic schemes had reduced his country to a state of weak-
ness and degradation*. Charles had no sooner concluded a paci-

f\cation with France, Spain, and Sardinia, than, in alliance with

Russia, he attacked the Turks, with the sanguine tapes of pro-

curing an indemnification on the side of Hungary for his losses in

Italy. Bat the disasters of a single campaign compelled him to

** * In one of his letters to Mr. Trevor, he says, « We find they
• (the court of Vienna) begin to open their eyes; it is better they
' should do it themselves, than we should pretend to lift up their

' eyelids for them; for we can't make them see if they have a
* mind to be blind : and if (bat be the case, things are » ell enough.'

January 25,
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desert his ally, and purchase a dV onourible peace, under the
dictates and mediation of France, by the cession of Servia and the

important town of Belgrade. His finances were exhausted, and his

armies reduced and dispirited.

" Mr. Walpole well knew, from long experience, that the States

would not take an active part in opposition to France, unless the

barrier towns were put in a state of defence, and unless they were
secure of being supported by an army, not depending on the

uncertain contingents of the Austrian levies, but effective in the

field. On considering the situation of the European powers, none
appeared capable of promptly contributing this support, but the .

King of Prussia, who had an effective army of 80,000 men, and
possessed a considerable treasure in reserve. Both Mr. Walpole
and his brother had long urged the policy of forming an alliance

with Prussia; but their proposals met with insuperable difficulties,

from the inveterate antipathy between the houses of Brunswick and
Brandenburgh, which originated in the reigns of Frederick William
and George the First." vol. i. r. 417.

The adverse consequences of an attachment to Austria

and coolness with Prussia soon became evident, when
Frederick the Great attacked Maria Theresa, and after

a feeble resistance made himself master of Silesia; at the

same time a powerful French force entered Germany. The
news of this aggression aroused all the feelings of gallantry

in the English people; the selfish and imperious conduct
of the court of Vienna was instantly forgotten ; nothing

was remembered but the wrongs of a young, beautiful, and
unoffending princess; and the minister, Sir Robert Wal-
pole, felt himself obliged, contrary to his own judgment,
and in deference to the popular sentiment, to propose a

grant of 800,000/. to the Queen of Hungary. Sir

,
Robert had laboured extremely to effect an accommodation
between the Queen and the King of Prussia, but without

success; and Mr. Walpole animadverts, in a letter to

Mr. Robinson the English minister at Vienna, ou the folly

of Austria in refusing " to comply with the King of

Prussia's demand of Lower Silesia including the town
of Breslaw." He concludes by reprobating the u conduct
ofa court (of Vienna) whose bigotry, pride, and presumption,
as if all mankind were made to be subservient to their views,

I find cannot be altered with any alteration of condition or

circumstances." Mr. Walpole, however, assisted his

brother in supporting Austria, and relates the following
anecdote, which proves " that the obstinacy of Maria
Theresa was occasioned by the arts of opposition, and the
ill-judged enthusiasm of the British nation." It deserves
to be recorded as one of the many instances in which
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envious candidates for places have produced great and
lasting injuries to their country.

*r * At the request of Lord Orford, a person (alluding to hina-
* self) having represented to Count Ostein, the Austrian minister
' in London, the great advantages or fatal consequences of agreeing
' or disagreeing with Prussia, that minister promised to lay what
' was urged before his court in favour of the propositions of Prussia.
* At the same time the Parliament had voted 300,0001. for

* enabling his majesty to make good his engagements with the
* Queen of Hungary; and a certain great man (Lord Carteret),
* then in opposition, told Count Ostein, that the subsidy did not
* proceed from the good disposition of the ministry, but was ex-
* torted by the general voice of the Parliament and people. The
* Austrian minister accordingly chan<i/»d his sentiments and Ian-
* guage, and encouraged his court not to agree with Prussia ; because
' England would spend the last drop of their blood, and the last

* penny of money, in support of the Queen of Hungary. The
* result was, that she obstinately rejected the alliance with Prussia,

* who entered into the measures of France/ " vol. u. p. 9.j
•

When we reflect on the hereditary mulicrosity of the

Austrian government, its shameful and abject slavery to

popish superstition, its bigotry, pride, and presumption,

during so many years, we can only account for its actual

existence from the horror and detestation excited by the

atrocities of the French revolution. It is singular that

neither the general diffusion of knowledge, which has pro-

duced such changes in other states, nor the awful events

which have recently passed in Europe, should not have
induced some essential improvements in the civil and
military administration of Austrian affairs. But so un-

changeable does it appear to be, that all Mr. Walpole's

remarks on it, above seventy years ago, seem perfectly

applicable at the present day. " Pride and bigotry," says

be, "will get the better, at the court of Vienna, even
of danger and necessity."

The principal part of our author's second volume is com-
posed of Mr. Walpole's private letters to Mr. Trevor, from

1740 to 1746, detailing his opinions and reflexions on
domestic and foreign politics, and the cabals and divisions

of the cabinet ministers. After the resignation of his bro-

ther,. Mr. Waipole declined all public business, retiring

quietly with the tellership of the Exchequer: this being a
place for life, the virulent enemies of the Waipole admi-

nistration could not dismiss him. The particular and pri-

vate circumstances here laid before the public, the exposure

t>t George the Second's secret partiality to Hanover, the
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little selfishness and vulgar ambition, of all the statesmen

either in or out of place during bis reign, and the mis-

management of public affairs, would be extremely inte-

resting, did we not recollect that Mr. Coxe is rather an
apologist than a biographer, that he passes over in silence

any detects or errors in the policy of his hero, that he feels

po reluctance at representing both the friends and the

enemies of the Walpolcs either as weak or depraved, and
that he manifests not the least disposition to reprobate

venality or reward merit; except the merit of the Wal-
poles. Mr. Coxe, however, is not so lenient to authors as

to statesmen. In relating the Kiug's attachment to Lord
Bath, whom Jie was obliged to dismiss from office after

forty-eight hours, and whom he ordered to write an account

of the transaction, Mr. Coxe speaks freely of the " ano-

nymous author of- the Anecdotes of the Life of William

Pitt, Earl of Chatham,1
* and justly condemns him for

slighting the word of the late Bishop of Salisbury, Dr.

Douglas, by asserting that Lord Bath's account of the

Granville administration was fide indignus.

" I think it a duty I owe to the public, in mentioning this

Wretched compilation, to declare, that, from the access I have had
to the papers and documents of the times, I find the Life of the

Earl of Chatham superficial and inaccurate, principally drawn
from newspapers and party pamphlets, and interspersed, perhaps,

with a few anecdotes communicated in desultory conversations by
Karl Temple. In affecting to give a volume of important state

papers, the editor has raked together a collection of speeches,

memorials, and letters, the greater part of which are derived from
periodical publications.

" It becomes a matter of extreme regret that the life of so great a

statesman and orator has not been delineated by a more faithful and
able hand*" vol. 11. p. 137.

We think there is much truth in the King's remark, that

the Duke of Newcastle "was not fit for a chamberlain
to a petty court in Germany." We observe, however,
that our author takes some pains to persuade his readers

that Mr. Walpole was the first to recommend Hu Pitt,

afterwards Earl of Chatham, to office, and produces a

Jong memorial purporting to be addressed to George II,

to that effect Yet Mr. Walpole, in a letter to Mr. Yorke,
complained of the presumption of the young man, and
observed, " the time is come that green years can

dictate to grey hairs; infants are now politicians, and

crush hydras io fheir cradles. Even experimental knuiv^
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ledge and wisdom belong to the young, and fiot the old,

men of this age." On this Mr. Coxe takes occasion to

remark, ihat,

" The strong expressions in this letter will remind the reader of
Mr. Walpole's speech in the House of Commons, and the celebrated

retort of Mr. Pitt, which is given in Chandler's Debates on a bill

for the' encouragement and increase of seamen in 1740. and echoed
by Smollett ana his copyists. Yet this -celebrated retort of Mr. Pitt

, existed only imJohnson's imagination, who penned these debates

;

and is one of the instances which realise his assertion, that ' he
tools care the whig dogs should not have the belter of it.' An
anecdote, communicated by the late Lord Sydney, from the authority

of his father, who was present, will exhibit the slender foundation

on which Mr. Pitt's supposed philippic was formed. I give it in

iiis lordship's own words: 'In a debate, in which Mr. Pitt,

' Mr. Lyttleton, and perhaps some of the Grenvilles, who were
* then all young men, had violently attacked Mr. Horace Walpole,
* he, in reply, * lamented that, having been so long in business,

* he found that such young men were so much better mformed
* in political matters than himself; he had, however, one conso-
* lation, which was, that he had a son not twenty years old, and
* be had the satisfaction to hope that he was as much wiser than
* them, as they were than his father." Mr. Pitt got up with great
* warmth, beginning with these words: " With the greatest reve-
* rence to the grey hairs of the honourable gentleman

! " Mr. WaU
* pole pulled off his wig, and showed his head covered with grey
* hair; which occasioned a general laughter, in which Mr. Pitt

* joined, and all warmth immediately suUaided." vol. h. r. 184.

Without detaining onr readers with dry details of court

tmd parliamentary cabals, and of Mr. Walpole*s nonest

zeal to be useful to his king and country even when retired

from office, we shall extract our author's contrasted cha-

racter of Mr. Fox, first Lord Holland, and Mr. Pitt, first

Earl of Chatham. The reader may again contrast these

characters with those of their two younger sons.

" The persons [after the death of Mr. Pelham, in March, 1754]

who now aspired to the management of the House of Commons, were

Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt, whose parliamentary abilities had for some

time divided the suffrages of the nation, who had long fostered reci-

procal jealousy, and who now became public rivals for power. Both

these rival statesmen were younger brothers, nearly of the same

age ; both were edocated at Eton, both distinguished for classical

knowledge, both commenced their parliamentary career at the same •

f»eriod* and both raised themselves to eminence by their superior

talents ; yet no two characters were ever more contrasted.

" Mr. Fox inherited a strong and vigorous constitution, was pro-

fuse and dissipated ia his youth, and, af\er squandering his private

patrimony, wont abroad to extricate himself from his embarrass- -
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rnents. On his return lie obtained a seat id Parliament, and warmly
attached himself to Sir Robert Walpole, uhom he idolised, and to
whose patronage he uas indebtedfor the place of surveyor-general of
the board of works. In 1743 he was appointed one of the lords of
the Treasury, and in 1746 secretary at war, which office he now
filled. His marriage, in 1744, with Lady Caroline Lennox,
daughter of the Duke of Richmond, though at first displeasing to

the family, yet finally strengthened his political connexions. He
was equally a man or* pleasure and business, formed for social ami
convivial intercourse ; of ao unruffled temper and frank disposition.

No statesman acquired more adherents, not merely from political

motives, but swayed by his agreeable manners, and attached to
him from personal friendship, which he fully merited by his zeal in
promoting their interests. He is justly characterised, even by Lord
Chesterfield, ' as having no fixed principles of religion or morality,

and as too unwary in ridiculing and exposing them.' As a parlia-

mentary orator, l.e was occasionally hesitating and perplexed
; but,

when warmed with his subject, he spoke with an animation and
rapidity which appeared more striking from his former hesitation.

His speeches were not crowded with flowers of rhetoric, or distin-

guished by brilliancy of diction ; but were replete with sterling

sense and sound argument. He was quick in reply, keen in

repartee, and skilful in discerning the temper of the house. He
wrote without eilbrt or alienation, his public dispatches were manly
and perspicuous, and his private letters easy and animated. Though
of an ambitious spirit, he regarded money as a principal object, and
power only as a secondary concern.
" Mr. Pitt, at an early period of his life, sufiered extremely from

the attacks of an hereditary gout; hence, though fond of active

diversions, and attached to the sports of the field, he employed the
leisure of frequent confinement in improving the advantage's of his

education, and in laying the foundation ot extensive and useful

knowledge, which he increased during his travels by an assiduous

attention to foreign history and foreign manners. He is generally

represented as of a haughty, unbending, and imperious temper,
and too proudly conscious of his own superior talents; but thejr

who thus characterise him, are ill acquainted with his real dispo-

sition. The repeated attacks of a painful disorder did not sour his

temper, but rendered him more susceptible of the comforts of
domestic, and the pleasures of social life. He was an agreeable
and lively companion, po^se^sed great versatility of wit, adapted
to all characters and all occasions; excelled in epigrammatic turns,

and light pieces of poetry, and even condescended to join in sougs
of mirth and festivity.

•* On his return to England, he obtained a cometcy of horse,

which, with a small annuity from his family, was bis only provision
until he received a legacy of 10,0001. from the Duchess of Marl*
borough. From family connexions and early habits, he formed
strict intimacy with his school-fellows, Mr. Lyttleton and the
(irenvilles; attached himself to Lord Cobham, and became a par-
tisan of Leicester House. In 1736, he came into Parliament for

the borough of Old Sarura, and instantly commenced his opposition
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to the administration of Sir Robert Walpole. His bitter invective*
drew on him the resentment of the minister, and he was deprived
of his cornetcy; but was recompensed by his own party with the
appointment of groom of the bed-chamber to the Prince of Wales.
He continued in opposition until the arrangement of the Broad
Bottom ministry, when all the friends of Lord Cobham were grati-

fied with places, except Mr. Pitt, who received the promise of some
future employment when the King's antipathy could be removed.
The attempt to introduce him into the office of secretary at war
occasioned the temporary resignation of the Pel hams, which termi-
nating in their re-establishment, Mr. Pitt was successively promoted
to the posts of vice-treasurer of Ireland and paymaster of the
forces.

" It is difficult to describe the precise characteristic* of his parlia-

mentary eloquence ; his speeches were not so remarkable for me-
thodical arrangement and logical precision, as for boldness oflanguage,
grandeur of sentiment, and the graces of metaphorical and classical

allusion. They were not, however, distinguished by a continued glow
of animated language, but illuminated with sudden flashes ot wit

and eloquence, which have been compared to the transient and daz-

zling splendour of lightning. ' His invectives,
1
to use the words of

a contemporary statesman, ' were terrible, and uttered with such
• energy of diction, and stern dignity of action and countenance,
' that he intimidated those who were "the most willing and the best

' able to encounter him. Their arms fell out of their hands, and
* they shrunk under the ascendant of his sublime genius*.

1

" Among his eminent qualifications as an orator, that of turning
his vindication into an attack, and from the defender becoming
the accuser, was not the least conspicuous. Another excellence,

not generally attributed to "him, he also displayed in an eminent
degree— the art of explaining what he had uttered with too much
warmth, and of soothing the person whom he wished to conciliate.

Mr. Pitt possessed great elevation of mind, and his ruling passion

was the love of power; be was distinguished for his disinterestedness

and contempt of money, which, being attended with a total want
of economy, often involved him in pecuniary distresses. A|thouj»lj-

this sketch is generally confined to the public character of this

great statesman, yet it would, be unjust to omit one amiable trait

of his domestic life. Though deeply immersed in fhe most im-

portant affairs of state, he never forgot the duties of a father, but

always paid the most unremitted attention to the education anuV

morals of his children." vol, ji. p. S 18.

Any parallel between the character of these two fathers

and their sons is unnecessary ; the analogies even in this

" * Lord Chesterfield's character of Mr. Pitt. The clnractcv

and genius of Mr. Pitt's oratory are likewise well defined by a con-,

temporary prelate (Bishop Newton), who frequently heard him in

fcoth Houses, and compared him to Pi-rides, 'who lightened.

Mmnd^red, and confounded Greece.'
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• picture, which is executed with colours rather strong than
brilliant, are sufficiently evident. We must observe, how-
ever, en passant, one singular trait which appears to apply

very generally to all the whigs, notwithstanding their

boasted independence, love of liberty, and political justice

;

we mean, that of their obtaining power through the corrupt

influence of prostitutes, ycleped mistresses ! To one of
these relics of barbarous life, Amelia Sophia de Walmoden,
oalled Countess of Yarmouth, did the first Lord Holland
owe his place, power, and titles. It is also remarkable,

too, that he should have courted the patronage of Sir R.
Walpole, a man who was cotwicied, if n6t of peculation, at

least of gross corruption. Thus, the first Lord Holland'

raised himself with his talents, by licentiousness, and
intrigue—the first Earl of Chatham with his talents, by
inflexible, moral, and political rectitude.

Mr. Coxe deserves our thanks for contrasting, iu a note,
the following opinions on the character of Bolingbroke, as
they show what verbiage men will write, and call it history.

Smollett's comparison to " a sainted shrine,'* we have no
doubt is ironical, as it is perfectly applicable to the most
depraved characters. Neither does Belsham's bombast,
with all its "lofty fancies of science," (mere nonsense)

"rosy bowers of pleasure," "gorgeous palaces of ambi-
tion," "subdued lustre," &c. soar quite so high as to .attri-

bute to him any moral virtue.

*' It is remarkable" (observes oar author) "that tbe political

visions of Bolingbroke are held in equal estimation by the High
Tories and by the most violent among tbe Modern Reformers.

" His character is thus delineated by Smollett: ' That nobleman

,

* seemingly sequestered from the tumults of a public life, resided at
* Battersea, where he was visited, like a sainted shrine, by all the
* distinguished votaries of wit, eloquence, and political ambition.*

Vol. III. ?. 820.
" Mr. William Belsham says, ' At this period Lord Bolingbroke

* resided at the rustic mansion of Dfcwiey in Middlesex ; and was
' visited in this beautiful and sequestered retreat, to make use of
* the expression of a cotemporary historian, " as a sainted shrine,
' by all the distinguished votaries of wit, eloquence, and political

* ambition." Matured and mellowed by experience, reflexion, and
' age, this all-accomplished nobleman, framed in tbe prodigality of
* nature, and no less conspicuous in the lofty fancies of science,

* than the rosy bowers of pleasure or the gorgeous palaces of ambi-
* tion, shone forth in the evening of life with a mild and subdued,
* but rich and resplendent lustre. And in his political writings he
* exhibited to an admiring world that idea of a patriot king which
* the heir of the British monarchy was supposed anabhicus to form
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' • himself upon, as a complete ami perfect model/— Belsham's tye-
moira of the Kings of Great Britain, of the House of Brunswick Lu-
nenburg, Vol. 2. p. 172." vol. u. p. 398.

Before concluding our remarks on these volumes, we
must extract Mr. Coxe's character of Lord Walpole, not-

withstanding its length. This we think due to the author

and the statesman ; for it is our wish to do justice to both

in appreciating a work which will identify itself with the

history of the country during the first half of the 18th cen-
tury.

" No character was ever more wantonly misrepresented by the

malignance of party than that of Lord Walpole. As he was the

brother of a minister who so lonj» directed the helm of government,
and had so considerable a share in the conduct of foreign affairs, he
partook of the obloquy heaped on Sir Robert Walpole in the nume-
rous party- pamphlets and periodical papers which deluged the public
during his administration. Smollett, blindly adopting the malevo-
lence of his opponents, described him ' as employed, in despite of
* nature, in different negotiations ; as blunt, awkward, and slovenly ;
' an orator without eloquence, an embassador without dignity, and
1 a plenipotentiary without address.' But the continuator of Tindal
(Vol. 20, p. 205) has done justice to his abilities and character;

and the late Earl of Hardwicke, who cannot be suspected of
interested flattery, has paid a just tribute of applause to his me-
mory.
" • Mr. Robinson (afterwards Lord Grantham) was secretary tp

' Mr. Walpole, embassador in France. The annals of this country
' will record the abilities of both ; and the editor, with gratitude,
* remembers the friendship and confidence with which they indulged

f him. Mr. Walpole had the greatest weight with Cardinal Fleury,
* till Monsieur Chauveliu gained the ascendant over him, and then
* the former desired to be recalled from his station. His dispatches
' (were they published) would do credit to his unwearied zeal, in*
' dustry, and capacity. He was a great master of the commercial
* and political interests of this country ; he was deservedly raised to
' the peerage in 1756, and died soon after. It was the fashion of the
' opposition of his time to say, that he was the dupe of Cardinal
4 Fleury ; bis correspondence would show, no man was ever less so.

* He negotiated with firmness and address; and, with the love of
* peace, which was the system of his brother Sir Robert, he never
* lost sight of that great object, keeping up the sources of national
* strength and wealth.- One of the most cordial leave-takings,
* which any public minister ever had, was that which he exchanged
' with the States-general in 1739, oo presenting his letters of

.
* recall.'— IlardwickeS State Papers, Vol. 2. p. 63 1.

'* It is hoped that this observation of so fble a judge of political

talents will be proved and justified by these Memoirs; and that

-Lord Walpole will be vindicated from the unjust obloquy heapsd
upon his person and abilities.

No. 139. Vol 32. Mar. 1809. S
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" Lord Walpole, in his person, was below the middle site; he

did not possess the graces recommended by Lord Chesterfield as the

essential requisites of a fine gentleman ; and his manners were plain

and unassuming. Notwithstanding his long residence abroad, be

was careless in his dress; though witty, he Was often boisterous in

conversation, and his speech was tinctured with the proTincial

accent of Norfolk. But these trifling defects, which the prejudices

of party highly exaggerated, and which rendered bis personal ap-

pearance unprepossessing, he was, himself, the first to ridicule. He
was frequently heard to say, that he never learnt to dance, that he

did not pique himself on making a bow, and that he had taught

himself French.
" He was by nature choleric and impetuous; a foible which be

acknowledges in a letter to his brother: 'You know my mother
' used to say that 1 was the most passionate, but not the most posi-

• live child she ever had/ He corrected, however, this defect so

prejudicial to an embassador; for no one ever behaved with more

coolness and address in adapting himself to circumstances, and in

consulting the characters and prejudices of those with whom he ne-

gociated. Notwithstanding his natural vivacity, he was extremely

placable, and easily appeased. He behaved to those who had

reviled his brother's administration, and derided his own talents aad

person, with unvaried candour and affability; and no instance

occurs of his personal enmity to the most violent of his former op-

ponents.
" In conversation he was candid and unassuming; and communi-

cated the inexhaustible fund of matter, with which his mind was

stored, with an ease and vivacity* which arrested attention.

" In the latter part of his life he fondly expatiated on past trans*

actions, removed the prejudices of many who had been deluded by

the misrepresentations of party, and induced several of his former

opponents candidly to confess their errors.

" With regard to his moral conduct, he was sincere in his belief

of Christianity, and zealous and constant in performing the duties of

religion. His private character was irreproachable, he was a

tender husband, an affectionate father, a zealous friend, and a good

master ; he was particularly careful in superintending the education

of his children, and had the satisfaction oi seeing his cares repaid by

their good conduct.
" He maintained an unimpeached character for truth and inte-

jgrity, a* well iu his public as in his private capacity. He gave a

striking proof of his invariable attachment to his word by refusing

tosign the triple alliance between the Emperor, Great Britain, and

" * Bishop Kccne, in a letter to Mr. Etough, says, ' Old Horact

* dined with me ihc other day; he was uncommonly communicatiTS
* and agreeable.' The late much regretted Lord Sydney frequently

expatiated on Lord Walpole's spirited aud interesting flow of con-

versation ; Mr, Cresset Pelham also recollects, with pleasure, the sa-

tisiaction and information which lie derived from his intercourse

With Lord Walpole.
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France ; because he had solemnly assured the States, that no treaty

should be concluded with France without their participation. This
attachment to truth/ which has been too often supposed an incum-
brance to ministers in foreign transactions, established his credit,

and contributed to his success in many difficult negociations. He
was equally trusted by the sagacious Fleury, the cautious Heinsius,

and the irritable Slingelandt.
" He was by nature and habit, arising from the original small-

©ess of his fortune, and from the necessity of providing for a nume-
rous family, strictly economical

; yet he was liberal in rewarding
services, and magnificent whenever the dignity of his station re-

Suired. During his embassies he acted with a laudable spirit, whic^
iw embassadors have imitated; even in his absence a regular table

was maintained, and the same establishment (except in his equi-

pages) kept up as when he was present. He was accustomed to

say, that the best intelligence is obtained by the convivial inter-

course of a" good table ; and was anxious to give the same opportu-
nities to his secretary. *

" He was always an early riser, and usually finished his dis-

patches, and transacted his business, before the hour of dinner, un-
less he was pressed by urgent affairs. Being fond of company, and
of a convivial temper, though strictly sober in his habits, he usually

relaxed his attention after dinner, and passed a cheerful evening in
domestic enjoyments or mixed society.

" During the whole administration of his brother, he was not
only assiduous in fulfilling the drudgery of his own official depart-

ments, but had a share in directing every negociation, and super-

intended the whole system of foreign affairs. Even after his retire-

ment from office, he spontaneously submitted his thoughts to the
king or ministry ; and, on account of his extensive knowledge in

political affairs, he was constantly consulted, and drew up memo-
rials, abstracts of treaties, and other diplomatic papers. Although
many of these documents were destroyed by himself, and others

unavoidably lost; yet those which remain are so numerous as to ex-
cite astonishment at his incredible perseverance [industry].

" Lord Walpole also gave to the public several pamphlets; and
it may be truly said, that few treatises of importance issued from
the press, on the side of the ministry with whom he acted, which,

were not submitted to his inspection, or corrected and improved by
his hand.

*' During the time of his embassies, and when almost the whole
affairs of Europe passed through his hands, Lord Walpole was no
less employed at home. He constantly spent the summer and au-
tumn at his post, and returned to England jus\ before the meeting of
Parliament; he was always consultea by his brother, and often by
the King, on the current affairs, and took an active share in those

debates which related to foreign transactions.

" Lord Walpole was intimately acquainted with the history both
of ancient and modern times, and his political knowledge was
accurate and comprehensive, being the result of sagacious observa-
tion, improved by long practice in momentous business. Few per*

S 2
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sons also possessed a deeper insight into the human heart, or a more
accurate and ready discrimination of character*.

" He paid great attention to the trade and manufactures of this

country, particularly to those which Great Britain carried on with

the American colonies, and which the place of auditor of the foreign

plantations rendered, according to his own expression, 'no less an
object of duty than of information.' The treatises which he pub-

lished, and many which he left in manuscript, prove his minute

and extensive knowledge of those subjects. There is scarcely an

article of trade, commerce, and manufacture, both native and
foreign, on which documents are not found among his papers, inter-

spersed with occasional * remarks in his own hand-writing. These
remarks show great liberality of sentiments, and the most extensive

views with respect to the freedom of trade, the abolition of mono-
polies, and the prevention of smuggling. His acquaintance with
these subjects was so well known and appreciated, that, not only

during the administration of Sir Robert Avalpote, but even in sub-

sequent periods, he was consulted, and had the principal share in

preparing many acts of Parliament relating to the increase of trade,

or the improvement of manufactures.
" From the time of his brother's resignation, till his own death,

he neither desired nor courted any official employment. During
this period he acted a part which every man of moderation and in-

tegrity will admire and imitate. Instead of going into petulant

opposition, or publicly combating the measures of government, he
thought it his duty openly to support them, whenever they deserved

approbation. When he diiFered from the King and ministers In es-

sential points, he always privately delivered his opinion, either in

person, or by letter. Whenever he was convinced that govern-

ment was pursuing weak or improper measures, he gave his senti-

ments with a respect, firmness, and perseverance, which few
persons bred in courts would have the courage and integrity to

imitate. His private correspondence, in this publication, displays

many instances in which his frankness and perseverance oflended

the King and the ministers, and drew on himself the imputation of

officiousness.

.

" Lord Walpole understood and wrote French with great fluency

and propriety, and spoke it with equal facility, though with a

foreign accent Cardinal Fleury, alluding to his pronunciation,

tised to say of him, 'II est diablemcut eloquent avec son mauvais
Francois.' His knowledge of classical literature was very conside-

rable, and formed a great fund of amusement during his retirement

in the country, and in the latter period of his life. In his letters to

his friends he often dwells with peculiar pleasure on the writings of

antiquity, and proves his knowledge aud taste by frequent and appo-

site quotations. He maintained a constant intercourse with men of

letters, both native and foreign. Pope presented him with a copy
of his works, which is still preserved in the library a* Wolterton, as

The reverse of this is true : his greatest defect was the front of

a subtle discrimination of character:— Rev*
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a mark of gratitude for obtaining from Cardinal Fleory a benefice
for his friend the Abbe Southcote ; and he maintained an epistolary
correspondence with Mailtaire, the learned author or the Annates
Typographic!, and editor of Corpus Poetarum Latinorum." tol. it.

f.451.
# .

I'o the general fidelity of this portrait we cheerfully

subscribe; yet we are surprised that the author should have
praised Lord Walpole's great knowledge of character, when
he himself admits bis lordship's abuse of the talents of Sir

Luke Schaub was erroneous and prejudiced; and whenhis
lordship confessed himself deceived at first in the very in-

telligible character of Cardinal Fleury. In fact, Lord Wal-
pole was a man replete with good sense, who always sepa-
rated the practical from the fanciful, and adhered most
obstinately to the former: he was frank and sincere, be-
lieved all men like himself, and never suspected any artifice

till it had rendered itself too palpable to be any longer mis-
conceived. His good sense, supported by his great personal

integrity and disinterestedness (which appear in various in-

stances), seem to have been the sole basis of his success in

negotiating. The honesty and veracity of the man inspired

a confidence which eventually effected much greater advan-
tage to his country, than more splendid talents and artifice

could have done. His whole political system, as well as

that of his brother, was founded on a laudable desire of
maintaining a long and honourable peace. In this view he
was cordially joined by the good Cardinal Fleury : but it

must be confessed that the measures preferred by both

these statesmen, to attain such a desirable end, savoured

more of the nature of expedients than of permanent or

efficient principles. Lord Walpole appears also to have
been fully convinced of George the Secoud's German
prejudices, to have regretted his attachment to Hanoverand
the Queen of Hungary, and to have felt the ruinous effects

of continental subsidies and Austrian alliances. The pacific

system was the only means of reconciling conscience and
office; for, notwithstanding the length and influence of the

Walpole administration* it was not able to check or modu-
late either the warlike or Hanoverian propensities of the

King. This, was reserved for the independent genius of

the great Chatham, who grounded his measures on solid

principles of political justice, without regard to the preju-

dices of whigs or tones.

These Meiuofrs are illustrated by well-executed portraits

of all the principal characters, both male and female, wn*
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nected with the subject. We could wish that this practice

would become general. We oftener gain more just ideas of
a character from a tolerably good delineation of the face,

than from whole volumes of declamation. In the counte-

nance pf Lord Walpole every observer of nature will recog-

nise the features of benevolence and good sense;— in that

pf the others, prudence, temperance, reservedness, acute-

ness, wit, and epicureanism, or empty vanity, are suffi-

ciently manifest. In addition to the portraits, Mr. Coxe has

given short biographical notes, which bis readers will find

very convenient, and even interesting. These- illustrations,

indeed, were in some measure necessary to enliven an
otherwise dry detail of politics, which tend rather to inspire

contempt than respect for statesmen. How far Mr. Coxe's

plan of writing Memoirs is laudable or defective in this age
of conceited sentiment, we cannot now inquire; but we
have seldom read a work in which the author so rarely deli-

vers his own opinion, so cautiously avoids discussing any
abstract principles, or abstains from all those reflexions and
digressions which have been not inaptly termed the philo-

sophy of history. It would be unjust, however, to disguise

the modest merit which seeks not to elevate itself, but the
noble subject with which it is occupied. Had these Memoirs
been written by Lord Walpole himself, they could not
perhaps have been more copious in facts and details of his

own opinions on men and measures. In his lordship's letters

we observed many French idioms ano^expressions which
would not now be tolerated ; but we do not think them
worthy of farther notice in this place. To the historian,

the statesman, legislator, and general politician, these vo
lumes will furnish instruction and entertainment,

j * i.

landing. Illustrata; or, a Collection of Plates, consisting

of Engravings from original Paintings and Drawings,
and facsimile Copies of scarce Prints, displaying the

State of the Metropolis from the Reign of Elizabeth to the

Revolution, and adapted to illustrate the admired Topo~
graphical Works of Strype^ Stowe, Pennant, &Cc. with De-
scriptions original and compiled. Nos. I. II. and III. 4to.

Price 8s. Atlas 4to. 10s. 6d., and Proofs on India Paper,
10s. 6d., but without the Letter-press. Wilkinson. 1808.

THE nature and intention of this work is fully displayed
by the title ; and, as far as it has yet proceeded, it seema
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well calculated to answer its professed purposes. The
first number contains the Royal Exchange, as it appeared
in 1566, reduced from a print by Vertue; two views of
the Palace of Whitehall, the one from a very scarce print
by Silvestre, etched about 1638, and the other from a
pen-and-ink drawing made about the reign of James the
Second ; and St. Saviours Church, Southwark, copied from
one of the prints etched by Hollar to illustrate JJugdale's
Monasticon. No. II. consists of four views, viz. the
Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem, from an etching by
Hollar, executed for the Monasticon

; Suffolk House; York
House; and the Houses of Durham, Salisbury, and
Worcester—all of them from drawings by the same artist,

now preserved in the Pepysian Collection at Cambridge.
No. III. contains Cheapside Cross, as it appeared on the

eve of the coronation of Edward VI. , from a print pub-
lished by the Society of Antiquaries ; Cheapside Cross, as

rebuilt in 1606; and PauVs Cross "and preaching there:"

the two latter from drawings in the Pepysiau Library,

apparently by Hollar.

Each subject is accompanied by a letter-press description ;

and those of the second and third numbers, with oue ex-
ception, have also a brief account engraved beneath. This
is a good plan, as it serves the more indelibly to impress the

.memory with the history of the object represented. The
descriptions appear to be drawn up with proper attention

to accuracy, and the language is plain and unaffected.

As a specimen both of the mauner of composition and of

the authorities consulted, we insert the account of Durham,
Salisbury, and Worcester Houses; all which stood within

a short distance of each other near the banks of the Thames,
and are engraved on the same plate.

" Durhatn House*

« The first in the plate, stood on the site of the present Durham
Yard, and occupied that space of ground now covered by the

buildings of the Adelphi. It was for many ages 4he town residence

of the Bishops of Durham, and was erected, according to Stowe,
by Thomas de Hatfield, who was made bishop of that see in

f345 * . Mr. Pennant says, it was originally built by the famous

" * So Strype, who quotes the .fojjowing entry, MS. Will, de
Chambre, Bod I. Lib. Oxon. ' Manerium sive Hospitium Epis-

copate Londonia? cumcapella et cameris sumptuosissitne construxit.'

This bishop died May 8, 1381, at his manor near Loudon, called

Alford, now Oldford, near Stratford-loBow.—Strype's Stowe, v. ir.

p. 2. b. vi.
-
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Anthony Bee, Bishop of Durham, in the reign of Edward I. , and
that Bishop Hatfield was only a refbunder*.

Spclman (Reliquiae Spelmaniana?) informs us, that Bishop

Tonstal, in 26 Henry VIII. exchatiged this mansion with the King
for the building called " Coldharborough," in Thames Street, and

other premises in London, and converted it into a royal palace.

Edward VI. gave it to his sister Elizabeth as a temporary residence;

and the see of Durham being soon afterwards dissolved bv a

smuggled act, which gave its rich possessions to the crown, tha

same monarch bestowed Coldharbour on the Earl of Shrewsbury.
Queen Mary, who considered the gift as sacrilege, permitted the

earl to retain Coldharbour ; but to compensate the see of Durham
for that loss, gave her reversion of Durham House to the bishop

next in succession, when Elizabeth's life-interest expired. In
consequence of this grant, Sir Walter Raleigh (to whom the Queen
liad given the use of it during her life) was in the next reign

obliged to resign the possession to the then Bishop of Durham,
Toby Matthew, afterwards Archbishop of York f.

" In 1 60S a new Exchange was built by the Earl of Salisbury,

on the site of the stables of this house which fronted the Strand,

and which were hovels of too mean a description for so public a

situation % . The mansion itself was soon afterwards forsaken, and
was in 1640 purchased and built on by Philip Earl of Pembroke.
The Exchange flourished longer, but at length the shops, says
Maitland, being deserted by the mercers, were in the year 1737
pulled down, and the spot covered with houses. Mr. Smith
(Antiq. Westminster, p. 5.) has given the view of a fragment of
the front of this Exchange, destroyed in the year 1790, and tben
called Durham House. A small portion of ancient stone wall

still remains at the corner of Durham Yard.

" Salisbury' House
" Was a noble turretted mansion, built by the famous Secretary

Cecil, afterwards Earl of Salisbury, and Lord Treasurer to James I.,

evidently in a style of architecture which prevailed at that period.

After the founder's death, being thought too exteusive tor the

residence of the then earl, it was divided into two mansions, the
lesser of which, itself a large house, was let to persons of quality:

some years afterwards it was divided into various tenements, till

at length it was purchased by builders, and ' Salisbury Street,' erected

on the site. Another part adjoining ' Great Salisbury House/
and over the long gallery, was converted into an Exchange, and
called the Middle Exchange, which consisted of a very long and
large room, with shops on both sides, having a passage from the
Strand down to the water side, at the bottom of which was a
handsome flight of stairs to take boat at; but it had, says Strype,

—=- . —
" * London ed. 1805. p. 120.
« t Bishop of Durham s case.
" } For an account of this Exchange, and likewise the great

feast held at Durham House by Henry VIII., see Strype and
Maitland.
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the bad luck to be nick-named * Whore's Nest;* whereby, with
the ill fate that attended it, few or no people took shops there,

and those that did were soon weary and left them ; insomuch that

it lay useless, except three or four shops towards the Strand; and
coming into the Earl's hands, this Exchange, with Great Salisbury

House, and the houses fronting the street, were pulled down, and
converted into a fair street called ' Cecil StreetV

" Worcester House f
" Occupied the space of ground now covered by ' Beaufort Build-

ings.' It was a very large house, with gardens to the water-side,

and had several possessors. In the reign of Henry VIII., it

belonged to the see of Carlisle %. It was afterwards inhabited by
the Balis of Bedford, and known by the names of Bedford House
and Russel House §• From them it came to the Earls of Worcester,

when it assumed the name of ' Worcester House/ Edward, the

last Earl of Worcester, temp. Charles I. lived and died iu this

bouse}|. From him it descended to his eldest son, Henry, after-

wards created Duke of Beaufort, Worcester House changed its

name with this new dignity to that of * Beaufort House/ but does not

appear to have been touch liked by iu noble landlord, * who, finding
* it to be crazy, and by its antiquity grown ruinous, and although
* large, yet not after the modern way of building, thought it better
* to let out the ground to. undertakers than to build a new house
* thereon, the steepness of the descent to the Thames rendering
* it not proper or easy for coaches, if the house were built at such
' a distance from the street as would have been requisite : but the
' said Duke caused a lesser house to be built on part of the site

' for the conveniency of transacting business when he came to
* town^f.* This latter house being afterwards burnt down through
the carelessness of a servant, Beaufort Buildings were erected on
the site.

' " Concerning building the old house, says Strype, (he must mean
enlarging it,) there goes this story— that there being a very large

walnut-tree growing in the garden, which much obstructed the

eastern prospect of Salisbury House near adjoining it, it was

" * Strype's Stowe, v. ii. b. iv. p. 120, ed. 1720.

" f The Bishops of Worcester had a town house or inn in tlie

Strand, which was pulled down, together with that of the Bishop

of Chester, by the Protector Somerset, to make way for the

erection of Somerset House. This mansion was, however, totally

distinct from the above.—See Stowe.
* t Fuller's Church Hist. b. iii. p. 63." f It is called ' Russel House* in Norden'a Plan of Middlesex,

1505.

l| Edward, Earl of Worcester, died at his house iu the Strand,

3 Martii, 1627, and was buried in St. Mary's Chapel, within

tit. George's Chapel, Windsor. Colin*** Peerrrge, .v. i. p. 7 1.

" U New View of London, v. ii. p. 623.
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• proposed to the Earl of Worcester's gardener by the Earl of
Salisbury, or bis agent, that if he coeld prevail with his lord to cut
clown the said tree, he should have one hundred pounds; which
offer was told to the Earl of Worcester, who ordered him to do
it, and take the one hundred pounds, both which were performed
to the great satisfaction of the Earl of Salisbury, as he thought

;

but, there being no great kindness betwixt the two Earls, the Earl

of Worcester soon caused to be built, in the place of the walnut-
tree, a large brick house, which then took away the whole east

. prospect."

The descriptions of the Crosses in the third number are

intermingled with much historical anecdote, by which mean*
the reader is relieved from that monotonous dryness that so

frequently attends antiquarian pursuits. The original Cross

erected in Chepe, was one of those built by Edward
the First, to the memory of Queen Eleanor; but of that

no memorial remains." The second Cross on the same
spot was raised between the years 1441 and 14869 and is

represented by a print. It was pulled down about the end
of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and another less " super-

stitious" in its imagery was built in its place soon after-

wards. The state of the popular feeling in respect to the

second Cross may be estimated from the following curious

extract :

—

" This beautiful architectural specimen stood the ornament
of the street until the latter end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

when the squeamish taste of the age began to find fault with it

as a remnant of popish superstition, and its destruction was eagerly
solicited. It was frequently presented as a common nuisance;
but these complaints not being attended to, the petitioners began
to redress themselves. An attack was made by some unknown
persons, in the ni^ht of the 21st of June, 1581, on the lower
tier of images, being of the Resurrection, Virgin Mary, Christ,

and Edward the Confessor; all of which were miserably mutilated:

the Virgin 'was robbed of her son, and her armes broken, by
4 which she stated him on her knees; her whole body also hailed
* by ropes, and left ready to fall *.' The Queen oilered a reward
for the apprehension of the offenders, but they were not discovered.

It probably deterred them however from fresh excesses, for we bear

" * Survaie of London, p. 252, ed. 1598. Stowe must mis-

take in describing the Virgin and Child as forming a part of the

lower tier of images, as the plate evidently places them in a niche

on the second story. This also accounts for the figures being
' hailed by ropes/ in order to pull them down, as being otherwise

out of reach. Edward the Confessor is plainly on the lower tier*

being in the niche immediately beneath the Virgin.
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- no farther of the Cross until 1595. In that year the statue of the

Virgin was fastened and repaired, and the next year « a new
' sonne, mishappen, (as borne out of time,} all naked, was laide
* in her amies, the other images remaining broken as before.'

That these repairs were made reluctantly, was sufficiently evident
by the ridicule attempted to be attached to them. Four years

afterwards, further innovation was attempted to be made; a scaffold

was employed to pull down the wood-work at the upper part of
the Cross, which it was pretended had decayed, and substitute a

pyramid instead of the crucifix; the Virgin, in consequence, waa
obliged to make way for the goddess Diana, ' a woman,' says

6towe, * (for the most part naked,) and water conveyed from the

Thames, prilling from her naked breasts, but oftentimes dried up*.'

Elizabeth disapproved of these attacks on the old religion: she

thought that a plain crucifix, the mark of the faith of the country,

ought not to be the occasion of any scandal, so directed one to be
placed on its summit, and gilt The city demurred, but afterwards

complied. The Virgin was restored, the whole Cross cleansed,

and its top finished as required. The Virgin, however, was an
abomination, of which they were. determined to show their abhor-
rence; for twelve nights afterwards she was worse used than ever,
' by plucking oft* her crown, and almost her head, taking from

% her her naked child, stabbing her in the breast/ &c. In this

state the Cross remained until the next year (1600), when a fresh

repair, or rather rebuilding, being judged necessary, the city con-
sulted both universities whether the crucifix should be erected

again. Dr. Abbot (afterwards archbishop), then Vice-chancellor;

of Oxford, was against it. The issue was, that the Cross waa
rebnilt, and surmounted by a plain crucifix, but without the

dovef."

The celebrated " Paul's Cross," once the " great scat

of pulpit eloquence," was demolished by order of Par-

liament in 1643. This Cross, which Stovve describes as "a
pulpit crosse of timber, mounted upon steppes of stone,

and covered with leade, standing in the middest of the

" • Stowe's Survaie, p. 252. ed. 1593.

f To prevent the new Cross from sharing the fate of its pre-

decessor, it was surrounded by a strong iron railing, and was
decorated in a style which could scarcely give offence, even to the

most scrupulous; It consists of four stories, as the former structure

did of three. All the objectionable and superstitious images, as

they were termed, are superseded by the grave representations

of apostles, kings, and prelates. The crucifix only is retained.

As an architectural specimen, however, it is very defective, being

erected in a style half Grecian and half Gothic; and it evidently

ialls short of the pure simplicity of the Cross which preceded it.

The annexed plate shows this third, or last, Cross in a state of

perfection, to be (bund in no other representation of it, the drawing

having been made soon after it was finished.
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charchyard, the very antiquitie whereof was to him *n-
knowne," was in existence as early as the reign of Henry

, the Third, and was then the common place for the assem-
bling of the City Folkmotes.

Tins work promises to be a very valuable accession to

the accumulated materials for the history of this dis-

tinguished city; and we are happy to learn through a

private channel that a more complete account of the

metropolis than has yet appeared is now in preparation,

by a gentleman whose habits of composition and ex-

tended research seem peculiarly to fit him for such an

undertaking.

The Arcanum of National Defence. By Hastatus. 8vo»

. iaos.
•

ALL men are now deeply impressed with the importance
of an efficient system of national defence; but very few
have formed any just or practical plans for carrying it into

effect. The ingenuity of our parliamentary orators has beea
exercised year after year, but not one improvement or re-

form in our military exercise has yet taken place. The ab-

surd perseverance in old German discipline, the stupid

waste of muscular power, and the contemptible formality

of poppet-showmen's tricks, are more characteristic ofjfc-

malc obstinacy than of rational men. Nay, such is our

perverse and blind adherence to every thing German, that

we have been recently told, as if to outrage the com-
%

roou sense of Englishmen, that the office of a German
commander-in-chief "changed hands six times in forty-

eight hours !" When we consider the admirable system
which has long been adopted in the navy, the progress of

promotion, and the prompt rewards of merit in all our naval

departments, and contrast them with the actual state of our

armies, we can scarcely persuade ourselves that they

belong to the same nation and people. Onei minister

could depend in nothing but a levy in mass. Another came
and ridiculed all voluntary masses, and would have " no-

thing but soldiers yet made a law that he should only

have seven-year apprentices to the trade of " killing oft"

A third followed, and appeared sufficiently obsequious to

both the preceding. But none of them ever dreamt of any

thing else than embodying men; they never inquired into

the best means of employing those whom they talked of
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embodying;— no: make soldiers! that is, form round
numbers on paper by all the rules of art ; but as to their

discipline, leave that to custom and chance. Did we not

know the political omnipotence of party-spirit, alias selfish*

ttess, we should be surprised that five hundred reasonable,

but not always reasoning men, could deliberately debate,

session after session, on the formation of armies, and never
think of inquiring whether the actual method of handling

the implements of war was the most effectual, or whether
those implements were of the best possible construction for

the purpose designed. Mechanicians have instituted com-
parisons on muscular power, have ascertained the relative

quantity possessed by a man and a horse ; have determined

how much weight a man can raise by a pulley in a given

trine, how much he can carry for a certain distance, or what

power he can employ every day for a series of years. But
our soldier-makers, or rather lingua-facturers of armies (if

we may adopt a turn), have not inquired whether a soldier's

musket should weigh fifteen or fifty pounds; whether his

bayonet should be four inches or four feet long; or whether

he is able to march ten miles or forty miles a day. All

these things have been reduced to scientific principles by the

enemy. There is not an officer of any distinction in the-

aruiy of Buonaparte, who does not perfectly know, although •

he is perhaps totally ignorant of Euclid or Archimedes, how
far his troops can march in four hours, how far in six ; and
hbw many pounds of baggage his light infantry, his batta-

lions, or his grenadiers, can carry during the same time.

He also knows how much food and repose are necessary to

restore their exhausted strength; and he avoids all excesses

with infinitely more care than he would the sword of his

enemy. British officers could discuss much more learnedly-

the dliVerent qualities of wine, and tell with greater mathe-

matical accuracy the difference between Port and Madeira

than they could how far their men might march in a mouth,

or what weight they could carry. The French indeed at-

tempt to seize the sceptre of Jupiter with the shield of

Mars, while the English, after sacrificing to Bacchus, en-

deavour only to purloin the martial helmet with the cestui

of Venus. The ambition of the former aims at supremacy,

that of the latter is sated with the most paltry ovation.

But, without detaining our readers with any further preli-

minary remarks, we shall lay before them some extracts

from the elegant, animated, and patriotic treatise before

irs.
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" Darin? the last fifteen years, great and extraordinary event*

have crowded on each other in such rapid succession, that the

humau mind, untutored for the convulsive scene, with difficulty

developes the main spring of this new era, and estimates the ex-

isting state of the civilised world. In this shoit period we have
seen empires, which, in their antiquity aud greatness, seemed to

indicate a duration equal to that of the soil whereon they were
implanted, obliterated from the map of Europe— princes and
potentates brought to the scaffold, or driven from sovereign autho-

rity to a wretched dependence— families distinguished by titles

and possessions, the inheritance of illustrious ancestors, reduced

from their lofty stations to mendicity ; while their domains have
been usurped by lawless ruffians, and their rank affected by the

basest of mankind— systems of jurisprudence, the result of many
centuries' practical wisdom, overthrown and supplanted by dema-
gogues and tyrants ; nay, religion itself insulted, its temples pil-

laged, and its holy ministers forced from their pastoral charge with
mockery and violence. A cruel warfare, accompanied by cold-

blooded murders and massacres, rapine, and spoliation, has defaced
the fairest portion of the earth : and Europe has exhibited the dis-

gusting spectacle of such multitudes of armed men, arranged for

the destruction of each other, as until the present iron age never
aiHicted the Christian world.
" With the faith and honour of governments, and the allegiance

of the people, the accustomed relations of social intercourse between
man and man have been broken asunder; and that nation in par-

ticular, whose Utopian schemes of political perfection, liberty, and
equality, gave date to these calamities, presents the melancholy
picture of an enlightened and ingenious people reduced, by the

furious edicts of a foreigner who has usurped their government,
from a state of comparative happiness to be the veriest slaves

beneath the sun ; denied the transmariue supplies necessary to the

comforts of life— shut out from information on the passing events

of the world, with death denounced against those who dare to

reveal truths unpleasant to the tyrant, or presume to reason on the

true state of their condition— their persons subject to incessant

conscriptions, dragged from their homes, aud goaded to fields of

slaughter, wherever his ambition directs, wherever a germ of pa-

triotism yet unsubdued may be found, or a semblance of an inde-

pendent force exists, to alarm his guilty fears. To this condition

are the once gay and cheerful French reduced, the lowly instru-

ment of a foreign master; with this miserable consolation, that

they form so vast a military machine as to be dreadful to Europe,
and to be enabled to assimilate the condition of surrounding nations

to their own level of degradation and wretchedness."

The author proceeds to state the national energy acquired

by revolution, and its necessary effects in producing a

martial people.

*' Alas ! statesmen had yet to learn, that an extensive population,

capable of martial enthusiasm* converging their views to military
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achievement, may be at once formidable combatants, am! ac-

quiring an aicendancy, although bankrupts themselves, may enjoy
the benefit of plenty from the ill-defended stores of their neigh-

bours, France has taught this lesson:— a military spirit was
excited throughout the. country ; to this all civil and commercial
relations were sacrificed ; the Held of Mars became the only theatre

of glory; thither the enterprising rushed; and the gradations of
rank became determined, not according to a scale of prices, not

according to family influence, but according to the relative abilities '

of the candidate for command, their genius, courage, and energy.

Frequently, indeed, do we find the leaders of the revolutionary

armies to be men of the vilest moral character, and indebted for

their advancement to acts which disgrace human nature; still,

however, their qualities are all of the powerful cast, and such as

acquire, although they may not deserve, the dominion of mankind.
Thus radically constituted, with scarcely any military training,

and almost without arms, the French levies soon gained an ascen-

dancy over the confederated and veteran armies of Europe. It was
then vainly hoped, that the career of French victories would subside

with the influence of the faction which assumed its government,
or the good fortune and reputation of its generals ; bui it remained
to be shown, that a military people so constituted, must prove terrible

to their adversaries, notwithstanding the errors of their government,
and could never be in want of able leaders, even if deprived of
their favourite generals. Robespierre, Carnot, Barras, Rewbell,

and Buonaparte, successively entered into the black catalogue of
its rulers; but the military prowess of France continued entire;

and its armies were hailed by victory, whether led on by Du-
mourier, Pichegru, Moreaij, or the Corsicao."

" A military creation, so vast, would prove formidable to the

liberties of Europe, even under the sway of a mild and beneficent

prince; how much more so, then, must it be at the entire disposal

of a desperate adventurer who delights in bloodshed, whose aspiring

soul the dominion of the world would not satiate, and to whom
rest is torment?—an unprincipled wretch, to whom no mean* are

objectionable than can further his purpose : at one time a canting

hypocrite; then a remorseless executioner;— a fawning sycophant;

an abusive ruffian;— an artful prevaricator, or shameless liar;—
an atheist, mussulman, catholic, or jew, as may serve his turn, he
combines the arts of the most depraved swindler with the arms of

an Alexander. That such a man, with such means, should be
able to extend the work of devastation far and wide is not sup-

prising; indeed, until the gleam of returning freedom which the'

events of the last few months have afforded, so effectually were
the powers of the continent subdued, and the other governments-
of the earth intimidated, that it-seemed as if the arch tyrant had
only to choose the order in which he would command nations to

surrender their remnant of independence, and take their allotted

stations in his plan of univeral empire. But happily for human
nature, the domination that depends on the sword is as mutable as.

it is odious. The glorious efforts of Spain have shown the secret
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workings of an enlightened people, and the achievements of
which they are capable, although tor a time constrained to wear

the chains of slavery with seeming compliance. The, revolutionary

conquerors of the regular armies of Europe have, in their turn,

found themselves reduced to the condition of those whom they

have conquered— the mere instruments of a tyrant—rand, in their

turn also, have been: beaten by the armed population of a country

which ihey had overrun, and driven from their spoil with trepi-

datiou and disgrace !

"

*' Admirably have the Spaniards told their wrongs, and exposed

the demon to the world. What heart is there that has not bled at

the tale of their distresses— what bosom that does not swell with

sentiments of vengeance against the oppressor? His phrenzied

ambition has at length rent asunder the veil in which a specious

hypocrisy had shrouded his real nature from beholders ; and he now
stands detected and exposed, the arch hypocrite, tyrant, and de-

stroyer of the human race. Henceforth his military power must

be his sole reliance; be that successfully resisted in the present

glorious struggle, and the talisman of the Buonaparte dynasty will be

. effectually broken. Retribution! Ketribittion ! will be the cry of

emancipated millions."

This animated and faithful portrait of the tyrant of France

is followed by an apostrophe which does honour to the

author's bead and heart.

" Happy, thrice ba^py inhabitants of Britain, who, amid the
sanguinary scenes of Europe, have enjoyed the uninterrupted tran-

quillity of the most peaceful times; who have not seen a hostile 1

banner, bat among your trophies of victory; nor heard the roaring

of cannon, but in token of rejoicings! Britain, truly great among
nations, has preserved her attitude with unshaken firmness, amid
the convulsions of society, and the utmost efforts of the arch

tyrant's fury. The patriotic and brave among her continental

brethren ask not her aid in vain; but equally impervious to assault

in herself, and capable of ^he most valorous external achievements,

she is recognised by the good and wise of all nations, as the

shield of afflicted humanity.' the citadel of a stijering. world!"

After noticing the meanness and folly of Alexander in

going to Erfurth, it is justly asked, " In the closet,

any more than in the field, against such as rise to rule,

what chance have those who rule by inheritance?" In
estimating the sentimeuts of the French on the usurpation,

of Spain, the author evinces his knowledge of human
nature, which is the basis of all military excellence.

» *

" The common feelings of civiljsed society justified us rn the
belief, that the French themselves are greatly dissatisfied with the
aggressions of the Corsican towards Spain ; yet we must not estimate

the amount of this dissatisfaction.by our.own sensations. Enormous
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as his crimes arc to the minds of freemen, they cannot have an
equal effect on slaves precluded from their just knowledge, whose
source of ideas is confined to the picture which their master chooses
to place before them, and from which their least devious glance is

met by edicts, and punished with the severest penalties: still the

French are men ; they formerly felt the amor patriot themselves

;

they even dared to converse freely on the passing events of the

world; and although now, poor souls! they dare not speak. of news
otherwise than as their tyrant pleases to oner it to them, yet hit

own fabricated sophistical tale sufficiently betrays the cloven foot,

and must convince the French, if they reflect at all, that they are

the dupes of a low tricking fellow, for whose aggrandisement
rather than their own happiness, they are compelled to surrender
the enjoyments of individual existence, and their good name as a
people."

It is wisely concluded that no resistance to Buonaparte
is to be expected from the French ; but some consolation is

found in that necessary " decline of patriotism and courage,

along with the other virtues, which attends a state of mi-
litary subjection." The farther he advances the deeper
he will be involved in guilt, and consequently obliged to

6elect those fit for base purposes rather than those of high

and commanding qualities. Hence his power tends to

destroy itself. We shall now turn to the author's " Plait

of National Defence," which is equally practicable, in-

genious, and we doubt not would be effectual.

" Reverting, then, to the essential principles of political arrange-

ments, we have to consider what portion of a population can be
sustained as an army? If we divide the wjiole of a population in

war into sixteen parts, we shall fmd, that nearly nine parts will

be female*; that of the remaining seven parts being males, four arc

too young or too old for military service— i. e. under seventeen, or

above fifty years of age ; that one may be reckoned for the infirm

and the privileged in indolence; so that only two sixteenths, or

one eighth of the whole population, are fit to bear arms. But
this is al*o the chief productive class of inhabitants; and as all the

necessaries and comforts of life are the produce of industry, what

would become of the remaining seven eighths of a people, if the

productive labourers were converted into unproductive soldiers?

and what would become of the soldiers themselves, who, in that

situation, would have much greater demands on the proceeds of

industry than in their civil employments? It is plain, that with

the demand increased, and the supply cut off, neither the political

nor physical existence could be long protracted. Hence it is that.

* In modern France above ten parts in sixteen are females. This

fact is ascertained both by personal observation and by the in*;

spection of the prefects' returns to M. Chaptai

—

Rev.

No. 129. Vol. 32. Mar. T
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in a practical view, wc find that, even in the most populous and
wealthy countries, not more than one fifth of this chief effective class,

or a fortieth part of the whole population, can be allotted to the
army ; and that proportion can only be sustained for a short time,

and by great privation, and great exertion, on the part, of the

remainder*. When a greater proportion is attempted, it most be
supported by the pillage of other countries, as with the French;
by the anticipation of future revenue?, as wnh the English; or by
an exhaustion of present stock, and w ith it all the produce and
revenue, as with many .states whose wars have been followed by
famine and pestilence. France has a population f of from thirty

to forty millions, at the least, beneath her control ; of which it

appears that her army comprises nearly one million ; constituted,

too, on the principles already considered. Against this force, what
liave the other states of Europe to oppose ? No one singly can
bring into the field and sustain an army of three hundred thousand
men ; and we know by experience how they are constituted"

" As it is plain that the regular armies of France cannot be
withstood by any other regular armies, and that, only numerically

considered, they require nearly the whole effective population

of any country exposed to their attack, to meet them on even
terms;— the question then is, can the whole effective population

of countries be rendered efficient combatants for defence? and if

so, can they with safety to their permanent interest.—The inquiry

on these questions, it is believed, will neither be useless nor un-
gratifymg; I undertake to prove, that the mode of conflict which is

tnoft deciure, and which the enemy is least capable of sustaining, is

that which a whole population may be rendered equally capable to

exert with the regular army, and with s({fety to their permanent
interests"

Here the author takes a review of the different modes
of warfare adopted since the days of the Romans; the
success of Charles Mattel's attack with hammers against

the Arabs; that of the American riflemen behind trees

against the English ; and lastly, that of the first revolutionary

armies with the pike. The introduction of scientific

warfare is also noticed.

" But, even in the battles of regular armies, it Ikis been fonnd,

that the elementary principles, when recurred to, have proved

" * An eminent historian (Gibbon) says, « It has been calculated
' by the ablest politicians, that no state, witRout being soon ex-
« hausted, can maintain above the hundredth part of its number
* in arms and idleness.'

"

f Uuonoparte certainly commands this number, although France
properiy so called do«s 'not now contain twenty millions of souls.

This statement is founded on the same authority as the pre-
ceding.

—

Rev.
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more powerful in execution than the refinements of the military art.

The independent firing of good marksmen doe* more execution than

regttfar voilies; and it is fully proved that the simple rush on of
courageous men with fixed bayonets, is more formidable, and more
decisive of victory, than all the intricacies offormation, the pro*
traded cannonade and discharge of musketry.

" This principle of bringing man to man, has ever proved in-

vincible in the hands of a population defending their country

against foreigners, led on for their subjugation; and is, I firmly

believe, the only ground of protection remaining to the nations yet
unsubdued. Let it not be supposed, however, that I mean to

advise a sole reliance on the courage of the population, and to

invalidate the regular troops : for the routine purposes of military

duty, their services are indispensable: and as far as the means of
countries will allow, in times like these, their numbers ought to

be maintained. I would have them chief in the direction and guid-

ance of the work of defence, as well as foremost in its dangers; but,

convinced that no regular armies can be brought into the field to

withstand the present French, I look to the helping hand of the

people; and I contend, that they may be rendered a mos^
powerful addition indeed to the army, if their efforts be properly

directed."

" In close combat, when man is closed to man, the issue of the

encounter is according to their individual prowess; in which the

population may be equal to the French army, and perhaps superior;

and not according to the tactical skill, in which they must be

greatly inferior. This prowess will depend on the comparative
numbers of the combatants, their personal strength and resolution.

Now, enormous as the French armies are, they cannot, even at this

time, advance into a country a number equal to that of its whole
effective inhabitants; and it will be shown, that for the mode of

combat in contemplation, the people may be brought forward

en masse. In personal strength the French* are by no means
eminent; and when, with the advantage in point of numbers and
bodily force which an invaded people would possess, their motives

to a courageous, nay desperate conduct are considered, and coin-

pare^ with those of the unfortunate men who are dragged from

their country to administer to the ambitious designs of their tyrant

;

so much superiority of resolution will surely abound on the side of

the invaded, that their adverse armies must be crushed in the en-

counter.

Again, for this mode of conflict a very short degree of training;

is sufficient ; few formations would be required where the object is

direct and close assault. Arrangement is the primary and chief

consideration : occasional musters, and training in simple move-

, .

* The muscular power of Frenchmen compared with that of
Germans, Spaniards, or English, may be estimated as five or fire

and a half to three. An Englishman armed with a pike seven feet

long, would be equal to at least two Frenchmen with thlir muskets
and short bayonets.—tUv. /
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menu, might be ordered without interruption to industry. No
equipment of any kind would be necessary, nor ought it to be
suffered ; and it is one of tlie advantages of this plan, that even the

weapon need not be put into the hands of the people, until the

necessity for using it shall have actually approached; then may each

man embody the best effect* of arms, ammunition, accoutrements, and
all the long et cetera of equitnnent, in a simple pike*,
" On this principle, and with every smith and carpenter placed

in requisition, a million of men may be qualified to take the 6eld
in a week, and at an expense not exceeding one hundred thousand
pounds."

" These considerations give rise to another of vast importance;
viz. that of enabling a whole population, upon a short notice, to

take the field together; to assemble with celerity, while their spirit*

are unabated, and their vigour unimpaired by privations and
fatigue; and to advance upon the enemy in a body, with the least

possible delay or incumbrance.
fc

" Thus then it appears, that there is a mode of combat very little

resorted to, but which is by reason and experience proved to be more
decisive of victory than any other.

" Thatfor this a population may be rendered equally efficient with

regular soldiers.

" That the short training required would not encroach on the

attention due to industry.

" That merely arrangement and occasional exercise, without arms,

would be sufficientfor this service, until the eve of invasion, when a
million of men may be completely armed for the field in a week, and
at the small expense of 100,000/.

" Tliatthis service would be independent ofmagazines ofammunition,

and freefrom the delay and embarrassment which regular armies suffer,

when insufficiently served therewith.

" That the system, in its several parts and modes, has that simplicity

which is essential to the military serried of the population, which affords

the greatest possiblefacility to the whole assembling at once ; the most

advantageous employment for their courage and patriotic virtue, and
the mo& immediate and decisive means ofextirpating invaders."

" While the terror of gunpowder is thus lessrned, the compara-
tive decision of fighting hand to hand should be forcibly impressed.

The pike, it might be said, never misses fire,, and in resolute hands

** * It may be asked, if the pike is so powerful an instrument of

war, how came its use to be superseded by the musket? In answer,

among other reasons it may be observed, that the apparently

supernatural effects of gunpowder terrified men more than its real

power; they were appalled by the thunder end smoke of artillery;

and finding that no armour could oppose its stroke, concluded it to

be the most effectual vehicle of destruction, without considering

sufficiently, perhaps, how few shot take effect (not one in two

hundred). Besides, when armour was worn, the pike was not so

formidable as it is at present.
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never misses its aim. Be firm, and you are irresistible, but give

way and you will be butchered without mercy ; if you press

on, at the worst you stand an even chance with your opponent :

but what chance has a man who offers his back to a pursuing ana
exulting enemy ? An address shoujd scarcely entertain the possi-

bility of men proving dastardly in such a cause ; but with a view
of providing against unforeseen contingencies, it should be known
that a strong line of reserve would he at all times provided with

positive orders to inflict instant death on any individual, who might
endanger the general safety by shrinking from his duty ; pusil-

lanimity itself will advance against apparent danger in preference

to certain death ; and such timely severity on a few fugitives, would
be humanity to a multitude of brave fellows. We all know how
far and with what success this precaution was adopted in the early

achievements of the French revolutionary army."
»

It is not one of the least recommendations of this patri-

otic plan, that it would be attended with almost no expense
beyond the power of every man in the kingdom. No har-

lequin clothing, no expensive and clumsy guns, bayonets,

cartouches, belts, powder, and ball ; no magazines, which
are equally destructible by fire and water, would be re-

quired for countless thousands of pikemen. This is a most
important circumstance; for it should be remembered, that

nothing but the enormous expense of military accoutrements

prevented the Austrian, the Prussian, and even, still later,

the Spanish, peasantry from marching in a mass against the

common enemy. A moment's reflexion, indeed, will con-
vince any person that the expense of equipping the male
population, like our regular soldiers, would greatly exceed
the ability even of this country, and consequently still

more so that of the continental states.

" In striking contrast to a machine so cumbrous," observes Major B.
" is the system of close combat ; no burden of accoutrements and ammu-
nition would oppress the march of the pikemen ; no dependance on ma-
gazines and tumbrils would embarrass their operations, or delay their

march; with a dismissal of the numerous requisites for missile

warfare, they might also banish changes of clothes, blacking balls,

pipe-clay, and brushes; and merely supplied with provisions for a

few days (slung in a wallet from the shoulder), and with their pointed

staves in hand, the patriot host might march to the concerted point

of union, with the independence of supply and ease of ordinary

pedestrians ; thence to inflict the summary vengeance of an entire

population upon the presumptuous invaders of their country."

So far we have considered only the political practicability

and advantages of this plan. What follows, will show that

jthe author is equally skilled in military tactics.
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" A Few Details on the Preparation and Employment of tk*

People for National Defence. ;

" I have shown in the preceding pages that nations possess in

their population efficient and easy means of defence against invading
armies; and for this duty I would have every man, of the nations yet
unconquercd, in a train of preparation, who is not incapacitated by
age, infirmity, or other special cause of exemption. The pre-,

para: ions, indeed, are such as in every political point of view ought
to be cultivated; viz. a vigorous patriotism, and a due registry of
the people, with arrangements for the work of defence. To the
first of these a sedulous attention in the government to the interests

of the people will most firmly contribute, as then the comforts that
are securfrj by an existing government, and which would bo
destroyed by the success ol invading armies, may be most con-
vincingly insisted upon, and the duty which every man owes to the
society wherein he moves, and under which he enjoys protection, to

-contribute his assistance, and, if necessary, intrepidly to ofler his

life in the common defence, may be most successfully inculcated.

For the second, there should be opened three parochial accounts :—
the 6rst of all births, which both fathers and mothers should be
required to give in within a limited time, under penalties. The
second, of males as they respectively attain the a^e of seventeen:
this should contain the personal description, and refer to the former
account, and be compulsory upon the youth as well *s his parents,

if then living. The third, of all persons between the ages of seven-

teen and fifty; this should be given in \ early, and all persons
entering a parish, and continuing in it seven days, should be re*'

' quired (under penalties) to enter their names with a reference to the

two former accounts. Such register would also prove highly
useful in various civil relations, and by recording the identity, and
tracing the motions of individuals, would tend to the prevention of
crimes, and to the domestic security of society; uor would the

trouble be so considerable as some may suppose. It should be
incumbent on the individuals to attend at the oflicc of registry at

stated periods without official notice.

" Every male, on attaining seventeen years, should be imme-
diately subjected to frequent diills, until certified by the instructor

to be effective ; of which certificate he should have a copy as a.

voucher of having passed the necessary training*. Persous thus

trained should be formed into companies, battalions, and regiments

in their parishes, or other districts. Each regiment I propose

should consist of two battalions ; the first of men under forty year*',

not having three children under twelve years ; the second of married

men having three children under twelve years : the deficiency of a

battalion ot one class to be made up by the surplus of the other

notwithstanding: I would have each battalion divided into four

companies, numbered one, two, three, four, from right to left, aod

" * Corps of pioneers will be useful; and these may be a con*,

venient depository for the mendicant, refraetory, and disloyal.
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the most trust-worthy and intelligent persons appointed, as their
officers, by the crown, but without pay. I propose that they
should be mustered from four to twelve times year!;', according to
rhe exigency of the times, and practised in the following exercise
ami formations.

" To march in ordinary, quick, and charging time, in line, and
in file: no intermediate times to be tolerated. To wheel by com-
panies in the same time as charging time.
" To order, shoulder, slope, poise, and charge the pike.
" The battalions to he formed three deep; the second battalion

to be at the distance of one company in rear of the fust.
" To charge and act from the rear as well as the front.
" With this arrangement all (he essential operations of pikemen

may be accomplished, without manoeuvres for the change of front,
*pon the simple principles explained in the annexed diagram.

a o r) m
x? \> p p t>

u

^

" A B represents the enemy's line broke through at C D by ihe
column or double line of pikemen, fig. 1.

" If this column has to charge or take ground to either flank
(suppose to the left) t wheel by companies backward on the right,

and you have a column of four divisions instead of two, with a front
as desired, fig. 2.

" If this column be attacked by cavalry, it may close to the front

or rear divison, and facing outward present an impenttrable solid

square, as at fig. 3.

" Should it be desirable to retreat in a solid column, the whole
may face to the proper rear, and charge back through the line, as

at fig. 4.

This would only occur in a peculiar necessity. The preferable

mode would be to open ihe column, as at fig* 5, then wheel forward
into line, and facing to the rear, as in fig- 0, in that way charge
back through the line.
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•

H These are all the formations and movements essential to pike-.

men in the field, and scarcely any others should be practised, par-,

ticularly in action. Much of the difficulty and confusion of raw
troops in the battalion service, arises from their being too tunny

modes in use of producing one and the same etiect. When not in

actual battle it may be useful to alter the direction of the proper

front of the battalion. This I recommend should be done by the
formation of a close column to the required front, and then a de-

ployment into line: it might be done somewhat quicker by the

eventail, echelon, or filing of divisions, but the few additional seconds

are well bestowed on the firmness, simplicity, and uniformity of the

other mode. It sometimes may happen in action that the battalions

must have recourse to the close column, or even the doubling of
divisions, in order to diminish their front ; but tjiesc occasions

cannot occur often, and ought to be avoided. A small inclination

obliquely may be managed, by bringing up a shoulder, without

encumbering the system with the usual manoeuvres employed for

this purpose.
" With this principle of qualifying the population for close

combat established, we may consider that order of attack which in

the hands of a determined general, having a superiority of troops

competently disciplined, and willing to meet their enemy hand to

hand, is invincible. This principle is that of breaking the enemy's
line, establishing a transverse position across that of the enemy, and
keeping one part in check while such a body of force is thrown on
the other as to disperse it, annihilate it, or compel it to surrender.

Upon this principle our naval triumphs have been produced. The
battle of the Nile strikingly exemplified it, and upon this principle

also Buonaparte has achieved his chief victories. This mode of

assault may be illustrated by the subjoined diagram.

'M La A B be the line of regulars of the invaded people, and C
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a double tine 'of pikemen in reserve. An opening has been made
in the line at £ for columns of pikemen to advance, who charge
through the enemy's line at F G H, and halt at I. These are im-
mediately followed by a train of light artillery, who take up their

ground successively from a to b, beginning at a, and are protected

by lines of pikemen in their rear. A similar plan of canuonade is

adopted on the left wing of the enemy at d e, on which the grand
attack is intended. For this the cavalry moves to w \s to fall on the

rear, and with the whole of the right win£, preceded by the pike-

men, are prepared to charge, when the enemy shall give way
before the artillery at d e.

" In such an attnek, much of the effect of the artillery would de-
pend on the selection of a proper place for breaking the line. A
moderate eminence, with open ground to each flank, would afford

wonderful execution. A greater portion of the enemy's liue should
not be attempted to be cut oil' than could be effectually dealt with;
a fourth or less might be a good proportion; and when that was
carried, the same plan of assault might be repeated with the

remainder, or a general attack might be then made along the front

ftnd on the Hanks, F G H.
" To enumerate all the purposes of war lo which battalions of

pikemen may be applied, would require a volume rather than a
pamphlet, and would rather clog than elucidate the principle of
their utility. I must, however, state, that although I have only
considered the pike as an auxiliary, its effects are superior as a
ehief instrument of war. The objection to the advance of an army
of pikemen is, that it would be exposed to the missiles of a retreating

army, with which it might not be able to close; but there are

nights, fogs, and rains, when a retreat cannot be conducted ad-

vantageously, nor missiles employed. Attacks at such times have
often afforded the most complete victories: an objection, however,

lies against such attacks, which is, that the armies are apt to fire on
their own bodies, through mistake; but this defect could only
operate against the enemy : pikemen could not harm their comrades
until closed to them, and then .their appearance would be so

different to that of regular soldiers, that the error must be discovered.

Vnder such circumstances, then, a population, when collected in

superior numbers, might pour in upon their adversaries, en masse,

without the aid of missiles. Military skill mu-t then vanish, amf
the encounter be decided simply by individual prowess."

The country, we understand, is indebted to Major Bar*

ber, the commander of the Duke of Cumberland's sharp-

shooters, for the well-written and ingenious tract before us.

This gentleman was one of the first whose skill and patri-

otism were directed to the formation and improvement of

rifle- corps. His enlightened and patriotic exertions suffi-

ciently prove, that if our arms are not successful, it is not

for want of talents and military skill, but want of common
sen e or common honesty to select and appoint men quali-

fied to command. We wish we could anticipate the same
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success to the project of the pike exercise that has attended

the formation of rifle-corps, as both have obtained the inge-

nuous approbation of some of the best officers in the British

service. Surely the eagerness manifested by our troops in

every action with the enemy to use the bayonet, should

teach commanders the importance of this instrument, and

the propriety of forming corps of pikemen. Whenever the

French come man to mak, their own weakness and the su-

perior strength of the English are soon placed beyond the

possibility of misrepresentation. It ought also to be re-*

membered, that such is the superiority of the French exer-

cise, they can fire* Jive times for twice by the English:

hence their advantage and our disadvantage in firing. Can
it then be surprising, that in the battle of Corunna an

English regiment called out "No ball!" in order that they

might charge with the bayonet? Are our English com-
manders so dead to the lessons of experience, as not

profit by the occurrence of such facts? Will they perse-

vere in a system which gives the enemy Jive chances to

their txvo?

Before concluding our remarks on this important tract,

we must express our hope that the late campaign will have

t:vt»ght our generals the necessity of having soldiers who
can march as well as twirl a musket. The first thing at-

tempted by French officers with their conscripts, is to

teach them to march in columns so many hours together

over a certain d istance. The whole ground traversed every day

generally amounts to about fifteen leagues, or forty English

miles : this training is usually continued for a month before

a musket is ever placed in their hands. Had the British

troops, before their tour through Spain, been inured to

marching forty miles a day, for ten or twelve successive

f * It should here be remarked, that the French never ram down
their ball, but only knock the but of their muskets on the ground.
The stocks of French muskets are not so crooked as those of the

English, and instead of polished brass they are generally mounted
with a piece of steel. The French system, nevertheless, has two
very great defects; the first is, that their muskets are very short,

although adapted to the bodily strength of their men ; the second, that
their balls are all cast too small for the calibre of their guns. These
facts sufficiently explain why so few of their shots take effect. But
there is another motive for their firing rapidly ; it tends to diminish
timidity and diffuse enthusiasm throughout their ranks. The asto-

nishing quickness of their fire also intimidates their enemies, wiiq
think it much more dangerous than it really is.

—

iicv.
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days, the result of the campaign would have been very

different. No man is capable of being a soldier who cannot

march such a length, and carry his musket. Our generals

seem never to have thought of the necessity of bearing

Jong marches without fatigue, although it is the first requi-

site of a soldier.
* • *

. •

/ —— —

I

_

Clutterbuck's Inquiry into the Seat and Nature of Fever.

[Concluded from p. 137 of this Volume.]

DR. CLUTTERBUCK treats next of sudorifics in thq

cure of fever.

" Sweating for the cure of fevers has been excited by very

various means. Every kind of stimulant, external and internal;

heat, both dry and moist; diluents, relaxants as they are called,

volatile*, spices, the essential oils; balsams and resins; opiates

simply or variously combined ; have nil at different times been
employed for the purpose, and alt of them with unquestionable

success. Some of these have been supposed to possess specific pro-

perties in the cure of fever, and have been especially complimented
with the epithet febrifuge; such are the antimoniat preparation*,

which have scarcely ever been omitted in the treatment of fever.

But there appears to be little foundation for this." p. 31 1

.

Of all these sudorifics, as they are called, our author

gives the preference to heat.

" The most simple mode of exciting sweat" (says he), "and tho

most free^ from the objections stated, appears to be by the appli-

cation of external heat to the skin, by bathtug, or other ways.
With proper management, it is probable that sweating might be>

thus produced, without materially increasing the action of the

general sanguiferous system. Thus, among rude nations, fevers

are commonly treated successfully by the vapour bath." p. 315.

But why should Dr. Clutterbuck be afraid of u increa-

sing the action of the general sanguiferous system ? " Has

.

he forgot that "whatever is capable of producing any con-

siderable impression on the system, or of changing its

mode of acting, may become a remedy for its disorders?'*

Surely it is in this way that sudorifics produce their salutary

effects, and not by the flowing of the sweat, which is

merely a consequence of their operation. Let our author

speak to this.

But when more correct notions of the animal economy bejpn

to be entertained— when it was perceived that the humoral paino-
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logy, and the doctrine of concoction and expulsion of morbific
matters, bad no foundation in physiology, and were at variance
with the known laws of animal lite, the~theory of the operation of
udorifics was of course abandoned ; and, along with it, the practice

itself, though sanctioned by the experience of ages, fell into dis-

repute." p. 3 14.

In order to produce sweat, "then, we must " increase the
action of the general sanguiferous system,*' and that " ma-
terially." And it is this very excitation that produces the
desired effect— it enables the system, as it wete, to throw
off its morbid actions. What then should forbid its applica-

tion, or direct its limitations? " Vigour of the system,"
according to our author.

" The cure of fever, by sweating, has a perfect analogy in other
inflammations, which are found to yield in a large pro|K>rtion to a

similar mode of treatment. In many topical inflammations, after

bleeding has been had recourse to, and in many, also, that do not
admit of this evacuation, sweating is a common and an effectual

remedy. The restrictions proper to be observed with regard to it,

are precisely the same both in fever and inflammation ; for when
either of them is attended with much general vascular action, as
pointed out by a full, hard, and strong pulse, sudorific remedies
can scarcely be employed with safety ; at least till the vigour of the

system has been in some degree reduced by previous blood-letting,

abstinence, or other means. But where the action of the heart and
arteries is irritated, rather than increased, in point of force; where
the pulse is contracted, quick, and weak, and the general habit of

the patient feeble ; neither in fever, nor in topical inflammation of
other parts, is blood -letting properly indicated. In such cases,

sweating, with an appropriate regimen, forms our principal means
of cure. We have here, therefore, another point of resemblance
between fever and inflammation, affording an additional argument
of their common nature." p. 319.

About inflammation in fever we do not at present dis-

pute; but we cannot admit the " vigour of the system."

What cause of fever is there that can possibly produce
vigour ? And where is the fever, strictly so termed, in

which " the action of the heart and arteries is not irritated

rather than increased in point of force," ana* in which "the
pulse is not contracted quick and weak, and the general

habit of the patient feeble?" If enfeebling powers operate

upon the body, why enfeeble it still further, either by
€t blood-letting, abstinence, or other means," before you
apply those of an opposite tendency? Sudorifics may or

may not be proper in the treatment of fever, btit we can-

not admit that they are contra-indicated on the score of

vigour; for it is this, comparatively speaking, that favours
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their efficacy in catarrh, rheumatism, &c. while the pecu-
liar and more powerful debility of fever renders their ope-
ration here in most cases abortive.

In the next place, Dr. Clutterbuck considers the effects

of epispastics in the cure of fever.

** This class of remedies has been lon^ in frequent use in the

treatment of fever, in all its stages and varieties. The views, how-
ever, with which they have been employed are widely different, and

. sometimes contradictory. At one time, they have been used as

evacuanis simply, for diminishing the quantity of the circulating

mass; at another, for the purpose of drawing off morbid humours,
the alleged cause of the disease. While the mechanical doctrines

prevailed, blisters were applied as a means of resolving and attenu-

ating the supposed spissitude of the fluids, and thus removing ob-

struction. By some they have.been considered as general stimu-

lants, serving to keep up the strength of the system under the debi-

litating influence of fever. Of late, however, they have been em-
ployed rather as palliatives, for the relief of particular symptoms,
than as having any material influence on the regular course of the

disease." p. 320.

Dr. Clutterbuck rejects all these hypotheses, and substi-

tutes that of counter-irritation.
•

"When we consider" (says he) "the great and acknowledged
efficacy of blisters in the treatment of inflammation, wherever
seated, we shall be at no loss to understand their good effects in the
case of fever, without recurring to any of the hypotheses above
alluded to. It is on the principle of counter-irritation alone, I ap-
prehend, that their action can, in any case, be explained, agreeable
to the law formerly laid down on tiffs subject (chap. i. § 24). Upon
this ground, bv relieving the primary morbid action going on in the
brain, they often lessen or remove delirium, abate hcad-ach, dimi-
nish stupor, and indirectly procure sleep ; and by these effects mo-
derate the most distressing symptoms of the disease. That blisters

- are really productive of these advantages in the treatment of fever,

we have the testimouy of the best writers in proof." p. 321.

We have next relaxants and antispasmodics in the cure

of fever.

Dr. Clutterbuck objects to the former of these terms, as

having its origin from a vague hypothesis.

" Under the former denomination" (says he) "have been in-

cluded a variety of drugs and applications, which probably operate

in very different ways. The term itself is, indeed, objectionable, as

being derived from an hypothesis respecting the nature of fever that

has no. foundation in probability. There is n*o reason to believe

constriction to make any essential part of the character of fever ; and
if relaxants,, as they are called, have been found useful towards ihe

cure, their good effects must be explained in another manner.
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•« Amorig relaxant* have been chiefly ranked antimonial prepara-

tions; certain emetic medicines in nauseating doses, as antimony
and ipecacuanha ; neutral salts, as nitre, the common saline

draught, J\lindererus*s spirit, &c. ; the warm bath ; and fomenta-

tions to the extremities. It is difficult to estimate the value of these

different applications as remedies for fever, a disease that has so

strong a tendency to terminate spontaneously in health. There, is

little doubt, however, that their merits have been over-rated. The
good effects of many of them seem to be derived from the evacua-

tions which they frequently produce, by sweat, stool, or urine,"

p. 327.

We perfectly agree with Dr. Clutterbuck, " that their

merits have been over-rated." But if "it is difficult to

estimate the value of these different applications as reme-
dies for fever," because it is "a disease that has so strong

a tendency to terminate spontaneously in health," it is

surely as difficult, generally speaking, to estimate the vaJue

of every other application, and for the same reason. Pa-
tients have recovered from fever under all sorts of treat-

ment— and under the same treatment patients have died

—

pretty much in the following manner :
—

" We neither know the nature of the affection, nor even its seat

;

and the uncertainty we are in -with regard to the effects of our appli-

cations, obliges us, in our anxiety to do something, to make the pa-

tient undergo the routine of medical practice: he isiu turn vomited,
purgi d, sweated, and stimulated, in a thousand different ways, under
the idea of strengthening; and, lastly, blistered from head to foot,

without any precise object in view; one means being resorted to

after another, for little other reason, it would seem, than because
the former had failed. The patient, to be sure, in a number of in-

stances, recovers; but he probably owes his recovery less to art,

than to the powers of resistance of the constitution, the vis const-ma-

trix nutvra, which is often not only an overmatch for the disease,

but for the doctor also." p. 220.

Among the tribe of relaxants so termed is warm bathing.

In favour of its utility in the treatment of fever, Dr. Clut-

terbuck quotes from both ancient and modem authors; and
on the local application of heat offers the following theore-

tical suggestion:—
«< It is highly probable that, in many states of fever, warm fb-

- mentations to the head itself would be advantageous; upon the same
grounds that they are found to relieve inflammation in the other ca-

vities of the botly— I speak here from theory only: no observa-

tions, that I know of, have been yet made on the subject." p. 330.

Dr. Clutterbuck next considers the use -of simple stimu-

lants in the cure of fever.
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" It is not my intention" (says he), " in mentioning this prac-

tice, to recommend its indiscriminate adoption, more than that of

blood-letting, or any other of the means pointed out above. It is

sufficient for my purpose to have shown that fevers have frequently

been thus treated with success." p. 335.

Aware, however, that this fact might seem to militate

against bis doctrine, he attempts the following modifying

clause :
—

" This fact may, at first view, seem adverse to the doctrine of

fever being founded in inflammation ; since it might be difficult to

conceive, that an active topical affection should admit of relief from
such treatment. . We have, however, the analogy of many other in-

flammations in its support. In certain stages ot pulmonic inflamma-
tion, when the violence of arterial action has been reduced by pre-

vious evacuations; and in habits of body that appear unfavourable

for loss of blood; both the volatile alkali and the sentka (a highly

acrid root) have been employed with equal freedom and success"; a*

have likewise a variety of other stimulating substances. The use of
the most active remedies of this class in membranous inflammation,

a-i in acute rheumatism, is too well known to need dwelling on."
r. 33Q.

Still he thinks " it hardly necessary to observe, that it is

in the latter stages of fever lhat stimulants are chiefly indi-

cated/'

The cinchona is the next remedy which Dr. Cluttcrbuck
treats of in the treatment of fever.

There is no medicine, perhaps, concerning which so

many opposite opinions have been entertained as the bark.
" Even in our own times," as our author observes, " practi-

tioners have been found to differ very much in their esti-

mate of the Peruvian bark as a remedy for fever." His

sentiments on the subject are in unison with his doctrine.

" In inflammation of an active kind, occurring in vigorous habits,

and in the early stage of it, experience seems sufficiently to have
proved that bark is an improper remedy. But when the disease

arises in debilitated constitutions, or has gone on for some time

without altering the structure of the part; and when evacuations

have been made proportioned to the activity of the disease and the
- vigour of the system, bark is found to be really an useful applica-

tion.

" In erysipelatous inflammation, occurring in large towns and in

persons of no great strength, the Peruvian bark is found to be more
successful than an evacuant plan of cure. And it is probable that

some fevers partake of the nature of erysipelas, since they often

mutually give rise to one ancfthcr, by what is called metastasis. If

bark can be used with impunity, and even with advantage, in such

a state of the system a* occurs in acute rheumatism, as we learn
• *

v
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from the writings of Morton, Fothergill, and Haygtrtb, and as ex-
perience has very satisfactorily confirmed, there seems little reason,

to be apprehensive of it in idiopathic fever, with ordinary precau-
tions." p.SiS.

We come now to the effects of sensorial stimuli in fever.

These stimuli have been termed narcotics, hypnotics, or
anodynes. Dr. Clutterbuck, however, objects to these ap-

pellations.

" These substances " (he says), " considered as a class, are by no
means properly designated by the terms narcotic or anodyne; since

tome of them neither induce sleep or stupor, nor have any direct

tendency to relieve pain. This is the case especially with one of the

most powerful of them, the lauro-cerastts. Tbe only circumstance
in which they seem to accord, is in their effect on the. functions of
the brain, which they all primarily disturb, in greater or less

degree; affecting the rest of the system in a secondary way only.

This, in my opinion, forms a proper basis for denominating them;
and I have ventured accordingly to class them under the common
name of sensorial stimuli, or medicines that operate specifically on
the brain or common sensory." p. 348.

The sensorial stimuli which our author speaks of in the

treatment of fever are opium, wine and alcohol, camphor9
lauro-cerasus, digitalis, nicotiana, and mental emotions. Let

us see what he says with regard to opium.

" Opium is unquestionably a stimulant with regard to the brain,

and increases its vascular action. This being granted, we can pretty

well understand the circumstances in which it is likely to be bene-

ficial, or the reverse, in fever.

" The first stage of the disease is commonly a state of active in-

flammation. The vessels are at this time acting with considerable

violence : hence the throbbing of the arteries, the distensile pain

and increased heat of the head, the want of sleep, the flushing of

the face, and the suffusion of the eyes. In this stage of fever, as in

other inflammations, experience has shown opium to be uniformly

hurtful. But after the first violence of action has subsided, and the

disease has been protracted to a certain period, the same experience
proves that stimulating remedies can be employed with safety and
advantage; and in this stage it is that opium is found useful, both
in fev«r and other inflammations.

" It is not improbable, nowever, that in certain cases of fever,

particularly in previously debilitated habits, the inflammation is

from the beginning of so inactive a kind, as to admit of the early

use of stimulating remedies; which will account for the success that

many practitioners have experienced in the low state of fever, from
a tonic and stimulant plan of cure." p. 355.

That opium "is unquestionably a stimulant with regard

to the brain, and increases its vascular action," is ad-
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mitted;—but that "the first stage of the disease is com-

.
monly a state of active inflammation," or a state of " vio-

lence of action," is quite another question. It is said, how-
ever, that " the vessels are at this time acting with consi-

derable violence ; hence the throbbing orvtbe arteries, the

distensile pain, and increased heat of the head ; the want of

sleep, the flushing of the face, and the suffusion of the

eyes." But is not the picture here a little too highly

coloured? Let us compare it. with the description which

Dr. Fordyce has given of the first stage of fever, which

Dr. Clutterbuck has " borrowed on account of its concise-

ness," and because "it coincides with the history of the

disease as handed down to us by the best writers of all

ages, and is confirmed by daily observation." It runs

thus :

—

" ' (a) Languor, weariness, weakness; insensibility of the extrfc-

' mities, blindness and insensibility in the organs of sensation, cold
* and trembling, pain in the back. '

m
« ' (b) Horripilatio ; the skin pale, dry, and of a dusky colour ;

' a dry, foul tongue, and thirst; transparent urine ; costiveness, and
* suppression of other secretions ; . paleness and dryness of ulcers ; a
' small obstructed pulse, sometimes intermitting; pain in the limbs,

* joints, and forehead; delirium.

" '(c) Anxiety; oppression and swelling about the prsecordia;
' frequency of the pulse

;
quick and laborious respiration, sometimes

' with a cough ; rigour, and horror ; thirst, flatuteucy, loss of appe-
' tite, nausea, and vomiting.' " p. 33.

Now, in all this, where is "the throbbing of the arteries,

the distensile pain and increased heat of the head, the want

of sleep, the flushing of the face, the suffusion of the eyes,

and the violence of action?" On the contrary, there is

nothing but impaired function and enfeebled action. And
how can itbe otherwise ? There is no cause of violent action.

Some ofthe causes of fever, indeed, may excite violent action

in the first instance— during the period of their operation.

But how can this violent action continue after they have

ceased to operate ? " According to a general law of the

system," their operation "soon ends in fatigue, and col-

lapse"— in impaired and deranged action.

Where, then, is the objection to opium, even in the first
stage of fever ? For what happens in the second stage ?

" ' Rigour and horror :— heat rising from the prsecordia, and
* diffused over the body irregularly, unequally, and with flushing ;

* a strong, full, obstructed pulse, or a very frequent small one
;
pain

* in the head and joints; stupor and delirium ; universal soreness

;

* redness arising in different parts irregularly; the urine highco*

/V#. 129. VqL %2. Mar. 1809. U
»
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' loured, but transparent; sweating in the head and breast, or over
' the whole body

; partial secretions.

" 'At last the pulse becomes free; all the secretory organs are-
* relaxed : hence the skin grows soft and moist, and returns to its

' natural colour; the tongue likewise is soft and moist, the belly is

* open, and the urine in greater quantity ; if transparent when dis-
* charged, after a little time it becomes turbid and opaque ; the se-
' cretions are oden greatly increased; there arises a copious and
' universal sweat, or a purging, or great flow of urine.

" ' The frequency or the pulse, and all the other symptoms of
' the first and second stage gradually subsiding, the patient recovers
' his health ; or there arises an inflammation or haemorrhage
' in some part of the body, the symptom of the first stage suddenly
' disappearing, or being greatly diminished.' " p. 40.

These are the workings of Nature. The actions of the
system gradually rise—the sweat and other excretions

begin to flow— and, as Cullen expresses it, "as this sweat
continues to flow, the beat of the body abates ; the sweat,

after continuing some time, gradually ceases ; tbe body re-

turns to its usual temperature; and most of the functions

are restored to their ordinary state." Why not therefore

imitate or assist these operations by art? Why not give

opium to excite the system to throw off its morbid actions?

It may indeed be said that Nature does her own work best
Still this argues nothing against the point at issue. Nature
takes no account of violent action or inflammation when she

rouses the actions of the system to throw off a febrile parox-
ysm. In short we may conclude, not only from the pro-

vable effects of the exciting causes of fever, but also from
the phenomena of the first stage, as well as from what
happens in the second, that there is neither action nor inflam-

mation to forbid the use of opium or any other appropriate

stimulus. Nay, if there be any thing in the following ob-

servations of our author, we may even conclude that the

early exhibition of a powerful stimulus may at once termi-

nate the disease.

" If fever is to be cured speedily, and not suffered to run its

course, it can only be done by means which produce a powerful

impression on the general system. And it seems, in some measure,

indifferent of what nature the impression is, provided it be suffi-

ciently' powerful. Some strong counter-movement must be made,

such as tends to alter all the circumstances of the habit; and it may
take place, either through the mind or through the body. It is,

however, indispensable to success, lhat the attempt be made uery

early in the disease: at a later period, it may at once fail, and provt

n'urious." p. 437.

We ara next" (says Dr. Clutterbuck) " to consider one of the
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nost powerful, but at the same time, perhaps, the least understood,
of the agents employed in tfie cure of fever. Although it be true,

in a physical sense, that cold is merely a negative term, implying
only a privation or diminution of heat, it cannot be received iu

this light as applied to the living body, but must be considered as
a positive agent, having, like other agents, a power of changing
materially the condition and actions of the system. Its effects are

by no means a lower degree of those which that produces, but of a
totally different kind." p. 37*.

If cold, however, "is merely a negative term implying
only a privation or diminution of heat"—if in fact it has no
positive existence, bow can it be said to produce effects ?

But Dr. Clutterbuck views it in the light of a positive

agent as applied to the living body, and considers its effects

first in the healthful state, both as regards the part to

which it is immediately applied, and the general system

;

then its effects as a remedy for inflammation ; and lastly,

its influence oh the course of fever.

The last remedy which Dr. Clutterbuck notices for the

cure o/ fever is mkrcury—"a medicine," he says, "whose
Herculean powers have made it to be resorted to in many
desperate cases of disease, as a forlorn hope, and without

any particular indication."

After having cited the authority of several writers in

support of its utility in fever and inflammation, but espe-
cially in the fevers of tropical climates, lie proceeds to

speak of its mode of operating.

" Thus there appears to be very satisfactory evidence of the

utility of mercury in fevers of various descriptions, as well as in

other inflammations. Its mode ofacting, however, is not so clearly

ascertained. It seems to be not altogether agreed, whether mercury
is to he looked upon as an evacuant merely iu fever, or as operating

specifically, by its well known faculty of superseding various

diseased action* in the system. In many of the instances of its em-
ployment above recited, we find it not only producing copious

evacuations by stool* or vomit, but purposely combined with

emetics and cathartics of the most active kind. This, however, is

no argument against its specific operation ; for calomel frequently

induces salivation, at the time that its purgative effects are most
conspicuous; as I know by repeated observation.

It is, however, I think most probable upon the whole, that mercury,

when freely and repf&tedly administered, operates wtih advantage

in the cure of fever, both as an evacuant, and by its specific powers.

We see that, on some occasions, it exerted little or no evacuant

eftect ; and the sublimate, which is not remarkable for its purgative

properties, was found to be attended with the same advantage as

eelomel." r. 4<H, 5.

U 2
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In the midst of this discussion and uncertainty concerning
the action of mercury, our author is not forgetful of his fa-

vourite hypothesis.

" Mercury certainly exerts peculiar effects on the brain ; and it

is probably through- the influence of the brain, thus irritated, that

the general febrile state is produced which is so commonly observed
under the free use of mercury, and not by the immediate applica-

tion of the medicine to the heart and general vascular system*
Dr. Adams, remarking on its use in the cure of syphilis, says, * the
* fever it produces may be truly called specific, from its uniformity
• and total difference from all others.'

" Moderately used, mercury often relieves beadach depending
on local increased vascular action ; and it is considered as specific

in the cure of that variety of inflammation of the brain or its mem-
branes, which is improperly called hydrocephalus. It has often,

also, removed guita serena, epilepsy, and other sensorial affections.

Employed so as to excite salivation, it has frequently contributed to

the cure of obstinate intermittents, by rendering them obedient to

the Peruvian bark, which 'they had before resisted ; and it super-
sedes various other diseases that are kept up by an acquired
habiu" p. 406.

Let it be observed, however, that "when mercury is

carried to excess, it produces head-ach, general debility,

incapacity for mental exertion, and finally mania;" and
tbat, " as happens with regard to most others, we have yet
much to learn of the circumstances which should in all

cases govern its administration.
0

Having discussed the various remedies which he recom-
mends in the treatment of fever, our author proceeds to

consider its natural cure or spontaneous termination.

" After all that has been said" (says he) "respecting the cure of
fever by the different methods pointed out above, it is not to be
overlooked, that fever has a strong disposition to terminate spon-
taneously after going through certain stages; and hence that the

effects of remedies are liable, on many occasions, to be falsely

estimated. This tendency is so remarkable, that many physicians

have chosen lo rely on it for a cure, and have dissuaded from all

- artificial means of bringing the .disease to a crisis, preferring to

leave the business altogether to nature. Others, again, deny the

power of medicines to cut short the progress of fever, and think

that ph rsicians deceive themselves, by ascribing effects to causes

that have in reality little or no influence on their productions."

p. 408.

We quote this passage as a proper comment on our au-

thor's reasoning in the treatment of fever. He has endea-

voured to establish his doctrine on both theoretical and

practical grounds. The evidence of experience has beta

i
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industriously gathered in. But let it be remembered,
" that the effects of remedies are liable on many occasions

to be falsely estimated;" and that, as an able writer ob-
serves, " the evidence that is requisite to prove or disprove

any proposition iu the science of medicine is of a peculiar

kind. It differs entirely from that species of proof which
satisfles a court of law. Both direct and circumstantial

evidence, which would leave no doubt in the breasts of
judges and juries, have often not the slightest tendency to

render a medical fact even probable. The declarations, and
even the.oaths, of the most conscientious, disinterested, and
able men, are all insufficient."

Our author's object has been to establish the two fol-

lowing propositions :
—" First, that fever is not originally a

disease of the whole system, as is commonly thought, but
a topical affection of the brain. Secondly, that this affection

consists in inflammation ; the general disorder observed in

the system, or what is called thefebrile state, being merely
symptomatic of this, the same as in other inflammations.**

The former of these propositions, generally speaking, we*do
not deny ; but the second we cannot admit. The evidence
of dissection falls short in establishing the point.

Inflammation, however, is insisted on ; and most of the
remedies that are commonly employed in inflammation are

proposed. But what is inflammation ? Can we deduce its

proper method of cure from a knowledge of its nature? Or
does experience prove that the common method of cure is

properly adapted to its removal ? Here, as in other case's,

" the effects of remedies are liable to be falsely estimated."

Some patients die, and some recover. But in the latter

case can we say that the recovery was owing to the reme-
dies ? or in the former, that they had no concern in the

death ? or that the patient would not have been more safe

if he had been left to " the powers of resistance of the

constitution'— the vis conservatrix natura, which, as Dr.

Clutterbuck observes, " is often not only an overmatch for

the disease, but for the doctor also ? " Such the nature of

medical evideuce—such the glorious uncertainty of medi-
cine ! Verily, nostra ars conjectnralis est.

to our author, still the nature of fever k not explained^

And the doubts and difficulties under which we labour, in

the treatment of inflammation, must still hang over us ia

the treatment of fever.

Of all this Dr. Clutterbuck is fully aware.
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" la regard to the cure of fever" (says he), " in relation to the

present doctrine, I have endeavoured to speak with doe caution.

I have recommended no remedies with confidence, upon merely
theoretical grounds, but havecontented myself with hinting only at

their probable utility; well knowing how fallacious every thing of

this kind is, and how ready we are to discover virtues where we
wish to find them.
" I have no hesitation, however" (continues he), " in expressing

my firm belief, that the effects of the remedies whose powers in the

cure of fever are well ascertained will be better understood, and the

application of them be rendered more precise and beneficial upon
the present doctrine, and by keeping always in our view the state

of vascular action in the brain, than upon any other hypothesis that

has yet been given respecting the seat and nature of fever." p. 435.

Without further comment, let us recommend the work

itself to the perusal of our readers ; and, whatever they may
think of its leading doctrine, we can assure them that they

will find much ingenuity and much medical erudition;— in

short, that it is the production of a mind of no common
ability.

Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London, Vol. I.

Parti. 4to. pp.78. 7s. 6d. Hatchard; White.

WE have often had occasion to exult in the number, spirit,

and talents of the learned and philosophical societies insti-

tuted and supported throughout the United Kingdom by the

voluntary contributions of their members. The appearance
of Part 1. of the first volume of the Transactions of the

Horticultural Society, which was instituted only in the

spring of 1805, is an additional cause for congratulation

on the rapid, and general diffusion of natural philosophy.

There are, indeed, many reasons, for considering the ex-
tension of this branch of human science as a positive

good to society. Its effects on the passions and even
appetites are not the

K
least important of these reasons.

The profound naturalist will rarely or never become a bac-
chanal or a gormand, still less an irregular, litigious, dis-

honest, or quarrelsome person. It is true, we regret to

say it, a distinguished botauist may be cited as a proof
that an acquaintance with the vegetable kingdom does not
necessarily impfir an adherence to the law of rational nature
with regard to chastity. Yet it will readily be admitted,
that an extensive and exuding knowledge of the economy
of nature is most likely in the present age to form au
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efficient barrier to that practical atheism and moral turpi-

tude which, under the mask of unitarfaoism, are insinuating

themselves among men. If then a knowledge of the

natural sciences be as useful to the support of virtue as

Ray, Newton, Boyle, Derham, and others, have proved

it favourable to Christianity, its diffusion at the present

crisis must be considered as a great national good. When
fanaticism has gained such an ascendancy in the minds of

the vulgar, and infidelity and vice in those o£ the vain

and ambitious, we do hope that the propagation of natural

philosophy*, and the increase of philosophical societies,

may contribute to prevent these kingdoms from expe-'

riencing those horrors and excesses which usually attend .

immorality and irreligion. Under this conviction it is evir

dent that we must be friendly to the extension and views

of the Horticultural Society; but, as some persons may
prefer political to moral arguments, we shall extract

Mr. Knight's " Introductory Remarks relative to the Objects

which the Horticultural Society have in view,"

** Were it possible to ascertain the primeval state of those vege-
tables which now occupy the attention of the gardener and agrU
culturist, and immediately, or more remotely, conduce to the
support and happiness of mankind; and could we trace out the
various changes which art or accident has, in successive genera-
tions, produced in each, few inquiries would be more extensively

interesting. But we possess no sources from which sufficient in-

formation to direct us in our inquiries can be derived ; and are still

ignorant of the native country, and existence in a wild state, of
some of the most important of our plants. We, however, know
that improved flowers and fruits are the necessary produce of
improved culture; and that the offspring, in a greater or less

degree, inherits the character of its parent. The austeje crab of
our woods has thus been converted into the golden pippin; and
the numerous varieties of the plumb can boast no other parent
than our native sloe. Yet tew experiments have been made, the
object of which has been new productions of this sort; and almost
every meliorated variety of fruit appears to have been the offspring

of accident, or of culture applied to other purposes. We may
therefore infer, with little danger of error, that an ample and
unexplored held for future discovery and improvement lies before

* It mav here be remarked, that it was not the naturalists but the

metaphysicians who made such ravages on society in France.* The
same class of men are no little unsound in this country ; and there-

fore, the study ofnature, while it gratifies their passion for speculation

,

mav also, perhaps, check their vanity and ambition by its variety

and immensity.

—

Rev.
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us, in which nature does not appear to bare formed any limits to

the success of our labours, if properly applied.

" The physiology of vegetation has deservedly engaged the at-

tention of the Royal and Linncan Societies; and much information

has been derived from the exertions of those learned bodies.

Societies for the improvement ofdomestic animals, and ofagriculture

in all its branches, have also been established, with success, in

almost every district of the British empire. Horticulture alone

appears to nave been neglected, and left to the common gardener,

who generally pursues the dull routine of his predecessor; and, if

be deviatesjrom it, rarely possesses a sufficient share of science

and information to enable him to deviate with success.

" The establishment of a national society for the improvement
of horticulture has therefore long been wanted; and if such an
institution meet with a decree of support proportionate to the

importance of its object; if it proceed with cautious circumspection

to publish well-ascertained facts only, to detect the errors of

ignorance, and to expose the misrepresentations of fraud; the

advantages which the public may ultimately derive from the

establishment, will probably exceed the most sanguine hopes of its

founders.
" Horticulture, in its present state, may with propriety be di-

vided into two distinct branches, the useful, and the ornamental

:

the first must occupy the principal attention of the members of
the Society, but the second will not be neglected; and it will be
their object, wherever it is practicable, to combine both."

This great vegetable physiologist then reverts to the
ability of plants to adopt their habits to every climate; and
shows that the pear-tree, which is a native of Southern
Europe, or the adjoining parts of Asia, is* completely

naturalised in Britain, as the English crab-tree is in the

frozen region of Siberia, although these trees when newly
imported from happier climates do not yield mature fruit

even with the assistance of a south wall.

As the pear and crab tree, in the preceding cases, have ac-

quired powers of ripening their fruits in climates much colder than
those in which they were placed by nature, we have some grounds
of hope that the vine and peach tree may be made to adapt their

habits to our climate, and to ripen their fruits without the aid of

artificial heat or the reflexion of a wall ; and though we are at

present little acquainted with the mode of culture best calculated

to produce the necessary changes, in the constitution and habit of

plants, attentive observation and experience will soon discover it;

and experiments have already been made, which prove the facility

of raising as fine varieties of fruit in this country, as any which
have been imported from others."

" In the culture of many fruits, without reference to the intnv

(taction of new varieties, the Society hope to be able to point out

some important improvements. Several sorts, the walnut and,
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mulberry for instance, are not produced till the trees hate acquired

a very considerable age; and therefore, though the latter fruit

is highly valued, it is at present very little cultivated. But ex-

periments have lately been made, which prove that both walnut

and mulberry trees may be readily made to produce fruit at three

years old ; and there appears every reason to believe, that the

same mode of culture would be equally successful in all similar

cases.

In training wall trees there is much in the modern practice

which appears defective and irrational: no attention whatever it

paid to the form which the species or variety naturally assumes}

and be its growth upright or pendent, it is constrained to take pre-

cisely the same form on the wall.

" The construction of forcing houses appears also to be gene-

rally very defective, and two are rarely constructed alike, though
intended for the same purposes; probably not a single building of

this kind has yet been erected, in which the greatest possible

quantity of space has been obtained, and of light and heat ad-

mitted, proportionate to the capital expended. It may even b*
questioned, whether a single hotbed has ever been made in

the most advantageous form; and the proper application of glass,

where artificial heat is not employed, is certainly very ill under-

stood/*

" In the execution of their plan, the committee feel that the

Society have many difficulties to encounter, and, they fear, iome
prejudices to contend with; but they have long been convinced,

as individuals, and their aggregate observations have tended only

to' increase their conviction, that there scarce exists a single

species of esculent plant or fruit, which (relative to the use of
man) has yet attained its utmost state of perfection; nor any
branch of practical horticulture, which is not still susceptible

of essential improvement: and, under these impressions, they
hope to receive the support and assistance of those who are

interested in, and capable of promoting, the success of their

endeavours."

The part before us contains ten other papers, three of
which are by Sir Joseph Banks, and three by T. A. Knight,
Esq. F. R. 8. The first is " An Attempt to ascertain the

Tinw when the Potatoe (Solanum Tuberosum) was Jirst

trodu rd into the United Kingdom ; with some Account of the
Hill lVhtut of India," by Sir Joseph Banks. It has always
been known that the potatoe was brought to this country
by Sir Walter Raleigh when he returned from his voyage
'* for discovering and planting" colonies, undertaken in

1584- ami completed in July 1586. Mr. Thomas Herriot,

the mathematician, in describing potatoes, says " these

roots are-round, some as large as a walnut, others much
larger; they grow in damp soil, many hanging together,

as if fixed on ropes; they are good food, either boiled or
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roasted/* (Dc Bry's Collection of Voyages.)—The right

honourable president adds a tact worthy of attention. " The
manuscript minutes of tue Royal Society, December 13,

1693, tell us, that Sir Robert Southwell, then president,

informed the fellows, at a meeting, that his grandfather

brought [took] potatoes into Ireland, who first liad them
from Sir Walter Raleigh." Thus, we find that the Irish

papists are indebted to England and to a Protestant for the

petatoe, and that their tradition of its having been brought
to Ireland by an Irish priest from France, when the faculty

of Paris had pronounced it poisonous, is without foundation.

— This fact may furnish Mr. Plowden, or some other writer

of the same school, with a subject for a 4to volume to

prove it impossible that Ireland could be indebted to Eng-
land for her potatoes.—-This root, however, was first in-

troduced into Europe by the Spaniards, who brought it from

the kingdom, of Quito, in Peru, to Spain, wheuce it was

transplanted to Austrian Flanders, where it was cultivated

and sent as presents to Rome and Vienna before 1598.

Peter Cicca in his Chronicle, printed in 1553, says' that

the inhabitants of Quito had, besides Mays, a tuberous

• roo:, which they eat, and call Papas. Clusius, a botanist

of Yienna, concludes that this was the same plant, living spe-

cimens of which he had received from Flanders. The cir-

cumstance of the Italians having an edible root, which they

called tarataiijti, does not sufficiently prove their early

acquaintance with potatoes, The roots introduced by Sir

Francis Drake, and Sir John Hawkins, were sweet potatoes

from Spain and the Canaries, which were used as a great

delicacy long before the common potatoe was known : they

were supposed to possess the power of restoring decayed

vigour. The kissing comfits of FalstafT*, and other con-

fections of similar imaginary qualities, were principally

made ofthese and of eringo roots. The potatoes themselves

were sold by itinerant dealers in the neighbourhood of the

Royal Exchange, and purchased at no inconsiderable cost,

by those who were silly enough to repose any confidence

in their alleged properties. To this paper is subjoined

a curious fact relative to the " Hill Wheat" of India.

Mr. Lambert, seven or eight years ago, received a parcel

of seeds, among which was a paper marked " Hill Wheat,"
and containing se&l not larger than that of our wild grasses

;

* " Let it rain potatoes, and hail kissing comfits."—Merry

Wives of Windsor, act v. scexx 5.
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but when examined with a lens it appeared of the same

figure as wheat. Sir Joseph and Mr. Lambert, sowed a

little of it in their gardens, and both had a fine crop of

spring wheat, the grains of which were equal to the usual

size of that kind. This circumstance proves the effect of

cultivation on graiiu

" On the Cultivation of the Cramhe Marittma of Linne,

or Sea Kale. By Mr. John Maher, F. H. S."—The author ac-

knowledges his obligations to the late Mr. Curtis, whose

pamphlet on sea kale first taught him to cultivate this

early and indigenous esculent. This plant requires three

years to bring it to maturity, and should be cultivated in

hotbeds. " If the beds are twenty-six feet long and four

wide, they will hold twenty-four blanching pots, (made in

the shape of hemispheres, and designed to exclude the

light and air) with three plants under each, making seventy-

two plants in a bed." Sea kale, or sea colewort, has been
raised in Mr. Beale's garden measuring twelve inches in

circumference. " No vegetable, " says Mr. Maher, "can
be so easily forced as this, or with so little expense and
trouble: for the dung is in the finest possible order for

spring hotbeds, after the sea kale is gathered. The only

thing necessary, is to be very particular in guarding against

too much heat, keeping the temperature under the blanch-

ing pots as near to 55° as possible, but never higher

than 60° of Fahrenheit." It will be some time before sea

kale, although an indigenous plant, comes into general

use.

Sir Joseph furnishes the society with " Some Hints

respecting the proper Mode of inuring Tender Plants to

our Climate/' in which he proposes that they should be
raised from the seeds, and not propagated by cuttings.

He instances the laurel, which although cultivated by
cuttings, above two centuries, in our gardens, cannot yet
bear our winter frosts ; whereas some seeds of zizania aqua-

tic* were brought from Canada, and sown in a pond of his

at Spring Grove, near Hounslow, and after fourteen years

the seeds of each year producing stronger and stronger plants,

which now grow six feet high, and in every respect as vigorous

as in their native country. We think the learned presi-

dent's theory of raising by seeds well founded, as bv Vis

method a new generation takes places, and the org^C J^of

£he infant plant are necessarily assimilated to the soil and
climate. Sir Joseph proposes to attempt the- cultivation of

myrtle and laurel himself in this manner.
Mr. J. Dickson describes " a Variety of the Brassica
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Napus" of Linne, rape, or French turnip, which has been
brought to Covent Garden by one person only, for more
than twelve years, and sold chiefly to foreigners. It is much
more dedicate in flavour than our common turnip, and is used
in the same way. In Germany it enriches all their soups. It

only requires scraping, as the outerskin crrind is thinner than
that of the common turnip. Stewed in gravy, it forms a
most excellent dish ; and being white and of the shape of
a carrot, it is very ornamental This turnip will grow in

poor, light, sandy soil, where it seldom exceeds the size

of a man's thumb or middle finger: in rich soil it grows
much larger, but is not so sweet. If sown in July or
August it will be fit for the table in April or May ; if in

January or February, it will be mature in May and June.
The indefatigable Mr. Knight, in a paper of considerable

length, informs the Horticultural Society of his experiments
and success in " producing new and early fruits," by " in-

troducing the farina of one variety into the blossom of an-

other." He seems to think, however, that this process,

although it produces new varieties, does not accelerate the

ripening of the fruit. Trees springing from seed require

a certain time before they can bear fruit; and this period

cannot be shortened by any means : too rich a soil sti-

mulates to preternatural exertion, and destroys the young
tree. The pear requires from twelve to eighteen years;

the apple from five to twelve or thirteen ; the plumb and
cherry, four or five; the vine, three or four; the raspberry,

two j and the strawberry, if sown early, affords an abun-

dant crop the succeding year. The author doubts the ex-

istence of vegetable mules.

Mr. Salisbury gives a very laboured description of the

polyanthes tuberosa, or tuberose,, accompanied with a
drawing almost the size of nature. This is a very pleasing

flower, rising from three to five feet high, and emitting a

fragrant odour in the evening. In the East Indies, says

Mr. Salisbury, it is called sandal malam, or intriguer of the

night ; and in Spain, the vara dcSan Josef. The latter is a

mistake ; it is known in Spain by the name of vara de JesL

The tuberose may be cultivated in. this country; and if

exposed to a considerable heat in summer, in light sandy

eartJ*, it is as easily preserved from the winter cold as the

wtttLoke. Care must be taken to preserve it from much
water or heavy rain. The roots are preserved during

winter in very dry sand, and kept in cellars*

The eighth paper in this wcrk«is by Sir Joseph Banks,

pn " the Revival of au Obsolete Mode of managing Straw-
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berries," by laying straw (whence their nrfme) under the

plants when their fruit begins to swell. The straw thu*

placed shades the roots from the sun, prevents evapo-

ration, and preserves the berries from the mould raised by
heavy rains. The advantages of this simple method are .

self-evident.

The ninth and tenth papers are by Mr. Knight " on raising

new and early Varieties of the Potatoe," and "on the

Advantages of Grafting Walnut, Mulberry, and Chesnut

Trees." The mode of raising potatoes is to prevent the

growth of tuberous roots, and thus enable the early kind

to form seed, which they would not otherwise da This

-seed will consequently produce an early potatoe. The
author succeeded in grafting walnut, mulberry, and chesnut

trees "by approach," so that the grafts bore fruit the third

year after. . This method is certainly very desirable for

propagating mulberry trees, which require so many years

before they bear fruit when planted in the usual manner.

The last article in this part is an "Account 6f some New
Apples" raised in the garden ofMr. I. Swainsoo,Twickenham,
by Mr. A. Biggs. This author appears to be a very honest

and industrious gardener, who has been fortunate enough
to raise apple-trees by cuttings. Mr. Biggs has also raised

eight new varieties, of peculiar excellence : he enumerates
above seventy different kinds, which he has cultivated in

Mr. Swainson's garden.

The Second Part of the first volume of these transactions

has appeared, and shall be noticed in our next. Of the
merit of the work our readers can judge from the above
abstracts. Its novelty and interest will, we hope, attract

the attention of practical as well as amateur gardeners.

JSnglish Bards and Scotch Reviewers. A Satire. 12mo.

pp. 54. Cawthorn, Cockspur-street.. 1809.

THE writer of this satire laments, in common with
every friend to genius and literature, that the esti-

mable author of the Baviad and Mttviad, a writer ex-
ceeded by no poet ancient or modern, in taste, talents,

integrity, and every amiable quality of heart and mind,
should have devoted his attention to subjects which pre-
vent him from pursuing his satirical career, the beginning
of which was productive of so much advantage to the public.
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We are happy, however, to find that so able a successor

has resolved to follow his example. -

This satirist has made a bold and vigorous effort to stem

the tide of popular prejudice, by exhibiting the defects

of some of the most popular productions of the present

age. The Lay of the Last Minstrel is one of the first

poems which he thus analyses. He pays a just tribute

to the genius of the author, but does what ought to be

more acceptable to him— gives hira some good and salutary

advice. He then passes on to some ofthe minor bards, such

as that murderer of English p;we, Mr. Wordsworth,
and his simple associates. He stops on the way to offer

a monitory bint to Lord Strangford respecting his trans-

lation of the Lusiad of Camoens,

" Nor thee, translator of the tinsel sonj*,

To whom such flattering ornaments belong,

Hibernian Strancford ! with tbine eyes of blue*
And boasted locks of red, or auburn hue

;

Whose plaintive strain each love-sick miss admires,

And o'er harmonious nonsense half expires;

Learn, if thou canst, to yield thine author's sense,

Nor vend thy sonnets on a false pretence.

Think'st thou to gain thy verse a higher place

By dressing Camoens in a suit of lace?

• Mend, Strangford, mend thy morals and thy taste ;

Be warm, but pure; be amorous, but chaste;

Cease to deceive ; thy pilfer'd harp restore,

Nor teach the Lusian bard to copy Moore."

We pass over various shrewd remarks on versifiers of in-

ferior note; and, notably, on Mr. Bowles the sonnetteer, who

writes verses, it seems, not on belles but on bells— the bells

of Ostend ; and make a stand at the comments on the

doughty Scotch champion of the Edinburgh Review.

" Health to immortal Jeffrey ! once, in name,

England could boast a judge almost the same

;

In soul so like, so merciful, yet just,

Some think that Saturn has resign'd his trust,

And given the Spirit to the work! again,

To sentence letters, as be sentenced men."

* The reader who may wish for an explanation of this, may
refer to " Strangford's Camoens,' 1 page 127,- note to p. 56, or to

the last page of the Edinburgh Review of Strancford's Camoens.
" It is also to be remarked, that the things given to the public

as Poems of Camoens are no more to be found ia the original Por-

tuguese than in the Song of Solomon."
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But we dare not pursue this quotation; for although

Mr. Jeffrey has no mercy upou others, and has libelled

most wickedly one of the most loyal of men, Don Pedro de

Cevallos, for which he is execrated by every honest man
in the country, we have no wish to libel him. Let our
readers therefore consult the book itself, if they have a
desire to see how this Edinburgh Critic is lashed by our
Satirical Censor. But we have to beg Mr. Jeffrey's pardon,

for on looking at .the satire again, we find that the article

respecting this worthy Spaniard was written by Mr. Broug-
ham (Anglice, Broom), the very man who was selected

by "All the Talents" as a proper person to be sent on a kind

of semi-diplomatic mission to Portugal! We now leave

the critics for the company of their worthy patron.
-»

u Illustrious Holland! hard would be his lot,

. His hirelings mention'd, and himself forgot

!

Holland, with Henry Petty at bis back,

The whipper-in and huntsman of the pack.

Blast be tne banquets spread at Holland House,
Where Scotchmen feed, and critics may carouse

!

Lov'd, long, beneath that hospitable roof,

Shall Grub-street dine, whilst duns are kept aloof.

See honest Hallam lay aside his fork,

Resume his pen, review his Lordship's work,
And, grateful to the founder of the feast,

Declare his landlord can translate, at least*!

Dunedin! view thy children with delight.

They write for food, and feed because they write

;

And least, when heated with th' unusual grape,

Some glowing thoughts should to the press escape,

And tinge with red the female reader's cheek,

My Lady skims the crt^m of each critique;

Breathes o'er the page her purity of soul,

Reforms each error and refines the whole f."

•« * Lord Holland has translated some specimens of Lope de Vega,

inserted in his Life of the Aithor ; both are bepraised by his dis-

interested guests.

" f Certain it is, her ladyship is suspected of having displayed

her matchless wit in the Edinburgh Review: however that may'be,

we know, from good authority, that the manuscripts are submitted

to her perusal— no doubt for correction."

Her ladyship's political associate, Lady Grenviile, is said to have
been as beneficially employed m displaying her matchless taste in

architecture, by directing and superintending the magnificent and
stupendous decorations, which the Speaker and hi9 sapient committee

of senators have thought proper to sanction, about -the two Houses of

Parliament, to the equal edification and delight of all passeogeri,

and especially of all architectural perambulator*.—Rsw.

>
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The censure of the satirist is next directed against the
wretched dramatists of the day, who have really laughed-
Common Sense out of countenance, and put Comedy her-
self to the blush. But who are to blame for this? Why
truly the public, who can soberly tolerate the trash which
the managers cram down their throats, but are base enough
to applaud, they know not what nor why.

" Such we see her, ah ! wherefore should we tarn
To what our fathers were, unless to mourn ?

Degenerate Britons ! are ye dead to shame.
Or, kind to dulness, do you fear to blame?
Well may the nobles of our present race
Watch each distortion of a Naldi's face;

Well may they smile on Italy's bufloons.

And worship Catalani's pantaloons*;
Since their own drama yields no fairer trace

Of wit, than puns ; of humour, than grimace/'

There is none of the fiction of Poety here: it is an as

lamentably true as if it were gravely asserted m sober
prose. The diurnal dunces who scribble in some of the
newspapers, do not escape the satirical lash.

" With you, ye Druids ! rich in native lead,

Who daily scribble for your daily bread

;

With you I war not;— QirroaD's heavy hand
Has crush'd, without remorse, your numerous band.
On " All the Talents" vent your venal spleen,

Want your defence, let pity be your screen

;

Let monodies on Fox regale your crew,

And Melville's mantle f prove a blanket too!

One common Lethe waits each hapless bard.

And peace be with you! 'tis70m: best reward.

Such damning fame as Dunciads only give

Could bid your lines beyond a morning live;

Bat now at once your fleeting labours close,

With names of greater note in blest repose.

Tar be't from me unkindly to upbraid

The lovely Rosa's prose in masquerade.

Whose strains, the faithful echoes of her mind.

Leave wondering comprehension far behind {.

4 i
' ' " ** — I

ii

* -

" • Naldi and Catalani require little notice*— for the visage

of the one and the salary of the other will enable us long to re-

collect these amusing vagabonds; besides, we are still black

blue from the squeeze on the first hight of the lady's

in trowsers.
** f ' Melville's mantle,

1
a parody on 'Elijah's Mantle/ a poem,

u % This lovely little Jessica, the daughter of the noted Jew
seems to be a follower of the Delia Cruses school, and has

:• *
-

. . .
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Though Bell has lost his nightingales and owls,

Matilda snivels still, and Hafiz howls,

And Crusca's spirit, rising from the dead,

Reviews in Laura, Qwiz, and X. Y. ZV
The satirist proves, however, that censure is not his

delight, and that he can praise with at least as much ability

and taste as he displays whep he blames. He calls, empha-
tically, on the Muses of Campbell and Rogers to stand forth,

and assert their country's pre-eminence, and vindicate

lief character. His appeal to Mr. William Gifford will not,

we trust, prove ineffectual.

" Why slumbers Gifford? " once was ask'd in vainf ;

Why slumbers Gifford? let us ask again.

Are there no follies for his pen to purge ?

Are there no fouls whose backs demand the scourge?
Are there no sins for Satire's Bard to greet?

Walks not gigantic Vice in every street?

Shall peers or princes tread Pollution's path.

And 'scape alike the Law's and Muse's wrath?
Nor blaze with guilty glare, through future time,

Eternal beacons of consummate crime?
Arouse thee, Gifiord! be thy promise claim'd,

M ike bad men better, or at least asham\J."

If we thought that our voice could add any strength to

this energetic appeal, it should be loudly exerted to second
the meritorious effort of the satirist, to rouse this slum-

bering genius to action.- The bard seems to think that

there can be no affinity between poetry and mathematics,

and that the mud of the Cam, which is highly conducive

to the cultivation of the latter, is by no means favourable

to the growth of the former);—and to say the truth, we
cannot but think him right.

" Shall hoary Granta call her sable sons, r

Expert in science, more expert at puns ?

Shall these approach the Muse ? ah no ! she Arts,

And even spurns the great Seatonian prize.

published two volumes of very respectable absurdities in rhyme, as

times go; besides sundry novels in the style of the first edition of
the Monk.
" * These are the signatures of various worthies who figure in the

poetical departments of the newspapers.
" f Mr. Gifford promised publicly that the Baviad and

Mseviad should not be his last origiual works: let him remember —
* Mox in luctantes Dracones.'

No. 129. Vol.Z*. Mar. 1809. X
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* Though printers condescend the press to soil

With rhyme hy Hoare, and epic blank by Hoyle.

Not him whose page, if still upheld by whist,

Repines on sacred flame to bid us list*.

Ye! who in Granta's honours would surpass,

Must mount her Pegasus— a full-grown ass;

A foal well-worthy of her ancient dam,
Where Helicon is duller than her Cam.
O dark asylum of a Vandal race-f

!

At once the boast of learning and disgrace;

So sunk in dulness and so lost in shame,
That Smythe and Hodgson J scarce redeem thy fame.

But where pure Isis rolls her purer wave.
The partial Muse delighted loves to lave;

On her green banks a greener wreath is woYe,
To crown the bards that haunt her classic grove,

Where RicHAitns wakes a genuine poet's fires.

And modern Britons pertly praise their sires [J."

These specimens will suffice to demonstrate the spirit

with which the author wields the sword of satire. It will

probably be thought by some, that his censure is too

general, and sometimes misapplied: on the whole, bow-

ever, an impartial reader will not hesitate to admit that

he is deserving of public thanks for the masterly correction

which he has inflicted on incorrigible dulness, and ou

obstinate malignity.

POETRY.

Tlie Resurrection, a Pocpi. By John Stewart, Esq. Author of" Tbe

Pleasures of Love." 8vo. pp. 253. Longman and Co. 1808.

MR, STEWART certainly |x>ssesses respectable talents, bat he

" * The ' Games of Hoyle/ well known to the votary of whist,

ches% &c. are uot to be superseded by the vagaries of his poetical

namesake, whose poem comprised, as expressly stated in the ad-

ve -tuement, all the « Plagues of Egypt.'
" f Into Cambridgeshire the Emperor Probus transported a con-

•id ruble body of Vandals! Gibbon's Decline' and Fall, p. 85.

Vol. 2. There is no reason to doubt the truth of this assertion, a»

a large stock of the same breed is to be found there at this day.

" % This gentleman's name requires no praise; the man woo it>

translation displays unquestionable genius, may well be expected

to excel in original composition, of which it is to be hoped we

shall soon see a splendid specimen.
" H The ' Aboriginal Britoos,' an excellent poem by Bichabw-
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m rather unfortunate in choosing a subject. The " Resurrection" is

too solemn for rhyming verse, however tolerable it might be in the

style of Milton or Young. We would advise him to study the an-

cient and original English writers more, and the modern imitators

less. Dryden is a much better model than Darwin. He would
also have given a better specimen of his learning had he translated

into English verse. The extracts he quotes from ^Ischylus and So-

phocles. His poem, however, has perhaps more merit than any of
its readers may at first suppose.

Classical Selections in Verse. 8vo. pp.200. Is. Robinson, Liver-

pool
; Longman and Co., Cradock and Joy, London, I 308.

AMONG the multitude of poetical selections, which we have
keen, the present volume stands unrivalled in exquisite classical

taste and elegance. Very few of the pieces have before appeared

in similar compilations ; and whether we consider their intrinsic

beauty, or that of the typography, we have no hesitation in saying,

that this is the cheapest and most elegant volume, in every sense of

the word, which we have hitherto found. To the editor it does

great honour, as displaying a- refined taste ; and to the Liverpool

press of Mr. J. Smith it is equally creditable for accuracy and ele-

gance. We have seen few books which approached so nearly in

bright blackness and clearness to Didot's stereotype, as these
" Classical Selections in Verse.*'

Suid Nunc? Selections from the Poems of the late W. Cowper,
Esq. contrasted with the Works of Knox, Paley, and others;

©n Fashioo, Cards, Charity, Clergy. Priest, Pulpit, Duelling,

Slander, Lying, Duplicity, Domestic Happiness Vice, Seduction.

8vo. pp.47. Is. (id. Easton, Salisbury ; llatchard, London.
1809.

HAD there been less melhodism in these selections, they would
have formed a more useful and convenient monitor. To do good, it

is necessary to avoid prepossessing against a thing the very persons

whom it is designed to attract The liberal-minded reader, however,
will find very salutary poetical and prose observations worthy of
the most serious and practical attcn^on, on the subjects enumerated
in the title.

MISCELLANEOUS.

An Abridgment of the Holy Scriptures, by the Rev. Mr. Sellon,

late Minister of St. James's, Clerkenwell. Stereotype Edition.

18mo. pp. 208. Vernor, Hood, and Sharpe.

THE acknowledged excellence of this little Abridgment of the

Old and New Testament rendered it a very proper work for a
stereotype impression. There are very few parents so poor that

they could not afford to purchase and read it frequently to their

X2
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children; nor are there any so rich or so learned as to require

a more splendid edition or erudite work for the education of youth.

The impressive simplicity, yet elegance of the language, will

improve both the taste and heart of young persons; and the moral

and pious reflexions which terminate each chapter, form such a

code of morality as cannot be read without producing some salutary

effect, without forcibly striking even the most obdurately de-

praved. Neatness, in every sense of the word, is the characteristic

feature of this stereotype edition: but we have observed two literal

errors. In p. 149, "p/ace of the province" occurs for " peace of

the province:" and p. 160, " public assemb/es," for public assets-

"bl/es." Such errors in a work printed in the usual manner, would

never be observed; but in a stereotype edition the utmost cor-

rectness is expected. Mr. A. Wilson makes it one of his " standing

rules," that " nothing is to be printed against religion;*' we hope

that he will add to it, that " no religious work is to be printed

incorrectly." In the preface p. xix. indispensable is used instead

of indispensable. The same thing occurs in Mr. Robinson's ste-

reotype edition of Entick's Dictionary.

The Lady
1

1 Toilette; containing a critical Examination of the Nature

qf Beauty, and of the Causes by which it is impaired, with In-

structions for preserving it to advanced Age; an historical Sketch

of the Fashions of Frame and England; Directions for Dressing

with Taste and Elegance; and Receipts [recipes] for preparing

all the best and most harmless Cosmetics proper for a Lady's Use.

12mo. pp.304. 9s.! Wyatt. 1808.

THIS book is entirely of French origin, although it is not

avowedly translated from the French. Had it* translator or com-

piler shown a little more regard not merely to morality but to

public decency, he might have made a work somewhat amusing.

He perhaps thinks, with some of our artists who employ themselves

in painting naked or indelicate pictures, that an immodest work

is the surest to meet a quick sale! The enormous price affixed

to it, tends to sanction such an inference. In this he has been

deceived, and we are happy to find that such an in famoas plan

is not go applicable to books as paintings. The directions for

preparing the cosmetics betray such a total ignorance of chemistry,

that we could scarcely believe that the book was. printed since the

end of the seventeenth century. Such contemptible nonsense

never before disgraced English wire-wove paper.

A summary Review of the F.vrhyicc adducedfrom the Charges Against

His Royal Highness the Duke of York. 8vo. pp. 24. Is. J. T.

Stocl:d«Ie. l£t/>.

THIS Reviewer says, " We believe no man would be guilty

of hanging a rat upon Mrs. Clarke's testimony." A jury of honest

independent Englishmen we suspect would act otherwise. The
original insinuation against Mr. Dowler*s veracity, in this tract, does

little to the cause it is meant to support; but so true it is* that

" want of honesty is want of sense."
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Aurora and Maria; or the Advantages of Adversity. A Moral
Tale, in which is introduced a Juvenile Drama, called Queen Eli-

zabeth, or Old Times new revived. By Elizabeth Somerviile,

Author of Leading Strings to Kuowledge, a Mother's Lessons,

&c. &c 18mo. pp. 16k 2s. Cradock and Joy. 1809.

A very neat, interesting, instructive, and moral tale, replete

with natural and affecting incidents, impressive examples, and
salutary lessons, very well adapted to engage the attention and im-
prove the minds of youth. Some persons may object to the intro-

duction of any thing in the form of a drama, although it only con-
stitutes one of the twelve chapters in which the work is divided.

The almost impossibility, however, of educating children in the

present age without some knowledge of plays, must excuse the

introduction of a dramatic fable ; and if such pieces are once ad-

mitted, it follows that moral ones should be preferred. Upon the

whole, we have no hesitation in recommending " Aurora and Maria1'

to the attention of parents, as one of the most salutary and useful

juvenile works, which does honour to the head and heart of the

author. Miss or Mrs. Somerviile appears to blend fancy and judg-

ment in a manner very happy for the entertainment and instruction

of youth.

A correct Copy ofthe Evidence taken before a Committee of the House
of Commons, upon tlie Conduct of His Royal Highness the Com-
mander-in-Chief; in which are included several Documents thai fiave

not yet appeared before the Public. 8vo. pp. 498. 10s. Gd.

Mutlow. 1 809.

THIS Copy of the Evidence on the Inquiry into the Duke of

York's conduct, is accurately printed from the minutes of the House
of Commons. From the importance of the subject which it relates,

it deserves a place in every library ; and the price, considering the

quantity of matter which it contains, and the present dearness of

paper and printing, is extremely moderate.

REVIEWERS REVIEWED.

CRITICAL REVIEW.

To the Editor of the Antijacobin Review.

Sir,

TOWARD the conclusion of my last letter, I left the Cri-

tical Reviewers vehemently abusing our Liturgy and Articles.

Our clergy, of course, experience a similar treatment with the
system to which they are bound to conform; and this, as might
be expected, in exact proportion to their conscientious adherence
to it. " The most inquisitive and enlightened of the clergy/' indeed,
" all the ministers of our Church who have any pretensions to

biblical knowledge," we are informed, " have embraced either

the Arian or the Unitarian hypothesis." These clergymen, as
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they hold sentiments " utterly at variance with the tenets whica

are maintained in the Liturgy of the Church," and act »n open

defiance of their professional engagemeats, incur no share of the

reproach bestowed on their brethren, but belong to " the upright

and the wise body of unitarian and rational Christians." The be-

haviour of these zealous unitarians, the critic considers as forming

*' a sinking exception to the monotonous dulncss" and " uninqnifitive

indolence" of the rest of the clergy, who are represented euhtr

as selfish, dronish, ignorant, time-serving fools, ct malicious and

persecuting bigots. " The majority of the clergy," he says, '« having

an infallible guide in the ipse dixit of men. who lived three cen-

turies ago, and finding tht mselves perfectly at their e^e in th;

* good things which are attached to ok t()uious assent, never feei ihe

will, nor harbour the presumption, of thinking for themstots."

They are ministers, respecting whom, he says, " the grfca* emo-

luments of the Establishment usually operate as a premium on their

mental somnolency and indolence;" ministers whose "orthodoxy

depends a good deal upon their haying a proper quantity of flesh

upon their bones; which flesh," arising from the assimilation of

the good things " included in the luxury of tythe--, is sure to generate

a di jtosit ion to swallow the Athanusian Creed, and all other creedt

%uhich the legislature in its wisdom may impose;" ministers, who,

" while in their orthodox zeal they would readily trample on the

neck* of Presbyterian or Catholic, would not scruple to testify their

political complaisance by any act of seiTility which it mi»ht suit

thetr interest to execute, and their employers to impose/' Even

the venerable Bishop of London docs not escape this censure.

" The sweets of mitred ease seem," our critics say, " to have

relaxed his holy aeal, and to have mad.? his lordship an apostate

from the righteous cause which he once espoused." 'J hose of our

cle'jiV who have defended the institutions of their Church against

the attacks of Romanists and others, are charged with "malice

and bigotry," and expressly characterised " the sordid, narrow-

minded, and time-serving ministers of the establishment, ... who

think that the worship of Mammon is very compatible with the

adoration of God:" and although ' peers, pastry-cooks, parsons,

and lawyers have handled this subject," our critics have been

shocked to observe that the mo4 inflammatory expressions have

issued from the sons of the Church." Those ministers who think

it their duty to adhere in their public instructions to the doctrines

of their Church, are represented as tied down " like swine" to

«' that trough of reputed orthodoxy, which is filled with the mere

offal of theology;" and are "priests who do nothing but repeat

the old common-place of ignorance and superstition " ice. Ac. &c»

(See Vol. 11, r.423, 440, 441 ; 12, 99, 324; 374, 375; 13, 23,

30, 32, 211 ; 14, 1(59.)

In this manner do these impugncrs of the Divinity and Atone-

ment of our blessed Saviour incessantly vilify every thing con:

nected with our venerable Establishment, and labour to prepare

men for their meditated attack upon it in the legislature. By

uch vile means are they endeavouring to alienate our atta<.hrueol

from, the most admirable ancient initiations, and, in thetr own
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fSodwinian style, " to roll us forward to some higher state of moral
existence and social bliss."

But there is one stratagem by which their nefarious purpose

appear* to be promoted, more than by all their other means
together: that is, the confounding and identifying the genuine

doctrines of our Church with the extravagancies of some modern
sectaries. On this head, alas ! if that consummate judge, Bishop
llorsley, was not deceived (see his last Charge), some wretched
generalship has been displayed by ourselves The real case is

this, while too many among us discover a lamentable ind inference

in respect to the vast coocerns of religion; on the other hand,
our nation is inundated with enthusiasts and schismatics. A species

of them, in particular, which arose about the middle of the last

century, have, by artful professions of friendship for us; by a
dexterous admixture of important scriptural doctrines with rank
enthusiasm; by an indefatigable zeal, a subtile organization, the

^exterior of sanctity, with occasionally the .spirit of it; by arrogant

pretensions to extraordinary inspiration, supported, with nice

management, in the eyes of the vulgar, by their extemporary
addresses, made an unexampled progress. Vet never, perhaps,

since the days of the ancient Pharisees, was there a sect of
-religionists, whose grimace, pride, and self-conceit; whose ob-
trusive and disgusting fanatacism; whose ostentatious quackery,
contempt for authority, and violation of all established order and
•decorum in religion; whose self- commissioned teachers, preaching
children, and preaching women, threatened more mischief ulti-

mately either to the Established Church of their country, or to all

.sober piety. For the peculiarities of this sect, therefore, the

sincere friends of our Church, in common with the whole host of
those persons who have no religion at all, justly feel a strong

aversion. Against this sect it is very fashionable, and sometimes
profitable, to declaim; and the minister would indeed deserve a
mitre, who, by rational argumentation, the authority of Scripture,

.or other legitimate means, should stem the torrent of their baleful

schism, and cause the whole stream of piety to move in its ap-
pointed course. But the zeal of some among us, in this employ-
ment, has greatly exceeded their knowledge. With the tares they
have rooted up the wheat also: in avoiding Scylla they have
split on Charybdis. In>tead of combating definitely and accurately,

with marked and pointed discrimination, the peculiarities and pro-

pagators of methodism, they have assisted in raising a hue and
cry against some important doctrines, and strictly correct ministers,

of the Church they are defending. Now this, S«r, is exactly

what our enemies would have it be. This circumstance they do
not fail to improve against us to the uttermost. Hence is furnish* d
an easy and infallible recipe for the damnation of our orthodox

divines. Every clergyman is now a methodist, and made responsible

for whatever is obnoxious in that body of people, who holds any
doctrine in common with them which is not hidden by his oppo-
nent. And by our Critical Revieuers, every doctrine of our Church

is expressly called Methodism, or Cuhanism (terms used by them
a* synonymous), and represented as big^with every absurdity.
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and every mischief that have been, or can possibly be, ascribed

to that system, which is not compatible with Socinianism.

Thus, in defending Mr. Stone, the reason, they say, why some
other clergymen were not formerly treated as he has been, was,
" that the evil genius of methodism had not then stolen into our

churches and cathedrals, and made even the coat of purple and
the sleeve of lawn a receptacle for superstition and intolerance.''

(Vol. 14, p. 166; and 182.) Now, in the name of common sense, are

our bishops turned methodists?— So, in their critique on Mr. Nares's

sermon, preached by appointment before the University of Oxford,

they break out into a most violent philippic against the absurdities of
" Methodism" and the "fanatics of the Evangelical school." Are
then Mr. Nares, and the University of Oxford who appointed

such a preacher, methodists and fanatics? So we are to believe.

And why ? Because this " learned theologue," our reviewers

say, "thinks it not enough " to disperse "the simple morality of

the Gospel, enforced by the impressive sanction of a future life
;

"

" though this," they tell us, " comprizes all the religion that

Christ taught." «' He (Mr. Nares) must add the doctrines of m-
carnation, of the atonement, of hereditary depravityt of the moral
incapacity of man, of justification by faith, &c. &c , which would

.
only bewilder the minds of the people in the east as much as they
do in the west. Indeed," they add, " for every moral purpose,
the Hindoos might as well be left under the influence of their

present superstitions, as have their minds perplexed and their

affections chilled by that deleterious doctrine which the Evan-
gelical missionaries would instil." (Vol. 1*, p. 432.) In
another article, in the same number, while " Unitarians" are
every thing tha*t Christians should be, those who talk the language
of our Church are classed with " the disciples of Whitfield and
and of Wesley," and represented as either "out of their senses*'

or " incorrigible hypocrites" To give colour to this charge, quo-
tations are produced, in common, from the Methodist and Evan-
gelical Magazines, the works of some wild clergymen of the
Establishment, whose procedure is condemned by every sound
churchman, and from our admirable communion service. To supply
an instance of the latter, what, they profanely ask, would a
stranger think, who should hear any persons maiutain that their
" depravity was hereditary," but that " a full, perfect, and suf-

ficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction," had been made for them
by the sufferings ofa God w ho had come upon earth about eighteen
centuries tago, and been put to death by his own creatures; that

the blood which this God, who made man, and yet was bom of a
woman, shed, was a fountain of purification," &c? " Who that
heard this, and similar jargon, which would be talked by a nation
of methodists, would not believe that every man, woman, and
child among them were out of their senses; or that they were
an incorrigible mass of hypocrites, w** # **, and rogues?"
(Vol. 14, p. 384.) A writer who has said, that " Unitarianism
is the ha(f-way house to infidelity" is told, " he might with more
truth have asserted, that Methodism is the last stage of vice, where
ull the roads meet iliat lead to the gallows from all the sources of
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crimes." " The truth," they say, " is, that the speculative prin-

ciples of methodism about innate depravity, vicarious punishment,

imputed righteousness, &c. are of such a nature, that if they were
made a practical rule of ife, they would tear up th§ very foundation

of society, and banish every particle of truth, justice, and humanity
from among men," ** Their belief (that of the methodists) is

fundamentally and systematically vicious and viciating." It is

" more pernicious " than " popery " or the ''immoral poison dif-

fused over the eanh by the atheist's of France." (Vol. 1.4, p. 331—
392, &c. &c.)

And yet, besides thus representing as branches of this belief,

and .is constituting it, all the leading doctrines of the Church of
England, these reviewers say, expressly, and continually, speaking
of the methodists, that " the tenets op that sect, however
opposite they may be to the Scriptures, ark congenial with the
Articles:" that the " creed op the Calvini»ts is, ipsofacto, the

creed of the Established Church : " and that " before, there-

fore, this spurious Christianity which passes at times under the nam*
of Calvinism, and at others is designated by that of Methodism,
can be more effectually combated by the clergy, the Liturgy

and Articles must be sedulously revised, and no doctrines introduced

which are not indisputably agreeable to the Scriptures, and fitted

to unite the most jarring sects th the bdnds of peace." &c. &c.
(Vol. 13, p 182; 14, 166, 180.) And thus are the sober and
scriptural doctrines of our Church rendered odious through their

association with enthusiasm: thus are her orthodox sons made
responsible for principles and practices which they detest, and
which they do their utmost to restrain and repress: and thus,

charmingly, are promoted the pestilent projects of Unitarian Re*
formers.

Such, Sir, is a specimen of the manner in which these critics

treat the laws and institutions, the Liturgy and confessions, the

doctrines and clergy of our venerable Church. Such also, as it

was proved in a former letter, is the manner in which they treat

on subjects relating to our admirable civil government. And, if

any circumstance be wanting to consummate this display of un-

principled impudence, and scandalous falsehood, this is supplied,

in the continual boast which these reviewers make of candour and
liberality, and of freedom from " all sectarian bias or antipathies ;

"

in the $eal with which they inculcate the superiority of" charity"

to doctrine, and assure us that this is indeed the all in all with

them in religion, that they " belong to no sect but that of charity;*
and in the confidence they express, that however they may differ

in opinion from any of the subjects of their remarks, u no persons

can say they do not review their productions with impartiality; and
hold all personalities, as unjustifiable and ungentlemanly >

'

! " Ai
if its editors had resolved to insult the common sense and common
feelings of their readers in the highest degree possible, this black-

guard publication really abounds with- aggravations of this sort.

(See, e.g. Vol. ]|, p. 178, 314, 448; 12, 212, 448; 14, 388; 15,

385, &c.) It would, surely, furnish an instance of unparallelled

absurdity and hypocrisy, to contrast their unceasing professions
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on this head with their uniform conduct, not only towards orthodox

churchmen, but towards every other party or people who are not

delfts or unitarians in religion, and something very like Jacobins

in politics.

What then, I ask again, must not be the mischief occasioned

x by this publication? It', through the exertions of such critics,

and the facilities afforded by book-clubs and circulating libraries,

unsuspecting youth, and half-attached manhood, are incessantly

to receive this account of the established religion, and of every

thing connected with it; if the divine service in which they are

to join, the doctrines they are to be taught, and the minister to

whom they are to listen, are thus incessantly to be traduced and

vilified; if all regard to truth and decency is to be neglected,

and Billinsgate is to be thus ransacked for epithets of ignominy

to heap on them, what can be the result but the increasing de-

A.-rtion and abandonment of the Church? And what could hence

be expected to ensue, but an increasing inundation of enthusiasm

on the one hand, and of irreligion on the other? And, if they

should succeed in overthrowing the Church, how inevitably would

follow all the horrors of civil discord r—Must not such a publication

nlso strongly tend to promote infidelity itself? If all that has been

holden sacred for eighteen centuries be thus charged with absurdity

and extravagance; if the general body of divines, whose pre-

tensions to wisdom and integrity have so long appeared plaosibJe

and been admitted as' just, are after all found to have been

•uch bigotted fools or interested knaves; will it not require some-

thing more than their own professions to convince mankrnd that

our critics and their new system are any better? And will not

the natural conclusion in respect to religion be, that all is un-

certainty, and folly, and knavery together?

Yet even here the mischievous efforts of our reviewers do not

terminate. It will not surprise the intelligent advocate of his

Church, who knows how exactly her doctrines correspond with

the Sacred Writings, to be further informed, that in precisely the

same manner as these critics treat tlic formularies of this Church,

they also treat the Holy Scripture*. This, however, is the fact.

Upon some parts of the Sacred Volume they lavish their most

unsparing and accustomed abuse: other very important and exten-

sive parts of it, they represent as having occasioned, by its

abstruseness, many "absurd and senseless doctrines;" and maintain

that, on the whole, it would have been happy for the Church to have

been rid hf it: while the rest, they strip of all pretensions to

inspiration, reduce to mere " human compositions,'* which " like

the other works of man " are " adject to error," and "partake

cf the imperfections of humanity," which also from the circum-

stances under which they were composed, might be expected

to contain much fiction and corruption together with their historical

relations; and which, in fact, do contain many "traditionary

fictions," " fabulous narrations," and erroneoas doctrines. It has

already appeared, how these critics extol as a zealous friend of

"truth" an author, who, as the Critical Review its* If had before

informed us, has reasoned himself into a disbelief of a great
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part of the Sacred Volume; and who seems to repose an undoubting
confidence scarcely in any portion of Scripture, excepting the

Apocalypse." (See Letter 111 )
Happily, however, here •* their

witness agrees not together," either, in respect to the Apocalypse
or the Gospels. The book *>n which Mr. Branson is said so im*
plicitly to rely, our reviewers contemptuously reject And in

regard to " our four canonical Gospels," with Mr. Evanson that

of Luke is a genuine production, while the other three are the

forgeries of a later age:" whereas these critics, with Eichhom,
give this exclusive honour of genuineness and "originality** to John,

and think the other three compilations from such documents as •

could be found at the end of the second century ; and that par-

ticularly " Luke founded his Gospel principally on the basis of
that of Murcion;" a heretic who "rejected the divine authority

of the Old Testament." (See Vol. 12, p. 380; 10, p. 449—4dd )

Whoever carefully peruses their review of " Wette on the Old
Testament," will see what a contemptible opinion these critics

entertain of many parts, if not the whole, of this portion of

Scripture. This indeed, is .not done without caution and reserve.

But this consideration amounts to little. " Such," this Critical

Review has informed us, " has been the zeal of infidelity, so

various have been the forms which it has of late assumed, that

(extraordinary and even ridiculous as it may to some appear) it

is not impossible for an explanation of the Bible to issue from the

pen of one, whose greatest satisfaction it would he to- obscure its

truth, to corrupt its purity, and 'to destroy its influence." (See '

Vol. 4, p. 'jl'.i ; 6, p. 472— 483.) Such cautions or professions

stand for nothing with the present writer ; as his object is not to

ascertain the private sentiments of tne critics under his consi-

deration, but to show the pernicious tendency of their writings.

Of tins. he wiil leave his* readers to judt>e for themselves, alter

fmnisninjj them with a further distinct specimen of the reviewer's

km^o-ijie on The subjec; in question.

I hev <.ay> thru (tnit the jlpoculypse is a " mere visi< nary repre-

sentation, the pi'id .ct oi some potent but deluded fancy ;" "a
chaos of confusion;" and (Verves no more regard than "the
definite dream* or incoherent suppoai'ion* of any man in a state

of delirium" They speik a -o of "the sanguinary spirit and
ynrdeniiuir froaty ninth art evinre i" in it. " All the Chris-

tianu \ ," they a-.l.f, "which is necessary for salvation, is con-

tain*. t n i tie four Gospels; and the peace of the Church xvould

have hccii much less disturbed, \Y the hi'isTLts or or. Pai l, which
Si. IV rr (iimselr confesses 'hat he found it dilhcult io understand,

had pt.rimi ll> with tip-: Chckciils to which iuey wfru nusr
ADDHt»i.D, and h r whose direction, \a many points of tunpomry
expediency oi ju^ttae ivhress, they were particularly composed."-—

Th i", as to tnese (lospels, only one of the four, it has already

appeared, is
#
allovwd tut- credit of rn-i^uuili'y, and th X they are

merely " human compositions," and < xeeednnjly adulterated with

superstitions and errors. Our present canonical Gospels, it is

niaintaiur d, were not known, nor used by the rath rs, until the

cl^e ot' me second century ; and that at this period they were-
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94 approved by the Church, not because they were deemed inspired

compositions, but because of the many human composition*, .vhich

then existed on the same inject, they were deemed the best."

It is added, however, that " u the biographical notes of Jesus,

which were most current in »wo first centuries/' and wnich
are quoted by the Fathers, are different" " pa'puby diffe-

rent, and *•* essentially different i
~ r present canonical Gos-

pels:" as different, to specify one in^ * ^ the simple repre-

sentation of Jesus as "the Son of Jo : . /t, ,d Mary." and the

ascribing to him a "miraculous concept., n. ' and Divine origin.

The original Gospel is represented to have U.ea tui .,iore concise

*nd simple. "The Apostles," it is said, "knew noihiugof the

miraculous conception ;" but " that in proportion as the Fathers

lived later they pretended to know more," and made continual

additions to the primitive history of Jesus. It is remarked, more-
over, in respect to the Evangelists, that * f there are several strauge

and marvellous appearances in their historical, relations ... in the

popular idiom in which they are expressed, or (as in the case of
Bemonides) in the popular superstition and vulgar creed with
which they were incorporated: improprieties ... which are quite

abhorrent from our present sentiments." Our reviewers talk,

therefore, of being still able " to separate the original life of Jems
from all subsequent additions, and from the same to recomposc a life

cf Jesus purifiedfrom the traditions of a later period" The answers,

they say, which the Fathers of the Church give to questions" on
this subject " are futile and absurd" (See Vol. 11. p. 113—119 ;

12, p. 212, .174—382; 10, P. 449—465).
What insufferable arrogance is all this. How different is this

mode of treating the Divine Records, from that of Bacon and
Boyle, of Locke and Newton; or even from that of Lardner
and Paley ! When, however, together with the " Thirty-nine

absurdities," and our " idolatrous" Liturgy, the Epistles of St. Paul,

and all other objectionable parts of the Bible are dismissed, and the

remainder of the Sacred Book is properly modernised and reformed,

we shall have made considerable advances toward* the new " state

of moral existence and social bliss" which our reviewers and their

associates are labouring to introduce. Then the simple form of

subscription for our teachers of religion may run thus: " I A. B.

promise from my heart, that 1 will renounce every other system
as old-fashioned and foolish, and that I will conform my religious in-

structions to the new Gospel, or life of Jesus, which has been composed
by certain celebrated foreign critics, who have lately assisted in ac-

complishing wonderful events in their own couniry, and by their

illuminated brethren in this kingdom." Thus shall we prove our-

selves superior to vulgar prejudices, and worthy of the enlightened
age in which we live. Thus shall we be calmly placed in " the

frozen tone of Christianity," and any persons who shall still find

the smallest restraints on their conduct from this religion which are

disagreeable, may easily, by taking a single step further, pass into

and wanton without control intheregionsof scepticism and infidelity*

But seriously, do we not behold in this Review an extraordinary

accumulation of those evils which we are taught so earnestly to
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deprecate, u allfalse doctrine, heresy, and schism; hirdness of heart,

and contempt of God's Word and Commandment; 1
' and odious dis-

play of " pride, vain-glory, and hypocrisy; of hatred, malice, and
unc^aritableness all aggravated by the very loudest pretensions

to integrity, and purity, and brotherly love? Is it not then a dis«

race to us that such a publication cau be circulated at all?

hould it not be execrated by every friend of his Church, his

government, his country, and his religion? Ought not so vile a
production to be every where u shunned as infectious, and hutited

down as destructive ?" t

Not doubting but that you will continue to merit the warm
thanks of your country by a vigilant attention to such diabolical

writers,

I am. Sir, with due respect,

Your's,

DETECTOR.

POLITICS.

THE public mind has been so completely engrossed by the

important inquiry into the conduct of the commander-in-chief

in the disposal of commissions, as to allow no other object to

occupy any portion of its attention for the last two months. The
main question has been decided by a vote of the House of Com-

mons, who have resolved, that the evidence adduced before theui

afforded no grounds for charging the Duke of York with corruption,

or with connivance at the infamous transactions which that evi-

dence disclosed. This resolution was carried by a majority of

eighty-two, 278 members having voted in favour of it, ami 196"

against it. To the decision of a majority of the House of Commons,

however small, we shall always pay that degree of respect which

is due to the solemn determination of one of the great councils of

the state. But as we are in full possession of the grounds of thnt

decision, of the motives which influenced the leading members in

the vote which they gave, and on the evidence on which alone

such vote ought to be founded, it will be no presumption in us

to hold and to declare a different opinion from that which the

majority have proclaimed, particularly when supported by no less

than 196 members of the House, among whom are men of minds

as independent, and as firmly attached to the principles which

brought the present ministry into power, as ourselves; and as

cordially disposed to support the great measures of ministerial policy
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which tkej have proposeJ and enforced. As we conceive that

the public have a right, on such questions as this, to call for the

decided opinion of every public character, and of every public

writer, we shall frankly declare, that, after a most .attentive

perusal of the evidence taken at the bar of the House, and of all

the documents by which it was accompanied, as printed by au-

thority, and of the comments and expositions of different member*

in the course of the debate, bad we been called upon for oar

opinion, we should have pronounced it to be the full deliberate

conviction of our mind, that the commander-in-chief was guilty

of connivance at the corrupt practices carried on by bis mistress.

And though we should not have been so presumptuous as to

question the purity of their motives, or the sincerity of their de-

clarations, who had drawn a different deduction from the same

premises, yet we cannot conceive from what known principle of

human action it is possible to infer his royal highnesses ignorance

of transactions which were so peculiarly calculated to alarm hi*

jealousy and to raise his suspicions. That he was deeply enamoured

Of Mrs. Clarke, after reading his letters, it is impossible to doubt

for a moment. Who then can believe, that her applications to him

in behalf of different persons some of them young men, would

not lead to an immediate inquiry into the motives of his beloved

mistress's interposition in their favour, into the source of the dear

interest which she took in their concerns? No doubt this seems, to

Us at least, to betray an ignorance of human nature so consummate

and perverse, as to baffle the efforts of reason, and to set even

conjecture at defiance. If an inquiry so natural were made, the

answer could be no other than that which Mrs. Clarke has stated in

her evidence to have been given. An equivocal answer, itisobvious,

would not have satisfied the doating admirer of a " darling love," "an

mngcl," who was all sensibility, all affection, and who must, there-

fore, "have been exquisitely alive to those impressions which could

scarcely fail to be felt by a less ardent lover, and to have sprung

from a better regulated passion, liut independent of the inference

which probability would have led us to draw, the positive testimony

ofDowIerand Miss Taylor, which '% ere was no counter-evidence

to shake, would have carried with them, in our minds, an irre-

sistible conviction of the existence of a culpable connivance at

corrupt practices. Having mentioned the name of Miss Taylor,

we cannot but express our regret at the unnecessary severity of
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her cross-examination, and the fatal consequences which bava

resulted from it. We lay it down as an incontrovertible position,

which we defy all the lawyers in the kingdom to overturn,

that there exists not in any earthly tribunal the -right or the power to

compel an answer to a question intended to extort from a young

woman a confession that her mother is a whore and herself a

bastard. Such a question appears to us to be immoral, unnatural,

and irreligious; because it tends not merely to violate the best

feelings of our nature, but to induce the breach of a divine com-

mandment, by leading the witness to revile and to defame

her parents, which God has commanded her to honour.—But

let us not be misunderstood : God forbid that we should impute

any thing immoral or irreligious to the gentleman who put the

question ! We are persuaded that no one of his majesty's subjects

is more strongly impressed with the importance of moral and

religious principles than himself, nor is there any one whose

general conduct is more influenced by these principles, or more

in unison with them, than his. Zeal in the defence of what he

believed to be the cause of innocence has betrayed him, incon-

siderately, into a deviation from propriety, which, on reflexion, we

have no doubt he will regret

From one part of Mr. Perceval's speech, we perceive that he

has done us the honour to attend to our suggestions and obser-

vations on this case: that while we express our satisfaction at

the justice which he has done us by such attention, we request

him not to harbour, for a moment, the injurious suspicion, that

we believed him capable of feeling an indifference to the interests

of religion and morality. No; we recollected full well his generous

cflbrt to enforce, in a certain clause, obedience to the laws of God,

by the terror of human punishment, in his bill for making the

crime of adultery a misdemeanour— a bill, the rejection of which

inflicted an indelible disgrace on that House of Commons which

was guilty of so flagrant a breach of its duty. We are happy,

however, that the moral part of the question has at length received

from the House the attention which it so eminently deserved. Had it

escaped their notice, the effect on the public could not have failed

.to be most pernicious. If the guardianship of public morals is

not so far vested in the legislative body of a state, as to render it

an imperative duty to pass a strong censure on any flagrant act

of public immorality which may be subjected to their cognisance.
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there must be a woeful defect in the constitution which has neglected

to provide for a matter so essential to the well-being of the com-

munity. Those members who talked with contempt of the im-

propriety of reading sermons on the profligacy of a prince, would

do well to read the History of Modern Europe, and to learn what

consequence have been produced by such profligacy, either real or

imputed.

In the part which ministers have taken on this question, they

seem to us to have been influenced by other considerations than

what arose out of the evidence. In their private conferences with the

Duke of York, they witnessed no doubt those strong asseverations

of innocence which were afterwords communicated to the House,

and which probably made an impression on their minds which

counteracted the force of the testimony delivered at the bar. With

a full conviction of his innocence then (for that they felt such a con-

Ytction, it would b« the height of injustice to doubt), thus acquired,

they cannot, with propriety, be said to have formed their decision on

the evidence. And, in that case, they acted neither as judges nor

as jurors. IndecJ, the resolution passed by the House has not

assumed the shape of a judicial decision; we are glad of it, for,

as a judicial proceeding, we should have had insuperable objections

to urge against it. We are thus Constrained to regard it as a

political measure : and here we deem it necessary to guard against

any false impressions which our former observations respecting the

exercise of judicial power by the House of Commons may have

excited. We are, fully aware that the House have an unques-

tionable right to take cognisance of the imputed misconduct of the

ministers of the crown ; that it is their duty to investigate minutely

any such imputation ; and, having so done, to excercise their

discretion as to the course proper to be pursued against the de-

linquents. This right they exercised, and this duty they per-

formed, in their inquiry into the conduct of the Duke of York.

And as to the ulterior mode of proceeding, we think it was a

matter of expediency, whether they should address the King to

remove him, or whether they should prefer articles of impeachment

before the High Court of Parliament. And their decision, in

this point, ought to have been regulated by a consideration of

which mode was best calculated to promote the ends of public

justice, and was most conducive to the public good. They might
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be of opinion that there was not a sufficiency of legal evidence

to bring home the charge of guilt to the party accused so as to

justify a verdict of guilty, and, therefore, might deem it an unfit

case for an impeachment; yet, at the same time, they might feel

that the factswhich had come out in evidence were sufficiently strong

to bring home a moral conviction of guilt to the mind, and con*

sequently to justify the House in voting an address to the throne

beseeching his majesty to remove the commander-in-chief from

his office. If they thought that by the latter mode of proceeding

the ends of public justice would be better promoted than by the

former, it would have been their duty to adopt it. It was by no

means necessary for them to pronounce a judicial sentence of guilty

or not guilty. They might perceive misconduct which rendered

the Duke unfit for his office ; but they might consider the imputed

guilt as not satisfactorily proved : and, will it be contended, then,

that, in such case, they would discharge their duty by passing

a sentence of acquittal without any further proceeding ? No, it

would be their imperative duty, either to pass a resolution ex-

pressive of their sense of the transaction, or else directly to

address the King for his removal. Viewing the question, then, in

this light, we cannot but dissent from the opinions of those who

insisted on the necessity of a direct verdict, and who denied the

propriety of any other decision than such as would either absolutely

condemn or fully acquit, Had it been a judicial proceeding,

indeed, this was the only course to pursue; but we cannot consent

so to consider it, as it was marked by scarcely any one feature of

a judicial investigation.

But, putting all connivance at corrupt practices out of the

question, and even taking the case as stated by the warmest ad-

vocates of the Duke of York, that his royal highness, though

incessantly with his mistress, was totally ignorant of frauds, of a

most disgraceful and dangerous tendency, coupled toith the name

of the commander-in-chief (to use the language of Parliament),

in which that mistress acted a principal part, we conceive it

impossible to reconcile such ignorance wjth the attention and vigi-

lance which the Duke was stated by £olonel Gordon to have

uniformly displayed in the discharge 0f hU official duties; or to

impute it to any other cause than a culpable negligence which

rendered him unfit for his office. Again, we contend, that if, in
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a single instance, he suffered a military promotion to take place,

to be expedited, delayed, or in any way aflected, by the interposition

of his mistress, that circumstance alone would be sufficient to

require his dismission. We think, therefore, the Duke has, at

last, acted judiciously in resigning his place. And, we trust,

though now tilled by a very worthy officer, that the office of com-

mander-in-chief will never again be occupied by an individual.

It is an office to which too much patronage is attached for an

individual to enjoy, and there can be no reason to prevent the

establishment of an Army Board, on the same plan and principle m

the Board of Admiralty. Nor is it even necessary that a military

man should be at the head of such a board, any more than it is

, that a naval officer should preside at the Admiralty. But, above

all, we hope never to see a member of the royal family again

placed in a situation of responsibility. We shall not be suspected

of entertaining any undue prejudices against the family of a prince

whom we love as a raanr and revere as a monarch ; but it is im-

possible not to have perceived, even from Mr. Canning's speech,

the extreme delicacy and difficulty of calling the King's son to

account for his conduct. These considerations, which were pressed

by Mr. Canning (though in such an investigation they ought not

to have the smallest influence), could not fail to carry with them

very great weight, and to make a very strong impression. The

force of this argument, we are persuaded, will be felt, though iU

justice may not be acknowledged.

Respecting the conditional annuity granted by the Duke of York

to his discarded mistress, the chancellor of the Exchequer acknow-

ledged that there was an awkwardness about it, which he could have

wished had been avoided; he admitted that it would have been

belter that the annuity had been absolute than conditional; but from

the Duke's refusal to pay it, he inferred a consciousness of inno-

cence. Now, the demand of Mrs. Clarke, for the payment of ber

annuity, was eitherjust or unjust ; and as no attempt has beeamade

to prove it unjust, we must conclude it to have been just; for hadil

been possible to impeach its justice, we may be sure, from the no-

common pains which have been taken to give a black colouring 40

every jne of her actions, it would have been done. Was it fair,

was it honourable, was it just, then, to refuse the payment of it?

And the refusal, be it observed, appears to have been given before
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her threats, which have been alleged in justification of it, were
uttered. But, it has been asked, if the Duke was conscious of guilt,

would he, for the sake of the paltry sum of 4001. a year, have ne-

glected to secure the silence of one so able to inculpate him ? We
might answer this question by asking another—Could the Duke be so

weak as to suppose that so paltty a sum as 4001. per year could in-

duce such a woman as Mrs.CIarke, with whom he had long lived in a
Mate of splendid luxury and boundless dissipation, to lead a correct,

decorous, and retired life > But we are aware that interrogation is

not argument ; and we will candidly admit that there is much force

in Mr. Perceval's objection to our inference, from the nature of this

transaction. And had not his royal highness displayed so much
weakness in other parts of his disgraceful intercourse with this wo-
man, we should be disposed to yield to its cogency ; but we
certainly did believe that the annuity had been rendered conditional

for the express purpose of securing Mrs. Clarke's silence ; and not-

withstanding what has been said, that impression is not yet femoveel

from our minds. Indeed Mr. Perceval has, by implication, admit-

ted the impression to be the natural consequence of the conditional

grant, as on no other ground, that'we can imagine, could he have

declared his opinion *hat it would have been preferable to make

that grant absolute.

By what operation of the human mind any man could bring him-

self to consider the evidence of Dowler and Miss Taylor as inadmis-

sible and incredible, it is impossible for u.s to conceive. Most con-

scientiously do we declare our entire belief of the perfect veracity of

both those witnesses ; nor can we imagine that any thing but a pre-

conceived conviction of the total innocence of the Duke, could have

led any man of sense and integrity to harbour a doubt of their

truth. That a mind so prepossessed might rather admit the false-

Hood of the evidence than the guilt of the accused, is conceivable

;

but it is not conceivable that any man, who allowed the conversa-

tion which Miss Taylor stated to have passed, in her presence, be-

tween the Duke and his mistress, to have actually passed, could

bring himself to believe that that conversation "could not with

justice be interpreted into any proof that his royal highness had a

criminal knowledge of the transaction to which it related." , We, on

the contrary, insist, that if that conversation really passed, it could

not, by possibility, bear any other interpretation. And yet has this

belief been expressed by a kivyer, who did not hscitate farther t#
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assert, that there was not a tittle of evidence to support the charge of

connivance at corrupt practices; and that the Duke had no know-

ledge of any of the transactions in which his mistress had been en-

gaged. And thus far, after his note respecting Tonya's case (the

authority of which was proved by as strong evidence as was ever

brought to prove a similar case), after his conversation in the pre-

sence of Miss Taylor, and after bis letter on General Covering's

business ! ! If any lawyer had ventured to make such assertions in

a court ofjustice, he would have experienced such a reproof frenn

the judge, as would have effectually prevented their repetition.

This same lawyer, too, ventured to affirm, that " the British army

bad never distinguished itself more than at those periods, when the

chief command of it was vested in a prince of the blood." This is

• piece of historical information that is perfectly new to us. We
are rather astonished that no member should have been tempted to

ask the learned gentleman, whether the Duke of Marlborough, Mc
Earl Peterborough, General Wo\fe, Sir* Ralph Abercrombie, or

Sir John Stuart, were princes of the blood? and, also, who signed

tbc Convention of Closter-Severn, wbo commanded at the siege of

Dunkirk, and who concluded the Convention in Holland?— It is

not by such gross and fulsome adulation that the cause of royalty is

to be served.

Another incredulous lawyer is stated to have said, that he did not

believe that his royal highness knew that the Samuel Carter pro-

moted by him, and recommended by Lieutenant Sutton, was the

same person whom he had seen behind Mrs. Clarke's chair, or lie*

carriage. The plain fact was this;— that, more than three years,

before, this youth had been recommended by Lieutenant Sutton j.

but the recommendation had been totally disregarded. When, bow—
ever, he became servant to the Duke of York's mistress, her inter-

position in his favour was more effectual, and he was appointed to

an ensigncy. Mrs. Clarke, it should be observed, was, in this case,

a very unwilling evidence. It was not brought fo. ,»ard by her,

but against bcr wish and desire. There cannot, then, be the least

ground for suspecting the truth and accuracy of her testimony on
the subject. She states positively that the Duke of York did know
that Carter was her footman ; and yet a lawyer rises in the House

of Commons, and without the* smallest probability to support him>
contradicts her evidence, and states his disbelief of the fact ! !

!

We find ourselves obliged to notice an extraordinary position
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advanced by a fourth lawyer ; one, certainly, who is not less emi-

nent for his knowledge and talents as a barrister, than for the sound-

ness of hi* principles as a politician. This respectable *»nd learned

member is reported to have uttered the following sentence :— "If
the Duke of York had not a hich sf.nsb of the value op honour

and character, he would not have parted with Mrs. Clarke when he

found her character would not bear investigation ; and it was not

natural to suppose that a man, who at one time had so high a sense of

the value of character in a woman living under his protection,

should at another time think so slightly of character us to run the risk

of exposure, if he had not been conscious ofhis innocence." We recollect

that some of the young members of the States General in France

were accustomed to attend what were called the Evening Sittings;

when, heated with wine, they frequently made motions and uttered

speeches at night, of which they were heartily ashamed when they

came to their sober senses in the morning. It was at one of these

sittings, called the Night of the Dupes, that the foundation was laid

for the subversion of all property, and for the destruction of all the

boundaries between right and wrong, virtue and vice. Now, if we

Jiad not known the state of sobriety of the learned member to whom
the above speech has been imputed, we should certainly have been

induced to ascribe it to some preternatural stimulus, of a nature

similar to that which produced such an effect on the senatorial ora-

tors of revolutionary France. Certain, however, it is, that no

human being could suppose that this strange declamatory nonsense,

about honour and character, could refer to an adulterous connexion

between the Duke and his mistress! Away with this parliamentary

cant, which substitutes a courteous and delusive phraseology for the

plain, wholesome language of the country;— a man dismissing his

strumpet, because, forsooth, her character could not bear investi-

gation! In the name of common sense and of outraged decency*

what chflracter can a man require or expect with a woman whom he

solicits to live with him to a state of double adultery, or, in modern

parliamentary language, to live under his protection ! This mode of

softening down the appropriate epithets by which our honest fore-

fathers expressed thyeir sense ^of vice and vicious practices, has a

tendency most injurious to the morals of the country, by accustom-

ing our females coolly to contemplate scenes from which, if clothed

#n their proper colons, they would revolt with horror. Already,

ss the course of this discussion, has adultery sunk into indiscretion;
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and we doubt not that we shall soon see a new edition of the Deca-
logue for the use of fashionable folks, in which the seve nth com-
mandment will run thus—"Thou shait not commit indiscretion."

The lamentable instances which have lately occurred of this parti-

cular species of indiscretion, which seems to spread with incredible

rapidity in the fashionable world, should induce every public writer

to set his face against every practice which can tend to lessen its

atrocity, or to diminish its wickedness, in the eyes of the puMic-

We are fully convinced, that its growth has been promoted, in no

inconsiderable degree, by the indecent K-viry with which acts of
adultery, in high life, have been treated in some of the public

prints. Aud any thing which contributes to lessen the disgust which

modesty and virtue naturally experience at the contemplation of

vice, has a direct and immediate tendency to produce the same
effect. A modest female will shrink from a woman who lives in a
state of whoredom or adultery ; but she can accustom herself to talk

ol one v\ho is only under the protection of a gentleman.

Of the three cases which have been, as it were, incidentally

introduced into this inrjuiry, namely, O'Mara's, Carter's, and
Kennet's, though two of them have been deemed irrelevant, as hav-

ing no relation to the professional duty of the commander-in-chief

;

they are all, certainly, of a nature to throw a light on the disposition

and general conduct of the Duke, and to remove a great deal of that

improbability which has furnished one of the grounds of argument

for his defence. The case of poor Carter is simply this— that the

Duke converted his mistress's foot-boy into a gentleman, by giving

him a commission in the army. We put it to any officer in the

army, whether, if the colonel of a regiment had done this, it would

not have occasioned a general discontent, and have been considered

as an instance of ungentlemanly conduct, which constitutes a military

ofFence. We do not mean to cast the smallest reflexion on the young
man, whose conduct appears to have been truly praiseworthy, and

who has gained promotion, not, as Colonel Gordon would call it, in

the regular way, by money, but by his own merit. Let no false

pride now deprive him of the fruits of his good conduct ; but let

him enjoy them in peace. But the merit which he subsequently

displayed makes no difference as to the misconduct of the com-

mander-in-chief, in raisin? him from the kitchen to the mess room.

It has been urged, indeed, that a colonel in the army, in a con-

fidential situation with an illustrious personage, was himself a foot-
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man, who has waited behind the chair of one of the Irish members

of the present Parliament; and thus, therefore, his promotion

justifies the appointment of Carter. We admit the fact, which has

been long known to us, but we deny the inference ; and wc appre-

hend few persons will be found to contend that the existence of one

abuse is sufficient to justify another. We must here just observe,

that Colonel Gordon's evidence, which we have heard extolled as

most candid, satisfactory, and even decisive, appears to us by no

means to deserve the unqualified commendation which it has

received, or, to say the truth, any commendation at all; lor of all

regular men surely he is the most irregular. In trifles his memory

is wonderfully tenacious and retentive; in essentials most woe-

folly defective. Colonel Wardle's ignorance of the Christian name

of the Captain Maling, respecting whom he wished to make some

inquiry, supplied the sagacious and provident colonel with a fine

opportunity for the display of his professional regularity and skill.

He chose to infer, that the Captain Maling about whom he was

questioned, was that Captain Maling to whose situation the questions

could not possibly apply; and although he was perfectly aware that

there was another Captain Maling to whom they would apply, he

did not conceive it to be consistent with the rules of professional

regularity to set Colonel Wardle right. It afterwards came out,

however, that there was a Captain Maling in the Duke of York's

own office, in re#pect of whom the regulations laid down by the

Duke himself, and, according to his secretary, most rigidly ad-

hered to, had been grossly violated, and that at the very recom-

mendation of this regular secretary himself! For this Captain

Maling had received his company without having seen any servicr,

without having eyen joined his regiment ! ! ! So much for the

regularity of the Duke's office, and of the Duke's official secretary !

But it is most remarkable, that after a very long examination, in

which his answers all referred to the other Captain Maling, when

Colonel Gordon was asked, " What were the services of Captain

Maling*s brother, who is, I-believe, a captain in the army, who is

in the War Office?" answered, "There is a Captain Maling, an

assistant of mine, in the office of the commander-in-chief; I take

for granted that is the person referred to.** Is it credible, that

Colonel Gordon should not have been aware, from the very first

question that was put to him about Captain Maling, that this was the

person referred to T And if so, though bis answers might be strictly
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regular, they certainly had the efect of prevarication, for they
tended to lead the examiner astray. He then acknowledges what in

stated above, that though this Captain Maling had seen no service,

he recommended him to be placed on the half pay as a captain ; and
for what reason? why, because be bad "an extraordinary jjood

character, and more than common abilities," as a clerk in office f

And this extraordinary admission followed a declaration of the
colonel's to this effect— "I conceive it my particular duty to take
care, that any officer whose.name is submitted to his royal highness
Is a fit and proper person, duly qualified in all respects, as to points

of service, and as to his majesty's regulations, for the service into

which he is so recommended." And yet, in breach of this particular
duty, he recommends for promotion a man whom he knows to he
wholly unqualified, both as ic points of service, and as to his majesty's

regulations; and this is not prevarication, but regularity/ Bot we
have done with this regular witness, with his eternal explanations,

and his constant reference to his box.

We shall dismiss Doctor O'Mara and his case in a few words.—
The first question that naturally suggests itself to the mind is.

how came a doctor of divinity, and a candidate for the mitre,
to be acquainted with a woman of easy virtue? Expressing our
abhorrence of the conduct ofa clergyman, who could so far de-
grade his character and station, as to make a prostitute the channel
of an application for any ecclesiastical object; we consign tbut
wretched man to his diocesan, who, if he knows his duty, will
provide, for him a much severer punishment than any that the pea
Can inflict. But we must maintain, that the facility with which
the Duke complied with the request of his mistress to obtain per-
mission for Dr. O'Mara to preach before the King, aftords a strong
presumptive and corroborative proof of his disposition to grant any
request which she might choose to prefer. For certain it is, that
he could not act with greater impropriety, or disgrace himself
more, by listening to ber petitions on military affairs, than by
gratifying her wishes in this respect.

Kennett's case, though a strange one, has been little dwelled'
upon. He was a man not merely of doubtful character, but of a
character so bad as to be rendered incapable by law (having stood
on the pillory) of being a competent evidence in a court of justice.
Yet did the Duke of York, without the smallest scrapie, not only
cofluntinicate with this man, but, in the hope of obtaining %
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pecuniary toon through his meant, actually recommended him as a

fit person to bold a situation under government. It would be an

insult to our readers to point the moral of this Ctee. imbecility

itself may discern its profligacy.

We should have been induced to enter into a regular analysM

of the evidence on such particular case, had not this task been

roost ably, and effectually, performed in several of the periodical

prints. We hare already stated the effect which the whole in-

vestigation has produced on our minds; and we can assure his

majesty's ministers, that in every society which we have frequented,

in every conversation which we have had with individuals, we have

not found one man in a hundred who is not as strongly con*

inced as ourselves of the past misconduct of the commander-in-

chief. When, too, they find that such men as the conductors of

the Courier, of the Antijacobin, and of some other publications of

similar principles, are deeply impressed with a belief of the same

fact; they must be persuaded that their opinions do not proceed

from prejudice, much less from disaffection, but are the delibe-

rate result of unbiassed judgment, issuing from honest, upright, and

impartial minds. Let it not, then, be inferred, that every man
who thinks the Duke of York unfit for his office, b concerned

in a conspiracy against the House of Brunswick. If such

a conspiracy shall ever be found to exist, it will not, we venture to

assert, find more resolute and ardent opponents than the writers in

question ; who will not only employ their pens, but who will shed

the last drop of their blood, should occasion require it, in defence of

the illustrious family on the throne. And here we cannot forbear

to notice a most preposterous and dangerous notion, that had the

house resolved the Duke of York to be guilty of the practices, or con-

nivance, laid to his charge, they must, of necessity, have passed a

bill to exclude him from the throne. Indeed, this strange idea of

fnterruptingthe succession, so solemnly fixed by the act ofsettlement,

was canvassed with as much apparent indifference as could have

been displayed in the discussion of the provisions of a common turn-

pike bifl ! Such loose asseverations, however, ought not to be tole-

rated ; they display a want of reflexion and of wisdom, not less re*

prchcnsible in itself, than mischievous in its effect. To provide

against possible evils, was an act of folly which our sober ancestors

disdained to commit. It will be sufficient, for the security of our

#xcellent constitution, to supply a remedy for an exUting grievance.
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however it arises. And it is wonderful that men, who betrayed an

excessive reluctance to wound the feelings of the King, by beseech-

ing him to dismiss his son from office, should so easily familiarise

their minds with the idea of calling upon him to give his consent to

an act for excluding that son from his legitimate succession.

So long" as this great cause was under the consideration of Parlia-

ment, a respect for the impartial administration of justice led us

most cautiously to abstain from delivering o<;r opinion on its merits.

Having now discharged our duty to the public, by a conscientious

declaration of pur honest sentiments on the subject, wc bid idicu to

a theme at once disgusting and pa.nful ; nor shall we be tempted to

renew the discussion, unless some new circumstances should arise, to

call for our animadversions. The couunander-in-chief is no

more.

" We war not with the dead;

A lion preys not upon carcases."
•

And we hope that all the defective parts of our military system

will die with him—wc shall then have no more Burrards and Dal-

rymples !—no more Conventions of Cintra !-—The discussions on

this last subject in Parliament, have proved nothing but the exist-

ence of a strong spirit of party, wholly unconnected with the wel-

fare of the country. The opposition condemned the issue of the

campaign in Portugal only as it supplied a means for casting dis-

grace on the ministers, and of giving themselves credit with the

public. All parties were unanimous in absolving the military com-

manders from any share in the imputed disgrace. And although

the event, which was pronounced from the throne to have de-

feated the just hopes and expectations of the country, was produced

by the refusal of the general to pursue the French after the battle of

Vimicra, when the advantages ofsuch a pursuit have been declared,

by a competent judge, Sir Arthur Wellesley himself, to have been

tuch as a child must have perceived, yet has this refusal not been

considered as affording any ground of reproach to Sir Harry Burrard,

much less a sufficient cause for bringing him to trial ; so that a great

public disgrace has been sustained, and no one is made responsible

for it

!

The affairs of Europe seem about to undergo some material

change, but nothing has yet occurred, of a nature sufficiently

marked, to enable us to pronounce any rational opinion respecting
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them. We are not sanguine in our expectations of an alteration in the

policy of the Russian cabinet. Arid though we are far from thinking

meanly of ihe resources of Austria, yet, unless she obtain a power-

ful assistance from this country and from Spain, and that most

promptly, we confess our fears will be stronger than our hopes.—In

America, the determined opposition ofthe people has compelled the

government to forego their ruinous system of internal and external

policy, by repealing the obnoxious embargo act. We are by no

means clear, however, that this proceeding will be productive ofany

benefit to England ; and most certain we are, that it should not bs

suffered to deter our government from the adoption of any measure,

which can tend to establish our independence, as well of America

as of Russia. The very disinterested advice of Mr. Baring, not to

encourage the growth of flax-seed in Ireland, because we may chance

soon to receive an adequate supply from America, was much better

calculated for the meridian of Washington, than for that of the Bri-

tish capital. Whatever conduct America may now pursue, we may
be certain, that her government, under the influence of Mr. Jeffer-

son, will never be well disposed towards Great Britain. And it

will be the bounden duty of ministers to afford every possible en-

couragemcnt to our own colonies, in order to obtain from them those,

supplies which we have been too long accustomed to draw from

America. Their conduct, hitherto, has been founded on a wise,

discreet, and prudent system of policy : let them firmly adhere to

it, and they will deserve and receive the gratitude of their country.

March 27th.

*~— ————— r '

MISCELLANIES.

THE CONSPIRACY; A NEW DRAMA.
To the Editor of the Antijacobin Review.

Sir;

WHEN the mind is occupied with matters of importance,

it pays little attention to those of form. I shall, therefore, intro-

duce myself to you, without farther ceremony, by. saying, that I

am a dramatic writer by profession, and that 1 wish for your advice

and assistance in an undertaking, the idea of which, as I believe,

has suggested itself to myself alone, and in the execution of which

I have already made considerable progress.
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* From the moment when the proceedings of the Committee of the
House of Commons, appointed to investigate the conduct of His Royal
Highness the Commander-in-Chief, began to be published, they en-

Srossed my whole attention. As these proceedings advanced, and
cveloped that happy assemblage and striking contrast of charac-

ters, which were exhibited in the sly inuendos of the useful and
friendly Dr. Tbynne ; the brilliant sallies and arch repartees of
that celebrated courtezan Mrs. Clarke ; the solemn importance of
the gratuitous barrister Mr. Adam; the cautious reserve of his hum-
ble prototype, the equally gratuitous lawyer, Mr. Rowland Maltby;
the mechanical precision of the military secretary Colonel Qordon

;

the sensitive memory of Mr. Donovan, which only moved when
touched by the finger of recollection; the courtly officiousness of
General Clavering, who came forward io mar the veracity of Mrs,
Clarke, but unfortunately marred his own ; the unsuspecting confi-

dence of Mr. Reed, who, for the honour of his hotel, believed the
lady, who passed a night there with one of his lodgers, to be tbd

tbife of the gentleman with whom she slept; the convenient forget-

ful ness of Mrs. Favery, who forgot not only the name of the street

in which she lived for years, but even every circumstance about

her own father and mother; the confidential talents of Mr. Green*
wood, who had the merit of indiling the farewell epistle from His
Royal Highness to his mistress, and of conducting the negociations

with her, through the Ambassador of Morocco; the interesting timi-

dity of Mrs. Corn, who, as a pattern for all good wives, dreads the

anger of her husband; the distressing sensibility of Miss Taylor,
whose tale of poverty, distress, and illegitimacy, was wrung fruoi

ber agonised bosom j~when alHrft^f>e**Onages, I say, passed in

review before me, I could not help exclaiming, M Heavens! what an
mcomparable group for the formation ofmy Dramatis Persona !

"

Again, when 1 contemplated that succession of interesting events,

»nd unexpected discoveries, which marked the progress of this inves-

tigation— the apprehension of a Conspirator, who was proved
by Mr. Lowten to be only a mad parson, and therefore sent by the

House of Commons to continue his edifying labours at one of the

fashionable chapels of this metropolis; the miraculous preserva-

tion of a whole packet of letters, long since doomed to the flames,

but providentially saved by the prying curidsity of a landlord ; the
solemn communication made to the House, by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, of a forced note purporting to be the hand-writing of
the Commander-in-Chief, being in the possession of Captain Huxley
Sanden; the Captain's denial of^ the existence of this note; the
declaration of Colonel Hamilton, that the Captain had acknowledged
to him his having destroyed this note; the subsequent produc-
tion of this note, and the awful pause that ensued when it wa*
proved to be a true note; the commitment of Captain Sanden for
prevarication respecting this note ; the dignified air with which Mr,
Speaker resumed his awful chair of state, and with his hat on his head,
and his arms a-kimbow, received the unhappy prisoner j while with
the energy of his manner t|je powder, flew out of his wig, and all St.

Stephen's trembled as he shoot his head, as once Olympus trembled
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at the nod of Jove.—But the sublimity ofmy theme is betraying roe

into a style too lofty for epistolary correspondence. I shall there-

fore only say, that, on reviewing these striking incidents, I congratu*
lated myself on the unparallellcd interest and stage effect which
they could not fail to produce; and triumphed by anticipation in

the bursts of applause my intended Drama would hereafter receive

from brilliant and overflowing audiences!

When I adverted to the examinations and cross-exaramations
of the different witnesses, to the sapient queries said to be put
to them by some of the honourable members; queries which
would have dumbfounded Solomon himself, for " true, no meaniug
puzzles more than wit;" to the archness and flippancy with
which Mrs. Clarke quizzed the lawyers; to the blunders of the
Irish barrister, who asked her, whether she signed tbat -anonymous
letter with her own name, or that of any other person ; with what
delight did I survey this inexhaustible fund of rich, witty, and
humorous dialogue

!

These invaluable materials suggested to me, as you will easily

conceive, the design of dramatising this investigation. I was at first

tfhder great apprehensions lest the same idea should occur to

Mr. Sheridan : but as he absented himself from the house, after

having surprised it one evening by catechising Mr. t>oWler on
the score of morality, with all the pious gravity of a bishop,

tny fears of his interference subsided, and I set to work with all

my might.

To doubt the success of this undertaking, Sir, is impossible: for

daring the original exhibition at St. Stephen's chapel, the benches
were stuck over with tickets, bearing the names of the members
who had secured their seats hy attending *t prayers, just as tha

walls of an empty house are stuck over with hand-bills. I should
have premised, that by the courteM of the house, the members who
attend at prayers are entitled to keep their seats during the debates

of the eveoing ; and, in virtue of this rule, Mrs. Clarke has contri-

buted more to promote devotion among our representatives than any
woman living, or than probably she ever dreamt of being entitled

to take credit for. As to the gallery, it was crowded every morning
at an early hour; the sacrifice of a tedious day being thought
amply compensated by the entertainments of the evening; and
disappointed thousands envied the happy few who gained admit-

tances

I am aware of no valid objection that can be offered to the plan X
have undertaken ; unless that you may think it impossible to com-
prise all the Voluminous evidence, and protracted debates, respecting

this investigation, within the compass of a Drama. But if you
read them with attention, you will soon be satisfied, that if nine

questions out of ten that were put to the witness had never
been asked, and if nine speeches out of ten that were made by the.

members had never been delivered, the investigation would have,

been jtist as complete in all its parts as it now is, and therefore this

objection is at once removed.
At the same time, I frankly acknowledge, that my mind is

ombaVra^ed 'aiid /perplexed ' with very serious>^ul
;

ues : and it
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is from a Sense of them, that I am induced to address mv.«elf

to you, of whose literary talents I entertain the highest opinion,

in order that I may obtain the benefit of your advice and assist-

ance.

In the first place, I "had been much at a loss what title to give

my pl»y; for much depends upon a good title. Indeed, a good

title it^as important to a play, as a good name to an individual.

JWy original intention was, to call it the Commander-in-Chief; as

Shakspeaie has callfd several of his plays Hamlet, Othello, King

Lear, and others, after the principal personages whose actions they

rela'c; but I relinquished this intention, on considering, that in this

case, the Commander-in-Chief, though certainly the principal per-

sonage, never comes forward in his own proper person. The Inves»

tigation is applicable enough as a title ; but wants strength and

signification. I therefore propose calling it The Conspiracy ; a

name which, while it is sufficiently impressive to arrest the atten-

tion of the public, can give offence to neither party, as each may

construe it in his own sense. The Ex-secretary at \V*ar may suppose

it to countenance his idea of a Jacobin conspiracy against the

House of Brunswick, set on foot by the machinations of lowlived re-

publican incendiaries, enemies to monarchical government and

social order: and Mr. Whitbread may apply the term to that specie*

of conspiracy against monarchical government, which he says is

batching, not in cottages, but in palaces; not in the seditious prin-

ciples of the vulgar, but in the prodigal debaucheries of princes.

I mean, therefore, to call my play The Conspirator, unless your

ingenuity can suggest a more appropriate title.

In the next place, I was long undecided whether to make it a

tragedy or comedy. In the opinion of the critics, " the subject

best fitted for tragedy, is where a man has himself been the cause

of his misfortunes, not so as to be deeply guilty, nor altogether

innocent: the misfortune must be occasioned by a fault incident

to human nature, and therefore in some degree venial. Such mis-

fortunes call forth the social ailections, and warmly interest the

spectator." The history 1 have to narrate, completely accords

with this description ; and partakes of the nature of modern tragedy

in another respect, that while the actors were grave, the audience

was laughing. But then, on the other side of the question, it bears

the strongest resemblance to comedy, because the incidents afe

much more of a comic than a serious nature. Most of our modern

comedies, in the style of the French Comedie larmoyante, are so

interlarded with pathetic sentiment, and our tragedies are so en-

livened with sprightly buffoonery, that, generally speaking, no man
can possibly guess, whether what he is listening to be tragedy or

comedy, till he comes to the last scene of the last act ; when it

is denominated the one or the other, according as it pleasesj the

•uthor, to make the conclusion fortunate or unfortunate. Nowf

the conclusion of this story was not left to my discretion, and is of

the most indeterminate description imaginable; for though a retreat

has hitherto been considered as an unfortunate event, yet recent

authorities have declared it to be fortunate, and even tantamount to

a victory. Buonaparte foolishly imagined that he had the bert of
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the late campaign, after he had driven us out of Spain, with the
loss of our baggage, ammunition, military chest, aud magazines; but
His Majesty's Ministers expatiated on the advantages wj hud gained
by this useful diversion, as they termed it, ami Parliament voted their

thanks to such of our general officers as had the good fortune to get
home safe to receive them. If a retreat was so glorious in thisaHYir,

why may it not be equally so in that of His Royal Highness ? nnd
indeed the cases seem to run parallel throughout. We lost tho

place for which we were contending, and our money, in the one;
and His Royal Highness lost his place, and emoluments, in the

ether. We saved our honour; and His Royal Highness, having
been acquitted of corrupt participation and criminal connivance, has

saved his honour too; and may fairly sing Te Deum. In order to

put an end to all my perplexities on this point, I have decided to

call my piece a Drama, a term which I hope will meet with your
approbation.

Another point to be considered is, whether the representation

should or should not have the adventitious aids of music, singing,

and dancing. These are the great support of modern compositions;

and may be introduced without any violation of the unities of time,

place, or action. I have ready to my hand, Mr. and Mrs. Corri,

and the boys whom he was in the habit of bringing to sing t/i

Mrs. Clarke, in Gloucester- place. Mrs. Clarke may perform an ac-

companiment on the beautiful harp presented to her by Captain

Huxley Sanden ; and a dance may follow with the greatest pro-

priety. If you think this Italian music should be diversified with a
lew convivial songs, to please the galleries, I can give the Twelfth

Night Supper-scene in G loucester-place, so humorously described by
Mr. Corri; when the gentlemen sat drinking to a very late hour,

and laughed at him for being such a fool, as to giva the 200K note

to Mr. Cockayne the lawyer, who put it in his pocket very quietly,

saying in the Italianised version of the dialogue, " It is one act of

very good generosity on your part, Mr. Corri.*'

These, Sir, are the principal points on which I wish to consult

you, as to the composition of the piece : but now I have to advert

to a most unfortunate obstacle to my views of fame and profit, that

has lately presented itself in the conflagration of Drury-lane thea-

tre. It was a leading feature in my plan, as Mrs. Clarke appears to

have no engagement upon her hands at present ; and I acquiesce from

the bottom of my heart, in the sentiment of Mr. Donovan, that she

would be " a treasure in every way," to have engaged her myself

a* soon as my Drama was ready for the stage. I should not have

paid her so ill a compliment as to tell her, that " if she was clever,

she would never apply to me for money;" but have relied in full

confidence on her talents for maintaining such an establishment,

as that to which she has been accustomed in Gloucester-place. My
scheme would have been infallible, as you will admit, when you

recollect the attractive graces which this inimitablc'actress displayed

at the bar of the House of Commons : for I meant to advertise in the

play- bills announcing the representation of my Drama, the part of

Mrs. Clarke to be performed by herself. But alns, Sir, all my dreams

•f alHuence, all my fond hopes of bliss, or to use Mr. Whrtbread <
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expressive metaphor, " of laying my head in ihe lap of thai

Delilah, and being shorn of my strength/' are now blasted

:

for how can I expect Mrs. Clarke will so far condescend as to

tread the boards of any of the minor theatre* ; • or where can I now

find room to accommodate the numerous audiences: that would have

flocked to the representation of ruy Drama ? Aud if I wait till

Drury-lane or Covent-garden theatres are rebuilt, some new

fcux-pas in high life will probably intervene, to engross the

public attention, and the Duke and bis Darling both be for-

gotten.

In this dilemma, I am strongly inclined to publish my play; while

the impression of tne subject is still strong upon the public mind;

but am unfortunately rather embarrassed about the means of so

doing, at the present moment I cannot publish it by subscription,

because my friends are already very impatient for the appearance

of another work, the subscriptions for which I received about

two years ago; and 1 cannot publish it in any other way, because

I am entangled with a churlish ignorant bookseller, who has no

other way ofjudging of the merits of his authors, than by looking

at the debtor and creditor side of their accounts. I have therefore

to propose to you, Sir, that if you will give my piece a few finishing

touches and corrections, and make the necessary advances for

f
rioting and publishing, we will divide the profits between us.

f this proposal meets your approbation, the manuscript shall be

immediately sent for your perusal, your concern iu the uadertakiiuj

s^all remaiu a secret, and you will, of course, announce in your

next number, that such a Drama is in great forwardness, speaking

of it as a production that has excited the highest expectations

in the literary world, as well from the uncominon iuterest of the

subject, as from the established reputation of its

author. I am.
Sir,

Grub-Street, Your great admirer
March 25, 1809. and faithful servant,

MARGITES.

CORRESPONDENCE.
^^^^^^^^^

MR. LEVER requests us to state, that his work on Seamanship*

noticed in our last, is sold for 3/. 3*. >

Colonel 's Letters ; Tlicologut; and the excellent Essay of.

Mr. J— B— , with several other favours, shaU appear in °B'

next.

A letter will be forwarded to Mr. G.
The indisposition of the Theological Reviewer has occasioned usi

omission of the important subject of "Divinity" thjsmpptb* wbicb

it is hoped will be speedily resumed.
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Gli Sfati deholi semprc ficno aiabigui nel resolacni, et so

J«nte tono nociuc.
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•

mpro le deliberatieh!

Machiavsli.1.

An historical Review of the commercial, political, and moral
State of Hindoostan, from the earliest Period to the

present Time: the Rise and Progress of Christianity

in the East, its present Condition, and the Means and
Probability of its future Advancement. With an Intro-
duction and Map, illustrating the relative Situation of th*
British Empire in the East. By Robert Chatneld,
LL. B. Vicar of Chatteris, in Cambridgeshire. 4to.

pp. xlii and 451. Richardson. 1808.
»

TpYERY new publication relative to Hindoostari, which
either collects the detached information already before

the public, or brings some original facts to our knowledge,
is a national service. A country so extensive and so im-
portant, we do not say essential, to the prosperity of the
British empire, cannot be too well known or too often

described. It is true such minute explanations may also

enlighten the enemy and expose our weak parts; but the

security of British India should not depend on his igno-

ranca Our government there ought to rest on the immu-
table basis of public justice united with practical utility,

and not on any of those temporary expedients which sooner
or later render weakness contemptible. A system of policy

indeed which seeks to support itself by expedients, will

never lay the foundation of an extensive or permanent
empire, neither will it long effect the security of that

already established. It is in vain that our arms interpose

to prevent the rapacity of native princes, if the exactions

No. 130. Vol 32. April. 1809. Z
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of oar subordinate agents are equally distressing to tbe

people. It is not less criminally foolish to violate their

religious prejudices to-day, and flatter them to-morrow,

when resistance is made. Such conduct being uninfluenced

by reason, of course no rational motive for it can be

perceived by the ignorant Hindoo, who will soon leant

to consider it as an irrefragable proof of wanton malignity

and dastardly imbecility. Individuals, we know, have

attempted to palliate such measures, by alleging the stu-

pidity of the natives was such, that their thoughts never

extended beyond the sensible objects before them. Were
this allegation true, we should consider the original offence

still more heinous. If they are influeuced only by their

feelings, it follows that we should always endeavour to

make that impression upon them which would tend most

to the general advantage. But it is not denied that Hindoos

have memories as wellas Europeans, that tbey remember

insults or extortions with equal facility, and that tbey can

also communicate their recollections to their offspring.

These recollections, (here is too much reason to fear, if

not decidedly hostile, are by no means friendly, to British

authority. Gratitude and revenge are common to the human

race ; and, although they often exist without reason, they

seldom endure long without a motive. A wise government

would seek to inspire the former emotion, and avoid every

cause for generating the latter. The ignorance and illiterate*

nest of the natives no doubt render them extremely difftih

to manage; but, although they are not capable of distract

reasoning, or of duly appreciating what would eventually

tend to their own interest, we might nevertheless make a

strong impression on their feelings highly favourable to the

British government and laws, and above all to the immense

power of our invincible arms. The effect however of objects

on those who reason and those who only feel is very different?

yet be who assiduously studies the latter may learn the means

of influencing them as easily as reasoners are influenced

by arguments. It would be foolish, iudeed, to expect such

acquirements in persons who only consider the speediest

methods of accumulating wealth in order to return to their

native country. But of these we shall have occasion to

*peak in the course of our analysis of this " Historical

Keview we must now turn to our author's introduction,

which merits more than ordinary aueatioa at the preset

cr^is.
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kfr. Chat6eld begins with the earliest records of society,

the increase of population, wealth, and the dawn of comr

merce and the arts in the East; in that country, xhp

present inhabitants of which are accounted, by certain

superficial declaimers, so incorrigibly stupid as to be in-

capable of all intellectual improvement. As population and
wealth increased, new desires were created ; new sources of
pleasure or grati6cation were alternately discovered and
exhausted; until what was at first only matter of taste or

delicacy became at length an object of paramount impor-
tance. In this state, from its peculiar situation and pro-,

ducts- as well as the taste and ingenuity of its inhabitants,

India could best supply the increasing refinements of the

times; and its delicate fabrics were not only earnestly

sought after, but became a subject of competition between
adjacent nations. The importance of this traffic, which was
probably a principal source of the opulence and power of the

empires of Nineveh and Assyria, appears to have engaged the

attention of mankind, at a period too early for any authentic

records of its existence to remain. The origin, decline,

and fall of the Syrian, Phoenician, Egyptian, and Cartha-

ginian commerce are better ascertained, as well as the more
modern trade of the Venetians, Genoese, Florentines, and
Portuguese. The fanatical crusades, however, like all other

wars, extended the actual boundaries of civil refinement

:

the crusaders beheld, admired, and secretly imbibed a
taste-for, the luxuries of Asia; while the discovery of the

magnetic needle led to that of the Cape of Good Hope and
the passage to India, which has since contributed to enrich

and adorn the people of Europe.

" The Portuguese and Dutch/' (observes our intelligent author)
** long possessed the sovereignty of these seas; and the power en-^

joyed in the East by the other nations of Europe was^almost too

inconsiderable to be deemed a matter of national concern, when a
singular concurrence of events brought the Mogul Empire to the

brink of destruction, and traiisfeiTed its fairest possessions to the

dominion of Great Britain.
*' Of all the European naval power*, England was the only one

which bad not hitherto made any material territorial acquisitions iu

the East, when the ambition and the intrigues of France compelled

ber to fight for her independence, uotil, from having been only an
ally of the Nabob of Arcot, she became, by her conquests, the-

sovereign of a principal portion of the Carnatic. The English

power grew under the dissensions of the native princes, and the

jeajousy of the Mogul Oiarahs : a succession of brilliaut victories-

a 2
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and negotiations gave it at length tb<; audi?pated sovereignty of
India, and advanced its boundaries to the regions of the Punjab*
or that country which is watered by the five branches of the
Indus." p. xiii.

*« France has long viewed the English empire in India with a
Jealous eye. Anterior to the Revolution, her object was not trade,
but dominion

; and subsequent to that eventful period, her views have
been directed to the same quarter, with a more alarming vigilance,
At every Durbar, her ministers have been active, and her emissa-
ries have been spread through every region where the murmur of
disaffection could excite the hope of revolt: nor has her attention
been solely confined to the courts of Hindoostan; the seed* of
future revolutions in the East have been long nourished in her
capital; the languages of Turkey, Persia, and India, have been
taught to the pupils of her military schools, in order, at some future
period, to organise rebellion, or assist the efforts of the frontier na-
tions in subverting the British empire in the East." p. xiv.

Mr. Chatfield then proceeds to examine the practicability
of the Gallo-Russian project to invade Hindoostan by
marching through Persia, and seems inclined to think it
possible. We shall state his views, which are evidently
well digested, although not conclusive. He takes for
granted that Russia can assemble an army at Astracao
Whence it may embark on the Caspian Sea, sail to the south-
eastern extremity, land and march to "the city of Tahirao
which is situated about twelve marches from the Caspian
Sea, and little more from Ispahan," the Persian capital.
I hence, according to Tavernier, he estimates the distance
to Candahar at eighty-nine days journey; from Candahar
toCabuI, twenty-four; from Cabui to Lahore, twenty-two;
and thence to Delhi, eighteen; making one hundred and
fifty-three days journey from Ispahan to Delhi, or one
Hundred and seventy-seven from the shores of the Caspian
to Delhi

" Of Labore, it may be remarked, that it is a city of the hiti ;

antiquity, giving its name to the province of which it is the ca-
pital, and standing on the great road leading from Delhi to Persia
and Saraarcand. It is oftener named Panjab than Lahore, from
the five rivers which intersect it before their junction with theMot, Laivore is one of the largest and most fertile provinces of
Hindoostan, abounding in wine, sugar, cotton, wool, and all the
necessaries of lite. Nor is it only from its fertHity, that it deserves
eur particular consideration, but as it has been from the age of
Alexander to the present day the theatre of those great battles,
which have deeded the fete of India. It was principally by the
valour and enterprise of the troops of this frontier province/ that
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«

both Alexander and the first Arabian conquerors, were prevented
from carrying their victorious aims to the Ganges. Mahmocd, the

scourge of Hind ustan, who, in his twelve celebrated expedition*

into this devoted country, had traversed its extent from the moun-
tains of PeropamUur. to the junction of the Gauges and the Jumna*
and from Moultan and /\gimere to the shores of the ocean, and the

Temple of Sumnaut, saw the value of Lahore, and had met many
severe checks from the bravery of its inhabitants, and, therefore, in

his tenth expedition, he made it an integral part of the Gaznevide
empire. p. xxi.

" Two routes have been traced for the march of the combined
Russian and French armies towards the Persian frontier, supposing
that the expedition is conducted not only with the consent of the

King of Persia, but that every thing necessary for the subsistence

of the armies shall be furnished by him on tueir passage through
his territories. One point of departure is from the duchy of
Warsaw; the other from Dalmatia; Astracan to he the place of
rendezvous. By the former route, the march will be more difficult,

as the greater part of it must be performed by land ; by the latter,

the Russian vessels on the Black Sea will lesseu the fatigue of the

soldiers, and transport them to the right shore of the Sea of Azof.
Thence, crossing the Don, they will march to Czaritzin on the

Volga, where boats will be prepared to convey them to Astracan
at which place they will probably be joined by the Russian rein*

forcements. The march by the former route has been computed at

500 leagues*, and may be accomplished in three months: that

from Datmatia at about half the distance and half the time.

Of the practicability of either of these schemes, with the aid of
a Russian fleet in the Euxine, and the supplies that may be furnished

by that power in the march from the Sea of Azof to the Volga, no
reasonable doubt can exist. The passage of the Caspian Sea is also

secured by the Russian transports, and nothing but the dangers of
the navigation can prevent the combined armies from landing

either at Astrabad or Bulfrousu on the S.E. shore, where the

Persian alliance can alone contribute to the security of their further

progress." p. xxvi.

" The distance from the S. E. extremity of the Caspian Sea, to

the town of Attock on the Indus is, in a direct line, 1130 miles;

from Attock to Delhi, 587. The whole distance then from As-

trabad to Delhi is 1717 miles; or allowing for the deviation of roads,

about 2200 miles." r. xxxiii.

" Let not any man presume to calculate upon the distance, the

incertitude, the dangers of any expedition, to be undertaken by
Europeans, so far from their own country, or to brand it as wild

" * The distance by land from Astracan to Czaritzin is 2<JO miles.

Thence is a chain of redoubts to the nearest point of the Don of 40

miles.

i
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and romantic. To minds inured to danger, and with bodies tttnletW

by incessant labour, toil, and pain, are inferior considerations. The

wafers of the Danube and the Euxine, the Don and the Volga, the

shoals of the Caspian, the forests of Mazanderan, the sandy pbiw

of Khorasan, the barren rocks of Herat, tbo mountains of the Par*,

pamisus, or the petty warfare of the Afghan hordes, can present no

obstacles to those, who have fought and conquered on the banks or

the Po, the Rhine, the Elbe, aod the Vistula; or have borne tite

privations of a Polish winter. Accustomed to conquer, they may

oe soon taught to despise every peril th.it thwarts their progress to

victory. Stimulated by the remembrance of former gloriw, it

they think on their absent friends and companions, it may only be

to contrast with their exploits the bright deeds which they are

preparing to achieve. ' Did not/ they will say. 'Alexander

• trace the same victorious course? have not the Tartar, the

f Persian, and the Afghan, successfully invaded and conquered

• the fertile regions before us ? and were the sons of Macalon,

• or the undisciplined myriads of Timor, Nadir, or A bdallah,

• more brave, or more powerful than the soMiors of Napoleon?

• The empire of the world is the prize of our valour, and England

' is only to be conquered on this banks of the Indus and the

f Ganges/ " p. xxxv.

Against this formidable display of alarming dangers,

tvhich the author has too incautiously adopted from a

pamphlet on the same subject, we shall adduce a few facts.

Admitting the ability of France and Russia to assemble

60,000 men at Astracan, which is the utmost number

that could possibly be supported in that barren region;

this force has still to be embarked and transported above

200 leagues on the Caspian Sea. This voyage would

require at least a month to perform in such a dangerous

navigation ; and when the troops landed at Astrabad, pro-

visions for upwards of four months mot e must also be landed!

for an army is not tQ expect supplies in the saline plains or

mountains of Persia. Now the whole Russian shipping in

the Caspian consisting only of four or five sloops of war

»nd coasting vessels, perhaps does not amount to 2000 tons.

These, it is evident, are very inadequate to transport an

army of 50,000 men, with arms, ammunition, magazines,

military stores, cannon, and provisions for five mouths.

The shipping indeed necessary to transport such an army

is more than all the pqwers of Russia can produce at Astra-

can in three years. Nor could this army be carried in w°

divisions, for, as it could not advance with safety through

» such countries but in great force, and as the double voyago

from Astracan to Astrabad would occupy at least M
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months, the waste of provisions would form an insuperable

difficulty. It is also to be remembered, that the shores

of the Caspian Sea are more destructive to animal life than

any other part in the known world. This is so notorious,

that the least calculation which could be made of the mor-
tality, would be two-fifths of the army before it reached

the frontiers of Persia. It would then have to encounter,

during the months of July and August, a hot destructive

wind, not less pestiferous than the Sirocco, to march over

•alt and sandy deserts, plains covered with saltpetre, inacces-

sible summits, rocky declivities, impassable torrents,

and impracticable forests, through countries inhabited by
savage hordes too ferocious and too greedy of plunder to

respect any alliances or any civil authority which would
deprive them of their booty. The mandates of the Persian

emperor would be found very unequal to the task of com-
manding the peaceful submission of all the petty princes

and warlike nations which exist between the shores of the
Caspian and Lahore, on the frontiers of British India. Nor
can It be supposed that the Persians would now act as they
did in the days of Alexander, and that they would, not-

withstanding their known hatred of the Russians, join them
and the French, whose manners and customs are so dif-

ferent, to augment this allied army to 150,000 men. Mr*
Chatfield seems to think, that the Franco- Russian army
might proceed to Tahiran, the present capital of Persia,

and thence to Delhi. Yet is it to be believed that the
Persian emperor, however complaisant to Buonaparte at

Paris, would quietly admit such a foreign force to enter
his capital? But even were he thus credulous and im-
prudent, half of the army which embarked at Astracau
would be dead before the remainder could reach Tahiran
and Ispahan. We suspect, indeed, that it. is wholly im-
possible for a French force ever to traverse the Caspian. If

Frenchmen attempt to march to India, it will be much
easier and safer for them to pass from Constantinople to

Aleppo, traverse the Arabian Deserts to Bagdad, and thence
to Ispahan, as they would not perhaps venture to embark
in the Persian gulri where they might find an English fleet.

But there are still more difficulties : suppose Ispahan to
be the place of rendezvous for the French and Russians,

each pursuing their own route, would not the keeping of
such a numerous body of men together, in such a country,

generate mortal diseases? It is calculated, that about one
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in twenty- five camels die on the road during twenty days
march; one in eighteen, during thirty days; one in twelve,

during forty; one in nine, during fifty; and one in five,

during sixty. Now, supposing the army to set out with.

50,000 camels (although this number is far too small),

above 10,000 of them would be dead before they reached

their first destination. Such a number of dead carcases,

always increasing as the camels and men became more
fatigued, and of course more susceptible of disease, would

doubtless produce the annual plague of the country. If

the whole army stopped, as a part could not, to bury them,

its march would be considerably impeded, its sufferings

by disease and fatigue increased, and would in all proba-

bility fall an easy prey to the first gang of robbers which

, came in sight of it. Buonaparte has already crossed the

Deserts of Egypt; he will never again venture his men,
unless they become rebellious, on similar destructive,

and fruitless expeditions. We must then be permitted to
u calculate on the distance, the incertitude, and the

dangers of such an expedition to Europeans," and to con-

clude, contrary to our author, that, from an attentive

review of the situation, climate, extent, and sterility of the

country, and the manners of its few inhabitants, it is phy-

sically impossible for a French army to penetrate over

land to the banks of the Indus, and there cope with 100,000

men trained and commanded by Britons *.
—

.

* It should here be observed, that the present Emperor of Feists,

Fatah AH Shah, derives his authority from the usurpation of his

uncle, the Eunuch, Aga Mahomed, and can have no aversion

from the usurpation of Buonaparte. But, as such power is always

insecure, and particularly so in the East, the Persian emperor

may not long enjoy tranquillity. He belongs to the Kajar or

Quajar tribe (an appellation signifying rebel or deserter),

which is detested by the Persian nobles; and even his own nume-
rous family at his death would, no doubt, dispute the sovereignty

which has long been the prize of the boldest competitor, Tlw
Persian imperial troops do not exceed 00,000 men* armed with

matchlock guns, besides 20,000 honorary soldiers. The Zand*,

whose family was deposed, now reside in Maaanderan, and

only seek an opportunity to contend again for their legitimate

right to the throne. The appearance,- therefore, of an European
army, in Persia, would be the signal for civil war, and the allien'

French and Russians would find themselves just in time to be sacri-

ficed to the vengeance of contending parties. The enemy, tow*
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Let it not, however, be supposed, that we are any more
convinced of the security of Hindoostan than our author,

although we may think it unassailable by a Gallo-Russian
army. The wily enemy will soon find much cheaper,

speedier, and more effectual means of attacking the British

government in India, than by an impracticable expedition

over land. His intrigues with the emperor and petty

princes of Persia are already well known; he is now
perhaps subsidising the powers of Cabul, Candahar, and
the warlike Afghans ; among whom French engineers and
drill serjeants have been sent. It is not, indeed, with

Frenchmen, who are now become little numerous, that he
intends to vanquish the British in India; it is with countless

hordes of natives, deserters, and traitors, that his emis-

saries expect to ts cover themselves with glory," according

to his own absurd bombast. But, admitting the possibility

of a combined European army, assisted by Persia, Can*
dahar, Cabul, and Lahore, reaching the west bank of the

Indus, Mr. Chatfield asks,

" Will the warlike Seiks, [who can bring 200,000 cavalry into

the field, a force greater than that of any other state in Hindoostan,

and} who have so long and so bravely resisted the inroads of their

Afghan neighbours, suffer them to advance in peace under the

banners of an invading army* which may have probably stipu-

lated, as the reward of their safe conduct, the surrender of their

own rights and independence? Will the Rajpoot princes, the

natural allies of England, refuse to join their forces with those troops,

who, remembering the victories of Plassy and Buxar, and still

covered with the hard-earned laurels of Delhi, Assye, and Laswarree,

burn with impatience to measure again their bayonets with aa

ever, has taken a much safer and more practical plan; already

have his emissaries given the governor of Bombay considerable

trouble, to prevent them from establishing a settlement at the bay

of Cutch, on the frontiers of Guzerat They have been more suc-

cessful in Scindy, where it is believed they have privately been

well received, and allowed to form settlements along the banks of

the Indus. Fa tali Ali has most probably ceded to the French the

important islands of Ormuz and Kismis, which are the keys of the

Persian Gulf. The island of Carek was expected to have a similar

fate. Should the enemy thus obtain a chain of posts along the

coast of Persia, he might then hope to transport an army and

military stores from Aleppo to the Euphrates, and sail down that

river to Bussora, thence to Ormuz and the banks of the Indus.

A small British force, however, in the Persian Gulf would greatly

obstruct this project.

—

Rev.
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enemy, whom, in India, they have always conquered? Shnll the

'eastern shore of the Indus be left open and defenceless, and the

Panjub offer no obstructions to an invading army ? or shall the enemy
be f tillered to advance to the ominous plains of Carnawl and Pan-
niput, and the meed of empire be effeminately contended for, when
the towers of imperial Delhi are almost placed within his view ?

No! the English army wilt still do its duty, and scorn to stain those

laurels, which have now flourished under the growth of sixty years

of success and victory. But allow this army all the glory it deserves;

alW even what is, from the fickle state of the Indian mind, a matter

at best problematical, that the Seiks aud the Rajpoots are inclined

to the English alliance, and active in its cause, this will not prove
that the powers from the Indus te Cape Comorin and the Ganges, are

well afteetcd to a dominion which has so frequently given them cause

of suspicion and distrust, nor will it remove the apprehension, that

the seeds of revolt and disgust are not thickly sowu amongst the

Sepoys* in our own service. What then could a handful of British,

troops, however ardent, however brave, effect against an enemy,
equal or superior to it perhaps, in point of numbers, and haviugA

besides, the powerful aid of religious prejudices to benumb, or

divert the co-operation of the auxiliary forces?" i». xxxviii.

The following reflexions contain such cogent, indubitable,

and salutary truths; evince such efficient principles of
sound policy (now so rare), and breathe such genuiue pa-
triotism and philanthropy, that they caunot be too gene-

* " The Mutiny at Vellore, and other symptoms of sedition

manifested amongst the native troops in the Carnatic, teemed
strongly to indicate that other causes, besides the intrigues of Tip-
poo's sons, had alienated the minds of the soldiers. The measure,
of interfering with the religious distinctions of either Hindus or
Mahomedans, is so fraught with danger, that we ought not so
much to be astonished at the event, as at the folly, which gave
birth to it. It is said, (VVaring's Tour to Sheeraz,) ' that the
* slightest breath will often turn the tide of popular favour; and that
' an eastern cominantier, instead of looking up to his troops for
* protection, often considers them his most dangerous enemies

;

* that, obedience in the East is the reward of cruelty and that
* the successes of Zenghis Khan, Timour, and Nadir Shah, were
* chiefly to be attributed to the severity of their discipline/ But,
v hatever may be the peculiar effects of climate, in altering some
of the feelings of men j the force of nature is too strong not to show,
that a people ruled with lenity, cannot always be insensible of
gratitude, and that obedience preserved by cruelty, rests only on
a sandy foundation ; whilst discipline, tempered with mildness,

and respecting the habits and observances of men, in whatever
condition they are placed, xaust always produce the most beneficial

cousequuices.
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rally known nor too much studied. We hope those of the

East-India directors whose attention is not wholly engrossed
with their patronage, will meditate seriously and conscien"

tiously on these remarks.

" In reasoning upon human events, independent of any immediate
intei position of Providence, it is the duty of man in his individual

state, and much more in a state of society, to consider the means
h* possesses for the Accomplishment of any particular end. If, there-

fore, political wisdom be something more than an empty name, let

us attend to that prerept, which teaches us to compare the object

we have in view with our capacity to obtain it; or to bring the

subject more home to oor reflexions, that Great Britain should well
.

consult her ability to defend an empire, ho distant and extensive*

from the combined efforts of a French and Russian Asiatic army,
insisted by those powers, whom rooted antipathies or recent inju-

ries have alienated from our cause. Looking only to the map of
'India, England possesses a territory, great in extent, and flourishing

in resources ; the strength of a kingdom does not, however, consist

in the extent of its dominions, or the number of its people, but
in its union and compactness ; in the celerity with which its strength

may be called into action, and its forces made to bear upon any
given point. Is it not then necessary to examine, how that power is

united, how all the parts which connect the mighty empire of
British India, are combined in any consistent whole f How is

rebellion kept down at present, but by the strong arm of power?
Are Scindiah and Holkar favourable to the British cause, or have
they forgotten their recent defeats, and the prize of dominion
snatched so rudely from their grasp? Have the other Mahratta
-powers assimilated with a government which has humbled their pride,

and contracted the sphere of their exertions? Tilts memory of the

Chout (a graut now withheld, ofa fourth part of the revenues of
the southern provinces), the peculiar system of their government,
their annual campaigns of plunder, the very collection of the

revenues, which support the princes and the nation, always paid

with reluctance, and for the most part extorted by force, will urge
them to seize with avidity, the first moment which offers itself, of
casting off an alliance, not cemented by affection, but imposed by
a hard necessity.

" The Rohillas have not forgotten the ungenerous interference of
the British army in 1774, and the surrender of their liberties to the

dominion of Oude. They are still brave, warlike, and industrious,

and their incorporation with the British territories in Oude may
rather prove a source of danger than of triumph. Is even the vassal

state of Oude, so long the seat of British intrigues, so long accus-

tomed to misrule and rebellion, pleased with the changes that have
been made in her provinces, or inclined to favour the future designs

of her Liege Lord ? Are the IVJahometan chieftams, the Jauts, ra-

the Seiks, prepared to join the British standards, or to participate

in the contest which must decide the fate of India?
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" Under a wise and able government, not a moment should be lost

to resist an evil of such tremendous magnitude; and if the chances

of war, or the eflects of political arrangements have consigned so

large a portion of Hindoostan to the British empire, no alternative

remains but to meet the danger at the breach. Whilst disputes

are agitated about forms and precedents, whilst divisions are made
in the senate, and among the multitude, about the necessity of
concession, or the justice of new acquisitions, behold (he enemy is

mi the gates. No concession will disarrange the projects of the

modern Alexander; no friendship or peace will soften his re-

sentments, or disconcert his views. He has made the fall of Eng-
land as indispensible as that of Carthage was to Rome ; he has made
his own aggrandizement to rest upon humbling his riral in the

dust; and he looks to the subjection of British India, as the most
effectual means of annihilating the British power in Europe.

" In such a crisis, delay would be dangerous, 4 fas est et ab hoste

doceri.' Is the enemy brave and active, does he employ the best

means to compass his purposes; let the policy of his rival be the same,

iet Iter counsels be dictated by the same prudence, and acted upon
with the same resolution; the chances of success are then equalised,

2nd the justice of the cause will at length preponderate. The power
acquired by England in India, if wisely employed, may be the means
•i acquiring more, or rather of consolidating beyond the power of
accident, that which it already possesses: but if with a foolish

policy such measures are persisted in, the apparent motive, or ulti-

mate aim of which, is only to divide, to weaken, and to irritate the

native powers, without contributing any thing to their essential

benefit; if they are led to suppose that our object is only plunder,
or the gratification of a restless ambition ; if any undue interference

is made, or any interference sanctioned, hostile to the religious

habits of the people, before others have been superinduced by time,

a lenient government, and the fostering hand of education and re-

finement, by which alone the change from ancient opinions becomes
less sensible, and the dislike to new principles less repugnant, Eng-
land will act the part ofa stale madly bent upon its ruin, and only
kindle the flame for its own extinction.

It is indeed easy for a government to murder and destroy its

subjects, without adding a particle of strength or of happiness to
its empire; and though, by spreading divisions among its neigh-
bours, its nominal power may for a time be augmented, the evil

will eventually fall on its own head, and sap the foundation of its

welfare and security. The real strength of an empire is in the

uisdom and justice qf its government. Tfie principles of justice

will remain firm and unshaken, whether influencing individuals or
srntHMs, when all other systems have perished and decayed. Already
is the English frontier of Oude advanced to within three or four hun-
dred miles of the Afghan provinces of Lahore and Cashmere;— the
thirst of dominion should now yield to the benevolent design of
ameliorating [meliorating] the condition of the natives, and removing
by lenient measures their rooted prejudices against a foreign u>
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ftuence. Tbe H inJus and Mahometans may, perhaps, be drm'
gooned inio a formal profession of Christianity, or be compelled to
show tokens of love and submission; but the obligations imposed
by such severe expedients are as weak, as the injustice that dic-
tated them is dangerous and flagrant. They will; only serve to
increase the alienation which it is an imperious duty to remove, and
add to the myriads whom the successful march of an iuvadiog army
will draw round its standards.

" If India be worth preserving, and its commerce be a main
source of our present political greatness, the energies of tbe
state must be instantly called into action, in adopting the must
prompt and decisive measures, to avert a blow which threaten*

not only the. British Empire in the East, but perhaps the existence of
Britain as an independent nation. Whatever sanguine hopes might
have been indulged and countenanced in Parliament, of the growing
prosperity of India in I SO I, have now, it may be presumed, in

consequeuce of the revolutions both in Europe and Asia, become
more precarious : the dangers threatening from the East cannot bat
rivet the attention even of the most ignorant and thoughtless; nor

can the pressure of the times in J78+, be compared to the alarming
crisis of 1803. Nothing' but a happy combination of efforts, botU

. at home and abroad, can secure the empire from the storm that

is ready to assail it. Nothing but a zeal united with knowledge, a
courage directed by prudence, a wisdom uninfluenced by party or pre-

judice, can save the commerce, and with it the sovereigttty of In dim,

from failing under the influence of France,
" It jnay perhaps be urged, that the late revolution in Spain,

and the present convulsed state of Europe, may lead to political

changes, which will remove to a greater distance the dangers we
have been describing. But it will be of little avail, to have removed
tbe evil, if it may recur with more alarming symptoms, and pro-

bably at a period, when we are less prepared to meet it. It requires,

indeed, no great cftort of ingenuity to prove, that the consequences

of our late measures have diminished the security of our eastern

empire. But men are naturally pleased with the bitltiant detail

of conquests; and look not so much to the result, as to the splen*

dour ot a victory. Whilst the irritation of the public mind continue*

in Hindoostan, whilst the French, whoever is their ruler, are enabled

to intrigue with the bordering states, the seeds of disaffection mvy
gasify be matured to revolt, ajid occasions will never be wanting to

diffuse them" p. xxxviii.

Here we must pause, to inquire what is the actual state

of the British administration in Hindoostan. How arc "all

the parts whicb connect tbe mighty empire of British India,

combined in any consistent whole ? " What are the unity

and energy of a government destined to resist such a

jwwerful and effective combination of enemies? Why a

vast and- partly unknown empire, occupying an extensive
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tract of land along the coast of the Indian ocean, from the*

shores of Persia to those of China, divided into rival president

cies, with a nominal supremacy, but without any reciprocal re-

sponsibility ; weak through their mutual jealousies, and de-

spotic from their weakness—a government which has all the

inconsistency, imbecility, and cruelty of democracy, without

its national enthusiasm; which makes treaties to-day and
deviates from them to-morrow; which is administered by
deputies, who are the more honoured the more wealth they

accumulate, or who are virulently persecuted in proportion

to the superiority of their talents and integrity ; a government
which has as many features, as many modes of acting, as

it is composed of individuals.— Such an incongruous system
of oppositions and contradictions never before occurred ! A
system, if so it may be called, where the directors have
collectively and individually different views; where the

governors again nre influenced by other considerations;

where the civil and military authorities wage an eternal

war of emolument ; and where it is deemed necessary, in

order to maintain obedience, to oppose, instead of uniting,

all the subordinate branches against each other. A power
so constituted may excite our surprise at its existence,

but most assuredly cannot inspire respect, or beget a hope
of its permanency. In this country, the contest fbr au-

thority between the ministers of the day and the directors

destroys all responsibility * in either. There is, too fre-

quently, a wantof unanimity between the different presidents

and the commamicr-iu-chicf. In the presidial councils,

one class of members uniformly oppose another, and all

are decided against the bench of king's judges, while his

4
majesty's officers and army treat with contempt those of the

Company. Can such a state of things long resist the

machinations of a vigilant and observing enemy like Buo-
naparte ? If it should, its rulers must ascribe it to blind

fortune, and not to political wisdom. India, however, like

all tropical climates, is not the land of patriotism, still

less is a regard for the public welfare a virtue of adven-

turers ; its fall therefore will be coolly and carelessly antici-

* The late case of Lord Lauderdale strikingly illustrates the

absurdity of a system, in which political measures do not rest on.

their propriety, or the authoritative judgment of an individual, but

•a the intrigues of opposite tad coatendtu* interests.—Jfc;.
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pated, while the fortunes of the guilty authors of its ruin

will be fully sufficient to procure them a temporary im-
munity from condign punishment.

In these observations, Mr. Chatfield will perceive, that

although we venture to pronounce the over-land march of
a French army to India highly improbable, if not imprac-

ticable, and certainly unnecessary; yet we are far from
wishing to defeat the object of his public-spirited efforts

to attract the attention of statesmen to the imminent danger*-

and perilous situation of the British settlements in the
East. On the contrary, we are gratified to find u work
founded on historical facts, which may perhaps enable

our legislators to form more just and practical notions

of what our Indian government should be, what are

the dangers to which it is exposed, and what are the

indispensable means necessary to its salvation. We be-
lieve, few, if any, of the directors, do not now feel the

necessity of a general aud radical change in the India

ftystem ; they know its weakness too well not to be con-
vinced of its incapacity to resist French intrigue, and more
than one of them, we have been assured, lately sold out
India stock to a considerable amount. It is indeed impos-
sible that men can shut their eyes on the rapid progress of

French missionaries, as well as French eynissaries, in the

very centre of the British possessions. It is a fact not less

true than extraordinary, that, in the jurisdiction of the pre-

•idencv of Fort St. George alone, there are upwards of"

400,000 French Papists, all of whom are French au ca?ur%
and the most decided enemies to Protestants. These men,
.although nominally Christians, joined the Hindus, and
assisted in the massacre of the English at Vellore. The
number, indeed, and influence of t^e Papists in Hin-

doostan, and their sanguinary hostility to Protestants, as

well as their arts in exciting the same hostile spirit in the

placable Hindus, have at length attracted the attention

of the discordant rulers. But it is now, perhaps, too late

to remedy the ruinous consequences of such policy, when
the enemy is at the gates. How, we may ask, did the zeal of

the enemies to the conversion of the Hindus slumber, while

near half a million were converted into French papists

before their eyes? Were they less apprehensive of the

ulterior effects of papistical superstition than of protestant

nationality } dia" they suppose popish slavery more
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congenial with Indian despotism ? but, above all, did they,

not kuow that French popery is very different from English,

Irish, or even Spanish popery, and that a Frenchman

never makes a convert to his religion without at the same

time making a partisan to his country ? The opposers of

protestant christian conversion may answer these questions

if they can; if not, they must stand convicted of incon-

sistency, or of a gross and criminal neglect of their duty. If

Englishmen possess superior rectitude and honour in their

conduct, as we would willingly believe, the Hindus should

be rendered familiar with their manners, language, and

consequently religion. But if it is designed to compliment

the French character, and to prejudice the natives in favour

of that country, it would be difficult to conceive more

effectual means of producing such a laudable object, than

the measure of suffering the missions of French Papists.

It is from these men we apprehend danger to British India,

and not from the allied armies of Russia aud France which

may traverse the Deserts of Asia. A
aided and supported by the French emissaries at the courts

of the different native princes, will answer the double

purposes of destroying our power, and rendering us odious

in the estimation of the Hindu people. Already have they

heard the French extolled as gods, and the English exe-

crated as demons; yet no measures have hitherto been

adopted to obviate the necessary consequences of such im-
1

pressions. ^
We have now to proceed to Mr. Chatfield's " Hklorical

Review;" but as we have detained our readers so long with

his " Introduction," we must defer the farther consideration

of the work till our next.

(To he continued.)

The Remain* of Henry Kirk White, of Nottingham, late of

St. John's College, Cambridge, with an Account of his Life

by Robert Southey, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. pp. 347, and

314. Third Edition, with 4 Plates. 14s. Dunn and

Tupman, Nottingham; Vernor and Co. London. 1808. .

WHEN genius, sensibility, purity of heart and conduct,

tenderness and piety, unite in one object, cold must be
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the heart, and rigid the judgement, that feels not much
more disposed to admire and to sympathise, than to criticise

or condemn.
Recollection does not present to us, of its size and kind,

a more interesting work than the Remains of Henry Kirk
White by Robert Southey. It consists of his life, neatly and

feelingly drawn up by the editor; a number of letters ta

different relatives and friends; many poems and fragments,

and some prose compositions. Much praise is due to Mr.

Southey for the selection now publisher!, since nothing

appears but what will add to tbc tender sympathy which

every feeling mind must experience for so amiable a being*

Embued with the most susceptible and energetic mind, the

most ardent thirst for knowledge—>there wanted but the

influence of a true religious principle to restrain and regulate,

the effusions of his genius, and the movements of his heart;

and happily for his peace and for his fame, it was not long

wunting. How touchingly docs he, in a letter to a friend,

describe his first inward conviction of the true religion, from;

the perusal of Scotts Force of Truth.

" It bad," (he says,) " convinced him of his error; and so

thoroughly was he impressed with a sense of the importance of hiu

Maker s favour, that he would willingly give up all acquisitions of
knowledge, and all hopes of fame, and live in a wilderness uukuowu-
till death, so he could insure aii inheritance in heaven."

To the gay, the prosperous, and the healthy ; to those

who seem to tread upon adamant, and to fear no changes

j

this, and many subsequent expressions, may appear
strongly to savour of what is termed tnethodism: but to

those who have, with mute and unavailing anguish, seen,

youth and beauty sink into an early grave, their dearest

Dopes torn from them, this glowing testimony to the

triumphant superiority of pure religion, in such a mind,
will be truly valuable. With a soul too ardent and powerful

for the tender frame it animated, an habitual conviction' of
his very fragile tenure of existence, seemed to be gradually

detaching him from this world, and purifying his heart for

a more exalted state. His mind and body being so unequally
matched, it cannot be sufficiently lamented, that some
kind friend had not exerted his influence to check, rather

than to stimulate, bis exertions ; to have drawn him occa*
sionalty to a little easy relaxation and amusive trifling, in*

stead of aiding him to make the last eflbrt of exhausted
JV#. 130. V^U 33. April. 2 A
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powers; for he appears to have fallen a sacrifice, to rack

ardent add excessive application.

Of the letters, those to Mr. B. Maddock are in general

the most interesting, as being to his most intimate friend.

The following will find its way to the heart.

" Perhaps it may be, that I am not formed for friendship; that I

expect more than can ever be found. Time will tutor roe; I tint

singular being, under a common outside. I am a profound dis-

sembler of my inward feelings, and necessity has taught me th«

art. / am long before I can unbosom to a friend ; yet, I think,

I am sincere in my friendship. You must not attribute this ta any

suspiciousness of nature, but must consider that I lived seventeen

years my own confidant, my own friend;' full of project*

Snd strange thoughts, and confiding them to no one. I

am habitually reserved, and habitually cautious, in letting it

be seen that I hide any thing. Towards you I would fait

conquer these habits; and this is one step towards effecting the

conquest."

To those who require an explanation of this, we arc unable

to give it ; it may he felt, but cannot be demonstrated.

The mind that has no feelings but in common, loses much

of its inward worth. The great Bacon says, " it addeth oo

small reverence to men's manners and actions, that they be

not altogether open." One long letter to Mr. Charlesworth

must, we imagine, prove highly acceptable to every seriouj

mind. Perhaps it may be deemed high treason against

the majesty of Apollo, to acknowledge ourselves more

interested by the letters, than even by the poetry of toil

young genius; and for this reason, that, written in easy

confidence to h'rs intimate friends, they exhibit, as far as it

is possible to do, the heart of this truly amiable young man •>

ft heart of purity, piety, and affection ; such a one as may

be laid open without* hurt to any one. The following

remarks, so just and so important, we cannot deny ourselve*

the indulgence of transcribing.

" If polite letters were merely instrumental in cheering the botffl

of elegant leisure, iu affording refined and polished pleasures, un-

contamiuated with gross and sensual gratifications, they would still

be valuable j but in a degree infinitely less than when they art

considered as the handmaids of the virtues, thecorrectorsaswellasthe

adornera of society. But literature has of late years been prostituted to

\he purposes of the bagnio. Poetry, in particular, arrayed in her most

bewitching colours, has been taught to exercise the arts of the l*no,

and to charm only that she may destroy. I call to witness Mr, Moore,

«nd the tribe ot imitators which his success has called, forth, that
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my statement is true. I hope, for the credit of poetry, that the
good sense of the age will scout this insidious school ; and what
may we not expect if Moore and Lord Strangford apply themselves
to a chaster muse?— they are both men of uncommon "powers."

These sentiments, from a very young man, of great gloff

of imagination, are highly commendable, and may ba
adopted with advantage by his elders.

. Of poems, numbers of which were written at the early

age of fourteen, it would be folly to speak in the terms of
cold criticism; and it is greatly to be lamented, that, after

the mudest and feeling manner in which he deprecates

such criticism in his early preface, that his susceptible

mind was not spared that pang by a Review of the day *•

Of his early productions, one styled The Dance of the

Consumptives has a touching wildness in it: who can read
the following lines without an inward shudder?

" Consumption.

" In the dismal night-air drest,

I will creep into her breast;

Flush her cheek and bleach her skin*

And feed on the vital (ire within.

J^over, do not trust her eyes,

When they sparkle most, she dies

!

Mother, do not trust her breath,

Comfort she will breathe in death !

* The cynical illiberality of the Monthly Review to young poets

has long been proverbial ; as if the reviewer, conscious of the im*
becility of his own judgment, felt it impossible to conceal his weakness
in any other manner, than affected severity and contempt for all

modern poetical effusions. In no instance, however, was this

ignoble disposition more strikingly evinced than in the critique on,

Mr. White's " Clifton Grove," in which the Monthly reviewer, with

all the plausible professions of a French despoiler, exerted bis

utmost powers to wound the feelings of the author, .and *' barb the

pangs of piercing penury/' If a work contains bad principles,

they certainly form a just subject of animadversion ; but no apo-
logy can be offered for reflecting on the poverty of an innocent

author ; none for wanton cruelty to a youth, whose only fault was
that of haviug written a defective rhyme. Whenever a critic

condemns such things with asperity, it is a convincing proof of his

want of judgment. The fastidious abuse of Mr. White, and Other

young poets, by the Monthly Review, was very happily satirised

in a sketch of *' the Art of Damning," Vol. 17. p. 4-4 J, et seq. of
the Antijacobin Review , the tirst and only work which has

tiarformly admitted the appeals of injured or condemned authors.

2A2
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Father, do not strive to Hare her.

She is mine, and I must have her!

The coffin mnsL he her bridal bed.

The winding sl»eet must wrap her head

;

The wkisp'ring winds must o'er her sigh,

For soon in the grave the maid must lie.

The worm it will riot

On heavenly diet,

When death has deflowerM her eye."

The latter part of The Eve of Death is highly beautiful

and touching, and well worked up. Can any one peruse
The Ode to Genius, wherein the sufferings and paiuful

struggles of his own refined mind are so feelingly pour-
trayed, without the tenderest sympathy ?

Exquisitely touching are the lines To a Friend in

Distress, beginning " Do I not feel ? "— every syllable

makes its way to the heart. The last two stanzas in the

book, pointed out by Mr. Southey, are indeed affecting.

The unfinished poem of Time has many beauties.

" Oh! it is fearful on the midnight couch,

When the rude rushing winds forget to rave.

And the full moon, that through the casement high
Surveys the sleepless mnser, stamps the hour

Of utter silence— it is fearful then

To st/ier the mind, in deadly solitude,

Up the vague stream of probability;

To wind the mighty secrets of ike past,

And turn the key of time ! — Oh ! who can strive

To comprehend the vast, the awful truth.

Of the eternity that hath gone by,

And not recoil from the dismaying sense

Of human impotence ? The life of man
Is summ'd in birth-days and in sepulchres;

But the eternal God had no beginning;

He hath no end !

"

In short, to speak generally, these compositions con-

tain a poetic warmth, a tender melancholy, an affecting

presentiment of his own early fate, which deeply interest the

feeling reader; and we will not hesitate to acknowledge^

that we rose from their perusal (more than once) oppressed

by a softening melancholy, which would for the time have

disabled us from the discussion of his merits; but which we
would not have exchanged for the most animated social

intercourse.—Peace to thy manes, gentle shade

!

We venture earnestly to recommend these little volumes

to lie on the table of the young student* at intervals of
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leisure from severer study, they will interest bis best

feelings, and tend to improve hU heart. The Prayer is

worthy his attention. To no.e particularly who look to

the ministry, it may not be o uite useless to reflect, with

what elevated ideas, arc preparation of the heart, so

enlightened a young man felt if necessary to meet so im-

portant an assumption ; auu if it should cause one or two to

pause before they take up the profession from mere motives

of interest, or of indolence, without a duo consideration of

•the important character and duties annexed to it, tio harm
will be done.

Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London. Vol. /.

Part II. 4to. pp. 44. 3 Plates. 7s. 6d. 'Hatchard;
>Vhite. 180S.

IN the preceding number we noticed the first, publication

of the Horticultural Society with considerable satisfaction.

The second part is now before us, and although somewhat
less copious, is not less interesting. It contains seven papers,

two of which are by Mr. T. A. Knight, two by Mr. Salisbury,

and one by Sir Joseph Banks.

The first paper in this part, and twelfth in the order of
the volume, is " On the Cultivation of the common Flax
(Lin urn Usitatissimuin of Linnf), as an ornamental Plant
in the Flower Garden. Bj/ Mr. John Dunbar

9 Gardener
to Thomas Fairfax, £sq.*y

x
The author declares, that his

observations "are the result of several years experience,

.by which a family consisting of five persons has been
supplied with all the linen they [it] required." We have
before stated our sentiments on the best mode of preparing

hemp or flax, in noticing Wisset's "Treatise on Hemp/*
(Antijac. Rev. Vol. 29, p. 327,) which Mr. Dunbar would
have found his account in consulting. It is probable, how-
ever, that he can rear good crops of flax, although his

account of the process of steeping and cleaning is very
imperfect But his proposal deserves the highest attention,

by immediate and universal adoption at the present crisis.

It is to substitute " flax for the cumbersome yellow lupine in

our flower-borders, the annual revenue arising from which
would amount to several thousand pounds." Mr. Dunbar
proposes that the flax so raised should be allowed* to ripen

fox seedy aud that the gardeuer's wife should steep, dress,
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and spin it into yarn, to be woven into linen fit for

labouring people's use. " In many districts this operation,"

be says, " is well understood, and if carefully performed,

home-spun linen from such flax will last twice the time

of most of the Irish linen that is now to be purchased in

our shops.
1
* By this method of sowing flax-seed as an or-

namental plant " in random parcels or little clumps of from

ten to twenty plants, towards the back of the flower-bor-

ders, and in -the front of the shrubbery,1 * as much seed

might be annually raised as would prevent the entire

dependence on foreign countries, and at the same time

furnish a cheap aud valuable article of clothing. Even
should flax-seed again become abundant, still the whole

produced in this manner would be clear profit, and the

value of oil and oil-cake will always render it an object

worthy of cultivation, as well for emolument as ornament.
' An "Account of the Method of cultivating the American
Cranberry, Vaccinium Macrocarpuni, at Spring Grove, by

Sir Joseph Banks" shows with what facility and advantage

this agreeable fruit may be raised in this country much
superior to the berries " imported, which have in general

been gathered unripe, and have become vapid and almost

tasteless by long soaking in the water in which they are

packed for carriage." The vaccinium, with a variety of

other curious bog plants, was planted in an artificial island

in a pond near Hounslow Heath; it flourished in an un-

usual degree, and ripened its fruit the first year. The
pecond year it likewise produced a plentiful crop, and

began to send out runners resembling those of a strawberry.

This circumstance, added to the delicate flavour of tho.

fruit, induced the President to pay more particular attention
' to its cultivation, and to give it a place on the same bank
with the strawberries. The annual product of two cran-

berry beds, containing three hundred aud twenty- six square

feet, after seven years of cultivation, was "five dozen
bottles of berries, besides a small basket reserved for

present use. It is remarkable," adds the author, " that

during the seven vears these cranberries have been cul-

tivated at Spring Grove, no circumstance has arisen, from
the variety of seasons, from blight, or any other circum-
stance [cause], that has diminished the quantity of a full

crop."

From observations and experiments made to ascertain

the influence of gravitation on the descending sap of trees,

and the cause of the descent of the radicle, an I ascent
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t>f the expanding plumule of germinating seeds," we have
%t a New MethodJf (raining Fruit Trees, by T. A. Knight*
JCsq. F. R. S: y This naturalist apprehended, that " none
jot the forms, in which fruit-trees are generally trained,

are those best calculated to promote an equal distribution

of the circulating fluids, by which alone permanent health,

vigour, and power to afford a succession of abundant crops,

<;an be given." In consequence of this conviction, he
l>egan his experiments on the peach, but they are equally
applicable to the cherry, plumb, and pear-tree. When
trees are by any means deprived of the motion which
Jtbeir branches naturally receive from winds, the forms in

which they are trained operate more powerfully on their

Mr. Knight therefore commenced his operations on plants

ef one year old, and made two opposite branches or arms to

form a horizontal line; these braoches or principal runners
ihe second and third year were allowed to retain such
shoots as could grow and bear branches without over-sha-

dowing others, and which were generally projected at

angles from the horizontal branches until that they assumed
nearly the appearance of radii from a semicircle. The
principal advantage of the author's plan, which cannot be
explained without the plate, is that it exposes a " greater

surface of leaf to the light, without placing any of the

leaves so as to shade others, than can probably be done by
any other mode of train ing. In consequence of this arrange-

ment, the growth of the trees was so great, that at two
years old some of them were fifteen feet wide." Mr. Knight
made little use of the pruning kuife in wjnjejc.

" I must remark," (says he,) " that the necessity of winter pruning

should generally be avoided as much as possible ; for by faying in a
much larger quantity of wood in the summer and autumn than can be

' wanted in the succeeding year, the gardener gains no other advan-

tage than that of having a « great choice of fine bearing wood to fill

his walls/ and I do not see any advantage in hi* having much more
than he wants; on the contrary, the heakh of t!te tree always suffers

by too much «.e of the knife through successive seasons.

" To enter into the detail of pruning in the manner in which I

think it might be done with most advantage, would of necessity

lead me much beyond the intended limits of my present commu-
nication; hut I Khali take this opportunity of otiering a i ;w ob-

servations on the proper treatment of luxuriant shoots of the peach-

tree, the origin and office of which, as well as the right mode of

pruning them, are not at all understood, .either by the writers on

" I have shown in the Phil. Trans, of 1805, that the alburnum,

permanent health and vigour
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or sap wood of oak-trees loses a considerable part of its weight
during the period in which its leaves are formed in the spring ; and

• that any portion of the alburnum affords less extractive matter

after the leaves hare been formed than previously. I have al^o

shown that the aqueous fluid which ascends in the* spring in the

birch and sycamore becomes specifically heavier as it ascend*

towards the buds, which I think afiords sufficient evidence that

the alburnum of trees becomes during winter a reservoir of the

sap or blood of the tree, as the bulb of the hyacinth, tulip,

and the tuber of the potatoe, certainly do of the sap or blood

of those plants. Now a wall-tree," from the advantageous

position of its leaves relative to the light, probably generates

much more sap, comparatively with the number of its buds than

a standard-tree of the same size; and when it attempts to employ
. its reserved sap in the spring, the gardener is compelled to destroy

(and frequently does so too soon and too abruptly) a very large

portion oT the small succulent shoots emitted, and the aphis too*

often prevents the growth of those which remain. The sap in

consequence stagnates, and appears often to choke the passage*

through the small branches ; which in consequence become incu-

rably unhealthy, and stunted in their growth; and nature then

Jjads means of employing the accumulated sap, which if retained

. would generate the morbid exudation, gum, in the production of
luxuriant shoots. These shoots our gardeners, from Langley to

Forsyth, have directed to be shortened in sumn^r, or cut out in

the succeeding spring; but I have found great advantages in

leaving them wholly unshortcned; when they have uniformly
produced the finest possible bearing wood for the succeeding year;
• and so far is this practice from having a tendency to render naked
the lower, or internal parts of the tree, whence those branches
Spring, that .the strongest shoots they aftbrd invariably issue from
the buds near their bases. I have also found that the laterals that

spring from these luxuriant shoots, if stopped at the first leaf, often

atlbrd very strong blo<soins and fine fruit in the succeeding season.

"Whenever therefore space can be found to train in a luxuriant

shoot, 1 think it should rarely or never be either cut out,, or

shortened : it should, however, never be trained perpendicularly,

lvhere that can be avoided.'* r. 81.

The loth paper presents us with a systematic description of

a new genus of beautiful flowers, which bloom in September,
October, and November. u Observations on the different

Species of Dahlia, and the best Method of cri'ivating them
in Great Britain, by R. A. Salisbury, Esq. F. A\ S.

%% The
first notice of this South-American plant is made in the

History of Mexico, by Hernandez, in 1651. M. Thiery
Menonville, who was sent by the French government to

steal the cochineal insect from the Spaniards, observed it

on his journey to Guaxaca, published in 1737: but Senor
Cavaiiilles was the first who described it scientifically, and

iu 1790 gave the genus the name of Dahlia, from Aodpw
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Dahl, a Swedish botanist. He also sent some of the plants

from Madrid to M. Thouin at Paris, who described them
as three species, the Dahlia rose, which grew seven feet

* liigh; the D. ponceau, which only attained four; and the

J), pourpre, which, rose to the height ot five feet. WiuV
denow however changed the name Dahlia into Georgina^

alleging that Dahlia was already appropriated in Dioecia.

Mr. Salisbury has restored to it the name given by its

original author; but as the propriety or impropriety of this

appellation rests on no other basis than that of priority, 0

and as Cavanilles's account of this genus was published

,only three months before that of Willclenow's, the best

urgument for retaining it, is the respect due to the

memory of the Spanish professor. Nevertheless, the high

reputation of Willdenow, the universatility of his work, and
the immense number of followers it has obtained, must
create a confusion adverse to the progress of botanical

science. This is an evil every good botanist will sedulously

endeavour to avoid. It may be, indeed, that Mr. Salisbury

has adopted the name still most generally known, and it

so, it is certainly just. Our author himself, however,
'deviates from the specitic names given by Cavanilles, and
describes the Da/ilia sambucifolia, and its six varieties, the -

last of which is the D. pinnata of the Spanish botanist.

D, spkondyliifolia has only two varieties, the first of which
is the /). rosea of Ctw. and the D. bidentifolia, the
/>. coccinea of Cav. of which Mr. Salisbury describes two
varieties. The seeds of the three species here described,

Dahlia sambucifolia, /A splwndylitfolia, and D. bidcntifol.a,

were sent from Madrid to this country, in 1 804, by Lady
Holland ; " but one plant of the D. sphondyliifolia hail

been previously introduced from Paris, by E. J. A. Wood-
ford/ Esq., and flowered in hU garden at Vauxhall in the

autumn of 1 80S." We hope this is not the gentleman of

patronage notoriety. Here, however, for t:ie honour of
the natural sciences, we must observe, that there is a great

difference between the mind of a person actuated by the

vanity of collecting curious flowers, and that of one greedy
of knowledge, and solely devoted to explore the economy
of nature. The former is not incompatible with the greatest

political and moral vices, while the latter may have some
virtues, but cannot be grossly polluted with crimes. If

the following statement of the climate between Harrow,

Stanraore, and Finchley, be correct, of which we entertain

fome doubt, k k rery inadecjuately explained.
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" It is necessary/' (says our author,) "to observe that the

Tillage of Mill Hill, where I lately resided, is situated upon a high
ridge, at the head of two vallies, in which some of the sources

of the little brook, culled the Brent, arise; and the garden, in

which these Dahlias were cultivated, is well screened from the

weather by high trees. Being rather above the level at which the

exhalations of the adjacent country pass off, the early autumnal
and late spring frosts never reach it; at least they have been so

mild during the six years I lived there, as never to have cut otT

cucumber plants, potatoes, french beans, tropaohtms, till long after

others of the same species had been killed in the vallies [valley^], la

I>oar frosts, the top of Harrow Hill, Busty Heath, Elstret, and Tot'

ieridgc, are commonly seen green, or illuminated by the sun,

when the rest of the neighbourhood is white as snow, or obscured

in a sea lug. The medium temperature of this delightful spot,

and I believe of most other grounds equally elevated, during the

months of December, January, and February, is considerably

milder than in any valley, perhaps never less than from 1 to 5
degrees: in extremely severe frosts, the difference is still more
apparent, so that when the cold has been down to 12 and 9
degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer in London, it has only been
20 and 16* there; and this is likewise proved by the more tender

exotic plants still remaining in the garden, some of them 60
end 70 years old. The common broad-leaved myrtle against a
wall there, quickly grows to 6 feet in height without any covering,

and the cupressus sempervirens, as well as arbutus unedo, are

rarely scorched, and never killed. The summer temperature of
Mill Hill, on the contrary, is as much cooler than that of the vallies

(valleys], as its winter temperature is milder; and it suffers greatly

, in dry seasons from the want of those dews, which refresh the

latter; both circumstances unfavourable to the success of such
perennial plants as the Dahlias: nevertheless they have apparently

succeeded belter here than in any other place." r. 90.

We must refer those who wish to cultivate these flowers,

which are so pleasing, at a time when almost all others are

withered, to Mr. Salisbury's ingenious paper, or to Mac-
donald's Gardener's Dictionary, in which they were first

noticed as flourishing in this country.

Mr. Knight presents the society with "A Description of
a Forcing House for Grapes ; with Observations on the

best Method of constructing them for other Fruits" This

is a very imperfect essay, and in some respects not very
philosophical. It is asserted, " that form which admits

the greatest quantity of light through the least breadth

of glass, must be the best." This is an obvious truth ; but

it does not thence follow, as the author seems to think,

that side glass in a hot-bouse is either unnecessary or

injurious. The best elevation of the glass in latitude

52° lie considers to be an angle of 34 degrees, in wbjcii
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it comes in contact with the brick wall at both top and
bottom. Yet it cannot be denied, that both light and heat

may be admitted by side glasses during the day, which,

however, should be covered during the night. Mr. Knight
candidly admits, that the plan of his vinery would not suit

peaches or nectarines. For the bleeding of vines, be has

found four parts of scraped cheese and one of pure cal-

careous earth wrought together, and pressed strongly into

the pores of the wood, an effectual remedy. One im-

provement, however, in this plan, we shall mention ; it

is that of having the glasses, in order to let in air, made
to lift up like hatches or folding doors, rather than sliding

in the usual way. In this manner, the glasses do not obstruct

the passage of the light, as they would if doubled by
drawing over each other.

Mr. Salisbury's "Short Account of Nectarines and Peaches

naturally produced on the same Branch " is rather historical

than physiological. The author relates six instances of

such anomalies, but rejects the opinion of the gardeners, who
attribute them to the pollen of neighbouring nectarine-

trees brought by bees, as the young fruit is smooth or

downy long before it is impregnated. He admits, how-
ever, " the important consequences which ensue when the

stigma of one plant imbibes the pollen belonging to another

;

but these are only manifested in the succeeding generation."

Varieties, species, and even genera, may have been im-
pregnated in this manner; although Linne's theory allows

that the new vegetable will resemble its father, or that

from which the pollen came, in stem and leaves; but its

mother, or that upon which the stigma is situated, in

flowers and fruit. The pollen of vegetables, it is well

known, may be transported from one country to another;

and, when kept dry and excluded from the external air,

can be preserved from year to year. This has long been
practised in the countries where dates are a principal

article of food, Mr. Salisburyconcludes, that these "varia-

tions proceed from laws in vegetation, of which we are

yet ignorant ; but which are immediately connected with

the transudation of the sap through the cuticle, and it is

possible, that this may even affect the flavour of two fruits

upon the same branch."

The last paper, in this part of these Transactions, is "A
Method of hastening the Maturation of G rapes

,
by J. Wil-

liams, Esq. in a Letter to Sir J. Banks." This method con-

fists merely in cutting off a circle of bark, from one to two
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tenths of an inch broad, round the stock of the vine, in

the months of July or August, after the grapes are per-

fectly formed. The baric is to be entirely cleared off and
the alburnum left naked under this small circle, which
occasions the grapes to ripen at least three weeks earlier,

and also to grow much larger. The experiment, however,
cannot be adopted on weak plants, and even on the strongest

^t should be performed with great care, lest the vine should

be unable to form new bark over the part before winter,

otherwise it is in great danger of being destroyed by the

cold.

After examining the preceding papers, we cannot with-

hold our wish that the public will soon be gratified by the

appearance of another part of the " Transactions of che Hor-»

ticultural Society a society which can d« >o injury, but

may do very considerable good. We should supple, that

those noblemen and gentle;, en who cannot themselves

attend to such business, will encourage their gardeners to

become fellows of such a laudable institution, and thus

enlighten a class of men whose pride of experience has

hitherto prevented them from acquiring any rational or

philosophical principles of horticulture.

Woman : or Ida of Athens, By Miss Owenson, author of
" The Wild Irish Girl," " Novice of St. Doininick," &c
4 Vols. 12mo. Longman and Co. 1809.

WHEN we last noticed the productions of this lady,

* we expressed a hope, that her evident good sense would
in future lead her to offer to the public only such pa«es, as

we might peruse with pleasure, and recommend wit;h pro-

priety. Animuted by this desire, we read the work
.before us, in which, if the same proofs of talent*exist, an
increased number of errors are also discernible; errors,

which we insist are the more reprehensible, as the author

has not the excuse of ignorance or inability to plead in her

defence. The powers of her mind are of no inferior

class, and her knowledge of the world and the world's

*ways by no means limited ; she cannot overstep the bar-

riers of morality and propriety, without being conscious of

the deviation ; and is therefore more culpable than others,

whose fancy may be vivid, but whose reasoning faculties

arc feeble. Miss Owenson, to a brilliant imagination

unites, even, subtlety of intellect and extensive inform-
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ation. She is no child of nature,'* bewildered and misled

by the innocent mistakes of unlearned simplicity; but

a compound of art and education, bold in opinion,* un-
daunted in decision, anil unchecked by the wholesome re-

provings of sedater judgment.

Her vanity, at least, equals her accomplishments; and
while we admire the lustre of her talents, we execrate the

purpose to which she has daringly devoted them, and con-
sider tii un ?s ignes fotui luring the unwary from safety '

and from peace. We know little of the private history of

Miss Owenson; but she takes no small pains to assure us,

that she is very young, and she retains a maiden appella-

tion. Where then has she gathered her voluptuous imagery*

her indecent allusions, her dangerous sophistry, her " rea-

soning pride,'* on subjects which she should not profess to

comprehend? From the avowed. Sapphos and Corinnas of

the present day, such themes, though they could not have

failed to disgust, would have created no surprise; but that

a woman, just entering into' life, should unfit herself for

its proper paths, by early and unnecessary emancipation

from the fetters of modest and maidenly reserve, excites at

once our wonder and indignation, and may, if she is as

beautiful as young, expose her to insults from any libertine

into whose hands her light sentiments may chance to fall

All public writers are amenable to society for the prin-

ciples which they disseminate, and should be cherished, or

branded, with deserved ignominy, in proportion as they
tend to the good, or to the injury, of the rising generation,

dur laws in this respect are just: the vender of an indecent

pamphlet, or one who dares offend the eye of modesty by
the exposure of unpermitted representation, is severely

punished ; yet, in comparison, these are harmless, or bear
their own antidote, when opposed to the deadly poison

conveyed into the uitsuspecting bosom of youth, by such a*

writer as Miss Owenson, whose plausible reasonings, fajse

^conclusions, and flowery periods, inwrap the germinating

seeds of corruption and depravity, while they speak ot'/xngti

purity, intuitive delicacy, and unerring ret tihide.

That this lady may Income a useful as well as pleasing

novel writer, is still our opinion ; and we hope the vanity,

rather than the corruption, of her heart, has thus led her to

discard the modesty of her sex, and disgrace the best gity

of nature. We allow it to be fair and just, that women
shoukl think for themselves, and act from the dictates of

^heic own judgmtjit, which is eftau competent to every
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purpose in life ; but we can never tolerate the unblushing

licence of language, which degrades them, and insults the

public.

Miss Owenson professes to be a post haste writer; scorn-

ing to correct the effusions of a riotous fancy, and throwing

before a captivated .world the crude imaginings of her pro-

lific brain. This may be true: but the assertion is dis-

respectful, and shows consummate self-conceit. Our best

and wisest literary characters have thought it proper, ere

they laid their works of fancy or reflexion before the

public, to revise and retouch with the hand of careful

attention every rough-drawn page, to prune the exuberant

shoots of genius, and .give to every sentence all the polish

and purity of moral refinement; and although anxious to

obtain the meed of approbation, they studied still more to

deserve it. Miss Owenson, on the contrary, full of self-

iinportance, has ventured to conclude, that her hand-gallop

sentiments must be received with favour, because penned
with veteran effrontery.

We have heard, but hesitate in our belief, that she has

received from her publishers no less a sum than seven hun-
dred pounds for "Ida of Athens!" If tbis be true, we
may be permitted to observe, that the discrimination of
these gentlemen has not, in this instance, kept pace with

their liberality and indulgence. Though ushered into the

world in four volumes, they might properly be compressed
into two, or three at most ; so that the bargain has been
every way most favourable to the author. The story itself

is unequal and unconnected ; it derives its principal interest

from the introduction of Grecian manners, and points of
history, well calculated to draw attention and excite emo-
tion ; here she has profited largely from the writings of De
Tott, Savary, De Guys, Souini, &c. whose descriptions and
observations she has interwoven with much ingenuity ; but
the general effect is injured by the pompous inflation of

the style, and by numerous inaccuracies. Our language, as

in common use* appears not sufficiently copions for the

sublime rhapsodies of this high-flown delineator of ideal

sensations ; and certainly, in addition to the n&tes at the

close of each volume, a glossary, or dictionary of reference,

should have been affixed ; for to those, long accustomed to

the simplicity of usual and accepted phraseology, such is

absolutely necessary before they can read with pleasure or

advantage cloysteral for cloystered— sensient for sensi-

tive— sejjsuous for sensual— iajjpissionate for ixnpas-
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woned — charactery for characteristic— impulsions for
impulses— sustention for sustaining— esaustion for ex-

hausted state, &c. &c.

Every lover, indeed, of plainly elegant English, must
feel disgusted at the various affectations which pervade the

work, and mar some of its best pages ; such as, "draped in

a light vest"— "The extremities of her delicate limbs were
rosed it'Hh flowing hues" and many more, which our limit*

preclude our noticing.

" Ida of Athens" is sm imitation of Madame de StaeTs
" Corinna of Italy;" but we cannot compliment the copy-
ist, on having at all equalled the beauties, though she ha*

aptly caught the faults and extravagancies of her original.

Still there are parts of this book which we have perused
with a pleasure, only lessened by its general improper
tendency; and while it is our first and most sacred duty
to protest against those cunning mischiefs that war on mo-
rality and every purer principle, we are also ever ready,

and most willing, to do ample justice to whatever tends to

redeem an author, or has an honest claim to approbation.

Whether emanating from herself, or gleaned from her mis-

cellaneous reading, we shall not pretend to determine, but
we acknowledge her sentiments on some points are as just

as they are interesting. From this class we prefer pre-

senting our readers with specimens of the work, convinced
that the reprehensible passages to which we have alluded,

are unfit for the modest eye of innocence.
" Ida," the heroine, though a high-wrought enthusiast,

has many feminine excellencies, and in trying circum-

stances much praiseworthy exertion and laudable conduct.

Her filial affection, attachment to the duties of her situa-

tion, aud general benevolence of sentiment and action, are

all amiable traits of character; while her fortitude in the

subjugation of wishes incompatible with prudence and duty,

is worthy of imitation. We agree with her, that "The true

point of virtue is to immolate the selfish for the social

good ;" and her reply to the lover, who sought to tempt
her from the protection of a parent's arms, has also claims

; on the attention of our young female readers, for whose
advantage we transcribe it.

" To Oirayn.
" Osmyn, I know not who you are, and scarce desire to know.

Be your birth what it may, or poor or princely, it cannot make
you nobler in my eyes, nor e'er degrade you in my mind's esteem.

The sacred love of virtue warms your sou!, genius and patriotism
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deify your character, aod all your feelings adapt your whole exis-

tence to love and tenderness. These are endowments of Heaven's

own gift ; and after these, how poor and low the honours oian con-

fers! It is also true I love yon, mostf tenderly, most passionately;

hut if to tell thee so is weakness, it is the sole weakness that love

itself shall teach uic to commit.
" Oh, Oftiny q ! why endeavour to conceal from you what perhapi

you already suspect, what you must eventually know?— If reason,

if nature sanction our loves, a duty, now paramount to every other;

forbids it. 1 am not yet a wife ; then thy law were mine; but I

am still a daughter, aod.senliinent.no less than duty deters tne from

opposing the wish and will of him, hitherto so dear, so tender, and

indulgent. I am indeed a thine: inconsequent ; yet in the great

chain of social compact 1 form a link the country which respects

jne! the father who depends on me! the brothers who look up to-

me!—Oh, Osmyn ! had your soul been susceptible of no other sen-

timent than that or love, would you have been preferred to the first

and most amiable of the Athenian youth? No: I chose you for

yourself alone! I chose you because 1 believed you capable of a

great passion, and of those heroic actions which a great passion

alone inspires ! It is not for a tame and moderate character to feel

that pure, that ardent and sacred sentiment, which in its true and
highest nature is connected with all the greater faculties and su-.

blimer emotions of our being, and therefore did my soul elect you
as its high and dear aw ciaie^ i;s one best capable of loving, and
therefore most worthy to be loved. Knt if you would have me love

vou fondly, let me esteem you highly.' Hitherto 1 stand acquitted.

Jtt was a hero— the champion of Liberty and of Greece, the* friend

of Athens and of humanity— for whom I exposed myself in the nek-

kerne of a Turkish tyrant. Bat it is not .for a lover, a frantic lover

only, in whom an imprudent passion has subdued every purer,,

every nobler feeling, that I would violate the delicacy of a national

and natural reserve, >md steal clandestinely from the dear and safe*

asylum of a father's dwelling. Oh, Osmyn ! let me be loved wor-
thily, or let me be resigned for ever.

Ida."

In the character of the €i Diakp" there is a strange

mixture of the amiable and the im practicable ; vet, .while tne

picture is overcharged, it is touching* and has points of
high interest.

" The young Smyrnion brought with him to England an ima-
gination deeply impressed with the scenes and imagery of his

early life— he brought with him a uhunictcr already formed upon
an eastern model : gentle, ardent, mild, yet energetic; of an ex-
quisite sensibility, and of a passionate yet melancholy tempe-
rament. Unhappily he also brought with him an eastern con-
stitution, on which the sharpness of a chill northern climate began
an early ravage.

" An alien in the native land of bis parents, committed to the
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rare of strangers, unrestrained and unguided, while his memory
was stored by the routine of public education, his heart was suf-

fered to cultivate its own feelings, his reason to entertain its own
faculties, upclouded by the prejudices of officious and ignorant

friends, whose mistaken affection and blind self-love are so careful

to propagate the errors, by which they are themselves estranged

from reason and from truth; his affections exhausted under the

influence of unrestrained feelings, and his mind firm, independent*

and inquiring, pursued nature, and found in her the principle of

love, of wisdom, and felicity, tlis early estrangement from his

parents left (hem no claim on his affections. His property rivetted

him to England; and he soon became bound to it by a stronger

tie titan that of interest. His mind devoted to the philosophy of

nature, his heart formed for the generous feelings of friend-

ship, and the whole force and energy of being tending towards
the most overwhelming passion of the human heart; estranged

from general society, by delicacy of constitution, by habits of .

study and reflexion, he became the most generous, the most af-

fectionate of friends, to a man of brilliant talents, who had been
bis preceptor at college; h> became the most passionate, the most
devoted of lovers, to a woman who found her way to his heart

through the medium of his compassion; it was the power of re-

lieving the difficulties of his tutor, that first made him the friend of

the man, whose bene/actor he afterwards became. It was in

rescuing the pareut from impending distress, that he found himself

enamoured of a lovely daughter, whom he afterwards made his

wife. Willi the woman he adored, with the friend he loved,

in literary pursuit and rural retirement, a few years of more
felicity became the purchase of a sad reverse of fate.

" Deceived by her he loved, betrayed by Jiim- he trusted*

abandoned by both, he found ingratitude and perfidy the reward
of love and confidence. He pursued not the fugitives; sensibility

of soul— delicacy of constitution were unequal to the shock; he
sunk beneath it. Sickness and debility preyed upon the very
principles of life; time amended but could not recover his health.

His physicians advised a milder climate ; and his feelings, rather

than his.inclination, led him to adopt the'r counsel ; he was pre-

pared to die— but to live in England was impossible! and eight

years were passed in travelling through the southern countries of
Europe ! To whatever direction he turned his steps, the misery
aQd error of man met his eyes— every where he observed the

existence of physical evil, produced by the outrages committed
on nature; and moral disorder, every where produced by tins

prrjudire aud corruption of society. • It is/ said he, ' from the

harmonies and conformities of nature, that man should borrow
his political and moral adoptions, and learn from the Legislature

of the Universe those beneficent laws, which should form the .

social compact of mankind. Whenever the institutions of govern-

ment shall tend to excite and devejope the natural sensibility of
man, the happiness of the state will be affected, for virtue itself

is bat composed of the affections; and the maxim of wisdom, or

N:l*Q> April. 1*09. a B
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the exertion of art, proceeds only from that secret impulse, by
which nature urges man to enlighten and to cherisji bis brother mzu r

Nature has only given us desires, whose gratification is enjoyment

;

but society in its gradual estrangement from her dictates, engenders
passions which become the scourge of those who cherish them

;

man, naturally beneficent, becomes a tyrant; man, naturally free,,

becomes a slave; and religion, which is of 'nature, conveyed
through the senses to the soul, awakening its gratitude, and com-
manding its adoration, becomes an incomprehensible dogma, pro*

pagated by cruelty and fanaticism, disfigured by human inven-

tion on every side, breaking the tie of human sympathy, scattering

discord and disorder through nations, founding its merits upon
earthly privation, and imposing its belief by eternal terrors. In
every religion may he traced the arrogant faith of its own infallibility,

and in the breast of every fanatic sectarian is established a secret

inquisition, by which the opinion of others is tried and condemned.
Virtue and felicity are of nature ! on every side vice and misery
are of manl

'

" It was thus be spoke; yet he. remembered the wisdom and
happiness of ancient Greece, and he looked forward to the en-
lightened felicity of modern Europe.

" * Man,' he said, * in his gregarious and social, resembles

man in his natural, and solitary, state; and society in its progress

is still propelled towards the perfection of that nature which governs
its earliest infancy, and which to recover and to imitate, is but a

simpler term for the combinations of genius, the inventions of art,

the intelligence of wisdom, and the supremacy of virtue/

With such feelings, with such opinions, the amiable sage
bade adieu to Europe, and sought his beautiful and native country.
Arrived at his paternal abode, sorrow and disappointment received

'

him at its threshold ; his parents were dead; his brother had gone
to join a merchant's house in Constantinople ; and an only sister

had married an Athenian archon, and resided with her husband in

«is native country. With a thrill of delight he believed himself
incapable of feeling, he embarked on the Archipelago for Athens;
that region of genius \ of heroism and the Graces ! whose govern-
ment had once been the wisest, whose people had once been the

happiest, because its laws and its religion tended to conGrin the?

impulses of nature to liberty, to preserve the sacred rights of
humanity, to diffuse equally the privileges of denization, and to

distinguish the citizen only by the benefits he conferred on the

community.
" ' Amiable and enlightened nation'.' he exclaimed, as he

caught a glimpse of the splendid ruins of its Acropolis, 'if from
the victor arms of Home empire extended his sway, and gave
birth to slavery and crime, it was your patriotism and genius
that gave birth to freedom, and polished while they enlightened
the world!'

" Arrived at the house of his brother-in-law, his welcome was
as animated as surprise and pleasure could make it, and kind

ts Athenian: courtesy could render it; but his sister was n*
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more! She had died in' giving birth to a daughter who was thea
in her second year, and whom he found'in the arms of a tender and
caressing1 parent,"

He adopts the young Ida, and devotes himself to he*

interests and comforts. His system of female education,

if neither quite new, or the theory quite practicable, affords

some good ideas on that most important subject.

" All children are charming! their calm and innocent coun-
tenances seem stamped with the impress of a celestial origin;

they are so' fresh from the hands oT their Creator, that traits

of human defect are not yet visible in their expression. The*
amiable preceptor of Ida Rosemeli retired from the world with Me
infant charge ; he knew that to * teach the youn« idea hoiv to shoot

*

was more poetical in .sound, than just or practicable in application;

And he saw that nature brought with each day her own progressive
#

perfect plan ofN education ; he watched the senses, gradually cor-

recting by hourly experience the natural errors of a first timid
experiment, and communicating to the intellectual power those
images from whence ideas spring, which, urider^ the influence of
moral sympathy, form their associations, and again expand them-
selves to new combinations ; and he thought with a sigh of the folly

of man, that forces on the memory of childhood a premature in-

formation which, the senses haVe not yet experienced, and the mind'
is incapable of comprehending,

" He knew that feeling preceded intelligence; that our wanU
render us affectionate, before our perceptions matte us rational;

and that consequently self and social love are the first great springs
by which nature actuates and impels mankind. Ida, therefore,

impulsively clinging to those whose kindness formed her felicity,

had not her warm and tender feelings thrown back upon herself"

, by duties enforced beyond the ability of childish performance—
by the severity which awakens terror' rather than conviction, and
by the privation of the present joy, the threat of a future punish-
ment, which renders fear the medium of that virtue which should
be imbibed from peace, and. love, and joy. Considering the
imagination as the minor of the senses, which, though frequently

transposing, is capable of forming any image abstracted from the
sensible impressions it has received, he sawr the necessity of
estranging from its pure and brilliant surface those equivocal or

:

distorted objects which, untrue to nature^ are but the phantoms
of error, of ignorance, or superstition. Yet' knowing the potent
Influence of this bright mimic faculty of human intellect, he placed
within its sphere such objects as were only incentive to the purest
pleasures. Such as awaken enthusiasm for deeds supremely great,

or inspire a love for high ideal beauty; still drawing a moral'
inference from physical taste— still pursuing a sentiment in every

'

•bject of sense.

" While feeling and inteUigence thuS expanded together, the

'
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perceptions in their progress generalised- the result of - their

experience, and proceeded from the observation of the elementary
parte to the great arrangement of the universal system; and m
the- spirit, as in the forms of nature, the moral or material world

—

the awed, the ardent, raptured soul, still traced the power of a
superior mind, and saw, in all, adaption, harmony, beneficence,
and love.

" It was thus that the religion of Ida, blended with every sense

and sentiment of her existence, formed its evidence in every object

of the creation that surrounded her. It was no abstract idea

which sophistry might dispute— it was. a sensible feeling arising

from the testimony of her senses, and the inference of her mind.
It was not a system established upon the faith which supports what
it does not comprehend— which the theologist may vary— the

philosopher oppose— and the sceptic deny; it was the pure, in-

evitable result of all she saw, of all she felt.

" She beheld, .and she adored, she enjoyed, and she was
grateful ! yet while her preceptor detailed to her, in simple terms,

the various religions of the earth, and the various sects of each
religion, he pointed out the necessity of supporting that decent

respect for the popular religion 1tf her country, which the wisdom
of a Socrates and a Plato thought not beneath them to adopt

for theirs, as a concession to those errors which the natural

, weakness of man brings with it ; while beneath the various forms,

ceremonies, and errors, which the ignorance and superstition of

man, or his estrangement from truth and nature, had invented as

the medium of faith, and proof of adoration, he convinced her

that ilie religion of the heart was every where the same.
" " The morality of Ida was also like her religion, the result of

her perception, and the inferences of her feeling. Happiness was
the object of man, and, according to the harmony of the moral

as of the physical laws, by which the universe is governed, virtue

-cou?d be the only medium. But with Ida, virtue was no abstract

term ideally conceived, or vaguely understood: as, for every

natural blessing she enjoyed, she referred to heaven; so, every

action she performed, she referred to society ; and the necessity ox

moral rectitude was evinced, as the inseparable connexion between

self and social love ascertained itself by the inevitable conviction,

that whoever injures another lays a precedent for an injury

towards himself! while a delicate sense of moral justice, even

independent of a consequent retribution from any direct violation

of moral law, was borrowed from that obvious benevolence, which
the Creator in all his works has displayed towards the created.

The amiable preceptor of Ida had laid the basis of her education,

in an observance of the laws, operations, and forms of nature, and

in the beneficence, wisdom, and power, of Providence. What
gepewtai solely on man to teach, he communicated with caution;

cotiMiilcring, that from a too great cultivation of memory resulted a

native barrenness of intellect— that the mind which has resorted

most to the thoughts of others, can have fewest of its own— that

r
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the supremacy of genius is the inspiration of nature, and the

mediocrity of talent the imitation of art. The books he presented

to her study were few and select; the history which the philo.'

sopher had dictated, or the patriot recounted; the poetry which
draws its sentiments from the heart, and its imagery from nature;

and the biography which awakens a passionate admiration for

great characters, an ardent enthusiasm for great deeds, or a noble
ambition for high renown. «

u With that flexibility of organs, and aptitude to learn Ian*

guages, so peculiar to the region of which she was a native, Ida,

onder a master who was himself from the circumstances of hte life

a perfect linguist, acquired wirh facility several languages; and
though all were spoken with the accent of an Athenian, her

English and Italian were pure and correct; while the insatiate

passion of her country for music and daucing was supremely hers,

and simply acquired from inclination and example, without rule,

without method; but always with sensibility and grace-— the

tfatural endowments of a woman and a Greek.
«• As the preceptor of Ida considered simplicity as the order of

nature herself, equally necessary in a subject, an image, or a term,

as a perfection relative to the weakness of the human mind, and
necessary towards the gradual acquisition of its intelligence, hit

instructions were conveyed in terms, simple, clear, and expressive

of the qualities they were meant to denne; while he sought to

occupy without fatiguing attention; and as frequently proposed the

pursuit of a pleasure as the acquirement of information. Convinced
that the gratitude of Ida still pointed to Heaven, as did her conduct

to society; he gave her up without reserve to the influence of those

pleasurable enjoyments, which nature so eloquently dictates, and
which invariably characterise her sex, her years, and her country.

The odour of a perfumed atmosphere, the emanations of delicious

flowers, were inhaled— the luxury of a refreshing bath, the repose

of a downy couch, was enjoyed; and while the sufferings of others,

whose destiny was less fortunate, was beheld with tender aymouthy
and generous relief, the cheap and guileless pleasures of nature

were enjoved with that moderation "which nature herseh is sure to

dictate. Thus the days of Ida and her preceptor flowed on in

peace, characterised by a patriarchal simplicity and tt polished

intelligence: their duties were to succour their compatriots, tj re-

lieve the unfortunate, to enlighten the ignorant, to di«pel error, to

vanquish prejudice, and to promulgate truth; their pleasures were
the discovery of a ruined fragment, the revival of an ancient fes-

tival, the introduction of* a French or English custom, the suc-

cessful vegetation of their trees and flowers, the arrival 01 new
books from Italy, or an occasional tour through Livadia, where
every spot possessed a classic interest.

We shall conclude our extracts with the following ob-

servations on infidelity in wedded life, and on death,

which exhibit a various compound of truth and falsehood,

piety and irreligion, with rationality and fanaticism. Suck
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verbiage about nature, of whicb the author speaks so much
an J knows so little, betrays a design to raise the passions'

and appetites on the ruins of right reason. Still it would
be gratifying if these volumes contained nothing more re-

prehensible than the 'oi lowing.

" J/>ve is an involuntary affection ; it resists the law of volition,

and deprives the mind of that free agency, which distinguishes it

under ti»e influence of oilier passions. Every one loves as long as he

can; but the sentiment is not to be commanded into existence, nor is

the period of its duration to be defined. It argues a profound
ignorance of human nature to expect eternal fidelity in a lover $

and the woman who lives only to lament an inconstant, mistakes

weakness, and want of pride and of reflexion, for sensibility and
virtue. But inconstancy, so frequent, and perhaps venal iq

unwatched lovers, becomes, at once fatal and criminal in those who
stand accountable to society and each other for the observance of a

tie formed by natural affection, and consecrated by the laws and
religion of their country: their sentiment is nourished by duty;
their interests are blended with their affections; their constancy m
love becomes a positive virtue, from the harmony and social coo-

cord it preserves: and the lover still enamoured with the wife

—

>

the mistress still devoted to the husband— present to the happy
offspring of a passionate and holy union an example of love ami

virtue, th it seems symbolic of that pure beatitude which faith and
fancy image to the soul as tfoe reward of every human trial and
mortal excellence.

" The fear of death was spoken of by Osmyn as an emotion in-*

Compatible with true greatness of soul. ' But greatness of soul/ re<*

turned the diako, ' is sometimes affected by those who are led away
by a false fclory; and sometimes by those who only labour for

their own elevation in life. True greatness of soul is, so to strve

society as to deserve its applause, without making that-appiause

the sole object of our exertion. The fear of death, however, is in*

compatible with a life of virtue— with reason and experience.

We all know that, generations press after generations towards

eternity, and that, in the last hour of existence, wheu the factitious

passion* appear divested of all their gaudy coverings- appear in

all their original folly and meanness— it is then that the affections

and sentiments of nature cling to its last struggle, and the dear

consciousness of an useful and benevolent life comes, like an angel

of comfort, to sooth and solace us for the loss of ties death ouly

severs. It was through that Pericles, a victorious warrior, and a
successful legislator, dying in tlie arms pf his devoted friends,

amileJ, and owned, that not all the trophies his valour had won, and
patriotism had erected to the honour of his country and the defeat

of his enemies— not even the glorious reign of forty prosperous

years— brought to his life's last hour a joy so pure, as the conviction,

that no act of his had ever thrown a mourning robe upon toe

shoulders of a fellow-citizen.

.
« ' Oh, yes, virtue is but aq abstract term for positive affection
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towards oar fellow-creatures. Let us not injure the interests of
society, .by a selfish indulgence of transient propensities: let us

lore, and act as if we loved, the species to which we belong: let us

consider, that life is so fleeting, it is not worth risking the hone of
an immortality for the indulgence of a moment's impulse. We
shall then lead the life of the virtuous, and die the death of the
blessed.*

" It was thus he continued to promulgate sentiments so true to ,

nature and to reason. He hourly felt within himself that increasing

rogress of decay which boded a speedy dissolution. Ida, deceived

y her hopes, and equally deceived by her ignorance of a disorder

so illusory in its last and fatal symptoms, was unremitting in those

attentions which sooth and sweeten, if they do not prolong, the last

stages of existence. The spirits of her beloved and tender friend

seemed daily to rise to a finer tone without losing any thing of ,

their original gentleness. An eye brightening into the purest lustre,

a cheek glowing with the deep tints of an hectic influence— all

imposed on the fond wishes of the inexperienced Ida ; and she
readily mistook the last stage of a consumptive disorder for the
precious symptoms of returning, health.

" Nor did her friend seek to undeceive her: he wished not to

throw an unnecessary shade upon that life, which, though now
•bright and smiling, was human, and therefore liable to many future

clouds, and storms inevitable. He wished not .to give the false

•colouring of a disordered imagination to an event so infinitely less

awful in itself, than in the gloomy drapery with which the errors

.and the prejudice of mau have dressed it. Death was to him no
unexpected circumstance replete with terrors. It was the repose
long promised, from the care, aud pain, and sorrow, and all the ills

which ' flesh is heir to.' His life had been his death's preparative:

Jto selfish indulgence— no peevish plaint— no idle ceremony— *

no debasing forms, shadowed the last bright hours of a life which
softly declined on the horizon of existence, like the mild repose of
the sun as it fades amidst the balmy beauty of an autumnal evening.

Aware that it was not by the few and feeble moments that remained,
his eternal destiny could now be influenced ; but by the tenor of
that life gone by, be sought not mercy through the prayers of
others, or his own ; he strove to deserve it, by devoting his last

•exertions to the happiness and virtue of those* lie left behind him.
He exclaimed not to his ydung and tender friends, in all the ostenta-

tion of a Felf-supposed perfection, ' Come, and see how a Christian

should die!'— but by the example of hii innocent and useful life,

•by the last documents of his fading breath, he taught them how a

Christian sbocld live how merit the reward which death brought

with it to the good and virtuous! He spoke not jn axioms or

in dogmas: to the last he was miid, enlightening, and, persn isive;

he knew the weakness of human nature, and he shaped his admo-

nitions t</its pride. Surrounded by the young and lovely— by
those of whom we are told heaven's kingdom is itself composed—
a few affecting sentiments, relative to the conduct of life, were

delivered with simplicity and tenderness, and always relevant

and interwoven with the general tone of conversation-
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" Though weak and debilitated, he still aimed at cheerfubeM^d
exertion: he received not his young guests amidst the gloom of a

darkened chamber, a sepulchral silence, a pent-up atmosphere,

and all the deep and solemn sadness which gothic gloom hangs on

the last moments of existence, and which, from association, form

so great a part of the horror we experience in the hour of dealt;

lnit ami.U scenes of high sublimity—of . fragrance and of beauty—
sometimes in his garden, sometimes in the kiosk, sometimes in the

portico, but always where the view of Nature's works, so sweeuuJ
so refreshing to the sickly frame and weakened mind, was to be

enjoyed and tasted; and "his couch, like the urn of Philopieroen,

was covered wilh flowers and wreaths, less grateful for their odours,

than dear to htm from the hands that gathered and wove them for

his enjoyment.
" Sometimes be would say with a smile to Ida. 'I tfunk.wub

Anacreon, the rose is pleasant to the sick, and grateful to toe dead*

Another time he would add, ' I do not agree with the Eogi^
Euripides, that

The herbs that have on them the cold dews o* the night,

Are strewings hYst for graves.

I should prefer the amaranth that blushed on the tomb of Achilles,

which istheflVver of tender recollection. If the friends I leave

behind plant a cypress at my grave, let roses mingle with

it.' It was thus he sought to blend images, so agreeable to the

gay emotions of youth, with feelings of regret the heart so naturally

indulges in for the loss of an object dear to its affections. He knew
that a sentiment of morality, rpund which a correspondent pleasure

entwines itself, will ever be more impressed on the mind, than the

document which can never be referred to without the accompani-

ment of a sad and melancholy recollection. It was thus in considera-

tion of all human weakness he sought to make the senses in son**

respects the conductors to the reason, and to secure the memory of

his precepts in the heart of those who, if they turned to them with

tender sadness, would still find a pure and pleasurable remembrance

associated witit their regret."

The author appears to have been perfectly aware, that

those who think proper to set all morality and decency at

defiance seldom fail to attract the attention of the vulgar*

and be considered by them as possessing great geniu*.

Fortunately, however, all permanent fame depends on the

decision of the judicious, who well know that the greatest

minds are the purest, and that the most original create*

fancy is always the most chaste.

»

-
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•Pdntologia, comprehending a co>nplete Series of 'Essays,

Treatises, and Systems, alphabetically arranged, with a
general Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Words; and
presenting a distinct Survey ofhuman Genius, Learning,
and Industry. By J. Mason Good, Esq. F. II. S., O. Gre-
gory, A. M. Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, Mr. N.
Bosworth, Cambridge, assisted by other Gentlemen of
Eminence in different Department* of Literature. Royal
8vo. pp. 1 44, each part. 6s. 8 plate*. Parts I. & II.

Kearsley. f80S.
» •

THE number of encyclopedias now published has con-
tributed to diminish the inHuence of any one more than
another which might contain principles, injurious to public

morality. This is one of the many advantages of freedom
and competition in literary publications. We could not

however read this new name, Pdntologia, without trembling
for Lucretian Good's Greek. This hybrid combination
must astonish a Grecian, who would naturally have said

Paralogia. With the name, however, we shall not further

dispute; we presume the authors means to furnish the pub-
lic wi^h a Universal Dictionary, properly so called ; that is,

a definition of words, terras to arts and sciences, with
topograph icai, geographical, historical, chronological, my-
thological, and biographical sketches, " equally applicable
to the man of business, or of fortune; the merchant, manu-
facturer, agriculturist, and philosopher; the studeut in

law, medicine, and polite literature."

This object the first number of their work promises to

attain. It extends to AIR. We shall, however, notice

some of its principal defects. These are omissions of the

names of places, countries, people, and of men of eminence.

Thus absyrtus, adu\, *qui, Abdera (we hope there was no
cause for tois omission), abderite, Abilene, Abas (as a
proper name, and also of a place), Acerra (a town),

Actaeus, Abel (Adam's son), Abul Fazel, jEgates, Adan-
son, Agathias (the historian), Absolam, Aben Ezra, Abbo,
Adelard (the learned English monW),and Agobard, are names
of persons or places which occur to our memory at present;

but whieii are Dot to be found in the " Pantologia." There
are also several words omiued, such as acerbate, acerbitude,

acidulate, acritude, adduce, &c; which should have been
inserted, although not ah m Johnson's Dictionary. The
authors appear to have somewhat improved the plan of

Ifie Encyclopaedia Perthensis; and as tiiey design their
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work for familiar use, as well as to render it more copioui

in words, tbev must feel obliged to us for enabling tbetu

to remedy one of its greatest defects. An appendix or

Gitdnuiti, at the latter end of letter A, will answer the

purpose designed. The general merit of the work, and the con-

venient comprehensiveness of the plan, induce us to hope that

tiie editors will avail themselves of this suggestion to render it

stiii more complete, and worthy of public approbation.

AJore interesting facts and historical information might also

b<- biended in the definitions. Thus, for instance, under

the word Admiralty\ it would not exceed their limits to say,

that t,he office of Lord High Admiral was vested in five

commissioners, called Lords, by stat, 2. c. 2. W. andM.j

and that this office was deprived of the droit of one tenth

of -iA\ prize- goods by stat. 13. Geo. IL c. 4. Such little

circumstances never foil to give value to a work, as they

convey a knowledge of facts which impress themselves oa

the mind.

As the authors admitted brief geographical and biogra-

phical details into their plan, they should give all that is

interesting in these subjects. They promise "a gazetteer,

or geographical vocabulary," yet do not give the names of

important pieces. But we can still less forgive Mr. Botanist

Go:>d tor omitting the name of the ingenious and indefati-

gable naturalist, Adanson, especially as we have a meagre

account of the genus Aaansonia, or sour gourd. It is

crrtainjy one of the most essential parts of a work, like the

present, t<> n cord the lives and discoveries of all those

philosophers whose hihours illustrate the history of natural

philosophy. N< xt to omissions must be ranked palpable

errors m consr r;uence of culpable negligence. Thus, under

the titu A 1 • nutine spar, or Corundum, it is stated that

K'aproth h>un : toe Corundum " from China to contain

ei;;i.ry.f:,iK p;«rts of alumine, seventy-five oxyd of iron,

e: -a. h\v «rf silex," which is unintelligible nonsense. The

I-h vS ci ir Tii and silex want their decimal marks, and

«hnuM l>e 7.-V, 6.50. Equally imperfect is the explauation

or A . ate, wuieh is referred to Achates, the name of a river.

Tins is ui; tu information the readers of the Pantologi*

receu • respecting Agate, notwithstanding the researches

and ei; s^nY.uiwns of this mineral by Werner. But we are

v . ry Li noiii.M <g e rrors and omissions which the editors

might l.w e >;!\ avoided, hao they bestowed that time

s ki t.'r.- (\\ \.,.irwoik, which the public justly expect.

Tuerc is indeed uo excuse for such negligence in tUf
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present age, when universal dictionaries are so numerous *

and j ustly esteemed according to their intrinsic merit.

We have now the more pleasant part of our duty to per-

form in mentioning those articles in this number which merit
commendation. In general the medical terms, we presume,
in the department of Air. Good, with a few exceptions and
omissions, are concisely and perspicuously defined. The

. article Aberration is perhaps as satisfactory as the confined

limits would admit. Abortion is a very brief article, and
must be runked with the preceding exception. Absolution,

thuugb short, is very correct; we notice this particularly,

as many Protestants have very erroneous notions of the po-
pish tevm absolution, and the Romanists are eager to in-

crease and continue their misconceptions of it. The article

Academy is interesting ; but disgraced (as well as the article

Act of Faith) by typographical errors, as in the motto of
tlit' Spanish academy, &ya is put for fLca. What will

our artists, however, think of this Pa7itologia9 in which no
academics of the tine arts are mentioned ? Those who huv6
witnessed the beauty which is annually collected at the ex-
hibitions of our " Royal Academy," will feel disappointed

at uot finding some account of its organization. The
** lovers of sweet -sounds" may also complain that their

academy is neglected in a work professing to treat of all

things. Acetitcs (more properly acetats) ami Acetous Acid are

neatiy described, although the figures of the crystals should
have been mentioned. The satisfactory account of Achro-

metic T,Lscopes very justly ascribes their invention to an
Englishman, C. More Hall, fcsq. of Essex, although many
foreigners have most undeservedly claimed this honour. The
definition and enumeration of the different Acids form an in-

teresting article, which is drawn up in Mr. Good's best man-
ner, and does honour to his industry in the actual state of
our chemical knowledge. Davy's discoveries must pro-

duce a wonderful revolution in this branch of chemistry.

The word Action furnishes a very diversified subject for an
entertaining essay, which will be read with pleasure, and by
man . tviin profit. The illustration of Addition is much too

brief to be of general utility. Not so the word Aeroliths,

or meteoric stones, ofwhich a very satisfactory account is

given,' as well as a table of the places, dates, and sub*

stances, which have fallen from the atmosphere. Since this

table was published, a more accurate and philosophical account

of the appearances and fall of meteoric stones in America,

J*as been published in Tilloch's Philosophical Magazine,
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after being read to the Royal Society. .Of the articles

Affinity, Age, and Air*, we are happy to be able to re-

commend them generally to our readers. They are perspi-

cuous, concise, yet sufficiently copious and complete for

their respective subjects. They possess, moreorer, the

merit of being perfectly intelligible to all persons of com-
mon capacity.

The second part of the Pantologia extends from Air to

Anatomy. It is, perhaps, more complete in words than the

first, and so fur the authors improve as they advance. StiW,

however, many arc omitted which should have a place

in such a work. The editors seem to have undervalued the

importance and utility of brief biographical sketches, as if

they were not the easiest and best means of conveying some
knowledge of the history of science, and the progress of the

human mmd. Thus, we do not find the name of Albu-
querque, although his victories coutributed directly to

extend the then limits of human knowledge, and opened
the way to all the subsequent discoveries of Europeans in

the Kast and in the West. In like manner justice is not

done to the merits of that able mathematician, T. Allen,

whose talents were so advantageously employed by Sh*

Walter Kaieigh on his voyage of discover)*. These and
many similar defects we hope the authors will endeavour to

remedy in an addenda to each letter. It is not true that the

mountains in Granada, called Alpujarras, are still inhabited

by Christianised Moors, who "retain their old way of

Jiviii^,
1
* and speak a mixture of Arabic and Spanish. Most

ol Hit Granada mountaineers are descendentsof the Greeks,

and not of the Moors. The species of tinder called Ama-
dow is very unphilosophically and erroneously defined; it

is iut aiu^ys black, neither is the process of preparing it

justly described. In describing ALxandretta as the port

town of Aleppo, it should have been stated that it is now
called Smtideroon. This is afterwards mentioned improperly
under ttie head of Alexandria. The zoologist is gratified

at the expence of the mytbologist, in the word Awphitrite,

who is not noticed as the daughter of Neptune, but only a

genus of worms of this name. Neither do we find the me-
dical term Anaslosis, and many others, which we deem it

unnecessary to particularise at greater length.

* We wrre surprised however to find the visionary power of ve»

grtal le« ?o parity »»r still asserted, without any regard to recent

tx
t
,cnuii;nts or rauonai observation.— Rto.
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Among the articles which deserve approbation, we may
enumerate Air-pump (a luminous and concise statement of
many curious facts), Albumen, Alcohol, Algebra (the introduc-

tion to which we read with much pleasure, but the operations

are so illegible, so scandalously printed, that they injured

our eyes, and exhausted our patience), Alkali, Altitude

(a very- interesting, useful, perspicuous, simple, and com-
plete-explanation), Alum, Anialgam and Amalgamation,
Amber, Analysis, and Anatomy, Uiider these words the'

reader will find much information condensed into a reason-

able compass, in a manner very suitable to such a work,
although too brief for a distinct treatise. This, however, is

the true design of a dictionary, as no person who wishes to

become.an adept in any one branch of human knowledge
will ever rest contented without more works than an ency-
clopaedia.

As we have censured the Pantologia for its defective bio-

graphy/ it is but just that we should notice the account of

the life of D'Alembert, the conclusion ot which is very

properly devoted to a salutary reflexion on his infidelity

and atheism. It is a proof that some attention will be paid

to the interests of society, and a laudable respect to reli-

gion, which we did not expect from the biographer of

Dr. Geddes.

" It js deeply to be regretted," (observe our Pathologists) " that

the admiration which will ever be excited by geuius and acquire-

ments such as those of D'Alembert, must be chilled by the reflexion

that they were too frequently prostituted by endeavouring to disse-

minate the comfortless and restless principles of infidelity— prin.

ciples which, under a fair garb of philanthropy and good-will, tend

ultimately, if not directly, to rob the fair face of nature of the im-
pression of Deity, to untwist the bonds of society, and to convert

mankind into a den of despairing mortals, or perhaps a horde of

assassins."

Would biographers always express their reprobation of

that petty vanity which stimulates men to boast of their

infidelity, and not unfrequently to belie their own con-
science, such a pernicious vice might soon be expelled

from society. In the life of Alexander of Macedon, the

editors or printers have omitted a sentence or fact, whence
aji inference is drawn, which is now unintelligible to the

reader. The account of Alt, the founder of a Mahometan
sect, and fourth caliph or successor of Mahomet, exhibits a
curious specimen of vanity, imbecility, and puffing. This
sanguinary monster, also called Lion of God,, .composed
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verses, in which he declared that the blodd of his enemies
was uie most pleasant beverage, and that his cups were
formed of their scoils. On this subject we have the fol-

lowing "puffdirect"

« A literary gentleman, connected with the Eclectic Review*, ex-
claimed, on reading these verses— 'Bravo! Lion of God', true son
• ot" Apollvon! Tisiphone herself cannot match this saying. The
4 man whose/omless soul was capable of framing it, bids fair to be

•devil wacn Satan dies!'
"

w

On this wc shall only observe, that the man who c< was

capable " of inserting such sill)' nonsense in a scientific

work, will never deserve any higher honour than that of

scavenger to philosophers. Against these insidious "arts of

puffins! which a man of honour would not, and a roan of

genius could not, submit to, we shall ever enter our protest,

and hold them up to the contempt and scorn of the more
worth)' part of mankind.
We shall now state our opinion candidly of the commer*

cial value of the first two parts of this work. Each number
is embellished with four elegantly coloured plates of sub-

jects in natural history, which might be sold for four shil-

lings. In addition to these, there are four neatly engraven

plates of works connected with the arts or manufactures.

Thus every number is illustrated by four coloured and four

plain engravings, which are very nearly worth the whole

price of the part. The coloured plates are executed by
Mr. S. Edwards, and are. highly honourable to his talents.

'

It is proper that we should here state a faot, which proves

his skill in colouring : the numbers before us have lain

loose above six months in an apartment where oxyrouriatic

acid and other gases were frequently disengaged, yet the

colours are very little if any thing injured.- ThoSe who are T

acquainted with coloured, plates of natural history, will"

know that this is no common recommendation. The talents

of the editors, as far as we may judge from their previously

published works, are by no means ill adapted to their un-

dertaking. Me. Gregory is very advautageously known to

* This statement unfolds a mystery : it is now evident how tf
-

most extraordinary and fulsome puff (to use the language of the day)
appeared in the Eclectic Review of a certaiu oration. The excla-

mation here quoted is no doubt from the same source; and although ,

it might be tolerated in a certain society where brutally obscene
t

songs' were applauded, it will nut be~ very acceptable to tfat

public -r Ait..
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the public as the author of some of our most useful works hv*

natural philosophy ; and Mr. M. Good is a man of indefati-

gable industry, somewhat omnivolent, but sufficiently sup-

plied with that general knowledge, which qualifies him lor

editing a universal dictionary. In a word, we know of no
work, which has hitherto appeared, so useful as the Panto-

logia, to those who wish for a slight knowledge of all tlie

arts, sciences, and general literature.

Jones's History of the County of Brecknock.

[Continued from p. 248 of this Volume.}

IN the preface to his second volume, Mr. Jones make*
some remarks on the few critics who had noticed his first

volume with any attention; and in doing this he fully ex'-

poses the incapacity and carelessness of the " Annual Re-
viewers," against whose ^animadversions" he scruples not

to throw down the gauntlet in bold defiance, though with

'

all the respectful courtesy due to a champion of " Dr. Aikin's "

prowess. Our author, however, proceeds on a false ground,

when he refers the historical misrepresentations he com-
plains of to the renowned doctor, for it is not him, but his

son, " Arthur Aikin," who is the avowed editor of the
Annual Review. In the latter part of his preface, Mr. Jones
refutes some erroneous opinions that are prevalent respecting

the extent of Clanodd Ofa9 or Offa's Dyke, and describes -

its entire course as far as it can now be traced.

This volume is much less interesting to general readers
' than the former one, yet it will doubtless attract its full share

*_of local inquirers. We learn from it that Brecknockshire

contains sixty-seven parishes, the history and account of
each of which form a distinct section. Into descriptions so

very miscellaneous as those of parishes, we cannot be
expected to enter at length, and shall therefore content

ourselves, for the present, with selecting a few of the more
important passages, reserving our opinion of the wholo
work, as well as our observations on some particular parts,

for our next number.
* *

In the account of Garthbrengy, or Galhbrengy, we find

the following particulars of the Gam family, whose
principal residence was at Peytyn Gwin, in the above
parish, and of whom the famous David Gam gave the

celebrated answer, " Enough to be killed, enough to be
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taken, and enough .to run away,*' to Henry the Fifth, when
questioued by that monarch as to the amount of the French
army previous to the battle of Agmcourt.

" Hence, then, it appears, that one of the Peytyns at least was in

the possession of this family long prior to the birth of Llewelyn,
who therefore must either hare purchased the Peytyns from one
of his own relations, or else, if any one of the descendants of Sir

Richard Peyton sold them, he must have taken a Welsh name and
had loog .lost his Norman appellation

J be this as it may, David
ap Llev, clyn, though the third ion of the purchaser, certainly :

resided during the early part of bis life at Peytyn Gwin: the
precise year of his birth cannot be ascertained. Pennant says, his

competitor Glyndur was born in \3b0: Sir David was probably
some years his junior, or be would have been of too advanced a

period in life to have appeared as a warrior at Agincourt in 14-15,

when
i
irsonal strength was of essential consequence in battle.

At the same time it must be observed, that it is probable he could
not have been under fifty or sixty years of age at this memorable
victory ; for he had several children and even grand children at

the time he embarked in the expedition to France: be was
.athletic in person, his hair red, and be squinted; from whence he
was called Dafydd Gam: Gam generally means crooked*, but from
long habit and a perversion of the language, when applied to the

person, it implies any defect in the limbs or features. Powel, in his

history of Wales, has taken cure not only to record this deformity,
but he wishes his readers to believe that nature has perpetuated it,

and that *all his family continue, to squint to this day I! It is

unnecessary to deny so absurd an assertion; from portraits of some
of the family stili remaining, it appears, that so far from being dis-

tinguished by this unfortunate obliquity of vision, many of them
were remarkably handsome and their features perfectly regular:
it is however not a little extraordinary that the Welsh should, in this

*

instance, a* they have in many others, seize upon this peculiarity, and
j. reserve it as a memento iu the family, of the imperfec tion of the
person of their ancesiur; yet thus it is perpetually, and while the
common names of Morgan, Thomas, Gwilym, &c. , arc ringing

>

the changes and shitting places continually, the names of Gwyu,
Llwyd, Coch, Cam, fair, grey headed, squinting, &c &c. remain
steadily in the respective families to which they have been applied,
as long as they remain ; nay, we have an instance where even a
filthy disease has conferred a surname which the descendants of the
person afflicted seem to feel no anxiety or wish to conceal f.

«« * From hence (as, I conceive) the vulgar Knglish phrase of
game leg, meaning a crooked or baudy leg.

" f Thus Llewelyn, the son of William, the son of HoweJ,
surnamed the Scabby, subscribes himself Llewelyn ap Gwilym
;ip Hywel y uracb, and Sir David Gam's Wife is always called,
in the pedigrees, .Gwenlliau the daughter off Hytvd y grach, by
which no mark of disrespect is intended to tin? memory of her father.

*
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" Mr. Carte correctly observes, that Sir David Gam he^d his estate

of the honor of Hereford, that he had long been in the service off

Bolingbrok«,.and was fii raly attached to his interest. When it is recol-

lected that Henry the Fourth was Earl of Hereford and Lord of Brecon,

m the time of Sir David Cam, we shall not be at a loss to discover

the motives which governed his political conduct, bat the first public
act of his life consigns to his memory a load of infamy, which his

death will barely remove: instead of attacking the enraged lion of
Gynedd in the field, instead of hurling defiance against his adver-

sary, in audible language and in open day, he came like a midnight
assassin to the court of Glyndwr, and sought to serve his employer
by removing u troublesome insurgent at the expence of his own
character and future happiness.
* This iniquitous attempt was made in 1402, when Owen wail

holding his parliament at Machynlleth in Montgomeryshire. * At
* this meeting/ says Mr. Pennant, * he narrowly escaped assasst-

• nation. Among the chieftains who came to support his title, was
' a gentleman called David Gam, or the One Eyed ; notwithstanding
1 he bad married a sister of Glyndwr, yet such a fiirioos hatrei
' had he conceived to his cause, that he* appeared at the assembly
' with the secret and treacherous resolution of murdering his prince*

and brother-in-law. Carte says he was instigated to it by Henryv
' but gives no authority; party zeal, or hopes of reward, probably
' determined him to so nefarious a deed ; he was a fit instrument
' for the purpose, a man of unshaken courage, which was after-
' wards pub to to the proof, in the following reign, at the battle of
4 Agincourt/
" In this account there is too much truth, and the tale, unfor-

tunately for the fame of Sir David Gam, is too well attested by
Povvel and other authors to be denied , but Pennant is incorrect,

when he says he had but otie eye; and as we should give even the

devil his due, he is equally mistaken, when he tells us that

Glyndwr was his prince or his brother-in-law ; he owed him no
allegiance, nor was he in anywise of affinity or connected with
him; his journey to Machynlleth, therefore, must have been to

oiler assistance, and not to do homage. Sir David Gam married

a daughter of a gentleman oT considerable landed property, resident

in Eire!, on the banks of tbe Wye, in Radnorshire; Glyndwr*!

wife was a daughter of Sir David Hanmcr, whose only sister,

Morfydd, married David ap Ednyfed Gam, a North Wales noWe-
man, descended from Tudor Trevor. Th« courage of Sir David
Gam is unquestionable, yet my countryman, Mr. Pennant, was
wrong when for that reason he supposed him a fit instrument for

the purposes of assassination ; and though Sir David was prevailed

upon to debase himself by this dark design, in general a brave

man, who trembles only at the thoughts of a cowardly act, is very
ill calculated to assist in the perpetration of a midnight murder.
" That this foul plot was discovered no one will lament; David

was seized, imprisoned, and would have met with the fate he
deserved, if be had not been saved by the intercession of some of

Owen's best friends: he continued in confinement until 1412;

ffo. 130. Voh 32, Aprik 1*09. 2 C
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upon the 1 4th of June, in which year, a commission issued fsora

the crown, directed to the king's well-beloved esquire, Llewelyn ap

Howel, father of his majesty's well-beloved esquire, * David
Gamroe,' holding of the crown in the lordship of Brech ; Joba
Tiploft, then seneschal of Brech; and William Botiller, receiver,

reciting his having been taken prisoner ' by Owen de Glandoordy,
rebel and traitor, empowering them or either of them to treat for

his ransom, and to exchange for him any Welshmen, adherents, fa*

vourers, succourers, or assistants, of the said Owen*. The commis-
sioners, it appears, succeeded in releasing the king's well-beloved

esquire, David Gamme, upon bis engaging (as it is said) not to bear

arms or oppose the measures of Owen : for this favour he showed the

same sense of gratitude as criminals frequently entertain for those,

who have saved their lives; attacking the partisans of that chieftain

wherever he met them, and betraying his designs to the English

monarch whenever he could discover them. This conduct drew
down upon him the vengeance of his insulted and abused adver-

sary, who, entering Breckonshire with a body of hU troops, would

probably have prevented David Gam from molesting him in future

if he had met htm: fortunately for the lord of Peytyn gvtin he was

not at home when the enemy arrived. As a punishment for re-

peated injuries received from him, Owen burnt bis house to the

ground. After which, meeting with one of David's tenants on the

road in his return, he tauntingly told him,

* O' well di wr coch cam,
Yn* mofyn ei gyrnigwen f
D' we'd y bodhidan y lan,

Ano 6 glo ar ei phen.*

If a squinting red-hair*d knave
Meet thee, and perchance should crave
To know what fate his house befell.

Say thai the cinder-mark will tell.

" David Gam had no sooner procured his liberty, and been re-

leased from one prison, than he seems anxious to deserve commit-
ment to another; for shortly after he was liberated by Owes, Hujti
Thomas | tells us, though he places this event at too early a period.
4 he slew his kinsman Richard Kawr, lord of Slwch, in an unhappy
' quarrel in the high street of Brecon,, for which he was obliged to
' leave his country.'
" From this time forward we hear nothing further of the lord of

" * Rymer. Feed, tome viii. fo. 753.
Gyrnigwen, literally the white-homed: it is generally given

as the description of a sheep ; here, perhaps, it alluded to the ex-
ternal appearance of the house, the roof ol which, like that of New-
ton, formed a kind «>f cone, with a stack of white chimneys at the
apex, whirh may be supposed to have some resemblance to an
exalted horn.

I Manuscript Essay towards the History of Breconshire. Bodl.

Lib. Oxon.
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Peytyn gwin, except that, notwithstanding the crime he had com-
mitted, the authority of the house of Lancaster was sufficient to
protect him for a short time in Breconshire, while he raised a body
of men for the service of his sovereign, when he embarked with
him in 1415, in his expedition to France; and here such a blaze of
glory bursts around him, as he resigns his boisterous existence, that
the English historians are dazzled with its lustre, and the Welsh
have agreed to wink at his vices. Sir Walter Raleigh has an eulo-
gium upon his bravery and exploits in the field of Agincourt, in
which he prefers his greatness of soul to that of Mago, and com-
pares him to Hannibal, while his countrymea, in consideration of
this day's good services, have unanimously determined to forget his

treachery towards Glyndwr, and to pardon the murder of Richard
Fawr. His reply to the king on reviewing the French army, his

courage and gallantry in the battle, in which he is said to have
saved the king's life by the lews of his own, his son-in-law's and his

kinsman's death, are so well known, that it would be superfluous to

repeat them. Hugh Thomas says he was knighted for his exploits

after the battle, but that he soon died of his wounds: the general

opinion is, that he died during the heat of the action, and that the.,

king knighted him as he was expiring in the field*. His two com-
panions in glory and in death, were Roger Vaughan of Bredwardine
in Herefordshire, and Waiter Lloyd (more correctly Watkin Llwyd,
of Brecknock, by which the lordship or territory, and not the town,

is meant. Sir Roger Vaughan had married Gwladis, the only
daughter of Sir David Gam, by whom be had eight children, one of

whom, Sir Roger Vaughan of Tretower, the third son, though very

young, was, I am inclined to think, in this battle, not only because

he alone, of all the children, received the honour of knighthood,

but his connexions in life show him to have associated with the

heroes of Agincourt, for he married for his second wife Margaret,

daughter of James Lord Aud ley, slain at Bloreheath in 14-58, who
was certainly in this expedition: the grandfather of this Margaret,

Dugdale tells us in his baronage, was associated, jn 5th Henry the

IVth, for one year with Richard Beauchamp, Karl of Warwick, in

the defence of the castle, town, and lordship of Breton against

Glyndwr, having one hundred men at arms and three hundred
archers on horseback assigned him for that service, the men at arms
being each paid twelve pence a day, and the archers sixpence f,"
Vol.11, p. 161.

" * I was in hopes to have given the public a print of Sir David
Gam, from a picture which the tradition of the family pronounced
to be his portrait; but, unfortunately, it turns oat to be a portrait of
Sir John Games, the sixth in descent from him.
" f John, Lord AuVley, had the castle of Llandovery assigned

to htm for the same purpose, in the preceding year* as wdl be seta
by reference to my first volume. It is difficult to comprehend why
there should be the inequality above stated in the pay nt the soldiers,

and why the foot shoulc\ have a larger remuneration than the

S C 2
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** Whether Henry the Fifth rewarded the family of Sir "David

Gam with something more substantial than his title, which fled

almost as soon as it was conferred, does not appear: h is however
probable that the king did not forget his obligations to his

gallant subject and defender, and that he either granted his de-
scendants territorial possessions, or bestowed a sum of money upon
them adequate to their wants; for they are immediately seen
rising* in importance, increasing in opulence and numbers, for

several succeeding centuries; but the anecdotes preserved of them
will with greater propriety be introduced in the several perishes

where the principal branches settled after their dispersion from the

Pfeytyns, which continued in the descendants of Gwilyn, a younger
brother of Sir David, for some generations. Evan, the great

grandson of this Gwilyn, is described to have been of Peytya
gwin, and is said, together with William Poweldew of Castlemadoc,
to be the only persous resident in Brecooshire in the latter end of
the fifteenth century, who were possessed of lands to the value of

one hundred pounds per annum." p. 157—162.
»

Under Llanganey we notice a curious example of the
risk incurred by those who quote from secondary authorities,

as from the original writers; and Mr. Jones must in this

instance plead guilty of violating his own precept*. The
passage as it stands is as follows :

—

*

** Near this spot is Ffynon Genau, or the well of Saint Ceoau,
formerly celebrated for its medical virtues, as most of the saints'

wells have been; but though this good lady's piety and chastity-

may have gained her the approbation of her country and the;

veneration of posterity ; though this well, at ber intercessions, may
have produced health to the sick; and, above all, though she mar
have inflexibly adhered to her vow of her perpetual virginity, ft

should seem that she occasionally interfered a little too far in the
domestic concerns of the marriage state, apparently from waggery
or envy; for we learn from Carew's Survey of Cornwall, that
Saint Cenau, or, as he writes it, Saint Keyne's well, then had
this remarkable effect, that if a new married couple, or one of
them, approached, the first who drank of the water obtained the
command of the house for life. This author relates, in indifferent

verse, a very humorous story about the well : a stranger heme
asked by a clown if he knew the effects of the water, replied

in the negative; being informed of them, and finding Hobbino*
was married,—

-
" * 1 have adopted in my progress one rule, which I will ventnxe tf

recommend to all who, like myself, are infected with the cucoetki
$cribeudi; this rule is, never to quote from a quotation, extract, or
copy, when access can be had lo the original," frf$ Vi k

.

f>.
viiL
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" You drank of the welt I warrant betimes?
He to the countryman said,

But the countryman smil'd as the stranger spoke,

And sheepishly shook his head.

I hastened as soon as the wedding was done,

And left my wife in the porch,

But i' faith she had been wiser than me.
For she took a bottle to church."

Now, instead of extracting from Carew, our author has

In reality been quoting from the poet Southey : the original

passage is given in these words.

" Next, I will relate you another of the Cornish natural wonders,

viz, St* Kayne't welt: but lest you make a wonder 6rst at the Saint,

i>efare you take notice of the Well, you must understand, that

this was not Kayne the man-queller, but one of a gentler Kpirit, and
milder sex; to wit, a woman. He who caused the spring ta be
pictured, added this rhyme for an exposition

:

In name, in shape, in quality.

This well is very quaiut

;

The name, to lot of Kayne befell,

No over-holy saint

The shape, four trees of divers kinde.

Withy, oke, elme, and ash,

Make with their roots au arched roofe, '
.

Whose floore this spring doth wash*

The quality that man or wife,

Whose chance or choice attaine§>

First of this sacred streame to drink

Thereby the mastry gaines."

Survey of Corn. p. 120, SO. Edit. 1002.

In the account of Ystradfellte are the following parti*

cuiar* of one of the popular superstitions of this country. .

" I am almost inclined to think that the wildness of charactet

and peculiarity of feature of the scenery of this country have in

some degree affected the opinions of the inhabitants, and have con-
tributed to preserve among tnem a greater number of the legends

of antiquity, and a stronger faith in old tales about ghosts and hob-
goblins, than in any other part of the country. The <ffy of the Cwnt
Anwrr, or dogs of Ahwn, for instance, is as familiar to the ears ofthe
inhabitants of Ystradtelke and Pontneathvaughen, as the watchman's
rattle in the purlieus of Covent-garden. I recollect conversing

-lately upon this subject with an intelligent young man, who harhad
a better education than is given to the genera. ity of persons in this

country, who is in the prime of manhood and in the fullness of his

intellects, and who with great gravity requested to know my
opinion as to these Cwn Anwn, and observing that I smiled-— 4 Ah#
• Sir! (says he) I thought as little as you do of them a week
* ago, but two nights back I heard them, standing where I now
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• do, as clearly as I just now heard you speak, and during that
' night died Such a one.' There was now an end of the con-

troversy; not only the existence of these aerial beings, but even
the very errand on winch they came was established ; yet, still

be»n<* some vhat infected with the scepticism of the day, I veatured

to suggest that these 003s might have been part of some 'squire's

pack, hunting, as is frequently the case, especially upon light

nights; 'Oh Lord, Sir, (he replied,) their cry was nothing like

' that of the hviuds of this world, but like the short Quick notes of
• young geee!!! 1 As I am 'not to doubt this man's veracity, I

conclude that the noise proceeded from the nocturnal flight of some
birds; and when I state that this conversation was in the latter end

of August or beginning of September, the naturalist may perhapi

be enabled to form a guess as to their species." p. 617.

In the parish of St. David is Brecon gaol, which was

visited by Mr. Neild, in 1 H0*> and is described from his

Letters in the Gentleman's Magazine of that year. Oq
that description, and on the remarks accompanying it,

Mr. Jones makes the underwritten excellent observations.

" Mr. Neild, in his report of his visit to Brecon gaol, 180**,

describes it in general terms (or at least he is liable to be so under*
stood) as the habit in Breconshire to half starve, half ciothe, and
double iron female convicts; and in his subsequent visit in 1806 be

proceeds to stigmatise the gaoler, then in his grave, with the epithets

of * a man conversant in scenes of misery and seemingly steeled to

every tender sensation.'

" He will permit me to state the facts and circumstances which
made it necessary to put irons on the women he saw in this gaol

;

for I am persuaded that it is unnecessary I should controvert the

charge of habitual cruelty which his assertions may seem to impute

to this country; one of the viragoes, whose suffering? he so pathe-

tically deplores, was a woman of great bodily strength, desperate

In her determinations, old in iniquity, and who had been con-

victed of house breaking, accompanied with very aggravated cir-

cumstances. A day or two before Mr. Neild's visit, this amazon,
assisted by another female prisoner, whom she contrived to corrupt,

effected the escape of a male convict and a deserter, as Mr] Neild

has stated ; she also threatened to set fire to the prison and to

murder the gaoler. It was not without some ditficuity and caution

she was restrained, nor were the irons which shocked his humanity
put upon her legs with unresisting submission; I am well assured

that it was necessary to call in the aid of more than one person to

effect the operation; in this state however he saw ner and her

assistant, half naked, as he says, that is, without shoes or stockings,

and as negligent of her dress as she was *>f ber character. The
moment she and her accomplice expressed their contrition and
promised to desist from their desperate design*, the irons of both

* Gentleman's Mag. 1804. p, 101.
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women were removed by this man of steel. Poor Watkms ! thou

tiast ere this appeared before the throne of him to whom atl hearts

are open, and if the want of humanity with which thou hast been
stigmatised was thy only crime, without seeking to fathom the secrets

pr decrees of that dread tribunal, I hope it is not presumption to

pronounce thee happy. I appeal confidently to all who knew
nim, to all those prisoners who have ever been in his custody (not

excepting those of the fair sex, whose cause Mr. Neild has

espoused), to give their testimony upon this part of his character;

assured that the result will be the unanimous confirmation of my
opinion, that there never was a man in his offiCe, nod of coarse/

conversant in scenes of misery, more humane than the late Walter
Watkms. He was not dismissed as Dr. Lettsom observes, lie

died keeper of the gaol; and I have reason to know his dissolution

was hastened by his wounded feelings upon receiving a reprimand
for an irregularity, inourred partly iii consequence of his humanity
and kind treatment of his prisoners.

What then shall we say of the correctness of those reports? hut

eveu if they were more accurate, 1 object to the mode in. which
they acquire or convey information; it is the very charlatanism

of hectic humanity, dispersed through nearly the same medium as

quack medicines; with this difference, that though neither the ad-

vertisement or the prescription is from interested motives, but

intended for the good of the patients, the doses are administered

by those who are ignorant of the constitution, and consequently

not so well qualified to remedy the diseases which may exist as the

regular physicians, who alone ought to be apprised, and upon whose
general skill and attention I cannot without pain hear any reflexion

or imputation attempted to be thrown. And what after all are

the general objections to our prisons? the want of mops, pails,

brooms, towels, baths, &c. ; to which Mr. Neild has lately added
the want of a little money, to carry the prisoners home when they
are acquitted or discharged. 1 shall by no means be surprised

to hear shortly a proposal to furnish every person with a small sum
when he gets into gaol to enable him to live with greater comfort
under a dry roof. I applaud cleanliness, in which respect the

county gaol of Brecoo is certainly improved since the appointment

of the present keeper; but when Mr. Neild talks of damp walls,

confined rooms, bad lights, &c. &c. , let him visit the cottage of

the honest industrious labourer, with nine or ten young children in

one small apartment, into which the rain pours and adds diseases

to poverty, and here let him feel for and attend to the distresses

of the unoffending; not that I mean to insinuate that the prisoner

should be forgotten or oppressed, but let the care of our gaols be
exclusively consigned to the magistrates, those constitutional guar-

dians whom the law authorises to superintend them; let it be the

general aim of the friends of humanity to ameliorate the condition

of the honest labouring poor, and if their efforts be attended with

success, our prisons will become less necessary."



( 392 )

4 Narration of Circumstances attending the Retreat of the

British Arviy wider the Command o/ the late Lieutenant

General Sir John Moore
y
K. B. with a concise Account of

the memorable Battle of Corunna, and subsequent Embark-
ation of His Majesty's Troops; and a few Rtmarks con-

nected with these Subjects ; in a Letter to Lord Viscount

Castlereagh, one of His Majestjfs principal Secretaries of
t, Uc. By H. Milburne, Member of the Royal CoU

sge of Surgeons, London, and late Surgeon in the Spanish

rice. pp. 133. 8vo. 4s. Egerton. 1309.

WHEN we expressed our sentiments freely on the coq-

$uct of the late General Moore, in noticing Mrs. Cockle's

spirited Ode to his memory, we did not then expect that

the majority of the thinking class would have so soon

adopted our opinions. There is something apparently unge-
nerous in reflecting on a brave man who has recently fallen

in the cause of his country, and of injured humanity. The
Ipultitude yield to this emotion, and the prudent submit

pen to the semblance of virtue. Those champions of

imaginary generosity, however, must consider whether truth

and justice should be sacrificed to useless respect, and whe-
ther a deceased man's errors should be venerated as

virtues, to delude his successors. The real use of all past

events is to make them subservient to the future. Perhaps

feeneraj Moore acted as judiciously as many other generals

Vpuid have done under the same circumstances ; yet this is

9ft proof that his conduct was faultless or exemplary.

On the contrary, the more we leam of his views and modes
of acting, the more convinced we are that his whole system

was founded on misconception and error. That he had

formed his opinion of the French character from their own
gasconade, must be evident to evqry person who duly

examines his letters; that he considered the French not

only invincible, but irresistible, is also too apparent. He was,

indeed, more their admirer than their enemy, and well may
.they raise a monument to his memory. His plan of landing

at the utmost ex^remjty of Spain,, and marching over nine

hundred iurtes, before he couM come in contact with the

$nemy, was qnly a prudent mode of saying, « We have do

business in such a country, or in such a caused Mr. Frere

appears to have perfectly understood his meaning, and acte4

accordingly. As to the idea of running away from the

French, he certainly realised it, although not quite so dis-

gracefully as be designed. Of the nature, manner, and
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difficulties of his retreat, Mr. Milbtime has furnished some
particulars, which we shall briefly notice.

The author spent only about a month in Spain, haying

landed at Corunna on the 10th of December, and on the

^7th arrived at Astorga (one hundred and seventy English

miles), where he fall in with the English army on its precipi-

tate retreat before the enemy. His intention was to join.

Colonel Murphy's Legion, in his professional capacity ; but

its capture rendering this impossible, he tendered his medical

services to the wounded Spaniards, whom he found in

Astorga. On this head, he furnishes his readers with care*

lessly transcribed copies of his credentials, with translations,

which, as he has prefixed his name to the work, were not

necessary to prove its authenticity. An excursion from
Astorga to Manzanal and Bembibre (about twenty-six.

miles) cost him a " valuable assortment of instruments,
1'

which he deplores as seriously, as Fray Gerundio did his

Florelegium, or his MS. sermons. So much has been said

about the supineness and brutality of the Spaniards, their

want of patriotism, &c. that we are happy to extract the

following characteristic anecdotes, which challenge implicit

belief.

" A poor soldier's wife, who had been taken in labour, was, with
the infant- of which she had delivered herself, lying by the side of
the road ; but I had the satisfaction of seeing the poor woman and
,her child placed on a car, by the humanity of a Spanish officer, who
was escortiog a party of his sick and wounded compatriots."

" It was expected that the army would have received consi-

derable supplies ofprovisions, and other necessaries, at Villa Franca,
but [they] were unfortunately disappointed; great numbers ofthe in-

habitants-quitted their houses, taking with them every thing portable;

and those that remained, were in such a state of terror and confu-
sion, as to render them apparently incapable of discriminating

between friends and foes, it being impossible for the British soldiers

to obtain from them, even by purchase, articles which their French
visitors would not have scrupled to extort by force."

The following fects will convey a tolerable just idea of
the hurry, confusion, and fatigues experienced by the
retreat, which was so precipitate and so thoughtlessly

incautious, that neither the bridge of Lugo, nor that of
Burgo near Corunna, were sufBeiently destroyed to

obstruct the passage of the enemy's cavalry. Under the
influence of such a panic, he was the best soldier who could
*n/i the. fastest and longest
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" The fatigues' endured by the troops" (uvr Mr. M.) J* were in-

credible, labouring under every species of privation
;

'they had,

also, to encounter with extreme inclement weather, ana roads

iutolei ably bad. The dragoons performed a march of seventy-two

Biks in twenty-six horns, twenty- four of which they were actually

on horstnack. At this [K-riod the stragglers constantly augmented

5

aad as the enemy's cavalry kept close 00 our rear, numbers of

them were either killed or taken prisoners. Several of the English

wtre seen dead on the mad, having perished from excessive fatigue,

privations, and extreme cold; as well as many of the Spauish mule-

teei.i. A report having got into circulation, that the French
inhumanely massacred all the prisoners that fell into their hands

during the march, occasioned additional terror and confusion

amongst the sick : the women and children, for many of whom
there was no conveyance, and being unable to keep pace with the

Stools, were unavoidably abandoned to their fate. The lamenta-

tions and cries of these unfortunate people, imploring assistance

which it was impossible to render them, were truly distressing;

and perhaps a scene moie calculated to excite sympathy and com-
passion never occurred, than in the following instance : a poor

woman, the wife of a soldier belonging to a Highland regiment, ex-

•k»us»ed by hunger and fatigue, sunk lifeless on the road, with two

children in her arms, where she remained; and when I passed the

corpse, one of the little innocents was still endeavouring to extract

that nourishment from its parent's bosom, which nature no longer

supplied."

«• On several parts of the road, walls of loose stones were
thrown across, for the purpose of obstructing the progress of the

cavalry, which also afforded excellent cover for the riflemen to

conceal themselves behind, i he houses and villages on both sides

of tt.e road were completely abandoned by the Spaniards, and of

course taken temporary possession of by the armies. As I was return-

ing to Corn una, 1 overtook a Spaniard who had just made his

escape fiom me enemy, and who related an anecdote of two young
women, who hating remained in a village disguised in male attire,

were discovered and seized by a party, consisting of upwards of
twenty French soldiers, and treated in a maimer too brutal and
inhuman lor uie to debcnbe,"

We are sorry to say, that there were not a few English
soldiers, also, who treated the Spanish women in a maimer
" too brutal and inhuman to be described." Yet these
very ruffians, in order to conceal their own turpitude, are

now the loudest in their exclamations against the Spaniards.

It was this in iamous conduct which obliged General Moore to

doom them to public execration ; and if it is designed erer
to send another army into Spain, or any other ally's country,
if it is wished to make British soldiers men of honour, or

improve their discipline, or if Generals Baird and Hope do
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justice, they will yet bring some of the most guilty to a
court mamal, and punish them as an example. Neither
slimid da epaulette, nor even a title, shield those from
punishment, who have committed crimes in Spain for which
lin y would be handed in England. By acting in this

.manner, we would give a correct idea of English justice to

our allies, and prejudice them still more in our favour. But
if such offences are suffered to pass unpunished, it will

betray a culpable disregard to the moral character of the

nation, as well as evince much legislative weakness; and,

although it may never be revtnged, will most assuredly not

.be spceililv forgotten. After »ucu disgraceful conduct,

alter the wanton insults offered to the images in the streets,

need we be surprised, if the Juntas should manifest great

reluctance to accept the assistance of an English army in

future f Few cases could occur which call for more prudence
aim energy in ministers; and if they do not evince a due
respect to impartial justice, whatever may be the rank of

the otk nders, me best calculator among them cannot esti-

mate the consequences.

Mr. Milbume tetis us,- that when the troops arrived at

Corunna, they wrre supplied with necessaries, " which the

lypmitv ot the retreat" prevented them from receiving

during their marcii. " Tnose soldiers who required them,
were furnished with shoes, stockings, and other articles of
clothing, ami new arms were delivered out to replace

those mat had been lost or rendered unfit for service.**

Notwithstanuiug this refining, the destruction of the cloth-

ing .v-H severely h it; and a great part of the troops, after

arriving in an 1 ughsli port, were obliged to remain on
board their ships several weeks, tiii new clothes were sent

to them ; and others were so naktd^ that the transports were
brought up the Channel before they could be clothed. If

this was designed as a punishment for their treatment to

the Spaniards, it was just; but if it was the inevitable

consequence ol the dastardly destruction of their clothing,

it rchects little honour on the skill and address of their .

commanding officers. 1 he conduct of the governor and
people of Corunna deserves to he recorded with grateful

respect.

" On the morning of the 14th" (observes Mr. M.) *' an unusual

degree of bustle and animation appeared to prevail amongst the

.
Spanish troop's and inhabitants : his Excellency the Commandant,
Don Joaquin Garcia Morena, hariug by proclamation and other

methods exhorted them to exert their utmost eilbrts in co-operating
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with their brave allies to repel the assaults of the enemy, and to

afford them every possible facility towards effecting their embarka-
tion, declaring at the same time it was his determination to defend
the place to the last extremity. This venerable and patriotic

officer, though apparently upwards of seventy years of age,

•vmced the utmost activity and zeal in the performance of nit

duties, being the greatest part of every day on horseback, per-

sonally inspecting the progress of the works, and the organization

of the volunteers. The confidence of the inhabitants, also, ..

appeared to be considerably increased by the events [skirmishes]

of the preceding day. At the house wherein I had apartments,

the females of the family, who were in high spirits, amused them-
••Ives by dancing to their castanets, at the same time expressing
their admiration of the English, arid contempt for the French, who
[whom] they stigmatised with the appellation of piccaroomS7

[picaron, i. e. great villain.]

We must pass over the author's account of the battle of
Corunna, to extract his observations on the character and
disposition of the Spaniards, whose patriotism and country
have been so basely libelled by certain "review-day soldiers,"

and French emissaries, in this country. We regret this the

less, that it is neither very copious in facts, nor interesting

in incidents. After bearing honourable testimony to the

fidelity and gallantry of the German Legion, great num-
bers of whom have been falsely accused of deserting,

and stating that Major General Anstruther died of an
inflammation in his lungs, produced by continuing at his

duty in wet clothes, he proceeds ;—
" The Spaniards, too, have been accused not only of apathy and

indifference towards the cause oftheir rightful sovereign, but of ab-

solute hostility towards our troops, particularly the inhabitants of

Bcnevente, Toro, Astorga, and Villa Franca. I have before adverted

to petty disputes which occasionally took place between the British

soldiers and the inhabitants of some of the towns through which
I passed ; but they were by no means of a serious nature, or de-

serving of the appellation with which they have been branded. It

is undeniable, that on many occasions, where provisions and other

necessaries were expected to have been cheerfully and abundantly

supplied by the inhabitants of towns through which the British

troops marched, that little or none could be obtained on any
terms whatever. This, however, did not originate, as has been
erroneously asserted, in any dislike of the Spaniards to the English,

but merely from the ixtreme distress in which they were themselves

involved. Great numbers of the cattle had been driven to the

mountains for security against the rapacity of the French ; and
their stores of other provisions were almost exhausted by supplies for
their countrymen in arms; and as the operations in agriculture were

in a great measure suspended, they had a dismal prospect to look

forward to for future exigencies : these circumstances, of course,

v
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rendered these poor unfortunate persona (exposed te all the

calamities of a residence on the theatre of war, of which an
adequate idea can scarcely be formed by any one but an
eye-witness) reluctant to part with the slender pittance in their

possession.
" To these causes of disappointment may be added the unex-

pected retreat of the British army, which prevented the people of the
towns from collecting provisions from the country in such perilous

times ; the mutual ignorance of their respective languages, and the ins-,

mense number of sick and wounded peasants with which the towns
were filled on their wav to their own homes. The situation and
wretched appearance of these unfortunate people were truly pitia-

ble ; those unable to walk were conveyed on cars, whilst other*

through hunger, sickness, and fatigue, scarcely able to crawl, were
compelled to make their way on foot almost naked, and generally

without shoes or stockings *. Even in the Spanish hospitals, the un-
happy patients were nearly destitute of every requisite to scsTAtar

existence! Some judgment may be formed of their distresses,

from the circumstance of one poor man, who declared that he had
been fourteen days without any other sustenance than a Iktie bad

- wine, and sometimes a small quantity of broth made of vegetable*

and oil : indeed, his appearance fully established the veracity of his

•tatement."

This picture is not exaggerated; on the contrary, we
are assured, tbat it is far from conveying an adequate idea

of the exertions and distresses of the Spanish people.

The abject poverty of the Spanish peasantry, their
1

deficiency of clothing, their scanty supplies of food, with
which they are furnished by America for about one fourth

of the year ; the extreme difficulty of collecting in bodies,

and- of finding provisions when collected; the paucity of

the population, and the vast extent of their country ; the

want of good roads and convenient vehicles ; and the

almost imsuperable obstacles to the transport of armies and'

military stores over mountainous regions
;
present such a

spectacle, as must convince every person the least

.
-acquainted with the nature of things, that no ether people

ia Europe, under similar Circumstances, would have made
the same noble stand against such a powerful and experi-

enced enemy ; none other would or could have done so

much, as has been effected by the inhabitants of the

peninsula* Yet, we have heard the ignorant and unprincipled,

* • -

* The Spanish peasantry seldom wear shoes ; their most general

dress is ia ulpargatat, which only cover the soles and sides of their

feet, with stockings wUich extend from the knse to the small of

the lag.— Jfct.
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among whom were persons bearing commissions, which-

they most undoubtedly never will honour, exclaim against

Spanish apathy and want of patriotism. We trust that no
such accusations will be preferred in future without ex-

posing their authors to the merited contempt of folly or cow-

ardice. Mr. Miiburne does justice to the character of the

monks and friars, in recording instances of tneir benevo-

lence and generosity.

" Many English officers" (says he) "were greatly indebted to

the hospitality and kiudness of Spanish monks and friars, who
(though by no means in possession of an abundance of the**goud

things of this life) were emulous to share their stores with the dis-

tressed. An instance of goodness and humanity in one of these,

clerical gentlemen, which I am about to relate, will place the sen-

timents and conduct of this class of men in the most favourable

point of view. My servant being extremely ill, I procured htm
admission into a room which was occupied by an English serjeant

an/1 his family at Lugo ; but haviag neither bedding nor covering,,

a benevolent monk instantly offered to supply him with his own,,

which he accordingly brought from his cell.

'

« "

This character, Mr. M. observes, is in direct opposition to

the statements of many " British officers (the Whitelocks,

Dairympies, or Burrards, we presume) , who have indiscrU.

minately accused the inhabitants of every denomination,

class, and profession, as having exhibited the most perfect

apathy and indifference, not only to the physical wants of

the English troops, but towards the cause in support of

which they visited their country." Yet " several of these

officers rather withdrew from, than put themselves in, the

way of receiving or witnessing those kindnesses and atten-

tions which others liberally partook of ; and from the reports

alone of some, who might possibly have a slight individual

cause of complaint, have taken occasion to include the

whole Spanish nation, which has ever been allowed to be

nobU, generous, and humane.11 Such silly, disingenuous

conduct is too common with all men ; but we have already

hinted at more serious causes or motives for their present

abuse of the Spaniards.

.

The conclusion of this letter is devoted to a defence of

our assistance to the patriots, or, more properly, to show
the necessity and advantage of rescuing Spain from France.

Here the author evinces much good sense. No truth can

Be more unquestionable, than that the Spanish battles were,

our battles, and that Britain, and the whole powers of Europe*

triumphed as much as the Spaniards at the victory of
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Baylen. The brave and independent souls of Spain have
shaken the power of the common tyrant to its centre, and
given it a check from which it never will recover. The
resolution and spirit now manifested by Austria, are wholly
due to the magnanimous and ever memorable conduct of
tlie worthy descendeuts of the conquerors of the Moors.

The civil rights of mankind, too, will, in future, be better

understood ; and Spain will discover her own genius, and
learn to take advantage of her own immense, but hitherto

unproductive, resources. A few months of war will do more
-to call forth the latent powers of genius, destroy supersti-

tion and extend civilization, than as many years devoted to

4he study of the arts and sciences. The Spanish people,

also, will be better able justly to appreciate that freedom
and independence which they have purchased with their

blood.

To those who interest themselves in the affairs of Spain,

we can recommend this tract as worthy of their perusal

The extracts which we have given, will show the com-
mendable spirit in which it is written, and its authenticity

is unquestionable. This we think it necessary to observe,

as several fabricated pamphlets have been published by
persons who were never out of London, particularly one
purporting to be written by " an officer of the staff."

Most of these impositions are only a tissue of calumnies on
the whole Spanish nation.

MEDICINE.

A Letter addressed to the Hon. and Right Rev. the Lord Bishop

of Durham, President; his Grace the Duke of Somerset, the

Ritfit Hon. Nicholas Vansittart, Maxwell Garthshore, M.D.,
George Vansittart, Esq. Vice Presidents, and the other Members
of the general Committee of the Society Jur the bettering the Con-

dition and Increasing the Conforts oj' the Poor ; proposing a Plan
for Improving Dispensaries, and hje Medical Treatment
or the Diseased Poor. By J. Herdman, M. D. Itiemher of
the Royal CoJ lege of Physicians London; oi he Medical Society,

Edinburgh; one of the Physician* or" the City Dispensary, &c.
4to. pp. 23. Is. 0d. Arch, Beckett, &c. IfcKW.

THE plan here proposed is to constitute dispensaries, so that

ia canes ot tutureuie disueis they'U& supply nutriment and clothing
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as well as medicines to tbe indigent and diseased poor. Nutritious

souj)s, meat, strengthening drink, and flannel shirts are the chief
additions which Dr. H. proposes should be made to such establish*

menu. It is possible that professional jealousy, envious petulance,

or hard-hearted selfishness, may affect to treat it lightly; but we
can assert, from a pretty extensive field of observation, that there

never was a more truly benevolent, a more necessary, or a more
practicable plan for relieving the poor, laid before tbe public.

Its direct tendency to succour the meritorious indigent, who are

reduced to the bed of sickness, must be self-evident; it will

also directly diminish the* enormous poor rates, and consequently
save to the different parishes in which it may Tie adopted, a part

of the heavy expence of collecting them. We shall not however
detain our readers by expatiating on the numerous moral, political,

and social advantages which must result from tbe general adoption
of such a plan. Tbe Letter itself, as containing a most excellent

moral as well as medical lesson to all intelligent, benevolent persons,

should be attentively perused, and preserved on the- side -boani

in every well-educated family. In sketching the origin and pro-

gress of disease among the indigent poor, Dr. Herdman has shown
with considerable strength and perspicuity the necessity, the

advantages, and tbe means of being temperate, in order to e**W
good health and happiness. As the measure, we are happy to nod,
has met with very. general approbation, and is about to be carried

into efiect immediately; whilst we approve as critics, we shall

not forget that we are men, but contribute our mite to so bene-
volently charitable an institution in something more substantial

than mere praise.

This charitable plan, we presume, has also met the approbation
of royalty, as Dr. Herdman has recently been appointed a pfcy.

si.iati extraordinary to his royal highness the Duke of Sussex.

Important Researches upon the Existence, Nature, and Communication

of Venereal Infection in pregnant Women, new-born Infants,

and Nurses. By the late P. A. O. Mahon, Chief Physician to the

Venereal Hospital du Vaugirard, at Paris. These are contrasted

tcith the Opinions of the late John Hunter upon this Subject,

together with Observations tfiereon, bj* Jesse Foot, Surgec

6vo. pp. 110. • Sa.Gd. Becket and Highly. L808.

SCIENCE has no passions; it n her business to enlighten

men, not to blacken their characters : she may occasionally use the

language of persuasion, but never that of invective. Fhfd Mr.
Foot dury considered this circumstance, his talents and professional

skill might have been still more extensively useful to the public.

When Hunter was the Cerberus of the Royal Society, then indeed

he might have given cause for indignant remark ; but now that

he is no more, all virulence should cease. In saying tbi*, however,
let it not be understood that we condemn the medicai principles

inculcated in the volume before ua; on the contrary, if there be
any medical man so infatuated with theoretical visions, or any
person whatever, who is weak enough to suppose that parents may
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** have venereal virus in their constitution, without injuring their

ottspring, we would recommend them to read this work. The moral

and physical consequences of such a supposition are too hideous to

be detailed. If there be any medical fact which is ascertained by
every description of persons, it is, that almost all the rices of the

physical constitution of parents are transmitted to their offspring.

\Ve do therefore agree, with Dr. Mahon and Mr Foot, that it is

physically impossible for the venereal virus to exist in the consti-

tution of either man or woman, without deeply affecting their

children, and in most cases leaving theoi a confirmed distase

(though perhaps not a perfect lues venerea), only to be removed hy
mercurials. Could we persuade ourselves that there is now any
practitioner in this country, who is not fully convinced of the

communicability of morbid diatheris from parents to children, and
perhaps too from nurses to children, we should say that Mr.
Foot, in translating th? observation of Dr. Malion, has rendered a
.service to the public. The original is by no means remarkable

for perspicuity or accuracy ; but it is evidently the production of a

man who has had an extensive experience, and who appears to

relate his observations without any preconceived theoretical bias or

fanciful system. His views of the subject are rather the result of

Sood sense than refined speculation, aud as such deserve attention.

Ir. Foot has illustrated his translation with brief notes.

An Essay on the Causer, Prevention, and Cure of Consumption,

wherein Bleeding is exploded, and a new Method of Cure earnestly

. recommended to the Use of all Persons. By Laurante Hope.
With several remarkable Cases. Second Edition, pp. 14'*'.

12mo. 2s. Walker, PortlanoSstrcet ; Cradock and Joy.

MR. HOPE boldly avows himself to belong to that class of people
called Quacks, as he is " the proprietor of a quack medicine," and
he defends strenuously not only the right,- but also the propriety of

dealing in nostrums. His reason is, because he " does not choose

to share his secret and his profit* (we believe this) with every
' ignorant apothecary." Yet he assures us that he can cure con-
sumption ; and although this disease prevails throughout tlie

United Kingdom to an alarming extent, he neither gives us his

address, nor tells us with what he cores this hi'berto incurable

malady, but leaves the public to depend entirely on whatever stub?

aiw quack 'medicine vender may tliiuk proper to sell under the
appellation of Hope's " Hectic Pills. " He adds, indeed, that

although hi.,' secret is copied from an " old treatise, which has passed

through many bauds since it was written/' yet " the drug could
not be procured, perhaps, in six towns in the kingdom, and in the
metropolis could not be made up by the apothecary under the
price it is now sold at." Then if Mr. Hope's profits are -so very
small, we think it would be more juit to the public, and equally*

advantageous to htm, to raise the price of his medicine, allow the

apothecary something for his labour, and enable physicians to

judge of it, from a knowledge of its nature and etTects. He can have
no objection to this if the efficacy be such, as he represents it, to

flash conviction " upon themjlike a beam of light upon utter dark-

Ac. HO. Vol. 32. 'April. 1S0£>. 2D
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ness." Mr. Hope discovers rawe talents than most of his brethren

nostrummoagers and many verv shrewd aod just remarks are

scattt red tin »u„n this little Volu.n^. which at the same time bears

simy internal evuience that the author has not received a medical

cdurav. >n. Ait hough he professes to cure consumption or

phthisis p.dnonalis, yet hi> principal cases are young female* whose

p:i n^irv alft-ction had been Icucorrtuei, which ind'wred amenorrhea

and general debility t>»lh an attendant cough. Sarely Mr. Hipe
will no! ^re'e-id to call such iulirmities cases of pulmonary con-

s'jaipt-on. The authm's prefatory observations on vaccination

have considerable merit.

" How miserably must any person be in want of an argument,

when they [tie] object to the vaccine because it is a beastly disease.

Most dtsea-.es equally merit such an epithet, and none more than

the smail-pox, a disease which isso loathsome, beastly, and filthy, that

language cannot describe it, and so dangerous, that, even under

inoculation, more, upon an average, die than are supposed liabie to

take the small-pox after vaccination, death out of the question ; for

none have been hardy enough to class the deaths from small-pox

inoculation against the deaths by vaccine inoculation. It

mighr, however, be curious to stale the question for once. About

tvso in a thousand die of inoculation; which in 10,000 inoculations

will g«ve twenty deaths. About one in a thousand are [is] liable

to take the small-pox after vaccination, and one in ten die of the

natural small pox. Thus, 10,000 inoculations for the vaccine give

ten cases of smalUpox and one death : so that it requires to vacci-

nate 200,000 persons to produce twenty deaths."

THE ARTS.

The Historic Gallery of Portraits and Paintings ; and Biographical

[and Critical] Review [of Painting and Sculpture]: containing a
brief Account of the Lives of the most celebrated Men, in ex ert/ Age

' and Country ; and graphic Imitations of the finest Specimens of the

Arts, AncurJ and Modern. With Rcmurks, Critical and Ex-

planatory. Vol. 111. 8vo. 72 plates. II. 4*. Vernor, Hood, and

bharpe, 1808.

WE are happy to find that the biographical part of this book is

improved, as we suggested, and that the student of " the human
face divine'* can now be gratified with a. sufficient number of his-

torical facts and anecdotes, whence his physiognomical observa-

tions may be elucidated. A little more attention to dates, and the

concise manner adopted in " Harrison's biographical Magazine,"
would stili improve lh:s " Historic Gallery," which- has deservedly

received considerable puLHc approbation. This third volume con-

tains thirty-seven portraits and thirty-five designs of paintings and

sculpture. Among the latter are a monumental column and tro-

.phies, dedicated to the memory of Lord Nelson, as well as a colossal
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Btatue of this hero ; all of which were designed by Mr.il. Mitchell,

and to be erected at Montreal, in Canada, at the expence of the

pnbhc-spirited inhabitants of thai country. The, ornaments of the

column very happily include representations of his lordship's prin-

cipal achievements, with suitable inscriptions ; and the statue faith-

fully adheres to truth, in exhibiting the warrior in his uniform,

without any regard to an imaginary Grecian costume, which some
artists have supposed necessary to give sta.ues an ctiect. Perhaps,

indeed, the grandeur of the figure, which is eight feet high, na-

turally associate* vviih our preconceived ideas of the man, and thus

contributes to withdraw* our attention from the costume, and heighten

the general effect of the representation. However it may be, we
have no hesitation in saying that it is highly creditable to trie

. talents of Mr. Mitchell, and much superior,* iu effect, to some
similar productions of English artists. Mr. G. Cooke, the engraver

of these plates, seems to improve in the outline style ; his strokes

become more flowing and easy, in such of the characters as are*

translated from the French, we noticed some expression* rendered too

literally. These, however, are neither very numerous, nor very
injurious to tke general merit of the work. " We shall extract the

sketch of John Duke of Braganza, the restorer of the Portuguese

monarchy.

" The dominion [domination] of Spain pressed considerably on
Portugal wken Margaret of Savoy, Duchess of Mantua, resided

there in quality of viceroy ; but the chief power was in the hands
of the secretary of slate, Miguel Vascoiiccllos, of a disposition

rigid and avaricious, who, by his skilful management in the dis-

tribution of honours, fomented among the Portuguese nobility a
jcaiousy favourable to the support of his authority.

" One person alone he dreaded, which was John of Braganza,
the son of Theodore, from whom Spain had taken the crown of
Portugal ; but Vasconcelloi wi II knew the character of tint prince,

who, retired in his castle, preferred the felicity of dittiisi tig hap-
piness around him to the splendour of a throne, which could onl/^

be attained by the sacrifice of his repose. The people were, never-

theless, desirous that he should courageously assert his hirth-ri^ht,

and several of his subjects did not scruple to urge htm to it. Too
crafty to employ violence, Vasconrellos had recourse tp measures
to secure the person of the duke, who being informed of his de-

signs, without appearing sensible of the snare that was laid for him,

had always the address to escape it.

" The superintendent of his house, Pinto Ribiero, increased daily

the pzxtizans of his master. The archbishop expatiated on his

brilliant qualities, and Ucamc fully acquainted with what was going
on. The duke communicated the whole to his wile, Louisa de Guz-
man. ' Accept/ said she, 'the crown which is otle red to you : it is

glorious to die a king, even if you be one but a quarter of an hour.*

These words continued the resolution of the duke, bat his conduct
was not the les< reserved ; and, while he w*s at Villa-Viciosa, the

Portuguese accrnpii -hed the revolution w.th a degree of calmness

which could not have been expected. They required but one vic-

tim— this was Vasconcellos, who was killed by the great chamber-
2 d 2
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lain, by a pistol shot. Some efforts were made to preserve his life-

The vice-queen presented herself before the people, accompanied
by her maids of honour, and flattered herself that her presence
would appease the insurgents. * What have I to fear from the po-

pulace/ she exclaimed, ' except their scorn ?'—* Yon hare to

dread, Mad^ne/ replied Norogoa, * that they do not throw your
highness out of the window/ This answer greatly ternBed her* and
•he retired; and, on the sixth of December, 1030, John of Bra-

gaaza was crowned by the title of John IV. A little time after,

the vice-queen Margaret conspired against him: some of her par-

tisans were put to death, others sent into exile, and Margaret was
conveyed to the court of Madrid. He afterwards entered into allir

ance, offensive and defensive, with the Dutch and the Catatonias

;

and, to promote the welfare of his subjects, employed himself con*
tinually in lessening the taxes, and in the reformation of abuses.
" This prince was born at Lisbon, in 1604, and died in IfioQ, at

the age ol fifty -two, after a reign of twenty-six years."

Antiquarian and Topografihical Cabinet, containing a Series of ele-

gant View* of the most in!erexting Objects of Curiosity in Great.

Britain, accompanied with Letter-press Descriptions. Vol. IV.

50 Plates, ion. Clarke J 808.

HAVING expressed our opinion of the utility and merit of this

work, and earnestly recommended it, in our account of the preceding
volumes ; we hare now only to state, that it has contributed to

establish the popularity of"its authors, Messrs. Storer and Greig, as

landscape and architectural engravers. The fourth volume is un-

equivocally the best which has yet appeared, and we perceive in

the plates a delicacy, spirit, ease, and vivacity, which render them
greatly superior to those in be first. The selection of subjects is ao
Jess distinguished by taste and interest A short extract from the

interesting aad curious account of " Iflcy church, Oxfordshire,"

will show that its literary merit is by no means inconsiderable. It

is equally pleasing and honourable to see a monthly publication thus

improve in intrinsic merit and elegance, after experiencing the ap-

probation of the public.

" The village of Ifley," (say our artist authors,) '« is about two

miles from" Oxford, on the the road to Henley, pleasantly situated

upon a wooded eminence, having the river I*is flawing by its side.

On its left, over a long range of corn fields, is Shotover Hill ; on
its right the meadows, en u.;hed by the roeanderings of the stream,

are bounded by the shaggy top of Bagley Wood. Approaching
the village Ironi the University, the ancient tower of Ifley Church
is se*-n elevati ?._./ its venerable'battlements above the trees." Nothing
in the appearance of this fabric, excepting the tower, is calculated

to arrest the attention on advancing towards it from the village;

but turning to the western door, a rich profusion of Saxon ornament
presents itself, Uj>on which the corrosive tooth of time has been
niohling for centuries fi'nn st in vain; the only material injury sus-

tained. Wing a slight depression of one of the mouldings in the

•rch. ThU'door is surmounted by a chain beautifully sculptured,
« *

*
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each link of which is conjoined' by a iirotestpie head, am? encircle*

an animal, bird, or other device. Next is a large cable moulding*
vu^>ported as it were bv a great number of b^aks issuing from
grotesque beads: these ornaments are repeated on another moulding
of the same description, which recedes; and receding again to a
considerable depth is the wavy chevron; the whole pmd'jces. a.

richness of effect not surpassed by any building in this styFe now
remaining This door has been Jong in disiu«e; ?l is encumbered
with a wooJen rail nearly overgrown with nettles : to these evi-

dences of desertion have lately been added the ruins of a porch
(which will be hereafter noticed) ; its head-stone, cruciform wrouuht,

may be distinguished among the broken stones. Over the west
door was a large circular window, now stopped op ; one ofthe four-

teenth century has been inserted in the space: three richly-orna-

mented arches appear to have Formed the pediment of this superb
front, but these are now much injured by the lowering of the roof.

Within a few feet of the church westward is a garden wall, which
prevents an integral view of this interesting front from being seen
to advantage.

" On the south side of the church is an elegantly-formed door
exquisitely ornamented ; its arch is supported by four columns

;

the two outer ones have plain shafts, those within are carved with
diamond-work and zigzag. The capitals are exceedingly rich, re-

presenting on the left side two centaurs in combat, and on the right

an encounter of horsemen : on the base of the last-mentioned column
the figure of an animal claims particular notice. This superb door
was till lately obscured by a heavy porch, which no doubt greatly

contributed to its present state of perfection, the carving being deep
and fresh, excepting where it has undergone the process of white-
washing—an ignominy to which the whole door is perhaps at some
future period destined.

" The southern porch was removed about the beginning of th*

year 1807, under the direction of the Reverend Mr CockeM, minis*
ter, and the then churchwarden, Captain William Nowell, whose
residence is near the church: much opposition was experienced by
the projectors of this improvement—the viHagers contended that the

porch was a necessary resort before the church service commenced,
and were very adverse to having their ancient privileges of sanc-
tuary here invaded ; but the minister and his colleague, rightly

judging that the interior of the church was the most likely place to
excite sentiments of devotion, proceeded with their work, and,
much to their credit, have executed it so scientifically, jfchat not a
particle of the door was damaged in the operation ; though, by the
insertion of the timbers to form the roof of the porch at the time of
its erection, the head of one of the capitals on each side and the
middle of the arch have been broken.

" Though the interior of the church retains its original architec-
ture, its interest is m-ich abated, and its symmetry and beauty de-
faced, by the erection of a clumsy platform for the ringers, and a
screen of carved wood : these obstruct the view along «be chance),
and break the noble cross arch which supports its roof. There is
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likewise a gallery erected at the west end, which, though it was

probably the pride of the builders, is certainly no credit to their

.taste ! we are iuft rmed, by a painted paunel on its trout, that 'Tbis

^ullery was htnlt in the year 1738, for the u?e of the singers only

;

John Allin, Merlin Bumne, church* ardent'
•* The singing galleries have of late become very numerous, and

there is now scarcely a place of worship that aloes not exhibil one

crowded with motley pci burner*, to the ^reat aiinoyaoee of the

more sedate [ art of u,e conv;ii^.ati m, who wholly excluded frum

this, patt ul the service, by the vociferous and tiiscoidaiit jargon of

these pretenders to harnjouy.
" The. chetch, from east to west, measures upwards of thirty

yards, its widih is about five. The tower is embaitlrd and ©i m»»

uerate hrigh; , having no openinj< but the belfry windows. On its

north-west corner is a lar^e hutment, containing a staircase leading

to the be^fiyj thi-j butinent is terminated by a cluster of semi-

coktmns covered by a sloping roof; immediately above, on the

corner of the tower, is an enormous head with an open mouth, which

emits the water from the roof; the lower jaw is sustained by a band

on either side.

" In the south-east corner of the churchyard is an ancient cross,

with an octangular base ; its shaft is about niue feet in height, but

so much corroded by time that no traces of sculpture, if ifwas for-

merly ornamented, coukhnow be discerned. Near the cross stands

a yew-tree, supposed to be of eo.ua! antiquity with the church; it

measures about ten paces in circumference upon the ground ; the

trunk is much decayed, and presents a vacuity in which a man may
stand erect; its external appearance, however, is vigorous and

flourishing. In the decayed trunk are many chipping* of stone,

similar to that used in the building of the church ; these appear to

have fallen on the protuberances of the tree at the time the chancel

yras lengthened, and to have been gradually enveloped by the

bark. Instances of this are by no means uncommon; many spe-

cimens ol this nature are pr* served in museums: there is a pebble

of considerable size enclosed in a piece of oak in the museum erected

at Oxford, by that indefatigable investigator of antiquity, Ekas

A*hmole.
•« A specimen of the epistolary style in the reign of Henry VIII.

appears in the following letter from Dame Kateryn Weils prioress

of Littlemore, to John Ktuplace, master of Queen's College,

Oxford.
" ' Right Reucrent and \Vor>hipfull Master, I recommend nie

' unto you as a woman unkiunvi-n, desyrmg to here of yowr, fccod

* prosperi'e and we dun., the which I pray Aiimighty God to pre-

4 serve to hys picasur. The cause of my wrytyn*; to your master-

* shippe at this tyme is this: hit is ho," that JVIuster Walrond be-

* qucihed unto the powr hows of Lityllmore, as I understand, its.

« y if hit wohl like your masterslij ppe to be so good trend unto youi

' powr beyd-woman, otf the fouseid plays, wer much bound unto

* yowr mastershyppe, for we had neur more nede of helpe and eona-

* "oit of sochejeuty linen as ye be that wc have noWe : lot 1 under-
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* stand ye be a synijler lou r
. of relyuyus ptacys. Y pray God that

'ye may longe continewe to Godds plesur, he h^ve yow» in hys
• kepyng eu r more. Amen.

" * By yowr beyd-woman dame,
Kateryn, Proress of Lyttylmore.'

"

There are some good views of Guildford, and Loscley Manor
House, Surrey; as well as in Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, and

Warwickshire, which are too numerous to mention in detail.

POETRY.

The Burniad ; an Epistle to a Lady, in the Manner of Burns, with

Poetic MiKcllanien, Original and Imitative. My J. H. Kenney.
Small 8vo. pp. 153. 4*. Vernor and Co. 1808.

THE plaints and miseries of criminal rebels have been so often

sung, that we "ore pleased to find the unjust sufferings of loyalists

also held up to public commiseration. The following 11 Ballad," we
have been assured, is founded in fact.

•

" Did you hear of Jane M'Donnell f

(Lovely Jane of Castlebar)

How she died, all broken-hearted,

At the grave of Aflcj/n Carr ?

'Tis a true and mournful story,

Plain and simple, as it shou'd;

And this pair of hapless lovers

Were alike of gentle blood.

" It was when renown'd Cornzuallis..

Was the sovereign of the land,

After he had quench'd the troubles

Of the French and rebel band :

Grief it is, and shame to think on, .

How an handful went so far
j

And for six weeks unmolested,

Held the town of Castlebar

!

" Winter now (of death the emblem)
Seem'd t' o'erhang the yellow vale :

Falling leaves, and fading flowers,

Told the melancholy tale.

Even so seem'd death to hover

O'er the loveliest blooming flow'r

That the band of Fate bad ever

- . Cropt in an untimely hour.
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" Beauteous is the dawn of morning.
When young zephyr, full ou wing.

Waft* around ihe odorous treasure*

Of the lovely blooming s^rin^..

Not less fair, nor le>s enchanting.
Did the lovely Jane appear

In ( harms and all the female grace*,

Blooming in her nineteenth year.

" But, alas! how fleet and transient

Lite and all its charms are found

!

Virtue, innocence, nor beauty,

Wrest stern Fate's remon*!ets wound :

All those < barms that thrill'd each bosom,
And attracted ev'ry eve,

Fading pale, in youth's meridian.

Told that Death was standing by«

" Pale those cheeks, like fading lilies,

Where the damask rose had blown ;

Dim her blue eye's beaming beauty.

That with starry lustre shone :

Slow and mournful now that footstep

That ^o lately skimm'd the lawn ;

Mute that voice that, like the skylark's,

Carol'd at the early dawn.

u Nightly did the wretched maiden,
When the midnight hour was come,

From her sleepless pillow rising,

Vim» her true lover's tomb.
Unobserved, I stepp'd behind her,

While with feeble pace she stray'd

To the churchyard, where young Alleyn

In his winding-sheet was laid.

'* To h*M grave-stone faintly moving,
O'er the well-known spot she hung,

And, awhile in mournful silence.

Oft her folded hands she wrung.
Oft to Heaven her eves were lifted,

Oft she ca > them on the ground;
Tender si^hs her bosom rending.

All in tears of anguUh drown'd.

«« Twas a cloudless night, in autumn;
fcv'ry star with brilliance shone;

And, from Heaven's o'erarching azure,
Beam'd the full resplendent moon.

Nature's voice was bush'd in slumber
;

Silence reign'd, till with the gale
Mingling sighs, heart-broken Jenny

Breatn/d this gad but artless tale.
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•* 'Ah! I krtow it:
—

'tis hi9 gme-stonel
' Ever loyal, ever true;

9 In his king's and country's service

* Gallantly bis sword he drew.
' Fate is not to be resisted;

* Direful is the hand of war

;

* He was taken by the rebels i

* He was han^'d at Castlebar

!

* ' Yea, they hung him—cruel wretches-l

' Hung the pride of Irish youth!
* Matchless in his manly beauty,

« V ; r»ue, tenderness, and truth!

* Yes, they hung him—savage traitors 1

' Stabb'd him with their murderous hands,

' When be scorn'd to kueel for mercy,
' And refus'd to join their bands ?

" ' Not content to slay my lover,

' They expos'd him on the ground,
' Where I found his lifeless body

' Oor'd with many a brutal wound

!

' Half distracted there I sought him,
' By the pale moon's rising bears,

' 'Midst an heap of naked bodies,

' Tho' o'erwhelra'd with maiden shame

" ' Soon his features T discovered,

' By the pale moon's silver ray ;

' When my tears, in silent showers,
' Wa*h'd the clotted gore away.

' Clos'd in darkness, ne'er to open,
' Wtre those eyes so sktll'd to charm

;

' CoM and lifeless were his pale lips,

* "* el my kisses made them warm

!

" ' When his manly limbs I shrowded

'In the veil and gown I wore,

' Jsext night, in this grave I laid him,
* Never t<» behold him more!

—

' Yes! my e \rs bedew thy grave-stone;
4 Alteyn, 'twas for this I came

!

« Fondly loo. to kiss each letter

* That inscribes thy dear-lov'd name!

«' Had he livM—(Oh faithless fortune!)

' But tha uleising Heaven denied;
* Long betrothM, this morn had made me

' My true lover's happy bride.

' But, alas! cur joys are ended
* By the envious hand of Death

;

4 Save that only joy that's left me,
' Here to yield my latest breathy
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w 4 Ah ! what freezing damps surround me

!

' Chiilinar cold assails my heart;

' O'er each limb I feel it stealing,'

* And in ev'ry vital part!
f Cease—Oh cease mv poor heart beating !

' How it flutters! How it fades!

• What's this mist that floats before me,
' And envelopes all in shades?

«• • See ! Oh see that babe-like spirit!

• Pity* self descends from high,

• (Heaven's lov'd cherub) to conduct me
' From l his world of misery.'

Here she ceasM her fund 'complaining,

.i O'er the grave of Alleyn turr

;

. For the shaft of Death had silenc'd

Lovely Jane of Cnstleb/ir I " »

We are no friend, to Imitations of Burns, especinlly by an Irish-

man, who a\n twve no national prejudices in favour of that bar-

barous dialect; of course we pass over the poem that gives a title

to this litile volume,' which contains several good-natured pleading

trifles, not unworthy of perusal in an hour of idleness, vacancy, or

illhumour. Good sense, feeling, and delicacy, indeed, are more
conspicuous in the eflusimw of Mr. Keuney's chaste and patriotic

Muse, thau, the higher flight* of fancy.

EDUCATION.

The Trench Student'sYnde Mccuni, or Inditfensabii Companion; in

which are displayed the different Cases of Persons and Things,
as required by all the French Verbs and Adjectives, the different

Prepositions which they govern, those required by the Substan-

tives, and the different Words which must follow the Conjunc-
tions. By the Rev. P. C. Le Vassiur, a Native of France, and

Chaplain of the Calhedial of Lisitux. l'imo. . pp. 189. The
Author, and Lucas, Birmingham ;

Longman and Co. London.

WE know not that this little volume is an Indispensable Com-
panion," but we are convinced that it will be found very useful for

children learning French, as it will answer the purpose of a dic-

tionary or v^abulary, at least in what relates to the verbs and par-

ticles, as well as the idioms and phrases. It is very properly ar-

ranged in ulpbnbetic order, and renders the government of words

plain to the capacity of youth. Many of the remarks and illustra-

tions indeed may be thonght very obvious by persons familiar with

the language, but it should be remembered that they cannot be so

to children, and thut the present treatise, therefore, must be a

try convenient assistant to their labours in learning.
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An Essay on the Education if Youth ; intended to unfold the relative

Importance of the different Branches of Literature ; to point out

the bent Methods of communicating fnstruction ; and to impress on

the Mind the Necessity of h >lnn«l Reflexion. By Robert Good-
acre, M ister of Standard Iltli Academy, near Nottingham. Em- .

helitsbed with an elegant View (in Mczzotinto) of Standard- Hill

Academy, Nottingham Castle, and the adjacent Country towards

the Last. Small 8vo. pp. 84. 2s. 6d. Johnson; Cradock and

Joy. 180S.

THIS slight Essay discovers much good sense and experience in

teaching, and a competent knowledge of the different branches of

education : but Mr. Goodacre, good soul, thinks that religion

ought not to be taught till persons are able to investigate its evi-

dence like a problem of Euclid ! Perhaps, however, tie only

means to say that he " is ill things to all men," and that his aca-

demy is open to children of every sect. Such universality, to per-

sons of finite faculties, must ever be t|ie same as nihility.

MISCELLANEOUS,

Midas; or, a Serious Inquiry concerning Taste and Genius ; includ-

ing a Proposal for the certain Advancement of the Elegant Arts.

To which is added, by Way of Illustration, a Fragment of Ancient

History. By Anthony Fisgrove, LL. D. Small 8vo. pp. 224.

7 s. Murray. 1808.

WE are not a little surprised that any ner«on capable of writing

*uch correct and sometimes elegant sentences, sIk-mM have pub-
lished a volume, which none of its renters have understood. We
think that we can discover some satire in it, and that we can deci-

pher someoffhe things to which the writer alludes; but still it is

only explaining an eaiigma, which may have anotuer import hi the

mystical imagination of its author.

Divine and Moral Precepts, for the Conduct of a Christian towards

God and Man, By John Hamond, supposed to have been
the- Father of Dr. Henry Hamond, Author of the celebrated

Annotations on the New Testament, and other learned Works;
and written for the Instruction of his Grandson. , Published

[from an original MS.] by the Uev. John Plnmptre, Prebendary
of Worcester. l2mo. pp. 1 7 (J. 3s.' 6d. Longman and Co,
and Rivingtons.

THIS is one of the few works adapted to the use of every class

of readers. The sceptical philosopher will not think it any proof
of weakness to consult such maxims, although they inculcate

Christian piety, as they also abound in a profound knowledge
of men and manners; the rational Christian will receive them as

a most grateful banquet; and the fanatical methodist will here find

evidence almost to demonstration, that there is no true religion,

which is not accompanied by genuine morality and personal virtue.
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Mr. Plumptro, to whom the public are indebted for -britrgirag

the** " Y -i t
*' to light, informs n* that he "lately met with

th* from which it fol lowing pages are print*), in "Wercester-

abire; where it is wel <uown th.a the leaned Dr. Henry Hamood
passed the latter yeari- of his life at Westwood, during the time of
Charts li. In « hot- »•:'- unintended for the brshoprickof Worcester/*

The work v. as int*'.icd. " A Sweele Poetic or Variety of Flowers,

coiii po^-i «.i ' divp.«- .,.(! moral Precepts for a Christian and cifil

C unriiu.e tonim's Ci< 'f and Mho.*' The style, as might be expected,

was s^/ic.vlMt autiquaied aufl quaint, and bas been corrected a
liitle in mM'v to rtucler it more generally useful to young persons^

but >. ;s nervons, pointed, and perspicuous. We shall extract

acnicut'tii" precepts, which are divided into heads or chapters,

•itch •'
< »;i Virtue and true Gentility; Lore and Friendship;

Hi-h ev y, l''.,r.[fjy, and Hypocrisy/' he.
M Afj'i- srpurutc piety frutn honesty. Devotion and conscience

Burst ue»cr be pnrttri.— Feat ' (ioH ; honour your superiors ; reve-

lence your r
riend*i and obey the laws.— Often meditate on what

ou owe to ihc Lord, and what to your country,.—Custom in sk,
wiiltakenw.,v the conscience of sin." 'J'be following is expressed with

all tli? energy of Lnvater. " Who, but one -that is of a distempered

will hihI judgment, would think to ofler fraud to the Decipherer
ci all th-'uyi^s? with whom we rrav, indeed, dissemble to our
own c<^*; hut lo deceive is impossible.— It is ingeniously and
vuthik oU^i ved. that there are in all the law of God six bundled
a;i<i th.i-it.en jmcepts; whereof three hundred and sixty-five are

ius;n'i- e, as many as there are days in the year; and two hundred
a >'i torfy-ei'^hi affirmative, or as many as there are joints in a

hu'.ly: m show that God means that the whole man all the

«>f his f»!e should serve him and keep his commandme nt*.

LiiA rsumdiiig could no. have chosen a worse mansion, that when
it vp'aieii, a. id made a pander to wickedness. Pity it is\ that

gr"UHc** dr. n H ut any time be out of the road of goodness. Virtue

te. ia upi-^hiurss of lue in all things agreeable to reason. Those
wi»o cu.'.i ice it not, yet cannot but see it, and also highly respect

it. lie. wing maketh an able man; discoursing a ready man;
wntii.; an exact man; but virtue beaut ifteth him in all."

Tiie«e councils taken promiscuously will show tbat this volume
is Timeh or re i

roper fcir youth than • Dr. Hunter's " Men and
Itlanmr. 4iid that it contaius le^soni of wisdom adapted to all

men and an ages.

» The Defence of Qvtnostg. Translated from the French. Small 8vo.

pp. 3»>. dye, Bath. ILuchard, London. i808.

NEVER was the maxim Fas est ab hoste doceri better applied than
in the prvoei: t a^e. If all our common soldiers were examined, they
would .Imos" all he found to he totally ignorani ofevery thing relative

t< heart ol v»;u ; • xtept mere mechanical marching, firing, and some
oihcrabsnni moi «<ns. The French soldiers arc as industrious to improve
tn*-ii.selvc«j n the;:- trade, as musicians to leurn s^rne popular piece
of new music* fcay even their passion of gambling is rendered
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subservient to the same purpose, and numbers of them during

their hours of recess from duty are busily engaged in shooting

for money at targets, and with cross-bows, by which means 'hey
become most excellent marksmen. The defence or* twelve dif-

ferent kind* of posts is here elucidated in the form of questions,

which should be familiar to every common soldier as well as aH
field and subaltern officers. We hope this well-meant and season-

able little trad will obtain very general circulation in our army.
Could every British soldier of skill and merit entertain a rational

hope of changing his bayonet and sling for a sword and epaulette,

we should soon have the most powerful army in the wo/H. Pro-

motion, the reward of merit, is the fountain of aJl martial great-

Calligraphia Graca et Pacilographia Grttca: a Work explaining

and exemplifying the Mode of forming the Greek Cltvi nticr.s tvilit

Ease and Elegance, according to the Method adopted ly Doctor
Thomas Young, and exhibiting a copious Co/lection oj the rartvm
Form* of tie Letters, and of their Connexions and Contractions*

Written by John Hodgkin. Engraved by 11. Asbby. Folia.

Arch, Payne, &c. 18s.

WE have no hesitation in saying, that every ingenuous student

of Greek literature will feel himself obliged to Mr. Hodgkin fx
thus furnishing him at a moderate expense with a very necessary

and useful work; the materials of which are scattered throughout
numerous scarce and expensive publications. The table " Varia
Alphabet! Gneci per static ordinem Forma?/' containing twenty
alphabets, selected from different writers, is curious and interesting.

The letters, notwithstanding the cavils of a monthly critic, are
well formed, and the copious tists of contractions must prevent
much waste of time, and perhaps also some idle conjecture*. We
could have wished indeed that the ingenious and (earned author

had added, although it is not essential to his plan, some more
letter-press descriptions and some diagrams. Many of the latter

indeed are fanciful, but others satisfy the mind with a convenient
idea for analogy and recollection.

Remarks on Conical and Cylindrical Wheels, Public Roads, meet
. Carriages, &c. ; in which the present Systems are reprobated, at

being destructive to Horses and Turnpike Roads, of serious

Consequence to Individuals, and a great loss to the Pub ic. 'I ha

whole written with a View to show the Necessity of the imn.edune

Adoption of New Systems. 8vo. pp. 141. With Plates and
Cuts. Veruor and Co. 1808.

MR. DEACON has here presented the commissioners of roarl«,

atage coach and waggon owners, ami all persons traveli by
^6uch conveyances, wuh some important observations on the i;<n.

^struction of carriage wheels and turnpike roads. life offers many
irresistible arguments agaiust the convex roads, conical wheels*
(which are now universal), and the carriage of numerous

,
assent ."*,

and baggage on the tops of coaches. The convex ros-rJs ob!ige
all carts and. carriages to take the center, and thus cm them it:j0
deep ruts; the conical wheels act oniy a very narrow space, an |
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the carriageof heavy weights on the tops of coaches t<ttid to rentfery

them easily overset. Cylindrical wheels, level roads, and long,

coaches, he c*u tends, wn ,.d obviate ail thc<e cLint^t rs and incon-

veniences. Thtte can be no d.iOb?, indeed, thai if l »ng or oVible-

bodied coaches were adopted, instead of the plan of crying six

Outside passengers, a. • idents v >uld much seldomcr occur in tra-

velling, alihougii persons in the Inside of coaches are not infre-

quently much i/.jured by their over~euing, as we. I as those or. the

outside. If the roa!< were perfectly level, there would be no
choice to the coachman or waggoner, and consequently they

would drive along whatever part the horse* inclined to. But the
greatest and most important improvement recommended br
Mr. Deacon, is that of having cylindrical wheels, the whole
surface of which would pres» equally cn the road. It would be no
less advantageous to the roads, if wheelwrights would not make
the axle-trees of ail carte, yaggons, and coaches, of the same
length, but make them longer or shorter according to the weights

which they h -1 to support. This would effectually prevent wheels

from running all in the same ruts. Considering the numerous
judicious remarks and observations which occur in this volume, we
think the public are very much indebted to Mr. Deacon for drawing
the attention of our legislature to a subj-cr so important to trade

and the safety of a great number of useful members of society;

This work has already occasioned a new net of Parliament, and
there is reason to hope that another will follow it.

REVIEWERS REVIEWED.
EDINBURGH REVIEW. — VOLS. VIII * IX.

From April, 1806, to January, 1807.

IT is sufficiently notorious, that, like their brethren on this side

of the Tweed, idept the Critical Reviewers, the Literary Knights-

errant of the North have a *e*t of favourites, to whose publications

of every description they regularly give the pre-eminence; whilst

they cither repel from their presence, or lash with merciless seve-

rity, all others, however deserving of their attention from genius, or

learning, or virtue.

To the-c adventurers in the field of criticism, the chief recom-
menda: ion is, in gei»cral, a bolduess of character, including a con-

tempt fur vulvar prejudice, and ?v.<»re p.ir i H r 'v opinions that aie

hostile to out esf.ibli-hnieiit, re!i,y'» :»sai'M iu!< -I,

On the other hand, they who profess a ven ration for the religion

and the laws of their fathers, wio are not asmv.iecl to declare their

attachment to their king and n-iiu- country, wuo prefer not ; be

laud of their eneiure«to their native s^t, are sure of being shut out

frcm observation it their prod.ici'tsis have features too good to ad-

mit of caricature; or of being keenly censured or satirised, if, .

amidst abundant merit, there be any defects which ill-uatuie can

expose to ridicule.

<
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S

In proof of these charges, we fear we shall he aide to produce
the most convincing evidence.

In the two volumes now immediately before us, perhaps there oc-
cur uot many glaring instances of that partiality, or that antipathy,

of which we accuse the rash critics, of the North.

The eighth volume o:>ens with "War in DUgui.se; or, the

Frauds of Neutral Flags*." .

To this pamphlet, indisputably written with considerable elo-

quent?, the reviewers have allotted no less than thirty -four pages.

But it i?. in a great measure to controvert tk? author's statements in

respect to ncuiral flags— which are to us sufficiently clear, and
soppoiied by arguments the most' convincing. 1?4S only in transitu

that we notice this in the same manner as we s!i di notice several

other political publications, since the subjects of them have been al»

ready discussed at full length in f»ur Review.

In " Rajnsford's Historical Account <f the Black Empire of
Huyti f," we are told, that the writer's " sentiments appear
to be a singular jumble of prejudices against the abolition of the

slave-trade, arising evidently from an entire ignorance of the sub-

ject."—This is very indecfent language. Vet Mr. Kainsford is

wrong in many of his positions, often misled- by prejudice, and
frequently deluded by views that are visionary.

" An Inquiry into'the Stats of the Nation, at l
!*e Commencement of

the present Administration, pp. is, in the opinion of thesa

juvenile gentlemen, a most momentous tract ; to convey an ade-

quaie idea of which (such is the magnitude of its object, and suck

the merits of its execution) they Found themselves utterly at a
loss! !

—" Happy, however, are we (say they) if by our humble
•Hurts we shall succeed in our earnest wish to aid its salutary ef-

fects !" Young men, how modest! Ye forget yourselves, tor
the reason already given, we shall dismiss this pamphlet. also, with-

out entering into the argument.

The next political tract
jj

to which we shall advert (though en

passant only) respects the Catholic imection. It is mtitlc l,
"

siderati>ms arising from the Debutes m Parliament on the Petition of
the Irish Catholics. By Sir John Throckmorton, liarym.t."— To
this treatise we should not desire to draw the attention of our

readers, after having so repeatedly ami copiously discussed tno

subject of it, but for a passage in a late charge of ttisha^ Randolph*

The charge is altogether a mas-erly performance; and his lordship's

opinion on the Irish question is expressed wuh so muc.n I >rce and
stmplicity«*-in a style so much resembling what, in oar rn'.u'J, a *

primitive apostle would Ir.ve adopted, that we tamtot heip trans-

planting it in our page. By way of contrast, we shall premise a-

sentence or two from the Edinburgh Review :
—" General declama-

tions" (say the critics, as tl*ousmds have already said, and s.ull

say) " against the love of useless chaoge, and on the fvily of attempt-

ing to mend what is good already, will n »t <lo here : in fact; wo
are not wed, a* we are; it is a real and positive loss to the comrrm-

* See Edinburgh Review, vol. viii. pp. I, :>5. t ;
• 53.

} pp. 1 90, 20(5.
|| pp. 311,m
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Btty as y^ell as to individuals, which the laws complained against

have occasioned, and which it is at least wonh considering if we
cannot remove." (p. 312.)

—

u The system of the poperv laws in

Ireland, must be looked at as a whole : in their present state, they

are folly, caprice, feeble and petnfaut tyranny," p. 315.— Let us

now appeal to the good Bishop of Baogor. " The Catholics (his

lordship justly observes) are already possessed of all common civil

rights ; and one should think that persons who unfortunately bold

tenets so opposite, net only to the ecclesiastical doctrines, but to-

the civil power of the realm, might be content with this*indul-

jL«*nce. They have the full and free enjoyment of their religious

worship; at which point, I conceive, toleration ends. I need not

ac^rise you of the danger or the delusions of this religion, of the'

means which it has of imposing on the multitude, of the influence

it gives to its priests, or of its intolerant spirit with regard to those

of any other persuasion ; on all of whom it peremptorily fixes the

brand of heresy, and excludes them from salvation. It is not easy

to give, in all respect*, to persons so bigotled, the right hand of fel-

l«.v\>Wip. But 1 object farther to the giving them ah equal share of
power, because 1 conceive that it invaoes a fundamental principle

of the constitution, even that, by which the eivil power incorpo-

rates with itself that church of which it most approves: so as to

maintain religion and good order amongst its subjects, by the in-

strumentality of the same, inviting and encouraging them to uni-

r«>rmity with it. It is a consequence of such incorporation, that it

gi\ en not only establishment, but also superiority and ascendancy
to it, so as to maintain its authority, and secure it from the anacks
of those, who, by acquiring power, might take advantage of any
sudden opportunity, or fluctuation of opinion, to weaken or over-

throw it. In this view it is, that I think we are all, both clergy
and laity, concerned in this question, as we value our happy con-
stitution, and seek to preserve it entire, and unimpaired." p. 8.

In this country, tlu* incorporation of the civil and ecclesiastical

powers, is, unquestionably, most intimate. But, in a more gene*
rai >>eiise, religion ami politics appear, at present, so closely inter-

woven, that it is extremely difficult to separate or detach the one
fmm the other, in considering those publications' which originate

in the genius and character of ihe times. The ethics of the day
are involved, also, iti political hypothesis : and we seldom meet a
" m<ucrn philosopher" under the shape of a moral essayist, a writer
of romance, or n, novelist, who has not taken his colour (or some
tindure at least) from national emergencies.

Whether in noticing " the Lconma*" of Mu\ Edgcworth, we
may *'«de by an imperceptible transition, from morality into poli-

tics, we- know wt: but uc do certainly wish to confine ourselves
to a consideration of her ethics, or rat het those of her Caledonian
knight, to whose shield of base metal we mean to oppose the pauoply
of truth.

That any production of Miss Edgeworth should be favoured with

* See Edinburgh Review, voj. viii. pp. '206, 213.
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an early admission into this critical journal, was of course to be ex-

pected. " We are partial, we will confess (say these admirable

moralists) to Miss lid <;eworth ; for we think the public very greatly

indebted to hei ; ?;nd conceive, she has come nearer the true tone

of mora! instruction, than any other writer we are aca'trinted

with !

'

" A«ainst the gre: ' \ vices we may declaim from the

pulptt or the press: or we mu let it alone, exactly as we like

best ; for no man practises * .. a' L;noran*!y ; nor can we tell him

more about their. consequent us lh;n he Knows already, and has

determined to h;»z/\rd. But the smaller vices, those which make
up the profligacy <:f nn individual and the corruption of a people,

are committed by thousands frari mere carelessness and vanity, or

, from example and mistaken opinions; and it is to the. correction of

these, or of such. classes of them a:> have become epidemic in a so-

ciety, that amoral wilier may apply his exertions with some hopes

of success. The first great point is, not to magnify their enormity,

and not to be more angry than is permitted to be in real -life : the

next is, to appear perfectly well acquainted with the world, in

which,tho.*e things are transacted, and to view with perfect good
humout all U»e indulgences and palliations that they meet with

from. those who witness and perform them, and then to attack them
with ridiculp instead of reprobation, to show how well they may he
.separated fntai all that is Liberal aud easy, and even from all that

is brilliant ana fantastic* and how much tlicy detract from real

comfort, and interfere with every. scheme of happiness. ,It is a
rash, and for the most part a vain attempt, to think of appealing
to a man's conscience, against pracices which are sanctioned by a]l

around him, and in which he indulges without any distinct feeling

of depravity, lie will treat all such attempts as foolish pre^ch-

.menus proceeding from despicable ignorance of the world, qr

ascetic cam aud hypocrisy. The only chum c is, to attack him op
the score of prudence or of pride, to show that the practices yrn

.mean lo condemn are foolish ai"_) despicable > inat they indicate

want of talents, or of spirit; and m .1 they areobjectsof derision ami
con empMo tht more illustrious persons in society. To do this with

success, we musi neither be too rigorous nor too refined. If we talk

either like scrupulous purists, cr sentiment d mn •cetrs, we shad be
laughed at and neglected. We must attune a certain familiar and
seen i jr. tone, and rather endeavour to sho.v that we are more know-
ing, than that we .".re more virtuous than those we address. It is

only in this way that we have a chance of being lV.w d to; . id

if that great point can once be gained, it (iocs app^n ,.:>, 'lu i by
mixing our reasons and our ridicule in just pi' y,< .. .

••, ->v mr.k i!g

our instances rapid and amusing, and contentr ..i 0 on. pi f > i r.o

striking and interesting ^ro ip>, we may produce a co: 4
i e

e^ect upon the minds of ad who are worth reforming, or give im-
pressions, at least, w hich after experience may de\ t lope u: o salu-

tary conviction. Now it is by assuming thi* tone, und applying
herself to this method of instruction, that we think Miis Ed^vurtr!
has deserved well of the community.*' pp. '2X2, 2! 3.

Such is t fee philosophy of thu Edgeworth si hooi winch we
have exhibited without mutilation, lest we should be charged w;tli

No. 130. Fol. 32. April. U09. » K
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a want of candour in our animadversions on it. There is a great

deal of obscurity in the passage—for which reason, also, we have
given it entire. One thing, however, is plaio—instead of recurring

to those principles of conduct, to which Christianity uniformly
refers us, and nnderived from which no good can come; the Edge-
worths and their disciples have not scrupled to lay the foundation

©f morality in worldly prudence and in pride. In their creed, the

doctrines of the Gospel are entirely put out of the question. Bat

we affirm, that no sure and permanent advantage can ever flow

to society from such a source— a fountain always turbid, sometimes
dried up, ami sometimes overflowing. He who avoids vice, merely
from prudential motives, from a regard to character alone, and
consequently a dread of degradation, has respect to himself—to

himself only, as connected wih hjs fellow meh: he has not regard

to the will of God, or the sanct ions of religion. It is true, a large

part of mankind act under this influence. Nor is there any thing

new tu the precepts of Edgeworth. " The minute philosophers

of the Greeks taught the same doctrines; and some of the wiser

Heathens, such as Socrates, Epictetus, Seneca, and Cicero, had so

considerable a |>ortion of " the wisdom witich is from above," as

to look with scorn on " the minute philosophers." At the present

day, there are certain hah -civilised Pagans, who have been for

ages remarkable, and are still noted by travellers, for having re-

duced the sort of morality which the Edgeworths inculcate into

practice. We allude to the people of Ja'pan. So overwhelming
is their sense of shame in consequence of having exposed themselves

to ridicule by the commission of any one of "the smaller vices,"

that, to shun the eyes of their countrymen, they often take refuge

in death. And what are the principles that actuate our more than

half-civilised neighbours on the Continent, the paganised Christians

of Frauce? Individually, and as a nation, their thesis, as applied

to morality, has been, " Scire tuam nihil est, nisi tc scire hoc setat

alter." And the root from which all their actions spring, is Honoor.

Honour is the universal principle. It is " Honour "

" Here passes current; paid from hand to hand,
It shifts in splendid traffic round the land

:

From courts to camps, to cottages it strays,

And all are taught an avarice of praise

:

They please, are pleas'd, they give to get esteem ;

Till, seeming blest, they grow to what they seem.
" But, while this softer art their bliss supplies,

It gives their follies also room to rise;

For praise, too dearly lov'd, or warmly sought.

Enfeebles all internal strength of thought;

And the weak soul, within itself unblest,

Leans for all pleasures on another's breast.

Hence ostentation, here, with tawdry art,

» Pants for the vulgar praise which fools impart:

Here Vanity assumes her pert g« imace,

And trims her robes of frieze with copper lace:

Here beggar Pride ue frauds her daily cheer,

To boast one splendid banqaet once a year:
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9

The mind still turns where chitting fashion draws.

Nor weighs the solid worth of self-applause."

Such were the French, as described by our charming minstrel

:

mnd such are the French still. Alas ! what have been the fruits of

this honour? Our "Traveller" could see rising from the bed of

corruption various follies— vanity, ostentation, pride. But had
he extended his views farther — had he looked a little into

futurity with prophetic as well as a poetical eye— he might
have seen originating, in the same polluted source, ambi-

tion, tyranny, murder, blasphemy, infidelity— in short, vices in

every shape, and death in all its horrors. Wherever, indeed, the

code of the Edgeworlhs gains acceptance, it may operate for a time

in keeping up the specious appearance of decency. But frqm a
revolution in general opinions or fashions, a change of circum-

stances in the individuals, a new and trying situation, or on any
violent emergency, what will become of this ephemeral code?

Why, truly, it will dissolve into atoms. We call it ephemeral,

for, at best, it is calculated only " to flutter through life's little

day." It bath respect solely to this life, not to- auother state of

existence : it hath respect to man alone, not to " God, who trieth

our hearts."

As the maxims of this school depend upon existing opinions*

manners, and usages, so are they not only fluctuating, and tempo-
vary, but in a great measure local. Fur, let the pupiUof Miss
Jidgeworth be transported to Persia or China,, and they will find

many of her lessons of very little practical jp&r and be forced to

acknowledge, that a conduct which mayiffre expose them to deri-

sion or contempt, may not, in their new situation, be condemned,
as either foolish or despicable.

But let us come to particulars. By these general observations

and strictures, we convey no very clear ideas of tlie subject ; but
with our antagonists, the Edinburgh Critics, are throviiug it

into obscurity, " We may declaim against the greater vices (they

aay) or we may fet it alone, exactly as we like best." So much for

preaching ! but for the smaller vices, it is to the correction

of these, that the moralist may apply his exertions with the

hope of success ; not, however, by appealing to the conscience, but

by ridicule. Now what arc the smaller vices? "Those (they

lav) " which make up the PKOHJGACY of an individual, and
the CORRUPTION of a people !"—It should seem, then, that

with such vices as make up the profligacy of an individual, and
the corruption of a people, preaching (anil of cotrseque nee the Gos-
pel) has nothing to do. This is strange, indeed! For the sake
of a little illustration, let us suppose the case of an individual, and
observe him in his relative connexions of a country gentleman, for

instance. In public and in private be preserves a lair chat arttr—

•

nay, he is esteemed and" loved : and so much is he a man of ho-

nour, that •« his word (as the common expression is) twit»ht be
taken for his bond." Yet in his intercourse with the neighbouring
borough towns, of which he is a patron, he scruples not to bribe

aad corrupt his dependents by the lowest artifices. He i.*>, however,

a geatleman ; he is an honourable man. In the ordinary commerce
2 £ 2
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of life he would abominate a liar: bat, by «hb political manoeuvres,

lie draws hundreds into perjury. Here, then, is a case, in which
our antagonist would deem "it vain to appeal to a mao'scOH-
gcience since the practice of the individual whom we have ima-

gined is sanctioned by ali around him, and " be indulges in hi*

practice without any distinct feeliug of depravity." In the *uppo-
sition of this case, we have departed from our original train of- idea*

in order to give as fair an aspect to the argument of Miss -Edge,

vyrrth and her " partial " friends as we possibly can. Yet vary

little is to be made of.the argument. Suppose this patron of tl*

borough were attacked on the score of prudence or of pride ? And
*i'i

(
,|,o,e thv censor so fur- prevailing, as to render him to hirnteii

ridiculous, und «o reclaim him from his error? Yet wouki the

principles on-which the ellect was produced be false. They
.

*ia

of t\iii world
; and, as the world, are mutable.

" Manners with fortunes, humours turn with climes,

Tenei.s with hooks, and principles with hues.

Search, then," the Scriptures !

It is the Gospel, only, that goes to the root of all evil. It was
the very intention of the Gospel to sweep away all worldly princi-

ples of' conduct, and to substitute in their room those which will

endure unto the end. He, who commits one sin, can never be

deemed " guilty of all;" unless, in judging of guilt, recurrence be
had to the motive of action. The Christian motive is, to pleas*
God. And the man, who deliberately commits one sin which God
hath forbidden, can never, in abstaining from others, seek to

please God. He is, therefore, guilty of all. On the grand
motive, therefore, of pleasing God, we must act invariably, if we
wish to be accounted the disciples of Christ And in our whole
moral deportment we must refer to our consciences, as informed by
the light of Revelation, for an unerring rule of conduct. And if our

hearts condemn us not, we may have confidence towards God. The
modem philosophers " may act " from prudence, ar from pride/'

that they may have glory of them, and verily they have the«
reward." But, for the Christian, let him not have respect onto

toeip, but unto " his Father who seeth in secret : and his father

who seeth in secret, shall reward him openly." That it is time

to stop short in what our critics would call a preachment, and
what for any good it may operate on the minds or manners of the

said critics, we may, we believe, pursue or " let alone, exactly as

we like best."

Of the same school with the Edgewort hs, is another favoured lady,

who is now presented toour nojice (vol. Viii. 405)— we mean Mrs.
Opie. Her " Simple Tales," in four volumes, are here the subject

of criticism. " We owe some apology to Mrs. Opie (say these

gentlemen) for omitting at the proper time to take notice of her
beautiful story of the Mother and Daughter; the second volume of

which is, perhaps, the most pathetic, "and the most natural in its

pathos of any fictitious narrative in the language." — This is high
panegyric indeed ! — which is readily enough accounted for
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Mrs. Opie is a philosophisi .'—"This clue, once found, unravels all

the Test !"-— When we, however, assert, that exclusively of Mrs.
Opie's principles, and the exceptionable morality there insinuated,

or rather exhibited' and boldly taught, we were by no means
delighted with the story of the Mother and Daughter, we may be

suspected of a bias on the contrary side, from our Antijacobinicaj

tenets. And it may be added, de qustibtf* non est dispuiandum.

But if the book contain such beauties, we can only consider it as

a greater evil. In proportion to its merits on the score of invention,

~<or its power of awakening the sensibilities of the heart, we must
lament its existency, and dread its pernicious eflects. in confirma-

tion of our opinion^ we shall extract from a late publication entitled

" The Family Picture" a note, in which the author censures a
ariety of female productions, aud among the rest "the Mother
and Daughter/1

not in a general and assertive manner, but in terms

characteristic of the genius and tendency of the writings that are

the subjects of animadversion. The author of the poem professes

himself to be a country-gentleman, appealing to an old college-

friend, the Bishop of** *, on what he deems exceptionable in many
parts of the education both of boys and girts. The lines to which
the note we shall transcribe is appended, areas follows:—

" And shall dame Science with her sees and saws

Chill the warm heart, or deaden self- applause?

Shall irksome tasks on youthful pleasures trench

A few familiar phrases of the French?
And ' Beauties' and * Epitomes/ that wear
To feeble minds a fascinating air;

And dainty novels that each palate suit,

Pluck'd at noonday, tho* deem'd forbidden fruit,

—

These are the blighting seesaws that destroy,

So pitiless, the buds of infant joy!"

On which the poet thus speaks in prose: "I have heard it

observed, that the novels written by the female sex arc, in general-,

* pure ' in comparison with others, and may be read with safety.

This position I strenuously deny. I think female authors betray a

greater propensity to vice, though it be often shaded by a spurious

delicacy. In the last age there were some, who, bold in vice,

endeavoured to immortalise their shame, by writing their own
memoirs such were Philips, Pilkingtoit, Vane. Mrs. Manly
-wrote the scandalous memoirs, called Atalantis, &c. &c Mrs.
Centlivre and Behn are notorious for the indecency of their plays.

Since that time, actresses and kept-mistresses have written histories

of their own depravity. But perhaps Mrs. Wolstonecroft was the

only female, who bad ever the audacity to become a kept-mistress

upon principle. jifrt. Opie (though not to be classed with any of

the above writers) has now erred greatly in her * Mother and
Daughter.' She has drawn both her hero and heroine as amiable
characters; and, exposing them to danger* and plunging them in

distress,— all in consequence of the vtulgar prejudice thai so abuird/y

operates against
t
cfiucubinage. She has endeavoured to excite our pity

in their behalf, to interest our affections in their favour, and for their
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takes to disturb our principles. In short, to vulgar prejudice ttoy

die martyrs. Religion, it is true, is called in ; but in theform qf c

Uwiker.— 1 consider 'The Mother and Daughter' as a book of i

very bud tendency ; and Mrs. Opics insinuations, as more likely t»

do mischief, than Mrs. Mauley's impudence." it. 27, 28.
^

With respect to the Tales, they "are of very unequal merit,' it

seems: and. the tale of most merit, it also seems, is that, pbert

Ullen Perciva:, the daughter of a farmer, is seduced by a rVeoA

nobleman ; is driven by shame and impiety to destroy her bastard

child ; is of course tried for her life, and deservedly condemned to

be hanged ; apd on the evening before her execution on the galkm^

writes a very moving letter to the said French nobleman. "It »

impossible (ol>serve our young critics) u> load this letter without

being struck with the tone of natural and premie feri-ug whwn *

expresses so admirably." Then .vilmv^ the pathetic letter hon

" poor Ellen Perctval." Such is the specimen and the only

specimen of Mrs. Opie'i Simple Tales, which the Edinburgh

reviewers have laid before the purdic, in order to secure to iiit«

with that public a favourable reception. And do the Edinburgh

reviewers really think, that the sympathy thus excited cap have

no immoral teudency ? Is it right, that we should feel the interest

this tale is calculated to produce, in behalf of a harlot and anior-

deiess— the murderess of her own child? is it becoming in Mr*.

Opie ?— Is it not revolting to female delicacy, thus to plead for a vice,

the very thought if w Inch used to raise blushes on the cheeks of
e^J

daughters, but which Mrs. Opie has, in many instances, endeavoured

to sofen down " by gentle and natural expressions," and 10 '
arol"

liarise to their mines? And to say nothing more of iucontinence,

which this lady, doubtless, thinks a pardonable frailty (if ai all a

frailty), shall the most dreadful o» all murders— shall infanticide

be thi.s apologised for— and the laws of our country be attacked

and reiuirred obnoxious to our apprehensions, as cruel and tyran-

nical shall ail this be done, not only with impunity* but u«»ne

and gloried in, applauded and admired ? — For shame, Mrs. Opie.

For shame, you self-erected censors— you, who in so many placet

boast of your immaculate purity — even of your Caivmu»uc ri-

gour ! — After an extract so ollei sive to Virtue, could it be ex-

pected, that with all the complacency in the world you sbou d

liave concluded in such terms as follow your review of the ••Siiupw

Tales?"— «• We cannot place Mrs. Opie so high in the sca e «*

intellect as Miss Edgevvordi; nor are her Talcs, though perfictty v*'

objectionable on the tcore of morality, calculared to do so much g«**j

Her writings, however, are very amiable and very beautiful;
;

an

exhibit virtuous emotions under a very graceful aspect."-—— lh€y

certainly exhibit vicious emotions under an aspect as graceful.

The next person, that claims our attention, is a female of a tar

different complexion *, Mrs. Trimmer. Her " Comparative Vitw v

the New Plan of Education promulgated by Mr. Joseph Lancaster,

&c. &c. had a large space allotted to it in the pages of our Review*

* See Edinburgh Review, vol. ix. pp. 177—184.

'«
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And to those pages wt rc:cr our rtaden*wHh PleJ,sare and ^Hb Pi ide.

Our account of the receptiuo ^it-MIii. Wy *i« •* with in the

North, will now without much difficulty, be anticipated. The

inhospitalitv, the rudeness with which she is treated, is, mdeetl, be-

yond* 1 1 former example. And such prejud.ced ^m>ooatjd glarrr«

injuHt.ce were nev.r, perhaps, below exhibited to he wertf

S7> that we almost it-call our words, when we spoke oft f''^*^
tor the pos>iUity of such impudence exhtmg as could dicta e the

foUo«iug senteme, can hardly, we think. <*

a book written by ajady who ha. *aif." i ^.deraUe reputation at

the corner of St. Paul's Cherchya, J ; wl.o flames irr the ran of

Mr. Newberry's shop; sod ,,. upon ihe whole, dearer to mothers and

aunts, than any other a jM,.. pours the milk ot sc.enc, into the

Souths of babes and in,. Tired at la* of scribbling forclyU

dren and cettin '
• \*' in a-.ubition. she has now written a book for

dren, ana gei n
i

, m •

t ridicule, the article
izrown-up oe »le, cc^. — in rm» w»» »

proceeds, wuhout argument, without method, burely, though

SSTcritlw may convince the world that they po*se*ssome snare

o X iey cannot conceiv,, that their Journal w.ll be ^nously

con" ed as an index to the publication, of the day. With those

who have little principle, and a great deal of ill-na ure, the Win-

bur*h Review will long continue a favoar.tc. And we are sorry

fftr the honour of human nature) to acknowledge, that a large part

of mankind are of thin description, Be this^.^7^^
dutv to animadvert on what we thmk reprehensible, and expose to

lull view what we deem worthy of reprobation.

Of some small part of Mr. Lancaster book/' Mrs. Trimmer, *

wems, speaks wetl. But she has no right (say the critics) to speak

Zln i Such a right must be earned by something more dilhcult

thani/i, writing sixpenny books for children!—^ not one of which

books they ever remember to have seen. — Here may be wi -
but where is the argument, the justice, or the fW™< j£
pertinence, like tins, requires no serious

™»<^™'J°„ Mrs
Principles on which Mr. Lancaster's schoo is conducted, Mrs.

^r mmC objects, « that he exalt, the fear of man above the frnr of

God - This objection can never be done away by all the casuistry

oTtue Edinburgh reviewer. The main object, however, tor winch

Mrs Trimmer has favoured the public with her excellent
.

«< Compa-

ratWe View,'* is to set the friends of the Church of England on

tU r guard ; since she has fully proved that the Ecclesiastical

^tabhshment is in danger from the ncrease of Mr Uncaster s

institutions Mr. Lancaster is himself a Quaker. But "I pledge

" JESSr (say. he) "not to teach my own creexlr 1 will confine..

K3f to those points of Christianity in which Christians all

a/ree
" In order to do this we must subtract from Christianity it*

diura'cterutic institutions and its most essential doctrines. Not a

• « Writing is used as a sibstantive :
" Sixpenny books' must

mseqoently be in the genitive case. The sentence rtojhl hare

m, "The writing

never) is misplaced.

rnnsennentlv be in the (s*
,

run, ««The writing of mxpenny buoks." Afterwards, ever (or
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word must be said of Baptism, or of the Sacrament of the Lord'*
Supper. So much in favour of Quakerism, which disallows both the
Sacraments

! ! Tims slyly in Mr. Lancaster proceeding— in silence
and by imperceptible degrees introducing his own persuasion, whilst
be openly proi*e?ses the utmost impartiality. So that " the sup-
pression ot his own o-eed in common with other creeds," is a mere
fallacy. And what becomes of that essential doctrine, the Atone-
mcnti— It were useless to pursue this inquiry. Nothing can be
more clear, than that to bring all his pupils upon a footing a res-
pect to religion, Mr. Lancaster would or must reduce ChriMiar.iry
to Deism. And the Edinburgh Reviewer has ac»e?l very uuwisely,
if he wished to have credit' a* a sound Ionian, by touching on
this point in a serious way. He ought to have treated it joco*ely
and sarcastically, and to have kej-L his reasons in reserve. Ail he
says is (how much to the purpt.se, let any one judge)— " It

appears to us very easy to confine the re!'mi»u< instruction of tbe
poor, in the Jirtt yean of life, to those qcneralfeelings and principles
which are suitable to the I -tab I isbed Church and to every secL"
As to •« the first years of life/* we have only to answer, "thai we
prefer " to bring up a child in the way in which he should go ; and,
when he is old, he will not depart from it." And what are those
principles zn<\ feeling* ? The reviewer must find great difficulty in
a definition of them. If he be a Quaker, be will tell us, with
friend Lancaster, Xh^i feeling* cannot be defined. In short, we can-
not do better than refer our critics to their own article of Leasing s
Nathan The Wise." (vii. p. 150.] And we scruple not to pronounce
on Lancaster what they pronounced on Leasing, with the alteration
of a few words only

:
" It must be confessed, that he inculcates

the duty of mutual indulgence in religious opinions in a very radi-
cal and effectual way, by aryuinp theVxtreme insignificance of all
peculiar systems of faith, or rather, the strong presumption against
any of them being at all worth attending to, or in any respect
better than another. The author's whole secret, for reconcile
Inpists, Protestants, Quakers, Calvimsts, Arians, Socmians, &c

€3

&c. to each other, is to persuade them all to renounce their pecu*
Ihr tenets, and to rest satisfied with a kind of pbilosoph.cal
deism, in which they may all agree."— In Lessing's Play, a poor
Christian woman, having happened to say ——" Thro' an unexpected path

J he Saviour drew his children 00 to him, -

Across the tangled maze of human life."

9he is answered :

''So solemn that ; and ytt if, in the stead
Oi Saviour, I were to say Providence,
It would sound true."

The creed of Mr. Lancaster appears to be equally liberal and
accommodating. 1 *

In the conclusion of this account of Mrs. Trimmer (on which wehare commented enough to prove it to be one of the grossest mis-n presentations ever produced to the public eye)-the critics say

;
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Oar principal argument's, that Mr. Lancaster's plan is at least bet-

ter than the nothing which preceded it." This, we think, is virtually

a concession to Mrs. Trimmer of the whole argument. And they

discover their chagrin at so much labour in vain, by the closing

•entence: "The authoress herself seems to be a lady of respect-

able opinions, and very ordinary talents; defending what is right

without judgment, and believing what is holy without charity.**

When people speak out boldly and impudently, without regard

to truth or decency, we can tolerably well perceive who they arc;

we are disgusted "with their manners, and we turn with indignation

from themselves and their doctrines. But when specious characters

appear insinuating good, but intending evil, when Sunday schools,

for instance, are taught by Methodists and rank Dissenters, under

the semblance of all that is right and religious, yet with a secret

view of undermining the Church—when such a deceitful institution

as this of Lancaster lays claim to encouragement, wc lament the

spectacle, not only of an indiscerning multitude imposed upon and .

led astray, but even of the good, the wise, and the great— in-

volved iii one common error, and, with difficulty, r ecorepag from

their mistake. <

On Sunday schools a great deal has been said and written ; and
the question has been repeatedly discussed in our Review. But facts,

after all, must determine the question. One fact will weigh more
than a world ofspeculation. We repeat this remark in reference to a
passage in Vancouver's General View of the Agriculture of Devon— which appears more convincing than any arguments or any facts

that have met our observation.
" From the first establishment" (says Mr. Vancouver, pp. 460,

67, 468,) "of Sunday schools, I have looked forward with dread to

the probable consequences of such a measure. If the illumination

of the peasant mind would make him more moral, better satisfied

with his state and condition in life, and on all occasions more
desirous of excelling in the exercise of those duties his peculiar

situation in society dooms him to perform ; much private satisfaction

and public benefit would naturally resuit from such institutions.

But the peasant mind, thus opened to a contemplation of various

situations in life, is rendered, by these very means, dissatisGed with

his own.— Hence the restlessness of the Irish peasantry, all of

whom, but slightly acquainted with the English language, are

instructed to read and write."— " Numbers annually ship them-
selves a? redemptioners to different parts of the United States of

Worth America— induced.by the prospects from advantages they
have derived from books, or a direct correspondence with their

American friends."-—" The English peasant, under the same
influence, would act in the same manner.''— 44 The disposition of
the Scotch to emigrate, arises from the enlargement of the views

by the education they receive when young."—" In certain grades of

society, the seeking for what he does not possess, constitutes

the happiness of the individual, whilst in that pursuit the nobtest

energies of his nature are unfolded. It is widely different with the

peasantry of a country, whose part in life is distinctly marked out

}

and in which any measure tha| may tend to draw them beyond such
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limits, must in the end prove injurious, if not fatal, to the interests

of the community. In short, the peasatit's mind should never
be inspired with a desire to amend his circumstances by the quitting

of his cast. ' — "What but the members fnun the affiliated societies,

and the number of pen and ink gentry cn board onr ships of war,

created and kept up the mutiny in the navy, in the year 1 7 b>7 ?

And how will :t be possible lo suppress communications and a con-
cert among the multitude, when tfu»y are all gifted with the means
of corresponding and contriving schemes of sedition and insurrection?

The peasant life must be considered, with respect to his condi-

tion, as solitary', beyond the society of his family, and that of other
labourers with whom he is occasionally employed. Give him the
power of reflecting upon what he reads at his leisure, or receives in

correspondence from the village Hampdens of his country, aud it

is not difficult to anticipate the issue of a mind bursting thus the
restraints of penury— such as he is thus taught to believe, is in-

compatible with the rights of man."
These remarks certainly merit the most serious attention,

although, in their utmost extent, and in their general application,

they are not entitled to unqualified assent, or indiscriminate praise.

The great disparity in the situation of the Scotch, Irish, and En-
glish peasantry precludes all comparison. The impolicy of teaching
peasants to write is indeed so glaring, that, among men of sound
principles and good understandings, we are rather surprised that

there should be two opinions upon it.— As to reading, there are

so many considerations connected with that oaeetiou, that it would
be the height of improvident rashness to decide upon it without

much reflexion on its tendency and consequences. The difficulty,

in the present state of society, of preventing the peasantry from
learning to read, should also be considered, as well as tlie folly,

injustice, and tyranny of compelling them to learn.

Wc have now extended our article to so great a length, that we
shall content ourselves with a few references to the pages of this Ninth

Volume of the Edinburgh Review, which appear to us to contain

objectionable passages ; simply naming the books reviewed. These
arc, p. 2, Barrow's Voyage to Cochin-China ; p. 84, Craig's

Life of Millar; p. 344, Turnbull's Voyage round the World;
p. 407—408, Orme's Historical . Fragments ; p. 426, Hunter's

Reasons for not making Peace. Cum muitis alii*.

So incorrigible is wit— so confident, so self-conceited is youth,

when some decree of attention has been drawn to its talents and
exertions, that we do nut expect to work an immediate reformation

on the Critics of the North. But we think we shall, ere long,

succeed in opening the eyes of the public to their false doctrines,

and their temerity in maintaining them. Of the personal prejudices

thai iuhVnce these gentlemen, and their want of candour, the

public must be already aware. At all events, we are resolved

to persevere in the task which, we have begun. Our motives aro

right ; and our labours cannot ultimately prove abortive.

Our next Article will include a Review of Volumes X. and XL
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POLITICS.

THE suspense in which the public mind has been kept for tome

weeks, in regard to the designs of Austria, and the consequent stake

of the European continent, is, at length, changed into certainty.

Austria is now, by her own confession, placed in that situation of

imminent danger which we, long since, assured her must infallibly

result from her impolitic concessions for the attainment of a prema-

ture peace; and from her incautious confidence in the professions of

a power, which speaks but to deceive, and moves but to destroy.

And she has, at Ian, had recourse to those measures, and to that line

of policy, which, at the same time, we insisted could alone suffice

to rescue her from impending destruction. Nothing was ever more

clear to us, than the tendency of that system which has, without

intermission as without variation, been pursued by the rulers of

France, from Brisaot to Buonaparte. The manifest and the avowed

object of all these revolutionary chiefs has been the destruction of

all established governments, the subversion of all existing thrones,

and the extirpation of all ancient dynasties. And by none has that

object been pursued with more unremitting eagerness, and,

lamentable to state! with more extensive success, than by the

present usurper of the crown of the Bourbons. In addition to the

grand revolutionary principle of surrounding France with dependent

and tributary states, not merely unable to resist her power, but

immediately subject to her will, Buonaparte is stimulated by another

motive equally potent, and still more effective in its operation;—

Abe desire of connecting the spurious scions of his own barbarous ,

stock into goodly trees of royalty, whose wide-spreading branches

do not extend protection and shelter to subject millions; but

diffuse a deadly poison, like the fabled Upas, fatal to peace,

happiness, and independence. It was always the resolution of this

miserable upstart to leave no legitimate suvereign, as a standing

reproach, on his throne. He meant to destroy them one by one;

and, after the total subjection of Spain, Austria stood the next

on ttie fatal list of proscription, and would infallibly be attacked

with the whole force of the Gallic empire, Turkey would next
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fall a prey to the insatiate ambition of the Corsiean; and lastly,

Russia, having weakened herself by these impolitic and unjust

wars, in which his intrigues have already involved, and will

still justly involve her, for the promotion of his own interest, would

be the last, and easiest prey, of the universal dcspoiler. Resistance,

firm, decided; and general, is the only possible means of pre-

venting this meditated destruction. Austria has become sensible

of this truth, and appears to have adopted corresponding measure*

of energy and vigour. The proclamation of the gallant AacHDt kb

Charles breathes the pure spirit of patriotism. It is a manly

appeal to the hearts of every faithful subject; it comes home to

•very bottom that feels for the honour of his native land ; for the

interest of his fellow-citizens, for the welfare and prosperity

of the realm, for the advantages of society, or for the comforts of

domestic life ; for all these, and more than these, would be anni-

hilated if the foil tyrant should accomplish bis murderous designs.

We like toe tone and temper of this proclamation; it breathes a

determined spirit; the Archduke has not disgraced himself by the

aftectafcion of a ruinous liberality, equally unworthy himself and his

cause. In stating what he will not do, he shows what the Usurper

Jtas done; he reproaches him with his crimes; he unfolds his base -

and sordid motives; he explains his real object; and, by thus

offending this irritable son of Satan, beyond the hope of forgive-

ness, he has not only drawn the sword, but, virtually, thrown

away the scabbard. " You shall not," says this gallant prince to

his troops, ' share the disgrace of becoming the tools of oppression.

You shall not carry on the endless wars of ambition in distant

climes. Your blood shall never flow for foreign interests, and

foreign avarice. Not on you shall alight the curse which awaits

those who are compelled to annihilate innocent nations, and, over

the bodies of the slaughtered defenders of rfieir country, to open the

way for a foreigner to an usurped throne" You shall not, in short,

be the followers of Buonaparte, the executors of his commands, the

perpetrators of his crimes, for such are the sum and substance of

this spirited address; and such language will strike to the very

fceart of the relentless usurper—to that relentless heart which never

knew mercy, which is a stranger to every humane and generous

feeling, and to which forgiveness is an alien. The die, then, is

indeed cast! The existence of Austria, as a nation, is staked
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vpon the throw. The issue of this important, this awefal conflict,

"will -decide whether the Corsican's dream of universal empire will

be realised, or whether he will be stopped short in his career cjf

infamy and crime. Never was a greater stake played for by con*

•tending nations. We dare not yet hazard even a conjecture oa

the result. We have no data on which to found even a rational

opinion. Cut we are encouraged to hope for the best, from a

knowledge of the extreme caution which has marked the conduct

of the Austrian cabinet since the last peace; and from the bold

language of confidence, now used by the Archduke Charles, who

is no viiin boaster, who never was lavish of professions, nor

accustomed to hold language which circumstances did not authorise

him to use. We hail this, then, as a propitious event; but, like

•11 other political events, to be rendered either beneficial- -or

calamitous, according to the wisdom of those measures w hich aw
employed to turn it to advantage. That the most efficacious

tneans have been adopted by Austria for recruiting her force, and

for rendering it adequate to the tremendous struggle which she

will have to sustain, we arc not permitted to doubt. But, although

we think very highly of the courage and resources of that bravo

nation, we are not of opinion that it is able to cope, single handed,

with the present power of the French empire, concentrated as it*U

in the hands of an individual, who has never bean deterred from

the pursuit of any object, by a consideration of tbe*acriuoe* which

its accomplishrrtent would require.

We trust, however, that our ministers will take special care to

exert every effort to second the' views and operations of Austria, by

making the most powerful diversions in her favour. Not only shouH

an adequate force be employed to drive the French invaders out ef

Portugal and Spain, but in concert with the Spaniards tve fiboaM

settle a plan of active operations, which' won Id carry the >var into .

the French territory, or intosome of its numerous continental de-

pendencies. Italy is particularly open to oor attacks. An army,

which might be easily formed by reinforciug our troops at present

in the Mediterranean, landed on the Calabrian coast, would be 'most

favourably received, and most powerfully seconded, by the hardy

natives, who abhor the French, and pant for an opportunity to

tbake Off their odious shacMes. If such *a diversion- were made,

wbrle every nervewas exerted in Spam, and Ihe Trench coast <ra$
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kept in constant alarm by a flying squadron of our ships with troop*

on board, we might reasonably hope to see the overgrown power of

France curtailed, the wings of her tyranny clipped, and aa

opening made for the total emancipation of Europe from that state of

slavery, into which the perfidious and sanguinary policy of the

Corsican has plunged her subjugated people.

While this chearing prospect thus opens upon us from one pert of

Europe, we are dispirited and disgusted by the intelligence received

from another. The gallant monarch of Sweden has been deposed

by his rebellious subjects ; and, to render his fate more severe, this

regicidal blow has been struck by a near relative, from whom he

had every right to expect protection and support. It is the uncle of

Gustavus who has basely hurled him from his throne; it is thai un-

natural wretch wlio, when the late king, pierced by the dagger of an

assassin, and stretched upon the bed of death, recommended his in-

fant son to his care; and besought him to become a parent to bis

child, vowed to fulfill his trust with religious scrupulosity. Thus

has he kept his vow ! Mas has discharged his duty to his brother,

to his nephew, and to his sovereign ! Base and perfidious rebel !

Wretched hypocrite! who, not content with betraying a trust so

sacred, with breaking a vow so solemn, with deposing his lawful

monarch, presumes to justify the regicidal act, dares to allege, a* a

motive for his treason, that his king, forsooth ! did not pursue that

line of policy which to Aim seemed most eligible ; —that he did nut

sacrifice the honour, the interest, and the independence of his people

ti the attainment of an inglorious and insecure peace; that he did

not deign, in short, to become a wretched vassal to the Corsican

tyrant; that he did not want to be chained to his car, and to swell

the train of the great destroyer ! This is the crime which Gustavus

has committed ; this is the offence for which a subject, and that

subject his guardian, his uncle, dares to arraign his sovereign at the

bar of the public; to rob him of his crown, and to consign him to

a prison I The very spirit of regicide France marks the whole of

this disgraceful, this odious, transaction. The wretched Duke of

Sodermania, who has usurped the supreme authority of the state,

marked his usurpation of power, by a dastardly application for peace

to tbe Emperor of Russia, and to Napoleon* Buonaparte; thus dis-

gracing his ancestors, his sovereign, and his countrymen ! He must

know, too, the determination of the dictator of gurope to make
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no peace with Sweden, but upon conditions which would inevitably

tend to a war with England ! We trust, that the British cabiuet will

cause stron* remonstrances to be made in behalf of the injured

monarch; and, if they be not attended with the desired success,

that they will recall the English ambassador from Stockholm, and

indignantly refuse to receive any minister or envoy, whom this

rebel D-jke of Suderraania may send. The interposition which we
recomuieui is perfectly conformable with the acknowledged law of

natioos ; which authorise a state, where two parties exist in a foreign

country, one favourable and another hostile to that state, to interfere

in behalf of that party which is well disposed to her. Be jides, tbe

cause of the King of Sweeden is the common cause of all legitimate

sovereigns; and his magnanimous and consistent conduct, during

the whole progress of the revolutionary war, gives him an irresistible

claim to the support of every power which is inimical to the system

of subversion adopted and pursued by tbe government of France.

In our domestic politics, the prominent object is the public meet-

ings, which have been called in consequence of the decision. of tbe

House of .Commons on the inquiry into the conduct of the con>-

maoder-in-chief. In an early stage of this unfortunate business, we

deprecated every attempt to make it a party question ; and we fore-

saw, that, if such an attempt were successfulJy made, the inevitable

'consequeuce would be—popular assemblies, strong resolutions, and

great discontent Our sentiments upon tbe whole of that inquiry

, have been fully explained to our readers, without partiality and

without reserve ; and nothing, has occurred to produce the smallest

alteration in them. We shall not, therefore, he suspected of such a

prejudice, when we reprobate the language which lias been held at

some of the public meetings which have been recently called; espe-

cially at those of Middlesex, and the city of London. That the

freeholders, or corporate bodies, have a right to assemble for the

purpose of declaring their opinion on such a question, and to vote

their thanks to any members who may have taken that part in the

discussion of it which, to tlieni, appeared most conducive to the ends

of justice, it would betray woeful ignorance of the principles of our

free constitution, and a shameless contempt of the rights of the

people, to deny. Had the meetings in question, then, gone no fur-

Ihertbao this, we should c< . ainly have been much more disposed

Jo commend than to censure them. But we condemn them ; first.
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for digressing into subjects, and for framing resolution*, which had

t»o connexion with the topic which they were specifically assembled

to discuss. The tolerance of this irregular conduct proved either

the ignorance or the profligacy of the individuals who presided over

these -mating*, and whose duty it was -to prevent it. The second

point, for which we condemn them, is for the unconstitutional vio-

lence of their language, and for their flagrant violation of every

principle of justice, in impeaching the motives of others, while they

insist on the purity of their own. Surely, if we take credit for the

integrity of our own conduct, we cannot, without injustice, deny

the same credit to others merely because they differ in opinion from

ourselves. But these raving demagogues, who betray their igno-

Tance in their violence, seem to act upon the monstrous supposition,

that every minister must be a rogue; and that a man, whose moral

-character has never been impeached, whose integrity and virtue,

public and private, have never been made the subject even of *

doubt, becomes dishonest and corrupt, belies all his former prin-

ciples, -acts in direct contradiction to the whole conduct of his life,

nay, changes his very motives the moment he becomes a minister.

There is something in this supposition so revolting to common
sense, that it is wonderful it should obtain currency with any ra-

tional beings. Yet, true it is, that it has a great effect on the minds

of the ignorant and credulous multitude, whose ears have been so

long stunned, by trading patriot*, with the sound of placemen, that

they really are led to regard them as a species of non-desctipt

monster, or beast of prey, a burden to society, and whom it would

be laudable to extirpate! These beings never take the trouble to

reflect, that a government ean no more be carried en without

officers to execute the duties of its various departmental than the

concerns of a mercantile establishment can be managed without the

assistance of clerks. They never consider that every clerk in a

counting-house, every journeyman in a shop, is as much a placeman

as an officer of the crown. They are all alike paid by their respective

piasters for the services which they render, are all alike account-

able for their conduct, and equally subjected to dismission at the

s\i\\ of their employers. The office of a minister, at sulh

a period as the present, Cod know;, can be little envi-

able; and they must have most s»rdid souls and most con-

tracted minds who can believe any pecuniary reward to be an
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adequate compensation for the anxiety which he must feel, the labour

which he must sustain, and the vast weight of responsibility which he

mnst of necessity bear. We do not expect that reflexions like these

will ever enter the heads of those traders who compose that motley

assembly ycleped a Common Hall; or that considerations of this

nature will have the smallest effect on either-their feelings or their in-

tellects. Indeed, the late meeting of the Livery of London was much
more like a bear-garden than an assembly of rational beings.*

Kvery thing was carried, consistently enough, d la Franqaise, by

acclamation. To accord with them, to condemn without trial was

an effect of patriotism ; while to hear an accused party in his own

«Jefence, was the mark of an ignoble and uncivic mind. Indeed,

so scandalous was the conduct of this senseless rabble, that we really

think Mr. Ward Ie disgraced by their thanks, and the Lord

Mayor honoured by their censures. The lead upon these occasions

has been taken by a new demagogue, who may justly be called

the ubiquarian patriot, for he is here, there, and every where, at

the catl of faction. This man, who keeps a retail shop in the city,:

and daily ekes out yards of flannel, and ells of cotton, for petticoats

and gowns, for the Poissardes and Dames de la Halle of the

neighbouring market, bids fair to rival the weU-earned fame of the

patriotic brewer, who has hitherto been the Solon of Guildhall,

the Demosthenes of the London Tavern, and the Brutus of:

St. Stephen's Chapel. He is, indeed, orator-general to the party,

and a distinguished member of the Whig-Club. He has, of course,

received the science of legislation, and the knowledge of a states-

man, which enables him to speak with decision on the most com-

plicated and difficult subjects of political economy, by intuition.

For as the early, and the greater, part of his life was passed in

the humble capacity of a shopman, in an obscure part of the town,

.and as his business must, of course, have since occupied the whole

of his time, which is not appropriated to the trade of patriotism,

he cannot have had much leisure, much opportunity, or much

capacity, for such studies. That this man should display the

most consummate ignorance of some of the plainest principle* of

the constitution, that he should totally misconceive and grossly

misrepresent the duties of a representative, and that he should talk

without reason, and vilify without argument, is as perfectly natural,

as it is that he should find fools to emulate his conduct, and fools
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to admire it But when we hear so many violent declamation*

about the corruptions of the court, we are naturally led to expect

some unequivocal proofs of the purity of the city. Now, however

it may excite the indignation of these worthies of the Com-

mon-hall, we will tell them to their faces, that a greaier sink

of corruption, than the city of London, is not to be found.

If we look at the means adopted for obtaining any situation iu the

gift of the corporation, we shall find as much scurrility, as much

sycophancy, as much secret solicitation, as much artifice, as much

intrigue, and as much sordid aud interested motives, as mark any

transaction of the most corrupt court. If we examine the whole

system with a scrutinising eye, from the public vender of pro-

hibited goods to the petty pilferer of sweetmeats at a city dinner,

we shall find cause for resentment at any reproaches from that

quarter, for corruption, dishonesty, or fraud! We may recur

to this subject, hereafter, as it affords much fund for reflexion;

but at present we shall confine our attention to one branch of it,

which has lately become the subject of legal animadversion.

On a recent trial Lord Eltenborough had occasion to reprobate

the shameful manner in which the police of the city w as conducted.

Civic dignity could ill brook the reproach of the Chief Justice; a

municipal meeting was convened; and in an advertisement, in which

truth and decency were equally violated, the lie almost was given

to bis lordship. Now we not only concur in the censure pro-

nounced by Lord Eileuborough, but we plainly and unequivocally

state, that a more wretched system of police than that which pre-

vails in the city of London, does not disgrace any town or

country in Europe. We maintain, that more public brothels, more

known receptacles for stolen goods, and more disorderly houses of

every kind, together with more thieves and receivers,, are esta-

blished here, than in the whole kingdom besides. Nay, we will go

still further, and assert, without fear of contradiction, that the igno-

rance of the individuals, who are entrusted with the administration

of justice, is very frequently such, as not merely tends to a neglect

to enforce an observance of the laws, but even to the commission of

evils contraiy to law. Of the truth of these assertions, we can znd

will, if necessary, prodgce specific proofs. Let us, then, hear na

more of the boosted excellence of the city police. The civic pa-

triots would do the country more service by promoting a radical
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reform in ihis department, and in some others, within their own

sphere and within their own knowledge, than by senseless declama-

tions and inflammatory harangues on subjects beyond their know-

ledge.
-

We plainly descry in some of these tumultuous meetings, and in

several of the publications of the day, a lurking design to renew

those scenes which had nearly brought this country
t
to the brink of

ruin, or at least of a civil war, in the early periods of the French

revolution. The assembling of delegates from different parts of Eng-

land, so pompously announced at the Middlesex meeting, proves

the existence of a settled plan for effecting some revolution in our

political system. These persons arc to meet at the Crown and An-

chor, and though they had been properly styled delegates by one of

their number, it was afterwards deemed expedient to call them only

stewards; yet, in the extraordinary advertisement which proclaimed

their names to the public, the counties or towns which these stew-

ards represented, were mentioned, evidently to show the motive of

thus meeting, and to induce other places to send their delegates to

attend it. The prqfcsscd object of this assembly is a Parliamentary

Reform; but when we recollect that the same object was avowed by-

all the seditious societies in every part of the kingdom at the period

before alluded to, and that it afterwards appeared that Reform was

only sought for as a step gained ou the road to Revolution ; we can-

not but exhort all the friends of the constitution to watch the pro-

ceedings of these new societies with a jealous and a vigilant eye.

The committees of the House of Commons have presented some

voluminous reports, containing much curious .and some interesting

matter on various topics. But, we confess, tuaf, in some of those

reports, it seems to us, that a great deal has been sacrificed to a

paltry desire of earning popularity at the expencu of others. It \a

not our intention, at present, to enter upon an analysis of such do*

cuments, or even to extend our general observations on the subject.

We cannot refrain, however, from expressing our apprehensions,

that this spirit of investigation, where it has not a direct and spe-

cific object in view, if not subjected to the control of sober judg-

ment and sound discretion, may lead to consequences which the

members do not foresee, pr<*Juuive of great public inconvenience

-and mischief. Jf there be any specific abuse charged upon any

department, or on any individual— if there be any "defaulter of
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unaccounted millions," let the most rigid scrutiny be Instituted, with

a view to the detection of the oHenee, and the punishment of the'

offender. But to suffer a committee to exercise inquisitorial powers

and to extend their inquiries to an undefined extent, without any

of these legitimate objects in view, is to establ ish tribunals of an

extraordinary nature, calculated to keep the public mind in a state

of constant irritation, highly unfavourable to that accuracy and

steadiness of conduct which are essential to the existence of social

order. We cannot, for instance, conceive that a committee of the

House of Commons was either properly or beneficially employed in

investigating the distribution of patronage vested in the East-India

directors. This body of traders have a law of their own, and a

jurisdiction peculiar to themselves; and with the disposal of their

patronage the public appear to us to have no concern, A gnat

outcry has been raised, by the report of the committee on this sub-

ject, on the sale of writerships, and of the appointment of cadets in

the Company's service. But, in the first place, a writer's appoint-

ment has as long as we can recollect been as marketable a commodity,

and as publicly sold, as a bale of silk or a chest of tea. A cadetship,

indeed, was never sold formerly, because it was not considered ss

worth purchasing. Admitting, however, the propriety of a similar

inquiry for the sake of the argument, where, let us ask, is toe

injury sustained by the public in these reprobated transactions?

Not any has been proved, nor is there the smallest reason to think

that any has been sustained; and therefore all the noise which

has been made on this subject has been verba et voces praUrcaqvc

nihil. For our part, we confess, that we see nothing extraordinary

in the strte of places by a company of traders, who solicit patronage

for the sake of disposing of it to advantage. And whether they

provide for* relation or friend by giviug him 3000 guineas, or by

appointing him to a place worth 3000 guineas, the advantage is

the same, and, in a moral point of view, we can see no difference.

As to any private regulations of their own, with those the public

bftve nothing to do, as far at least as respects this question. And

the notion of depriving cadets and writers, who have been long in

India, of their situations, for ah unintentional violation of any

such rules, is so monstrously iniquitous and unjust, so outrageously

tyrannical, and so utterly subversive of the first principles of

justice, that it should meet with public execration. We hare,
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indeed, radical objections to the present system of government in

India, which, we hope, will have due weight whenever the ques-

tion of renewing the Company's charter shall be submitted to

discussion. But they relate to very different objects from the

distribution of patronage* and the sale of places. These are minor

considerations—mere tubs to the whale—traps for the multitude,

and unworthy, in our opinion, of legislative cognizance. Indeed,

when some judicial offices and all military commissions are sold in

Great Britain, it seems passing strange that the sale of similar

appointments, in India, should be deemed a fit subject for public

animadversion.

We trust, however, 'hat, ifany such scandalous project of dismission

is seriously in contemplation by the legislative, executive, andjudicial

sages in Leadenhall-street, the Board of Control will interpose

their authority to prevent so glaring an act of injustice, the com-

mission of which would interrupt the peace of numerous families,

and be ruinous to a number of deserving individuals.. One word

more upon the sale of writers' appointments. We have stated, that

the practice of selling them has uniformly prevailed for a very

long period of time; and it has been so public and so notorious,

that the Committee of the Commons would have had as much
claim to praise for their discovery, if they had gravely reported, tor

the information of the House, that a former chief magistrate of the

city of'London, and a member of the Whig- Club, had been im-

plicated in an usurious transaction, at a gaming-house in St James's

Street ; and had accurately stated the specific sum paid, to avert

the effects of a threatened prosecution. Indeed, the publicity of

such sales is evident from the circumstance of a secretary of state

and his secretary haying given two writevshtps to one individual,

as a reward for services rendered to the government Had they

not been intended for sale, they coold not have been given for

such a purpose, as one man could not hold two of them, nor could

they have been considered as a reward.

The debates which have taken place on the military events of

last summer have only strengthened the conviction ofall unprejudiced

minds, that the opposition have provoked the discussion for no

other purpose than that of rendering ministers unpopular, with a

view to their removal, and in order to succeed to their offices them-

selves. The line of debate adopted by these partisans clea*ly de*
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monstrates their object. They purposely overlook the most obvious

causes of the occurrences which they deplore, and beslow the most in-

discriminate praises on the generals who commanded the expedition,

i.i order to attach the blame of their miscarriage to the cabinet, or tothe

ministers by whom they were projected. Not the smallest censure is

cast on either Burrardor Dalrymple, though the first refused to em-

brace an advantage over the enemy which was manifest to a child ; and

though the last signed that disgraceful Convention which defeated

the first expectations of the country. This may be party-spirit,

or may be faction, but certainly is any thing but patriotun.

Although we arc very far from thinking that no blame attaches to

the minister who regulated the details of the operations in Spain;

yet it is impossible to read the letters of General Moore without

lamenting mo^l deeply that he ever was employed on a service,

from which he appears always to have anticipated an unfortunate

result. Confidence of success is one great means of obtaining it;

and a general whose mind is constantly beut on defeat, will most

frequently sustain it. At all events, it is most impolitic to employ

a man who thinks the object he is sent to attain unattainable.

The officious zeal of Sir John Moore's friends has produced a letter

which ought never to have been published ; for, whatever inferences

their partiality may lead them to draw from it, in the eyes of

impartial men it will do no credit to the memory of that genera).

We paid a just tribute to the valour of Sir John Moore; and having

died the death of a hero on the field of glory, we wished the tears

of patriotism to water his grave, and his ashes to remain uudisturbed.

But if a discussion be provoked of the merits of his conduct in

Spain,, by the untcmpered ardour of his friends, and by the in-

terested animadversions of the opposition (who. see in General

Moore nothing but the whig associate, who shared in their feelings,

and concurred with their sentiments), whatever may be the result,

they will have only themselves to blame for it. In such case,

regardless' of all inferior considerations, we shall discharge our

public duty, by delivering our candid opinion on the subject.

The brilliant victory attained over the cowardly fleet of I•ranee, in

Basque Roads, adds another glorious page to the annals of British gal*

lantry. Lord Cochrane by his conduct on various occasions has

proved himself the worthy successor and companion of those naval

Jieroe; whose achievements will continue to be contemplated with
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gratitude and delight by our latest posterity. At once intrepid,

tlaring v judicious, and skilful, with a mind fertile in resources

adequate to every exigency, he sceins born to command, and doomed

to conquer. We feel so much pleasure in the contemplation of

such a character, and of such an event, that we cannot stoop to

notice some unpleasant circumstances attending the transaction which

Las been whispered in our ear.

Apkil 24th, 1809.

MISCELLANIES.

On the Reverence to be prn'd to a solemn Oath, administered

according to Law in Ireland, as taught and inculcated by
the Rev. Dr. Milncr, Vicar Apostolic of the holy Roman
See.

IT is well known how little the popish peasantry in Ireland
regard our English translation of the New Testament, as published
by authority, and therefore it is usual, when an oath is administered
to any of them in the courts of justice there, to do it with a golden cross

stamped on the cover of the book, to be kissed by him who swears,
as it is well known, that he venerates it much more than the contents
within. To this cause may, perhaps, be attributed the contradic-
tory evidence, which is too often given in the most direct and
positive terms in the Irish courts, and the disregard of an oath
which the English ascribe to the inferior natives of Ireland, when
they have crossed the channel. What respect, then, in future, will

ever be paid in Ireland to an oath administered according to law, by
pimply kissing the New Testament, when a person of high autho-
rity in the Romish church has not scrupled to publish, and
declare, that he who takes such an oath there, " is forced, with
uncovered head, to bow down find kiss the leather and paper qf which
the book consists." Whence he cannot but infer, that it ought to

h:tve no other force upon his conscience, than what is due to such a
solemn piece of mockery.

Yet this is the opinion most impressively inculcated by Dr.
Iner, an English Roman Catholic bishop, and a vicar apostolic of

the holj/ Roman see, in a late publication, intitled, " An Enquiry
into certain vulgar Opinions concerning the Catholic Inhabitants,

and the Antiquities of Ireland, in a Series of Letters from thence,

&c. by the Rev. J. Milner, D.D. F.S.A. &c. London, published by
Keating, Brown, and Co. Duke-sireet, Grosvenor-square, &c
6vo. 1808."

This book, though printed in London, was chiefly intended for

Ireland, where it has been most industriously circulated; and that it

might attract surh j,o; son* as read for amusement, it is lettered on
the back, " Dr. Mdner's four through Ireland." In this volume,
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which contains the . most virulent and illiberal attacks on tht

Established Church, and very scurrilous abuse against many respect-

able persons, are the following remarks on a passage in " Sir

Richard Musgrave's Memoirs of the <jifT**rf?iit Rebellions in Ire-

land," wherein he quotes ** A Narrative of the Rebellion atAVex.

ford, by George Taylor,"who has related, that, before that rebellion

broke out in 1798. the Roman Catholic children were observed to

have strings of red taj>e round their "neks, which, by their having

received priestly benediction, were to preserve them from aa

expected plague ; but were believed to be intended to distinguish

them from protectant children, in a massacre of the latter, which, it

is hoped, was falsely apprehended. Here the author openly

encourages the superstitious practice of hanging St. John's Gn*pt!

round the neck for a charm, and displays bis accurate information,

that this Gospel is all whit h is required to be kissed by a person

who takes a le^al oath. His words are: —
" Our well informed histori n has mistaken the strings with

which the poor people are accustomed to tie the Gospel of Sl John

round 'he necks of their children, for badges of protection from

slaughter. And surely the historian who, as a Custom-house officer,

is accustomed to can s about the Gospel of St. John in his pocket,

and to forve poor merchants and tradesmen, with uncovered head*,

to bow and kiss t'm leather and paper qf which it consists, will not

accuse Catholic women of idolatiy, merely for honouring St.

John's Gospel !
" p. 82.

It has been mentioned before, that the Roman Catholic peasantry

have little or no respect for our English translation of the New
Testament

;
yet, to remove all possible reverence for its content*

Dr. Milner carried with him to Ireland, and had reprinted by *

subscription of the Roman Catholic clergy, among whom we»e

many members of Maynooth College, an" old forgotten treatise,

published in the reign of James II. containing the grossest miire-

presentation, and the most indecent treatment of the prelate* and

ministers of the Established Church at that time, intitltd, "Errata

of the Protestant Bible, or the Truth of the English Translation, ex-

amined in a Treatise, showing some Errors that are to be found in

the English Translation of the Scriptures, used by Protestants, &c.

By Thomas Ward, Author of a celebrated Poem, untitled, England*

"Reformation. London, printed in the year 1088; and Dublin re-

printed, by Richard Cayne, &c. 1807. 4to
"

This was considered so virulent a libel against the Established

Church, that its author fled to the continent, to escape a criminal pro-

secution ; and yet, though the Government have used the most earnest

endeavours to conciliate the Irish Roman Catholics, by a repeal of

the penal laws, and by richly endowing a magnificent college for

the education of their priests, this scandalous and inflammatory

volume has been recently re-priated, under the sanction of &e

heads of their church.
Henceforth, whose life or property will be safe, when either

may be taken away by evidence upon oath, as the person to

whom it is administered, according to law, is taught to believe,

that he only kisses «« the leather and paper of a book" whose cos-
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tents arc thus represented to be erroneous, and undeserving of
regard!!' We think it right to inform the reader, that Dr.

IVI ilner is the person who endeavoured to prove that the coronation

oath of our gracious sovereign was not binding.

COLONEL MACDONALD's REPLY TO THE CRITICAL
REVIEWERS

OF HIS "TREATISE ON TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION."

To the Editors of the Antijacobin Renew.

Gentlemen; Exeter, March 7, 1809.

THE support of moral, and the illustration of physical

truth, ought ever to be the province of liberal and just criticism.

Your very able and useful Reviews are subservient to the cause of
literature and science, in pointing our deviations from the legitimate

objects of periodical criticism. To the mere opinions of reviewers,

no author has a right to object; but, when bis work is completely-

misrepresented, and he is falsely accused of motives for publishing,

that do not appear evident in the b>dy of the work, it becomes
incumbent on him to justify limsclf before the public tribunal,

through the medium of a widely-circulated Review such as yours.

I request, therefore, that you wdl do me the favour to publish the

two inclosed letters to rhe Editor.* of the Critical Review.
I am.

CentV .ten.

Your obedient humble servant,

JOHN MACDONALD.

"Exeter, 15th December, 1808,
"Gentlemen, Critical Reviewers;

«* Your very Critical Review for November is before me.
The last page contains sixteen lines of quotation from my original

work on Telegraphic Cotnnmt.icatton, but without its being apparent
that they are copied. In such iustance*, you ought to alter your
usual practice, and insert all extracts between inverted commas.
The remaining ten lines you deem a review of a work, which I am
now to convince you ought, for your own sakes, to have been left

untouched, in lieu of being, as it appears in your notice, either

grossly misrepresented (to use, in the mean titne, no stronger term)
or completely misunderstood.

"You write, and jjrint, that 'Colonel Macdonald presented his

' Treatise to the Lords of the Admiralty, during the administration

'of Lord Howick, by whom it was rejected, as being more liable to
' errors than the one at present in use/ and that ' to testimony so
' much more competent to form a decision, we [meaning the

' reviewers] shall not pretend no enter into any competition.' As
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you pay, a little farther on, no very flattering compliment to the

understandings of the public at large, by asserting, positively that

they cannot upderstand the subject published expressly for tbeir

in formation tnd consideration, why do you except Lord Howick

from this general charge of inability of comprehension ? Did his

ih'irt and inglorious administration at the head of the Admiralty

qualify him peculiarly to judge of the Science of Telegraphs? If

you ha I locked beyond the two or three first pajjes ol my book, you

M'ould have found evidence, that I he honest m *t\ did not preteml to

hazard even an opinion on the subject, but referred it to the dec toon

of 1 lie then secretary, who had been a writer and secretary at

Bencor.len, where certainly the Telegraphic Art was cpme unknown.

Had you read the Treatise that yon profess to review, you would

have perceived that this gentleman is stated to be a determined

liierary enemy of mine, ami therefore noi very likely to give an

impartial opinion on anv of my productions. It is distinctly made

out, that this gentleman neither read the work he was ordered to

i r port on, nor gave the smallest account of any part of its contents,

cementing himself with mere assertions, confuted in every page

almost of the book, which yon have very carefully misrepresented

•till farther. To have done me bare justice,"you must have censured the

injurious treatment experienced by the manuscript ; and to get rid

of your embarrassment, you immolate me, without mercy, to the

XTicial repute of Lord Howick and his secretary. Under such aa

o!»vious impression of your partial procedure, I hardly tiiink yoa

free from the charge of bearing false witness against your neighbour.

You go on to print— ' being also inclined to think that iMr. Mac-

* * donald [by the bye, there is a sort of literary insolence in ringiug

the changes between Mr. and Colonel MacdouaUl] bad wrapped
« himselNip in the idea of being perfectly original, and that the

• discovery of his mistake had irritated him to lay his Treatise

* before the public, who cauuot decide on the merits of what they

* do not undentaud, «r if they did, are unable to promote the

• furtherance of his design.' Here you assert what is t»ta//y un-

founded, and appear desirous of destroying the originality of die

work, and also to ascribe to mc false and unworthy motives for its

publication. Your auxieiy to justify the planner of the disgraceful

expedition to the Pan!., tu lles, and your total unacquaintance with

the detail of the Treatise, you have so handsomely and so cand/d/y

reviewed, have led you into these positive deviations from truth,

that ought to be the leading characteristic of your profession. The

secretary, in his report before you, is anxious to ascribe the idea of*

communicating word* Telegraphically, in lieu of letters, to his

father - in - law, but says this never can be effected, because the

inflexions of verbs canrtr>t be providedfor. I prove to him that the

ancieols conveyed by Telegraph, not words only, but sentences,

and that no modern can claim originality on this score. My
Treatise was composed to prove, that the inflexions or tenses of

verbs might be readily and obviously communicated Telegraphi-

cally, a thing clearly exemplified in my book. 1 have amply stated,

that to do jus:ice to any useful science, and to make known a system *

of perfect practicability suppressed by a literary foe in office, I
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was induced to call the attention of the public to my improvement*

illuatr;;'ed in detail. The whole of my system is perfectly original,

and you will oblige me and the public much by proving the reverse.

After this, I do not envy you your feelings in attempting to mislead

the public mind in the sentences I have quoted. You have done

me a gross injustice, and youV critique is not, otherwise, creditnble

either to the heart or head. I possess an ample fortune, acquired,

thank <i>od! in distant climates, and do not, therefore, depend qn ti e

productions of my pen for subsistence; but sincerely pity poor

authors, by whose labours you exist, and whom, at the same time,

you wantonly sacrifice to party feelings- splenetic habits, or

inexcusable indolence. I would advise you to purchase the picture

of the fable of the * Boys and the Frogs/ and to stick it up in your

studies, it has been decided, thit a work meriting ridicule or

censure may be treated accordingly ; but it remains to be tried in

a court of justice, how far a wilful misrepresentation injurious to

the character or sale of a book may or may not be actionable.

My Treatise you wisely passed over with praise, because you did

not understand the subject. If you had let the present work alone,

as you were not inclined to do it justice, you would have avoided

the satisfaction of perusing this tatter, which my regard for truth,

and perfect independence of principle -and fortune, enable me to

write, without fearing an inconvenience of result. There are still

two military volumes of mine unreviewed by you. There you may
take your revenge, but take care you do not iret deeper into the mud,
and^put it in my power to expose you, not to yourselves, as here,

but through various public channels.

I am,
Most Critical Sir*,

Your very misrepresented

Humble servant,

(Signed) JOHN MACDONALD.
" P. S. You are extremely welcome to publish the whole of

this letter, but any garbled remarks, such as, that « Mr. Macdonald
has sent us a very angry letter/ or such like, will force me to

publish in reply. Should you feel inclined to answer so charming
a correspondent as I am, address to ' Lieutenant^Colonel Mac-
donald, Exeter/ ' Mr. Macdonald, Exeter/ woo Id do, but that

address might carry your letter to others of the same pretty

name, and deprive me of the supreme felicity of bearing from
you."

" To the Critical Reviewers.

"Sirs: Exeter, 4th January, 1809.
" Before I proceed to congratulate you on your uncommon

merriment at the close of the last year, I beg leave sincerely to wish
you a continuance of it, on the same terms, during this; and at the

same time that your writings may be characterised by greater

candour and adherence to* truth than I have proved them to evince

in a former instance.
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"I read in your Review for December— * Lieutenant Colwel
' Macdoiiald's fetter lias afforded us some merriment; we aw sorry

• that he i* angry/ I always thought my writings rather of a grave

description, and by no means calculated to move the risible muscles

of snarling cynics. I fear, however, that the affected merriment

stated very much resembles the animating noise made by frightened

children in the dark. Your Review is wot much known in these

parts; but such as have seen it in a circulating library, wish you

had imparted to them the letter which had the happy effect of

exciting mirth in such critical souls. I beg you will indulge Ihem,

and your readers in general, with a perusal of this joyful letter, by

publishing the same at the end of your next number. Let the

expence be no object, as I will defray that, if reasonable, in order

that the Public, whom you record as stupid, may have some conso-

lation IVom this new style of diverting composition. In the mean
time, I Khali take no farther steps, .till 1 see your next Review. I

cannot possibly suppose, that the whole or the members of your

critical junta participated in the literary falsehood I have detected,

but this must remain a general charge till you do me the favoor to

point out the delinquent. 1 suspect some of my enemies have been

tampering with you : if so, name him, and rely on it, that I shall

make him infinitely more mirthful than such grate people, as you
are, have been made by my fascinating pleasantry. Were I in Lon-

don, 1 certainly would throw away a few guineas in ascertaining,

from the opinion of counsel, whether i might be able, in support

of literature ami truth, to amuse you with a case at Nisi Prius. I

think a jury of honest men would trounce you, at least in this

instance, pretty handsomely. This still hangs over you, to sustain

your memuieuL Do let me hear from you.

I am,
Most upright Critical Reviewers,

Your valuable Correspondent,

(Signed) JOHN MACDONALD."

To the Editor of the Antijacobin Heviexo.

Sir, London, March 6, 1 809.

I have long been a reader of your Review, and it affords

me plea™ i e to reflect that there is such a work as the Antijacobin.

It acts as a powerful antidote to the poison contained in most of

the periodical works of the present day. In one of your former

numbers you reviewed a work, intitled, u Hints to the Legislature,

Ac." the author of which asserted, and your reviewer seemed to

believe the assertion, that the rapid increase of Evangelical Religion,

alias Methodism, was portentous of the greatest danger to our

Efttablihiicd Church. Now 1 think it is lamentable to be obliged to

witness the increase of any sect; yet with due deference to the

opinion l oth of your reviewer and the barrister, I conceive that

the cumuli is in very little danger from the Methodists. Numeri-
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*?-iIJy, they are, perhaps, a large body ; but their general stock of
abilities is so very slender, that though urged on by the wildest
superstition, they have not talents sufficient to form or execute any
plans for the destruction of the Church. But there is a sect from
whom we have much more to fear than from the Methodists; a
sect characterised by the excellent Bishop Burgees, in his " First

Principles of Christianity/' as a species of Deists calling themselves

Unitarians. These 'are the men. Sir, whom we ought to fear; till

lately, they have not worn a terrific aspect
;
they have for a long

while lain in nearly a dormant state; but now, the exertions which
they are making tor the spread of their heretical opinions are

almost incredible. They are forming themselves into societiet

in all parts of the kingdom, and in the metropolis they have
united themselves in the closest btonds of union. Funds are esta-

blished for the support of poor congregations, and missionaries are
sent by them into the remotest corners of the empire. Thev have
lately published what they call an improved version of the Testa-
ment (which I hope will be soon properly noticed in your Review),
and they have the direction of almost every periodical publication. At
presentthey are formidable only from their wealth and abilities, soon
they will be as formidable from their numbers. Now then is the time
to strangle the monster ere it arrive to maturity. The Toleration

Act extends not to them, they disbelieve the Trinity. Voltaire,

D'Alembert, and Diderot, were not formidable from their numbers,
yet what a belli ei plot they planned and executed to -destroy

the throne of their king and the altars of their God ! Mav the

Abbe Barrueil's history be a warning to us ! I make no apology
for requesting you to publish these remarks, for 1 consider your
Review as almost the only one devoted to the cause of orthodoxy.

I am, Sir,

Your very obedient humble servant,

THEOLOGUS.

DR. MILNER's TOUR IN IRELAND, AND THE IRISH
SAINTS.

To the Editor of the Antijacobin Revievi.

February 0, 1809.

IT is said, that some weeks previous to his departure for Ireland,

Dr. M. was seen at Billinsgale listening attentively to the instruc-

tive and highly entertaining discourse of the nymphs, who inhabit

that region. Now as the Dr. places his supreme b;is<; in clear con-

troversy, in loco uxoris, and as he esteems dispute in-ipid, when i\

is temperate and rational, some persons gravely suppose that the Dr.

lent an ear to the pugilistic females of Billingsgate, for the express

purpose of deriving a few elegant tropes, metaphors, and sturdy

epithets, from their impaisioned eloquence. We do not mean to,

deny that the Dr.'s exalted and congenial taste mast have made
him feel a lively interest in the wordy war of tho&e iish-disoeosing
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females ) but we humbly opine that the Popish Bishop consecrated

his visit to Billingsgate by a religious motive. It took place, we
understand, just before Lent. The Bishop of Castobelia was about
to perform an act of humiliation, mortification, and fasting; he was
about to starve the flesh; and in order to observe the rigid and
austere abstinence, which his Church prescribes, he went, we con-

jecture, to Billingsgate to purchase a monstrous stock of prime fish,

upon which, no doubt, he fasted with appropriate, luxury, and due
solemnity. It is plain, therefore, that we are witling to attribute the

Popish Bishop's visit to Billingsgate to a high and religious motive;

not that we mean to deny him the praise of having been charmed
and ravished, when there, by what be esteems the sweet music of
syrens as some persons are known to resort to the city for the

express purpose of delighting their tars with the noise of drays and
waguons " grating harsh thunder," which they greatly prefer to the

Italian opera, or a concert at Hanover-square.

We are strengthened in our opinion, that Dr. M.'s visit was a

religious one, by the consideration that the Dr. was not so much in

the horn-book of Billingsgate eloquence, as to need repairing thither

for instruction at so late a period — let us recollect a little ; the

Dr., notwithstanding his vows of celibacy, has entered into the

conjugal state v\»tlv Controversy for some years past. To those,

who are ignorant of the family of the Dr.'s wedded wife, be it

known, that she is an illegitimate daughter of. that meretricious

termagant, called Sophistry— she is easily to be % stinguishod from
Controversy, the legitimate and eldest bom of sound and healthy

Logic. At an early period, the Dr.'s cars sposa gave, by the

impudence of her air and attitude, and her bold and ituult'mg man-
ner, proofs of a disposition delighting in fierce and angry contention,

and of being possessed of that truly feminine accomplishment of
" having the last word."

It is true, however, that theDr.'s Tour in Ireland exceeds all his

former works in his favourile virulence and coarse invective, and ma-
lignity of writing, of which he is so passionately enamoured. The
epinion, there fore, formed by some, as to the reason of Dr. M.'s visit to

Billingsgate, is at least plausible, and claims great allowance, as his

Tour in Ireland was published at a period not long subsequent to his

visit to the fish-market, so that he may he suppoNed to have retained

fresh in hi* recollection those animated and precious figures of speech,

which those who wish to hear to the life must resort to Billingsgate

itself ; but a proof impression of which may be contemplated in

Dr. M.'s Tour. We should have no objection to ranking the Dr. as--

a worthy disciple of that female school of oratory, did we not con-
,

sider him as one who in this respect *' nascitur, non jit.*' In his.

Tour in Ireland, he seems, with the true enthusiasm of innate Bil-

lingsgate oratory, lo aim at the " a-itjuod i>umensum infinitumquc"

of invective and coarse abuse. The I>r. has attempted, and has

nobly succeeded, in discarding from his To; r the language and man-
ner, which are indicative of a polite, temperate, and accom-
plished mind— such language and manner .he Dr. soars above:
to adopt them, he deems a vulgar error confined only to frigid and
pedantic scholars, such as are bred at our Protestant Universities.
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Tlie Popish Bishop thought, perhaps, as he was on Irish ground,

that lit: must brandish a shillelah, and break a few pates*. The
national beverage of whiskey- may, for au^ht we know, have
infuriated his mind; nor let any one st;>.re at our attributing the

twist in Dr. M.'s understanding to so potent a liqinr, which has

produced much more serious ellecls, than giving a vertigo to a

Popish Bishop. Whiskey, next to Popery, is s.yd to have been

the most serious cause, of the Irish rebellion; and it is not improba-
ble that, in like manner, l)r. M. indited his Tour, from compound
inspiration. Certainly, however, the Dr. ha* no where sfm-
hl«-d on "the unwishrd-for honour" (to tne hU own phrase) of

writini? like a man of an enlightened mind, liberal education, and
gentlemanly forbearance, no more than lie had when in Ireland, a*

he says the " unwished -for honour" of brin«j acquainted with

Sir Richard Musgrave, Bart. Dr. Duigeuau, Dr. Leduich, and s-u h,

like worthy characters; wno, without doubt, mu*t have panted Ut
the high distinction of hcinp sei'n walking in the streets of Dublin
with the Popish Bishop ol Ca :<bella, a circumstance which could

not have failed to canonize them in the eyes of the Popish multi-

tude, and to absolve them from their notorious uod crying 1

sins of loyalty, and attachment to a Protestant state. It may not be
amiss, in this place, to inform the reader why Dr. M. discovers

such ungovernable rage, and shakes his angry mitre at the afore-

said worthy characters— otherwise, such paroxysms of fury in a

Popish Prelate would be as unaccountable as they are unbecoming.
Sir R. Musgrave happens to have spoken the truth in a History of
the Irish Rebellion, End Dr. M. is ashamed of, and olleuded at,

the likeness of the portrait to the original. The honour, there-

fore, of the historian's acquaintance, would not have been
unwished for by Dr. M. if he had displayed less fidelity in his

drawing, if he had softened and flattered the harsh features of
Popery with an agreeable air of contented loyalty, as a certain

bowing and obsequious English Baronet has done ; so that here, as

elsewhere, obsequium attucos, Veritas odium par it. Next comes Dr.
Duigenan : he, it seems, is more inclined to bite than to kiss the
toe of his holiness; him, therefore, Dr. M. never wishes to see at

St. Peter's, or to initiate in the mysteries of St. Winifred's well.

Last of all comes Dr. Ledwich, on antiquarian ground, whom
Dr. M. tries to strangle with Turkish jealousy. Dr. Ledwick has
been guilty of a great crime in the eyes of Dr. M. ,bv denying
the existence of St. Patrick. It would have been as weli, perhaps,

if Dr. L. had not dived into the recesses of antiquity with such a
staunch love of truth, as to confine the existence of St. Patrick,

and the serpents he destroyed, to the regions of fiction and romance.
Dr. L. with equal boldness, and more guilt in, the opinion of
.Dr. M. has denied that such an antiquated maiden as St. Bridget
ever counted her beads, or shunned " the unucished-for honour of
male society in Ireland. The gallantry of Dr. M. takes fire on
this occasion. It is ludicrous to see what a warm advocate the .

Popish Bishop is for the existence ami miracles of such musty
female saints.—We shall continue our remarks on seme funua
occasion.

P.
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LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

THE so long announced «« Fifty-two Lectures on the Church Ca-
techism, by the Rev. Sir Adam Gordon, Bart. Prebendary of Bristol,

and Rector of West Tilbury," will be published this" month, in

2 vols. 8ro.

THE author of AH the talents and of The Comet has announced
ft poem, intilled "The Statesman," which will contain biographical

sketches of Mr. Pitt, Mr. Fox, Lord Nelson, &c.

DR. MAVOR is about to produce a work on which he has been
long engaged . . . A Scries of Catechisms on Popular Subjects.—- The
Mother s Catechism, A Catechism of Health, and another on" "Ge-
neral Knowledge, will appear in a few* days, and be followed, in

rapid succession, by others on English History, Universal History,

Geography, Animated Nature, Botany, the I^aws and Constitution

of England, The Bible, &c.—They are intended to sell sepa-

rately, or to form, when collected, two very neat pocket volumes,.

MR. CUSTANCE has in the press a New and Improved Edition

of his Concise View of the Constitution of England.

MR. BRADLEY of Wallingford has prepared, under the sanc-
tion of Dr. Valpy and other distinguished preceptors, A Series nf
Grammatical Questions adapted to Lindley Murray's Grammar, with
copious Notes and Illustrations.— The idea was suggested by Mor-
gan s very useful book, the Gramn^ajif^^ucstiones.

MR. YORICK WILSON, Veterinary Surgeon, of Lemington
near Warwick, has in the press an improved Practical Treatise on
Farriery, entitled " The Gentleman's Veterinary Monitor.'*— It is the
result of his own experience in the various Diseases of Horses, and
prescribes humane ahd rational methods of Cure without the assist-

ance of a farrier. U likewise treats on Breeding, Training, Pur-

chasing, Riding, Management on a.Journey and in the Stable, &c.
The Work w ill appear 111 a few days in a Portable Size.

» * - 11 - . -

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE Defence of Public Schools, and several other communi-

cations, shall appear in the Appendix to Vol. 32, which will be

published with our next Number on the 1st of June, containing a

review of foreign literature in Spanish, Portuguese, &c. &c.
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APPENDIX
TO

Vol. XXXII.

OF.TH*

Antijacobin Review.

Histoire Ramn'we dtpufa Ja Fondption de Rome justpiau Regne

d'August^ (ffr,
r j

Roman History from the Foundation of Rome to the Reign of

Augustus* bj James Corentin-Royou. 4 vols. 8vo. he
Norman, Paris, 1809. '

rT~"BE Roman history has been so often reiated, and in so
* many different forms and manners, that its capital could now
scarcely contain the volumes to which it 3oa* given existence.

To enumerate the authors* even of t^e mope celebrated histo-

ries of that once mast powerful o/ .ajl nations, would, occupy
the pages of a considerable volume. The greater part of the

French writers have employed themselves in translating or

writing histories^ or disquisitions on the history, of Rome;
but* with the exception , of ftollin, whose work is1 Still -read,

and some dissertations by Montesquieu and St. Real, theyhay*
almost all sunk into oblivion. Still, however, new Roman
histories find readers; and whether it is owing to juvenile pre*

judie'es in - favour of the Romans, to any peculiar merit which
is felt by ail classes and nations, or to the growing insatiability

of the literary appetite tor novelty, most; persons can always

take up> with renewed pleasure, a well-written account of the

ancient people of Italy. One cause, however, of the tmiyer*

sality of respect to the Romans, is the circumstance of their

language being no longer the vernacular dialect of any living

people* As much laborious application-is ^requisite to acquire

it* persons are consequently somewhat proud of ihe acquisition ;

and if there be any truth in the observation of Charles the
Fifth* that " he who knows four languages is equal to four

men,H this pride is neither unjustifiable nor' injurious to society.

Few men, indeed, of inferior minds, can ever taste the phi-

losophical elegance of Sallust, or the apophthegmatict
Affbndix, Anti-Jac. Rev. Vol. 32. 2 G
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tiousness of Tacitus, and all who can, are decided admirers oF
the Roman historians and literature. In this manner the em-
pire of the Latins is extended and perpetuated centuries after

the national existence of these people is no more. In addition

to this, there is a certain majesty or loftiness in the structure of

the language, a kind of military dignity, if we may so call it,

which is not to be found in any living tongue, and which could

not exist in a country where ihe nobles and the peavantry are

equally accustomed to write in the same dialect. The style of those

who command will always possess something characteristic ; but

when blended with that of those who obey, it must lose some
of its imperious dignity, although it may not of its elegance

and simplicity. Rome never attained that general civilisation

which now prevails ever Europe; and in transferring our

admiration of the heroes and philosophers, whose works have

survived the wreck of time, to the whole Roman people, we.

naturally forget the deplorable semi-barbarous state from which

the great majority of the empire never emerged. . The licen-

tiousness which followed the age of philosophy, valour, and
(

patriotism, was also accompanied by a consequent decadence in

literature, which terminated in the total extinction of the lan-

guage of Cicero, Cxsar, and Virgil.

Notwithstanding, however, the number of Roman histories,

we know of no complete one, properly adapted for general

use ; almost all are either too brief or too voluminous. From
France, indeed, we sjiall not expect such a work. Frenchmen
are too much accustomed to deal in fiction, ever to produce a

history of Rome, or of any other country, which might be

advantageously introduced into schools. To form a just idea

of any country, it is necessary to have a faithful picture of its

manners; this is beyond the abilities of a Frenchman; for

whether he sketches the portrait of a Roman or a Chinese, still

the manner, the genius, and the character, of his country

obtrude themselves on the attention of the spectator. The
histories of Rollin, although not altogether the best in their

language, are perhaps the most generally admired in other coun-
tries ; vet they should rather be accounted a series of pleasing

historical tales, arranged in chronological order, than legitimate

histories. To be agreeable is the sole object of French histo-

rians; and, with the utmost indifference about being instructive,

they adopt a man'iere effleurc, with a chronological table, as the

perfection of . history. There is, too, another disadvantage

attending this flowery and high-coloured view of historical

events and manners, that it invariably presents the reader wkh
deceptive notions of the real state and nature of things, ex-
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alts frivolous actions, depresses noble ones, and blends virtue

and vice into a common harmony of general amenity, very

different from what really exists in the world. The same spirit

pervades all their writings *, their descriptions and narratives,

whether of remote events, or of the recent battles of their coun-

try, are all equally .delusive.

The author of the volumes before us has adopted the plan of

Rollin, and has before furnished the world with histories of the

Republic, the Emperors, and the Lciver Empire. M. Corentin-

Royou, in his preface, arranges his work, as usual, with his

countrymen, very methodically, and expresses his opinion of

the works of his predecessors in the same lield. He divides the

history of the Republic into four principal divisions, which
furnish the subject of as many volumes. Commencing with

Rome from its infancy, he exposes the fables respecting it,

which are found even in the best authors ; and with some indus-

try shews the successive progress of the government, amidst

the storms of liberty, and the obstacles of foreign war. He
pursues this subject, like a drama, till the moment when Rome,
becoming mistress of Italy, after having expelled Pyrrhus,

began to experience a change in her manners, as a presage of
what she might afterwards expect. The first volume ends with
the year of Rome 486\ or 168 before the Christian aira. The
following is our author's view of the state of morals and civili-

zation of Rome at that period.

" While the Republic extended its domination and its influence

externally, the citizens of the interior signalized themselves by
examples of courage and moderation. The conduct of Rutilius,

who feared not to censure the whole Roman people, has justly excited

admiration. Having been continued in the office of Censor, without

being placed in the rank, he immediately convened the people, re-

proached them pointedly for having deviated from the prudence of

their fathers, who, in consequence of the great authority of this

magistracy, reduced its duration, and proposed and issued a law
prohibiting it from being conferred twice on the same person, in

future.
" The morals in general were good at this period ; but exceptions

could then be noticed. In 456 of the foundation of Rome, the

/Ediles brought to justice a great number of the citizens, whom they

accused of possessing more land than the laws allowed ; almost all

were condemned. Three years afterwards some usurers and adultres-

ses were fined. The time had not then arrived, when the immense
number of guilty silenced the laws."

Such brief reflections are no doubt very pleasing ; but they
want that compas9, that comprehensive power and energy,

which are indispensable to convey just notions of the Roman
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people. Here we have a true picture of the littleness and the?

neatness of a Frenchman's mind. Hie anecdote of Rutilius

discovers the basis of Liberty, practical virtue in the individual,

and prudence to guard it inviolate. M. Royou admires the
splendour of such an action, but never inquires into the per-

sonal virtue necessary to effect it. This shews the difference

between honor and conscience ; between those who are in-

fluenced only by the popular approbation, and those who are
actuated solely by principles of justice.

The author commences his second volume with the war be*
tween Rome and Carthage. Here the national glory of a

,
Frenchman, and his vulgar prejudices against maritime coun-
tries, naturally animates him to express his sentiments with an
energy somewhat more worthy of a Roman. The grand,

military operations, the hostile dispositions, violence, and agita-

tion which every where predominate, furnish topics of pompous
declamations, and even interesting incident. The intrigues

and ambition of the commanders, although naturally cast in

the back ground, must still be very sensible objects. The
errors, not to say crimes, of democracy, on which imperial

Frenchmen are now more politely eloquent than republican

ones were, lately, on its beauties, furnish a too-favourable

occasion for declamatory sycophancy, not to be eagerly em-
braced by a tujet dt sa majeste P Empereur et Ret. The factions

of the nobles, and the sanguinary civil wars, are no less capable

of being applied to the past days of modern France. The
subject, indeed, would be highly interesting in the hands of an
impartial and philosophical historian, who would thence draw
lessons of wisdom for posterity; but when perverted by
groveling adulation, the whole scene is too degrading to rational

man. There is, nevertheless, some analogy between the pro*
gress of the degeneracy of ancient Rome into absolute mo-
narchy, and that of modern France to the same state of political

and moral degradation. The transit from a government of
demagogues to the establishment of five despots, bears some
similarity to the elevation of Sylla by his own faction ; the

cinque hommes% too, like the triumvirate, terminated their

career by the powerful hand of a successful despot. The
details of the violation of the constitutional laws, in the- 666th
vear of Reme, and 88th before our sera, conclude M» C.
Koyou's second volume.

" The happy days of the Republic/* observes the author, " are

already passed j we still, indeed, see talents and virtues, traces of
glory, a prodigious man, but not a moment of happiness, or even
repose. .Every page of history ii imbrued in bleed."
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M. Royou devotes his third Tolume to the relation of the

•events during the age of Sylla, Cato, Caesar, Pompey, Cicero,

&c. Sec. to the illustrious names and remarkable incidents of this

period, the subjugation of the Gauls, and of Asia, at the

same time that Rome was a prey to factions ; the rivality of

Cxsar and Pompey ; the fall of the latter, and the triumph of

the conqueror of the Gauls ; are all events which led to the

destruction of the power of the senate, and, finally, to the

establishment of the Roman empire. The history of this

period is so well known, that it was not to be expected that the '

author could add much, either in manner or matter, to what has

already been done. Those who have read St. Reals disserta-

tions on different events during this momentous age, will not

derive much pleasure from Mr. Royou s narrative ; still less will

they be greatly instructed by the profundity of his philosophy.

~ The last volume contains the history of Rome from the year

1704 of its foundation, till Octavius, called Augustus, mounted
the throne of the universe, about twenty-nine years before the

Christian sera. The principal, if not only merit of M. Royou'e
" Roman History," is that of uniting a knowledge of the great

events which decide the fate of nations with that of the personal

conduct, and, in some measure, private life of all the distin-

guished actors on the scene. Although the author discovers no
peculiar talent for seizing the characteristic traits of great men,
yet his miscellaneous combination of public facts, and private

anecdotes, renders his work more interesting to general readers,

than a more political history would otherwise be. For this he
has the example of the Greek and Roman historians, and, like

them too, notwithstanding the copiousness of his facts, and the

limited extent of his work, the love of perspicuousness has

sometimes led him almost to diffusion. Yet M. Royou has

studied to adopt his history to general use, and to avoid the

dryness of abridgments, and the tedious diffuseness of more
voluminous writers. Whatever relates to the government and
customs of the Romans, indeed, he has treated with conside-

rable perspicuity.

To this work are added, what are very rare in France, com-
plete indexes to each volume, containing a summary of its

contents, which must assist the memories and the judgments of

young persons, by enabling them both to remember and to

~*v comprehend what they have read. The indexes are also ac-

companied with a gazetteer of all the places mentioned in the

work, with their ancient and modern names, and the whole is

eomp'eted by an account of the writers of Roman History.

It must, indeed, be confessed, that M. Royou has produced a
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very irrful history, notwithstanding its numerous defects. He
is more indebted to Goldsmith than he has the candour to ac-

knowledge.

Ccrinne, ou P Italic

Corinna^ or Italy. By Madame de Stael Holstein. 2 vols. Svo. Paris.

The extravagant praises which this work has received render

it necessary to examine its contents, appreciate its literary

merit, and expose its dangerous tendency. Few publications

have appeared in this century so well adapted to the purposes

of seduction, so subversive of all chastity and rational virtue,

or so artfully blending historical knowledge, taste, and fac-

titious morality, with the most unbounded licentiousness. The
hero and heroine of the piece are well drawn to insure the

approbation of the Edinburgh critics, as Oswald, lord Nelvi^

is a Scotchman, who travels in Italy *, Corinna is the daughter

of a Northumbrian by an Italian lady. The young and vir-

tuous lord Nelvil visited France at the commencement of the

Revolution, became acquainted with a count Raimond, who is

represented as a paragon of goodness, but who had a sister,

Madam d' Arbigny, a young widow, and a most artful co-

quette. This intriguing woman, whose character is sketched

with great fidelity to nature, endeavoured to inveigle Oswald
to marry her ; and succeeded so far as to detain him a year in

France, contrary to the wish of his father, who died of chagrin

at his son's absence. Oswald, who was all filial affection, be-

came melancholy in consequence of neglecting his father,

whose spirit he imagined to be continually watching and re-

proaching him for his disobedience. In this state he vent to

Italy, astonished the people of Ancona by his spirited and
successful efforts to extinguish a fire, which the superstitious

people thought was a jadgment on their town, and proceeded

jncog to Rome, where he beheld Corinna as an improvijator*

or speaker of extemporary verses. At one of those festivals of

crowning with bays, not uncommon in Italy, Oswald first

beheld Corinna in the capitol, where, after reciting some ex-

temporary verses in praise of her country, and performing some
pieces of music, she was decorated with a crown of laurel, and

received the plaudits of numerous spectators. Her beauty and

extraordinary talents, as well as her artful address to the par-

ticular feelings of Oswald, instantly inspired him with the

most lively affection, which in return was met by the most

.ardent love. In this state of enthusiastic and mutual love they
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surveyed all the antiquities of Rome; examined the tombs,

churches, palaces, statues, and paintings ; reviewed the man-
ners and character of the Italians, and the literature of Italy;

and finally describe the popular feasts, musical entertainments,

and the holy week in Popish Rome. From the capitol the

lovers proceed to Naples, and the hermitage of St. Salvador,

where lord NeJvil relates his adventures in France, his tender

affection for his father, and the artifices of Madame d' Arbigny.

Vesuvius and the city of Naples are next described; and
Corinna discovers her real name, relates her. history, her
mother's death, her visit to England, and her step-mother's

character. Oswald and Corinna, daily becoming more and
more enamoured of each other, return to Rome, and after- «

wards make a tour to Venice, where Oswald determines to

return to England to join his regiment ; and Corinna and he,

with much difficulty, separate, after mutual protestations of
eternal love. Oswald's delay in England becoming insupport-

able to Corinna, she determined to follow him to London,
where she saw him, with his regiment, at a review, in Hyde
Park, accompanied with her step-mother and half-sister. Con-
tinuing to conceal herself, Oswald departed for Scotland, with-

out her obtaining an interview, when she instantly followed

him, discovered incog his attachment to her sister, sent him
his ring, and the permission to marry another, and returned to

Italy, in the utmost despondency. . Oswald was then married,

but continued unhappy; and learning that Corinna had actually

visited this country, and discovered his neglect of her, deter-

mined to go to see her in Florence, accompanied with his wife

and daughter. On his arrival in Italy, Corinna refused to see

him, till she was near expiring, when she forgave and blessed

him, and his family.

In this brief outline of the principal incidents in Corinna,

the reader will perceive that it contains nothing new, that it

required no effort of genius, no invention, to produce such a

work. But its chief, and perhaps only merit, are the disserta-

tions on the antiquities, paintings, and other objects of the

arts, with descriptions of the manners, character, and literary

history of Italy, all of which are very accurate for a novel, but

insufferably vague and unsatisfactory for a tour. As to Co-

rinna's laboured praises of her country, its fine climate, and

still more delicious manners, they all tend to the same pur-

pose, to excite and to gratify the passions in the highest degree,

to generate appetites, and to apologize for their unrestrained

indulgence, and to reduce the manners to 'a softness and effe-

minacy incompatible with virtue, or the discharge of our social
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duties. Madame de Stael has attempted to unite Italian >nnd

French voluptuousness with English virtues but it will not do;
to every real observer' of human nature it is evidently a physi-

cal impossibility :
u virtue is made of sterner stuff. Volup-

tuous dalliance, and enthusiastic tenderness,may not >be incom-
patible with general benevolence, but can never be united with
energy of mind, and moral rectitude, in >the same person.

Such an attempt, indeed, must ever be abortive, except so

far as it may succeed in corrupting a few weak characters. Had
Chesterfield studied human nature more profoundly, be would
have known, that his ridiculous system of suavittr m <mcdc

and fortittr in re was not more practical than the union of light

and darkness. The most desirable suavity is that which arises

from a naturally benevolent heart, and unperturbed mind-
As Madame de Stael's sentiments are not all reprehensible, we

shall translate some of the most laudable. Her picture of the

superstition of the Italians, exhibited at Ancona, where a few
houses were On fire, and extinguished by the "presence of mind
and vigilance of Oswald, is lively and correct.—Lord NeWil,

assisted by a few English sailors, continued to pour such tor-

rents of water on the flames, as soon extinguished them, while

the priests were walking in religious processions, and the

people praying to the images, instead of e^ideavooring to arrest

the progress of the destructive element.

" The fire extending to Ibe quarter in which the Jews were en-

closed every night, Oswald demanded that it should be opened,

when the people threw themselves at bis feet, and conjured him to

let them alone. ' You see/ said they, ' oh 1 our good angel ! that

k is most assuredly on account of the Jews who are here, that we
have suffered this fire ; it is they who have occasioned our misfortune,

and if you set .them at liberty, all the water in the sea will not

extinguish the names ;' and continued to supplicate Oswald to let the

Jews be burned, with as much eloquence and sweetness as if

they had solicited an act of clemency. When the flames extender*

to the lunatic hospital, Oswald inquired what was in the building,

and learned (bat it contained incurable maniacs. ' Jt is the blesVing

of heaven,' said the people, ' for them and for their relations, if tbey

die in this manner, without its being the fault of any one.' Oswald,

however, brought all the most furious maniacs out of the names, and

the people were struck with admiration almost to fanaticism j threw
themselves on their knees before him, exclaiming, ' Surely, you *re

fit. Michael, the patron of our city; display your wings, bet do sot

4juit us $ mount on the spire of the cathedral in order that all the town

may see and invoke you.' ' My child is tick/ said ope.; ' cure
him.' ' Tell me,' said another, f where is my husband *'b© i*s

been absent several years V
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The following trait of the French character, in the frivolous,

^ood-ontured Count d'Erfeuil, deserves attention.

•* ' I appear to you frivolous/ said the Count to Nelvil j
* it it

well
; nevertheless, I will bet that in the conduct of life I shall be

roore reasonable than you.' In fact, there is often much egotism in

irivolity, and this egotism can never lead to errors of sentiment, to

those in which one almost always sacrifices himself to others. Frivo-

Jous men are very capable of becoming able in what concerns their

pwn interest ; for, in all that is called diplomatic science, in private

or public life, persons succeed oftener by qualities which they have

not, man by those which they have. Want of enthusiasm, want of

opinion, want of sensibility, a little genius combined with this nega-

tive treasure, and social lite property so called, that is, loriuue and

rank, succeed or maintain themselves sufficiently well."

The description of the Neapolitan dance, although expressed

in affectedly lofty terms, is not less voluptuous than the Portu-

guese fandango. The view of Italian manners presents some
real features of this degenerate race. '

W *' On going to supper, every cavaliere servente hastened to seat

himself by the side of 'his misirecw. A stranger arrived, and -finding

oo seat, no man, except Lord Nelvil or Count Erfeuil, ottered him
his. Jt did not proceed from want of politeness, or egotism, that no
Roman rose j but from the idea which the grandees ot Rome have Of
.honour and duty, not to leave* neither a step, nor an instant, their

mistress. Some not being able to sit down, stand behind the chairs

of their ladies, ready to serve them on the least sign. Indies speak

but to their beaux, and strangers wander in vain round the circle,

where no one has any thing to say to them. For, the women in

Jtaly know not what is coquetry, what is in love but an excess of
«elf-love

;
they desire to please only those whom they love j there is

f» seduction of the mind before that of the heart or the eyes ; and
the most rapid commencements are sometime* followed with a sincere

dovotedness even of very long duration. Infidelity in Italy is blamed
more severely in a man than in a woman. Three or four men, under

different titles, follow the same woman, who carries them with her

sometimes without givingherself the trouble to tell their names to the

master of the house in which they are received. One is the favorite,

another aspires to be it
; a third is called the sufferer

i
(ilpatito) the

latter Is entirely despised, but he is nevertheless permitted to per-

form the duty of adorer ; and all these rivals live peaceably together.

The common people only have preserved the custom of using the

dagger. There is, indeed, in this country, a strange mixture of sim-

plicity and corruption, of dissimulation and sincerity, of good-

nature and revenge, of weakness and vigour, which way be explained

by one observation it is, that the good qualities arise because there

,isuotbrog done from vanity ; the bad, because much is done from self-

interest, whether it relates to love, ambition, or fortune. Distinctions
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of rank have, in general, little effect in Italy j but it is more from
the easiness of character, and familiarity of manners, than from philo-

sophy. The indifference for public opinion induces the women to pro-

claim their being inamorata. This publicity is not caused by any
extraordinary passion, as several attachments thus succeed each other,

and are equally known. The women use so little secrecy in this

respect, that they avow their connections with less embarrassment

than English women would in speaking of their husbands. No pro-

found or delicate sentiment is mixed with this mobility without

modesty. Thus, in a country where people only think about love,

there is not a single romance, because love is there so rapid, so pub-

lic, that it will bear no kind of devclopcment, and that to give a true

picture of the general manners in this respect, it would be necessary

to begin and finish on the same page. Infidelity in England is even

more moral than marriage in Italy."

Madame de Stael's remarks on the literature of Italy and
France, are not the least valuable part of this novel. The
Italians have no theatre, no national drama; and, notwith-

standing their acuteness in discovering characters in their

commerce of life, their poetry and polite literature display

none of the secrets of the heart, or traits of the mind, and

only consist of inflated and artificial effusions of the imagina-

tion. The Fiammetta of Boccacio, according to our author,

is the only romance which depicts their national character, at

least their passion of love. Al fieri, like the French, always

gives his own colours to every subject of which he treats. Shake-

speare, in Romeo and Juliet, is considered the author who has

best described the passions and ardent imagination of the

Italians. After observing that " in the combats of sentiment,

who has not often experienced some secret superstition, which

makes us take what we think for a presage, and what we
suffer for a warning from heaven," the author describes the

ridiculous tricks practised by Italian preachers, with a crucifix

or bonnet in the pulpit. She also represents the image or

woman-worship of the Italians, and their Madona in terms

not very flattering to bigottcd papists. It is, indeed, as Madame
S. remarks, surprising that the discourse and gestures of the

preachers do not turn into ridicule the most serious subjects.

The Neapolitans are represented as not civilized, yet not vulgar

in the manner of other people. The author has also adopted

Buonaparte's heraldry, in placing the figure of a leopard on the

caps of English seamen. There is more truth in the observa-

tion, that " when one is capable of knowing himselfhe rarely

deceives himself on his fate ; and presentiments are mostly but

a judgment on himself, which is not wholly avowed/' We
cannot say the same of another aphorism ; " when women do

t
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not fear to employ tears to subjugate strength to their weakness,

they almost always succeed, at least for a time.'
,

It would
be more correct to say that they almost always fail eventually

by the use of such means. " There must be harmony in the

sentiments, and opposition in the characters, in order that love

may spring at once from sympathy and diversity."

We have already expressed our opinion of this work, and

cautioned all young persons from paying any attention to it:

we shall here only add, that Corinna, like Mrs. Wolstorecroft,

offered to live with Lord Nelvil during her life without mar-
riage.

^^mmm^m^i m m "
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Memoirs and Letters of Marshal de Tesse.

(Concluded from the Appendix to vol. 31

)

We have now to notice the conduct of this intriguing sol-

dier in Spain, when he was sent to support Philip V. against

the House of Austria, in 1704. Tessi! complains as much
against the slowness and indecision of Philip's court, as Peter-

borough did against that of Charles. The following particulars

•'will show the rooted and insuperable aversion of the Spanish
from French domination, even a century ago, as well as at the
present day.

" The object of the Spaniards is rather to see a general revolution,

than to see themselves governed by the French
;
they submitted at

the beginning, but they will do so no longer. The president of the

rouncil of Castille, who has a principal part in ;iffairs, appears to

have good intentions, provided that every thing passes through
the council, which is considered as the guardian not only of the

kingdom, but aUo of the king. I have seen orders and private

letters from him to the mayors and justices, totally contrary to

what had been settled in the dcspacho (or cabinet council,) to that

he opposes almost always what the cabinet has ordered, and even
that which is agreed to, generally finds obstacles in its execution.

The king of Spain will never be truly king, while the authority

of this council is undiminished. This could easily be effected t but
the king, naturally timid, is tardy in speaking, and neither does

speak nor will speak. It is the president of Castille who nominates
almost all the mayors, so that being appointed by him, he receives

their reports, and nothing is done in the cities but by them ; it is,

therefore, the spirit of the council of Castille which reigns in Spain,

and this council, protector of the king and the kingdom, keeps
both in a state of guardianship. At Madrid it matters not whether
Philip or Charles is king, provided that they have one who will do
nothing but what they wish : And, except half a dozen persons at

most, who would in honour follow the king, if a general insurrec-

tion took place, I know not one there who would not kiss tne hand
of the Archduke."
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Marshal de Tess6 considers chat Cadiz could not liar©

resisted the English army, attacking it by sea and land, in

1705, particularly the island of Leon, which he declares was
teatenable, except by a great force, and that the loss of die
island necessarily involved the fall of the fortress. Three
hundred pieces of cannon and five months provisions he deemed
necessary to its defence, against the meditated attack by the

English, which he had learned from a spy about Lord Galway.
The French marshal, indeed, was disgusted with his disastrous

and ineffectual siege of Gibraltar, and sought rather to depre-

ciate than defend Spain. The want of unanimity between the En-
glish, Portuguese, and Spanish commanders, however, made their

operations so slow, that be was afterwards enabled to defend
Badajos more successfully. Still his exclamation was, that
•* lethargic Spain had done nothing." Of the mystical conspi-

racy of tbe Marquis of Leganes, in favour of Charles, we
have here -nothing new. This noble Spaniard died a prisoner

in France, merely on suspicion of his being friendly to the
house of Austria, and his scorning to make any mean con-

cessions to the French government, which treated him so

unjustifiably.

The dispositions of the Arragonese, and particularly the

people of Zaragosa, is well manifested in the following inci-

dents :

" Marshal de Tesse left Madrid to join the army in Arragon, and
cot off all communication between Barcelona and Valencia. To
execute this plan, he had to divide hit troops in two divisions, to

occupy each bank of tbe Ebro. A regiment of cavalry, conducting
some peasants who had killed two French soldiers, arrived in

Zaragosa, on the 26th January, 1706. The court of justice

demanded them from the commanding officer, who refused to

deliver them. Immediately the populace, to the number of 3 or

4000 men flew to arms. The viceroy liberated the prisoners, and
tranquillity was restored. Two days after a regiment of French
infantry appeared before the city. The captain of the citizens, who
were on guard, shut the gate. Marshal de Tesse*, accompanied
with the viceroy, went to open it, and the regiment entered with
fixed bayonets

;
but, scarcely had they advanced into the streets, when

the people fired on them from the windows, and tbe disorder

became general. The equipage of the regiment was pillaged;

three of M. de Tessd servants, as well as several officers and soldiers,

. were killed. The marshal taking refuge with the viceroy, who, with

great difficulty, prevented the baggage from becorjning the prey of
the people, wished to make the army advance to plunder the city :

but the nobles and city officers interfered, with success, to appease

the tumult.
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** Tess£, disgusted with bis residence at Zaragosa, moved to Pin*,

about ten leagues below the cky on tbe left bank of the Ebro, in

order to be more tranquil. Another adverse incident however
occurred. At Guerrea, nine leagues beyond Zaragosa, two French
battalions which were lodged there, having marched out of tbe town
to continue their rout to Catalonia, halted near t lie gate until all the

officers and soldiers should join them. On assembling, it was disco-

vered that a lieutenant was missing. A detachment was sent to seek

him, and be was found stabbed in his bed. The troops returned into

the town, erased the bouse in which the murder was committed, and
established themselves at free quarters among the inhabitants, to

whose succour tbe peasants in tbeenvirons hastened in great numbers.
The French, however, getting before them, put them to flight, after

killing several. All these excesses testify the aversion trom the

French, and little affection for Philip V."

In several other letters Marshal de Tesse " represents Spain

as discontented and disposed to change its government." The
projects formed at Madrid by Philip, he considered as " visions

of drowning persons." " Consider Spain," said he, to Mr,
Chamillart, " as a country where it is necessary to have almost

an army in each province, and you will not be deceived." How
often has France experienced the truth of this^remark during

the last twelve months.
The pious fraud practised on the people of Barcelona by the

priests and the king, in consulting the virgin, and her pre-

tended appearance, accompanied with two angels, is here related

nearly in the same terms as by Capt. Carleton. " A miracle

was proclaimed," observes the marshal, " and the exhorta-

tions of the priests and monks sustained the courage of this

silly populace, where the women served with as much courage

as the men. The priests and monks of Barcelona almost all

took arms against Philip V. but among these monastic heroes,

the capuchins were particularly remarkable by fantastically

tying up their long beards with knots of divers coloured rib-

bons." When the French army raised the siege of Barcelona,
" abandoning an immense store of provisions, their artillery

and their sick, the generous Lord Peterborough (it is honorably

acknowledged) caused them to be attended with great huma-
nity."

As a proof of the liberty which prevailed in France under
Lewis XIV. when contrasted with the tyranny of Napoleon, we
shall extract some of the satires against that monarch and his

generals, which were published at the time in a large volume.

The following will sufficiently evince the spirit of satire and

irony in which the whole were composed.
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Counsels to Lewis XIV.
" Si vous voulez faire bonne justice,

Prenez le bien de vos trois grands heros j

Tesse, Tallard, Villeroi ; leurs services

Meritent bien qu'on les traite en marauds.
" Tesse, poltron (1), vous a perdu l'Espagne

;

Tallard, sans yeux(2), perdJes deux electeurs(3) j

Et Villeroi, pour ouvrir la campagne,
Perd la FJandr«(4). Ah Dieux ! les bous auteurs."

To Lewis XIV.

" Vous avcz efface, grand Roi, toute la gloire

Des heros de J'antiquitej

Et toute la posterite

A de quoi s'occuper en lisajit votre histoire ;

Mais Villeroi, Tallard, la Feuillade et Tessc,

Kn Espagne, en Piemont, en Allemagne, eu Flandre,

Out fait plus que Cesar et le grand Alexandre

:

lis vous ont efface."

Air.—Confiteor.

" Itends-moi, Varus, mes 16gions,

S'wcrioit autrefois Auguste.

Rends-moi, Tallard, mes bataillons(5),

Dit Louis, £ titre plus juste.— Demandez-les & Villeroi (6),
II en a plus perdu que moi.
" Ceque Tallard a commence
Dans la campagne d' Allemagne(7)>
Le grand .marechal deTesse
Vient de 1'achever eu Espague(8)

;

Et Villeroi, le fanfaron,

Couronne l'ocuvre a Tirlemont(9).
*' Courage, mon cher Feuilladiu(lO),

Tu seras marechal de France

:

Car tu suis le meme chemin
Que nos generaux d'importance

j

Villeroi, Tallard, et Tess6,

Sont-ils bien recompensees 1)

(1) This i» false. Tess£ was at least a brave man. (2) M. de Tallard had
sunken eyes and short-sight. (3) The Elector of Bavaria and that of Cologne,
hii brother. (4) The battle of Ramillies.

(5) On the 1 3th April, 1704, he was beaten at Hochstet, where he and a

great part of his army were made prisoners. (6) He lost the battle of Ramil-
lies, the 23d May, 1706.

(7) In 1704. (8) In raising the siege of Barcelona. (9) The village of

Ramillies is not far from Tirlemont. (10) The duke bf Feuillade, who
conducted badly the siege of Turin, raised it after losing a battle, 7th
Sept. J 706. (11) All these unfortunate generals received favours from JLewis

XIV. after their misfortunes.
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Air. Follies of Spain.

" DeRamilli, benissons la defaite !

Hereux Francois, ne prenez point d'effrot;

Si vous perclez heaucoup dans la retraite,

No* ennemis ont perdu Villeroi.

" Philipe-Auguste(l), en manquant Barcelonc,

Vous gagnez toui : l'Archiduc est chasse

;

Pour disputer centre vous la couronne,

• Vous n'aurez plus It* se-cuurs de' Tessc.

" Faites des veeux, trop aveugle Angleterre,

Quand vous perriez voa plus fermes rempartg :

Que ferez-vous le reste de la guerre,

Sans les Tesse, les Boufflers, ies Tallaid

Few poets, wc believe, would venture to satirize any of

Buonaparte's marshals, even if they did lose a battle. It would
seem as if our disgraced generals were thought beneath the

attention of the satiric muse in this country.

Le due nuove Campane di Campidoglio benedctto dalla Santita di

N. S. Pio. VIL P. O. M. &c.

On the two new Bells of the Roman Capitol, blessed by his Holiness our

holy Pius VIL Sovereign Pontiff, and described by Francis Can-
• cellieri, with numerous Observations on Belfries, or Church

Steeples, and all kinds of Clocks, and an appendix on Monuments.

pp. 200, Mo. Rome.

The Protestant reader, who knows nothing of the supersti-

tious rites of the Popish church, may perhaps think that the

ceremony of " blessing bells" is rather too ridiculous to be

seriously performed. It is, however, actually done, and the

new bells are blessed with all the gravity of any other religious

sacrament in the church of Rome. The performance of this

act of idolatrous irrationality occupies several hours, and to

convey any adequate idea of the whole ceremonies, would
require several pages. This consecration, or as it is called,

" baptism of bells," was performed by the present Pope him-

self, and may be ranked among the worthy deeds of his life,

such as crowning Buonaparte, &c. The term " baptism," if

it were not otherwise a prophanation, is not altogether impro-

per, as each bell receives a distinct name, thus we hear Saints

Peter, Paul, John, Ambrose, Augustin, Francis, &c. Saintesses,

Mary, Gertrude, Clare, Magdalene, &c. Many* a vigorous

youth is called to his knees by the soft tones of Miss St. Clare,

many a heart beats tremulous at the grave melody of the
. . _ ——

—

(J) Epithet of derision to Philip V. for raising the tiegeof Bar lona.
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match-making St. Nicholas, while many tender sympathies are

excited by the vivifying sounds of the dalliance-loving St.

Francis. Such are the pleasure* of popery* such its practical

mom- ity.

Signor Cancelhert dedicates his labours to his holiness;

assigns his reasons for engaging in such a work, with the assis-

. tance which he has received, and gives a brief account of the

writers who have treated of church bells. Several authors

indeed have investigated the history, origin, and use of bells,

whet tier for religious or other purposes, and particularly Thiers,

who has acquired a reputation, by numerous publications on this

subject. An abstratt of the contents of this volume will show
that it contains, notwithstanding the apparent insignificance of

its title, much curious matter.

The author commences by deriving the Italian name of bell,

campana from companum, because the bronte of Campagnia was
the most proper for making bells. This etymology, it must be
confessed, is somewhat obvious ; but, after having satisfied him-
self on this head, he proceeds to examine the different metals

and alloys which have been used for the fabrication of bells.

Here the author would have required very considerable che-

mical knowledge, as this is a field for skill in that science, as

well as classical reading. Hte is more correct in detailing the

history of their different uses.

Among the Hebrews, the stockings of the high priest, when
in full dress, were decorated with little bells, according to St.

Prosperus, to the number of 50, according to St. Jerome 6*2,

and St. Clement, of Alexandria, 366, in reference to the days in

the year. Little bells were also used by the Greeks, and the

temple of Dodona was hung round with them like a Chinese
pavillion at the present day. The tomb of king Porsenna, in

Etruria, had similar ornaments ; and the priests of Bacchus wore
small bells, as appears by several monuments.
The domestic uses of bells are very numerous. In baths, in

markets, in the houses of the rich they are used to announce
the hour of repast, or call for attendance *, soldiers going their

rounds carry little bells *, triumphers sometimes have them in

order to prevent them from being too much elated, as they are

fixed on the bodies of criminals who have been executed, that

no one may touch them ; the harness of horses, black cattle,

and even elephants have been ornamented with little bells. In
short the superstition is established even among nominal Chris-

tians, that the sound of a bell preserves animals from contagion.

It is for this reason that bells are put to the necks of Iambs,

and even swine have been thus accoutred to keep the devil out
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them! Many of the more superstitious or puritanical mem-
bers of the order of St. Anthony wear a little bell hung round
their necks. The Pagans, too, like the Christians, employed
little bells at funerals, but it was to chase away the spectres.

The use of great bells must be very ancient ;
although in the

first ages of the church, the Christian assemblies being neces-

sarily secret, in consequence of persecutions, the people were

invited only by the information of cursors, or messengers, and
deacons. The first mention that we find of bells is in the life

of St. Colomban in 599. In the eastern church, the earliest

use of bells on record, according to our author, was in 866. In

the ancient Greek church they used flat pieces of bronze, or

wood, which were struck against each other. The Mahomedans
make no use of bells ; they are called to the mosque by men
who on high turrets cry, attach hech ber^ the true and only God,

With respect to the Popish superstition of baptizing or bless-

ing bells, we find that it was rigorously prohibited as a scan*

dalous prophanation by Charlemagne in his chapters. Chris-

tianity had not then attained its utmost corruption ; but this

and many other abuses began to increase about 968, when
Pope John XIII. blessed the bell of the church of St. John of

Latran. We believe Mrs. Pope Joan, during her pope-ship,
'

added some new superstitious rites to the process of bell-bap-

tism. The abuse of male and female gossips originated in

Germany and Catalonia.

Signor Cancel lieri's history of bell-worship presents a melan-
choly picture, either of the gross perversion, or of the little pro-

gress of the true principles of Christianity in popish countries.

Will not every reasoning being, every true Christian, blush to be ,

told, that bells have always been held in great veneration among
Christians, that people swear on bells as on the Evangelists?

By a decree of the council of Cologne, it was ordered they

should be rung only by a clerk dressed in a surplice, and that

the laity ought not to keep them in their houses, of sound
them ! ! ! Hospitals were privileged with bells to call the faith-

ful to offices of charity ; and the churches of mendicant monks
were allowed only one bell. The kings of France granted to-

districts the right of having bells. Bells were also transported

to camps, were they were used to give the signal for battle

;

they were surrounded and defended by select troops ; and it

was as disgraceful to suffer them to be taken, as it is still

among the Mahomedans to lose their Koran. They were also

covered with inscriptions" in verse and prose, many of which are

interesting to chronology and history. It is still usual for

the names to be cut on the bells for popish worship. Signor
Appendix, Antijac. Rev. Vol. 32. 2 H
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Cancellieri has collected some of the most curious inscriptions*

and accompanied them with interesting explanations ; he also

notices verses and emblems applied to persons called camp/in*

(bell,) and campaneUa (little bell.) We regret that our limits

prevent us from enumerating all the various uses to which
bells are applied ; and, particularly, their important part, not

only in announcing, but in actually assisting popish worship.

Notwithstanding the semper eadcm of the Roman Church,

however, many,* comparatively modern, superstitions have

crept into it. Thus, the superstitious custom, derived from

the Jews, .of ringing a little bell when the mass-priest elevates

the host or sacrament before the people, was not introduced

till the 1 1th century, during the heresy of Derenger, when
the sound of little bells was preceded by that of the steeple

bells. In a description of the supposed CUal ice, of St. Malachy,

by Macer, it is represented as surrounded with little bells,

the sound of winch admonish the faithful to mediate the

moment of adoration. In 17 IS, a heretic, of Catana, made
an unsuccessful attempt to break the host in the hands of the

priest \ he was massacred and burned to ashes by the people.

Hence arose the custom in Sicily of sounding the steeple

bells, before and during the elevation, in order to prevent a

similar attempt. A
A moment's reflection will suggest some of the numerous

offices of bells even in this country, from the solemn knell

to the merry peal, the tinkle of the tea-table or the team
;
they

are, of course, much more numerous in countries where the

religion of Rome is established. Otway is, perhaps, the first

. tragic author who adopted the sound of bells to affect an

audience in a theatre ; and Arnaud has successfully applied

the same agents in his Count de Camming*, The Tocsin has been

sufficiently used by the modern French, and the Curfew was
formerly known in this country.

The chancellor Seguier, says Signor Cancellieri, was a Car*

*thusian in his youth ; he obtained permission of his superior

to ring a bell every time that he should be tempted with an

evil spirit, in order that his brethren might pray for him, and
that he might triumph over the enemy of his salvation. The
young novice, however, experienced such frequent combats,

that he had recourse incessantly to this remedy, tillthe superior'

was obliged to interdict the use of a means, which disturbed

the tranquillity of the whole convent. The author, after de-

tailing, at great length, all the uses of bells, * gives an account
•

i
—-—

—

* Sigpor C. has omited the anecdote of St. Fraud*, who caustd the

to carry a woman to hell, for ruiginr a bill when he wa> preaching1

.
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of the weight and dimensions of the most celebrated. In this

he displays great industry and extensive reading. He also men*
tions some of the protestants, who have exposed the supersti-

tion, and in many cases idolatrous usage of bells, and the

popish writers who have defended them.

The author now comes to the purport of his title ; describes

the two bells ofthe Vatican, and the effect that the ringing, on
certain days, of the largest one has on the whole facade of this

stupendous church; treats of the ancient bells of the capitol,

enumerates the great occasions on which they were wrung

,

and speaks of the erection, under Gregory XIII. 1579, of ihe

steeple or belfry which contains them. So far this is matter

of history, highly gratifying, no doubt, to persons troubled with

inane curiosity. But Signor Cancellieri goes yet farther to com-
plete his work ; he gives a long narrative of the " solemn bene-

diction,
1

' of the two great bells of the capitol by his holiness

Pius Vll. and, in notes, explains the mysterious signification

of the ceremonies J ! Perhaps, indeed, this solemn nonsense

is pardonable in an Italian, as even Englishmen of the same
faith,* can write the most childish absurdities about the

mystical import of idolatrous ceremonies. The author, how-
ever, does not venture to say that every time these bells are

rung one or more souls will be taken out of purgatory,

although we should presume that this was a primary object for

baptizing them.
The next topic which Signor Cancellieri enters on, is one for

which, it may be almost concluded, h priori, he is very ill

qualified ; namely, to investigate the nature and merits of the

different instruments which have been employed to measure
time. He can, indeed, relate the removal of the clock from
the church of St. Mary of Arauli, to the steeple of the capitoL;

but Jiis account of the invention of clocks, in general, is very

little interesting. Industry, however, is manifested in the

account of sun-dials, the phenomenon of the passion flower,

water-clocks, or clepshydres, sand-glasses, pendulums, and
wheel-clocks. He describes the principal church clocks on
the continent, as that at Strasburgh, Louvain, Antwerp, Ma~

,— —
^

— * - ' —
* The good bishop of Castobala has addressed a letter to the Society of

Antiquariei, (where he -

is known only by the more humble name of the
Reverend John Miluer,) describing a mitre and crosier, which belonged to the
Bishop of Limerick, in 1487. Among other most important information, in
this account, which the author learned during his excursion in Ireland, last

YMr, and in which he does not fail to enumerate a plentiful hord of saints, not
forgetting the reality of St. Patrick M^Alpiu, be seriously tells the erav«
Antiquaries, that the bishop of Limerick, " walked with the hook of the
•rosier towards the people, to signify his jurisdiction over them, but that the

2H 2
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lines, Brussels, Courtray, Ostend, Mons, Tournay, Namur,
Ghent, Bruges, Liege, Milan, Vicenza, Padua, Pavia, Reggio,

Venice, Geneva, Bologna, Ferrara, and Florence. The author

afterwards compares the French and Italian systems of divid-

ing the days, hut his reasons for prefering that of his own
country will most probably not convince a Frenchman. Here
again we must admire the author's industry, for he does not

omit to treat of watches for the pocket, walking-canes, rings,

and coat-buttons j the premiums offered for discovering the

longitude, the construction of chronometers ; and the authors

who have written on clock-making; and concludes with

verses, enigmas, and devices, relative to clocks.

Among the miscellaneous pieces, which form the appendix,

we find a letter to the author from father James Pouyard, a

Carmelite friar, on Steeples and Belfries. Signor Cancellieri

has accompanied it with several interesting notes. When the

first christians, after the protection of Constantine had given

them security and influence, began to build spacious churches,

they imitated the form of the Basilic ; but for their bell-towers

or steeples they had no model. They at first raised high square

towers, composed of several orders of architecture, and often

ornamented bydivers sorts of marble. Friar Pouyard describes

a great number of bell-towers, and pursues their progress

till the time that Rome was no longer considered as a model
for such buildings, and when gothic towers had become almost

general in the churches of Europe. Brunelleschi and Marjoro

Pintelli, surmounted the bell-towers with obtuse pyramids, inimi-

tation of those of Cestius. In the sixteenth century, Raphael,

Sangallo Peruzi, Bramante, Michael Angelo, Vignola, and Palla-

dio, made such great improvements in architecture as occasioned

considerable alterations in the construction and ornaments of

bell-towers. Friar Pouyard describes many of an improved
construction; but, although we have seen nearly all those

which he, treats of, we are far from concluding that any thing

like perfection, or even tolerable correctness, has yet been
attained in this department of architecture. If towers or

spires are raised merely as ornaments to ecclesiastical archi-

tecture, then, perhaps, many of these may answer this

object; but if they are also designed to propagate the sound
of the bells, then very few, if any of them, are properly

constructed for such a purpose. Few churches, indeed, are

abbot walked with the hook next to himself, indicating that he had only
authority over himself ! !

!" This occasioned a most heretical smile throughout
the whole society, and brought e* rteolleotiou Ertkint't M Think of this and
tmaJte t»baceo I
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able to bear tbe sound of large bells ; and, although the French
have raised towers totally distinct, and even detached from
the body of the church, which admits of the largest bells

being used, yet their isolated situation renders them incapable

of propagating sound with effect. The use of large bells,

however, is declining in every country, while that ot smaller

ones is greatly increasing, so much so, that in England we
have now a distinct class of persons, regularly educated, in the

language of the day, to the " profession of bell-ringing." In

concluding, we cannot withhold our thanks from Signor Can-
cellieri for the curious and widely-scattered information which
he has collected into this volume, whatever we may think of
the Popish superstition of " baptizing bells."

- *

LB

Memoirs of the Class of Mathematical and Physical Sciences in tbe

National Institute of France, (Continued from vol. 91.

J

M. Candolle's " Memoir on the Nutrition of Vegetables" is a

most interesting subject, but very inadequately treated. The
National Institute has long endeavoured to glean some informa-

tion on this head, by proposing questions, and offering pre-

miums for their solutions. Several years ago, it inquired,
u How and in what proportion do the different surrounding

elements contribute to the nutrition of vegetables?" This
inquiry not being answered, another was proposed, to discover

the sources of toe carbon of vegetables% which shared a similar

fate. Humboldt, Sennebier, and Theodore Saussure, in their

chemical and physiological researches into vegetables ; Mirbel

in his anatomy, and Candolle in both, have furnished some
data for this inquiry ; but much is still wanting to enable us to

ascertain with any precision the nature, powers, and operation

of the assimilative process in vegetation. On this point there

exists not one experiment which deserves the least confidence.

Whoever, therefore, would turn their attention to this most
important and politically-interesting research, should com-
mence with a new series of experiments on the consumption
and emission of the gases, the agency of water and heat, and
above all, with an accurate instrument for measuring the

uniform, or varying, quantity of light each day.- The action

of direct and reflected rays should also be noticed ; and particu-

larly the difference between the effect of solar and artificial

light. All these subjects must be investigated v xth equal accu-

racy and acuteness, before any trust-worthy data can be fixed,

even for drawing conclusions from analogy, and the general
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process of chemical action, especially when modified by,a vital

principle. We shall, however, translate the view which the

reporters, MM. Chaptal, Labillardttre, and Cuviet, take of the

subject.

" Before entering itito the opinion*," say they, " of M. Candolte,

it is necessriry Jirst to establish the fret* which lead to the solution of
the grand question of vegetable nutrition. These may be divided

into seven, three of which are chemical, three anatomical, and one
physiological. The three chemical are :

" 1. What are the elementary materials which compose the vege-

table body } 2. What are the foreign materials from which the vege»

table draws those which compose it ? and 3d. What chaDges

ought these foreign materials to undergo, to assume the proportion m
which they should constitute the vegetable ?

" The solution of the last question results from that of the

preceding two, as it is sufficient to indicate the difference between
the constituent and foreign materials. The first question is already

solved by chemical analysis, which has shewn, that vegetables are

composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, a little nitrogen, some
earths and salts. We have, therefore, only to examine what aliments

vegetables require, compare the composition of those aliments with

that of vegetables, and see if their difference does not consist in what
they exhale.
" In desert countries, where wood rots, undisturbed by men or

animals, it forms a thick stratum of earth, which still consists almost

entirely of carbon. The same takes place where no carbon pre*

vlously existed, and earth i* formed on naked rocks, and among pel*

sand, wherever vegetation 4s allowed to establish itself. The gene-

ral and definitive effort, therefore, of vegetation most be to develops

carbon, and consequently to decompose the carbonic acid is exhaling

Its oxygen* This is directly the reverse of animalization ; animals

are nourished either mediately er immediately on vegetable carbon.

But, as their composition requires less carbon and more nitrogen, it

is necessary that the superabundant carbon should be continually car-

ried off by respiration. By this process they form carbonic acid,

whereas vegetables decompose it. Perhaps the hydrogen has some
influence."

The above is a very conjectural reply to these three chemical

questions, and amount to no more than saying what the

answer should be. The old conceit of the alternate emission of

oxygen and carbon by plants is here repeated without eny cot.

rect knowledge of the subject. The three anatomical questions

are not less difficult than the preceding ; vegetable anatomy it

yet very imperfectly understood.

" 1. By what route do the aliments enter the vegetable, and

apply themselves to the organs in *Meb*(hcy have to undergo trail*
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formation ? 2. What are the organs in which this transformation

takes place? 3d. and finally, when transformed, what course do the

aliments pursue, in order to become subservient to the parts which
they ought to nourish ? It is important to know the part at which the

transformation takes place. Perhaps it may be asked, if the aliments

of vegetables are transformed, that is, if they change their proportion

before nourishing the plant, or before that they are incorporated in

its fibre ? Or, if "the aliments do not wait to change their proportion,

may they not in some measure constitute a part of the vegetable

fibre?
" Too much has been attributed to analogy with animals. Zoo-

phytes have evidently no intermediate transformation j when the ex-

crements are separated from the chyle, the latter immediately nou-
rishes the parts, and if any more changes in the proportion are neces-

sary, they must be effected by a sort of cutaneous transpiration. Thia
simplicity in the economy of zoophytes should excite doubts as to

the existence of multiplied transformations in vegetables. As zoo-

phytes have no respiration, properly so called, may not vegetables

also want digestion ? May not the gross excrements be excluded
from entering by the absorbent pores > And may not all the change*
of proportion take place at their surface, and in the matter already

inserted in their fibre ? M. Candolle considers the sap of the vege-
table as the undigested food of the animal; the aqueous transpirations

as the gross excrements ; and the gaseous emanations, and absorptions

in the green parts, as the respiration.

" The sap, in some cases, takes a contrary direction to its usual

progress, and even retrogrades when the atmosphere is humid. We
•hall ask, therefore, is it necessary to have a juice prepared different

from the sap to nourish and develope the parts ? or is it the sap which
directly nourishes and developes them? The former proposition is

adopted by M. Candolle, who founds his proofs on the growth of
dicotyledon plants. Such plants grow above ligatures, because the

descending sap canuot descend. But if it were proved that the true

sap always ascends, and never retrogrades, or descends, it would also

be proved that it could not be the nourishing sap of the wood. It is

aot surprising, then, that wood has a particular mode of growing ;

it forms in plants, like the teeth, shells, and stony bodies of roadrer

pores, except that its successive layers pre-exist and increase by intus-

Bceptioo, while the others, perhaps, are simply deposited, without

being first in embryo j or that the liber of the preceding year hardens,

while the bodies above alluded to are transuded. M. C. contends

that the sap elaborates the buds, these again the leaves, and the

leaves the calyres. The proper juice he considers the descending, as

tne nourishing juice ought to be : it is more abundant at the top of

the plant, which induces the belief that it has deposited a part of its

substance in descending. The vessels containing this proper juice are

in the parts where the bark, sap, and wood, are developed. Such a

juice most have an important use."
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The question in physiology is, perhaps, more difficult than

all the others. " What are the degree, direction, and source

of the powers, which produce the motion of vegetable fluids?"

The author has treated of the materials which nourish

plants, the transformations which they undergo, the place

where such transformations take place, the exterior agents

which produce them, the chemical affinities in virtue of which
they exist, and the routes which they have to traverse to be
incorporated with different parts of the body. The effect of
heat and moisture, as operating on the vegetable powers, is

considered ; but no satisfactory answer is given to the above

question. A vital force or action, indeed, is introduced, and
also the contractility> called irritability. Those who attribute to

irritability every movement produced in the organized body, by
a cause which the mechanical impulse alone would be incapable

of producing, if it had not been seconded by an interior pre-

disposition, may give this name to the movements of the

stamina of certain plants. In the opinion of the reporters,

however, " this definition might be relaxed, to embrace the spon-

taneous movements, (without any apparent exterior cause) called

the sleep of plants." Others, it is admitted, who investigate

more rigorously the nature of things, think that nerves and
fleshy fibre are necessary to irritability. The reporters would
define it " a movement in appearance greater than its cause."

Vital force is used to express a power unknown.
The only thing peculiar which we have noticed in this very

laboured memoir, is a distinction between cellular and vascular

vegetables ; the former belong to the cryptogam ic class, and
the latter are so called because their fluids have a marked direc-

tion in the interior disposition of the fibre. All that is said

about the descending juice and true sap, is very vague and
inconclusive, when compared with the researches of Knight
into the same substances. Neither do we think that M. Can-
dolle has extended the boundaries of our previous knowledge,
on this subject, in the smallest degree j and we fear that the

questions stated by the reporters, although apparently very

perspicuous, will not greatly facilitate the discovery of this im-

portant desideratum.

M. Lelievre describes a " Ferruginous (ferrifere) carbonat of
Manganese, which contains oxyd of manganese, 53 ; oxyd of

iron, 8 ; lime, 2. 4 ; insoluble residuum, consisting of silica

and arsenical iron, 4 ; loss by fire, 35. C. The specific gravity

of this mineral is 3. 743.

The same mineralogist has discovered a new mineral, a black
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of iron, which, in a memoir, he calls Fenite, to

commemorate' the battle of Jena. We gave a description of

this mineral in our account of Brogniart's Mineralogy, Appen-
dix to vol. 29, p. 663, to which we refer the reader.

The " Observations on the extravasation of blood into the cavity of
the pericardiumy andon a collection of pus in this cavity•, vjhich was
discharged internally by an abscess above the clavicle, by M. Sabctier"

convey no practical advantage. The cases were mortal ; the former
was a species of aneurism, and the latter an abscess in the

neck, which discharged a serous foetid matter, arising from
that collected in the pericardium. M. Portal, in a " Memoir
on fungus excrescences in the intestinal canal, and other

interior parts, ' has merely proved, although perhaps not in-

controvertibly, that such fungus excrescence* may exist, like

those in the nose, vagina, &c. that they may or may not be

hydatides, that they can be removed by escharotics, or mercu-
rials, that they emit yellow or red viscous humour, like pus,

but should not be treated as such, nor as canperous matter.

This and the preceding paper evince the great inferiority of

the French medical writings, when compared with those of the

English.

The most valuable article in this volume is the " account of
M. Andre's manuscript work, a theory of the actual surface of
the earth," by MM. Haiiy, Lelievre, and Cuvier. The au-

thors have developed the true course of proceeding in the study

of geology, and divested this sublime and interesting science

of its visionary speculations, to establish it on the solid basis of

accurate observation. We shall translate some of the leading

directions. The authors divide the natural history of unor-

ganized bodies into two classes ; the one embracing descriptions,

and chemical properties, and distinctive characters of each indi-

vidual substance, and called mineralogy ; the other unfolding the

relative position of species, and component parts of masses,

mountains, and divers strata, called geology, geognosy, orphysical

geography, according to the extent and profundity of the re-

searches. The latter branch they consider capable of attaining

as much accuracy as mineralogy, properly so called.

" To give it this quality," say they, " it is only necessary to treat

it as all the natural sciences ought to be ; that is, to cohect with care

the particular facts, and to deduce no general conclusions until these

facts are collected in sufficient numbers, observing always the most
rigid rules of logic. It is also evident that this science constitutes

a part of natural history, not less indispensable to the knowledge of
the globe than mineralogy itself. It is to the latter what the 1

of the climate, soil, and situation proper to each plant, is to b
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Its utility to society, if once completed, would be no tot* fcvkSeut.

By it we direct our researches for divers minerals, and anticipate the

expences and advantages of public works. Thus our engineers couM
not calculate the expence of a subterraneous conduit to substitute for

the water-machine at Marly; geology taught them that at such a place

they should expect to find nothing but chalk. By this science miners

discover mines, and have determined the characters of mountain*

with metallic veins. It must, therefore, be evident that a science

which furnishes the same data for discovering usefol minerals, as il

does to miners for discovering metallic veins, is of great importance

to lociety."

The authors then proceed to notice the abuses of this science,

which have hitherto obstructed its progress, and rendered it

useless to society. The study of the fossils and petrifactions

was so fascinating, and so susceptible of visionarv theories, that

it soon changed geology «« from a science of facts and obser-

vations, into a tissue of hypotheses and conjectures, so vain and

so contradictory, that it is become almost impossible to pro-

nounce its name without a smile." The tradition of the deluge

gave birth to numerous theories of the origin of fossil beds

;

but their authors forgot that this catastrophe is stated as a

miracle, or an immediate act of the Creator's will, and that

consequently it is superfluous to look for any secondary causes.

** At first, fossils and petrifactions were, inconsiderately, deemed
lotus nature*. But when more extensive stndy profed their general

forms, texture, and, in many cases, their chemical composition,

were the same as those of analogous parts in living bodies, it became
necessary to admit that these objects had also possessed life, and that,

consequently, they had existed at the surface of the earth, or in the

waters of the sea. How did they become buried under immense
masses of stones and earth ? How were marine bodies transported

to the summits of mountains ? But above all, how was the order of
the climates reversed, so that we find the productions of the torrid

rone near the pole V
" A deluge could not account for these changes, and at the begin-

ning of the last century it was perceived that one inundation, how-
ever violent, could not produce such immense effects. It was neces-

sarv, then, to admit of a long series of operation*, either slow or

sudden. This step once taken, and hypotheses were no longer

limited ; the systematical method of Descartes was again revived,

although Newton appeared to have banished it for ever from the

physical sciences. Every one conceived a principle, & priori, and
endeavoured to accommodate, well or ill, the facts within his know-
ledge to it. By a fatality hardly conceivable, it was almost entirely

neglected to extend oar knowledge of facts. In this manner, the

number of systems of geology have exceeded eighty, which require
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to be classed in a certain order, to aid the memory in recollecting

them. Notwithstanding this long and useless list., we every day see

soruc new systems advanced, and our journals filled with defence*

of their authors. How can men of talents be so discordant, and
continue such controversies ? The reason is, that if any cue of them
were right, neither he nor the others conld oicerta.n it. To discover

if a fact is owing to a certain cause, it is necessary to know tiie

nature of the cause, and the circumstances of the fact. What, there-

fore, are the authors of geological systems, but persons who seek

the causes of facts before the tacts themselves are known ? Can -we

conceive an end more chimerical ? Ye. we are ignorant, not merely

of the interior of the globe, but even of its most exterior crust.

Hence, some persons will have millions of years for the formation of
secondary mountains, while others pretend that about £000 years ago

they were formed iu one."

It appears that there are still above six hundred species of
unknown shells in the basin of Paris, and the bones of twelve

or fifteen unknown quadrupeds, notwithstanding the smallness

of its extent, and its convenience for study. La Marck has

been able to ascertain the species of forty or fifty of the

shells, but even these have been the labour of many years.

Yet ten or twelve theories of the formation of this basin have
been published, not one of the authors of which knew its con-

tents. The following positions are laid clown by the authors, as

the proper method of commencing and pursuing the study of
geology, divested of visionary speculations, and founded on
tacts only. These points should be ascertained, and clearly-

established, before attempting to solve the grand question of
u the causes which have reduced our globe to its actual state."

" 1st. To search if the division of great chains in one middle

and two laternal banks or dikes, observed by Pallas, and developed

by Deluc, is invariable, and examine, as Ramond baa done on the

Pyrenees, the causes which sometimes conceal them.
" 2d. To examine if there is also any thing certain or uniform in

the succession of secondary strata, if such a kind of stone is

always below such another, and vice versa.

" 3d. To proceed in a similar manner with the fossils, determine
the species which appear first, and those which are only seen after-

wards j discover if these two sorts never accompany each other,

if there are v any alterations in their appearance, that is, if the first

found appear a second time, and if the second have then disap~

peared.
" 4th. To compare the fossil with the living species more minutely

than has hitherto been done, and determine if there is any relation

between the antiquity of the beds, and the similarity or dissimilarity

of fossils with the living beings.

" 5th. To determine if there h any uniform relation ox cor-
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respondence of climate between fossils and those living beings*,

which moit resemble them j as for example, if they have migrated
from the north to the south, the east to the west, or if there have
been mixtures and irradiations.

" 6th. To determine what fossils have lived where they are

now found, what others have been transported there, and if there

•re, in this respect, uniform rules with regard to the strata, species,

or climate.

" 7th. To follow, minutely, their different strata throughout their

whole extent, whatever may be their doublings, inclinations,

ruptures, and sloping*; and, also, to determine what countries

belong to one and the same formation, and what others have been
formed separately.

" 8th. To follow the horizontal beds, and those which are

inclined in one or different ways, to determine if there is any
relation between the greater or less constancy in their horizontal

position, antiquity, or nature.
" 9th. To determine the valleys in which the re-entering and

saliant angles correspond, and those in which they do not; also

those in which the strata are the same on both sides, and those in

which they differ, in order to discover if there is any relation

between these two circumstances, and if each of them taken
apart has any analogy with the nature and antiquity of the strata

composing the heights which limit the valleys.

" All these points are necessary to its elucidation, if we wish
to make geology a body of doctrine or a real science, independent
of every desire which we may have te find an explanation of facts.

We dare affirm, that there is not one of those points on which any
thing, absolutely certain, is yet known, every thing which has
hitherto been advanced, being more or less vague. The greatest

part of those, who have treated of such subjects, have considered

them rather as they answered their system, than according to
impartial observations. The fossils alone, singly considered,

would furnish matter for the study of 30 years to several industrious

philosophers ; and their connections with their strata will still require

as many more years of travel, of boring and other arduous re-

searches.
•

M. Andre, in imitation of Saussure, traversed the Alps,

from St. Gothard to St. Bernard, passed the Jura, and examined
the Vosges. Hfc describes Mont Blanc, the Vallais, St.

Gothard, Jura, and Vosges, with great precision and perspi-

cuity. To his descriptions he has added several others from
the best authorities, so that his work is very complete. The
following is an abstract of his theory, which his reporters, M.
Haiiy, Lelievre, and Cuvier, have in part adopted as their

own.

" He thinks that the actual arrangement of the surface of the
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earth has not existed from a very remote epoch, and he endeavours
to prove it, like Deluc and Dolomieu, by the progress of desposilions

(Jboutemens,) and by that of decomposition a»ui formation of soil

(at&rrissemens.) He likewise thinks that this arrangement is

totally owing to a cause unique, general, uniform, violent, and
prompt $ and appears to attribute to this cause even the tra sport of
fossils. He attempts to prove that neither volcanoes, earthquake?,
rivers, nor currents, could possibly arrange the surface of the earth,

as it is in the present day. These ideas have also beeu entertained

by several celebrated naturalists, especially when restricted to the
last change experienced by the earth."

On the above opinion we shall only remark, that M. Andre's
" unique, general, uniform, violent, and prompt cause,"

explains nothing, and is not a tittle more intelligible, than to

say that the Deity made the world, as we now see it. Obser-
ving, too, that the whole globe is composed of strata, often

broken and irregular indeed, but still perceptible, we do not
see the necessity or propriety of imputing its present appearance'

to " an unique and prompt cause." The strata of fossils would
indicate succession, while other appearances are in favour of a

prompt, but perhaps not a general cause.

{To be continued.)

Precis analytique des Travaux, &c.

An analytical Summary of the Transaction of the Society of Sciences,

Literature, and Arts, of Nancyt during the year 1806, \2mo*

Nancy.

As we have given some extracts in the appendixes to

vols. SO and 31, from the transactions of the society of Nismes,

we are happy in being able to contrast them with those of

Nancy, where the genius of Germany has rather the ascen-

dancy over that of France. This little volume, indeed, con-

tains abstracts of several very ingenius papers, which are more
directed to chemical researches, than those of the southern'

societies.

M. Gueneau d'Aumont applies the rule given by Laplace,

to reduce a whole number into a fraction, or into any other

denomination, whether fractional or decimal. He enters at

length into the theory of fractions, shews that all scales of

numeration present fractions analogous to decimal fractions,

and proposes to call them natural fractions.

In a " Dissertationon theLaw ofContinuity erectedinto a prin-

ciple by Leibnitz," M. Haldat expresses his doubts respecting its

accuracy and conformity with the phenomena of nature. To the

arguments drawn from the principle of sufficient reason, on which
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Madame du Chatelet endeavoured to support this law, fue

opposes all die experimental proofs, founded on the opposition

of the most active powers in nature. He relates a great variety

of facts, where the repulsive powers evidently predominate r

examines bonnet's proofs in favour of the law of continuity;

and, in referring to curious experiments, the results of wfcicfr

tended to shew the destruction of certain species, he endea-
vours to prove that the famous chain, with which Leibnitx

wished to bind all beings, is purely imaginary ; and that

nature, in many cases, where the simplicity and fecundity of

her means require a different mode, deviates from her progres-

sive coarse, in order to obtain her end sooner, by making the

most opposite means concur in maintaining her marvelous bay*

niony. We do not, however, think that the author has

either exhausted the subject, or established his point incomesta-

biy ; but it is a subject so unproductive of any practical utility,

and so little likely ever to be perfectly determined, that it may
by some be considered a waste of time and iugenuity to enter

into the enquiry.

The composition and use of Jome/s powdery called by the

French English poivder^ have exercised the Pharmacologists in

France not less than those in England. Doctor Valentin, who
highly recommends these powders, in a laboured dissertation,

states them to be composed of 12 parts of tartrite of potash and
antimony, and 120 oftartarized diaphoretic antimpay,and ground
and mixed together, which form a powder, of which from 2

to 14 grains are a dose, taken two or three times in the day.

It was, however, ascertained by M. Mandel, that the anti-

mony in a state of oxyd is the basis of this composition,

which fa yet unknown to all the foreign chemists. The fol-

lowing substitute is proposed for it
; oxyd of antimony by

nitre 24 grains, tartrite of potash and antimony 4 grains,

powdered and divided- into 6 doses. Doctor Valentin has

also collected a number of instances, to prove that the yellow
fever of America, is not contagious. It would, no doubt,
be very useful, if people were convinced that this fever is

not contagious, but at the same time, keep at an equal distance

from it, as if it were. By acting in this manner, such num-
bers would not die of fever, as they now do ; neither would
others be deluded into a fatal security, by depending on the

useless quack-remedies which are advertised for the prevention

and cure of this destructive fever.

A curjobs «* memoir on fossil bones of an extraordlnarv
siae, found in a hidden cave at St. Martins, near Commercy,"

1

• « i
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was furnished to the society by M. Braconnot. These horns

are supposed to have belonged to a large species of on, com-'

mon in the i ays of Catsar, hut very rare at present, an<£

called by the German Aurouchs, the bos urus of modern natural*

ists. The chemical analysis of these horns afforded a con-

siderable, portion of gelatine and bituminous matter, not

hitherto known in any ancient fossil bones. M. Braconnot
succeeded in disengaging the gelatine from the phosphat of
lime by nitric acid. In 100 parts of the fossil horns, found at

St. Martins, there are 4.0 ferrugimis quartzose sand ; 4.6 solid

gelatine; 4.4 bituminous matter ; 0.5 oxyd of iron ; 0.7 alumine:

LO phosphat of magaesia; 11.0 water; 4.5 carbonat of lime,

and 69.3 phosphat of lime : the two latter were composed of
phosphoric acid 2.83, and lime 41.0.

Could we give implicit foith to M. Mandel's comparative
analysis of soda, from Alicante, and that from Dieuze, we
should conclude that the latter is doubly stronger than the

former, and that the proportion is as 5 to 12. Had this pro-

portion been given as 5 to 7, we might have believed the
author's experiments to be accurate, but knowing the strength

of Alicante soda, we must hesitate to adopt such a disparity.

We suspect that the relative strength of the alkalis, will never
be correctly ascertained, till Mr. Davy's discoveries are applied

to this purpose. The same author has discovered a spurious

kindof pepper in France, called by merchants small pepper (p?tit

pcivrt.) The means which he adopts for discovering and separat-

ing this spurious species from the genuine kind, are making them
into a paste and macerating them, when the real pepper resists

the action of the water.

The scarcity of fuel in various parts of France, has occa-

sioned considerable alarm, and various projects for increasing

it have been proposed. M. Plonguer recommends the reduc-
tion of a tract of land, in the department of Meurthe, into a
peat-moss, from which all the inhabitants of the department
might be supplied with fuel. The prejudices of the people
in favour of wood-fuel, would not be easily reconciled with
that of peat j but dire necessity, the consequence of revolu-
tionary frenzy, would enforce its use.

M. Haldat has made some very ingenious <c Researches
on double vision," the results of which be has laid before the
Society of Nancy. He inquired if this combination of sensa-

tions takes place in all cases where the perception of objects is

effected by means of instruments ; if it existed where the
sensations were homogenous or heterogeneous, produced by
similar or dissimilar impressions. His experiments were
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directed to ascertain the association ofheterogeneous sensations,

And their transformation into a complete perception. He
observes, with not much novelty, that in virtue of an apparent

affinity, certain colours combine together preferably to others.

Thus, small slips of pasteboard, red, blue, green, and yellow,

placed two by two parallel to the side of the vertical plain

which separates the eyes, give an orange colour, (the product

of yellow and red) emerald colour, (the product of green and

light blue,) although these coloured slips were placed in such

a position that they are obliged to mount one over another,

in order to combine these impressions. These combinations

are strictly in the order of the natural affinities of colours, and
do not establish any new fact relative to double vision.

M. Coster has laid before this society an analysis of the

Nanceidty a poem relating the defeat and death of Charles,

Duke of Burgundy, before Nancy, written by Peter de

Biaru, canon of St. Die, who composed his work so early as

the reign of Charles, le temeraire. A well meant w essay on

the utility and advantages of the ancient languages," was

likewise read, at a public meeting of the society, by M.
Belin.

This abstract of the transactions of the learned society of

Nancy, is highly creditable to the talents and industry of its

members. One cause, however, for the superior merit of

these and other similar publications at present in France, is the

circumstance that authors, being no longer able to publish

their works in distinct volumes, in consequence of the adverse

times, and the forced seclusion of French books from this

country, have now no other means of laying them before

the public, than in brief epitomes of the transactions of

organized societies. Can there be any stronger proof of the

sufferings and decay of learning and science in France, under
Napoleon ?
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MISCELLANEOUS CRITICISM.

Apologie ties Femmes, poeme.

An apologyfar Woman ; a Poem. pp. 24. 8vo. Delaunay, Paris.

There is some humour and much just satire in this pretended apology

for women. The author commences with praise, and ends, we do
not say, like Lavater, with falsehood but with pennant satire.

" Trop des savins, de poetes, de sages,

Gais dans leur haine, et crucls dans leursjeux,

Ont accablc des plus mal ins outrages

tJn sexe amiable et digne de nos vceux.

Du vieil Homere au chantre de Jocondc,
De Theophraste aux Laclos, auxMeillans,
Tout bel esprit s'armant de traits brillans,

Contre ce sexe en mentbnges abonde

:

Et si leger, si pervers estle monde,
Qu'U applaudit sans cease aux malveillans."

Here the author forgets what Dubellay long ago observed

:

Mais quoi ! nature ne fait

En ec monde rien parfait

;

Et n'y a chose si belle

Qui n'ait quelque vice en elle.

We would not insinuate that the following portrait of Phedrion,

has any original in this country, at least in the West of England.

" Mais depuis peu le clerge Ta soumise;

Tout theologue a des droits sur son cocur.

Dans s'en boudoir elle le catechise
j

En public raeme elle s'en fait honneur.

Si quequefois son zele scandalise,

Elle s'en moque ; et par son eniremise

Trois beaux abbes, jeunes, pleins de ferveur,

Vont devenir des Peres de l'eglise."

The character of the fantastic and capricious Amelia Is that of a

genus, of which the majority of Frenchwomen are species.

" Chez les quarante avec crainte on la nomme;
Des ses arrets les salons sont frtppes ;

Ce qu'ont de grand Londres, Berlin, et Rome
Brigue 1'honneurde ses petits soup£s

:

Mais quelquefois un vapeur funebre

Vient de ses nerfs dera tiger le ressort.

Sans de bons nerfs qu'importe unnom celebre ?

£rt sent-on moins les jeux cruels du sort }

FJetrie afore comme la foible rose,
j

Oues les autans disputent atrx zephirs,

Pres de lajoie Amilie est morose,

Et malheureuse d cote des plaisirs.

SanS nul objet, vivement empressie,

Apfvndix, Astijac Rit, Vol. 32. 2 I
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Cherchant le calm* au milieu du fracas,

D'un mot, dun ru n elk paroit blessee,

Creuse sa fete et ria point de pensee,

Veut un avis ft nc tecoute pas"

Those who know the manners and language of France will recog-

nize in these lines, printed in italics, a portrait of Frenchwomen,
sketched will; ^icat ftdclit >' and effect, d'apres nature. We fear the

following will suit some of ourown novel readers of the present day.

" Fausse avec art, la romanciere Altin,

L'ccl cn extase et la voix langoureuse,

Feint de nourir un aimable chagrin:

Son co?ur e*t froid, sa tete vaporetise."

Notwithstanding the numerous volumes of French poetry which

are still public* it is very rarely we rind so many lines worth trans-

scribing as we have done in this little poem, which is distinguished

for gracef ul verse and delicate satire.

Eiemens de Morale, &c.

Elements of Morality . for the Use of Boarding-schools, by Abbe Casse-

grain. Second edition, augmented try several chapters and sentences,

extracted from the lest French poets, placed at the end ofeach lesson.

18mo.

THERE is nothing either offensive or original in this work desenr-

ing of particular attention. The selection is judicious, and proper for

youth.

Reflexions analytiques sur la Detiinabilite de Participes, cS*c.

Analytical Reflections on the Declinability and IndeclinabUity of Par-

ticiples j to which is added, a Solution ofa grammatical Question,

never before discussed. By J. F. Tissot, jun. pp. 28, 8vo. Avig-

non.

WE were grievously disappointed in this tract, as we expected to

find some easy and universal rule for the declension of French parti-

ciples ; but M. Tissot, if he has made any progress in this grammatical

question, has forgotten to communicate it to his readers j neither has

he collected all the exceptions to the already known rules, which cer-

tainly exist, and which must occur to every person reading French

works.

Gonzalo de Cordoba ; 6 la Conquesta de Granada, escrita por el Ca-
ballerp Fiorian.

Gonzalo of Cordoba ; or the Conquest of Granada. Written by the

Chevalier Fiorian, and published in Spanish by Don John Lopez de

Penalver. 2 vols. l8tno. pp. 333 each, 9s. Dulau & Co. London.
1808.

TRANSLATIONS, no doubt, are very useful in learning lan-

guages, and those of Fiorian into Spanish will assist t!:e F;«nch reader
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to acquire a knowledge of the Castllian tongue somewhat sooner. We
admit, therefore, that the publishers of this work have judged rightly

in laying it before the public in a cheap and convenient form, in
doing this, however, it was indispensable that it should be correctly

printed. The reverse of this is the case ; there is scarcely a page in

these two volumes, in which we do not see words with one or more
wrong letters, turned letters, and even one word divided into two,
and in some cases three distinct marks !

Novelas Xucvas, escritos en Frames, par M. de Florian, traducidas

libremenle, i ilustradas con algunas Notas curiosas e instruciwas.

New Novels, written in French by M. de Florian, and freely translated

[into *>pani*!i] and illustrated with some curious and instructive

Notes, by Don Gaspar Zavala and Zamora. pp. 183, lSino. 3s.

DulauandCo. 1808. London.

This and the preceding volumes are printed by a R. Juignc, in Lon-
don, and are a disgrace to the English press. We presume the printer

is a Frenchman, who is equally ignorant forth of printing and of the

Spanish language. It is lamentable that Booksellers will not take care

to have foreign books correctly printed, or at least put them into the

hands of respectable Printers, who would not commit such shameful
errors as disgrace every page of these little volumes. No person learn-

ing Spanish can read them ; for it requires a perfect knowledge of any
language to comprehend ill-spelt words, and in many cases to guess at

the meaning of unconnected letters by the context. This is a public

grievance ; for no other Bookseller will venture to publish more cor-

rect editions of such works, while the present dirty paper is on sale.

We do therefore advise Messrs. Dulau, Wingrave, &c. as an act of

justice to the public, to return the paper to R. Juigne, make him pay
for it, and cause a more correct edition to be printed immediately.

Lilienthalische Beolachtungen der neu entdecktcn Plancten, tsfc.

Observations on the newly-discovered Planets, Ceres, Pallas, and Juno,
(Piaxxi, Otter, and Harding) made at Lilienthal, to ascertain

exactly their true magnitude, their atmosphere, and their relations

in our solar system. By Dr. John Jerome Schroeter, Consellor to

his Britannic Majesty, &c. Gottingen

DR. Schroeter, after comparing the atmosphere and the magnitude
of these planets with the atmosphere and magnitude of the earth, moon,
&c. adds some curious speculations on cosmogony, relative to the ge-
neral subject of this tract. He also attributes Herschel's error, in

observing these planets, to the instrument which he employed, aud
the manner in winch he used it. M. Harding, and the author of this

tract, also noticed a grey shade on the side of Venus, the same as the
moon exhibits shortly after the change. Dr. observed this appear-
ance very distinctly with a 15-teet reflector.

*

2 12
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Petri Hoff'manni Peerlkamp, Gymn. Doccum. Red. Dissertetth {fir

Surdorum Mutorumque Jnstitutione. 8vo. pp. 66. Kameriing, Gro*
ningen.

MUCH spurious philanthropy has been displayed about educating

the deaf and dumb j and the French, as usual, have dramatised it j

but we believe the most sanguine advocates for this species ofeducation
arc now perfectly convinced of their folly. A moment's reflection,

indeed, must have satisfied any observer of human nature, that persons

having such a defective organization, could not possess great mental

faculties, nor much sensibility. The labours of the Abbes 1'Epee and

Sicard have fully demonstrated what might have been known k priori,

as none of their scholars have ever evinced any talents, or displayed

any capacity worthy of the pains and care bestowed on their education.

The boys in the School for the indigent Blind, iu St. George's Fields,

display as much sagacity and skill as those in the school of Abbe Sicard

in Paris. M. Peerlkamp, however, as rector of the Gymnasium of

Dockum, in Frieseland, no doubt with the best intentions, has cele-

brated those schools in Latin verse and prose, in a Discourse de Ian-

dandd surdos muLosque instituendi ratione. The dissertation before us

is dedicated to M. Henry Daniel Guyot, minister of the French Pro-

testant church in Groningen. The dedication is in verse ; and although

the author is an old man, it proves that

" Aux araes bien nees

La vertu n'attend pas le nombre des annees."

The following are the author's prognostics on deafness:

" Possumus et certis illud prasdiscere signis :

Si placidus semper se et pene immobilU infans

In gremio matris teneat, neque, forte coorto

Clamore aut strepitu, hue vultum convertat, eadem
Fronte oculisque manens, Dis non peperisse secundis

Talem infelices nimium miserasque parentes."

The notes to this dissertation discover considerable reading and re-

spectable learning.

nice aliquot exccllentium Batavorum, in usum Schularum. Pp.41.
12mo. Loosjes, Harlem.

THESE biographical sketches are attributed to the author of the

preceding dissertation on the deaf and dumb. But, although M.
Peerlkamp writes Latin with great ease, and has imitated the style of

Cornelius Nepos tolerably, yet we apprehend, that his work is not

likely to be preferred, even in Dutch schools, to that of the Roman.
There is nothing of the spirit or feelings of a Roman mind uow exist-

ing in any country in Europe
;
and, consequently, there i» no man

living, however well versed in Latin prosody and syntax, capable of

writing the language of ancient Rome with sufficient elegance, energy,

and propriety. The celebrated men of Holland, whose lives have been
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composed, for the use of grammar schools, are William I. Viglius

Zutchemus ab Aytta, John Van der Does, or Dousa, John the son of

Simon de Ryk, D. Erasmus, Michael de Ruyter, John de Witt, and

Hugh de Groot, or Grotius. There is much propriety in offering

memoirs of distinguished compatriots to the attention of youth, as

affording them more practical lessons of virtue and public spirit, than

the splendid memoirs of Greeks or Romans. But such lessons should

always be conveyed in the vernacular dialect, the only one which

produces in general an effect on the mind and character. There is,

indeed, something ludicrously absurd in making a Dutchman assume

the air and sentiments of a Roman, which the author appears not (o

have perceived.

MISCELLANIES.
Roman Catholic Question, and Dr. Milner.

Letterfrom Bishop Milner to an Irish Parish Priest.

"Reverend Sir,—How strange does it appear to me that I, who,
but the other day, was overwhelmed with the thanks and praises

of my brethren, and particularly of my clerical brethren in Ireland,

ahould now have become the subject of their obloquy and odium !

How still more strange does it seem that this change should have
taken place on the supposition of my betraying the cause of the

Catholic Church and its prelacy j that cause which 1 have been
labouring with all my might to support during these twenty yean,
and never more zealously or more vigorously than within the last

three months ! But, sir, it is hardly less strange that all this should

have happened on the mere credit of newspapers, and that none
of my former friends should have expressed a wish, so much as to

receive accurate information from mc, on the subject of these

accusations
;

nay, that some of them should have forbidden me to

furnish them with any ! Such are the effects, upon ' common can-

dour and common sense,' among Catholics, no less than among
Protestants, of that maddening cry, ' the Church is in danger/

My only comfort under this extraordinary persecution is, that it

proceeds from a principle of orthodoxy, which I cannot but approve

of and love. The hearts of my former friends are quite right, though
their heads are not a little wrong.
" In the first place, sir, it is notorious that, ever since the

year 1789, I have been in a state of hostility, by the pen and by
ever other means in my power, with the spiritual supremacy of the

crown, and the prevailing encroachments of the civil upon the

ecclesiastical power j %
look in particular at the Preface to the Medita-

tions of 'St. Teresa ; the Letters upon the Appointments of Bishops

;

the Divine Right of the Episcopacy ; Ecclesiastical Democracy
Detected : the Appendix No. 5, to Sir John C. Hippesly's Substance
of Additional Observations, and the Supplement to ditto, in Four
Letters lately printed; look also at various passages in the Antiqui-

ties of Winchester ; the Letters to a Prebendary, and the Letters
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from Ireland ; and then say, however weak an advocate I have been

for the Church, liberty, and independence, whether I have not beer,

at least, a zt\ilcus and' indefatigable one. In the course of this long

continued controvert, there have not been wanting, as it is natural

to suppose, and as I can prove to have been the case, both provt^zs

to allure me, and menaces to frighten me from the straight lirec*"

my duty to the Catholic Church. I have, nevertheless, during ail

that period, preserved my reputation untainted. How ur.like'r,

then, is it that \ should at the picsent moment yield to be * t:r,>-

pered with,'
1

as the newspapers assert, by persons who hay r m.ivag

to 'give me ! and that I hould aim a mortal How ;tt th :t moucal
spouse of Christ, (as I have been accused in privme Ur;ers

3 ) to

whose preservation and servirc- I !iav* devo f ec! the whole of my life;

and lor Wist of whose rights I am al.vays re.idy, with God'>

grace, ii, % .

n
; i ; t drop of my blood.

In the ru-\ f
[

i ^ \ <<u will observe that it is not I who rr.e

wantonly or t»; .nL :']' •...,.uht forward this delicate question, con-

cerning the in;cvj<-m,ee : the crown, in the appointment of C \'l. Y\c

bishops
;

it has been tor some years past before the public ; and

many writers, as well Catholic* as Protestants, have, to my grief

and astonishment, dechred themselves for it in its most objectionable

form, and without anv qiu:ir»o:i;io:» wl aisoever. See in particular

>\r Jwhn Throckmorton's Con- k!-.- unions arising out of the Debates,

be v. on the Catholic Petition, in i&05 \ Thoughts on the Civil Con-
dition of the Catholic Clergy, by T. M'Kenna, Esq ; as also the

celebrated Letters of Peter PJymley, so called, in which the uriter

asserts, that lvi is " authorised" to assert that the Catholics h-ve no
objection whatever to the measure. You will recollect that something

to the same effect is contained in the late Petition to Parliament of
the inhabitants of Ncwry. and it is notorious that a great number
of the most respectable Catholics, as well as the generality of our

Protestant friends, ceased not to proclaim that " the prese.it mode of

appointing our prelates, was the chief, and almost only obstacle to

the so much wished for emancipation, and that the situation of public

affairs, and the safety of the common empire, absolutely require

that this power should be lodged in the crown. " The population of

Ireland, they ceased not to exclaim, tf
is at the beck of the Catholic

b'shops ; these bishops are chosen by others, who are the creatures

of the Pope, and arc instituted by the Pope, who himself is the

slave and toolof the public enemy." I mention thesecircurustances, not

by way of intimating any acquiescence in a measure, which, taken

as it was proposed, ] know to be unlaw fid and schismatical. So far,

indeed, from acquiescing in it, I wrote mosj pressingly during the

last spring to two of your venerable metropolitans, in order to consult

with them on the best mode of defeating it ; and it is a fact which

I declare upon * my conscience, that my chief motive for going up
to London about ten weeks ago, was to oppose the measure, had it

been brought forward in parliament, as I feared would be the caie ;

being deeply conscious that it was my duty to do 10, even at tbc
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•xpence of my lift. Amongst other arguments with which I had
provided m self for this purpose, was the well-known declaration of
Mr. Burke, signifying that' " the members of one Church are nerer

fi persons to appoint the ministers of another." This declaration I

cairied about with me for a long time in my pocket-book.—-But to

return from this degression : my motive for stating the above-

mentioned circumstances is to shew that it was not I who created the

present embarrassment, but that it existed long ago j and to convince

you that it is likely to continue fiom the joint attack upon you on
both Catholics and Protestants, should your prelates at the present

critical juncture recede from their solemn resolution of 1799!

—

which resolution declares: 44 That in the appointment of prelates of

the Romau Catholic religion to vacant sees within the kingdom, such
interference of government, as may enable it to be satisfied of the

loyalty of the person to be appointed, is just, and ought to be

agreed to."

" It was from a recollection of the tenor of these resolutions, and
of the conversations which I had held last summer with different

prelates, that I gave the answers that I did give to several of our
illustrious and generous parlimentary advocates, when they demanded
of me, in London, a very few days before the first debate took place,

how far the Catholic prelates were disposed to give satisfaction to the

legislature and the nation in the important article of nomination to their

vacant prelacies ? My answer, on the different occasions alluded to,

was uniformly to the following effect :—That I had no instruction

from the Irish prelates on the subject proposed, and that the shortness

of the time, previous to the day appointed for the debate, did not per-

mit me to receive any instruction ; and that therefore I could give no
absolute pledge on their behalf: I said, however, that I had good rea-

son to believe that they never would consent to attribute any positive

power to the crown, not even so far as to its selecting one candidate out

of three of the prelates own proposing : nevertheless, that in rase there

were to be afriendly Ministry, and that the emancipation were to take

place, I thought they would not be averse to consult his Majesty's Mi-
nisters, after they themselves had chosen, in the usual way, the per-

son fittest to be presented to the Pontiff, in order to ascertain whether
these Ministers entertained any suspicion of the purity of this person's

civil and political conduct and principle* ; which in fact is to ascribe to

thecrown a negative power and interference in this transaction. I added,

however, that they would not, accor»iing to my notions, allow the

crown an unrestrained negative power, as this might be made to operate

like a positive power, and open a door to intfigut and ambition; but

that they would wish to restrain the negative power, or veto, to a rea-

sonable number of times. I must observe, that by the term a rea-

sonable number of times, I did not underhand, as it has been objected

to me, an indefinite number of times, to be left open for contention

between Ministry and the prelates, as the ca>e should occur, but a defi-

nite number, whether twice, thrice, or four times, to be settled by the

latter whenever the proposed treaty should be actually concluded.
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Such, sir, were the piarded terms in which I proposed to oar legis-

lators my opinion of what the Irish prelates would agree to; for I al-

ways professed to have no authority or instructions from them on the
subject. If, then, in the warmth of debate, any of the illustrious per-

sonages w ho advocated our cause, should have forgotten iny statement,

or should have induced their imagination in the flowery fields of rhe-

toric, I hope I am not more accountable for this than I am for the stu-

pid, blundering report of many other parts of the debates which have

appeared in the newspaper. It would be indelicate and ungenerous to

enter into certain partic. <rs which I have alluded to on the present

occasion ; but thus much 1 may be allowed to slate, that ooe Right

Honourable Gentleman, who i? represented in the newspapers as pro-

fessing to make a certain proposal from authority, basely said, that he

IMde it ahn;>:i from authority; and that another Right Hon. Gent,

fhe told Mights of" whose eloquence, with the help of newspaper

fabrication, have chiefly contributed to raise the present outcry in

Ireland, did, in his explanation, confine himself pretty nearly to the

account which J have given above of my conversation to him.
" I now proceed to shew upon what grounds I rested my opinio*

that the f rish prelates, in the event of a friendly Ministry succeeding to

power, and of the emancipation being granted, would not hesitate (un-

der the presumed sanction of his Holiness) to admit of a limited power
of exclusions in the executive government. The first of these grounds

is the actual consent which they (that is to say, the four metropolitans,

and six of the most ancient bishops, speaking in the name of the

whole episcopal body !) have actually given to the proposed measure,

in their solemn deliberations held at Dublin on the 17th, 18th, and
lpth of January, 1799. In these deliberations, baying premised
94 the justice and propriety of the interference of government in the

appointment of Catholic bishops, as far as is necessary to ascertain

their loyalty," they resolve as follows :

" Art. 4. ' The candidate so elected (that is, according to the

usual forms) to be presented by the President of the election to

government, which, within one month after such presentation, will

transmit the name of said candidate (if no objection be against him)

for appointment to the holy see : or return said name to the President

of the election, for such transmission as shall be agreed upon.
" Art. 5. * If government have any proper objection against such

candidate, the President of the election will be informed thereof

within one month after presentation, who in that case will convene the

electors, and proceed to the election of another candidate.' Signed,
• R. O'Reilly, I. T. Troy, Edward Dillon, Thomas Bray, P. J.

Plunkett, F. Moylan, Dan. Delany, Edm. French, James Caulrield,

John Cruise.' With respect to these resolutions, I have to observe,

Fir>t, that they are in the hands, as I have reason to believe, both of

Ministry and of the Opposition, and are considered by both as binding

upon the episcopal body. Secondly, that the exclusive power itself, or

the right of the veto, is not less explicitly offered in them than it is men-
tioned in my negotiations. Thirdly, that the necessary checks upon

1
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tikis veto arc not so distinctly expressed in the former, as they are in

the latter. This I think I can shew in several instances.

" My second ground for the opinion which I have staled, is the

implied consent of the " sacred congregation of the propaganda" to

the proposed veto, with respect to the Catholic prelates of England,
on the supposition of this measure appearing requisite, and in case

proper restrictions should be devised for preventing the exclusive

power of the crown from becoming an als»'ute power } which re-

strictions, 1 think, are provided in the above-stated proposals. I

shall take care that the original note of the " sacred congregation*'

here alluded to, and which was addressed to me, in answer to my
enquiries, be laid before your assembled prelates.

" In the third place I have to observe, that the exercise of ecclesias-

tical power being of so much consequence lo the welfare of the state,

there is, perhaps, no civilized christian country in which the govern-

ment does not interfere in the appointment of the prelates, who are

to exercise this power } and it is judged that there is no country in

which this interference is so necessary as in Ireland \ ! ! In Catliulic

countries, the prince nominates without any controul, and the Pope
gives jurisdiction as a matter of course. In almost every umathulc
country means are provided, and care is taken, both by those who
have a right to present, and by the Holy See herself, that no person

obnoxious to the sovereign, shall be raised to the prelacy within her

dominions. The sovereigns of Russia and of Prussia will be found
to have exercised a power in this respect, which jar exceeds that

which the Irish prelates have offered to his Majesty, and accordingly

these sovereigns had each of them an accredited agent at Rome,
chiefly for the exercise of this power. The King himself enjoys it,

with the consent of Rome, in the province of Canada : the Bishop

of Quebec not being allowed so much as to choose his coadjutor,

until the latter has been approved by the civil Governor.
" Fourthly, whatever outcries of the " Church in danger" may have

been raised by ignorant, or violent Catholics in Ireland, I challenge;
*

any learned divine, qr other writer to shew, that the allowance to

government of an exclusive power, in presenting to Catholic prela-

cies, if confined to three times, and accompanied, each time, with

the avowal of a well-grounded suspicion of the candidate's loyalty,

contains any thing either unlawful in itself, or dangerous to the

church. For it is tp be observed, that it is the Pope, (whose rights,

are not touched in the present proposal, and who can refuse j mis-

diction, and th.- permission for consecration, when every other party

is agreed,) it is the Pope, I say, who makes the Catholic bishop.

The other prelates do no more than present a fit subject to his holi-

ness ; and what they are supposed to agree to, or rather what they

have agreed to in their resolutions, way be explained by them in tl a
following terms :

" It is an invariable rule with us, never to present

any priest for episcopal jurisdiction, whose civil or political principles

wejudge to be suspected by government. For it is of so much conse-

quence, that the bishop: of a district should stand well with t&c civil
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power, that we would, on every occasion, set aside any three of the

most deserving priests, candidates for the episcopacy, who laboured under
that disadvantage, and we would choose some' other good and learned

man, but of inferior qualifications, if we could only, by this means,
preserve a good understanding with government. Instead, however,
of guessing (as we have hitherto done) at this circumstance, name)/,
whether his Majesty's Ministers have heard any thing disadvantageous

of the ftolilical character (>f the priest we approve of, we will, hence-
forward, since we are permitttd and desired to do so ! irrtmediately ask
them the question. If they answer in the affirmative, it is a hundred
to one that we shall be able to vindicate the priest's character; and
thus, instead of being more shackled, we shall be less shackled than
we have heretofore been in the choice of candidates j and instead of
that real, and extensive, though silent power which government has

hitherto exercised over us in the choice of our prelates, this power will'

in future be confined within very narrow, because avowed, just, and
rational bounds ' /

" Fifthly, the great and signal advantages which the Catholic reli-

gion, and its prelates in particular, would derive from the realizing the

proposal which they made in 1 799, are so obvious, that they hardly

stand in need of being pointed out ! In the first place, one of the

chief obstacles to the emancipation would be removed, and thereby

the affection of the Catholic laity for the bishops and clergy would be
increased.—Next, the character of a Catholic bishop, which, we are

assured is not now recognized by the law, would be incontrovertibly

established.—The bishop elect, having gone through his political pur-

gation ! would be far less exposed to suspicion and obloquy than is the

case with Catholic prelates at present.—Finally, a thorough good
understanding and mutual confidence would be establi<hed between
the civil and ecclesiastical power j in consequence of which the Irish

Catholic prelate would acquire his proper weight and influence in

the scale of the empire. This weight and influence he would not

fail to employ a thousand ways for the benefit of the Catholic religion,

and particularly of his poor people, in protecting tbem from die

oppression of their most powerful enemies.
" I have heard but of two objections to the proposals in question :

the first of which is the outcry of the lower order of the Catholics
;

and I am sory to say (for I had formed a higher idea of their abilities

and learning) of some of the clergy, as if the rights of their Church
were about to be surrendered, and as if the King's ecclesiastical

supremacy over it were about to be acknowledged. But since this

opinion is founded on the grossest error, as I have demonstrated,

nothing is so easy as to dissipate it, by exposing the true state of

facts, in opposition to newspaper falsehoods, and by explaining, in

its several parts, the true system of canonical elections. The
other objection has appeared in point, and stands thus: " It is a

great detriment that a priest of eminent merit, an O'Leary, for

example, should be liable to be excluded from the prelacy, in

consequence of government's unfounded prejudices against him."—-
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I grant that this is a great detriment to the Church as well as an injury

to the individual. But then ' I have shewn that this inconveniency
exists already, in as much as the prelates will not recommend even an
O'Leary, whilst any violent prejudice of government exis's against

him, whether well or ill founded; nnd I have also shewn, that

there is a much better chance of smh prejudice being done away,
by means of a free communication between the electors and govern*
ment, than if no such communication were to take place. I must
add that the Holy See, during the existence of such prejudice, would
refuse spiritual powers to the candidate, as she professes in the

above-mentioned paper, not only to reject candidates who are
disagreeable to government, but also to promote those exclusively

who are agreealle to it.

" But yon propose, U seems, to satisfy the legislature and the nation

(that the public enemy shall not be able to influence the election of
your prelates in favour of disaffected subjects,) by means of an
oath of allegiance to be taken by the electors and the person elected.—I wish, sir, you may succeed , but I am not aware that you or
any other person can devise a form of oath more solemn, express,

or comprehensive, as to the duly of allegiance, than that which we
have already taken. Should any new oath be required of us, I

greatly fear it shall go to that mischief with which we have already

been threatened by Catholics no less than Protestants, (see Conside-
rations, &c. by Sir J. Throckmorton, &c.) and which otherwise, I

apprehend, it will require great efforts to ward off—\ mean an
obligation on the part of the prelates, never to correspond with the

Holy See, but through the Secretary of State's office ! ! !

" Your zealous and enlightened prelates {one halfof whom I have
the honour of knowing personally, and the other half by character)

will, at the ensuing assembly, weigh and decide upon the whole of
this important matter. It has been said that I deprecate that

assembly : I can prove directly the contrary ; and I am, on all

occasions, the decided and warm advocate for canonical councils and
synods of every kind, as the grand specific against all spiritual and
ecclesiastical disorders. There are only three things which I depre-

cate j first, the degradation, in the eyes of the public, of that episcopal

order to which I myself have the honour of belonging, and
particularly of the illustrious prelacy which I have so highly extolled.

Secondly, an opposition of the leading Catholic laity against their

prelates, under an idea that the latter refused to adopt such means as

are in their power for promoting their emancipation. Thirdly, a

disunion of heart and co-operation among the prelates themselves.

—

I would sutler every calamity myself, rather than any one of these

three mischiefs were to ensue.
" Should the prelatesrecede from the resolutions they entered into at

Dublin in 1799* (which resolutions, observe, are before the public,

as well as the leading men of the legislature, having been men:ioned

in the newspapers,) I hope they will be able to vindicate their pro-

ceedings and character, against the numerous and able opponents of
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each communion, who will not fail to attack them on the subject,

and harass them for many years to come.—I hope they will provide

answers, and such answers as may be defended against men of talents

to the following. questions, which will incessantly be put to them, as

they have jn part been already frequently put to me. " The head of
the Church is allowed a direct intetfereuce and power in the appoint-

ment of bishops throughout the greater part of the Christian

Continent, to a man who has apostatised to Mahomtlanism, 3nd
shall it be deemed unlawful for our Monarch to interfere in this

business just so far as it is necessari/ to ascertain the loyalty of men,
who are to possess such great influence over hi* subjects r" " The
schismatical Sovereign of Russia, and the heretical King of Prussia,

have always been consulted in the choice of Catholic prelates [for the

vacancies within their respective dominions } what then hinders the

Sovereign of the Ukitsd Kingdom from enjoying the same privilege?

—

He actually possesses it now in his American dominions j is that

unlawful in Ireland which is lawful in Canada ? But you have

already declared, after thiee days solemn deliberation on the subject,

that such interference of government in the appointment of prelates as

may enable it to be satisfied of the loyalty of the person to be
appointed is just, and ought to be agreed to ; and that, therefore, the

candidate elected is to be presented to government :
" and that if

government has any proper objection against him, the president will

convene the electors, and proceed to the election of another

candidate." " Such were your decisions delivered to government
nine years ago, and which have remained with it ever since, to be

acted upon whenever circumsta?ices should permit ! ! ! Do you break

faith with it ? Or is that become false and unlawful now, which
was true and baneful then ? In a word, will you reject these

resolutions (for the put pose of quieting the alarms of the nation, and
promoting the emancipation) which you heretofore voluntarily made
in order to obtain a provision for yourselves ? ! / /"

" Such are the objections in part, which, / am confident, will be thus

fccld out against the prelates on every side, should they retract their

decisions. It is wise, Sir, to anticipate mischief of every kind, in

order to guard against it. If, on the other hand, the prelates should
abidt by what thev have solemnly resolved upon, they will have no-

thing more to do than wluit is perfectly within their sphere, and what
is comparatively easy to be done

; namely, to enligliten their people,
and shew them how grossly they have been imposed upon, both as to

facts and r easoning.

I answer, 1st, as far as our English Catholic prelacies are con-
cerned, (and that tliese are, or will be, concerned, whenever this busi-
ness is to be concluded, I have very govd reason to believe,) I acted as

the Vicar Apostolic of fifteen counties in the centre of England, and
as Deputy for the Western Prelacies : I acted as the ' Agent of the
Catholic prelates and clergy of Ireland, at the seat of govtrnmcnt, in

such concerns as I had been, or might be, instructed by them to

transact on this account
j having been authorised to this effect at
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Maynooth, July lit,. 1807, under the hands and Reals of the four

metropolitans, in the presence, and with the approbation, as it ap-

peared to me, of other prelates. But it has been said, if I am not

misinformed, that there is no ecclesiastical canon which constitutes the

metropolitans themselves representatives of the other prelates, in the

transacting business of this nature with the Imperial Parliament.

—

*2d. Grant there is no such canon j neither is there any which ap-

points bishops to represent ihe officiating clergy, nor the officiating

clergy to represent the inferior, and the regular clergy. Must it be
an unpractical'le thing to communicate with the prelates and clergy

of Ireland, for the benefit of religion and themselves ? ! In fact, the

metropolitans, from their dignity, their authority, their heal situa-

tion in the four provinces of Ireland ; and, I will add, from their

merits and qualifications, are, morally speaking, the proper repre-

sentatives of their brethren, and the other clergy, and as such have
heen allowed by the legislature and the public to represent them, in

signing the petition n{ 1805, and on several other occasions: how-
ever, to remove all jealousies that you may entertain on my account, I

assure you, Sir, that I have ceased to describe and consider myself as

+4gent of the Irish prelates and clergy, from the moment that I un-
derstood there was the slightest question on this subject with any in-

dividual. My anxiety, however, for the welfare of our common
religion, on various recurring occasions, for the defence of the Irish

prelates, individually, no less than generally, as I have often experi-

enced, and for the particular support of that spiritual jurisdiction, and

,
those rights of the Church, which are the subject of the present mis-

understanding between so many zealous, but misinformed Catholics,

and myself make me anxious that some other person or persons of
the prelatic, or at least of the sacerdotal character, should be duly and
unanimously appointed to transact the particular concerns of religion,

and of its ministers at the seat ofgovernment. Without such an agency,

you leave every thing that is most dear to you in the hands of lay

people, who neither understand nor care, for more ecclesiastical mat-
ters. You will easily fine agents of greater t.ilents, experience, and
suppleness, than myself j but yon will not find one more rigidly,

otherwise, more jealous of the rights of the Church and the prel cy,

more disinterested, more docile to the instructions of his constituents,

or more zealously devoted to the welfare of the Irish Catholics,

than is,

" Sir, your humble servant,

" Wolverhampton, Aug. 1, 1808. " J. Milsjer.

" P. S. I must add here, that in my communication with certain

members of the legislature, equally powerful and friendly, I contend

so strongly and so repeatedly tor the necessity of even the negative

power being restricted to a certain number of times, to be afterwards

determined upon by the prelates themselves, (for on this delicate point

I could not so much as hazard an opinion,) that I conceived myself

to run the greatest risk of losing their friendsfdp ! ! f
"
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AS it is our wish to do justice to the impetuous Bishop Miiner,

however he may continue to misrepresent our sentiments, aod lo

furnish our renders with data for a history of the Popish machinations

of the present day, we insert the following exculpatory letter, ad-

dressed by him to the Editor of the Dublin Herald, and alluded to

in p. 505 of the letters of A. B. published in our last Appendix.

" Sir,— I hope it will not be understood that I acquiesce in the

imputation of a crime too lad to le named: of sacrificing the princi-

ples, tenets, and rights of the Episcopacy; if I still decline answer-

ing the queries put to me by your correspondents, Sarsfield and Laicus,

concerning my hue communications with our advocates in parliament,

and concerning the couduct of Dr. Troy, Dr. O'Reilly, and other Ca-
tholic prelates, in 1799. (See the Herald for August 31, aud Sep-

tember 2.)

" I have always understood, Sir, that it is highly indecorous to com-
mit to the press any account of a conversation held with another gen-

tleman conferring business of importance, without the revision or

consent of that geiit^-man. Certain it is that I have lately expe-

rienced such to be the sense of the higher ranks of society in an
instance relative to the matter in question. Now, it is not in ray-

power to communicate at all with the illustrious personages alluded to

at the present lime, and I have great doubt whether at any future

time I could obtain their consent to the desired publication. It would
evidently be still more indecoroiis, it would even be a crime too bad to

le named, were I to betray >!ie confidence of the venerable prelates

whose business I so hrtly Transacted. Laicus complains that they

themselves have thought p.oper to keep him in the dark with respect

to it, and he applies to me, their confidential agent, to inform him
of it!

" Independently of this, how can it be expected of me, who write,

as I always have written, for the public under my own name, lo an-

swer the interrogatories put to me in the newspapers by writers who
think proper to observe the strictest incognito themselves, and who
question me upon points of the utmost delicacy and importance. Tbey
may be Catholics of the mo>t exemplary piety who are actuated by
the purest zeal for their religion, or they may be mere nominal Ca-

tholics, a disgrace b) their principles and conduct to the religion they

protess
j
they may e\en be wolves in sheeps' cfothing, who come only

to kill and destroy, for any thing I can know of them. The disclo-

su e of their real names would probably settle my opinions upon these

points, and euihie me to decide how far they are deserving of ray

respect and regard. It is true tbey profess to interrogate me in the

name of the Catholic body : but where are their credentials for the

high character they assume ?—Indeed the very idea of an anonymous
representative or agent, is perfectly ridiculous.

" Another reason lor my refusing to answer them is, that this

would evidently lead to an exceedingly long and unprofitable contro-
versy. For I find, Sir, that they and I do not agree in first principles,

concerning the constitution and government of the Catholic Church.
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One of them, in the avowed character of a layman, talks of his rights

in the appointment of bishops—the other denies the possibility of my
receiving any authority relative to this matter from the prelates, (not-

withstanding its being wholly and exclusively in their hands) because

I did not receive it also from laymen and inferior priests.—Now, Sir,

these are not the lessons which I have learned from the canons and
the fathers, from Bellarmine, Thomassenus, Van Espen, De Marca,
Cabassutius, and other modern doctors : nor are ihey the lessons

which I have taught in those works which these very gentleman are

pleased to commend as containing the ' principles and tenets of the

Roman Catholic Church, the purity of its discipline, and the divine

right of its episcopacy,' namely, the Letter on the appointment of
Bishops, the divine Right of Episcopacy, and Ecclesiastical Democracy
detected. Nor are your correspondents, Sir, better informed concern-

ing modern matters of fact, relative to the present business, than they

are concerning the theory and the ancient and present practice of the

Church in recruiting the episcopacy. One of them, Sar*field, addres-

sing Or. O Heilly in your Herald some weeks ago, with equal gravity

on his part, and contumely to me, thanks the prelate in the name of

the Catholic body for the pretended seasonable reproof which he had
addressed to me on the subject of the debates in parliament. Now
it is a fact that there is not one word of reproof, or even of complaint

against me in the letter in question, which is still in my possession
}

but, on the contrary, every expression of regard and esteem which
friendship would dictate. Again, it is evident that the writers give

implicit faith to the accounts of the negligent, drowsy, tippling, and
ignorant reporters, concerning the late debates which they have seen

in the newspapers. It is likewise plain that they make no allowance

whatever for the unguarded and unwarranted expressions and argu-

ments of the orators themselves. Now it is a fact which I can aver,

as having attended the whole of the debates in both houses, that the

speeches themselves are most incorrectly and unfaithful!}' published

in most of the newspapers $ that the orators themselves aid not by
any means proceed so far in their unwarranted concessions a* they are

reported to have gone, and that they made subsequent explanations of

what they had actually said, of great importance, which are not at

all noticed in the newspapers. I may add, in justice to them as well

as to myself, that, after the debate was over, they acknowledged
themselves to have advanced certain positions, the most alarming of
all that were made, for which they had no warrant but their own
way of viewing the subject. It is probable that your correspondents

will again tell me, that my account of this matter is evasive and un-

satisfactory ; but it is all that I can give, in the existing circum-

stances, consistently with honour and duty. If, in consequence of
this omission, I must forfeit popularity, as these writers threaten me,
my determined answer to the threat is, Let me perform my duties

still—and then let popularity follow if she will. Such has been my
way of thinking and acting throughout life in England, which is the

cause of whatever littJe popularity I have met with in Ireland.
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" But though I am resolved not to.betray the confidence of others,

I have no objection to declare my own sentiments on the gTand sub-

ject of debate, because I am not declaring any thing which I actually

agreed upon on the part of the prelates, not having in fact authority

so to do, arid because having no claim to take part in their delibera-

tions, I am not anticipating them. My object is barely to dissipate

that mUt of error and calumny, and that consequent scandal whici*

has been industriously collected around it, to my great injury.

" I wish then most earnestly for the Emancipation of the Catholic*

of Ireland, and this not so much to please a few nobleman and gen-

tlemen in parliament, as to make the poor peasant's cabin his castle,

s:) that he may no longer be liable to have it burnt down in his mid-

night slumbers, or be otherwise exposed to illegal violence, or cruel

oppression. When this is effected, I shall confidently expect to see

the Irish cabin smile with all the comforts of the English cottage ;

but to effect it, the wall of legal separation between the different reli-

gions must be destroyed to its foundations, and all must enjoy the

benefits of the constitution upon equal terms. To obtain this, I

would not indeed sacrifice one atom of the tenets or essential dis-

cipline of the Catholic Church. I would not even expose these to

the remotest danger, or do any thing which should not obtain the

entire approbation of the Apostolic See ; but I would do that which

is perfectly lawful, perfectly safe, that which the Apostolic See has

agreed to in other countries of a different communion, and what I

bnve reason to believe she would agree to in our own. To be brief, 1

should have no objection, if I were a prelate of the Catholic Church of

Ireland, after I had, in conjunction with my brethren, agreed who were

die three clergymen most proper to be recommended to the Pope for

episcopal powers in the usual way, to ask government, whether they

knew any thing against the loyalty of the first person upon the list.

For I never would allow it the Positive Right of choosing even one

among the three, who had been previously approved of by mysek
and my brethren. If government answered in the affirmative, it

would be incumbent upon them to substantiate their charge; the

consequence of which would be, I may safely say, in every case, that

the candidate's character would be cleared of the unjust imputation, or

rather that no objection would be made against him at ail. If an/
one, however, is willing to suppose that government would be so'

unjust to itself, as well as to the Catholics, as to object, tn succession,

to all the three candidates, here, I conceive, its negative power must

necessarily end : for, I repeat it, I would rather lose my life than con-

sent to an uncatholic government's obtaining any actual power, or

such a negative power as might grow into actual power, in any por-

lion of the Catholic Church, however desirous I am that the loyalty

and civism of our prelates with- respect to their king and country

should be ascertained and publicly recognised, for the greater good of

their flocks. On the other hand, I trust in God, that there always

vill be as many as four parish priests, or other inferior clergymen, in

Ireland, worthy and qualified in every respect to wield the crosier.

• Bi t,' says Saisfield, in a former leiier,
4 would it not J)e an injustice
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to exclude a single individual—an O'Leary for example, from the

highest dignity to his profession, in consequence of the unjust preju-

dices of government.' 1 answer, that the benefit of the pastor must
be subservient to that of his flock ; and that the inconveniency in

question exists in every Christian country, and that an O'Leary him-
self would not be recommended to the Apostolical See for episcopal

powers, nor, if he were recommended, would he obtain them at the

present moment, were it clearly understood that he was a man ob-

noxious to government. Of so great consequence is it for the benefit

of the faithful, that their pastor should be duly protected and respected

by the cjvil power. This, Sir, is not lightly >>aid, and I have the most
convincing document now before me, asserting it.

•* To conclude, as disunion and distentions have been the

chief causes of the suffering of Irish Catholics, so it is evident

their common concern can never prosper until they are, at least

to a certain degree, united. I have the best grounds for

believing that the Catholic prelates are and will continue . to

be perfectly united in sentiment and co-operation, notwithstand-

ing the pains which have, been taken to sow dissentious among
them. This affords the pleasing confidence that uuity will at least be

preserved where it is most of all necessary. But why these unnatural

animosities j
why these bitter reproaches j

why these violent threats,

among the lay Catholics of different classes, and of different parts of

Ireland, to the exultation of the new privy counsellor * and the laugh

of hell ?' For what can the Catholic religion itself avail us, if it be

not to save our souls ?

" Cork, Sept, 8, 1808." " J. Milner.
*

With respect to the Hoyal Veto, we shall subjoin the act of lGth

Richard II. 13()2, which is referred to and confirmed by 5th Elizabeth.

It fully proves the supremacy of the Crown of England over the clergy

for time immemorial, and also at that time, (both in England aud

Ireland) and prohibits the introduction of the Pope's bulls, as deJeatiug

and making void the statutes of the realm, disinheriting the King, and
destroying his law, and violating the interests of liis kingdom. On this

curious act we shall here only observe, that if the arguments on which

it is founded were valid before the reformation, and if the Kings of Eng-

land, like those of France, felt it necessary, for the security and inde-

pendence of their kingdoms, to exercise the authority of nominating

bishops, how much more necessary must such authority be at the pre-

sent crisis. If the Roman Catholics, indeed, were sincere in their

respect to the British throne, they could not object to receive from

it, as well as from the see of Rome,, a conge d'elire, which is permis-

sive, but not mandatory.

" Prcemunire for purchasing of Bv!h from Home. The Crown of
England suhjtrt to none.

** Item, Whereas the Commons cf the Realm in this present Par-

liament have shewed to our redoubted Lord the King, grievously

complaining, that whereas the said our Lord the King and all his liege

Appendix Antijac. Rkv. Vol. 32. 2 K
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people out of right, and of ok! time were wont to sue in the Ring's

Court, to recover their presentments to Churches, Prebends, and
other benefices of holy Church, to the which they had right to pre-

sent, the conisance of plea of which presentment belongeth only to

the King's Court of the old right of his Crown used and approved in

the time of all his progenitors, Kings ot" England; and when judgment
shall be given in the same Court upon such a plea and presentment,

the Archbishops, Bishops, and other spiritual persons which have in*

stitution of such benefices within their jurisdiction, be bound, and
have made execution of such judgments by the King's commandments
of all the time aforesaid, without interruption, (for another Lay per-

son cannot make such execution,) and also be bound of right to make
execution of many other of the King's commandments, of which right

the Crown of England bath been peaceably seized, as well in the time

of our said Lord the King that now is, as in the time of all his proge-

nitors till this day. But now of late divers processes be made by the

Bishop of Rome, and censures of excommunication upon certain Bishops

of England, because they have made execution of such command-
ments, to the open disherison of the said Crown, and destruction of

our said Lord the King, his Law, and all his Realm, if remedy be

not provided. And also it is said, and a common clamour is made, •

that the said Bishop of Rome hath ordained and purposed to translate

tome Prelates of the same Realm, some out of the Realm, and some
from one Bishoprick into another within the same Realm, without the

King's assent and knowledge, and without the assent of the Prelates,

which so shall be translated, which Prelates be much profitable and
necessary to our said Lord the King, and to all his Realm : by which
translations (ifthey should be suffered) the Statutes ofthe Realm should

be defeated and made void j and bis said liege sages of his Counsel,
without his assent, and against his will, carried away, and gotten out
of his Realm, and the substance and treasure of the Realm shall be
carried away, and so the Realm destitute as well of Counsel as ofsub-
stance, to the final destruction of the same Realm. And so the

Crown of England, which hath been so free at all times, that it hath
been in no earthly subjection, but immediately subject to God in all

things touching the Regality of the same Crown, and to none other,

should be submitted to the Pope, and the Laws and Statutes of the

Realm by him defeated and avoided at his will, in perpetual destruc-

tion of the Sovereignty of the King our Lord, his Crown, his Regality,

and of all his Realm, which God defend.
" II. And moreover the Commons aforesaid say, that the said things

so attempted be clearly against the King's Crown and his Regality,

used and approved of the time of all his Progenitors : Wherefore they

and all the liege Commons of the same Realm will stand with our said

Lord the King, and bis said Crown, and his Regality in the cases

aforesaid, and in all other cases attempted against him, his Crown,
and his Regality in all points, to live and to die. And moreover they

pray the King, and him require by way ofjustice, that he would ex-

amine all the Lords in the Parliament, as well spiritual as temporal,
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severally, and all the States of the Parliament, bow they think of the

cases aforesaid which be so openly against the King s Crown, and in

derogation of his Regality, and how they will stand in the same cases

with our Lord the King, in upholding the rights of the said Crown and
Regality. Whereupon the Lords temporal so demanded, have answer-

ed every one by himself, that the cases aforesaid be clearly in derogation

of the King's Crown, and of his Regality, as it is well known, and
hath been of a long time known, and that they will be with the same
Crown and Regalty in these cases specially, and in all other cases which

4 shall be attempted against the same Crown and Regality in all points

with all their power. And moreover it was demanded of the Lords
spiritual there being, and the procurators of others being absent, their

advice and will in all these cases : (which Lords, that is to say, the

Archbishops, Bishops, and other Prelates being in the said Parliament
severally examined, making protestations, that it is not their mind to

deny nor affirm that the Bishop of Rome may not excommunicate
Bishops, nor that he may make translations of Prelates after the Law
of holy Church, answered and said, That if any executions of pro*

cesses made in the King's Court (as before) be made by any, and cen-

sures ofexcommunication to be made against any Bishops of England,

or any other of the King's liege people, for that they have made exe-

cution of such commandments ; And that if any executions of such
translations be made ofany Prelates of the same Realm, which Prelates

be very profitable and necessary to our said Lord the King, and to his

said Realm, or that the sage people of his Counsel, without his assent

and against bis will, be removed and carried out of the Realm, so that

the substance and treasure of the Realm may be consumed, that the

same is against the King and his Crown, as it is contained in the peti-

tion before-named. And likewise the same Procurators every one by
himself examined upon the said matters, have answered and said in

the name, and for their Lords, as the said Bishops have said and
answered, and that the said Lords spiritual will and ought to be with

the King in these cases in lawfully maintaining of his Crown, and in

all other causes touching his Crown and his Regality, as they be bound
by their liegeance. Whereupon our said Lord the King, by the assent

aforesaid, and at the request of his said Commons, hath ordained and
established, that if any purchase or pursue, or cause to be purchased

or pursued in the Court of Rome, or elsewhere, by any such Transla-

tions, Processes, and sentences of Excommunications, Bulls, Instru-

ments, or any other things whatsoever which touch the King, against

him, his Crown, and his Regality, or his Realm, as is aforesaid, and

they which bring within the Realm, df them receive, or make thereof

notification, or any otherexecution whatsoever within the same Realm
or without, that they, their notaries, procurators, maintainors, abet-

tors, fautors, and Counsellors, shall be put out of the King's protec-

tion, and their lands and tenements, goods and chattels, forfeit to our

Lord the King : and that they be attached by their bodies, if they may
be found, and brought before the King and hu Council, there to an-

swer to the cases afgresaid, or that process be made against them by

2K 2
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Pramunirefacias, in manner as it is ordained in other Statutes of
provisos : and other which do sue in any other Court in derogation of
the Regality of our Lord the King."

PUBLIC EDUCATION.
Accifx quid contra Juvenrs respondent.——Horace.

Sir,— I could not peruse the Antijacobin of January last, without

feeling some indignation at the manner in which public schools are

there spokeR of. I could have wished the matter to have been takes

up by some one more capable of. doing it justice than 1 am j but,

rather than such an attack should go unanswered, I have, perhaps

rather too rashly, presumed to otter to you a few observations ; in

which (as you have declared your coincidence with the author) you
will find yourself treated as a partner in the abuse, which he has so

liberally bestowed on that system of education. The poem, which

you so strenuously recommend, I have not perused, but from the

extracts which you have laid before the public, I cannot say that I am
as ready, by any means, to adopt the principles of the author, as

you seem to be. To reply to you in your own words, " Puritanism,

eitlier in politics or religion, cannot be too strongly censured." The
latter alone is applicable to the present case ; and in that opinion I

perfectlv agree with you; although, as well as yourself, I am far

from being an advocate for ir-religion ; and I trust I shall not appear

as such, if, as far as lies in my feeble power, I endeavour to defend

the cause of public schools, from the illiberal and unjust attack which
has appeared against them. But, sir, how will you defend yourself

from the charge of Puritanism, when you bring forward such absurd

and frivolous objections to public schools, as some that you have

named ? Among the most serious of which is the use of the Pagan
classics, and the singing of that highly indecorous song, " Miss

Bailey." " Unfortunate Miss Bailey!" what has she done to offend

you? If such, sir, are the chief accusations, that you are able to

bring against public schools, believe me, you will find few who will

participate with you in the abuse of them. That there are evils arising

from a public
vmode of education, I am willing to allow; but that

the evils are greater than the benefits arising from it, I deny. Nor
do I think, witiu you and the author, that the cultivation of the

Pagan classics is totally incompatible with the principles of morality.

Will the author deuy that there are many incitements held out to

youth, in the classics of ancient G>eece and Rome, to follow the

path of virtue, in preference to that of vice? Has Xeuophon—
has Cicero given us any lessons of immorality ?

, Fir tus, virtus, inquam, C. Fnnni, 8c tu Q. Muci, at conciliat

amicitias, 9c con*ervat ; in ea est enim convenientia rerum, iu ei

stabilit3s, iaea. Constnntia. »— Cicebo.

Does this look like vice I Or, if still unconvinced, let him peruse
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the works of Isocrates or Plato. How numerous, how admirable are

the precepts there contained ! Will he object to the cultivation of

these in public schools ? He may perhaps reply:—This is not a case

in point : these do not contain the immoralities to which I allude.

But why, then, blame all the Pagan classics, for the partial faults of

a few ? Though an enemy to them, the author still seems to follow

the classical idea of " pars pro toto." But, says he, I do not mean
to insinuate, that the classics ought to be banished from our schools

;

(for even he has owned that " a boy cannot acquire taste from
writings, which possess not classic beauty j") but " I would erase

from diem all corupting ideas." Bravo! most sapient author! you
have given most excellent advice ! But are you sure that this is not

already the case ? Will you assert that every satire of Horace is read

in public school* ? Will you assert that the objectionable passages,

not only in that, but in all other books, are not omitted, or the im-

morality of them censured ? When you can assert this, when you can

prove it to be thecase, (which I most strenuously deny ) you may accuse,

unanswered, the carelessness, or rather the total negligence, with re-

gard to morality and decency, in public schools. Since, then,you blame
the attention paid to the classics, what would you recommend ? Would
you confine the youthful studies entirely to the perusal of English

authors ? In the best of these you will hud objectionable passages j

among the multitude of whom, even our immortal Pope lias, now
and then, suffered himself to run into a strain approaching to inde-

cency. If every thing which bears an immodest aspect, must be

omitted, shall we blot out from the Holy Scriptures (the most pure of

all writings) those passages which the modest ear cannot listen to with

satisfaction ? These are introduced to deter us from following the

vices which are there depicted. May not, in the like manner, the

loose writiugs of die classics, instead of inking any serious hold of

the mind, rather exhibit the licentiousness of their day, and, by
holding forth so disgusting an example, excite our aversion rather

than admiration ? Bui, sir, I would not have you suppose,, lhat the

Pagan writers monopolize the sole attention of a public school.

Reflect but for a moment ;—Are not the works of Grotius and Bur-

net as capable of inculcating religious principles, as any you can
recommend ? And, sir, when you consider that these are not the

only religious writiugs, which are attended to at a public school, you
will hardly persevere in your opinion, ihat *' no pains are th -re taken

to teach the rudiments of christian knowledge." 1 am far from avert-

ing, .that the morals of a public school are perfectly free from objec-

tion, but

Dintat, sumat ne pudenter,

An rapias.— Horace.

Nor do I pretend that a bo>\ religious p inciples can be there so well

attended to as when tied to bis mamma 1

* apron-string. I say

religious principles alone; for as 10 the principles of hrnour, and the

€onduct of a gentleman, Ikey are no where so strongly impressed
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upon hit mind. I do not mean modern honour, but what you your-

self admire
j

" The service of the heart sincere
j

" The gen'rous wish to warm affection dear

}

" And, never doom'd from distance to decay,
" Friendships, the growth of many a youthful day."

For selecting which, where will you find a more ample field ? where

will the real disposition be more readily discovered ?

The next thing which you have animadverted upon, i«, the man*
ner in which the play hours are wasted. This accusation, indeed, you
have confined chiefly to the schools of the metropolis. But, neverthe-

less, here, as throughout, I must disagree with you : not contented

with painting the Devil black, you have painted him blacker than he

really is. You have witnessed a few, who have followed this vicious

course, and immediately prejudged the whole You have extracted

dross from the metal* and thence depreciated its real worth.

The assertion, likewise, which you have made, of" the total want
of all diffidence in boys," thus brought up, I c nceive to be as

erroneous as the rest of your attack. 1 do not mean to insinuate, that

they possess that awkward, ridiculous, timidity, which characterizes

the lout, who, never having roix<-d " intu aequalis," or with those

who have had a less confined education than himself, sits at table,

like an automaton, and the limit of whose conversation seems to be
the negative and affirmative. But, that they axe always ready to push
themselves forward on all occasions, I receive as another of those

many assertions, which you have advanced, without one convincing

argument of their validity ;
nay, that very mingled society, which

you seem to despise so much, is the most efficacious method, by
placing every one on a par, of preventing that self-sufficiency, which
you so unjustly attribute to thc^e who have had a public educatiou.

In short, sir, you and the author seem to have gone on in the old

system of extolling the old times, at the expence of the new ones,

to do which with the greater facility, you have considered public

schools as evils peculiar to the present day, which have sprung up in

a moment, like mushrooms, not as having flourished for centuries,

the nurses of genius and literature, where

" Sons reap classic lore,

" Where erst their honest sires have reap'd before."

1 would ask, whether it is from these public schools, under the

direction of the most eminent scholars, and most estimablemen, that

we are to look for the brightest ornaments of this nation, or from
, , ^

....
u The parent smile, the petrifying frown,
" The port majestic, the gold-headed cane,
" E'en the sni{ff coat;*

Of some village pedagogue
j
who, to quote the words of a Jate drama-

tist, " Swells, like a shirt in a high wind," with the idea of his own
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consequence, " while he enters the school with a hemj and frightens

the apple-munching urchins with the creeking of his shoes V* His,

sir, I tear, you wiJl not find the seat of literature, but rather, what
you attribute to us, (for I do not blush to own myself to have been
thus educated) the habitation of assuming ignorance. Look around
you ! although you have declared a public education unfit for every

station of life which you have pointed out, still you will find that the

highest offices of -church and state are ably rilled by those who have
been thus brought up. We cannot accuse the legislative powers of

inability, or the episcopal of immorality. «' Turning to the military

man:" this is not the sort of education he requires, or in general

receives; but, nevertheless, even in that profession, I could point

out many, who have eminently distinguished themselves in the last

campaign, vitiated as they have been by this destructive system. I

shall now take leave of the subject j and if I have too presumptuously

offered my opinion, and if I have weakly defended that which I

have endeavoured to protect, I have only to beg that you will not

attribute it to any want of strength in the cause, but to the inability

of the writer. C. T.

A regard to that principle of justice which has ever influenced our
conduct, induces us to submit the preceding remarks to our readers,

unaccompanied by any other observation of our own, than, that our

eemiments) on this subject, as explained in our comments on the

Bishop of Meath's Sermon, and Dr. Vincent's animadversions upon
it, remain unaltered.

Observations on the Rev. Doctor Milnrr's Strictures, on the

Charter Schools of Ireland, contained in his Tour through thai

country ; entitled, " An Inquiry into certain Vulgar Opinions

concerning the Catholic Inhabitants and Antiquities of Ireland"

jn a letter from a Member of the Incorporated Society, to R.
H. Esq.

DEAR SIR,

YOUR friend in the Imperial Parliament seems anxious to know
what degree of credit he should attach to the statements of Dr.
Milner, in the account which he has published of his late tour in this

kingdom ; this anxiety is natural to every man who feels an interest

in the prosperity of the Empire, and I have long hoped to see a full

and satisfactory answer to a work obviously calculated to excite and
nourish a spirit of discontent and disloyalty in the great mass of the

people of Ireland. For such an Answer I have neither time, nor

probably ability : but as he particularly misrepresents the Charter-

Schools, I think it my duty, being intimately connected with that

Institution, to point out to your friend, and through him to the

public, some of Doctor Milner's most palpable mis-statements,

which, from the general temper of his work, I fear are intentional.
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Page 23, Dr. Milner states " the sum annually granted by Parlia-

ment to the Charter-Schools at 25,000/. independent of the rents of

immense landed estates, for the purpose of purchasing the Children of

indigent Catholics, inasmuch as no Protestant Child can be admitted

into a Charter- School." At page 22b, this sum is exaggerated to

30,000/. and the landed property is asserted to be 30,000/. per annum,
or probably a great deal more, with an assertion that it is the property

of the Public ; and in pages 228 and 2*2, the bune is represented as

contributing 60,000/. per ann. for the purpose of purchasing Roman
Catholic Children, and educating them to hate and persecute their

fathers, mothers, and brothers. In page 23 he says, " that these

purchased victims, in violation of the laws of nature, are unijormhf

transported, in covered waggons, to the greatest distance possible from

die residence of their parents, in order that the parent may never

have the cousolation of embracing the chilu, lest he, or she, should

again make a Papist of it." In page 223 he states, the Incorporated

Society to be a continuation of one of the most odious and fatal

kinds of persecution, devised by the religious politicians of the last

century;" and affirms, (page 22) " that the government of this

country has profosodlv acted upon this-system, ever since it gave up

that of pu.ting its subjects to death, for adhering to their religion."

To these e\ua ordinary assertions, I shall add another, that breathes

the same spirit, and attribu;cd, in the public papers, to an Irish

Member in the Imperial Pa: I
; ;.:vnt, vi^. that " to elude the parent's

searc h, the naun >uf the chi..irc:j are frequently changed."

A simple statement of facts, on the truth of which your Friend

may rely with implicit confidence, will be the best answer to Doctor

Milner.

A public Parliamentary Giant is anrtually made, and its precise

amount is so easily ascertained, being always stated in the public

Papers, as well_as in the Votes and Journals, that no person who can

read English can otfer any suffirieut plea for a mis-statement so wide

pf the truth as the above. The first Parliamentary Grant to the

Incorporated Society was in 1 J52, amounting to 5000/. since which

period the annual grants have gradually increased to 23,000/. which

sum they have never exceeded, though stated by Dr. Milner at

25,000/. 30.U00/. and 60,000/. As to the immense landed estates

belonging to the Public, and estimated by the Doctor to exceed con-

siderably 30,000/. per annum, they are to be sought for in nubilus,

the Society not being possessed of a single acre of this description.

Several pious persons have, indeed, at various periods, devised to

.the Society both lands and considerable sums of money, which have

been managed with ceconomy, producing at present an annual income

of about i)/00l. but these are vested in the society exclusively, in

trust, for promoting the humane intentions of the donors. On what

authorities, or with what views Dr. Milner ventured to give the

public such palpable and inconsistent mis-statements, I will not pre-

sume to determine.

The Doctor affirms that no Protestant Child is admissible into a
m
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Charter School j where did he learn this ? Not from the Charter, for

that, in specifying the objects of the Charity, says explicitly, " that

they roust be the Children ot Papists, and other poor native* of
Ireland," clearly including the Children ot poor Protestants j nor

could he draw this conclusion from the conduci of the Committee of

Fifteen, who alone can grant admission. .They have uniformly acted

according to their Charter, and regularly admit the Children of such

indigent Protestants as appear to them qualified, and in numbers much
greater than the proportion of Protestants to Roman Catholics in the

districts from whence the Schools are supplied. According to our

Register, which is kept with the strictest regard to* truth, the number
s
of the Children of Roman Catholics in the Schools on the 5th of
January, 1807* was 1465, that of Protestants at the same period, was -

379# which numbers are nearly in proportion of to 10 ; now, I

doubt much that there are in the very poor and wild districts from
whence the Schools are supplied, 10 Protestants to

m

6<) Roman Catho-

lics. I am certain that Dr. Milner and his friends will not admit it.

There were at the same period 228 children, one of whose parents was
a Protestant, the other a Roman Catholic.

The Doctor says that the Parliamentary Grant, levied in a great

measure on Catholics themselves, is for the purpose of purchasing

their Children. How far that august Body, the Imperial Parliament,

may think themselves obliged by Dr. Milner, for 'his charitable

developement of their motives and purposes in this assertion, is

their business, not mine ; but as far as the Incorporated Society is

concerned iu it, I will affirm that it is a charge most certainly false.

Many of the children educated in the charter schools, are either

orphans, or children deserted by their uonatural parents, who, fall-

ing into the hands of person's of humanity, are by them presented to

the board for admission ; but one purchased child has never yet, I can

with confidence affirm, entered a chartered school. In truth, such

a proceeding is totally unnecessary, it would be a crime without temp-
tation,, as of the numbers of Roman Catholic children voluntarily

offered, nay pressed upon the society, many, very many are annually

rejected for want of l oom.
In fact, the committee of fifteen, so charitably represented by Dr.

Milner as Kidnappers, are, in the admission of the children of

Roman Catholics, cautious to a degree of scrupulosity, and, it is

morally impossible for men to be more anxious in avoiding any thing

like an inducement to a parent to give up his child ; on the contrary,

great pains are taken to explain aud make him comprehend the conse-

quence of his resigning it. He is informed that our schools are scat-

tered over the kingdom, and that his child must, after a shdrt resi-

dence in Dublin, be removed to some one of them j and that it will

certainly be educated in the Protestant Religion. He is asked has he
consulted his relatives and friends on the expediency and propriety of
his intentions ? If he appears able to support his child, he is advised

to take it back ; if he presents several for admission, more than he
appears able to provide for, one or more of the younger and more
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helpless are admitted, and the eider, whose assistance may be more
useful to him, are returned. He voluntarily, and in the presence of
one or more witnesses, signs a Petition which is first carefully ex-

plained to him, in which he entreats the Committee of fifteen to

receive his Child inio one of their Schools or Nurseries, and gives his

free consent th.<t it should be educated in the Doctrines and Principles

of the Protestant Religion. If in any moderate time afterwards, his

friends come forward and pledge tbemsehes to support the Child, or

if any change in his own circumstances enables him to do so, the

Child is restored to him, on bis paying the expence the Society were
at in maintaining it ; and if he appears unequal to this expence, it if

generally remitted. The nearest living relative must always present

the Ciiiid for admission. If the Mother presents a Child whose Fa-

ther is living, it is uniformly rejected, unless he signs the Petition

fur admission -, and should it be admitted in consequence of a false

statement of his death, it is always restored to him on his demanding
it. V->w. Sir, I leave you to judge if these poor Children are

prrchmsed victims.

TIk* Cnild, when admitted, is received, according to its age, into a

School or Nursery ; if into the latter, it is treated with a tenderness

suited to its years, and permitted to remain there until it attains a

projjer age to be drafted to a School, which is always performed in

trr* warm summer months, "m open day, and on appropriate Cars,

covered with an awning open on one side, and not in covered waggons
wmh an intent of concealment, as stated by Dr. Milner with his

ti-oal correctness While the Child continues in the nursery, the

parent or nearest relative is permitted to have free intercourse with it,

on every Thursday from eleven until two o'clock, where he enjoys,

not only the paternal tm brace, but frequently experiences the heart-

felt pleasure of beholding his once-squalid and half-famished infant,

renovated by comfortable clothing and wholesome food. This inter-

Trew, according to the printed orders of the Society, ought to take

place in the presence ot the Master or Mistress ; but the observance

of this restriction is almost universally dispensed with, and the com-
munication between Parent and Child is never interrupted by the

interference of the Master or Mi-tress, except in cases where they

have reason to suspect that the Parent visits his Child with dishonest

views. The day or hour of removal is indeed not communicated to

him, in order to-avoid the intolerable inconvenience and embarrass-

ment which mu<t necessarily arise from the interference and interrup-

tion of the relatives of perhaps twenty Children : the School, bow-
ever, to which i he Child is drafted, is never made a secret , here,

on any day of tlx* week, and on stated hours, the Parent or nearest

Relative has the same free intercourse with it ; but as a journey to

any considerable distance rnav, from his poverty, be seldom in his

power, he may. by applying to the Society's Secretary, at his office,

learn four times in each year, his Child's state of health, ,with a par-

ticular account of its progress in learning. A« to the a^seit ;on, that

the Child's name is changed, in order to elude the Pareot'a search, it
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\% a groundless assertion, and consequently unworthy of the Irish

Member in the Imperial Parliament to whom it has been ascribed in

the public papers.

Doctor Milner says, that the Society, in violation of the law of

Nature, " uniformly transports these purchased victims to the greatest

possible distance from the Parent's residence, in order that the Parent

may never have the consolation of embracing his Child. The fact as

stated is certainly untrue : this removal takes place seldom not i/wi-

formhf, and never from the diabolical motives he assigns, it is always

the result of necessity on the part of the Society, and its sole and

invariable cause is the frequently insolent, disingenuous, and dis-

honest conduct of the profligate Parents themselves, who often in

violation of the indulgence of the Society, not only offer the most

gross and unprovoked abuse to the Master and Mistresses, but employ
the hours of.free intercourse which they are permitted to enjoy with

their Children in endeavours to infuse a deadly haired of the Institu-

tion into the minds of those very persons whom they, but a few years

before, entreated the Society to take under their care, qnd educate as

Protestants. To prevent the interruption of business by preserving

peace and harmony in their Schools, to disconcert the plans of seduc-

tion thus repeatedly formed, and to prevent the numerous elopements

which from experience they know would otherwise most assuredly

follow, the Society are absolutely forced to adopt the measure so dis-

tressing to the feelings of Doctor Milner. The Children admitted in

Dublin are necessarily sent to Country Schools, which, with this ex-

ception, are almost uniformly filled from the immediate vicinity, or

from the Counties contiguous to each j but as to transportations to

distapt Schools, they can occur rarely, and only in cases, as above

stated, of unavoidable necessity, a necessity originating with the

Parents themselves.

The Doctor has insinuated that religious impressious are wrought
on these purchased victims at a great expence; and from his exagge-

rated statement it wquld appear, that the Incorporated Society lias

been shamefully lavish of the public money. To this insinuation I

shall oppose a simple statement of facts: never did there exi*t any
Corporate Body from which any thing Wkejnhting is more completely

excluded : in consequence of the indefatigable and unremitting exer-

tions of the Committee of fifteen, the very complicated business of

the thirty-four Schools, and four Nurseries, under iis direction, is

managed by a Secretary and two assistant Clerks, the entire of whose
salaries amount only to 413/. 155. per annum. These Schools have
not been at any period of their existence in so flourishing a state as at

present j the Commissioners appointed by the Board of Education to

take an actual survey of them have returned, having executed the

trust committed to them with great ability and fidelity, and from
their report it appears that the greater number of them are in an
excellent state of discipline, and under the immediate direction of
Masters or Mistresses who, both from purity of morals, and extent

of information, are competent to the trust reposed in them j the
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remainder appear to be in a progressive state of improvement, and
such is the ccconomy that pervades every part of the system, that

including rents, salaries, buildings, repairs, apprentice fees, boun-
ties, with every other item of expenditure, the average annual
expence of cloihiug, maintaining, educating, and apprenticing a

Child is nearly 14/. sterling, a sum that must appear very moderate
when we consider that i he expence of a similar education at the best

regulated and most osconomic ofour Dublin Charity Schools isseidom
under 15/. and in some instances exceeds 20/. per annum. Lest Dr.
Milner, however, should doubt the truth of a statement in direct

opposition to his assertion, 1 will supply him with data to enable
him to draw the conclusion himself. The Children in the Schools

and Nurseries in the year ending 5th January, 1808, were 2251, the

expenditure for that year 31,722/. IJs. Hd.-, and of course the ave-

rage for one Child is 14/. Is. \o\J.

As to the Protectant Catechism, I can only say that it was written

at a period when religious differences dictated a language perhaps less

conciliating than co.ild be wMi 1 by sincere Christians ; it is however
a blunt assertion of truths which, .s iib possibly one or two exceptions,

every Protestant must avow; in consequence of these objections

(which, perhaps', are not sufficient tojus'ify the out-cry raised a£ inst

it inthj lmperal Parliament) this. Cate -!>i-m w is long since referred

to a Connni tee, vho unanim > i>ly recommended a substitute in its

place, wa d), while it answered the original intention more fully,

should be as free as i!ie nature of the subject can admit, from eiery

objection which re »v>ua::>!e and religious men could raise against it, as

being deficient in liberality an ! christian charity : I say reasonable and
religious men, because there are gentlemen, u ho though nominal
Protestants, have really no religion, and who are ever ready to raise

unfounded objections, an 1 to be immensely liberal, even at the

expence of truth and religion. The substitute recommended is " the

six sermons of Archbishop Seeker on the errors of Popery," abridged

and reduced into the foim of a Catechism, and the Sermons of this

excellent Prelate were selected, not only from the established ortho-

doxy of his doctrines, but from his conciliating language with regard

to the members of the Church of Rome.
Dr. Milner asserts, that in the Charter Schools the Children are

taught to hate an I per>ecute their Fathers, Mothers, and Brothers;

this is most certctiuiy a f alsehood j the Sacred Scriptures, and parti-

cularly theN rw Testament, the vital principle of whi- h is mutual

love and for'jearance, are continually in their hands; they form the

ground work of their Instruction, all their Catechisms uniformly

speak the same language, enforcing with energy lilial duty and affec-

tion.—Even in r e Pi >te-»tant Catechism, Dr. Milner may find these

words, viz. " Have Christians a right to persecute and destroy any

person on account of religion? Answer, " No; the religion of

Christ is a religion of peace and charity. Christ says, by this shall

all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye love one another; aod

Saint Peter says, love one another with a pure heart fervently." Tbt
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assertion therefore is an unchristhn calumny, though I scarcely hope
Dr. Milner will have the candour to ret met ii.

The books put into the hands of the Charter School Children are

Sellon's Abridgement of the Holy Scriptures
;
Explanations of the

Catechism, by Doctors Mann, Stopfurd, and Grossman; Hannah
More's Moral Tracts ; Selections from the Old Testament, by Mrs.

Trimmer, with the New Testament j fronv these are the moral and

religious principles of our Children derived, and with these Dr. Mil-

ner may compare Dr. Butler's Catechism. The triumphant parallel

which he draws between the latter and the Protestant Catechism, is

manifestly absurd, these Works being perfectly dissimilar in their

subject matter and end. I shall, however, present to the Reader that

passage from each which I think most reprehensible, that he may be

able to decide what is the amount of that superior liVrality and
Christian Charity in Dr. Butler's Catechism, so boasted of by Dr.

Milner.

In page 8 of the Protestant Catechism, we read thus :

—

Q.May
salvation be had in the Church of Rome > Answer, They who live in

that communion and cannot get letter information, we doubt not will

te accepted l-y our all-gravious God, tut they who can, and yet will not

use it, are most assuredly in great hazard of their souls * The latter

part of this answer is neither Christian nor Protestant, and the Cate-

chism that adopts such a doctrine, has been judiciously suppressed.

In Dr. Butler's Catechism p. 16, wc read :
—" Q. Are all obliged to

he of the true Church* (meaning the Church of Home.) Answer, Yes,

fto one can be saved out of i/." This Catechism is put into the bands

of the Children of all Roman Catholics, who are thus taught to

believe that all Protestants, however otherwise amiable and excellent,

are, without exception, in a state of reprobation, at enmity writh

God, and condemned by him to the torments of hell, and the society

•f devils to all eternity. This is not an old exploded doctrine, it

stands in a book printed in 180/, and sanctioned by the four Roman
Catholic Archbishops of Ireland j and if Dr. Milner adopts it, as no
doubt he does, I cannot conceive how he can come forward to ques-

the liberality or charity of even the Protestant Catechism.

Two of the Schools under the care of the Incorporated Society, it

should be observed, were endowed by the last Earl of Ranelagh, and
by his will have been appropriated to the Children of poor Protestants

exclusively j to which 1 *hall add, that Lady Louisa Conolly/ endow-
ed with a mind superior to the impressions of prejudice or bigotry,

reflecting that she was the last surviving trustee of the Charitable

Foundational Ceibrid*: \ and anxious to secure permanent prosperity^

to an institution, to the interests of which she has so long attended

with a solicitude truly maternal, has, alter mature deliberation, trans-

ferred to the Incorporated Society that hue school, capable of accom-
' — , *— —

* To rcrwler ihc lanci part of this An<v» r unobjectionable, it mi^ht be alter?*

thus :
" but they uubo can bans information nvbicb they are conscious if better,

and yet tui/lprrvertelj reject it -when offered, ere most assuredly in great bazar.

i

•f their suds."
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modating 150 female children, together with an endowment of SOgL
per annum j thus evincing to the world the implicit confidence she
reposes in the enlightened zeal, humanity, and integrity of a body
of men, represented by Doctor JVlilner as odious persecutors and
kidnappers.

Were Doctor Milner to be present when the objects of this charity

are admitted, the scene would, perhaps, soften his heart > he would
behold the perishing children of the honest, but infirm or unemployed
poor j he would behold orphans who know not a parent's care j with
the far more numerous, and still more wretched offspring of the profli-

gate and profane, to whom the existence of a parent is but an addi-

tional source of misery : he would behold all these clothed in filthy

rags, with emaciated bodies, and famine in their pallid countenances,

brought forward by their supplicating parents, or nearest relatives, as
objects of commiseration and mercy, to the Committee of Fifteen ;

and he would behold, at the same time, a Society of Christians ready

to adopt these outcasts of creation. Now let me seriously ask the
humane Doctor Milner, will he allow the Committee to impart to

these forlorn beings the comforts of wholesome food and warm rai-

ment, such instruction as may render them hereafter useful members
of society, with habits of industry, protection from a vicious world,

and the word of God to teach them how to live for time and eternity ?

or will he dismiss them to encounter want, and neglect, and disease,

and vice, and infamy ; to become pilferers, and liars, and Sabbath-
breakers, and drunkards, and robbers, and murderers ; in short, to

live and die the pests and disgrace of society j and all this to avoid the

greater horror of being educated i Protestant ? Such precisely is the

description of Children presented to us for admissiou j such, gene-

rally, the portion allotted to these poor Children by our determina-

tion j and can any man, whose heart has been warmed by a single ray

of the gospel of Christ, balance for a moment how, under such cir-

cumstances, be ought to act ?

As I have been astonished at the ignorance and unfounded asser-

tions of those gentlemen who, in the Imperial Parliament attacked the

system of the Charter Schools, so have I been equally mortified at

the want of good information in those who attempted to defend it. I

am happy, of course, to find that there are members of that House
who wish to suspend their opinions until better informed by the exer-

tions of the Board of Education, which will shortly, I hope, supply

authentic information sufficient to remove every prejudice, and silence

every clamour on a subject in which every friend to bis country must

feel an interest.

I shall now ctose this long letter with an observation, severe indeed,

but not more severe than just : Is it not very singular that Doctor

Milner through the whole of his Strictures on the Charter-Schools of

Ireland, should have kept at such an awful distance from truth, at

not to have, in any one instance, even accidentally stumbled on it

I have the honour to be,

Dear Sir, &c. &t.
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P. S. It is universally allowed* that no work ever appeared, which,

for its magnitude, contains so many gross falsehoods, as Dr. Miiitcr's

Tour in Ireland, entitled, «• An Inquiry into certain vulvar opinions

concerning the Catholics of Ireland j" and all those falsehoods *eem to

, be peculiarly calculated to inflame the Irish PapUts against tbegovern-

ruent. In page 26, he untruly asserts, that Popish students in the

university oi' Dublin, are required to attend the established service.

Now it is universally well known, that the provost and fellows of that

seminary never interfere with the religious principles oi the Roman
Catholic students ; for the truth of which we appeal to them ; and
we defy Doctor Milner to adduce an instance to the contrary.

We would recommend to the perusal of the public, an excellent

pamphlet written by the Kev. Doctor Elrington, late fellow of 1 1 ink/

College* Dublin, on Doctor Milner's tour ; in which us numerous
falsehoods and calumnies are refuted, and the spirit of disarrecti<4i

which it breathes, is exposed. It is sold by Messrs. liivinglous, St.

Paul's church-yard, and by Hatchard, Piccadilly.

DIETETIC MEDICAL DISPKNSAJIY.

Convinced that much more good may be done to the Poor by
furnishing them with nutriment than powerful drugs, we are happjr

at finding such a plan proposed as deserve* the approbation of every

liberal mind, and we avail ourselves of this opportunity to lay before

our readers the following,

" Proposal and Abstract from a Report of Dr. M. Garthshore and
Patrick Colquhoun, Esq to the Society for bettering the condition of
the Poor, on the Expediency and Practicability of establishing

a Dispensary in the Metropolis, i omprisir^ in its Economy, medicated
food, raiment, and physic, for the diseased Poor.
" The Reporters having Mated ti e number of poor persons relieved

in the Metiopolis, according to the Parliamentary lletuins to be about

86,000, proceed to observe, that it will be seen, from the above
abstracts, that the permanent out-door relief seicom averages al>ove

2s. to 2s. 6d. per week, while the occasional relief is infinitely

less—barely sufficient to pay the weekly rent of a miserable half-

furnished lodging.

" Many thousand cases occur where half-famished families cannot

obtain an asylum in their pariih-wo:k house tor wiint of mom,—And
the proportion cf t' o ie who are relieved at their own dwellings is

nearlyyour too** ; the 00 workhouses in London, being able to contain

only 1 7,000 persons.
" It follows, that there always must be a very large proportion of

the poor of the metropolis w ho can derive no benefit from the

maintenance afforded in tne p<nsh wojkl.ou^e—and that the pittance

allowed in mon. y ca anVd l uiet » toed, wheiea family is bornedown
by sickness, and their only property (the labour of the : r hands} no
longer effectual or productive.—I I»-nce, in such cases, the pawnbroker

assists in lilling up the chasm, until their little all is exhausted, and
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4hey are not only without food, but also deprived of their apparel and
bed clothes.

" To relieve th'n numerous class, who are subject to so many
casualties reduci ng them to a state of extreme indigence, benevolent
individuals have founded Hospitals and Dispensaries in different part*

of the Metropolis—but many of the Hospitals are ill endowed, and
not adequate to the relief of one-tenth part of the patients who
might become inmates under the pressure of poverty and disease.

It will require little investigation to convince the mind that

Drugs ahne will not restore an impoverished and enfeebled body to

health.—On the contrary, they must be often pernicious, unless

accompanied by a proper regimen, but which is beyond the reach

of a considerable proportion of those distressed objects who become
patients at Dispensaries —The re every medicine is to be found, tut

that alone which in most cases can only effect the cure

—

a nutri-
tious and invigoratino rkgimen. The recovery of thousands

depends upon this—but unfortunately it is not attainable—it is not

to be fouud in the miserable abodes of the indigent—and the

workhouse is shut against them - it is already full—and the Hospitals

are also inaccessible. J

" That such is the state of many patients whoapply at Dispensaries,

every candid medical practitioner who attends these Institutions

will admit. If the evil therefore exists, and if its magnitude is as

great as the facts stated afford the strongest grounds to conclude, a

question will arise among tho*e who are benevolently employed in

laudable endeavours to better the condition of the poor in the

metropolis—In what way a remedy may he applied A remedy
which shall restore parents to their families, and chihlren te their

parents, who must otherwise drop into the grave.
" The Dispensaries at present administer those medicines which

are most generally applicable to that part of the community who are

in easy circumstances—who can procure all the necessaries and

comforts that the sick-bed may require. To adapt these Institutions

to the condition of the poor, there ought to te superadded to the

common drugs, soups, malt liquor, and a certain proportion of cordials, /
and flannel for shirts and shifts. These will avail more in the

treatment of many disorders than all the other articles of the materia

medica put together. Nor will the difficulty of preparing and dis-

pensing these auxiliaries be so great, or the expense so formidable, as

may appear to those who have not minutely* investigated the subject

in detail. It is proposed that the Dietetic Regimen shall be dispensed

as medicine—not as food. It will make a part of the Physician's and

Surgeon's prescription, where, upon due inquiry, and according to the

nature of the case, such auxiliary aid, together with the flannels, are

found to be necessary to give effect to the drugs. Both will be

dispensed in properly-regulated portions, and only to those who actually

require such aid, and cannot otherwise obtain it. And the Dietetic

Regimen is capable of being so systematized as to prevent all abuse.
*' Under a self-evident presumption that this Dietetic Regimen is to

save the lives of many individuals, who would otherwise sink under

their complaints, not only by its own efficacy simply, but also by
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giving effect to the power of the medicines, it is scarcely possible for

the human mind to devise any scheme where so much good is likely

to be done at so small an expence. Nor is there airy way in which

the conditiou of the sick poor in the metropolis can be so much
bettered, since the success of a Dispensary, upon the plan now
proposed, would doubtless be the means of extending the same
system to the other Dispensaries, and thereby contribute to the

recovery of many hundreds of the poor in the course of a year j to

whom, for want of a proper application of Dietetic Regimen at a

critical nionn-nr, medicines can be of little use in effecting a cure.
*• For these and other reasons which could be adduced, the

Reporters are decidedly of opinion, that a Dispensary upon the plan

now proposed, which could be supported for 4801. a year, including

the expences of soups, and flannels, would prove an incalculable

benefit to the poor, and that it highly merits the patronage and
countenance not only of this Society, but of the public at large.

" M. GARTHSHORE.
" London, February 3, 1 8O9 " " P. COLQUHOUN.
Farther information, relative to the necessity and advantages of

»uch a Dietetic Medical Dispensary, which we deem self-evident,

may be obtained from Dr. Herdman's Letter, the Lord Bishop of
Durham, which we noticed in the Antijacobin for April.

" At a Meeting of the Committee of the Society for bettering

the Condition of die Poor. The Lord Bishop of Durham, in the

Chair.

It was Resolved,—That the Meeting do unanimously approve of
the suggestions offered in this Report, and will afford every counte-

nance and assistance, in promoting the Experimental Dispensary with
an Auxiliary Dietetic, upon the plan which has been proposed."

On the establishment of this Charity, a code of laws will be drawn
up for its regulation ; but, in the mean rime, it is stated, that the

yearly subscription of One Guinea or upwards will constitute an

annual Governor,—and a benefaction of ten Guiieas or more, a

Governor for life, with the additional privilege of being a Member of

all Committees. All Subscribers will have the same right of
recommending patients as in other Dispensaries.

-

Appendix, Antijac Rev. Vol. 32. 3 L
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ODE,

On the celehaiion of the Birth-Day of the late Right Hon, ITUUmni

Pitt, May 27, I8O9, written ly Mr. Tayhr.

*

Again the zealous friends of Patriot worth

Convene to celebrate tliat Statesman's birth 1

Who for his country liv'd and dy*d

;

Again, observant of the natal rite.

To serve no partial ends they here unite,

Bat to proclaim their grateful pride.

Kor search historic rolls, no age, uo clime,

Can match his eloquence, profound, sublime.

Increasing Britain's mental fame:

In moral lustre too he far exceeds . .

The lofty Grecian s, polish'd Roman's, deeds,
m

Disdaining ev'ry selfish aim.

When hideous anarchy, o'erwhelming Gaul,

Decreed in blood her righteous Monarch's fall,

And menae'd- each surrounding State j »

Enough many a realm became an easy prey,

Pitt, with firm wisdom, bade tha.tempest stay,

And sav'd us from impending fate.

. * • .^1

But though untimely of his pow'rs bereft,

His bright example is to Britain left, .

And while we trace his radiant course,

To crush her let confed'rate nations try,

In peace at home their rage she may defy,

Secure in her own native force.
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merits, 268.
Utrdman, Dr. remarks on hit Letter

to the president, &c. of the society

for bettering the condition of the

Poor, 399—excellence of the plan of

improvement proposed by him, ibid.

H'M Wheat of India, Curious fact re-

specting, 298.

Hindoostan, remark on the extent

and importance of, 337—reason*

for, respecting their religious preju-

dices of the natives of, 388.

Jiindwianu, remark on the great uti-

lity of, in various parts of the

East, 190.

HuUrk Gallery of Portraits and
Paintings, observations on Jhe
merits «f the book so called, 402

—

extract from, descriptive of the

character of John, Duke of Bra-

ganjta, 4Q3.

Hirtery % observations on the ravt im-
portance of a general knowledge
of, LUL

Hodgkin, Mr. remark on his Tremble
on the Formation of the Greek
Characters, 412.

Hope, Mr. remarks on his Essay on
the Causes, Prevention, and Cure
of Consumption, 401—-quotation
of his prefatory Observations oa
Vaccination, 402.

Honlty, Rev. HL remarks on a sermon
preached by him at Aberdeen, oa
the constitution of a Bishop there,

39—able description by him of the
wickedness and iofidtlitv of tlte

m ST

ptcsent age, ibid.

Horticultural Society of London,
review of the Transactions of, 234
—remarks as to its object, 295

—

contents of described, 279—review
of tbe second pa«t of the work,
357— its contents divided into

papers, ibid—favourable remarks ou
the merits of the work, 364.

Hume, motives which induced him to
publish his Essays, 4—believed to
have been a christian at heart, 5.

Hunter. Dr. remarks on bis *' Mea
and Manners; or, concentrated
Wisdom," 83—classification of the
maxims contained therein, with ob-
servations on their respective me-
rits and tendency, ibid.

Nurd, vide JVarimrtm.

ICELAND, remarks on an EnglUb
Translation, from the Damth of
some voyages and travels in Ice-

land, 122.

India, principal temptation to illicit

f>ractices there,24—origin of theEng-
ish possessions there 359—observa-
tions on the practicability ofa Gallc*
Russian Invasion of, 34U, 34J, 342.

Infidelity, in Wedded Life, interesting

observations on, 373.

Inflammation, remarks on the cure of,

132.

Jones, Mr. observation* on his His-
tory of Brecknockshire, 225—re-

mark on his style and manner,
226'—division of the work, 2^S,
229—moral position advanced by
him and refuted, 237- interesting

account of the superstitions «*1
customs of the Welsh people. 244
of their funeral and wedding cere-

monies, 246—second volume con-
sidered, S8S— cmaikable instance

ef superstition related by him,9»9.
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Ttlcy Church and village, Oxon, de-

scribed, 404.
KENNETT, Mr. hit case with rela-

tion to the Duke of York con-
sidered, 328_

JLAHORR, city of, described, 340.
Latin, great obstacle to the rapid ac-

quisition of, pointed out. 189.

JLegulatun* necessity for the preven-
tion of men of dubious integrity,

from becoming members of, SL5.

Letter to the Editor, Si.

to do. 94^— to do. 110,——— to do. L2S.

to do. 22L.
to do. 302.
to do. 331.

to do. 441.— to the Critical Reviewers, ibid.

443.——- to the Editor, 445.
Lever Darcy, remark on the merits

of his work, called, " the Young
Sea Officer's Sheet Anchor,'* vxi.

I/ivi ry of London, observations on
the conduct of, on a certain recent
occasion, 433,

Llewelyn ap Griffith, the last of the

Welsh Princes, interesting account
of his death, 234—brutal insult to

which his body was afterwards ex-
posed, '236.

Londjn, remark on the defective sys-

tem of Police in the city of, 431.

MIZNEHj Dr. remarkson the conduct
of, 439—On the probable object of

his late visit to Billingsgate, 445

—

remarks on his tout* to Ireland, 446.

Ministers, observation* on the im-
portant duties of, in the present

critical situation of the Auntry, 89
—on their conduct respecting the
overtures of a public character

from America, 100.

AUnif, conduct of, in Spain towards
the British troops applauded, S^fl.

Mncarintjy Lord, remark on the
disinterested and honorable conduct
of, during his government in India,

26—important benefit derived by
the state therefrom, S7—remark-
able saying of, 28—further obser-

vations on his inflexible integrity,

29—on his political conduct, 31

—

on his literary acquirements, 33 —
cm his history of Russia in 1767,

138—bis opinion of Peter the
Great, 147—remark on his, «• short

•ketch of the Political History of

Ireland," 150—on his piivate Jour-
nal of his Embassy to China, with
his able description of the Chinese
character, ibid.

Macdonald, Colonel, his reply to

the Critical reviewers, on his
** Treatise on Telegraphic Commu-
nication,'

1
441.

Malcolm, Mr. conclusion of his ac-

count of London, during the 18th
century, 13—truth of his assertions

respecting Saxon architecture ques-
tioned, 21—the preseut state of
society vindicated from his degra-
ding imputations. 22—general ob-
servations on the merits of the
work, ibid.

Mlnrmmtt singular advertisement re-

spettiug, LiL

MGregor, Dr. remarks on the merits

of his letter to the Commissioners
of Military Inquiry, &c. 78.

Middiman, remarks on his pictur-

esque views and antiquities of Great
Britain, 162—description of the

work, 163—contents of the differ-

ent numbers, 164—remark* on the
merits of the work. 171.

Milburne. Mr. remarks on his narra-

tive of Sir John Moore's retreat,

392—instance cf humanity in. a
Spanish officer related by him, 393
— facts, stated by him, illustrative

of the retreat of our troops, 394—
Spanish character described hy
htm, 396—remarks on the work,
39JL

Military system, remarks on the de-
fective state of, IDS. 26JL
— force, observation on the

necessity for increasing the, 107.

Moore, Sir John, remark on bis hasty
retreat in Spain, 108—on his con-
duct and death before Corunna,
109—further observations on hi*

conduct in Spain, 18J —further
remarks then on, 392—observa-
tion on the conduct of his friend*

in the publication of a letter from
him,

Afueley, Dr. remarks on an expostulary
letttrto him, on his review of the
report of the Ixmdon College of
Physicians on Vaccination, 77.

NATIONAL DEFENCE, excellent
di potion- for the preparation and
employment of the people for, 378.

Necta»in'-s, carious instances of their

being produced naturally, on the
same brunch with peaches, 363.
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Non resistance, doctrine of, remark
on the various purposes for which
it has heen preached and defended,

LL
Norfolk, remarks on the superiority

of the system of husbandry ob-

served in, 187— interesting account
of the different courses of farming
in, ibid.

O'MARA, Dr. case of considered,

329
Oratorios, originally intended to he

acted as well as sung. 20.

Orleans, Duke of, statement of the

ofigin and progress of the alliance

between him and George the 1st of

England, 17-1.

Oweuson, Miss, observations on the

dangerous tendency of the

sentiments contained in her work,
called woman, or Ida of Athene,
364 ^—extravagant sum sa d to have
heen received by her for the work,
3l6—instances of affected and un-

grammatical
\

,
hrases in her style,

ibid—description of the piece. 3»>7

—heroine of the story desanhed,

ibid—other interesting extract*

from the wo k, L>G8 371. 374.

PANTOLOGIA, observations on a

new work so called. 377—object of
the first number of the work, ibid

—defects of the work pointed out,

378—its merits pointed out, 323—
second part considered, 380 —ex-

tract from, describing the life of

D'Alerabert, 381—singula/ instance

of putting in, 381—general remarks

on its merits, 382.

Parket. Mr. remarks on his chemical

catechism, 76—extract of the last

8 articles of the work, on the sub-

ject of the phaenomena exhibited by

Fotasium and Sodium, ibid— hints

sugges e l for the impt>vemei»t of

his vocabulary, TL
Parliament, remarks ou the judicial

powers of the Lower House of,

204 -on its inquisitorial faculty,

ibid—on the great defect of its

want of authorirv to administer

an o.-.th, £05— serious objections

ur^ed against the exercise of its

judicial powers. 205. &'.»6.—singular

mode ot administering justice

adopted by its members 207.

Paul's C oss. some account of, L'67

.

Peak Cavern. Derbyshire, interesting

description of, 169.

Peter the Great, remarks on hir

character, 147

Pike, observations cm the efficacy of,

in War, 276—great expedition
with which a vast army, furnished

with them, may be formed, i id

—

mode of exercise with, illustrated

by a diagram ( 279—order of attack,

to be observed by men so armed,
'280—general observations on the
vast utility of this weapon. 281.

Piniftotty Mr. his scorn'ous abuse
of the Celtic people

j
istly repro-

bated, 242,
Plants, remark on their ability to

adopt their habits to a variety of

climates, 296*.

Poet Laureat, humourous comparison
of his new yea 'a Ode with that of

the newsman, 1 10—continued 939.

P»l yanthes tuberota, curious descrip-

tion of, 3QQ
Ponsonby, Mr remark on his qualifi-

cations for a leader of the Opposi-
tion. 107.

Pont-y pair, North Wa'es described,

Population, what portion of a, nvy
be sustained as an army, 273

Position, incontrovertible one, which
all the lawyers in the kingdom
are i hallenged to overturn, SI ^.

Potatoe, observation on the in! re-

duction of, into this country and
the continent of Europe, 297.

Poyer, Mr. Remarks on his history

of Barb adoes, US—specimen ie-

corded by him of the spirit by
which the natives are actuated,
1 15—etymology of its name, 116
—the author's observations on the
blind policy of the Landholders
there, and on the emigration of the
lower order, 117—policy rccon.-

mendf d by him as proper
t to be

adupted in the Island, 118—re-

marks en that poHcy, 119—inca-
pacity of the different legal officers

there considered, ibid— instance of
gross application of the public
money by the assembly of the
Island. 1*0—author's remarks on
the criminal laws there. 121—on
the character of the West India

negroes, ibid—on the debased »tste

of their minds, 122—interesting

passage on the present state of the
Clergy in the bland, 123—the au-
thor's remarks on the present state
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of the fortification*, and on the

military force, 124—on the state

of the Legislation, J 25—on the

barbarous and ruinous pnlicv of
selling slaves by auction ibid

—

just animadversions on tlx* factious

parsimony of the Legislative As-
sembly, 127—intere tin.» anecdotes

relating to the dreadful hurricane,

in 1780. 123—general remarks on
the merits of the work, 1 fJQ,

Present Age, singular and ridiculous

fashion of, 61.

Professional characteristics, descrip-

tion of, 82—extract of a humour-
ous passage from, ibid.

Puh/ic lem Gardenty s-e Marriaget

.

HEEFE* Mrs. remark on the ex-

cellence of -her Poem, called, 44 The
Flowers at Coun," L9_L .

Revo-vticn. remark on its effects in

producing a martial people, 220.

Royal Ftto for Popish Bishops. 5L

Roscoe, Mr. observations on the great

merits of a Letter to him on the

subject of his late publication, en-

titled, 44 Considerations on the

Causes, Objects, and Consequen-
ces of the present War," 81.

Russia, remark on her absolute sub-

jection to the will of France, 102
—on the great population of, du-
ring the Embassy of Lord Macart-
ney, at the Court of St Peters-

burgh, 138—remark on the back-

ward state of, in Learning, Arts
and Sciences, ibid.—ci.cumstancc

to which she owes her greatness

and dominion, 145—numbers of

Bishoprics, Monks, and other Di-

vines described, UKL
Russians, excellent description of their

character, by Lord Macartney, Li2
—of the common people, ibid —
remarks on their passive valour,

and patience under suffering, 140

—of the burghers and trader*, ibid.

—singularity in their character de-

scribe I, HI—degraded stare of

their Clergy considered, ibid —
reina ks on the igno ance of their

nobility and gentry, 142—on their

riiiculous partiality to French
manners, and its pernicious effects,

14S—observations on their military

,
character, and on th>e estimation in

which it is held b< foreigners, 144

—on their remarkable filial piety,

ibiJ—character of their women

described, 145—anecdote highl

descriptive of their character, H7
—their religious tenets and doc-
trines 'escribed, 148—curious de-

scription of the ceremony of bap.
tism among them, ibid.—observa-

tion on their extreme superstition

and bie;ot rv, 149.

SALISBURY HOUSE, history of,

2S4.

Sax™ Edifice, enumeration of the
supposed ones in this country, 22.

Scitruet, proper criterion by which
they were to be estimated, 1 13.

Sea Kale, remark on the culture of,

299,
Sellon, Rev. Mr remarks on his ex-

cellent abridgement of the scrip-

tures, 3Q7_

Skurray, Rev. F. remarks on his

Poem of Bidc mbe Hill, 55—on
his Ode to the River Isis, 58—in-

teresting Verses of, cd'ed the Cri-

minal, 59—remark on the dedica-

tion of ibo*e Poems, £L .

Snow-storm, interesting description

of one, and of its effects on the

flocks in the Northern countries,

i£L
Somerville, Mrs. strong recommen-

dation of her moral Tale, called

Aurora and Maria, to parents and
others, 309.

South Sea Seal, remark on the fine

quality of the wool produced by,

liiL
Spinisb Anuria^ remark on the present

situation of, IJO—conduct which
ought to have been adopted by this

country towards, ibid.

, Character, interesting obser-

vations on the, 1*2.

Stewart, Mr. remark on the merits of
a Pocm.called the Resurrection, 306,

St***, Rev. Francis, impudent attack

made by him on the fundamental
doct ines of the Church of England,
199—high opinion of him enter-

tained by the Critical Reviewers,
• ibid

St. Vincent, Earl of, remark on his

late Speech in the House of Lords,
107.

Sullivan> Mr. description of the in-

trigue which led to the appoint-

ment, of him to be minister at the

Court of the Nabob of Arcot, 36.

— pointed and just condemnation
of Lord Macartney excited by it,S7.
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Sweden, remark on the deposition of
the King of, 420*

TAYLOR, Mim, remark on the an-
necessary severity of her cross exa-

mination at the Bar of the House of
Commons, 3 '

8

-her evidence, and
that of Dewier, proved to be ad-
missible, 323

The Cauncil of Ho/i; a descriptive

poem, remark on the merit of, 191.

The Family Picture ; or. Domestic
Education, a poetical Epistle, re-

marks on, 61—The Author's object

considered, 62. — quotation from
the Poem, 63—the Author's refu-

tation of the opinion of Dr. Beat tie,

or. education, 68—his description

of a female boarding-school, 69

—

just o. ?!wations of the Author on
the i ' i jus effects of novel read*

in^. a ,u£ girls, and on the licen-

tio'r• .

<

>•( female authors, 72

—

on :;.e .d'vuicy of the m^em
fern a t* 'Li_l 7_i —on the propriety

of bOies becoming managers of
Sun«la) ^chords, 7.f».

The Sp.uish Post Guide as trans-

late i rui Mr. Seinple's Journey in

Spain, 83—-errors therein pointed
out, ibid

The Lady's Toilette, remarks on the
immorality of a publication so

called, SOJl

Thicknesse, Mrs. quotation from her
school for Fashion, 74,

Mr. observations on hi* poem
called the plants, 40—design and
division of the work, it»iu.—fine

apostrophe of, 412—stanzas highly

creditable to the Author's mind,
43—poetical delineation of the pro-
gress of British Navigation, 44

other interesting extracts, 46, 47

—

concluding observations on the
poem. 4JL

_

TVrry, Marquis de, some account of

the life of, 175—important decla-

ration of, 177.

VACCINATION, wretched charac-

ter of the enemies of, described,

yamm*Ut Baron de, letter of, in an-

swer to the critical observation* in

the Monthly Review, on his work
on Fortification, 94.

ytntrtal Infettiam, observations on the

existence, nature, and communica-
tion of, in pregnant women, &c.
400.

WAPOLE, Lord, memoirs of, 171

—

history of his political life, 172.

248—interesting anecdote related

by him, 250—able description of

his character, 25JL

WatbmrUm, Bishop, observations tra

his correspondence with Bishop

Hurd, 1—respective characters of

those prelates described. 2—quota-

tion of a passage on Pope's Imita-

tions of Horace, 3—observation of

Warburton, on the character of

Hume, 4—singular anecdote related

by him, 3—excellent reflections of.

on the subject of religion, 6—just

remarks of, on tracedy and comedy,
7— remarks on different charactere

described by him, ibid.— letter

quoted containing a fine trait of
filial piety, 9—dangerous instance

of error in an opinion of Warbur-
ton, ibid.—interesting remarks ofi

«n ecclesiastical law, 10—his enu-
meration of the various writers on
the civil wars, with remarks on
their respective merits, 11—his

description of the character of Dr.
Stokclcy, and Antiquarian Litera-

ture, 12—favourable remarks on
the merits of this correspondence,

13.
Welsh, humorous and interesting

detail of their laws, 240—custom
of deriving certain family name*
from bodily deformities amongst,
considered, 384.

fVbijrs, singular trait in their charac-
ter, 25F.

White, tt_ R. observations on the
remains of, and an account of his

life, by Mr. Sonthey, 352—remark
on the great interest which the
work possesses, 353— description

of his character, ibid.—observa-
tions on his letters, with extracts

from some of them, 354—bis poe-

try considered, 355—lines peculi-

arly awful and interesting, ibid.—
further extracts. 856—warm recom-
mendation of the work to the peru-
sal of young student*, ibid.

Worcester-House, described, 263,

IVooJcHaueti probable cause of their

being preferred to those of stone or

brick, 42.

Wool, observations on the influence^

of soil and climate on, 156—on the

jfreat utility of greasing and cotting

it, 158—directions for the applica-
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t'ron of the ointment, 159—came
which contributes greatly towards
the fineness of, 1£J_

YARICQ, interesting account of, with,

remarks on the story respecting,

1 16.

York, Duke, remarks on the late En-
quiry into the conduct of, in the
House of Commons, U03—glaring
inconsistency in the prosecution of

i hat enquiry oonsidered, SOS—his

correction of abuses, and introduc-

tion of many good regulations in

the army admitted, SIS—gross and
puerile attempt nf a morning
paper to vindicate his Conduct,
1214—remarks on the decision of
the House of Commons, on his

case, 317—motive by whirli mini-
sters sectn to have been actuated in
their opiuions respecting, 3^0

—

-propriety of h a rewgoation consi-

dered, 1)2*2—extravagant assertion

of a certain lawyer, respecting,

324 — others equally extravagant,
ibid, 825— preposteioui and dan-
gerous notion entertained by some
of a sup-

t
>o«ed serious neccsuts/,

which ntMHt have resulted if tlae

House of Commons had fou^d him
guilty of corrupt practices, Sltf)—

further remarks on the enquiry re-

specting, 4.11—remarks un (he con-

duct of some of the public sneez-

ings with relation to, ibid* .
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